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FOREWORD 

Since the turn of the century, court unification has been one of the more 
controversial issues facing the Americ.m judicial system. This report presents a 
working definition of court unification, summarizes the arguments for and against 
it, and describes the experience of 11 states which have unified their court systems. 

Although no empirical data on the value of unification are presented here, the 
report contributes a much-needed historical and analytical perspective to the uni
fication debate, and suggests avenues for research and evaluation. The National 
Institute will draw upon the insights presented in this report in planning future 
research on court unification. 
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PREFACE 

This study is designed to explore the concept of court unification. Its purpose is 
fourfold. The first ('bjective is to trace the evolution of court unification throughout 
the twentieth century (Chapter 1). The fundamental goal of this exercise is to 
develop a collective definition of the concept. 

The second objective is to investigate the concept's principal strengths and 
weaknesses (Chapter II). The analysis is based mainly on a review of contemporary 
literature, but the alternatives offered for organizing and managing state court 
systems throughout the chapter are supplemented with information obtained from 
on-site observations. 

Third, the politics of achieving court unification, including the obstacles which 
activists are likely to encounter, are examined in detail (Chapters III-IX). General 
principles are proposed to guide those who desire to effect the innovation in their 
states. Additionally, a concrete plan of action is outlined to aid individuals actually 
involved in a unification campaign. 

The fourth objective of the study is to examine the problems encountered by 
those attempting to administer various aspects of court unification (Chapter X-XI). 
Means by which to ameliorate these problems are suggested. It should be noted that 
the study is not designed to empirically evaluate the concept of court unification. 
This subject, however, is touched upon in the final chapter. 

The data for the study are derived from printed sources and indepth investi
gations of court unification movements in eleven §tates. The details are elaborated 
upon in Chapter III and will not be discussed at thisjuncture. However, three items 
should be noted. First, anonymity was guaranteed those who were interviewed 
during the course of this study. Therefore, at times comments will be enclosed in 
direct quotes but the source wiJI not be cited. Second, the words "reform," 
"modernize," and "improve" often are used synonymously with the term "unify" 
or "unification" to avoid repetitious terminology. Third, the terms "state bar" and 
"bar association" are used interchangeably. No attempt was made, for the pur
poses of this study, to distinguish unified from non-unified bars. 

A review of the literature on court unification is being published as a separate 
monograph by the United States Government Printing Office (Susan Carbon and 
Larry Berkson, Literature on Court Unification: All An/lotated Bibliography). It 
contains a bibliographic essay and an annotated bibliography. The essay presents 
an overview of the literature and notes its deficiencies. Tn ~";bibliography contains 
over 275 entries. 

As with any undertaking of this magnitude, the authors are deeply indebted to a 
large number of individuals. One of the foremost debts is owed to Carolyn Burstein, 
the Project Monitor, who strongly supported funding this atypical prescriptive 
package. Without her, the project never would 'have commenced. She provided 
continual assistance and encouragement throughout the duration of the project. To 
her we extend our deepest appreciation. 

Another individual who cannot he adequately thanked is Allan Ashman, the 
Project Director. From the very outset he served as the "guiding light" for the 
study. His invaluable experience in similar research endeavors was utilizec,t~ime 
and again to help overcome difficult problems. He carefully read every c~ .. ··~:·~~r \--j) 

~ ~ 



making sUbstantive comments, as well as innumerable suggestions on how to 
improve t~e manuscript's readability. To him we also are deeply appreciative. 

Similar roles were played by Carl Baar, Geoffrey Hazard, Harry Lawson and 
Harvey Solomon, members of the project s advisory committee. Their suggestions 
at the initial stages of the project, as well as their comments on each of the chapters. 
substantially contributed to the successful completion of the study. To them we 
extend a hearty thanks. 
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PART 1 

COURT UNiFICATION IN PERSPECTIVE 





CHAPTER I. A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

Since the turn of the century the concept of court 
unification has been pivotal in nearly every attempt 
to reform state court systems. Its principal advocate 
was Roscoe Pound who, in 1906, delivered a seminal 
address to the American Bar Association. Pound 
charged that this nation's courts were archaic in 
three respects. 1 First, there were too many courts. 
Their multiplicity created duplication, waste and 
inefficiency. Second, he argued that concurrent 
jurisdiction in diversity of citizenship cases was 
needless, unnecessary and out of place in modern 
society. Finally, he claimed that there was a great 
waste of judicial manpower in the system. Pound 
pointed out that because of rigid jurisdictional 
boundary lines, idle judges were not free to lend aid 
to others whose dockets were overly congested. 
Needless judicial time was also expended, he 
claimed, in the intricacies of federal jurisdiction and 
the obsolete distinctions between law and equity. 
Pound also was appalled by the seemingly unre
stricted practice of granting new trials, especially in 
civil cases. 

Pound attributed these problems to the fact that 
America had copied the British system "at a time 
when Englishjudicial organization was at its worst."2 
To remedy the situation, he advocated adopting a 
variation of the solution suggested by designers of 
the English Judicature Act of 1873. According to 
Pound, its chief features were: (1) to set up a single 
court, complete in itself, embracing all superior 
courts andjurisdictions; and (2) to include in this one 
court, as a branch thereof, a single court of final 
appeal. 3 In other words, there was to be a court of 
first instance which would retain all original juris
diction and a second court, a court of appeals, to 
handle all reviewing jurisdiction. 

1 See Roscoe Pound, "The Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction 
with the Administration of Justice," reprinted in Journal of the 
Americllll Judicature Society, 20 (February, 1937), 178-87. 

2 Roscoe Pound, "Organization of Courts," Journal of the 
AmericlIlI Judicature Society, II (October, 1927),69,75. See also 
Roscoe Pound, Organizatio/l of Courts (Boston: Little, Brown 
and Co., 1940). . 

3 Pound, "Organization of Courts," supra note 2, at 77-78, 

1 

In 1909, largely due to Pound's influence, the 
American Bar' Association adopted the essence of 
these ideas. 4 In subsequent speeches Pound ob
served that there were three main points involved: 
the organization of judicial personnel, the organi
zation of judicial business (court structure), and the 
organization of judicial administration. 5 He per
petually advocated "unifying" each of these areas. 
He reiterated these notions decade after decade, 
culminating in his famous 1940 article entitled, 
"Principles and Outline of a Modern Unified Court 
Organization. "6 

Pound's initial cries for a modernized, equitable 
and efficient judiciary were heard during a time when 
sG~iety was concerned with change of great mag
nitude. The early 1900's is commonly referred to as 
the Progressive Era because of radical responses to 
the hardships which had gradually beset the Ameri
can citizenry following the end of the Civil War. 

Between that time and the outbreak of World War 
I, the development of industry, the influx of immi
grants, the growth of cities and the concentration of 
wealth in an elite class contributed to a profound 
social and demographic upheaval. No longer were 
the majority of citizens small town farmers of colo
nial heritage. Rather, they were urbanites, many of 
whom had recently immigrated. The influx was so 
rapid that city governments were largely unable to 
provide public services, not to mention more basic 
needs such as housing. 

Bribery, patronage and corruption permeated 
state and city governments. Public trust became 
obsolete. And participation by minorities was vir
tuany unheard of. 

By the turn of the century, however, muckracking 
journalists began exposing these conditions. Their 
revelations inspired and horrified reformers into 
promoting socialjustice. In addition to the countless 
proposals for ameliorating the social and economic 

4.Jbid., at 78. 
5lbid. 
6 Roscoe Pound, "Principles and Outline of a Modem Uni

fied Court Organization," Journal of the A merican Judicature 
Society, 23 (April, 1940),225-33. 



plight of the American, Progressives particularly 
favored expanded popular participation in gov
ernment. Their desire to keep government close to 
the people led them to promote reform mainly in the 
legislative and executive branches of government. 
For example, direct primaries, direct election of 
senators and the enfranchisement of women were 
instituted during the Progressive Era. To give citi
zens more control over their representatives, Pro
gressives also advanced as reforms the initiative, the 
recall and the referendum. 

It was in this context of reform that Roscoe Pound 
first proposed that changes should be made in the 
judicial branch of government. However, his ideas 
were not universally supported; in fact, they often 
were met with strong opposition, As R. Stanley 
Lowe described the impact of his 1906 address, "the 
sensitivites of many judges and complacent lawyers 
in his audience were stung by these allegations. 
• '. ,"7 This was evidenced by the fact that a resolu
tion to print 4,000 copies of his speech was roundly 
defeated following lengthy and laudatory defenses of 
the courts, interspersed with impatient denuncia
tions of Pound's assertions. 8 

As a result of this opposhion. efforts at unification 
proceeded very slowly and often were met with de
feat. As time progressed, the advocates of Pound's 
philosophy enlisted the aid of numerous allies. 
Among them were the American Judicature Society, 
Arthur T. Vanderbilt, later Chief Justice of the New 
Jersey Supreme Court, and several scholars and 
practitioners. Wide support for Pound's ideas de
veloped during the 1960's, and today his position on 
court reform is accepted by a majority of individuals 
and organizations working in the field. 

Increasing interest in the concept during recent 
YI?ars has aroused great concern over its specific 
meaning. Indeed. a review of the twentieth century 
literature on court unification reveals only a limited 
consensus about its dimensions. There seems to be 
nearly as many definitions as there are individwils 
with ideas about how courts "ought" to be or
ganized. Thus before proceeding, an attempt is made 
to clarify the concept by culling from the literature a 
"collective definition." The weaknesses of such an 
approach are obvious. It is unlikely that the defini
tion will be accepted in its totality by anyone. 
Nonetheless, it is crucial to establish a common 
framework from which to discuss and understand the 

7 R. Stanley Lowe, "Unified Courts in America: The Legacy 
of Roscoe Pound," Jllllictllllre, 56 (March, 1973), 316-317. 

8lbid. 

2 

concept, and to provide the foundation for sub
sequent chapters. 

As with many emerging concepts, academics, 
practitioners, jurists and commission reports have 
expressed a multitude of conflicting interpretations 
regarding the elements of court unification. Often the 
phrase has been used interchangeably with court 
reform in general. Table 1-1 illustrates the large 
number of topics which, from time to time, have 
been included under this rubric. 

Table 1-1 
Possible Elements of {/ Unified Court System 

I. Rule-making authority vested in the supreme court. 

2. Assignment power vested in an administrative judge. 

3. Simplified court structure. 

4. Elimination of justice of the peace courts. 

5. State financing of courts. 

6. Greater use of judicial councils . 

7. Merit selection system for choosing judges. 

8. Judicial qualifications commissions. 

9. Abolition of lay jUdges. 

10. Use of parajudges. 

II. Full-time judges. 

12. Mandatory retirement age for judges. 

13. Judicial compensation commissions. 

14. Appointment of a professional court administrator. 

15. Professional administrative staff. 

16. Unified bar. 

17. Requirements for statistical records keeping. 

18. Decriminalization of public drunkenness and minor traffic 
offenses. 

19. Operation under modern rules of criminal and civil procedure. 

20. Transcription of all pretrial court proceedings. 

21. Uniform appeals procedures. 

22. Independent personnel plan for non-judicial employees. 

Perhaps the broadest present-day categorization is 
found in the recommendations of the National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stand
ards and Goals: 

State courts should be organized into a unified 
judicial system financed by the State and ad
ministered through a statewide court ad
ministrator or administrative judge under the 
supervision of the chief justice of the State 
supreme court. 

All trial courts should be unified into a single 
trial court with general criminal as well as civil 
jurisdiction. Criminal jurisdiction now in courts 
of limited jurisdiction should be placed in the'se 



unified trial courts of general jurisdiction, with 
the exception of certain traffic violations. The 
State supreme court should promulgate rules for 
the conduct of minor as well as major criminal 
prosecutions. 

Alljudicial functions in the trial courts should 
be performed by full-time judges. All judges 
should possess law degrees and be members of 
the bar. 

A transcription or other record of the pretrial 
court proceedings and the trial should be kept in 
all criminal cases. 

The appeal procedure should be the same for 
all cases. 

Pretrial release services, probation services, 
and other rehabilitative services should be 
available in all prosecutions within the juris
diction of the unified trial court. 9 

Generally, however, the fieLd is circumscribed so 
that many of these considerations are not included. 

To determine which elements are central to the 
concept, every important study of court unification 
beginning with Roscoe Pound's famous statement in 
1906 through the American Bar Association's 
Standards Relating to Court Organization in 1974, 
was examined. Five basic components were found: 
consolidation and simplification of court structure, 
centralized management, centralized rule-making, 
centralized budgeting, and state financing. 

Although the five elements are not identical to the 
ones derived from the literature by other inves
tigators, they are similar. For example, Allan 
Ashman and Jeffrey Parness concluded that there 
are three basic principles of court unification over 
which there has been little disagreement: the 
necessity for a simplified state court structure, the 
need for centralized supervision of both a state's 
judicial and non-judicial personnel, and state as
sumption of all or a substantial part of the financial 
responsibility for its court system. 10 Omitted from 
the list by Ashman and Parness be~ause "they ap
pear to be inappropriate for inclusion," are such 
concerns as judicial selection and retention, the 
specific jurisdiction of a unified trial court, and the 
types and qualifications of judicial officers serving 
state trial courts. 

9 National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stand
ards and Goals, Courts (Washington: Government Printing Of
fice, 1973). p. 164. 

10 Allan Ashman and Jeffrey Parness, "The Concept of a 
Unified Court System," DePaul Law Review, 24 (Fall, 1974), 
1-41. 

3 

Professor James Gazell claims that there are two 
basic components of the concept: administrative 
direction by a state's highest court over the entire 
judicial system and consolidation ot' various state 
courtsY The former embraces four components: a 
law authorizing the highest state court to make all 
rules of practice and procedure; the right of the 
highest state court to appoint managerial personnel 
for the rest of the court system, especially the chief 
judges and judicial administrators at the appellate 
and trial court levels; the right of the highest state 
court or its agents to assign all court personnel at 
will, including vertical and horizontal transfer of 
judges; and preparation by the highest state court of 
a yearly budg~t for the state judiciary. 

Finally, Professor Geoffrey Gallas concludes that 
the concept is composed of four elements: the 
elimination of overlapping and conflicting juris
dictional boundaries; hierarchical and centralized 
state court structure with administrative responsi
bility vested in the chief justice and court of last 
resort; unitary budgeting and financing of the courts 
at the state level; and separate personnel systems 
administered centrally by the state court adminis
trator covering a range of personnel functions and 
encompassing all personnel, including clerks of 
court. 12 Notably, Gallas omits such topics asjudfcial 
selection, con,pensation, tenure, retirement and 
removal, as well as decriminalization, the unified 
bar, judicial councils and abolition of lay jUdges, 
among others. 

The omission of judicial selection, discipline and 
removal as essential elements is perhaps the most 
controversial. For example, after listing Professor 
Gallas' four components of unification, H. Ted 
Rubin suggests that to the compilation "should be 
added the merit selection of judges, with appoint
ment by a governor from among nominations sub
mitted by judicial nominating commissions. One 
other component," he continues,~ 'would be a 
procedure for disciplining and removing judges who 
fail to adhere to norms of competency and stabili
ty."13 Both reforms indeed have received wide 
attention in recent years. A review of the literature, 
however, reveals that neither reform falls within the 

11 James A. Gazell, "Lower-Court Unification in the Ameri
can States," Arizona State LalVJournal, 1974 (1974), 653-87. 

12 Geoffrey Gallas, "The Conventional Wisdom of State 
Court Administration: A Critical Assessment and an Alternative 
Approach," Justice System Journal, 2 (Spring, 1976), 35-55. 
These have been accepted byH. Ted Rubin, The Courts; Fulcrum 
of the Justice System (Pacific Palisades: Goodyear Publishing 
Co., 1976), pp. 3-4. 

13 Rubin, supra note 12, p. 4. 



collective definition of court unification. Perhaps 
this absence can be attributed to the fact that the 
unification concept is essentially one which focuses 
on the managerial and structural components of state 
court systems. From this perspective a system may 
be totally unified and yet utilize elected judges who 
are subject to removal and discipline by the tradi
tional procedures of impeachment and removal, res
olution and address, recall, challenge, assignment, 
reversal, and peer group persuasion or pressure. 14 

Another topic omitted which may create some 
degree of controversy is that of the intermediate 
appellate court. In his original critique of the 
American judicial system, Roscoe Pound did not 
contemplate intermediate courts of appeal. IS Like
wise in his later writings, he explicitly rejected the 
idea, stating that "there would be no need of in
termediate tribunals of any sort."16 The American 
Judicature Society and its representatives have gen
erally agreed. 17 For example, in 1967, Glenn Winters 
wrote a compelling argument on behalf of con
solidating intermediate appellate courts with su
preme courtS.18 

But Winter's position appears to be in the minori
ty, for most proposals within the past two decades 
have ca~led for the creation of an intermediate court 
of appeals. The American Bar Association's Model 
Judicial Article (1962), the National Municipal 
League's Model State Constitution (1963), the 
American Bar Association's Standards of 1974, and 
the Minnesota Judicial Council Report of 1974 have 
all endorsed such a court, and others have given 
implicit approval. 19 

Despite the growing acceptance of intermediate 
appellate courts, they may not be essential to a uni
fied system. There seems to be an unstated as
sumption in many proposals that intermediate courts 
of ~ppeal should be established only in states 
burdened by extremely heavy caseloads. This notion 

14 See Steven Hays, "Discipline and Removal of State Court 
Judges," in Larry Berkson, Steven Hays, and Susan Carbon, 
Managing the State Courts (St. Paul: West Publishing Company, 
1977), pp. 150-55. 

15 Pound, supra note I, at 184. 
IG Pound, supra note 6, ,at 228. 
17 "Model Judiciary Article," Journal of the American 

Judicature Society, 3 (February, 1920), 132-41. 
16 "The Case for a Two-Level State Court System," Judi

cature, 50 (February, 1967), 185-87. 
19 President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Admin

istration of Justice, Task Forcl' Report: The Courts (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1967~,· p. 83; and Advisory Com
mission on Intergovernmental Relations, S ta te-Local Relations in 
the Criminal Justice System (Washington: Government Printing 
Office, 1!l71), p. 91. 
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was made explicit by the National Conference on the 
Judiciary: 

If the appellate caseload is too great for a single 
court to adequately perform its tasks of cor
recting errors, developing law and supervising 
the courts below, serious consideration should 
be given to creating an intermediate appellate 
court.20 

A. Consolidation and Simplification of Court 
Structure 

If there is a single element that might be consid
ered the heart of court unification, it is the con
solidation and simplification of court structure. At 
the beginning of the century, as noted earlier, Ros
coe Pound wrote favorably of the English legislation 
which consolidated five appellate courts and eight 
courts of first instance into one Supreme Court of 
Judicature. The plan established a two-branch sys
tem that included a single court of final appeal and a 
single court of first instance. "This idea of unifi
cation," Pound stated, "has proved most effective," 
and deserved "careful study of American lawyers as 
a model judicial organization. "21 

1. Trial courts. Subsequent to Pound's admon
ition, nearly every academic,jurist, and commission 
report dealing with unification discussed this 
eit!ment. All ar~ in agreement that the number of trial 
courts must be reduced, but controversy has de
veloped over the exact number that should exist. 
Originally, Pound suggested that there be only one, 
but by 1940 he had revised his thinking and suggested 
that the single Court of Justice (Supreme Court of 
Judicature) be composed of three branches instead 
of two. 22 At the apex of the hierarchy, according to 
Pound, was to be a "single ultimate court of appeal. " 
Next, there was to be a "superior court of general 
jurisdiction" for all civil and criminal cases "above 
the grade of small causes and petty offenses and 
violations of municipal ordinances."23 Finally, 
county courts were to be organized to handle "small 
causes." " 

During the period between the two Pound state
ments, the American Judicature Society developed a 

20 National Conference on the Judiciary, "Consensus 
Statement of the National Conference on the Judiciary," in Jus
tice ill the States (St. Paul: West Publishing Co., 1971), p. 266. See 
also Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 
supra note 19, p. 88. 

21 Pound, supra note 1, at 183, 
Z2 Pound, supra note 6; at 225. 
23 Ibid., at 226. 



model judicial article at the request of the National 
Municipal League. 24 It called for creation of a gen
eral court of justice with three departments known as 
the supreme court, the district court and the county 
court. Its authors apparently contemplated that the 
county court should possess original jurisdiction 
over civil cases up to $500 and criminal mis
demeanors. The district court was to have original 
jurisdiction in all cases' except where exclusive 
jurisdiction was granted the county courts. Un
fortunately the Parker-Vanderbilt Standards of 1938 
made only passing reference to the fact that states 
should adopt a unified judicial system and did not 
discuss court structure explicitly. It is clear, 
however, that the American Bar Association com
mittee which developed the standards did at least 
implicitly approve the two-tier trial court system.25 

Since 1940 there has been mixed reaction to the 
two-tier trial court proposal. The Municipal 
League's Model State Constitution of1942 withdrew 
its explicit endorsement of the system,26 although 
the American JUdicature Society continued its 
support. 27 By 1963 the League had again vacillated in 
its position and proposed that: 

The judicial power of the state shall be vested 
in a unifiedjudicial system, which shall include a 
supreme court, an appellate court and a general 
court, and which shall also include such inferior 
courts oflimited jurisdiction as may from time to 
time be established by law. 28 

The previous year, the American Bar Association 
had also called fora two-tier trial court system: a trial 
court of general jurisdiction known as the district 
court, and one trial court of limited jurisdiction 
known as the magistrate's court. 29 In 1967 the Presi
dent's Commission on Law Enforcement and Ad- . 
ministration of Justice intimated an acceptance of 
the two-tier system when it determined that Michi
gan had "provided for a fully unified court system, 

24 "Model Judiciary !,/"ticie," supra note 17. 
25 Arthur T. Vanderbilt, Minimum Standards of JudicialAd

ministration (New York: The Law Center of New York Univer
sity, 1949),p. 263. See also "Standards of Administration 
Adopted;" Journal of the American Judicature Soclety, .22 
(August, 1938), 66-71. 

26 "Model Judiciary Article and Comment Thereon," Journal 
of the American Judicature Society, 26 (August, 1942),51,53. 

27 Ibid., at 53-54. 
28 National Municipal League, Model State Constitution 

(New York: National Municipal League, 1963), p. 12. 
29 Glenn Winters, "A.B.A. House of Delegates Approves 

Model Judicial Article for State Constitutions," Journal of the 
American Judlcature Society, 45 (April, 1962),279,280. 
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including one statewide court of general jurisdiction 
and statewide courts of limited jurisdiction .... "30 

Similarly the Advisory Commission on Inter
governmental Relations (1971) implicitly accepted 
the notion of a two-tier system when it stated that the 
North Carolina constitutional amendment of 1972 
"provided for a unified judicial system consisting of 
a supreme court, superior court and district 
court. "31 

More recent commission reports explicitly have 
rejected the notion of a two-tier trial court system. 
For example, in 1971 the National Conference on the 
Judiciary prescribed that, "[T]here should be only 
one level of trial court. . . . Separate specialized 
courts should be abolished. "32 Similarly, the fol
lowing year the National Advisory Commission on 
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals recommended 
that "[a]ll trial courts should be unified into a single 
trial court .... ' '33 In 1974 the American Bar Associ
ation Commission on Standards of Judicial Adminis
tration also declared that "[t]he court of original 
proceedings should be organized as a single 
court. "34 That same year the Minnesota Judicial 
Council determined that a unified system "[h]as only 
one trial court. "35 

A number of scholars have also called for adoption 
of a single tier trial court. For example, Glenn 
Winters, former Executive Director of the American 
Judicature Society, has consistently opted for such a 
scheme.3s Similarly, James Gazell has suggested 
that a single court is preferable.37 Others have been 
reticent to take one position or the other, and sWl 
others have shifted their positions. Perhaps Allan 
Ashman and Jeffrey Parness best reflect the recent 
scholarly thinking on the subject. 

30 President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Admin
istration of Justice, supra note 19. Another commission report of 
that year failed to assert an opinion on the subject. President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 
The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society (Washington: Gov
ernment Printing Office, 1967), p. 156. 

31 Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 
supra note 19. 

32 National Conference on the Judiciary, supra note 20. 
33 National Advisory Commission on Criminal1ustice Stand-

ards and Goals, supra note 9. '.\ 
34 American Bar Association, Standards Relating to Court. 

Organization (Chicago: American Bar Association, 1974), p. 17. 
35 Minnesota Judicial Council, A Survey of Unified Court 

Organizations (1974), p. 6 
36 See, e.g., "The Case for a Two-Level State Court System," 

supra note 18. 
n James Gazell, "State Trial Courts: An Odyssey into Fal

tering Bureaucracies," San Diego Law ft,evielV, 8 (March, 1971), 
275,331. In a later article, he recognized the utility of both models. 
See GazeU, supra note 11, at 656-59. 
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One state-wide court of general jurisdiction 
probably is all that is required within a unified 
court system. However, under certain cir
cumstances, a state-wide limited jurisdiction 
coure might function quite well and differ little 
from divisions of a single state-wide trial court 
of generaljurisdiction which handles only minor 
matters. Consequently, it is possible for a sys
tem with two, three or even four levels of courts 
to be characterized as having a simplified court 
structure. The key lies not in the number of 
courts handling cases, but in the state's method 
for handling cases brought before its courts. 3S 

2. Alternate models of court structure. As has been 
observed, considerable disagreement has prevailed 
over the exact structure which best typifies a 
simplified and consolidated state court system. Four 
principal models have emerged and are presented in 
Table 1-2. Pound's 1906 model has little support 
among modern scholars and in practice is found only 
in Idaho, Iowa and South Dakota.39 The 1940 Pound 
model is much more popular among scholars but it 
too is found, in a pure sense, in only three states: 
Hawaii, Rhode Island and Virginia. This can be 
attributed primarily to the fact that 29 states have 
created intermediate courts of appeal.40 The re
maining states have more than two trial courts and 
thus do not fit the model.4l 

The 1962 ABA model exists only in Florida and 
North Carolina. The California and Maryland 
systems approach this model. Only Illinois adheres 
to the 1974 ABA model. With respect to those states 
having no courts of intermediate appeal, most do not 
fit the model because of the existence of an excessive 
number of trial courts. Alabama, New York, Okla
homa, Pennsylvania and Texas also have more than 
one intermediate appellate court. 

3. The collective definition. To summarize, 
proponents of court unification generally agree that 

3U Ashman and Parness, supra note 10, at 29-30. 
3n See Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Na

tional Survey of Courl OrganizatiOJl (Washington: Government 
Printing Office, 1973), and 1975 Supplement. 

40 Alabama, Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, 
IJIinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, 
Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, New Jersey, New 
Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, 
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin. 
Many of these states also possess an excessive number of trial 
courts. 

4) Alaska, Connecticut, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Min
nesota, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, North 
Dakota, South Carolina, Utah, Vermont, West Virginia, Wis
consin, and. Wyoming. 

court structure should be consolidated and simpli
fied. The collective definition holds that there should 
be no more than one intermediate appellate court, no 
more than one trial court of general jurisdiction, no 
more than one trial court of limited jurisdiction, and 
no specialized courts. 

While there is some controversy over the follow
ing proposition, the trend appears to be in the di
rection of advocating the creation of a single' trial 
court of original jurisdiction. 

B. Centralized Management 

1. A brief history. In its first and second drafts of 
the State-Wide Judicature Act (1914 and 1917 re
spectively), the American Judicature Society di
vided administrative responsibility for the judicial 
system between a council and the chief justice. For 
example, the power to appoint the clerk of the Gen
eral Court of Judicature, as well as the authority to 
establish clerks' offices throughout the state, was 
vested in the judicial counci1.42 The chief justice was 
granted authority to assign judges to the various 
divisions of the court, direct judges to perform 
judicial duties in two or more diyisiQns, and transfer 
cases from one division to another.43 In 1920 the 
National Municipal League offered a similar propos
aI. It envisioned that the judicial council would 
regulate the duties and business of the clerk and his 
subordinates, and all other ministerial officers.44 On 
the other hand, the League's proposal authorized the 
chief justice to gather and publish an annual report 
which was to include statistics regarding the busi
ness of the courts and the state of the dockets at the 
close of each year.45 The chief justice also was 
granted authority to nominate the clerk of the Gen
eral Court of Justice and to assign district court 
judges to the districts. 46 Control over calendars and 
the assignment of judges in district and county courts 
was given to the local presiding judge. 

The above proposals suggest that among early 
reformers, the idea of strong centralized manage
ment was still not fully developed. For the most part, 
Pound's admonition that "one high official of the 
court should be charged with supervision of the 
judicial business of the whole court, "47 went un
heeded. As the years passed it became increasingly 

42 American Judicature Society, "First Draft ofa State/Wide 
Judicature Act," Bulletin VII (October, 1914), pp. 166, 168. 

43 Ibid., pp. 93-94, 107. 
44 "Model Judiciary Article," supra note 17, at 138. 
45 I bid., at 137. 
46 Ibid., at 139. 
47 Pound, supra note 2, at 80. 



TABLE 1-2 

Models 0/ State Court Organization 

MODEL A 

Pound (1906) 

Supreme Court 

Trial Court 

MODELC 

ABA (1962) 

[1fltermediate Appellate Court 

apparent to reformers that if the courts were to be. 
managed efficiently, administration of the ~ystem 
had to be focused in one agency. and in one individu
al. The first major proposal in this respect came in 
1938. In the famous Parker-Vanderbilt Standards, 
states were admonished to provide "a unified judi
cial system with power and responsibility in one of 
the judges to assign judges to judicial service so as to 
relieve congestion of dockets and utilize the avail
able judges to the best advantage. "48 Commenting 
on the Standards in 1949, Arthur Vanderbilt listed 
eight principal facets of this aspect of court man
agement: assignment of judges to specialized duties; 
reassignment of judges to different courts; reas
signment of cases; uniform record keeping; periodic 
reporting by judges about their work; appointment of 
court personnel; administration of court personnel; 

48 "Standards of Judicial Administration Adopted," supra 
note 25, at 67. . 
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MODEL B 

Pound (1940) 

MODELD 

ABA (1974) 

Intermediate Appellate Court 

Trial Court 

and centralizing the financial affairs of the judicial 
branch.49 

Subsequent to the Parker-Vanderbilt Standards, 
then: were a large number of proposals which 
suggested that authority for managing the courts 
should be vested in the judiciary. These later 
proposals almost uniformly suggested that the chief 
justice of the state's highest court should be granted 
this responsibility. In his 1940 proposal, Pound again 
outlined his ideas regarding management of the 
judiciary: 

Supervision of the judicial-business adminis
tration of the whole court should be committed 
to the chief justice .... He should have author
ity to make reassignments or temporary assign
ments of judges to particular branches or 
divisions or localities according to the amount of 

49 Vanderbilt, supra note 25, pp. 34-35. 



work to be done, and the judges at hand to do it. 
Disqualification, disability or illness of particu
lar judges, or vacancies in office could be 
speedily provided for in this way. He should 
have authority also ... to assign or transfer 
cases from one locality or court or division to 
another for hearing and disposition, as cir
cumstances may require, so that judicial work 
may be equalized so far as may be and clogging 
up of particular dockets and accumulation of 
arrears prevented at the outse~. 50 

Pound noted that the chief justice might require 
assistance in his role as supervisor of the judicial 
system and as such, proposed that "competent busi
ness direction should be provided and the clerical 
and stenographic force be put under control and 
supervision of a responsible director. "51 He ob
served that, "[tJhejudiciary is the only great agency 
of government which is habitually given no control 
over its clerical force. "52 He even went so far as to 
suggest that such officers might be needed in every 
branch, major division, or regional court. Thus, 
Pound became one of the first reformers to anticipate 
the need for court administrators. Moreover, it is 
clear that Pound did not envision court clerks as
suming this position. Indeed, Pound was very critical 
of the posture court clerks had taken during the 
previous century .. To him they were "independent 
functionaries" free from judicial control and ad
ministrative supervision. 

In 1962, the American Bar Association specified 
that the state's chief justice should be deemed the 
executive head of the judicial system and that he 
should appoint an administrator of the courts and 
such assistants as necessary to aid in the administra
tion of the courts. 53 The following year the National 
Municipal League issued an almost identical 
proposal. 

Every major study since that time has advocated 
placing administrative responsibility for state court 
systems in the supreme court or chief justice and 
nearly all of the studies have called for the establish
ment of a court administrator's office to aid in the 
process. A significant variation has been the ad
monition that administrative authority be vested in a 
judicial council composed of representatives of all of 
the courts in the system or in members of the su
preme court sitting as a judicial council. In either 

50 Pound, supra note 6, at 229. 
51 Ibid. 
~2Ibid., at 230. 
53 Winters, supra note 29, at 282. 
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case it has been recommended that the chief justice 
should be the council's presiding officer. A version 
of the judicial council format currently is found in 
California. 

While it is relatively simple to agree on who should 
possess central management authority, it is rather 
difficult to define just what that authority should 
entail. There is general consensus that the ad
ministrator should not handle judicial functions, 
including all aspects of adjudication and courtroom 
procedure. Unfortunately, the dichotomy between 
judicial and non-judicial duties is not always rigid. It 
is often difficult to decide whether a particular 
function, such as transfer and assignment of judges , 
is a judicial or non-judicial responsibility. 54 

Another contested question is whether trial court 
administrators should be appointed and supervised 
by the bureaucratically superior state court ad
ministrator's office. Recent commission reports 
have indicated that they should. For example, the 
National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals recommended that "DJocal trial 
court administrators and regional court administra
tors should be appointed by the state court ad
ministrator. "55 The Advisory Commission on 
Intergovernmental Relations recommended that of
fices of local trial courts "be headed by professional 
administrators and be under the general supervision 
of the state court administrator .... "56 Under this 
system policies are developed at the top of the 
administrative hierarchy and percolate down to local 
units where they are implemented by trial level 
executives. Proponents' of this approach contend 
that such a system is essential for coordination, ac
countability and continuity. 

Recently, a number of reformers have taken 
exception to this position. For example, the Ameri
can Bar Association has recommended that the trial 
court executive "be !,!ppointed by the presidingjudge 
of the court in which he serves, with the advice and 
approval of the judges of that court, and should serve 
at the pleasure of the presiding judge. "57 Addi
tionally, a number of writers have also questioned 
the wisdom of central appointment and control of 

54 Steven Hays and Larry Berkson, "The New Managers: 
Court Administrators," in Berkson. Hays and Carbon, supra note 
14, pp. 188-98. 

55 National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stand
ards and Goals, supra note 9, p. 183. 

56 Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 
supra note 19, p. 39. 

51 American Bar Association, supra note 34, p. 89. 



trial court administrators. 58 Nevertheless, the de
bate underscores the fact that centralized ap
pointment and supervision is indeed a major 
component of the collective definition of court 
unification. 

Other facets of centralized management are less 
controversial and are much more widely accepted. A 
perusal of recent studies and reports yields an 
enormous number of roles, functions, duties and 
responsibilities of state court administrators in a 
unified system. 59 

2. Alternate models of management. Four models 
of centralized management emerge from the litera
ture (Table 1-3). Clearly, the American Bar As
sociation's 1941 proposal is most widely accepted by 
the academic community. It is also the model 
adopted by the largest number of states. Indeed, all 
but one state, Mississippi, currently employ a court 
administrator and in nearly every instance this in
dividual is appointed by the chief justice or supreme 
court. 60 In California, Georgia, Texas, and Utah, 
however, appointment is by ajudicial council, and in 
Connecticut, where the administrator is a member of 
the supreme court, by the general assembly. 

There appears to be a renewed interest in the 
California judicial council model. Recently two 
states, Georgia and Utah have adopted similar, albeit 
weaker, plans. 

3. The collective definition. To summarize, a 
collective definition of court unification with respect 
to centralized management appears to be as follows: 

5S See Larry Berkson, "Selecting Trial Court Administrators: 
An Alternative Approach," Journal of Criminal Justice, 
forthcoming. See also Gallas, supra note 12; and Hays and 
Berkson, supra note 54. 

59 See especially American Bar Association, The [m
provemellt of rhe AdminrSl'ratioll of Justice (Chicago: American 
Bar Association, 1971), pp. 20-28. See also President's Com
mission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. Task 
Force Report: The Courts. supra note 30; President's Commis
sion on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, The 
Challellge of Crime ill a Free Society. supra note 30; Advisory 
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, supra note 19; 
National Conference on the Judiciary, supra note 20, pp. 265-66; 
Committee for Economic Development, Reducing Crime and 
Assuring Justice (New York: Committee for Economic De
velopment, 1972); National Advisory Commission on Criminal 
Justice Standards and Goals, supra note 9; Minnesota Judicial 
Council, supra note 35, pp. 17-19; and American Bar Association. 
supra note 34, pp. 2, 4. 

60 Rachel Doan and Robert Shapiro. Stare COllrt Adminis
trators (Chicago: American Judicature Society, 1976), Pl'. 17:"117, 
report all butthree. Since that study. New Hampshire and Nevada 
have hired such personnel. The phrase "State court" adminis
trator is used here in its broadest sense. 
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• Administrative responsibility for the entire 
judiciary should be placed in the chiefjlistice 

• A state court administrator should be ap
pointed to aid the chief justice in executing the 
latter's administrative responsibilities 

• Local trial administrators should be respon
sive to requests by the top of the judicial 
hierarchy 

• The assignment of judges and cases to equalize 
workload, and alleviate problems caused by 
vacatiorlS, illness and the like should be con
trolled by the supreme court 

Ii The supreme court shoudl be respon'3ible for 
the qualifications and hiring and firing of non
judicial personnel (including evaluation, 
promotion, in~service training and discipline) 

• The supreme court should be responsible for 
space and equipment including stand
ardizations 

e The supreme court should be responsible for 
centralized records keeping and statistics 
gathering 

e The supreme court should be responsible for 
fInancial administration, including budget 
preparation 

o The supreme court should be responsible for 
the management of a continuing education 
program for all court related personnel 

• The supreme court should be responsible for 
research for the state court system 

It The supreme court should be responsible for 
planning for the state court system 

• The supreme court shOUld be responsible for 
the staff of the central administrative office 

e The supreme court should be responsible for 
the dissemination of information about the 
operations of the state court system 

C. Centralized Rule-Making 

1. A brief history. In 1848 New York adopted the 
Field Code which eventually served as a model for 
the vast majority of other states. The Field Code 
divided responsibility for rule-making between the 
judiciary and the legislature and resulted in almost 
total legislative control. 61 

By the turn of the century, reformers became 
cognizant of the Field Code's negative effects and 
began to suggest alternatives. In October, 1914, the 
American Judicature Society pUblished its first draft 
of the State-Wide Judicature Act which proposed 
vesting most rule-making authority in a council 

61 See Vanderbilt, supra note 25, p. 514. 



TABLE 1-3 

Models of Management 

MODEL A 

American Judicature 

Society (1917) 

Chief Justice H Judicial Council 

MODELC 

American Bar Association (1941) 

Chief Justice 

Court Administrator 

composed exclusively of state judges. 62 This posi
tion was reiterated in a second draft in 1917.6 :1 The 
council was granted authority to (1) reduce or ex
pand the existing number of judges of any superior 
court division, (2) make rules prescribing the duties 
and jurisdiction of masters and district magistrates, 
(3) make, alter and amend all rules relating to prac
tice ar'f~ procedure, and (4) establish all rules and 
regulations with respect to clerks and jury com
missioners. Similarly, the National Municipal 
League's Model Judicial Article, first published in 
1920, placed rule-making power exclusively within a 
judicial council. The council's ccmposition and 
authority closely paralleled that suggested by the 
Ame:'ican Judicature Society. 64 

In 1938 the American Bar Association recom
mended that rule-making power be vested in the 
"coU.rtS."65 This is the first intimation that rule
making authority be placed other than in a judicial 

62 American Judicature Society, supra note 42, pp. 137-39. 
63 American judicature Society, "Second Draft of a State- . 

Wide Judicature Act," Bulletin VIl-A (March, 1917), pp. 77-80. 
64 "Model Judiciary Article," supra note 17, at 139. 
65 Vanderbilt, supra note 25, p. 506. 
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MODELB 

Parker-Vanderbilt 

Standards (1938) 

Chief Justice 

MODELD 

American Bar Association (1974) 

council. In i940 Roscoe Pound was more explicit. 
He argued tnat rule-making power should be placed 
in the state's highest court. 66 

Two years later the National Municipal League 
adopted a revised judicial article which appeared to 
contravene the existing trend by recommending that 
rule-making authority be placed in ajudicial council. 
The council was to be composed of judges, practic
ing attomeys, lay citizens, and members of the 
legislature. The article further suggested that the 
rule-making power be subject to ultimate regulation 
by the legislature: "The legislature may repeal, alter 
or supplement any nIle of procedure by a law limited 
to that specific purpose. No such rule made by the 
judicial council shall be effective until published as 
provided by law. "67 

By 1962, proposals which vested rule-makin~ 
power in any body other than the state's highest 
court were rare. In that year the American Bar 
Association made the following recommendation: 

66 Pound, supra note 6, at 233. 
67 "Model Judiciary Article and Comment Thereon," supra 

note 26, at 58. -



The Supreme Court shall have the power to 
prescribe rules governing appellatejurisdiction, 
rules of practice and procedure, and rules of 
evidence, for the judicial system. The Supreme 
Court shall, by rule, govern admission to the bar 
and the discipline of members of the bar. 68 

One year later, the National Municipal League 
followed suit and proposed that "[TJhe Supreme 
Court shall make and promulgate rules governing the 
administration of all courts. It shall promuigate rules 
governing practice and procedure in civil and crimi
nal cases in all courts. "69 However, in keeping with 
its 1942 recommendation, the League envisioned a 
role for the legislature, albeit a more limited one. In 
its 1963 recommendation the League provided that 
the rules could be changed by a two-thirds vote ofthe 
legislature's entire membership.70 

Subsequent to the League's proposal, nearly 
every commission report, academic and jurist has 
recommended that rule-making authority be vested 
in the state':, highest court. In 1967, the President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administra
tion of Justice implicitly did so, 71 as did the Advisory 
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations in 
1971.72 The National Conference on the Judiciary 
(1971) declared that "[Tlhe suprem~ court should 
possess power to prom:Jlgate rules of procedure and 
also rules of administration." 73 

The next year the Committee for Economic De
velopment recommended that the chief justice 
"should be empowered to establish regulations 
requiring reasonable uniformity in the exercise of 
such duties as sentencing."74 Similarly, in 1973 the 
National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals declared that: "The state 
supreme court should promulgate rules for the 
conduct of minor as well as major criminal prosecu
tions. "75 The 1974 American Bar Association 
Standards echoed this theme in its recommendation 

68 Winters, supra note 29, at 282. 
69 National Municipal League, supra note 28, p. 14. 
70 Ibid. 
71 President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Admin

istration of Justice, Task Force Report: Tlte Courts, supra note 
30, p. 83. 

72 Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 
supra note 19. 

73 National Conference on the Judiciary, supra note 20, p. 
265. 

74 Committee for Economic Development, supra note 59, p. 
22. The committee contemplated that the chief justice wouid be 
advised by a judicial council. 

75 National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stand
ards and Goals, supra note 9. 
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that "[t]he authority to promulgate rules may be 
vested in the members of the state's highest 
court. "76 Unlike other recent proposals, however, 
the ABA Standards also suggested the possibility of 
vesting such authority in a rule-making committee 
composed of judges, lawyers, legal scholars and rep
resentatives of the legislature That same year the 
Minnesota Judicial Council recommended that 
rule-making authority be vested in the supreme 
court. 77 

Contemporary academics have accepted the idea 
that rule-making authority should be placed within 
the court. For example, James Gazell concludes that 
one component of a unified court system is that laws 
should authorize "the highest court in the state to 
make all rules of practice and procedure .... "78 
Similarly, Professor Gallas has included such au
thority in his delineation of the components of a 
unified state court system.79 

2. Alternate models of rule-making. Historically, 
four essential models have evolved that suggest 
potential loci of rule-making authority. They are 
summarized in Table 1-4. Today, Model D most 
closely approximates reality in most state court 
systems. Thirty~two states vest the authority ex
clusively in the supreme court. 80 Eight states place it 
partially in the court and ten place it elsewhere, 
either in judicial councils or state legislatures. In 21 
of the 32 states where the court has exclusive rule
making authority, the legislature has no veto pow~r 
over rules promlligated by the court. 

3. The collective definition. The collective defini
tion of court unification with respect to rule-making 
seems to incorporate the following components: 
rule-making authority vested in the supreme court 
and unencumbered by legislative veto. 

D. Centralized Budgeting 

1. A brief history. Centralized (unitary) budgeting 
was not mentioned by early supporters of uni
fication. Pound did not discuss the subject., nor was it 
mentioned in either of the American Judicature So
ciety's drafts of the State~Wide Judicature Act, the 
National Municipal League's Model Judiciary Ar
ticles of 1920 and 1942, or the Parker-Vanderbilt 

16 American Bar Association, supra note 34, p. 72 (emphasis 
added). 

77 Minnesota Judicial Council, supra note 35, p. 18. 
78 Gazell, supra note 11, at 654. 
79 Gallas, supra note 12, at 35. See also Ashman and Parness, 

supra note 10, at 30. 
80 See Jeffrey Parness and Chris Korbakes, A Study of 'he 

Procedural Rule-Makillg Power ill tlte Ullited States (Chicago: 
American Judicature Society, 1973), p. 65. 



TABLE 1-4 

Models oj Rule-Making 

MODEL A 

Field Code (1848) 

I Legislature ~ 

~ Judiciary 

MODELC 

National Municipal 

League (\942) 

judicial Council 

Legislature 

Standards of 1938. But in the past two decades, 
reformers consistently have adhered to the position 
that a state Gourt system is not unified unless it 
utilizes a single central budget. 

This sentiment was first expressed in the Ameri
can Bar Association's Model Judicial Article of 1972 
which called for the preparation and submission of 
the budget by a court administrator under the di
rection of the chiefjustice.81 The following yc:ar the 
National Municipal League was more precise: "The 
chief judge shall submit an annual consolidated 
budget for the entire unified judicial system. . . ." 82 
Although the concept was not discussed in the re
ports of the President's Commission on Law En
forcement and Administration of Justice, the Ad
visory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 
or the Committee for Economic Development, it was 
dealt with implicitly in the report of the National 
Conference on the Judicary in 1971. The conferenc!:; 
charged the state court administrator with "de
veloping and operating a modern system of court 

81 Winters, supra note 29, at 282. 
82 National Municipal League, supra note 28, p. 14. 
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MODEL B 

American Judicature 

Society (1917) 

Judicial Council 

MODELD 

American Bar 

Association (1974) 

Supreme Court or judicial Council 

management, including up-la-date budgetary 
techniques . ... "83 

In 1973 the National Advisory Commission on 
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals specifically 
recommended that "[a] budget for the operation of 
the entire court system of the State should be pre
pared by the state court administrator and submitted 
to the appropriate legislative body.' '84 The following 
year the American Bar Association stipulated that: 
"The financial operations of the courts, including 
salaries of personnel and operating and capital ex
penditures, should be managed through a unified 
budget that includes all courts in the system."8S 

The principal facets of centralized budgeting are 
more clearly defined than those of centralized 
management. The fundamental precept is that the 
budget be prepared centrally, preferably by the state 
court administrator. In addition, it is contended that 

83 National Conference on the Judiciary, supra note 20,p. 265 
(emphasis added). 

84 National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stand
ards and Goals, supra note 9, p. 176. See also p. 164. 

85 American Bar Association, supra note 34, p. 3. See also p. 
98. 



TABLE 1-5 

Models of Court Budgeting* 

MODEL A 

External Preparation 

MODELC 

Central Review and 

Submission (Collation) 

Court Adminis- Officials in 
trator's Office or Legislative or 
State's Highest Executive 

Court for Review Branches 

t 
Separate Requests 

from all Courts 

MODELB 

Separate Submission 

Preparation by Budget Officials in 
the Executive or Legislative Branches 

MODELD 

Central Preparation 

Single Budget 
Prepared by 
State Court 

Administrator 

(Unitary) 

Legislature 

"Derived from Carl Baar, Separate But Subservient: Court Budgeting in the American States (Lexington: D.C. Heath nnd Co .• 1975). pp. 11-20. 

the executive branch should not participate in the 
budget preparation process and should not have 
authority to revise the judicially prepared budget. 
Finally, the legislative role should be limited to 
appropriating requisite funds. 

2. Alternate models of budgeting. Historically, few 
states have provided for th~· C{,l1tral preparation of 
judicial budgets, although 12 states approach this 
ideal today. 86 At the opposite extreme are states in 
which the budget is prepared outside the judiciary . 87 

86 Alaska, Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Minnesota, New 
Jersey, New Mexico, North Carolina, Rhode Island, Tennessee, 
Vermont, and Virginia. See Carl Baar,Separate Bul Subservient: 
COllrt Budgetillg ill the Americall Slales (Lexington: D. C. Heath, 
1975), p. 13. 

87 States clearly within this category include: Georgia, Texas, 
Utah, West Virginia and Wisconsin. Ibid. 
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Between the poles are two variations. First aretbose 
states in which the budget is prepared locally, but is 
subject to review by a central staff and then passed 
along to the appropriate executive or legislative 
officials. 8B Second are those states in which different 
parts of the state court system prepare and submIt 
separate requests to officials in the executive or the 
legislative branches.B9 Table 1-5 summarizes the 
four major mod~ls. 

3. The collective definition. The collective defini
tion of court unification with respect to centralized 
budgeting comprises the following basic tenets: a 

88 States clearly within this category include: Arizona, Dela
ware, Idaho, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, and South Carolina. Ibid. 

89 States clearly within this category include: Alabama, 
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, 
and Washington. Ibid. 

~-.. -



judicial budget prepared centrally at the state level, 
and the executive branch without authority to revise 
it. 

E. State Financing 

1. A brief history. While state financing is related 
to centralized budgeting, it is still a separate and 
distinct topic. 90 Early reformers were not particu
larly concerned with state funding of the judiciary, 
although the National Municipal League did recom
mend in 1929 that "all remuneration paid for the 
services of judges and officials ... shall be paid by 
an appropriation of the Legislature, and shall be 
reckoned as part of the expense ofthejudicial estab
lishment. ... ' '91 All fees and fines were to be paid to 
the clerk who, in turn, would pass them along to the 
state treasurer. This recommendation remained sub
stantially the same in the League's revised model of 
1942.92 The 1963 revision was even more explicit, 
stating that "the total cost of the [court] system shall 
be paid by the state. "93 

Nearly every commission since 1963 has recom
mended a similar approach. In 1967 the President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administra
tion of Justice recommended that all fines and fees be 
paid to the state treasury. 94 In 1971 the National 
Conference on the Judiciary admonished that 
"courts should be organized into a unified judicial 
system financed by and acting under the authority of 
the state government, not units of local govern
ment. "95 In later years both the Committee for 
Economic Development96 and the National Advis
ory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals97 also have recommended that states assume 
full responsibility for the financial support of the 
courts. 

Although the American Bar Association's Model 
Judicial Article of 1962 did not contain reference to 
state financing, the omission was corrected in its 
1974 Standards: "Responsibility for the financial 
suppnrt of state court systems should be assumed by 

90 See Baar, supra note 86, p. 14. 
91 "Model Judiciary Article," supra note 17, at 141. 
97 ""Model Judiciary Article and Comment Thereon," supra 

note 26, at 59-60. 
93 National Municipal League, supra note 28, p. 14. 
94 President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Admin

istration of Justice, Task Force Report: The Courts. supra note 
30. 

9~ National Conference on the Judiciary, supra note 20, p. 
265. 

96 Committee for Economic Development, supra note 59, p. 
21. 

97 National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stand
ards and Goals, supra note 9. 
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state government. "98 Likewise, other investigators 
have cited state financing as a central element of 
unification. 99 

2. Alternate models of financing. Historically 
several methods have been used to fund the courts. 
Table 1-6 presents the major variations. During the 
colonial and revolutionary periods and during the 
eighteenth century, local fee offices supported much 
of the judicial structure and excessively generated 
revenues were paid to the local treasuries. As the 
nation became more urbanized and fee offices came 
under attack, court-generated revenues could no 
longer be relied upon to support the local judiciary. 
Consequently, schemes were devised in which at 
least part of the taxes collected locally were allo
cated to the courts. As the pressure to generate more 
revenue to support ever expanding court systems 
increased, states began sharing the burden. 

Not surprisingly, there is great variation today in 
the amount offunds each state provides its judiciary . 
Seven states fund 80 percent or more of the judicial 
budget. loo At the vther extreme are states that fund 
less than 20 percent of the total judicial budgeL10l 

3. The collective definition. With respect to state 
funding, the collective definition of court unification 
incorporates the principles that the state should 
finance the entire judicial system and that local fees 
and fines should be paid directly to the state 
treasury. 

F. Summary 

The concept of court unification has emerged as a 
leading reform during the course of the twentieth 
century. A review of the literature indicates that it 
comprises five elements: simplifying the judicial 
structure; placing management, rule-making, and 
budgetary authority in the state's highest court; and 
funding the entire judiciary from the state treasury. 
Essentially, court unification is a plan for organizing 
and administering state court systems. It is a 
hierarchical scheme; the state's supreme court is at 
the apex and directs the entire system below. It is 
very much akin to a military organization which 
utilizes chain-of-command relationships among its 
personnel. A unified system is thus very much unlike 

98 American Bar Association, supra note 34, p. 97. 
99 Ashman and Parness, sllpra note 10, at 31; Gallas, supra 

note 12, at 35; and Gazell, supra note 11, at 660. 
100 Alaska, Connecticut, Hawaii, New Mexico, North 

Carolina, Rhode Island, and Vermont. See Baar, supra note 86, 
pp.6-7. 

101 Arizona, California, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, 
Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, South Carolina, and Washington. 
Ibid. 



TABLE 1-6 

Models of Court Financing 

MODEL A 

Colonial 

Local Judiciary 

Local Treasury 

Fee Offices 

MODELe 

Revised 

"."T,=",>, ~ 

I' Local ~ees ~ _______ 'Ir-L-o-c";::a:"'J J-u-d-ic-ia-ry--" 
_ and Fines . _ 

,-----, ~ 
Local Treasury ~ 

the traditionaijudicial systems of this country which 
have been highly decentralized, and where local 
officials retain maximum control and autonomy. 

At this juncture, however, an important caveat 
must be added. Despite the rigid nature of the 
concept, it must be remembered that the model is an 
abstraction, an "ideal type." In reality, field ob
servations suggest that the so-called highly unified 
states do not rigidly adhere to the ideal. Indeed, 
rarely if ever does it appear that a 'chief justice or 
court administrator issues orders without fIrst ex
tensively consulting lower court personnel. Itis clear 
that those at the apex have legal authority, but it is 
equally clear that they are extremely hesitant to 
exercise that authority unilaterally. Rather, in 
practice the system might be better viewed as one 
which is "mandatory consultative" and one in which 
personnel who were previously administratively 
independent of the system are noW Tequired to inter-
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MODEL B 

Traditional 

MODELD 

State 

State Judiciary 

Local Taxes 

act with all members of the judiciary. This fact is 
often ignored by critics of court unification.102 

That court unification has become extremely 
popular is readily understandable. It offers a clear 
and simple solution to an extremely complex prob
lem: how to manage "virtually unmanageable" 
courtS. 103 Thus, the remedy of unification is one of 
reaction to a situation requiring immediate attention. 
The pattern is neither new nor novel. In parallel 
fields of administration, similar remedies have been 
proposed. For example, the solution to the highly 
decentralized, corrupt and unmanageable law en
forcement agencies of the nineteenth century was to 
develop para-military organizations with strong cen-

102 See Gallas, supra note 12. 
103 See Ernest Friesen, Edward Gallas and Nesta Gallas, 

Managing the Courts (New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1971), p.v. 



tral control. Similarly, in the field of education, local 
school boards were originally highly autonomous. 
Problems accompanying these "non-systems" gave 
rise to the placement of substantial authority in state 
boards. 

In these two areas of administration, time and 
experience have contributed to further suggestions 
for reform. Generally, in both cases it is conceded 
that some degree of decentralization is required. As a 
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consequence there has been a trend toward granting 
greater local autonomy to neighborhood police 
departments and local school boards. The cycle, 
centralization - decentralization - eclecticism, is 
very similar to the Hegelian dialectic: thesis, an
tithesis and synthesis. Whether the antithesis, court 
unification, is the "best" or even a "good" solution 
to the problem, or whether some sort of synthesis is 
required, is the subject of the next chapter. 



CHAPTER II. ARGUMENTS SUPPORTING 

AND OPPOSING COURT UNIFICATION 

Historically state judiciaries have been plagued 
with excessive fragmentation and dysfunctional 
autonomy. Courts were created to meet rising case
loads or to comply with public desires to have a 
"local" judge who would hold court conveniently at 
his home during evening hours. The number of 
courts increased so often that many states gave up in 
despair attempting to tabulate their number, type 
and location. Jurisdiction hopelessly overlapped 
among the courts causing cases to be aborted for 
technicalities. Judges possessed varying qualifi
cations, some presiding over criminal trials with no 
legal training whatsoever. Each judge governed his 
fiefdom according to personal preference, with little 
regard to uniform rights of litigants. Politics and 
patro1.age characterized local justice. Indeed, 
"justice" had as many definitions and applications 
as the number of judges and number of litigants 
appearing before them. Moreover, court procedures 
varied extensively throughout the state. Lawyers 
were, for all practical purposes, confined almost 
exclusively to a limited geographic area. 

Additionally, methods of financing varied. Many 
courts were required to be self-supporting, and in 

.jJ1any instances were expected to support other areas 

. of.local government as well. As a result, laws were 
variously enforced depending, for example, on the 
residence of the offender and needs of the local 
political subdivision at the time. The most pervasive 
example is the use of speed traps to generate reve
nue, for example, to support local road construction. 
Laws were most commonly enforced when out-of
state drivers were in violation; additionally, the 
amount of fine levied was often dependent on the 
mood of the judge. 

Because of the consequent loss of judicial credi
bility, scholars, academics and various national and 
state commissions throughout the past 70 years have 
advocated court unification as one method by'which 
to ameliorate these problems. Because ofits gradual 
evolution there has not been a clear understanding of 
its parameters. Thus opponents have assailed court 
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unification as overly centralized and overly for
malized without comprehending its practical effects. 
For this reason, the term "unification" now appears 
to have a number of negative connotations as
sociated with it. In fact, to a certain extent, the term 
has become the red herring injudicial vocabulary. A 
more palatable and cogent term is offered: 
systematization. 

EssentiallY court unification represents an attempt 
to systematize the judiciary, in other words, to pro
vide it with a rational and coherent scheme in which 
to operate. Two principal objectives include reduc
ing the organizational fragmentation which per
meates traditional state judiciaries, and centralizing 
administrative decision-making responsibility at the 
state level in order to provide an acknowledged locus 
of authority. The underlying goal, once again, is to 
transform the "judiciary" into ajudicial "system." 
Implicit in the concept of court unification is an 
attempt to minimize unchecked discretion in the 
management of courts in order to, in turn, minimize 
the presence of local politics in the judiciary. 

Another principal objective of unification is to 
provide for flexibility and local adaptation of general 
statewide policies designed to systematize the 
judiciary. The trend prevalent in many states is 
toward the collective establishment of system-wide 
goals and policies, with local courts retaining dis
cretion to adopt practicable implementing rules 
consistent with statewide guidelines, but simul
taneously coexistent with local chl;lracteristics. 

As such, it is really irrelevant whether a state 
adopts the collective definition of court unification. 
What is critical to consider is whether the objectives 
of a unified system can be met by a state's approach 
to systematizing the judiciary. For example. Allan 
Ashman and Jeffrey Parness suggest that simplifi
cation and rationalization are principal objectives of 
court consolidation. They contend that, «The key 
lies not in the number of courts handling cases, butin 
the state's method for handling cases brought before 



its courts."1 Similarly with respect to management, 
"the important aspects regarding supervision are 
that ... it is occurring, ... and [that] supervision 
is exercised primarily by members of the court 
system."2 

The various approaches toward achieving sys
tematization do not imply that one method is better 
than another. Indeed, countless demographic, 
geographic, political, cultural and historical vari
ables must be recognized by each state in its attempt 
to proceed toward unification. 

Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to explore 
and analyze not only the hypothesized, but also the 
real, advantages and disadvantages of court unifi
cation. Additionally, the objective of this chapter is 
to synthesize the compelling arguments and to posit 
a variety of options available to achieve the goals of 
unification. The most compelling arguments are used 
to construct viable, eclectic alternatives for states 
contemplating unification. Because of the myriad 
differences in political environments, not only be
tween states but among them, it is impossible to 
suggest exactly which options will be amenable to 
each jurisdiction. States must be flexible in their 
application of these measures, and must be willing to 
experiment beyond the suggestions discussed herein 
to devise a truly applicable system of unification. 

A. Trial Court Consolidation 

I. Arguments supporting trial court consolidation. 
A number of arguments have been advanced to 
support the concept of trial court consolidation. 
Generally they fall within five categories: flexibility 
in personnel resources; flexibility in the use of 
judicial facilities; procedural simplification including 
elimination of conflicting and overlapping juris
diction; economy; and enhanced prestige. 

a. Flexibility ill personnel resources. Pro
ponents of a consolidated trial court structure argue 
that such a system provides flexibility with respect to 
personnel. They claim, for example, that judges may 
hear cases without restriction as to subject matter, 
age or amount in controversy.3 This allows judges to 

t Allan Ashman and Jeffrey Parness, "The Concept of a 
Unified Court System," DePaul Law Review. 24 (Fall, 1974), I, 
30 (emphasis added), 

2 Ibid., at 37. 
3 Governor's Select Committee on Judicial Needs, Reporl 011 

the Stale of the Massachusetts Courts (1976) (Cox Commission), 
p. 14; David Minteer, "Trial Court Consolidation in California," 
UCLA Lalli Review, 21 (April, 1974), 1081, 1097; and Dorothy 
Nelson, .. Should Los Angeles County Adopt a Single-Trial-Court 
Plan?," SOllthem California Law Review, 33 (Winter, 1960), 117, 
125. 

function as generalists, presiding over cases as 
exigencies dictate.4 Moreover, it is argued, flexibil
ity in the assignment of judges whenever possible 
facilitates matching judicial skills with cases which 
come before the court. 5 

Proponents also note the fact that althoughjudges 
become generalists under a unified system, it does 
not preclude them from developing expertise in one 
particular area of the law. Often specialized divisions 
are created within the unified system, and judges 
may be assigned to these on a fairly permanent basis. 
As a result, proponents contend, thejudiciary is able 
to take advantage of the expertise cultivated by 
specialists, and yet sim ultaneously retain the flexibil
ity of assigning judges according to case demands. 

Proponents argue that under a centralized system, 
judicial manpower can be maximized for two rea
sons: first, because judges may be assigned to any 
case according to need, and without juri&dictional 
conflicts; and second, because they have the capa
bility through their experience as generalists to pre
side where needed. The benefit, argue proponents, is 
mitigating backlogs and, thus, enhancing efficiency. 6 

Another asserted benefit is that flexibility in as
signment promotes a more equitable division of 
workload. 7 
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Similarly, it is argued that flexibility is provided in 
the realm of support personnel. Unlike a nonunified 
structure, all support personnel may be used in
terchangeably for any type of case. 8 At the same 
time, auxiliary personnel may become specialists 

• Governor's Select Committee on Judicial Needs, supra 
note 3, p. 16; Allen Levinthal, "Minor Courts - Major Prob
lems," journal oflhe Americall judicature Society, 48 (February, 
1965), 188, 192; and J. Wesley McWilliams, "Court Integration 
and Unification in the Model Judicial Article," journal of the 
America/l judicature Society, 47 (June, 1963), 13, 17. 

5 Booz-Allen and Hamilton, Inc., California Ullifiet! Trial 
Court Feasibility Study (San Francisco, 1971), p. 60. 

II Melvin Cohn, "Trial Court Reform - Past, Present and 
Future," California State Bar journal, 49 (September-October, 
1974),444,481,482; James France, . 'Effective Minor Courts; Key 
to Court Modernization," Tellilessee La\\' Review, 40 (Fall, 
1972),29,31; John Freels, "Illinois Court Reform - A Two-Year 
Success Story," jourllal of the A meriea/l judicature Society, 49 
(April, 1966),206,209; Governor's Select Committee on Judicial 
Needs, supra note 3; Minteer, supra note 3, at 1089, 1099, 1102; 
and Kenneth O'Connell, "We Should Unify the Trial Courts in 
Oregon," Oregon Law Review, 51 (Summer, 1972),641,647. 

1 Booz-Allen and Hamilton, supra note 5; Governor's Select 
Committee on Judicial Needs, supra note 3, p. 15; and Minteer, 
supra note 3, at 1099, Jl07, 1109. 

8 Governor's Select Committee on Judicial Needs, supra 
note 3. 



and generalists in much the same manner as judges, 
depending upon the size and naturt. of the court. 9 

Consolidation also increases the number of multi~ 
judge courts which in turn maximizes the advantages 
gained from flexibility .10 Proponents assert that the 
advantages cited above can be maximized in these 
courts. For example, multi-judge courts provide 
substantial flexibility for judges whose case loads 
may be more evenly distributed. Similarly, these 
courts enhance flexibility in utilizing support 
personnel. 

b. Flexibility in use of facilities. Proponents 
also argue that a consolidated system promotes a 
more efficient utilization of facilities. For example, 
courtrooms, deposition rooms, deliberation rooms 
and office space may be used by any judge and for 
any type of case, thus maximizing the use of avail
able resources.n Further, it is argued, efficient use 
of available space may eliminate the need to con
struct new facilities. 

The use of administrative facilities may also be 
coordinated and maximized. For example, clerks' 
offices and microfilms, and records storage space 
may be combined and consolidated into one system, 
thus, releasing space for other purposes. 12 Expen
sive equipment such as computers and electronic 
typewriters may be shared by larger numbers of 
personnel. The resulting economies, proponents 
claim, allow a greater variety of equipment to be 
purchased. 

A final argument made on behalf of consolidation 
with respect to facilities is that newly constructed 
courthouses and related administrative facilities may 
be located at the most convenient site or sites, so that 
branch courts may be rationally located in the 
jurisdiction without regard to arbitrary political 
boundaries. 13 

c. Procedural and administrative simplifi
cation. One of the most commonly advanced ar
guments in support of trial court consolidation is that 
the establishment of a single general jurisdiction trial 
court allows for procedural simplification by elimi
nating overlapping and concurrent subject-matter 

9 H. Ted Rubin, The Courts: Fulcrum of the Juslice System 
(Pacific Palisades: Goodyear Publishing Co., 1976), p. 21 L 

10 Minteer, supra note 3, at 1103. 
11 Booz-Allen and Hamilton, supra note 5; Geoff Gallas, "The 

Conventional Wisdom of State Court Administration; A Critical 
Assessment and an Alternative Approach," Justice System 
Journal, 2 (Spring, 1976),35,38; Governor's Select Committee on 
Judicial Needs, supra note 3; and Minteer, supra note 3, at 1090. 

12 O'Connell, supra note 6, at 645,646. 
13 Minteer, SU~1f(1 note 3. 
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jurisdiction. 14 If a court of limited jurisdiction is es
tablished, it is vested with exclusive jurisdiction. 

Problems associated with overlapping and con
current jurisdiction are legion. For example, simply 
choosing the appropriate court and filing the requis
ite forms is a confusing process. And if a case is 
dismissed for want of jurisdiction, the litigation 
process must begin anew. New forms must be filed 
by attorneys and processed by auxiliary court per
sonnel. Additionally, scheduled use of courtroom 
space as well as attorney, litigant, and judicial time 
are wasted. It is also argued that by the time a case 
reaches trial, and then is dismissed for want of 
jurisdiction because of improper filing. litigants may 
be barred from undertaking further proceedings by 
statutes of limitation. Additionally. proponents 
assert, conflicts frequently arise over incongruous 
orders. from judges in courts of concurrent juris
diction. ls However, proponents argue that under a 
unified system these problems are virtually elimi
nated. Cases are less likely to be dismissed because 
of pl'ocedural technicalities relating to questions of 
jurisdiction. 11l Conversely, abundant procedural and 
administrative efficiencies may be provided to all 
parties involvedY 

A closely related procedural benefit advanced by 
proponents relates to appellate procedure. Under a 
nonunified system, appellate process is highly 
complicated. Appeals are heard throughout various 
lower trial courts, depending upon the court in which 
the action was initiated. This is a confusing and time 
consuming process for all parties involved. Propo
nents contend that under a unified system, these 
problems are eliminated and appellate procedure is 
greatly simplified.18 There will be only one or two 

14 Roscoe Pound, "Principles and Outline of a Modem Uni
fied Court Organization," Journal of the American Judicaf/lre 
Society, 23 (April, 1940),225,231; and William Willoughby, 
Principles of Judicial Administration (Washington: The Brook
ings Institution, 1929), p. 259. 

15 Robert Hall, "Court Organization and Administration," 
The Alabaml/ Lawyer, 28 (April, 1967), 148, 151; Levin thai , supra 
note 4, at 189; O'Connell, supra note 6, at 646; Lyle Truax, 
"Courts of Limited Jurisdiction are Passe," Judic;ature, 53 
(March, 1970),326; and Willoughby, supra note 14. 

16 William Brennan. "Efficient Organization and EffectiVe 
Administration of Today's Courts ... The Citizen's Responsi
bility," Jou/'llal of the American Judica/lire Society, 48 (De
cember, 1964), 145, 149; Minteer, supra note 3, at 1.111-12; and 
Traux, supra notl! 15, at 327. 

11 Booz-AUen and fIamilton, supra note 5; Los Angeles 
Municipal Court, "Resource Materials on Court Consolidation," 
October 18,1973, pp. A-2, A-4; Minteer,supra note 3, 1l0~-O4; 
and Willoughby, supra note 14, p. 258. , .. 

18 Pound, sllpra note 14; and Willoughby, slIpra note 14, p. 
258. 



courts of first instance; therefore, nearly all appeals 
will be heard by a court which deals exclusively with 
appellate cases. 

Another aspect of lower court consolidation which 
relates to administrative efficiencies involves the 
abolition of de novo procedures. Trial de novo is 
widely criticized by proponents of consolidation 
because it is costly and time consuming. In effect it 
allows two trials for petty cases .19 Proponents 
contend that the process consumes excessive judicial 
and auxiliary personnel time and courtroom space 
and, thus, contributes to case backlogs. When de 
novo is abolished, it is argued, these inefficiencies 
are eliminated. 

A final argument advanced by proponents relates 
to the administrative simplification derived from 
consolidated jury panels.2o Under a unified system, 
it is argued, one panel may be called for the entire 
court of general jurisdiction. Those dismissed from 
one case are retained for possible participation in 
another. This also provides for tremendous econo
mies with respect to use of auxiliary personnel in 
preparing jury lists, sending letters requiring juror 
appearance, and dealing with requested excusals. 

d. Economic benefits. Proponents argue that 
numerous economic savings will result from trial 
court consolidation. In fact, most of the alleged 
advantages previously discussed are claimed to have 
economic implications as well. 

For example, proponents argue that flexibility in 
the assignment of judges and auxiliary personnel 
allows for maximum use of their services, resulting 
in a greater output of resolved cases each year. 21 

TMs provides economic savings to numerous ele
ments in the civil and criminal justice system. 
Moreover, it is argued, functions and duties of 
judicial and auxiliary personnel may be consolidated 
in order to conserve time (and salaries) expended for 
repetitive and overlapping tasks.22 By consolidating 
duties and responsibilities, it is hypothesized that 
certain positions may be eliminated entirely, thus 
providing substantial economic savings. 23 

Another area suggested by proponents wherein 

19 Levinthal, supra note 4, at 191; Truax, supra note 15; and 
Wesley Uhlman, "Justifying Justice Courts," Judicature, 52 
(June-July, 1968),22. 

21. Freels, supra note 6; and ibid., at 646. 
22 Cohn, supra note 6, at 482; Governor's Select Committee 

on Judicial Needs, supra note 3, p. 15; Los Angeles Municipal 
Courts, supra note 17, p. A-2; Minteer, supra note 3, at 1088; 
O'Connell, supra note 6, at 641; and Pound, supra note 14. 

23 Cohn, supra note 6, at 482. 
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savings may be gained relates to the use of facilities 
and equipment. First, it is fiscally sound to maximize 
utilization of courtroom and office space, both in 
terms of time and physical layout. Additionally it is 
less expensive to maintain one large courthouse than 
to maintain several small, independent facilities. 24 

Abundant savings are also gained from utilizing a 
single clerk's office and common library facilities for 
alljudges. 25 Similarly, it is argued, economies can be 
gained from efficient use of equipment and clerical 
supplies. For example in Florida, over 16,000 in
dividual court forms are utilized. The state court 
administrator's office has undertaken a study to 
ameliorate this situation.26 Similarly in Alabama, it 
has been estimated that the 10,000 individual court 
forms could be reduced to 200-300 resulting in 
"sizeable savings."27 

Countless economic benefits, proponents assert, 
can be gained by abolishing concurrent jurisdic
tion. 28 Improper filings are costly to litigants in 
particular who must pay for attorneys and filing fees . 

Ancillary expenses are also incurred as a result of 
improper filings. For example, excessive adminis
trative time is required to file the case; auxiliary 
personnel time, including court reporters, deputies 
and bailiffs is wasted; judicial time is required to 
review and dismiss the case; and courtroom space is 
unnecessarily monopolized. 

Proponents contend that costs will be reduced 
when trial de novo is abolished. Finally, proponents 
contend that numerous costs may be conserved by 
consolidating jury panels. Not only do fewer letters 
need to be sent, thus indirectly saving support 
personnel salaries, but fewer citizens are required to 
appear within a given period, thus saving juror fees 
~nd reducing loss of gainful employment time. 

e. Enhanced prestige. Proponents of trial court 
consolidation contend that the status and prestige of 
lower courts will be enhanced when all courts are 
absorbed into a single level general jurisdiction 

24 Governor's Select Committee on Judicial Needs, supra 
note 3; O'Connell, supra note 6, at 645, 647. 

25 Booz-Allen and Hamilton, supra note 5; Los Angeles 
Municipal Court, supra note 17, p. A-4; and O'Connell, supra 
note 6. 

26 Susan Carbon, "Records Management: Obscure Com
ponents Requisite to Efficient Court Administration," in Larry 
Berkson, Steven Hays and Susan Carbon, Managing the State 
Courts (St. Paul: West Publishing Co., 1977). p. 329. 

27 C. C. Torbert, Jr., "State of the Judiciary Address," (an 
address presented to the Alabama State Bar. Birmingham, July 
15, 1977). 

28 James Gazell, "Lower-Court Unification in the American 
States," Arizona State Law Journal, 1974 (1974), 653, 657. 



court. Paul Nejelski, Deputy Assistant Attorney 
General, has noted that one problem of a nonunified 
system is that' 'lower courts are at the bottom of a 
rigid caste system. "29 He relates the perception of 
one distraught juvenile court judge who stated, "The 
lower courts are the latrine duty of thejudiciary.' , As 
such they perceive themselves and their courts to be 
of a second-class stature. 

Nejelski contends that status problems resulting 
from a hierarchical scheme, unfortunately, permeate 
the daily routines of lower court judges. He be
moans: 

In Connecticut, one main reason for the Court of 
Common Pleas merger with Superior Court was 
that the judges in misdemeanor cases could eat 
lunch at the same club as the judges who hear 
felony cases. The same problem is occurring 
with the bankruptcy judges and whether they 
should be Article IIIjudges. In part this involves 
such basic questions as whether or not the 
bankruptcy judges get to use the same elevator 
as district court judges and other perquisites of 
office. That such status problems creep into the 
judiciary is understandable but regrettable.30 

Nejelski suggests that at a minimum, lower court 
judges should receive "roughly equal pay and equal 
status" in order to ameliorate problems of 
hierarchy.31 

Proponents contend that the establishment of a 
single court will eliminate the appellation "lower" or 
"inferior" from the judicial vocabulary. As a result, 
judges' self perceptions will improve because they 
will not be regarded as "inferior" court judges.32 

This in turn will facilitate judicial recruitment be
cause highly qualified judges will not be forced to 
serve in courts labeled "inferior. "33 Moreover, 
consolidation often entails upgrading judicial qual
ifications. Frequently part-time and non-lawyer 
judges are excluded from the system. These higher 

29 Paul Nejelski, "The Federal Rule in Minor Dispute Resolu
tion," (an address presented to the National Conference on Minor 
Dispute Resolution, Columbia University School of Law ,May 26, 
1977). 

30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Jerry Beatty, et al., The Iowa Unified Court System (Iowa 

City: University of Iowa, 1974), p. 10; Carl Bianchi, "Com
prehensive Planning for State Court Systems," Judicatllre. 59 
(August-September, 1975),67,70; and William Litke, "Courts of 
Limited and Special JUrisdiction," The Alabama Lawyer, 28 
(April, 1967), 152, 155. 

33 Truax, supra note 15, at 327. 
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qualifications will also help to elevate the level of 
prestige in the judges' and public's view. 34 

2. Arguments opposing trial court consolidation. 
Trial court consolidation is not a universally 
acclaimed judicial improvement. Critics offer three 
principal arguments against its adoption: the benefits 
of localism are diminished; it displaces personnel 
and is impracticable; and a consolidated system is 
more expensive. 

a. Diminished benefits of localism. One of the 
principal arguments advanced by opponents of 
consolidation relates to the extent to which local 
courts are governed by the community. It is claimed 
that accountability is undermined in a unified system 
because each community no longer is represented by 
a resident judge. 35 The underlying purpose for such a 
system is to provide a judge who is a part of the 
community, who understands community-based 
nc",ds, and who is sensitive to local customs. Under a 
unified system, opponents contend, judges servii\g 
these courts will no longer retain their autonomy!. 
Moreover, they will be required to serve a jurisdic
tion encompassing more than one community and, 
thus, will lose their responsiveness to local needs. 
Local communities implicitly fear the loss of dis
cretion and local favoritism which is undermined by 
unification.36 

Another argument advanced by opponents relates 
to the proximity of judicial facilities to litigants. 37 

While not considered to be a problem in cities, it is 
argued that rural facilities are likely to be consoli
dated and relocated, for example, in the county seat. 
As a result, litigant':, witnesses and jurors must 
travel greater distances to reach the centralized 
courthouse and may incur temporal and economic 
losses. 

b. Displacement and impracticability. Op
ponents contend that in the process of consolidating 
lower courts, a number of judicial and auxiliary 
personnel may be displaced. Lower court judges, in 
particular lay judges, may not be able to meet the 
higher qualifications established for judicial per
sonnel under the new system. Additionally, they 
argue, the total number of judicial and auxiliary 
positions may be reduced, so that, regardless of qual
ifications, personnel employed under the non-

34 Litke, supra note 32. 
35 Minteer, supra note 3, at 1093-94; and John Sherry. "The 

1967 New York Constitutional Convention: An Opportunity for 
Further Court Structural and Jurisdictional RefoJ;lll," Syracuse 
Law Review, 18 (Spring, 1967), 592, 598. 

30 Sherry, supra note 35, at 599. 
37 Minteer, supra note 3, at 1097-98. 



unified system may be required to compete for the 
remaining positions.3s Even if the unsuccessful 
candidates are given appointments in the new sys
tem, they are likely to be relegated to positions of 
lesser responsibility, thereby incurring a substantial 
loss in prestige, if not salary and benefits. 

A number of arguments which are advanced 
against trial court consolidation relate to its 
suggested impracticability. For example, general 
jurisdiction judges often assert that there is a qual
itative difference between limited and general 
jurisdiction judicial personnel, both in terms of 
experience and competence. It is argued, therefore., 
that it is "impractical" to elevate lower court judges 
to a general jurisdiction bench. 30 

Opponents also argue that if the "lesser" duties of 
inferior courts become the responsibility of superior 
court judges, it will be substantially more difficult to 
recruit and maintain quaJifiedjudges.40 Indeed, such 
responsibilities are considered professionally and 
personally demeaning,41 Opponents also argue on 
status and economic grounds that it is a ridiculous 
waste of moneY"<opaj' highly competent judges to 
perform trivial tasks.42 

Further. it is argued that if lower courts are con
solidated, the opportunity to gain experience and 
attain greater competence will be lost. Opponents 
contend that lower courts can, and should, be 
utilized as a training ground or "career ladder" for 
higher positions. 43 This would provide novice judges 
with an opportunity to gain experience before as
signment to cases involving matters of greater 
significance. 

c. Increased costs. A frequently cited argu
ment against trial court consolidation relates to 
expense. 44 Opponents contend that there are three 
major areas wherein expenses will be substantially 
increased in a unified system. 

First, it is argued that there will be a variety of 
increased personnel costs if a consolidated system is 

36 William Hart, "A Modern Plan for Wayne County Court 
Reorganization," Michigan Stale Bar JOllrlltll, 49 (December, 
1970), 18,20. 

~9 Booz-Allen and Hamilton, supra note 5, p. 54. See also 
Minteer, supra note 3, at 10SI, II 13, 1114-19. 

4n Minteer, supra note 3, at J1 13, 1121-23. 
•• Booz-Allen and Hamilton, slIpl'a note 5, p. 55; and Ibid., at 

1124. 
42 Booz-Allen and Hamilton, supra note 5, p. 55. 
43 Ibid. See also Minteer, supra note 3, at 1113, 1119-2l. 
44 William Burleigh, "Another Slant ... Don't Consolidate 

the Trial Courts," Caiij'ortJiCl Slate BarJol/rJIa/, 50 (July-August, 
1975),266. 
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adopted. For example, if one trial court of general 
jurisdiction is created to replace numerous special
ized and limited jurisdiction courts, salaries of 
judicial personnel generally will be increased be
cause of the higher qualifications required for all 
judges, and the requirement that they serve full-time. 
Additionally pension plans and other related benefits 
will have to be established and standardized for all 
judicial and auxiliary personnel. 

Second, it is argued that judicial and administra
tive facilities will minimally have to be renovated to 
meet requirements of the new system, and newfacili
ties may have to be constructed. Additionally, when 
all courts become courts of record, numerous costs 
are incurred, among them, acoustical renovation of 
the courtrooms to facilitate recording trials, as well 
as additional filing and storage space for court rec
ords and transcripts. Further, itis costly, proponents 
argue, to develop standardized forms and stationery 
for use throughout the state. 

Third, it is argued that as jurisdictions increase in 
size, jurors and witnesses will be required to travel 
greater distances to the courthouse. As a result, the 
state will be required to pay additional expenses to 
cover mileage costs. Moreover, these people will be 
absent from their employment for longer periods of 
time causing indirect expenses to their employers. 

3. Analysis. Two of the most compelling argu
ments in favor of trial court consolidation, and ones 
which are not addressed by opponents, relate to the 
enhanced flexibility and procedural simplification of 
the unified system. 

Flexibility, both in terms of personnel and re
sources, is central to the advantages of a unified 
court structure. Judges and auxiliary personnel can 
be shifted as the exigencies require, and may con
duct any type of case in any courtroom. Judges and 
staffs are no longer confined to exclusive geographic 
areas, and no longer are they restricted to limited 
subject-matter jurisdiction. A more equitable system 
is thus created whereby wOl'kloads may be equalized 
and litigants relieved ofburdl~ns caused by excessive 
court delays. 

Procedural simplification provides rationality to 
the system. The cumbersome problems associated 
with systems that provide for overlapping and 
concurrent jurisdiction are virtually eliminated. 
Adoption of a single court of general jurisdiction not 
only provides abundant administrative and econom
ic savings to all parties involved, but also provides 
for more simplified and expeditious litigation. 

Another attractive argument advanced by propo
nents is that under a unified judiciary, fewer judicial 



and auxiliary personnel will be required to operate 
the system. In Kentucky, for example, almost 1,200 
lower court positions were reduced to approximately 
125. But this is clearly atypical. More representative 
is the situation which occurred in South Dakota 
where 43 lower court positions were reduced by two 
to 41 after passage of the 1972 judicial article. In 
reality, most states provide for some form of 
grandfather provision to incorporate judicial 
personnel into the unified system. Those who would 
not otherwise be qualified are allowed to serve for 
various periods of time. Much the same applies to 
auxiliary personnel. Generally strong attempts are 
made to provide all employees with jobs, although 
at times theit responsibilities may be altered 
somewhat. 

Opponents' assertion that local communities 
should control the local judiciary is not compelling. 
First, "local" disputes are rarely confined exclu~ 
sively to one community. Additionally, and perhaps 
more important, most citizens possess only meager 
information about the judges and courts they claim to 
"control. "45 

Opponents' claims that citizens will be burdened 
by being required to travel great distances also lacks 
substantial merit. They assume that new facilities 
will be constructed rather than existing ones reno
vated. In fact, new courthouses are expensive, and 
rarely are built. Furthermore, the on-site investi
gations indicated that where new facilities are being 
constructed, they are placed in essentially the same 
location, usually the county seat. They should also 
be reminded that no longer do we live in the horse
and-buggy days, when traveling throughout a county 
could reasonably be considered burdensome. More
over, states can provide for circuit riding judges to 
further accommodate the public, as do Connecticut 
and Ida.ho. 

Opponents' strongest claims appear to be in the 
area of cost. They note that salaries generally are 
increased and additional facilities often will be re
quired. Witness and juror expenses will escalate 
because of increased travel. New computer, in
formation, records and financial systems will add to 
the cost as will the personnel and facilities required 
to staff the state and regional court administrator's 
offices. While certain economies are possible, it is 
quite clear that overall expenses willl'ise. 

But this is a charact/!ristic found when new pro
grams are developed, especially ones designed to 

4S Minteer, supra note 3, at 1096. 
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deliver better service. And unification does set 
higher goals for courts than were previously 
operative. If states must improve their jUdiciaries, 
they cannot expect to do so without incul1'ing ad~ 
ditional expenses. They do not do so in any other 
area of public policy. For example, assume that the 
major state highway built ten years ago is in serious 
disrepair. It has been maintained through the years 
by repairing the chuck holes and shoulders. The 
materials originally utilized are now below stand~ 
ards. Further, the highway was designed to manage 
drastically less traffic than currently flows over its 
pavement. Accidents are numerous and traffic jams 
frequent. In general, service is poor and the prob
lems have reached crisis proportions. Does the state 
expect to obtain a new highway without providing an 
increase in appropriations? 

In this situation two alternatives arc available. 
First, the state may opt for the nominal approach of 
continuing the piecemeal method of maintaining the 
road. This is the least expensive alternative on a 
short-term basis. However, it is also the leasteffi
cient, for the improvements are only superficial. In
deed, in the long-run, it will be increasingly more 
expensive to patch the patches. 

The second option is to reconstruct the road. This 
latter approach involves stripping the highway and 
starting anew. Plans would contemplate a weII
coordinated intrastate system designed to carry traf
fic as needed. Tl1/;'two-Iane roads would be replaced 
by four or six lanes to meet current and future needs. 
Better quality materials would be used to insure 
durability and reduce accidents. In short, the 
emphasis would be placed on developing a quality 
system, providing modern-day service to aU 
throughout the state. Again, would a state expect to 
obtain such a system without incurring additional 
expenses? Naturally the new system will require a 
greater capital outlay. But if competent, up-to.date 
service is desired, a financial commitment necessar
ily must be made. SimilarlY, if we wish to receiv~ 
better judicial service, costs rise, but in turn we 
receive a modern, efficient jlidiciary capable of 
accommodating vastly increased societal needs of 
the future. 

4. Options. In Chapter I, the collective definition 
of lower court consolidation was established. 
However, it was noted that the model is an <lide~U" !J 

one; in reality, a consolidated syatem is not always 
arranged in the manner characterized by the defini
tion. This is partly because numerous historical, 
political and environmental factors, unique in their 
combination in the various states, govern what is 



practicable and effective. 4El Indeed, many of the 
arguments advanced in this chapter for and against 
consolidation are grounded in these same factors. 
For this reason, four options are offered as a means 
by which to progress toward the goals of a con
solidated system. The options are designed to 
account for the most compelling arguments 
advanced by proponents and opponents of the 
measure. 

The first option is fashioned after the Florida 
system. There, municipal ,juvenile, county, JP, pro
bate and small claims courts were consolidated into a 
unified two tier trial court system: the circuit court to 
handle cases of general jurisdiction, and the county 
court to handle cases of limited jurisdiction. Despite 
the fact that there is a clearly divisible court struc
ture, and jurisdiction is exclusive, the system is 
highly flexible. With few exceptions, judges may be 
assigned interchangeably to either court as needed. 
In fact, one county judge has been presiding in the 
circuit court for the past eight months. The general 
weakness of this system is that the circuit judges 
rarely "go down" to the county court. Moreover, 
many of the rural county judges are underutilized. 
Indeed, it can be argued that Florida, for example, 
actually has too many judges because of the county 
court system. 

The second option is exemplified by the one tier 
trial court structure, found in Idaho and South 
Dakota. These states prnvide specialized divisions 
within a single trial court. In 1969 Idaho consolidated 
probate, municipal and JP courts into a magistrate 
division of the district court. In 1972, the South 
Dakota electorate approved an amendment which 
eliminated all constitutional courts excepting the 
supreme court and circuit court. The amendment, 
however, provided that the legislature could estab
lish limited jurisdiction courts. Accordingly, the 
legislature created a magistrate division of the circuit 
court. 

The third option provides for the establishment of 
a single tier trial court, but allows for separate 
classes of judges. Kansas provides but one example. 
In 1976, the legislature abolished all courts oflimited 

~!I Paul Nejelski has most succinctly summarized this view. 
We need simplification of courts and procedures, but should not 
be caught up in the shibboleth of unthinking unification. There are 
differences between big and small cases, and they should be 
treated accordingly. And judges should. be carefully selected as 
individuals for the different courts or specialized divisions. The 
judge who is appropriate (0 hear complex civil litigation may be 
inappropriate for small claims and vice versa. But the judges 
should not be treated any worse or better because of the court on 
which they sit. Nejelski, supra note 29. 
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jurisdiction (with one exception), and transferred 
their jurisdiction to the district court. Simultane
ously, three classes of judges were created to preside 
in the court: district court judges, associate district 
court judges, and district magistrate jUdges. While 
the first t.wo classes can handle almost all cases. the 
magistrates are assigned primarily to cases of lesser 
magnitude. 

A final option which may be utilized in adopting 
trial court consolidation is to upgrade lower courts 
generally, but to exclude one or two politically 
sensitive courts from the unified system. In Col
orado, for example, the Denver probate, juvenile 
and superior courts are excluded from the two tier 
system for reasons which are analyzed in Chapter 
VIII. More recently, the Kansas legislature chose to 
exclude municipal courts from their "unified" 
structure. 

In conclusion, the four options discussed above 
provide palatable !lnd politically realistic alterna
tives to the collective definition of trial court con
solidation. Each one has been adopted by a state that 
is considered highly unified. The incorporation of 
these options indicates that states can establish a 
consolidated system and yet remain responsive to 
local needs or political necessity. 

B. Centralized Management 

1. Arguments supporting centralized management. 
The utility of centralized management as a method 
by whkh to improve the state judiciary is widely 
contested. Proponents offer three principal ar
guments to support the measure: efficiency is 
maximized without jeopardizing effectiveness; intra
judicial and interbranch coordination and coopera
tion is enhanced; and uniformity and consistency are 
promoted. 

a. Efficiency. The goal of centralized adminis
tration is not to create a highly rigidified, authorita
rian structure, it is argued, but rather; to provide a 
rational system for managing state courts. While 
ultimate authority is grounded in one individual or 
body, the purpose is not to impose decisions and 
policies, but to obtain a 101;us of ultimate responsi
bility. As such, it is argued, cne of the benefits which 
accrues from a centralized system is the elimination 
of indecisiveness and delay which are the inevitable 
result of a division of responsibility. 47 

47 -Bianchi. supra note 32; Carl Bianchi, "Effects ot'Progres
sive Court Administration on Legal Services and the Poor in New 
Jersey," Judicature. 55 (January-February. 1972),227,232; and 
Governor's Select Committee on Judicial Needs, supra note 3. 



Proponents also argue that under a centralized 
system of management, judges may be assigned 
throughout the district or state in order to distribute 
efficiently and equitably judicial caseloads.48 In 
effee:, underoccupied judges are pressed into 
service to ameliorate delay and congestion in 
litigation.49 

Another means by which a system of centralized 
management maximizes efficiency is with respect to 
support personnel. When courts are consolidated, 
the accompanying administrative offices and 
personnel can likewise be consolidated. Duplicative 
efforts which are rampant in a fragmented system are 
eliminated. For example, responsibilities of deputy 
court clerks may be consolidated so that one clerk 
may tJe assigned to an exclusive area of responsi
bility. At the same time, deputy clerks can be rotated 
among the areas of responsibility to maximize skills 
and overall competence. 

b. lntrajudiciai and interbranc/t coordination 
alld cooperation. One of the most frequently cited 
arguments in support of centralized management is 
the idea that coordination is enhanced. With respect 
to the judicial branch, all administrative and judicial 
business is conducted within one system,50 and par
ticipants are accountable to one body. 51 Conversely, 
a decentralized system or non-system of autono~ 
mous and independent courts and judges prevents 
effective management of judicial affairs. 52 

It is further argued that centralized administration 
facilitates the most efficient use of master calendars 
and judge pools, which in turn help to reduce con
flicts in schedules between judges, litigants, and 
courtroom space. 53 Similarly, juror pools may be 
coordinated by encompassing a greater geographic 
area, and utilizing one central pool for a group of 
jud .... es rather than a separate panel for each indi
vi 11 judge. A resulting by-product is a savings of 
time and money. 54 

Intrajudicial coordination is also enhanced, claim 
proponents, during the implementation of policy 

48 Governor's Select Committee on Judicial Needs, supra 
note 3, p. 20; and Pound, supra note 14. 

49 Booz-Allen and Hamilton, s/Ipra note 5; Levinthal, supra 
note 4. at 189; and Willoughby, supra note 14, p. 258. 

50 O'Connell, supra note 6, at 645. 
.' Ibid., at 641. 
~2 Hall, supra note 15, at 150; Litke, supra note 32; and 

O'Connell, supra note 6, 
53 Levinthal, supra note 4; Minteer, supra note 3, at 1100; 

Pound, supra note 14; and Willoughby, supra note 14. 
54 Minteer, supra note 3, at 1089. 
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decisions. 55 Channels of communication are estab
lished so that managerial personnel have a clear 
understanding of their responsibilities. 

Proponents contend thatinterbranch coordination 
and cooperation is facilitated through the creation of 
professional state court administrative offices.56 

They can serve as liaisons with the legislature. They 
can also provide continuous information and re~ 
search assistance to inform the legislature in matters 
relating to the entire state judiciary. Proponents note 
that the absence of such a professional staff impairs 
effective interaction with the other branches of 
government. For example. it is argued that "law 
enforcement effectiveness has been deterred as 
courts are unable to administer their own internal 
affairs. "51 As Harry Subin has noted: 

The police department ... is effected [sic] by 
the lack of resources at the court and by the 
consequent backlog of cases awaitir\~ disposi
tion there. Police officers are frequedly forced 
to spend many hours simply waiting fot their 
cases to be reached. Because delay is common, 
many cases require several appearances before 
disposition. The effect of this wasted time on 
police morale appears to be pronounced. . . the 
result is that many officers feel, and with some 
jUstification, that their efforts to apprehend 
offenders are futile. 58 

Ellis Pettigrew suggests that, "The effect of two 
sub-systems, one with a high degree of operational 
control - the police agency - and the other [the 
courts] with essentially little, if any, centralized ad
ministration is a definite dysfunctional intra-systems 
element. "59 He suggests that vesting a professional 
state court administrator's office with some degree 
of centralized control will ameliorate these inter
branch conflicts. 

55 Bianchi, "Effects of Progressive Court Administration on 
Legal Services and the Poor in New Jersey," supra note 47; 
Bianchi, supr{l note 32; Governor's Select Committee on Judicial 
Needs, supra note 3; O'Connell, supra note 6; and Willoughby, 
supra note 14. 

56 Booz-Allen and Hamilton, supra note 5; Joe Greenhill and 
John Odam, "Judicial Reform of Our Texas Courts - A Re
Examination of Three Important Aspects," BaylQr Law Review, 
23 (Spring, 1971),204,217. 

57 Ellis Pettigrew. "Court Administration Reform and Police 
Operational Effectiveness - A Critical Analysis," Police, 16 
(February, 1972), 34, 36. 

58 Harry 1. Subin, Criminal Justice in a Metropolitan COllrt 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1967), p.ll7, quoted 
in ibid .• at 34. 

59 Pettigrew. Sllpra note 57, at 35. 
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c. Uniformity and consistency. Proponents 
argue that under a centralized system of administra
tion, clerical and administrative uniformity and 
consistency are promoted. For example, it is pos
sible, advocates assert, to develop a statewide, uni
form system for managing once disparate records 
and forms. 60 This simplifies litigation throughout the 
state by providing standardized forms that can be 
filed in any court. Additionally, it facilitates the 
development of a statewide classification scheme for 
filing cases. It is further noted that centralized ad
ministration promot~s uniformity in the types and 
styles of files, cabinets and other clerically-related 
equipment. Finally, consolidating clerical opera
tions allows for a system of central uniform pur
chasing to be established. 61 

Centralized administration, it is argued, also 
promotes uniformity and consistency in adminis
trative operations. Because all courts are under cen
tralized direction, the development of uniform 
sentencing, bail and fines schedules is encouraged in 
order to dispense uniform justice throughout the 
state. 62 

Proponents also advance the idea that a cen
tralized system of administration promotes the 
development of a statewide judicial personnel plan. 
A personnel plan is considered desirable because it 
establishes standards relating to hiring, promotion, 
tenure and removal. 63 It also facilitates the de
velopment of a merit system for auxiliary person
nel. 64 Several scholars have noted the potentially 
detrimental effects of local, rather than statewide, 
control over auxiliary personnel. Professor Geoffrey 
Hazard, for example, suggests that personnel stand
ards cannot be developed if courts are staffed ac
cording to patronage rather than occupational pro
ficiency.65 Professor Steven Hays underscores this 
problem: "Local control over judicial personnel ... 
irihibits the coordination and responsiveness of court 

aD Booz-Allen and Hamilton, supra note 5; GGvernor's Select 
Committee on Judicial Needs, supra note 3, p. 19; Litke, supra 
note 32; Los Angeles Municipal Court, supra note 17, p. A-4; and 
Minteer, supra note 3, at 1089, 1103. 

61 Greenhill and Odam, supra note 56, at 215'-18; and Hall, 
supra note 15. 

62 Minteer, supra note 3, at 1l03"{)4; and O'Connell, supra 
note 6, at 646. 

63 Governor's Select Committee on Judicial Needs, supra 
note 3, p. 19; Hall, supra ~,ote 15; and O'Connell, supra note 6, at 
648. 

6 •. Governor's Sel;:.;t Committee on Judicial Needs, supra 
note 3, p. 47. 

85 Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., Martin B. McNamara and IlWin F. 
Sentilles, III, "Court Finance and Unitary Budgeting," Yale Law 
Journal, 81 (June, 1972), 1286, 1297-98. 
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systems to central control, in addition to providing a 
large reservoir of patronage positions for local 
political figures. "66 

d. Miscellaneous arguments. Proponents argue 
that a statewide system of administration, ac
companied by professional administrators at the 
state and regional levels, relieves judges of myriad 
administrative responsibilities, including case flow 
management, supervision of auxiliary personnel, 
records management, statistics gathering, fiscal 
management and budget preparation. This allows 
judges to devote their energies toward their principal 
responsibility, and the one they are trained to 
assume, adjudication.67 At the same time, the sys
tem allows the hiring of personnel who are interested 
in, and better prepared, to manage the courts than 
are legally-trained judicial personnel. 68 As a result, 
effectively managed courts attract better qualified 
Judicial, managerial and auxiliary personnel. 69 

Proponents also suggest that statewide adminis
tration facilitates gathering uniform statistics from 
all courts. 70 This in turn facilitates both short term 
and long range planning to meet current and future 
needs of the judiciary . 71 Likewise, research projects 
may be undertaken to examine existing problems 
and suggest methods for improvement. 72 Professor 
Victor F1ango, for example, suggests that profes
sional court administrative offices can help obtain 
greater funds from state legislatures. 73 He notes: 

In the 25 states which had court administrators 
with fiscal duties, 16.6 percent of the criminal 

66 Steven Hays, "Contemporary Trends in Court Unifica
tion," in Berkson, Hays and Carbon, supra note 26, p. 127. 

67 Steven Hays and Larry Berkson, "The New Managers -
Court Administrators," in Berkson, Hays and Carbon, supra note 
26, pp. 188-198; Bernadine Meyer, "Court Administration in 
Pennsylvania," Duquesne Law Review, 11 (Summer, 1973),463, 
467; O'Connell,supra note 6, al648; and Joseph Tydings, "Courts 
of the Future," St. Louis University Law Journal, 13 (Summer, 
1969), 601, 603. 

68 Hays and Berkson, supra note 67; and Meyer, supra note 
67. 

69 Tydings, supra note 67, at 604. 
70 Greenhill and Odam, supra note 56, at 215-18; and Hall, 

supra note 15. 
71 Freels, supra note 6, at 211; Governor's Select Committee 

on Judicial Nceds, supra note 3, pp. 14,19; Los Angeles Munici
pal Court, supra note 17, p. A-·2; O'Connell, supra note 6; and 
William Schwartz, "The Unification and Centralization of the 
Administration of Justice," Judicalllre, 51 (April, 1968), 337, 
338-39. 

72 Greenhill and Odam, supra note 56. 
13 Victor Flango, "Court Administration and Judicial 

Modernization," Public Administration Review. 35 
(November-December, 1975), 619-24. 



justice budget was devoted to judicial activities 
as contrasted to 9.9 percent of the expenditures 
devoted to court operations by states which did 
not delegate financial responsibilities to the of
fice of state court administrator. This clearly 
demonstrates that an Office of State Court Ad
ministrator with fiscal responsibilities can aid 
the judiciary in the competition for scarce crim
inal justice funds. 74 

Thus, he concludes, professional administrators 
"are successful financial representatives of the 
judiciary. "75 

Finally, through a state office of administration, 
training and refresher programs for both judges and 
auxiliary personnel may be developed. Programs can 
be developed to include instruction on matters of 
statewide and regional concern. 16 

2. Arguments opposing centralized management. 
Although centralized administration has been 
advocated almost uniformly throughout this cen
tury, it has recently been attacked critically. Op
ponents of a statewide system of administration pose 
three principal arguments against its adoption: a 
state judiciary is entirely too complex for one central 
administrative system; centralized administration 
fosters rigid bureaucratization; and centralized ad
ministration encroaches upon professional norms. 

a. CompLex nature of the judiciary. Opponents 
of centralized administration assert principally that 
local courts and local political subdivisions are 
heterogeneous bodies that can not, and should not be 
required to, conform to one statewide system. They 
argue that in the process of developing goals, policies 
and administrative procedures, the complexity and 
uniqueness of local sub-systems are disregarded:n 
Moreover, goals established at the apex of the 
judiciary may not be applicable to all lower courts. 18 
The size and geographic dispersion or compactness 
ofajurisdiction, his argued, dictate to alarge extent 
the methods of administration. As such, it is not 
necessarily beneficial to have uniform procedures 
and administrative policies.19 

74 Ibid., at 622-23. 
15 Ibid., at 623. 
7G Greenhill and Odam, Slipra note 56; and Meyer, supra note 

67. 
11 Gallas, supra note 11, at 36; and Gazell, supra note 28, at 

655. 
18 Gallas, supra note 11. at 44. 
19 Ibid.; and David Saari, "Modern Court Management: 

Trends in Court Organization Concepts - 1976," Justice System 
Journal, 2 (Spring, 1976), 19, 25. 
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Because local courts are unique and serve differ
ing communities, and because centralized adminis
tration mandates a large degree of conformity, the 
goals of centralized administration, it is argued, do 
not comport with the variable needs of communities. 
A variety of innovative .~xperiments which are 
necessary to arrive at solutions to individualized 
local problems, are discouraged under a centralized 
system. S() Moreover, while there is a need for local 
flexibility in dealing with other organizations, such 
as law enforcement agencies,81 only nominal local 
administrative discretion is ever contemplated under 
a highly centralized system. B2 

b. Rigid burecucratization. Centralized admin
istration has been characterized as a closed system 
approach to management, a system which has been 
rejected by other professional organizations includ
ing hospitals and public school systems.83 Oppo
nents argue that overcentraIization, overformali
',zationS4 and rigid management are encouraged by 
judges and court administrators at the expense of 
flexibility.85 'Yet, flexibility is needed to adjust to 
environmental differences, such as caseflow, and to 
resource dependencies, such as prosecution and 
defense agencies. 86 

The decision-making process under a highly cen
tralized system, it is argued, is based on one's posi
tion in the bureaucratic hierarchy rather than on 
competence. 87 Power is emphasized rather than 
consensus and compromise.88 This poses a related 
issue of whether it is efficacious to establish policy 
only at the apex of the system. B9 Opponents assert 
that the potential for support and compliance is 
reduced in the absence of wid~spread participation 
in this critical process. 90 

Frank Zolin, Executive Officer of the Los Angeles 
County Superior Court, suggests that a scheme of 
centralized administration in a highly populous state 
such as California would create a cumbersome and 

80 Rubin, supra note 9, p. 210. 
81 Gallas, supra note 11; and Saari. supra note 79, at 21. 
82 Gazell, supra note 28. at 658; and Saari, sUpra note 79. at 

20-21-
83 Gallas, supra note 11, at 37-38. 
84 Overformalization refers to the extent to which one's ac

tions are standardized because of specializedruJes and regulation$ 
which require compliance. For a more detailed discussion see 
Saari, supra note 79, at 21. . .. . 

85 Saari, supra note 79, at 19. 
86 Gallas,supra note 11, at 44: Rubin,supra note 9, p. 210: and 

Saari, ibid., at 23, 25. 
81 Gallas. supra note II: and Saari, supra note 79,at 20. 
88 Gallas, supra note 11, at39. 
89 Ibid.; and Saari, supra note 79, at 25. 
90 GazeD, supra note 28. at 655. 



needless superstructure. Moreover> he queries 
whether such a bureaucracy could meet the implicit 
goals of a unified system. He states: 

When you consider the size, number, and 
complexity of the trial courts in California, it is 
apparent that reorganization into a unified sys
tem will establish a new bureaucracy. A unified 
organization of thousands of employees physi
cally decentralized in hundreds of work loca
tions will create new, heretofore unknown 
problems of communication and coordination. 
Control and supervision of such a large, com
plex organization will be difficult. 

The trial courts in Los Angeles County alone 
represent a judicial organization larger than 
thos~ found in 43 of the 50 states. To assume that 
unification of all trial courts of California into a 
single system will necessarily increase effi
ciency is fallacious. 91 

c. Encroachments upon professional norms. 
Opponents contend that as professionals , judges are 
more effective when they function autonomously in 
both their administrative andjudicial business. 92 For 
this reason, it is claimed, judges resist centralized 
administration.93 Opponents argue that the supreme 
court attempts to regulate local management through 
two methods: by appointing presiding judges; or by 
appointing trial court administrators. 

It is claimed that judges resent having chief or 
presiding judges appointed by the supreme court 
because the process upsets their professional peer 
group arrangement. 94 As professionals, judges pre
fer to collectively select the chief judge of their re
gion. Their administrative discretion is undermined 
when the supreme court assumes this responsibility. 

It is also argued that judges resent the imposition 
of trial court administrators. It is claimed that judges 
enjoy exercising administrative discretion. But when 
trial administrators are introduced, many of their 
administrative responsibilities and much of their 
discretion is usurped. 95 

Thus in both situations described above, it is ar
gued that little cooperation will ensue between the 

91 Quoted in Carl Baar, Separate But Subservient: Court 
Butigeting in the American States (Lexington: D. C. Heath and 
Co., 1975), p. 138. 

92 Gallas, supra note 11, at 41. 
oalbid •• at 42; and Saari, supra note 79, at 22-23. 
01 Gallas, supra note 11, at 42, 44; and Saari, supra note 79, at 

22. 
9$ Hays, supra note 66. 

judges and the managerial officia\~ imposed by the 
supreme court. As a result, in the state's attempt to 
achieve accountability, local management may be 
undermined. 
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d. Miscellaneous arguments. There are a vari
ety of other arguments against adopting centralized 
administration. First, it is argued that a statewide 
uniform personnel system is impractical to establish. 
This is because the nature of the employees' work is 
dependent upon: the amount of business handled by 
the court; size of the jurisdiction; number of staff 
members Gudicial, managerial and auxiliary per
sonnel) in the office; the particular organization of 
workflow; and the individuals' abilities. 96 Thus 
opponents argue it ;s unwise to devise a single sys
tem applicable to every employee. 

Second, it is argued, if a statewide personnel sys
tem is instituted, commitment oflower employees to 
the goals of the system will vanish. 97 Moreover, the 
system will tend to place greater emphasis on effi
ciency than on generating favorable employee at
titudes. 98 Opponents claim that this will lead to a 
high rate of employee turnover which naturally 
works to the detriment of the judiciary . 

Third, opponents argue that centralized adminis
tration is an expensive innovation. The cost of estab
lishing a statewide personnel system with uniform 
salary schedules and benefits is but one example. 
Opponents also contend that funding trial court 
administrators is expensive. 

Finally, it has been argued that no empirical tests 
have been undertaken to determine whether a highly 
centralized administration is more effective than a 
decentralized system in securing the implicit goals of 
efficiency and justice. 99 Opponents contend that 
great expense is involved in establishing a new 
bureaucracy and that the status quo is greatly dis
rupted; they question the efficacy of adopting cen
tralized administration when no concrete benefits 
have been established. 

3. Analysis. One of the strongest arguments in 
support of a unified system of administration is that 
efficiency is enhanced, yet without compromising 
the countervailing purpose of dispensing justice 
equitably. Proponents argue that centralized admin
istration facilitates a more reasonable and flexible 
distribution of labor, and at the same time prevents 
the repetition of judicial and auxiliary respon
sibilities which characterizes a nonunified system. 

96 Hazard, et al., supra note 65, at 1299. 
97 Rubin, supra note 9, p. 210. 
08 Saari, supra. note 79, at 20. 
99 Gallas, supra note 11, at 39. 



Opponents, on the other hand, argue that efficiency 
will not be achieved because of unanticipated 
consequences of centralization. They argue that 
efficiency can not be achieved, for example, without 
a detrimental impact on employee attitude. Oppo
nents intimate at times that allowing for flexibility in 
employee responsibilities should take priority over 
the pursuit of efficiency. 

Another compelling argument of proponents 
relates to the coordination of the entire judicary 
which is (or can be) provided by the highest court, 
usually with the assistance of a state judicial ad
ministrator. Coordination among judges, jurors, 
auxiliary personnel and courtroom space is par
ticularly enhanced. The strength of this argument is 
suggested by the fact that opponents rarely address 
it. 

The argument that centralized management pro
vides for a locus of authority is equally attractive. 
The extent and thrust of hierarchical direction ac
tually utilized by the supreme court can be 
minimized by allowing decentralized decision
making. Thus the advantages of having an estab
lished and acknowledged locus of responsibility are 
realized, while at the same time, problems as
sociated with rigid hierarchies are mollified. Thus, 
unlike a decent;;"lized system, responsibility for 
experimenting with innovations and managing the 
entire system is delineated. 

Another compelling argument offered by propo
nents is that a centralized system will promote 
uniformity in clerical operations. In a system of au
tonomous courts, all forms, files, stationery, filing 
procedures and the like are disparate from one 
jurisdiction to the next. Uniformity in this regard 
provides rationalization, simplification in litigation, 
and fiscal economies without infringing on any local 
discretion. 

Perhaps the strongest argument in favor of cen
tralized administration is its capacity for research, 
planning and experimentation. Opponents argue that 
local experimentation will be hampered if there is 
strong control from the top of the hierarchy. 

The opponents' argument that centralized man
agement will result in highly rigidified rules, policies 
and procedures is not persuasive. In practice, lower 
court personnel are not excluded from participating 
in the policy-making process. Indeed, in actuality 
this circumstance is rarely even contemplated by 
proponents of centralized administration. 

The arguments by opponents that professional 
norms may be violated in a centralized system are 
much stronger. Judges clearly subscribe to the 
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philosophy of judicial independence in the adjudi
cation process. This attitude also permeates their 
thinking about administration. Nonetheless, in 
making use of a decentralized style of management, 
the supreme court and state court administrator's 
office can ameliOrate most of the difficulties which 
may arise in the system. For example, decentralized 
recruitment systems may be established with only 
slight monitoring by the supreme court. 

One of the most compelling arguments suggested 
by opponents is the fact that no empirical evidence 
exists suggesting that centralized administration is 
preferable. At least one scholar has noted, "You 
can't say that ... the administration of justice is any 
better or worse ... [in Georgia, a nonunified state, 
and Colorado, a highly unified state]. That would 
take measuring what actually happens in the courts. 
Measuring the output of justice ... [N]obody has 
gotten around to doing that yet." 100 

Simply because there is no empirical evidence to 
"prove" that a unified system is better than a 
non unified one should not prevent states from ex
perimenting with the innovation. Indeed, it would 
appear unreasonable to delay reform when there is 
also no evidence to suggest that unification is not 
preferable, especislly if the judiciary is in serious 
difficulty. Such situations may be likened to a ship 
sinking in the middle of the ocean. If a majority of the 
crew, including its wisest and most experienced 
members, believe that the bilge pumps are located in 
the bow, the captain would be foolish to order them 
to the aft. 

4. Options. As was noted earlier in the section on 
trial court consolidation, a collective definition of 
each element was established in Chapter 1. Yet the 
definition established for centralized administration 
was that of an • 'ideal" model. The options presented 
herein deviate som.ewhat from this ideal. They gen
erally give greater recognition to the advantages of 
decentralized, local decision-making. All are in 
keeping with goals implicit in unification. 

One of the principal options available to those who 
desire a system of centralized administration is to 
develop the concept of "participatory manage
ment. " Participatory management and policy de
velopment can be effectuated in a variety of ways. 
For example, a judicial council may be created, 
consisting of judges representing all courts in the 

100 Russell Wheeh;r, remarks delivered at the panel entitled 
"Court Administrati~)n: Natio"."J Applications of the Georgia 
Experience," Ameri~lIn Society for Public Administration, At
lanta, Georgia, April :2, 1977. 
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state. IOI The council may be granted advisory pow
er. Participatory management can also be effec
'Wated through an advisory board of judges which 
may be convened when necessary to consider and 
evaluate neW programs and policies. Another alter
native is to establish an informal system of consul
tation with all judges. Regional and statewide 
meetings might be held in which all judges and 
managerial personnel are consulted about the de
velopment of new rules. In this manner, every 
member of the professional judiciary would have an 
opportunity to participate in the policy-making 
process. 

The system of participatory management which 
exists in Colorado is acclaimed and recommended by 
others outside the state. Although on paper the 
Colorado judiciary is highly centralized, the em
phasis is dearly on practical decentralization. Harry 
O. Lawson describes this system. 

The Colorado Supreme Court has been con
cerned with the dangers of overcentralization 
"nd resultant local impediments to the success
ful operation of the system, while at the same 
time recognizing the Court's constitutional 
administrative responsibilities. Accordingly, 
... [e]ach chief judge, who is appointed by the 
chief justice, is delegated the administrative 
responsibility for his district in line with fiscal, 
personnel and other administrative procedures 
established by the Supreme CoU/t. The position 
of judicial district administrator has been 
created in most of the districts to provide the 
chief judge with competent administrative 
assistance. 102 

The Colorado Supreme Court has thus adopted the 
philosophy that, "administration of the trial courts 
should be decentralized as much as possible on the 
ground that overcentralization tends to reduce the 
interest and cooperation of the lower courts and their 
desire to participate in the operation and im
provement of the court system." 103 

A second option available to those who desire a 
system of centralized administration is to adopt a 
scheme consisting principally of lower court 

101 Rubin, supra note 9. For information on judicial councils 
see Russell Wheeler and Donald Jackson, "Judicial Councils and 
Policy Planning: Continuous Study and Discontinuous Institu
tions, Justice System Journal, 2 (Winter, 1976), 121-40. 

10Z Letter from Harry O. Lawson to the Administrative As
sistant to the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Oregon, 
November 9, 1970, quoted in O'Connell, supra note 6, at 648. 

lu~ O'Connell, sllpm note 6, at 648. 
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management, and secondarily, of hierarchical 
management. Kansas provides an excellent exam
ple. In that state the supreme court, the state judicial 
administrator and the judicial council (which repre
sents all levels of courts) collectively establish gen
eral policies for the state judiciary. Specific 
implementation of these policies is the responsibility 
of district-level officials. Local courts are required to 
adopt district-level plans consistent with the general 
guidelines and policies established earlier. At the 
same time, however, district-level plans are de
signed to meet individual geographic and demo
graphic variations. These plans must be submitted to 
the supreme (;ourt and judicial administrator for 
approval. 

Numerous advantages are provided by this system 
of management. First, it allows for extensive and 
individualized local participation. Second, it en
courages innovation and experimentation. Local 
courts may then relate advantages or problems with 
a particular arproach to the state judicial adminis
trator's ::>ffice, which then functions as a clearing
house for the entire judiciary. As a result, local 
courts may capitalize on the experimentation of 
other courts in the state. Third. plans are designed to 
meet local needs and conditions; local courts are not 
required to adopt a singular statewide plan which 
may be inapplicable to the local environment. 
Fourth, the criticisms associated with extensive 
hierarchical management and overcentralization are 
avoided. 

A third option available to those who desire a 
system of centralized administration relates to the 
establishment of a juditidl personnei system. Two 
approaches appear reasonable. First, a merit 
personnel system may be established on a local level 
to account for individual characteristics and needs of 
the jurisdiction. Duties, qualifications and com
pensation could be established locally, but applied 
uniformly throughout the jurisdiction. This would 
allow for substantial flexibility, but still avoid some 
of the evils associated with political patronage. Such 
an approach typifies auxiliary personnel selection in 
Kansas. On the other hand, this approach may lead 
to disparity throughout the state in terms of salary 
and benefits provided for personnel with similar 
responsibilities. 

The second approach is to develop a statewide 
judicial personnel plan. Clerks might be provided 
with appointment powers, although each appoint
ment, including position and compensation, would 
require approval of the state administrative office or 
fit within its standards. 



A fourth option available to those who desire a 
system of centralized administration relates to the 
selection of lower court managerial personnel. 
Rather than require that state authorities be ex
clusively responsible for the recruitment process, it 
is suggested that lower court personnel be given a 
role as well. 

For example, it is suggested that chief or presiding 
judges might be selected jointly by state and local 
level officials. 104 This approach contemplates that 
the supreme court would establish general criteria 
for the position, but final selection would be de
termined by a two-thirds approval of the local 
judges. lOS As a result, administrative experience 
would supersede seniority as a criterion for selecting 
a chief jUdge. 1 06 

It is also suggested that a similar process be de
veloped for selecting trial court administrators. l07 

The supreme court once again would establish gen
eral qualifications for the position. Candidates would 
submit applications to the state judicial adminis
trator for screening, after which a list of qualified 
applicants would be submitted to the relevant 
judges. At this point, either of two alternatives would 
be followed. The trial administrator either would be 
chosen by a majority of the judges with the chief 
judge retaining veto power, 1 08 or the converse 
approach: the chief judge would select the candidate 
initially, but with veto power retained by a majority 
of the judges. 

As with trial court consolidation, a number of 
alternatives to achieving the goals of centralized 
management are available. Many have been adopted 
by states that are considered highly unified. Implicit 
in the options suggested above is the idea that a 
coordinated system must be developed, but that 
individual differences within the state, including 
political, demographic and geographic factors, must 
be taken into account to provide a truly effective 
system. 

10< Larry Berkson and Steven Hays, "Applying Organization 
and Management Theory to the Selection of Lower Court Per
sonnel," Criminal Justice Review. forthcoming. 

105 Robert Doss, remarks delivered at the' panel entitled 
"Court Administration: National Applications of the Georgia 
Experience," supra note 100. 

106 Robert Hall, remarks delivered at the panel entitled "Court 
Administration: National Applications of the Georgia Experi
ence," supra note 100. 

107 Berkson and Hays, supra note 104. 
lOB This approach is generally suggested by Rubin, supra note 

9. 
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C. Centralized Rule-Making Authority in the 
Supreme Court 

1. Arguments supporting supreme court rule
making authority. A multitude of arguments are 
asserted in support of vesting rule-making authority 
in the state's highest court. The arguments may be 
grouped into three major areas: the concept of 
judicial primacy in matters relating to the judiciary; 
the supreme court as the preferred rule-making 
body; and problems associated with legislative de
velopment of rules. 

a. Concept of judicial primacy. Proponents of 
placing the rule-making authority in the supreme 
court rely initially on the Federalist Papers to sup
port their contention that the judicial branch is 
independent and that it, therefore, should exercise 
primary governance over its own affairs. In Feder
alist No. 78, Hamilton wrote that, "The complete 
independence of the courts of justice is peculiarly 
essential in a limited constitution."109 This 
philosophy has been construed by proponents as 
applicable to state courts. 

Hamilton's admonition is based on the separation 
of powers doctrine. Proponents claim that the 
doctrine vests the courts with primary responsibility 
for regulating and monitoring their internal affairs. If 
courts are required to defer to the legislature, it is 
argued, they will be perceived as a legislative arm 
rather than an independent judicial branch of 
government. 11 0 

The separation of powers doctrine is considered 
the theoretical basis for another concept used to 
support the notion of judicial primacy, that of in
herent powers.111 This doctrine suggests that all 
judicial power is ultimately constitutional.1l2 Basic 
to this doctrine is the notion that courts have the 
inherent responsibility of undertaking all reasonable 
steps to effect the efficient and equitable administra
tion of justice. 113 

io~ Jack Weinstein, "Refonn of Federal Court Rule-Making 
Procedures,"Columbia LaW Review, 76 (October, 1976), 905,914. 

110 Richard Kay, "The Rule-Making Authority and Separation 
of Powers in Connecticut," Con/lecticut Law Review. 8 (Fall, 
1975), 1,4. 

111 Jerome Berg, "Assumption of Administrative Responsibil
ity by the Judiciary: Rx for Refonn," Suffolk University Law 
Review. 6 (Summer, 1972), 796, 808. 

112 Frank Gibbes, "The Judiciary and the Rule-Making 
Power," South Caroli/la Law Review. 23 (Spring, 1971),377,381. 

113 Robert Hall, "Judicial Rule-Making .is Alive but Ailing," 
Americ~~ Bar Associatio/l Journal. 55 (July, 1969), 637. See also 
Berg, supra note 111: "Courts ~ RUle-Making Power - CPLR 
3216 Held Unconstitutional as an Interference With the Inherent 
Power of the Court," New York U/liversity Law Review. 43 
(October, 1968), 776, 785; and Gibbes, ibid •• at 386-87. 



Proponents of placing rule-making authority in the 
supreme court argue that a specific constitutional 
statement providing the court with this power will 
prevent the legislature from interfering with the 
court's inherent responsibility. Moreover, consis
tent with the separation of powers doctrine, it 
precludes any legislative scrutiny over court-made 
rules,u4 

b. Supreme court as the preferred rule-making 
body. Proponents of placing the rule-making author
ity in the supreme court contend that it makes more 
sense to locate this authority in the court than in the 
legislature. For example, proponents argue that 
justices, rather than legislators, are the ones basi
cally interested in improving the judiciary. 115 It is 
suggested that judges are more receptive and re
sponsive to the needs for change than legislators,1l6 
Also, they are more inclined to review the rules and 
their impact periodically to determine if the needs 
are being met.117 

Another reason why courts are considered by 
proponents as the preferred rule-making body is 
grounded in management theory. This literature 
suggests that the objectives and goals of an or
ganization can not be achieved if its operations are 
controlled by members outside that organization. 
Analogized to the judiciary, proponents argue that 
priorities should be established by members of the 
judicial branch (in particular, members of the su
preme court), not by those external to it such as 
legislative bodies,118 Moreover, proponents claim 
that other governmental agencies are given authority 
to govern themselves; therefore, courts should like
wise be vested with this power. 119 A final reason why 
courts should govern their own affairs, itis argued, is 
that the public tends to hold judges responsible for 
the proper functioning of the judiciary .120 If judges 
are going to be held accountable, it is reasoned, they 
should be vested with authority which will allow 
them to perform their required tasks. 
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It is also argued by proponents that justices have a 
greater capacity to effect improvements than legisla
tors. Two reasons are offered to support this ar
gument. First, it is suggested that legal expertise is 
essential to developing a coherent body of adminis
trative and procedural rules. 121 Thus, only those 
with legal training (i.e. ,judges) are equipped to carry 
out this task. Second, proponents contend that 
judges are most familiar with their own operations 
and needs. 122 

Proponents also claim that rules promulgated by a 
court are more flexible than statutes enacted by a 
Icgislature.123 For example, rules can be addressed 
to specific needs of the judiciary and can be phrased 
in precise terms, unlike statutes which often are 
criticized for their ambiguity.124 Additionally, rules 
can be promulgated at any time and with greater 
expediency.125 Similarly, the process of amending 
rules to meet changing demands is claimed to be far 
less cumbersome than amending statutes. 126 Propo
nents contend that the capacity to maintain flexibil
ity lies in small, discrete changes that are more 
readily effectuated by court rule, and generally do 
not tend to fare well in legislatures .127 

A final reason offered by proponents, who suggest 
that the supreme court is the preferred rule-making 
body, is pragmatic in nature. The idea is perhaps best 
summarized in the following statement by E. Free
man Leverett of the Georgia Bar: "Experience ... 
show[s] that the rule-making power is effective in 
practice only where favored by the highest state 
court, for unsympathetic interpretation can ruin any 
good law. "128 In other words, externally imposed 
rules are less likely to be effectively implemented 
than those drafted from within. 

c. Problems associated with legislative de
velopment of rules. A vast number of arguments are 
offered against placing rule-making authority in leg-
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islatures. First, legislators are widely criticized for 
their lack of expertise in this arena. 129 They are 
characterized as amateurs who Jack familiarity with 
judicial operations, problems and potential 
solutions. J 30 

Because of this dearth of expertise, the statutes 
which legislators tend to adopt are criticized for their 
ambiguity, rigidity and inelasticity.131 This in turn 
fosters unnecessary litigation based on technical
ities, because such statutes are difficult to inter
preC I32 Additionally, overly-rigid statutes are 
impractical because of the individualized nature of 
local court operations. 

Legislators are also deemed inappropriate to 
develop rules for the judiciary because of their 
partisan nature. la~ It is argued that legislators are 
often motivated by a variety of irrelevant political 
considerations when drafting rules .134 Consequent
Iy, they are likely to produce rules, it is claimed, that 
are the inevitable result of political compromise and 
therefore do not satisfy the needs ofthejudiciary.135 

Proponents also argue that legislatures are too 
slow to respond to immediate and pressing needs of 
the judiciary. First, they note, legislatures in many 
states do not meet continuously. 136 In Kentucky, for 
example, the legislature is convened for only 60 days 
(which includes holidays and weekends) every two 
years. Second, it is argued, even when legislatures 
are in session, they can provide only intermittent 
attention to the courts because of the presence of 
countless other problems .137 And third, legislatures 
are criticized for the habitually slow pace with which 
measures are enacted. l3s 

Because of the infrequent attention that is pro
vided to the courts in the legislature,l39 necessary 
changes are often long delayed. As a result, it is 
difficult to maintain currency of statutes to meet 
existing and future needs. Moreover, proponents 
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claim, legislation is accomplished on a patchwork, 
piecemeal basis which ultimately results in an 
"incongruous hodge-podge" of statutes. 140 

Proponents also argue that long-range planning for 
the judiciary is impeded when legislatures exercise 
principal control over rule~makjng. They note, for 
example, that the membership of legislatures 
changes constantly. As a result, legislatures cannot 
thoroughly comprehend the history and purpose of a 
rule, nor can they spend any great time evaluating its 
impact in relation to current and future needs of the 
judiciary.l4l Additionally, when adopting statutes, 
proponents argue that consideration is rarely given 
to the entire code or how the new statutes will 
coincide with existing ones. They point to the Field 
Code of Civil Procedure to suggest what actually 
happens in practice. When it was adopted in 1848, 
391 distinct sections were provided. By 1915, the 
number of sections had mushroomed to well over 
3,000. 142 Thus, it is argued when legislatures are 
vested with authority to govern the judiciary, they 
will create a tangled and esoteric system which 
ultimately serves as an obstacle to the efficient and 
equitable administration of jU5tice.l4:I 

2. Arguments opposing supreme courtrule-making 
authority. Four principal arguments are made 
against vesting the supreme court with exclusive 
rule-making authority: a lack of safeguards exists; 
rule-making is a legislative function; the supreme 
court is an inappropriate body to promulgate rules; 
and the parameters of properjudicial rule-making are 
difficult to define. 

a. Lack of safeguards. Opponents of vesting 
rule-making authority exclusively in the supreme 
court argue that it conflicts with the concept of 
checks and balances.144 Opponents note that when 
the founding fathers adopted the doctrine of sep
aration of powers, they simultaneously adopted an 
overriding philosophy that no branch of government 
should go unchecked. Indeed, as Professor Richard 
Kay of the University of Connecticut School of Law 
suggests, "It is in the protection against uncir
cumscribed power in any department of government 
that the real value of the separation of powers 
lies. "145 

Opponents note that the system of checks and 
balances applies not only to the federal government, 
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but to state governments as well. Specifically, 
opponents suggest that numerous safeguards are 
provided in the legisiative process .146 Legislators are 
subject to periodic public re-election; potential 
legislation must be approved by an executive, who 
also is subject to public removal; and statutes are 
subject to judicial review for constitutionality. 

Yet no equivalent safeguards are provided when 
the court is charged exclusively with rule-making 
authority. Judicially-promulgated rules are not sub
ject to scrutiny by the executive or legislative 
branches. Second, judges are deliberately insulated 
from politics. Only rarely are they subjected to pub
lic review (either through retention, election or 
disciplinary proceedings), and even when such ac
tivities occur, few are removed from office. Third, 
there is no direct public access to the judicial process 
of drafting rules as there is with statutory drafting. 147 

As such, opponents contend that legitimacy is 
undermined. As Professor Kay suggests, 

The immunity from political interests of which 
judicial rule-making advocates boast may also 
insulate judges from legitimate public dis
satisfaction with the procedural aspects of the 
judicial system. 148 

b. Rule-Making is a legisLative junction. 
Opponents suggest that not only does judicial rule
making violate constitutional notions, but that 
rule-making itself is actually a legislative function. 
Historical precedent is offered in support of this 
belief. In Wayman v. Southard,149 Chief Justice 
Marshall asserted that rule-making is properly 
viewed as a legislative function, although it may be 
delegated in part to the courtS.150 Opponents also 
argue that the historical Anglo-American experience 
fails to demonstrate a compelling need for courts to 
exercise unfettered control over this power .151 More 
recently 1 opponents note, the federal government 
has recognized that rule-making is essentially alegis
lative responsibility, although Congress in reality 
has delegated substantial responsibility to the 
judiciary.152 Nonetheless, Congress retains ultimate 
control. 

Rule-making authority which is delegated by 
Congress or state legislatures to the courts is almost 
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uniformly classified as administrative or procedural, 
not substantive. Nonetheless, procedural rule
making is considered by many opponents to be 
"lawmaking of the most serious and significant 
kind. "153 Opponents contend thatit rarely has been 
the sole prerogative of the courtS.154 It follows that 
legislatures should be responsible for enacting the 
rules and the judiciary should maintain its primary 
function, adjudication. ISS 

c. Supreme court as all inappropriate body. 
Opponents contend that the supreme court is an 
inappropriate body to promulgate rules relating to an 
entire state judiciary. They argue that supreme 
courts are basically conservative institutions and are 
unwilling to assume new responsibilities. ls6 Op
ponents also suggest that justices are steeped in a 
status quo mentality. Some contend that by the time 
judges reach the highest bench, they are so old that 
"all change seems abhorrent." 157 

Opponents also assert that courts lack accounta
bility and credibility in promulgating rules. They 
contend, for example, that supreme court justices 
are too removed from actual practice to be con
cerned with the bar's pJ;'oblems.158 It is also claimed 
that lawyers and litigants who are dissatisfied with a 
rule have no disinterested forum in which to assert 
their objection. 159 Additionally, it is argued that 
dispassionate decision-making is unlikely when a 
case arises based on ~n apparer..t confHct between a 
court-made rule, and the constitution or a statute. 160 

It is also claimed that judges will be reluctant to 
criticize rules if they are promulgated by a higher 
court. 

Opponents also claim that courts lack the capacity 
to draft cogent rules. First, it is argued that supreme 
court justices are too far removed from lower court 
trial proceedings to be fully informed of the ramifi
cations of their problems.16t Second, it has been 
suggested that justices are incapable of perceiving 
differences among lower courts which necessitate 
flexibility in the rules which are promulgated. And' 
third, it is argued that supreme courts lack the 
political power and administrative cohesion which 
are necessary to create, implement and evaluate 
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rules, even if they are expres:::.ty permitted to do 
SO.102 

A final argument relating to the supreme court as 
an inappropriate body to promulgate rules relates to 
the expense involved. Opponents suggest that ad
ditional funds will be required to finance a staff that 
can study, devise and implement rules under the 
court's guidance. 163 This, they claim, will result in 
unnecessary duplication. They note that legislatures 
already possess on-going groups such as reference 
bureaus which undertake the performance of these 
functions. 164 

d. Parameters of judicia I rule-making lire diffi
cilit to define. Opponents argue that rule-making 
authority should not be vested exclusively in the 
supreme court because its parameters are difficult to 
define. Generally there are two types of rules: 
substantive and procedural. They note that while 
substantive matters are properly the domain of 
legislatures, scholars have suggested «A c1earcut 
distincti(}~ for all purposes is impossible of 
formulation. "Jfi5 Indeed, most definitions are 
nebulous: subMance and procedure are plagued with 
chameleon-like qualities. 

Additionally, it is argued that many procedural 
issues have substantive ramifications. 16ti Major 
United States Supreme Court cases testify to this 
fact. Opponents contend that because of the per
sistent difficulty of defining and categorizing tht 
concepts of substance and procedure, the legisla
ture, at the very least, should exercise concurrent 
authority with the supreme court over administrative 
and procedural matters. 1 67 

Additionally, opponents claim that two undesir
able situations may result from unfettered supreme 
court rule-making. First, it is argued that courts will 
overstep their procedural powers and make determi
nations of policy. Such actions would invade the 
legislative prerogative of enacting substantive 
laws. 168 

A second undesirable situation may also occur. 
Opponents argue that even if the s~preme court is 
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granted exclusive rUle-making authority, it will be 
reluctant to exercise the authority, fearing potential 
conflicts wi~h the legislature. Thus, it will not be 
innovative and will refrain from taking actiQn except 
when faced with an urgent need. 1(19 

3. Analysis. One of the most compelling argu
ments offered by proponents of vesting the supreme 
court with exclusive rule-making authority is that it 
is the appropriate body to promulgate rules. Courts, 
more than legislatures, are equipped with the ex
perience and knowledge required to draft and 
implement rules. Indeed, judges are more familiar 
with their own operations, and therefore their needs 
and requirements. This argument is bolstered by the 
fact that the number oflawyer-legislators is rapidly 
declining. Indeed, the argument that state legisla
tures are composed of members retaining substantial 
legal expertise is now largely historic. The oppo
nents' suggestion that the court is too far removed 
from both the practice of law and lower court prob
lems appears to lack merit. Supreme courts simply 
are not that isolated, and rarely, if ever, do they 
promulgate rules without consultirrg members of the 
bar and lower court judges. Indeed, often they cr!!ate 
bench-bar committees to conduct the initial study 
and rule preparation. 

Another compelling argument offered by propo
nents is the idea that court-made rules are more 
flexible than legislatively-enacted statutes. 
Proponents note that courts are not constrained by 
infrequent legiSlative sessions, a constantly chang
ing membership, and a variety of competing inter
ests. As such, rules may be promulgated more 
readBy than statutes, and their currency is more 

,-easily maintained. Pules are also more easily 
amendable than statutes. 

What is most bothersome about the proponents' 
position is their insistence that the authority be 
placed exclusively within the C0urt. Opponents note 
that although the three branches were envisioned to 
be independent, they never were intended to go 
unchecked. 

United States District Judge Jack Weinstein 
suggests that "there has never been a fully com
partmentalized separation of powers."170 He finds 
support in a recent decision of the United States 
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Supreme Court which noted that the draftsmen of the 
Constitution perceived that "a hermetic se~'ling off 
of the three branches of Government from one 
another would preclude the, establishment of a Na
tion capable of governing itself effectively." 17~ 
Weinstein concludes, "Judicial independence can
not be absolute." 172 

4. Options. A collective definition of centralized 
rule-making was established in Chapter 1. Variations 
among the envil'Onments and politics of the various 
states may dictate that it cannot be achieved. For this 
reaSOfl_. two principal options are offered as a means 
by which to progress to\l'ard the implicit goals ofthe 
concept. The options are designed to incorporate the 
most compelling arguments advanced by proponents 
and opponents of the measure. 

The first principal option is to vest the supreme 
court with non-exclusive rule-making authority. It 
differs most notably from the "ideal" model by 
allowing for some legislative review, consistent with 
the concept of checks and balances. Two scholars 
pinpoint the thrust of this approach. They state: 

The whole aim of the balance of powers ... is 
the creation of a scheme whereby the courts 
may maintain an effective, flexible and 
thorough-going control over their own adminis
tration and procedure, with the possibility of 
ultimate legislative review in cases where 
important decisions of public policy are 
necessarily involved. This is the aim of safe 
efficiency: immediatelY practical, fundamen
tally democratic. 173 

The emphasis is still on primary control by the 
judiciary over its own affairs, but the concept of 
legislative review is introduced as a safeguard. 
Consistent with this perspective, the same authors 
offer the following constitutional statement. 

1. The supreme court shall make rules 
governing the administration, practice and 
procedure, including evidence, of all courts in 
the state. 

2. Such rules, or any statute enacted under 
this paragraph, may be repealed, amended or 
supplemented by the legislature by two-thirds 
vote of the members elected to each house, and 
any such enactment shall have the force and 
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effect of statute during the six years next fol
lowing the date of its taking effect and shall 
thereafter have effect as rule of court until 
repealed or amended by the supreme court or by 
the legislature. 

3. In consideration of any bill proposing an 
enactment under this section, the chief justice of 
the state shall be given opportunity to be 
heard. 174 

A multitude of benefits result from this approach. 
First, it is consistent with the separation of powers 
doctrine and the concept of checks and balances. 
The courts may initiate action, but the legislature is 
empowered to curb abuses. 175 Second, the ubiqui
tous definitional problem of substance versus 
procedure is ameliorated by legislative review. 
Third, because this is a constitutional statement and 
not a statutory enactment, the court will be less 
reluctant to exercise its authority. Fourth, the re
quirement for a two-thirds review of the legislature 
discourages rash intervention into the judicial 
sphere. Moreover, the limitation permitting scrutiny 
of only policy matters, maintains substantial judicial 
independence. 

The second principal option is to vest rule-making 
authority in a judicial council. Although judicial 
councils originated in the 1920' s and spread rapidly, 
their existence and utility has declined within the 
past few decades. Today, however, there appears to 
be a "renewed interest" in the viability of councils. 
Russell Wheeler and Donald Jackson suggest this 
trend is attributable to the fact that, "Judges and 
court administrators are coming to realize that one 
part of effective management is effective and good 
faith consultation with various actors in the 
system."176 

Judicial councils vary dramatically in their com
position and authority.177 The judicial council in the 
State of California is perhaps one of the strongest 
bodies of this sort. It is vested with constitutional 
authority to adopt rules for administration, practice 
and procedure. It is composed of 15 judges repre
senting all courts, four members of the bar, and one 
member from each house of the legislature. The 
judicial council in Washington has a broader compo
sition, but is created by statute and is vested with 
authority only to propose changes. Its members 
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include eight judges, three members from each 
house, a dean from each of the three accredited law 
schools in the state, five members of the bar, the 
attorney general, and one county clerk. 

The benefits of councils are numerous. They pro
vide for participation by judges in aU state courts as 
well as members of the bar. A council maximizes 
judicial expertise,178 and yet has direct participation 
of legislators to avoid the pitfalls of exclusivejudicial 
involvement. The establishment of a permanent 
council also !;;rings continuity to the study of judicial 
rules. 

Regardless of whether non-exclusive rule-making 
authority is vested in the supreme court or in a 
judicial council, it appears highly desirable to obtain 
as much extra-judicial participation as possible. Two 
methods may be employed. The first method is to 
utilize an expert advisory committee. 179 At least two 
prominent jurists support this idea. Former Chief 
Justice Howell Heflin of Alabama contends that 
substantial participation from the bar would be 
helpful.l 80 Similarly, Georgia Associate Justice 
Robert Hall suggests t.hat in addition to the bar's 
participation, involvement of trial court judges is 
particularly necessary.181 

The second method is to conduct public hearings 
on proposed rules. 182 l(n Connecticut, for example, 
open hearings are required at least once each year in 
order to allow the public to propose certain changes. 
Such a procedure lends legitimacy and credibility to 
the rule-making process. 

D. Centralized Budgeting 
1. Arguments supporting centralized budgeting. 

Four principal arguments are advanced in support of 
adopting a centralized system of budgeting: the 
executive branch is excluded from participation; 
simplification and economy are provided in the 
process; planning and equity in resource allocation 
are promoted; and benefits to the judiciary and 
legislature are provided. 

a. Executive is excluded from participation. It 
is argued by proponents of centralized budgeting that 
one of the major advantages of a unitary system is 
that the executive branch is expected to be excluded 

. from participation. Proponents claim this has three 
major advantages. First, it allows the judiciary to 
develop its own goals and objectives without execu-
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tive interference. 183 Second it prohibits the execu
tive from eliminating programs from budget re(;llests 
before they reach the legislature. Third. the governor 
may be precluded from exercising a line item veto 
authority after the legislature has made its appropria
tion. 

b. Simplification and economy ill the budgetaJ:v 
process. Proponents of a centralized budget argue 
that it greatly simplifies the traditional process of 
budgetary preparation and presentation. They note 
that under a decentralized system, administrative 
control is conspicuously absent. 184 Conversely. 
under a centralized system, one state office is re
sponsible for gathering all fiscal data and requests 
from throughout the state, and compiling a single 
judicial budget for presentation to the state legis
lature. They contend that chaotic budgetary proc
esses, as illustrated in the State of Massachusetts. 
are avoided under a centralized system. The Cox 
Commission reports that in Massachusetts: 

There are 417 budgets, each prepared by sepa
rate officers or employees with scar'lt regard to 
any other budget. There are separate budgets 
for each court and each of the 14 county sittings 
of the Superior Court. Most courts draw funds 
from both State and county; therefore there 
must a budget for each. Nor is this all. For each 
county sitting of the Superior Court and for 64 
of the 72 district courts, four separate budgets 
are submitted for the funding of djfferent 
salaries, services, equipment and building 
maintenance. 18S 

Proponents also contend that a centralized 
budgetary process provides abundant fiscal and 
temporal savings. This, it is argued, is largely be
cause only one office is required to gather infor
mation, prepare the actual budget, and present it to 
the legislature. Conversely, under a decentralized 
system, each court in the state must prepare its own 
budget. 18B 

c. Planning and equity. Proponents claim that a 
centralized budget is a useful tool for judicial 
planning. Because one central office gathers all fiscal 
information and prepares a single overall budget, 
current programs can be analyzed, future needs can 
be predicted, system-wide goals can be formulated, 
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and statewide policies can be implemented. t87 As 
Carl Baal' suggests, 

The development of annual budget requests and 
multi-year budget projections becomes an 
opportunity for components ofacourt system to 
examine their work patterns and provide in
formation to the central judicial administrative 
office about their resource needs including 
needs for personnel, equipment, and space. The 
budget exercise also provides central court 
system administrators with an opportunity to 
develop and test management and performance 
measures suited to the distinctive needs of the 
judicial process. 1SS 

Conversely, proponents argue, under a decen
tralized system where countless budgets are pre
pared and numerous agencies fund the courts, none 
of these advantages can be realized. 

Proponents also suggest that a centralized budget 
will more accurately account for the needs of the 
judiciary. They argue that an individual skilled in 
fiscal management will be made responsible for 
preparing the budget, unlike the situation in noo
unified systems where local judges and clerks, who 
are responsible for preparing budgets, possess only 
nominal skills for doing so. They note that budget 
preparation is a highly sophisticated and complex 
process, and that without experti"ie, little com
prehensive planning is possible. 

Proponents of centralized budgeting also argue 
that resources and services can be distributed 
equitablY throughout the state.! 811 Auxiliary and 
judicial personnel can be assigned accorGing to need, 
and property can be utilized communally so that no 
courts must labor under grossly inadequate con
ditions. 1l1o Proponents argue that this in turn helps 
insure more equitable dispensation of justice to the 
pUblic. Conversely, the quality of justice provided 
will not be dependent upon wealth of the jurisdiction 
wherein one resides. 

d. Benefits to the judiciary and legis/atllre. 
Proponents of centralized budgeting note that a 
unitary budget can be beneficial to the judicial 
branch of government. First, as Carl Baar has 
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suggested, greater internal judicial coordination in 
the budgetary process can be linked to less difficulty 
in obtaining funds from the legislature. lol Second, 
proponents suggest that preparation of a single 
budget has the practical benefit of assisting the 
legislature io evaluating the judiciary .10Z 

2. Arguments opposing centralized budgeting. 
Opponents assert that a unitary budget does not 
guarantee adequate funding; without sufficient 
resources, a unitary budget not only changes little, 
but may be entirely useless. lo:! It therefore can be 
argued that courts still must fight the same political 
battles to obtain requisite funding, only on a different 
level. As one article has stated: 

Once a unified budget has been established, the 
influence of political pressure on administrative 
policymaking in the courts should diminish. But 
at the same time, the internalized bureaucratic 
politics within the judicial system will no doubt 
increase. Where a judge previously sought to 
provide for the needs of his court by influencing 
a local county supervisor or town chairman, he 
will now have to do so by influencing the court 
administrator, chief justice, or planning com
mittee of his fellow judges.!94 

It may also be argued that a unitary budget is a 
highly sophisticated and technical device and that 
courts lack requisite expertise to construct such a 
bUdget. 1!J5 Furthermore, not only is extensive 
substantive knowledge needed to prepare a cogent 
budget but, also, comprehensive and complex data, 
which traditionally have not been gathered, are 
required for the preparation process. Developing a 
statewide record keeping system is a cumbersome 
task, but is indeed a necessary prelude to an 
adequately prepared budget. 

It is also suggested that a il~it::ry budget may not 
be entirely effective in improving thejudiciary. Carl 
Baar notes that certain local courts which have been 
able to develop financial resources may gain nothing 
from a unitary system and may even lose fiscal 
ground as the state allocates resources from 
richer to poorer jurisdictions. Therefore, Baar 
suggests that a unitary budget may "only place a 

lUI Baal', supra note 91, p. 168. 
192 Governor's Select Committee on Judicial Needs, supra 

note 3, p. 27. 
193 "Unitary Budgeting: A Financial Platform for Court 

Improvement," sllpra note 187. 
194 Hazard. I!I (II., Slip/"{{ note 65, at 1300. 
195 Baar. supra note 91, p. 168. 



heavier supervisory layer over trial court 
administrators." 196 

Centralized budgeting is also opposed for ad
ministrative reasons. In the state's attempt to pro
vide for an equitable distribution of resources, a 
number of negative consequences are likely to re
sult. It has been suggested that a centralized budget 
"implies substantial uniformity in procedure and 
court services."197 To assure equality, it is claimed, 
the state will not be disposed toward providing any 
court with support services above a level regarded as 
"minimally sufficient."198 As a result, uniformity 
may grossly inhibit local initiative. 

Frank Zolin, Executive Officer of the Los Angeles 
County Superior Coult, also suggests that excessive 
uniformity, implicit in a unitary budget, may under
mine flexibility to develop new, experimental pro
grams to meet future needs. He suggests that there 
will be: 

... a mandatory policy for a state budget officer 
to provide an equal level of ~inancing for all 
courts under his control. Unified state budget
ing will repeatedly place the state budget officer 
in the position of choosing between tht:! financ-

. ing of new, experimental programs and provid
ing resources to a poorly financed court to bring 
it up to the generally accepted level of staffing. 
The pressures on the budget officer to bring the 
poorly financed court up to standard will be 
irresistible. How can he refuse to provide the 
level of clerical support, judges' libraries, and 
facilities that are generally available throughout 
the state to a jurisdiction that has heretofore 
been unable to provide them? I believe this will 
have an adverse effect on the efforts of well
financed courts to improve the administration of 
justice by the development of new programs .199 

Zolin also argues that financial planning of the 
courts must be coordinated with other related justice 
agencies, and surmises that "unitary budgeting 
impedes interagency planning at the operating level" 
because of uniform, central guidelines.zoo 

Finally, a unitary budget is criticized for the power 
it places in the state supreme court. It is argued that 

196 Carl Baar, "The Limited Trend Toward Court Financing 
and Unitary Budg!:ting in the States," in Berkson, Hays an\~ 
Carbon, supra note 26, p. 278. 

197 Hazard, et al .• supra note 65, at 1299. 
19S Ibid. 
J99 Quoted in Baar, supra note 91, p. 139. 
200 Ibid. 
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because of this authority, the court will be able to 
virtually ignore certain requests by local courts. 
Further, it is argued, the court is likely to use a strict 
mathematical formula to determine appropriations, 
rather than account for a number of differing factors 
presently utilized in the separate jurisdictions. 201 It 
is also argued that supreme court control over the 
budget will allow it to develop programs which may 
not be acceptable to lower courts.2m! Further, it is 
claimed, the court may use the budget as a tool for 
manipUlating lower courts. Specifically, the court 
may withdraw funds from any lower court as a means 
by which to "punish those judges with whom it 
disagrees. "203 

3. Analysis. Unitary budgeting. it would appear, 
cannot be fulIy effectuated in the absence offull state 
funding. For this reason, the following analysis is 
predicated on the assumption that the state has 
assumed full fiscal responsibility. 

One of the most attractive arguments in support of 
a centralized budget is the greater planning potential 
afforded by this measure .. Under a decentralized 
system, which is characterized by fragmented courts 
and disparate sources of support, statewide planning 
for programs, goals and general policies is a virtual 
impossibility. Yet in a centralized system, programs 
designed to improve the judiciary can be developed, 
requirements for alI state courts can be analyzed, 
and future needs can be more easily predicted in 
order to better cope with a changing judiciary. 

Proponents also note with great justification that 
planning and policy formulation can be tremen
dously facilitated when the executive is excluded 
from participation in all phases of the budgetary 
process. Extraneous political considerations are less 
likely to influence judicial priorities. And, perhaps 
more important, the executive may no longer have 
an opportunity to eliminate programs or line items 
from judicial budget requests. In short, thejudiciary 
will be allowed full benefits of co-equal status. 

Perhaps the strongest argument offered by oppo
nents of centralized budgeting is the fact that when a 
state develops the budget, it tends to establish uni
form programs which may be inapplicable to local 
courts because of differing environmental, geo
graphic or political factors. Moreover, through a 
unitary budget, the state attempts to equalize re
sources.· As a result, local courts may have insuf
ficient ap!lropriations to experiment with programs 
on a local basis. <) 

'\~Ol Hazard, et al., supra note 65, at 1300-01. 
20~\ Saari, supra note 79, at 30-31. 
203 I bid .• at 31. 



4. Options. With respect to unitary budgeting, no 
options have appeared primaril;y due to the fact that 
it is not as widespread as the other elements of uni
fication. It is possible that some type of c~ntral re
view and submission migh( be developed instead of 
central preparation at the state level. 

E. State Financing 
I. Arguments supporting state financing. Two 

principal arguments are offered by proponents of 
state financing; local governments are incapable of 
adequately supporting a judicial system; and state 
financing is administratively sound. 

a. Local governments are incapable of sup
porting 1I judicial system. Proponents of state 
financing argue that by comparison with state 
governments, local governments have poor tax 
bases and, therefore, are less able to adequately 
finance the courts. 204 It can be demonstrated 
statistically, they suggest, that state financing re
quires a smaller financial commitment of state funds 
than equivalent funding at the county level. 205 

Proponents of state financing also note that local 
governments must largely support themselves, 
including their courts, with property tax revenues. 
Property taxes have been criticized as regressive and 
burdensome to local counties.206 

It is also argued that county boards, from which 
judicial appropriations are obtained, are extremely 
frugal in providing requested funds for local 
courts. 207 Proponents claim that in part, this is 
because county boards have only nomina! familiarity 
with court operations. Moreover, courts have no 
constituency to lobby on their behalf at the local 
level. 208 Faced with competing demands for other 
public services, county boards are reluctant to ap
propriate all that is requested by the judiciary. In
deed, as notable scholars have suggested, 
"Adequate court funding ... may depend on the 
degree to which appropriations for the trial courts 
can be made politically attractive. "209 

204 See, e.g., Edward Pringle, "Fiscal Problems of a State 
Court System," (an address presented to the Conference of Chief 
Justices, Seattle, Washington, August 10, 1972). 

205 Courts Master Plall - State of Mississippi (Washington: 
Resource Planning Corp., 1976), p. 2. 

200 Daniel Skoler, "Financing the Criminal Justice System: 
The National Standards Revolution," Judicature, 60 (June-July, 
1976), 32, 37. 

201 Jim Dunlevey, an address delivered to the pane! entitled, 
"Structure and Financing of judicial Systems," (National 
Conference of State Legislatures, Lincoln, Nebraska, May 6, 
\977). 

208 Baar, supra note 91, p. 3 .. 
209 Hazard, et al., mpra note 65, at 1297. 
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b. State jillcIllcillg is administratively sOllnd. 
Proponents of state financing argue that the measure 
is administratively desirable for at least three rea
sons: it provides for a more equitable and economi
cal system; it promotes research and planning; and it 
facilitates personnel management. 

0). EQUITY AND ECONOMY. Proponents argue 
that local financing creates an inequitable system of 
justice that can only be corrected through state 
assumption of financial responsibility. In particular, 
they suggest that local financing threatens judicial 
independence and, therefore, compromises jus
tice,210 For example, proponents contend that the 
fee system utilized in JP courts is designed to find 
litigants guilty in order to generate revenue for public 
services. 211 Proponents thus argue that state 
financing can remove the suspicion and possibility 
that judicial decisions are rendered to curry favor 
with local politicians. Indeed, at least one state court 
administrator has noted that courts can not be in
dependent if they are expected to be the revenue
generating arm of local government. 212 

State financing, proponents contend, provides for 
an equitable distribution of court services. 213 

Proponents argue that local government funding is 
characterized by grossly disparate levels of support, 
and that funding is based largely on the amount a 
court generates, rather than on need. 214 Addition
ally, they note that local governments do not spend 
their limited resources in equivalent ways. There
fore, " ... the quality of court services varies 
dramatically according to the locality's ability to 
pay. "215 Under a state financed system, however, 
court services are provided according to demon
strated need, rather than on the relative wealth of a 
county. 

State financing, proponents note, provides for 
numerous economies ofscale.216 Central purchasing 
in bulk is but one particularly economical example. 
Another is records management. Standardized 
forms can be developed so that central computer and 

2\0 Governor's Select Committee on Judicial Needs, supra 
note 3, p. 28; Levinthal, supra note 4, at 191; and "Unitary 
Budgeting: A Financial Platform for Court Improvement," supru 
note 187. 

21\ Dunlevey, supra note ~07. 
212 Ibid. 
213 Hays, supra note 66, p. 128. 
2,. Dunlevey, supra note 207. 
us Hazard, er al .• S/Ipra note 65, at 1297. 
216 Governor's Select Committee on Judicial Needs, supra 

note 3, p, 28; Hays, supra note 66, p. 128; and Pringle, supra note 
204. 



storage systems can be established. These systems 
alone provide substantial savings. 217 

(2.) RESEARCH AND PLA'1NING. Proponents 
claim that state financing encourages research and 
planning within the judicial system, which is almost 
impossible when funds are derived from innumera
ble local entities.2I8 Research and planning in turn 
are facilitated because state financing provides for a 
coherent pool of fiscal data. 219 The development and 
use of statewide management information systems is 
but one by-product of research. 220 

In particular, proponents argue that state financ
ing allows for experimentation at local levels. Pro
grams relating to judicial matters can be designed to 
meet individual local needs. Additionally, through 
experimentation, the state can keep abreast of new 
alternatives and plan for the future. 221 

(3.) PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT. Proponents 
contend that personnel management is facilitated 
through a system of state financing. In particular, 
they suggest that state financing facilitates the 
development of a separate personn~ system which is 
impracticable under decentralized funding. They 
note that under a decentralized system, local funding 
fosters substantial control over auxiliary personnel 
selection. This in turn prevents the t.:ievelopment of a 
personnel system based on occupat:onal proficien
cy. However, as notable scholars have suggested, 
"Assumption of substantially all court costs by the 
state ... would eliminate this patronage and would 
enable the central judicial administration to develop 
a uniform job classification scheme. "222 

State financing, it is argued, also facilitates tempo
rary assignment of judges and auxiliary personnel 
throughout the state as needed. When all employees 
are under a uniform classification scheme financed 
by the state rather than the county, the resources of 
the state enable personnel, equipment and supplies 
to be relocated throughout the system as exigencies 
dictate. 

Finally, there are at least three miscellaneous 
arguments offered by proponents of state financing. 
First, it is argued that courts serve a fundamental 
societal function which justifies the broadest possi
ble form of governmental support.223 Second, 

217 For greater elaboration, see Carbon, supra note 26. 
218 Baar, supra note 91, p. 56; Hazard et al .. supra note 65, at 

1294; and Pringle, supra note 204. 
219 Pringle, supra note 204. 
220 Hays, supra note 66, p. 128. 
221 Hazard, el 01., supra note 65, at 1298. 
222 Ibid., at 1297-98. 
223 Hays, slIpra note 66, p. 128; and Skoler, supra note 206, at 
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proponents claim that state financing eliminates the 
need for courts to utilize the inherent powers doc
trine to obtai)"', fur.ding. Proponents claim that 
traditionally, "l ihere [has been] ... a reluctance to 
jeopardize the t~ipartite structure of government 
over a few dollars for a janitor's or stenographer's 
salary. "224 Moreover, to utilize the doctrine, the 
item requested had to be "indispensable" to the 
necessary functioning of the judiciary. However, 
under state financing, these situations are unlikely to 
occur. Third, proponents claim that state financing 
complements unitary budgeting and centralized ad
ministration,225 and thus provides for a more cohe~ 
sive judicial system. 

2. Arguments opposing state financing. Opponents 
of state financing argue that when the state assumes 
fiscal responsibility for the entire judiciary, counties 
iose control over policy. They note that policies are 
ultimately established by the body which provides 
fiscal support. In short, dollars control policy. Thus, 
when local governments no longer fund local courts, 
they lose control over policy-oriented decision
making.226 

Opponents also contend that when the state 
assumes fiscal responsibility, initiative in determin
ing administrative solutions to individual local prob
lems is lost. Instead, they argue, innovation only 
occurs at the state level where officials are isolated 
and do not understand local traditions, problems, 
needs and values. 227 Resolution of minor problems 
may not only be delayed, but may also be less 
satisfactory. As a result, state financing creates an 
unresponsive state-level bureaucracy to supervise 
local courts. 228 

State financing has also been opposed for a variety 
of administrative reasons. For example, Carl Baar 
notes that "[a]lmosl every state which has 
substantially increased the level of state judicial 
financing has tied such an increaBe into increased 
state-level supervision of trial court expendi
tures. "229 As noted earlier in this chapter, cen
tralized administration alone engenders substantial 
opposition; apparently resistance may be enhanced 
if the two measures are jointly advocated. 

It is also argued that state financing imposes 
difficult administrative demands on local courts. 

224 Hazard, et 01., supra note 65, at 1289. 
225 Baar, supra note 91, p. 56; and Pringle, supra note 204. 
226 Suggested in, but not sUjlported by Dunlevey, Supra note 

207. 
227 Gallas, supra note Il, at 45. 
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Opponents contend that under a state financed 
system, all courts are required to plan for and justify 
their expenditures. Moreover, they must develop the 
capacity to evaluate current requirements and pre
dictfuture needs. However, even with good data and 
extensive planning, it is difficult to predict all 
costS.230 Expenses for juries, witnesses and medical 
exams are but a few of the most unpredictable costs. 

Another argument offered by opponents is that 
state financing does not guarantee greater financing. 
State fiscal resources, like local government re
sources, are not unlimited. Therefore, the basic 
change is that courts must compete with state 
agencies, not local ones, for limited resources. 231 

State financing thus encourages unrealistic expec
tations among members of the judiciary who may 
anticipate substantial increases in revenues from the 
state treasury.232 

They also point out that some local courts are 
likely to receive reduced appropriations under a 
state financed system.233 Opponents note that while 
a goal of state financing is to equitably distribute 
resources, such distribution implies that wealthy 
courts under a decentralized system may fare less 
well under a centralized scheme.234 Moreover, the 
state legislature may attempt to place undue re
strictions onjudicial expenditures so that, in effect, a 
majority of courts are fiscally disadvantaged by a 
centrally financed system. 235 

Finally, opponents argue that state financing will 
lead to a more expensive judicial system.236 They 
claim that if the measure is adopted, all judicial and 
auxiliary personnel salaries will be upgraded, as wiII 
the accompanying benefits. Establishing a new 
personnel system is another financial burden. Ad
ditionally, numerous administrative costs are in
curred by transferring fiscal responsibility to the 
state level. Creating standardized forms and estab
lishing and maintaining a statewide fiscal rec
ordkeeping system are but two of many others. 

230 Suggested in, but not supported by Pringle, supra note 204. 
231 Suggested in, but 110tsupported by Pnngle"l'IIpra note 204. 
232 Suggested in, but not supported by Harry Lawson, .. 20urt 

Administration and Finance," in Citizen Leadership Conference 
on the Courts, January 30-February I, 1975, Readin!: Materials 
for Makin!: Justice Work ill New York State (Chicago: American 
Judicature Society, 1975), p. 26. 

233 Suggested in, but not supported by Pringle,supra note 204. 
234 Suggested in, but not supported by Rubin, supra note 9, p. 
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233 Suggested in, but not supported by Pringle,.I'upra note 204. 
236 Although not an opponent, Harry Lawson agrees. Harry 

Lawson, Comments at the National Conference of State Legisla
tures, Lincoln, Nebraska, May 6, 1977. 
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3. Analysis. One of the most compelling argu
ments offered by proponents of state financing is that 
the measure provides for a more equitable distribu
tion offiscal resources throughout the state, which in 
turn fosters a more equitable dispensation of justice. 
Under a state financed system, courts are no longer 
dependent upon local government financing, which 
in many areas is inadequate. Fiscal appropriations 
wiII be determined according to the needs of a court 
rather than the wealth of a county in which the court 
is situated. This allows for a more equitable provi
sion of resources throughout all courts. 

Additionally, local courts under a state financed 
system are no longer expected to support themselves 
and numerous other public services, thus acting 
primarily as revenue-generating bodies. The incen
tive to find plaintiffs guilty in order to boost the local 
coffers is eliminated. Proponents argue with jus
tification, therefore, that courts will be more dis
posed toward evaluating the merits of a case rather 
than the bottom line of the county checkbook. 
. Furthermore, once local governments no longer 

support the courts, their authority over auxiliary 
personnel is diminished. The measure facilitates the 
development of a personnel system based on oc
cupational competence rather than on political 
favoritism. The employment of higher quality 
personnel in turn fosters a more efficient and 
equitable administration of justice. Further, the role 
that politics and patronage play in the recruitment 
process is reduced. 

Opponents of state financing also present strong 
arguments to support their position. One of the most 
compelling is that local courts may lose substantial 
policy and administrative control when the state 
assumes funding. Their claim that dollars control 
policy is certainly a valid one. When local gov
ernments no longer contribute to fiscal support of the 
courts, responsibility for policy determination 
clearly shifts to the state level. 

Another strong argument offered by opponents is 
that the needs and individual characteristics of local 
courts will be disregarded in the state's attempt to 
provide system-wide equity. They note that when 
the state assumes fiscal responsibility, it also at
tempts to develop system-wide programs that are not 
always applicable to each local court. 

Additionally, opponents argue that local initiative 
is severely inhibited under a centralized system. 
When the state assumes financial responsibility, 
wealthy and innovative courts often are restricted in 
experimenting with expensive programs designed to 
meet individual differences among local courts. 



Partially, this is because their resources are funneled 
through the state to lesser advantaged courts so that 
funds simply are not available for experimentation. 

4. Options. In Chapter I, a collective definition 
was established for state financing. As with the other 
elements of unification, this definition is considered 
"ideal;" in other words, it represents a model, and 
does not always take that form in reality. There are 
many reasons why the states' systems of budgeting 
do not comport with the ideal; many were advanced 
during the discussion of arguments supporting and 
opposing unitary budgeting. The most compelling 
arguments of proponents and opponents have been 
distilled and analyzed. An attempt is made to in
corporate them into the options which follow in 
order to assist states in progressing toward the goals 
of a fiscally centralized system. 

One major option exists with respect to state 
financing: namely, the state may assume partial, 
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rather than full, fiscal responsibility. Two alterna
tives for partial state financing are available. First, 
the state may choose to support certain levels of 
courts, such as the supreme court and other appel
late courts, while local governments continue to 
support trial courts. And second, the state may 
assume certain costs. such as personnel. while local 
governments maintain support for facilities and 
equipment. 

Two principal benefits can be obtained from par
tial state financing. First, resources may be distrib
uted equitably in proportion to the amount which the 
state supports. This allows, in turn, for a more 
equitable dispensation of justice throughout the 
state. And second, because local guvernments 
maintain some degree of financial support. they are 
able to participate in policy planning and ex
perimentation at the local level. 





CHAPTER III. UNIFICATION ACTIVITY 

SELECTED STATES IN ELEVEN 

In Chapters I and II the major parameters and 
arguments surrounding court unification were 
discussed. The substantive content of each chapter 
was based primarily on library research. Such in
formation taken alone, however, is insufficient to 
explore the dynamic facets of unification. To over
come this problem eleven states were selected for 
in-depth, on-site investigation. This represents the 
first attempt to explore the concept of court unifi
cation on a national, comparative and analytic basis. 

A. Methodology 
In selecting states for in-depth investigation, 

several variables were taken into account. The most 
important general factor was that each state chosen 
had to demonstrate experience with the unification 
process that would be instructive to other states 
attempting to unify their judiciaries. A number of 
specific criteria were utilized as wen. 

First, it was deemed desirable that selected states 
should range from those which are highly unified to 
those which are relatively non unified. In order to 
achieve this objective, an assessment was made 
about the extent to which each state is unified. 
Approximately one-third of the states may be 
considered highly unified, one-third moderately 
unified, and one-third only minimally unified. De
tails on the methodology employed are reported in 
Appendix A.l 

A second consideration was whether a state had 
been involved recently in unification ~ctivity. It was 
deemed relatively undesirable to select states in
volved with such reform prior to 1970. After all, 
there would be inherent limitations in attempting to 
conduct interviews about political and administmc 

tive events which occurred ten or twenty years ago 
(such as in Alaska and Illinois). Memories become 
vague and many of the individuals involved in 

1 It should be emphasized that the tables presented in Appen
dix A do not incorporate the results of constitutional or statutory 
changes that havti been implemented after September, 1976. 
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achieving and implementing the reforms are not 
likely to be available for interview. 

The necessity for determining the amount of uni
fication activity within each state was also decidedly 
important. It was believed that states where an 
extensive amount of activity had taken place would 
supply more and better information than states 
where relatively little activity had occurred. 

Activity was defined narrowly as the enactment of 
a statutory or constitutional revision or supreme 
court rule that substantially altered court structure, 
administration, rule-making, financing or budgeting 
in the direction of the unification model. Data were 
gathered on each of the states and two lists were 
developed. 2 The first contained those 26 states con-

2 The following is a chronology of the data-gathering process. 
Every issue of Judicature was examined from 1970 to date. A 
variety of other court-related materials were similarly scrutinized. 
These included: Council of State Governments, Criminal Justice 
StallItory llldex (Lexington: Council of State Governments, 
1975); From the State Capitals -Judicial Admillistration (Asbury 
Park, N.J.: Bethune Jones, 1975 to date); Institute of Judicial 
Administration Report (New York: Institute of Judicial Adminis
tration, 1973 to date); LEAA Newsletter (Washington: Depart
ment of Justice, 1973 to date); National Center for State Courts, 
Sttlle Court Appellate Project Nell'sletler(Denver: National Cen
ter for State Courts, 1976); National Center for State Courts, 
Report (Denver: National Center for State Courts, 1974 to date); 
and National Council on Crime and Delinquency, Criminal Jus
tice Newsletter (Hackensack, N.J,: National Council on Crime 
and Delinquency, 1973 to date). 

Also consulted were James Gazell, "Lower-Court Unification 
in the American States," Arizona State Law Journal, 1974 (1974), 
653-87; National Survey of COllrt Organization (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1973), and 1975 Supplcmel/tj and 
Karen Knab (ed.), Courts of Limited Jurisdiction: A National 
SUfl'ey (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1977). 

Additionally, questionnaries were mailed to each of the six 
regional directors of the National Center for State Courts. The 
directors were asked to supply in "yes/no" fashion, information 
on whether states in their region had enacted statutory or con
stitutional changes or promulgated supreme court rules relating to 
each of the five elements of unification (since 1970). The returned 
responses provided further information useful to the project. 

FinaUy, staff members at the American Judicature Society 
were assembled to obtain a consensus on the level of activity in 
each state. 



sidered actively involved in court unification since 
1970, and the second. those 24 considered relatively 
inactive since 1970. 

The" extent of unification" ranking was combined 
with the listing of active and inactive states to serve 
as the primary guide in selecting the states (see Table 
3-1). However, other criteria were also deemed 
important: geographical diversity, population, de
gree ofurbanizatiolJ, and economic base of the state. 
Finally, it was determined that the components of 
court unification should be represented by at least 
one slate rated high on each element. 
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TABLE 3-1 

Extent of Unification Activity Since 1970 

DEGREE OF RELATIVELY 
UNIFICATION ACTIVE ST\ TES 

HIGH 

• Connecticut 
• Florida 

Hawaii 
* Idaho 

Maine 
Maryland 
Oklahoma 

• South Dakota 
Vermont 

Moderate 

* Alabama 
Iowa 

• Kansas 
• Kentucky 

Montana 
Nebraska 
North Dakota 

* Ohio 
Virginia 
West Virginia 

Low 

Georgia 
Louisiana 
Minnesota 
Missouri 
Nevada 

• New York 
South Carolina 

·Selected ror on·site vIsits. 

RELATIVELY 
INACTIVE STATES 

Alaska 
* Colorado 

Delaware 
Illinois 
New Mexico 
North Carolina 
Rhode Island 

Arizona 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
Pennsylvania 
Utah 

* Washington 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 

Arkansas 
California 
Indiana 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Mississippi 
Oregon 
Tennessee 
Texas 
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The above considerations guided the choice of 
eleven states for in-depth investigation: Alabama, 
Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Idaho, Kansas, 
Kentucky, New York, Ohio, South Dakota and 
Washington. Connecticut, Florida, Idaho and South 
Dakota are highly unified and active. Alabama, 
Kansas. Kentucky and Ohio are moderately unified 
and active. On the other hand, New York is active, 
and yet is only minimally unified. 

In te.rms of geographic diversity, Connecticut and 
New York represent the East-New England region 
of the country; Florida and Alabama, the Southeast; 
Colorado, Idaho and Washington, the West and 
Northwest; Kansas and South Dakota, the Plains; 
Ohio, the Midwest; and Kentucky, the Border 
states. 

In terms of popUlation, demographic, and 
economic variables, Connecticut, Florida, New 
York and Ohio are densely populated, industrialized 
states. The others are generally considered mod
erately or sparsely populated, and on a relative scale, 
far less industrialized. 

With respect to the individual elements of unifi
cation, the trial courts of Florida, Kansas, Idaho, 
Ohio and South Dakota are highly consolidated; 
Alabama and Colorado have achieved a high degree 
of centralized management; Colorado, Idaho, 
Kentucky, Ohio and Washington exhibit elements of 
strongjudicial rule-making authority; Colorado and 
Ohio have instituted unitary budgeting; and Ala
bama, Colorado, Connecticut, Idaho, Kentucky, 
New York and South Dakota have implemented or 
are about to implement state financing of their court 
systems. 

The states also represent a wide variety of political 
experiences available for analysis. For example, 
Alabama, Connecticut, Kalllsas, and Ohio have been 
successful in achieving statutory changes relating to 
unification. Both Florida and South Dakota adopted 
constitutional revisions in 1972 and thus allow more 
extensive post-implementation analysis than states 
such as Alabama and Kentucky that only recently 
have adopted revisions. Colorado was specifically 
chosen because of its extensive experience in 
implementing unification, despite the fact that most 
,'.ctivity there took place before 1970. Florida pro
vides a unique example in that although it has 
adopted major constitutional revisions, the elector
ate defeated similar proposals earlier. Washington 
was chosen because the electorate recently defeated 
proposed revisions which would have further unified 
that state's system. 

Once the states were selected, it was necessary to 



determine the types of individuals who should be 
contacted during the on-site visits. Interviews were 
sought with supreme court justices, governors, court 
administrators, members of the bar, key legislators, 
members of citizens reform groups, members of the 
League of Women Voters, and lower court judicial 
and non-judicial personnel. The "reputational 
approach" was utilized to determine the specific 
individuals to be interviewed in each state. An initial 
list of names was provided by the American Judi
cature Society and members of the project's Advis
ory Committee. Brief, preliminary telephone 
interviews were conducted to determine whether 
the named individuals were indeed figures central to 
unification activity within their state. If so, ap
pointments for personal interviews were scheduled. 
Additionally, they were asked to suggest other in
dividuals who had been important in that state's 
efforts at judicial reform, thereby expanding the pool 
of interviewees. 

Interview instruments were developed to elicit 
information about the project's two principal facets. 
First, two instruments were devised to determine the 
tactics which may be best utilized in accomplishing 
elements of unification. One was constructed for 
states which have adopted or defeated constitutional 
statements and the other for states which hav;;: 
enacted, or attempted to enact, statutory legislation. 
Second, four instruments were developed for the 
purpose of determining specific problems en
countered in implementing each of the components 
of unification. 

All of the instruments were designed in such a 
manner as to elicit a maximum amount of infor
mation. Each began with general open-ended 
questions and became more specific as they pro
gressed. The instruments served simply as guides for 
the interviewers. NumerotIs other questions were 
posed which dealt with each state's (and partici
pant's) individual activity. The interviews were 
undertaken in January, February, March and April 
of 1977. TypicaUy they were conducted in the re
spondents' place of work and lasted more than an 
hour in length. 

B. Political History 

The later chapters of this book depict with great 
detail the problems, politics and people involved in a 
court unification campaign. They discuss the 
accomplishments gained, the defeats suffered and 
the strategies and tactics devised to achieve various 
reforms. The present chapter is intended to provide a 
context for the remainder of this book. It offers a 
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brief political history of unification activity in each of 
the eleven states selected for in-depth investigation. 
The chapter discusses unification reforms only; it 
does not include the vast scope of related judicial 
reforms, such as merit selection of judges orjudicial 
qualifications commissions, which frequently are 
instituted at the same time as unification. It is not 
intended to provide a complete history; rather it 
offers a scenario in which the drama of unification 
will be elaborated in succeeding chapters. 

I. Alabama. The Alabama Constitution was 
amended more than 300 times between its adoption 
in 1901 and the mid 1970' s. During this time the 
judicial article remained substantially as it had been 
drafted in 1875.3 It established the constitutional 
courts and empowered the legislature to create other 
court8 as it deemed necessary. This provision al
lowed for the proliferation of a fragmented court 
structure. Indeed, by 1973, 85 courts of limited 
jurisdiction served Alabama's 67 counties and 38 
judicial circuits.4 Many of these courts had con
current jurisdiction and disparate procedural rules.s 

As further evidence of the complicated nature of 
the court system, financing the courts, including the 
disbursement of costs and fees, varied across the 
state. The judges in some, but not all courts, were 
required to be l~wyers. Additionally, both full time 
and part time judgeships were often found in adjoin
ing counties of comparable population carrying 
similar caseloads. Rule-making authority was the 
prerogative of the legislature, and only a portion of 
this authority had been delegated to the courts. 

One observer described the system as "analogous 
to a corporation with 38 branch offices at one tier of 
operation, with no board of directors or executive 
level management, and a second tier, the courts of 
limited jurisdiction operating even more inde
pendently, also having no board or executive level 
management. "6 

One,; of the earliest attempts to modernize the 
archai~ court structure occurred in 1955, when the 
legislature established a commission for judicial re
form to conduct what became~ the first study of the 

3 Howell T, Heflin, "The Judicial Article Implementation 
Act," Alabama Law Review, 28 (Spring, 1977), 215j Charles D. 
Cole, "Judicial Refonn: The Alabama Experience," (an address 
presented to the Judicial Planning Advisory Committee, Minot, 
North Dakota, February 24, 1976). 

4 Cole, supra note 3. 
5 Ned Mitchell, "The Judicial Article Implementation Act: An: 

Overview," Alabama Lawyer, 38 (January, 1977),31. 
G Cole, supra note 3. 



Alabama rules of procedure in over 100 years.7 The 
commission labored for the next 18 months, and in 
1957 presented to the legislature a simplified set of 
rules. The new rules passed the house, but lan
guished in the senate, where they never came to a 
vote. 

Additional impetus for reform occurred in 
December, 1966, when the first Alabama Citizens' 
Conference on the Courts and the Law was held 
under the joint sponsorship of the Alabama Bar 
Association and the American Judicature Society. In 
the consensus statement prepared at the close of the 
conference the citizens offered specific recommen
dations for extensive reform of the judicial system. 

The Alabama Bar Association appointed a liaison 
committee to work with the citizens' groups. The 
committee helped the citizens incorporate their rec
ommendations into concrete legislation. Bills to 
amend the judicial article were introduced in both 
houses of the 1967 and 1969 legislatures. In 1969, the 
legislation was referred to the senate judiciary 
committee. The committee assignment is note
worthy, because in 1967 the legislation had been sent 
to the highway safety committee where it was 
immediately killed. 8 Nevertheless, neither the] 967 
nor the 1969 legislation reached the floor of either 
house. and thus, no further action was taken. 

The reform movement gained momentum in 197] 
when Howell T. Heflin became Chief Justice of the 
Supreme Court. Heflin is universally credited with 
supplying both impetus and direction to judicial re
form in Alabama throughout the next five years. 

One of the first tasks Heflin undertook was to 
reduce the heavy case backlog of the state's appel
late courts. He obtained authority from the legisla
ture to increase the number ofjli,dges on the criminal 
court of appeals from three to five and to transfer 
cases among the appellate courts where necessary to 
dispense justice promptly but fairly. This new au
thority allowed three retired judges to be called into 
full time service and cases to be transferred from the 
court of criminal appeals to the supreme court. 
Additionally, a grant funding more law clerks for the 
court of criminal appeals was sought and obtained. 
By the beginning of the fall term in ]973 only six 
pending cases remained on that court's docket. 9 

1 Howell T. Heflin, "Rule-Making Power," Alaball/a 
Lawyer, 34 (July, 1973),263,264: 

8 M. Roland Nachman, "Alabama's Breakthrough for Re
form," Judicature, 56 (October, 1972), 112, 113. 

D Robert Martin, "Alabama's Courts - Six Years of 
Change," AlaballUI Lawyer, 38 (January, 1977),8, 12. 
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Heflin worked with similar diligence to reduce the 
supreme court's backlog. He cleared the supreme 
court calendar in October, 1972, thus making it one 
of the few courts in the country with a totally current 
calendar. 10 

In September, 1971, at Heflin's urging, the 
legislature granted the supreme court the authority 
to promulgate a simplified set of procedure rules for 
the Alabama courts. Pursuant to its new authority, 
the supreme court appointed an advisory committee 
of 15 prominent jUdges, lawyers and academics to 
study Alabama procedure and to make recommenda
tions for new rules. 

The legislature also created the Department of 
Court Management in 1971. The statute creating the 
department designated the chief justice of the 
supreme court as the chief administrative officer of 
all trial courts of the state and authorized the de
partment to help the chief justice provide prompt and 
efficient judicial administration. Additionally, in 
1971 the legislature enacted a statute, which required 
mandatory retirement of all judges at age 70, and 
another which created a permanent commission to 
study the state'sjudicial system. The following year 
the electorate ratified a constitutional amendment 
abolishing JP courts. 

In 1972 the supreme court received a report from 
the court rules advisory committee. Subsequently, it 
circulated copies of the proposed rules to every 
judge and lawyer in the state for their comments and 
suggestions. The court revised the proposed rules, 
based upon the recommendations of the committee 
and the criticism and suggestions solicited from the 
legal profession. On January 3, 1973, it promulgated 
new rules of civil procedure for the Alabama courts. 
The rules, which were modeled after the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure, became effective July 3, 
1973. Between the adoption of the new rules and 
their effective date in July, the supreme court 
sponsored a comprehensive statewide education 
program about the new rules for lawyers, judges, 
clerks, court reporters, and other court affiliated 
personnel across the state. 

In April, 1973, a second statewide citizens' 
conference was held to marshall citizen support for a 
proposed judicial article which would be submitted 
to the legislature when it convened the following 
month. Passage was delayed throughout the summer 
while opponents contested the merit of revising the 
article. After considerable parliamentary maneu-

10 Ibid. Additionally, by November, 1973, the state's circuit 
judges had reduced their civil case backlog by 11 percent and their 
criminal backlog by 14 percent. 



vering on the last day of the term, the new article 
passed the senate by a 25-3 margin and the house of 
representatives by a 77-22 margin.!1 

The legislature scheduled a constitutional 
amendment referendum for December 18, 1973. 
During the interval between legislative approval of 
the new article and the December election, activist 
citizens organized a sophisticated and extensive 
statewide campaign to educate the voters about the 
provisions (If the new ,-,rtic1e and to solicit their 
support. The drive for approval succeeded, and the 
amendment passed by nearly a two to one margin. 12 

Under the new article, Alabama's court struciure 
consists of a supreme court; two intermediate ap
pellate courts, one with jurisdiction of criminal ap
peals and one withjurisdiction of civil appeals; and a 
three tier trial court. At the trial level the circuit court 
is the court of general jurisdiction and the district 
court is the court of limited jurisdiction. In addition, 
two specialized courts from the former constitu
tional framework have been retained. A probate 
court remains in each county of the state, and 
municipal courts will be retained, unless a municipal
ity elects to come within the district court system 
after December 27, 1977. 

Although the new article consolidated more than 
400 trial courts into a uniform three tier system, 
overlapping, concurrent jurisdiction between the 
circuit and district couns was not eliminated. The 
courts of appeals have appellatejurisdiction of cases 
heard in the circuit court; but appellate jurisdiction 
of all municipal and certain district court judgments 
must be tried de novo in the circuit courts. 

In addition to effecting substantial changes in 
judicial structure, the 1973 article authorized a 
number of changes in court administration. It in
corporated as part of the constitution the 197 I statute 
appointing the chief justice of the supreme court as 
the administrative head of the judicial system. It also 
gave the chief justice the authority to appoint an 
administrative director of the courts and a staff to 
assist in executing administrative responsibilities. 
Authority to reassign judges or call retired judges 
into service to maintain an efficient court system was 
also conferred, thus making constitutional a power 
that was ~lready being exercised under legislation. 

The new article also gave the supreme court.ex-

II Robert A. Martin, "Alabama Approves Judicial ArtiCle, Pay 
Raises, in Eleventh Hour Vote," Judkall/fe, 57 (November, 
1973), 173. 

12 Robert A. Martin, "Alabama Voters Approve New Judicial 
Article 2-1," J/ldicature, 57 (February, 1974),318. 
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plicit, constitutional rule-making authority over 
administrative, practice and procedural rules. Since 
1973 the court has exercised this authority 
vigorously. 

A number of provisions in the new article de
lineated judicial qualifications. For example. the 
article required judges to be lawyers and prohibited 
them from practicing law during their term in office. 
The requirement that all judges were to retire at age 
70, which had been enacted the preceding year, was 
also retained. 

Although the new article Was partially self
implementing, a number of provisions required 
specific legislation to become effective. In April, 
1974, Chief Justice Heflin appointed a 55~member 
Judicial Article Implementation Commission to draft 
the necessary implementing legislation. 

After the legislature convened in May, 1975. the 
Implementation Commission submitted for enact
ment a J68-page judicial article implementation bill. 
The bill stalled in both hDuses for a period of time 
while its opponents objected to the allegedly ex
cessive costs that state funding of an expanded 
judiciary would entail. However, supporters of the 
bill forestaIJed attempts to defeat it, and again, on the 
last day of the session, the bill passed the senate by a 
30-0 vote and the house by a 100-1 vote.13 Several 
weeks later. on October 10,1975, Governor Wallace 
signed the bill into law, putting the new article into 
full force and effect. 

Pursuant to the implementing legislation, a 
statewide merit personnel system for all auxiliary 
employees ofthejudiciary became effective October 
I, 1977. Additionally, the legislation authorized state 
financing of the judicial budget to be implemented 
over a three year transition period. At the beginning 
of each fiscal year ofthe transition the state assumed 
the costs of an increased share ofthejudicial budget. 
By October, 1977, the state financed 90 to 95 percent 
of Alabama's judicial budgeL14 

13 Robert A. Martin, "Bill to Implement Reform Signed by 
Alabama's Wallace," Judicctture. 59 (December, 1975),255. 

\4 Memorandum from Carl Baar to Larry Berkson and Susan 
Carbon, "Current Data on State vs. Local Court Financing," July 
15, 1977, updating Carl Baar, "The Limited Trend Toward Court 
Financing and Unitary Budgeting in the States," in Larry 
Berkson, Steven Hays and Susan Carbon, Managing the Stale 
COllrls (St. Paul: West Publishing Company, 1977). The tables in 
Appendix B do not reflect changes which have occurred as areSlil~ 
of implementing the new judicial article. For a more detailed 
discussion of the difficulties Alabama encountered imple!l1enting 
state financing, see Chapter XI. 



::. Colorado. Colorado's court structure was es
tablished under the constitution of 1876 and re
mained relatively stable until it came under attack 
from lawyers and citizens alike in the middle 1950's. 
Among the reasons for the widespread dissatisfac
tion was the existence of three levels of trial courts 
(district courts, county courts and JP courts) with 
considerable overlapping jurisdiction and with ap
peals from the county and JP courts tried de novo at 
the next level. A number of county court judges and 
JPs were not lawyers, and many served as judges 
only on a part time basis. Additionally, no more than 
onejudge could be elected to the county court of any 
county. regardless of the caseload burden in that 
county. This requirement led to extremely uneven 
case processing among the state's county courts, 
particularly in Denver.l:; 

The supreme court had been vaguely granted 
"general superintending control" over the state's 
inferior courts. but these powers were neither well 
defined nor effectively exercised. 16 In addition, the 
chief justice, who was designated the principal 
administrative official of the judiciary , achieved that 
position, not because of administrative capabilities, 
but by an annual rotation among all supreme court 
justices. 

Responding to the concern that the state'sjudicial 
system was inadequate to meet growing demands for 
an efficient and effective judiciary, the general 
assembly in the late 1950's established a committee 
to conduct a thorough study of the state court sys
tem. While the legislative committee tackled its 
assignment, the general assembly in 1959 initiated a 
reform of its own. It passed a statute dividing the 
state into six judicial districts and assigning one 
supreme courtjustic{' to supervise each district. The 
statute gave the justices administrative responsibil
ity for the district under their control, with full pow
ers to reassign judges within the district and to 
request assistance from the other districts if addi
tionaljudges were still necessary. Similar legislation 
acknowledged the chief justice as the administrative 
leader ofthejudiciary, and to assist this individual in 
the task of administration, it established the office of 
judicial administrator. Thejudicial administrator be
came responsible for collecting and analyzing data 

15 In 1959, for example, the single county judge in Denver 
handled 41 percent of the entire state's probate work and 46 
percent of its mental health cases. Citizens Committee on Modern 
Courts Trustee and Committee Chairmal/ Workbook, [Colorado] 
p.4. 

16Jim R. Carrigan, "The Colorado Judiciary Today," (un
published manuscript, 1963), p. 2. 
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on the operations of the courts and for recommend
ing reassignment of judges to the chief justice 
wherever necessary to equalize caseloads. 

The legislative council committee on the adminis
tration of justice submitted its recommendations in 
January, 1961, in the form of proposed amendments 
to Article VI of the constitution. The amendments 
passed the legislature later that year, and the elec
torate adopted them at the 1962 general election .. 
They were slated to become effective in January, 
1965. During its 1963-1964 session the general 
assembly deliberated upon and enacted the neces
sary implementing legislation. 

The amendment and implementing legislation 
which took effect in January, 1965, provided Col
orado with a restructured and administratively 
strengthened judiciary. The amendment abolished 
JP courts and upgraded the county courts to give 
Colorado a two tier trial court system with uniform 
jurisdiction. Exceptions to the two-tier structure 
were made for the city and county of Denver, where 
the newly created probate court and the juvenile 
court were given constitutional status, and for 
home-rule cities and towns, which were allowed to 
create municipal and police courts. Additionally, the 
superior court, a statutory court created in the 
1950's, was retained with alteredjurisdictionY 

Aside from the creation of an intermediate appel
late court in 1969 to help reduce severe caseload and 
backlog problems confronting the supreme court, 
Colorado's court structure has remained relatively 
stable since 1964. Nevertheless, when consolidation 
occurred in the mid 1960's, it did not completely 
eliminate concurrent jurisdiction or de novo trials. 
The district and county court still have concurrent 
jurisdiction of numerous minor civil and criminal 
matters, and the district and superior court have 
concurrent jurisdiction of some civil matters. 

Most appeals from the district courts and the Den
ver probate, juvenile and superior courts are heard 
on the record by the court of appeals. The district 
courts have appellate jurisdiction over final 
judgments from the county courts and municipal 
courts of record. The district court reviews most 
cases on the record, but may, in its discretion, direct 
that the case be tried de novo. The Denver superior 
court has jurisdiction over appeals or de novo trials 
from county, municipal, police and magistrate courts 

11 The legislature first established the superior court to help 
process the burgeoning caseload in the Denver county court. It 
exists in each county with a popUlation of300,000 ormore. Denver 
presently is the only such county. Col. Rev. Stat. sec. 13-7-101 
(1974). 



of the city and county of Denver. Appeals from the 
judgments of those municipal courts outside Denver 
which are not courts of record are tried de novo in the 
county court. 

In addition to mandating substantial consolidation 
of the court structure, the 1962 constitutional 
amendment authorized an increase in the number of 
supreme court justices from seven to nine; permitted 
the members of the court to select one of their 
number as chief justice and strengthened the ad
ministrative authority of the supreme court. The 
amendment expressly vested authority to promul
gate rules relating to practice, procedure and admin
istration of the courts in the supreme court. 
However, it granted the legislature the right to 
prescribe simplified procedures for claims under 
$500 in county courts and for misdemeanor trials. 

A number of provisions in the amendment were 
designed specifically to upgrade the quality of the 
judiciary. All judges in the supreme court, the dis
trict court, and the Denver probate and juvenile 
courts were required to be lawyers for at leas't five 
years before ascending the bench and, were pro
hibited from practicing law while serving on the 
bench. 18 The qualifications for county court judges 
were to be prescribed by the legislature; it has al
lowed for some part time and some nonlawyer judges 
in the least populated counties. 

In 1966 a second constitutional amendment again 
strengthened the administrative authority of the 
supreme court. Although the chief justice had 
traditionally acted as the administrative head of the 
judiciary, and this authority had been acknowledged 
in the 1962 constitutional amendment, the 1966 
amendment elaborated upon this authority. The 
amendment specifically authorized the chief justice 
to reassign judges throughout the court system and 
to call retired judges into active servIr.e whenever it 
became \necessary to reduce case backlogs. The 
court has subsequently delegated this authority to 
the state court administrator. In addition, the 
amendment relieved the supreme court justice~ of 
their administrative duties over the district courts, 
and, instead, authorized the chief justice to appoint 
chief judges in each judicial district to exercise 
administrative supervision over the district. 

The 1966 amendment also incorporated within the 
constitution, the 1959 statute wl,lich had created the 
position of state court administrator. Since 1966 this 

18 The legislative provision establishing the superior cc·urt 
required the judges of that court to meet the same qualifications as 
district judges. Col. Rev. Stat. sec. 13-7-105 (1974). 
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individual has been a constitutional officer appointed 
by the supreme court. 

In January, 1970, pursuant to the 1963-64 im
plementing legislation, the state began financing the 
personnel, equipment, supplies and other expenses 
of all courts of record except the municipal COllrts 
(whether or not they are courts of record) and the 
Denver county courts. In addition to assuming all 
costs of operation, the state collects all revenues 
from the state financed courts. The most recent 
available statistics indicate that in fiscal year 1974-75 
the state paid 70.4 percent of Colorado's judicial 
expenses.19 

3. Connecticut. The Connecticut Constitution of 
1818 (.stablished a supreme court and a superior 
court and empowered the legislature to create such 
additional inferior courts from tiq~e to time as it 
deemed necessary. Responding to this authOrity, the 
legislature created a multiplicity of trial courts, during 
the next century and a half. By 1957, the state had 
122 probate courts, 102 trial justice courts, 66 
municipal courts, as well as miscellaneous others. 2Q 

Nonlawyer and part time judges staffed a number of 
these courts. Of those judges who were lawyers, 
many continued to practice law during the time they 
served on the bench. Judicial compensation in the JP 
and the probate courts came from fees collected from 
the parties appearing before the judges. 

The procedures governing the trial courts varied 
from one jurisdiction to another. As one critic has 
commented, <I Any similarity in the handling of 
judicial business [by the JP courts, town courts and 
probate courts] is largely coincidental. "21 

Moreover, in some cases the jurisdiction of the 
minor trial courts overlapped with the jurisdiction of 
the superior court (the general jurisdiction trial 
court). Most appeals from the limited jurisdiction 
trial courts were tried de novo at the next level. 

Crowded dockets and long delays were the norm 
in some courts, while others had relatively small 
caseloads. Although the chief justice of the supreme 
court of errors (the state's highest court) had the 
power to reassignjudges in the constitutional courts, 
this authority was not exercised for political reasons 
and thus was ineffective to solve the problem of 
uneven dockets in the lower trial courts. 

Although. they were unable to simplify this 
complicated court structure, Connecticut reform 

19 Memorandum from Carl Baar to Larry Berkson and Susan 
Carbon, supra note 14. 

20 David Mars, "Court Reorganization in Connecticut," 
Journalofthe AmericanJudicature Society, 58 (1une, 1957),6,8. 

ulbid. 



movements had a venerable tradition. In 1927 the 
legislature created a judicial council to review and 
analyze the judicial system and to recommend 
improvements and reforms. During the first decade 
of its existence, the judicial council waged an abor
tive campaign to consolidate the minor courts of the 
state into a district court system. The council 
subsequently abandoned its effort; but its campaign 
apparently had a catalytic effect, because in 
November, 1938, the governor appointed a c(;mmit
tee to study the minor court system. On the basis of 
the committee's advice, the legislature authorized 
minor changes in the lower level trial courts. 22 

Because none of the reform activity of the previ
ous decade had resulted in major structural changes, 
the 1943 legislature established a commission to 
study statewide court consolidation. Although this 
commission chose not to recommend trial court 
integration, in 1950 both a legislative commission on 

, state government organization and a committee of 
the state bar association recommended that the state 
consolidate its trial courts. By 1952, the bar com
mittee had translated its recommendations into 
legislation, which was introduced in the 1953 general 
assembly. That same year, the judicial council resur
rected its dormant campaign for court integration by 
introducing a separate court reorganization bill. In 
fact, 'in every legislative session from the 1950 
Report of the Commission on State Government Or
ganization until 1957, at least one court reorganiza
tion bill was introduced; but none was able to muster 
the necessary support. 23 

Although the 1943 Commission to Study the In
tegration of the Courts had not recommended court 
consolidation, it had strongly endorsed legislation to 
centralize the administrative authority of the judicial 
system. This legislation, which was ultimately 
passed in 1953, designated the chief justice of the 
supreme court of errors as the chief administrative 
officer of the judiciary. Additional concern about the 
administration of ~!:le judiciary led to the passage in 
1957 of a second bill, which established the position 
of chief judge in each of the courts. The chief judges 

22 The committee made two suggestions for improving the 
minor court system. The first suggestion, which was not adopted, 
was to create a district court system by dividing the court of 
common pleas into an upper a~pellate division and a lower trial 
division. The lower division would subsume all minor trial courts 
except the JP courts. The second recommendation, which was 
adopted, designated one JP in each town where there was no 
municipal court as a "trial justice" responsible for hearing only 
I:riminal matters. 

23 Mars, sllpra note 20. 
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were appointed by the chief justice and had ad
ministrative responsibilities for their respective 
courts. 

Three additional court integration bills reached the 
floor of the 1957 legislature, but all failed to be 
enacted. That same year, the supreme court of errors 
was given express statutory authority to adopt rules 
relating to pleading, practice and procedure in all 
courts of the state. Its power was expressly made 
subject to legislative veto over all or any part of the 
rules so adopted. This statute has apparently inhib
ited rather than encouraged supreme court rule
making, because the court has deferred to the 
legislature's ostensible authority in this area. With 
the exception of procedural rules for the constitu
tional courts, the court has not exercised its rule
making power to any great extent. 24 

In 1959, the cumulative efforts of the studies and 
recommendations of the various commissions and 
councils, which had spanned the previous thirty 
years, came to fruition when the general assembly 
passed the Minor Court Act. This statute, which 
became effective January 1, 1961, consolidated the 
trial justice, borough, city, town, police and traffic 
courts into a single state financed system of circuit 
courtS.25 The circuit court consisted of 44 judges 
who were appointed by the general assembly upon 
the nomina.tion of the governor. 26 The new circuit 
judges were salaried by the state and were entitled to 
the same pension and retirement benefits asjudges in 
the constitutional courts. Additionally, these judges 
were required to be attorneys and to devote full time 
to their judicial duties. 

In 1965 Connecticut adopted a new constitution 
which, because of the number of reforms enacted in 
the 1950's, effected only minor revisions in the 
judicial article. One of the changes was renaming the 
supreme court of errors the supreme court. More 

24 Jeffrey Parness and Chris Korbakes, A Stlldy of the Pro
cedural Rule-Making Power in the United States (Chicago: 
American Judicature Society, 1973), p. 27. 

25 The Connecticut constitutional courts have traditionally 
been state funded. When the minor court act brought the state's 
trial courts within the state financed sy~tem, the state court sys
tem became almost fully state financed. According to recent 
statistics, 99.4 percent of judicial department expenses were state 
financed in fiscal 1974-1975. Memorandum from Carl Baar to 
Lany Berkson and Susan Carbon, supra note 14. 

26 Charles W. Pettengill, "Court Reorganization: Success in 
Connecticut," American Bar Associatioll JOllrnal, 46 (January 
1960), 58, 61. The method of appointing judges to the circuit 
courts, i.e., appointment by the general assembly upon nomina
tion of the governor, brought the circuit court system in line with 
the method of judicial appointment which traditionally had been 
employed in Connecticut for judges of the constitutional courts. 



significantly, in 1965 the general assembly passed a 
statute authorizing an associate justice of the su
preme court to become chief court administrator. 
This justice was given the authority necessary to 
insure efficient administration ofthejudicial system, 
including the power to appoint chief judges for the 
various inferior courts and the power to transfer 
judger: am{)ng the courts as needed. The chief court 
administrator was also authorized to appoint an 
executive secretary to supervise an nonjudicial busi
ness of the court system, including accounting, 
auditing, budgeting, personnel, statistics, planning 
and research. 

The Probate Court Reform Act of 1967 marked the 
next significant reform. That act provided cen
tralized administration over 1100 separate probate 
courts through the office of probate court ad
ministrator, a position filled by a superior court 
judge. 

Although the 1961 Minor COUIt Act significantly 
reorganized the judicial structure, a decade later 
Connecticut still had five trial courts: common pleas, 
circuit, juvenile, probate, and superior. In 1971 the 
American Judicature Society and the Connecticut 
Citizens for Judicial Modernization (CCJM), an 
activist group, co-sponsored a citizens' conference 
on the courts. At the conclusion of the conference, 
the consensus statement recommended further trial 
court consolidation. Between 1971 and 1973 a 
number of different groups advanced various 
proposals for restructuring the courts. CCJM ad
vocated an overall merger of the circuit, common 
pleas, juvenile and probate courts into the superior 
court. At the same time, the Judicial Council and 
Connecticut State Bar Association recomry)ended 
eliminating the common pleas court by ,il~rging it 
into the superior court. A number of attorneys fa
vored eliminating the probate court, while others 
supported creating if family court, which would have 
jurisdiction over matrimonial and juvenile matters. 

In response to these suggestions the 1973 general 
assembly created a commission to study reorgani
zation and unification of the courts. This commission 
submitted its final report to the legislature in March, 
1974. That report recommended merging the circuit 
court into the common pleas court as a "first step 
toward ultimate consolidation of aU principal trial 
courts into the superior court. "27 These recommen
dations were enacted into law that same year, and 

27 Connecticut General Assembly. Final Report of Ihe 
CommissiolllO Study and Draft Legis[ationfor the Reorganiza
tion and Unijicartol/ of the Courts (March, 1974), p. 40. 
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th0 neW court structure became effective January 1. 
1975. 

The 1974 act, which merged the circuit and com
mon pleas courts, also created a second commission 
to study proposals for further unification of the court 
system. This commission recommended merging the 
juvenile and common pleas courts into the superior 
court and submitted an extensive legislative pro
posal to achieve this goal. This legislation was simi
lar to the position advocated by the bar association 
several years earlier, and the bar association now 
strongly supported the overall merger. 

In June, 1976, the generAl assembly implemented 
the second phase of court consolidation that had 
been envisioned by the 1973 legislative commission 
and recommended by the 1974 study commission. It 
enacted legislation which authorized the merger of 
juvenile and the common pleas courts into the 
superior court effective in July, 1978. Thus, by 1978. 
court consolidation will have eliminated overlapping 
trial court jurisdiction and de novo trials. At that 
time, all cases, except probate matters. will be tried 
in the superior court and all but a few administrative 
appeals will go directly to the supreme court. 28 

In addition to consolidating the court structure, 
the 1976 legislation reassigned principal adminis
trative responsibility for the judiciary to the chief 
justice of the supreme court. This legislation au
thorized the chief justice to appoint the chief court 
administrator, who no longer must be a st:!,reme 
court justice. The court administrator will continue 
to appoint an executive secretary to administer the 
nonjudicial business of the courts. This statute also 
becomes operative in July, 1978. 

It is uncertain what effect the 1976 legislation will 
have or, the supreme court's traditional reluctance to 
promulgate rules. In the new legislation, the general 
assembly has retained its veto authority (lVer all rules 
adopted by the courts. Moreover, the new legislation 
grants both the supreme court and the superior court 
rule-making authority over their respective courts, 
and this grant may have a further decentralizing ef
fect on supreme court rule-making. 

4. Florida. Prior to 1950, the Florida court system 
remained substantially as it had been established 
under the Constitution of 1885. Apparently, the 
impetus for reform began in 1953 with the creation of 
the Judicial Council, which was charged with the 
duty of conducting court studies and advising the 

28 The tables in Appendix B &0 not reflect the changes that 
have taken place in Connecticlltis courtstructul'e as aresult of the 
1974 and 1976 legislation. 



legislature and the courts on all matters regarding the 
equitable administration of justice. 

In 1955. upon the recommendation of the CouncIl, 
the legislature passed and submitted to the electorate 
the first major revision of the judicial article. The 
voters approved the proposed amendnlents at the 
general election in November, 1956. 

The 1956 amendment created three district courts 
of appeal to handle most appeals of right, thereby 
reducing much of the appellate burden on the su
preme court. It also gave the supreme court author
ity to promulgate rules relating to practice and 
procedure, and it gave some administrative authority 
over lower level courts. Also included were provi
sions requiring members of the judiciary who first 
assumed office after June 30, 1956 to retire when 
they reached age 70 and allowing members of the 
judiciary to retire for disability and receive retire
ment pay. 

The electorate approved limited amendments to 
Article V in the middle 1960's. A 1964 amendment 
added four new circuits, raising the total number to 
twenty.29 A 1965 amendment allowed the creation of 
additional appellate districts. Pursuant to this 
amendment, the legislature subsequently created a 
fourth district court of appeals. The Judicial Ad
ministrative Commission was created by statute in 
1965 to establish administrative policy for the 
Florida court system. The commission is composed 
of the chief justice of the supreme court, selected 
IQwer Gourt judges, one sii:i.ie's attorney and one 
public defender. It assists the supreme court in 
supervising the courts and, with the state court 
administrator, provides administrative assistance in 
financial matters. 30 

Despite these changes, the structure and juris
diction of the Florida trial courts remained among 
the most complex in the country.3! In 1970, sources 
estimated there were 63 variations of court names, 
jurisdictions and relationships among the 67 Florida 
counties.32 Moreover, part time or nonlawyer judges 
handled cases in the probate, small claims, juvenile 
and JP courts. Salary levels across the state were 
irrational, with some of the lowest paid judges 

29 "Survey of Reforms: 1964-1966," Judicature. 50 (May, 
1967),293,294. 

30 Fla. Stat. Ann., sec. 43.16 (1974). 
3t The Suprt'llle Court of Florida (1976), p. 19. 
32 "1969 Report: An Historic Decade Ends," Judicature, 53 

(February, 1970),270,271. 
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performing judicial duties covering the greatest 
jurisdiction and calling for the most responsibility. 33 

In 1968 Florida adopted a new constitution, but 
this constitution left the judicial article completely 
intact. In response to dissatisfaction with the in
adequacies of Article V, in 1969 the legislature ap
proved a new judicial article for submission to the 
voters. 

The 1969 article retained the reforms that had been 
adopted in 1956. In addition, it proposed the aboli
tion of limited and special jurisdiction trial courts, 
except county courts in counties having a population 
under 100,000. Even in such counties, voters could 
choose to abolish the courts by local option. The 
business of all limited jurisdiction courts would be 
transferred to newly created magistrate courts. 

Although the proposed article was ostensibly an 
improvement over the existing system, in essence it 
constituted a diluted compromise between the 
proponents and opponents of court reorganization 
and failed to muster large scale support. It contained 
no provisions for a uniform court structure, 
statewide judicial administration, state financing, 
state responsibility for judicial salaries or a full time 
judiciary composed exclusively of lawyers. Al
though it received limited support from the media, 
the proposed article was not backed by the Judicial 
Council, the Florida State Bar, or the Circuit Judges 
Conference, and it was defeated in 0- ~ 1970 
November general election. 

In 1971, following a December address by Gover
nor Askew at a special joint session, the legislature 
enacted a new judicial article which authorized 
major reforms in the Florida court system. The vot
ers approved this article at a special election the 
following March, and it took effect January 1, 1973. 

The new article establishes a two tier system of 
county courts and circuit courts with nonoverr 
lapping, uniform jurisdiction throughout the state. 
All other trial courts were abolished, although to 
provide for orderly transition, municipal courts were 
phased out over a four year period ending in January, 
1977. 

Appellate jurisdiction is vested in the district 
courts of appeals and the supreme court, as before, 
although appeals from the county courts are heard in 
the circuit court of the circuit in which the county is 
located. The article specifies that the right of review 
is limited to the appellate process and that there are 

33 Talbot D'Alemberte, "Florida's Great Leap Forward," 
Judicature, 56 (April, 1973),380,382. D'Alemberte also notes that 
there had been several scandals in the municipal courts, as a result 
of which they had been the subject of an ABA investigation. 



no trials de novo. The 1972 article also strengthened 
and consolidated the administrative authority of the 
courts. First, it vests the chief justice of the supreme 
court with ultimate administrative responsibility for 
the state judicial system. Additionally, it establishes 
the position of chief judge for the district courts of 
appeal and for the circuit courts. The chief judge for 
each district court is elected by a majority of the 
judges of the district and is resronsible for ad
ministrative supervision of that court. Similarly, the 
chief judge of each circuit is elected by a majority of 
the judges of the circuit and is responsible for the 
administrative supervision of both the circ!.lit and 
county courts within the circuit. The presiclingjudge 
of the circuit is authorized to appoint an executive 
assistant and administrative staff to carry out ad
ministrative duties. Eighteen of the twenty circuits 
have appointed local administrative staffs who are 
directly accountable to the presiding judge of the 
circuit and not to the state court administrator. 

To satisfy judgeship needs, the article authorizes 
the supreme court to certify to the legislature on an 
annual basis the need for additional lower court 
judges. The power of the chief justice to transfer 
judges temporarily, as established in 1956, was 
retained. 

In July, 1972 pursuant to its strengthened ad
ministrative authority, the supreme court prom
uigated a rule creating the office of State Courts 
Administrator. Oddly, no statute or constitutional 
provision legitimizing this office has been enacted, 
even though Florida administrators have worked for 
that goal since the creation of the office.34 

The supreme court also retained its rule-making 
authority under the 1972 article, although all rules 
promulgated were subject to legislative repeal by a 
two-thirds vote of the membership of each house. 
The court has mOved circumspectly in ihis area to 
avoid conflicts with the legislature. 

Another provision of the article requires that all 
supreme court justices, district court of appeals 
judges, and cin,:uit cQQftjudges be attorneys. County 
court judges also are required to be attorneys, unless 
the county ill which they served had a population 
under 40,000 or they were otherwise excepted by 
general law . The article also specifies that alljudges 
devote full time to their judicial duties. 

5. Idaho. The 1890 Constitution ofIdaho permit
ted the creation of a cumbersome judicial structure 

34 Steven W. Hays, "Court Management: The Administrators 
and Their Judicial Environment," (unpublished Ph.D. disser
tation, Department of Political Science, University of Florida, 
1975), p. 77. 
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that was not substantially changed until the 1960's, It 
established a supreme court, a court of impeach
ment, a district court, a probate court, a JP court, 
and city or police courts in incorporated cities and 
towns, all of which presented a "jurisdictional 
briarpath" of overlapping judicial authority. 35 

InitiallY, five judicial districts were established, 
but the legislature was authorized to alter this 
number in its discretion. By 1966, eight new districts 
had been created, raising the total number to thir
teen.an The district courts were uneven in caseload 
and service. In 1964, for example, courts in six of 
Idaho's 44 counties hrmdled 51 percent ofthe 107,000 
cases filed that year. However, those six counties 
employed a mere 16.6 percent of the judicial per
sonnel of the state.37 

The salaries of probate judges and Jps throughout 
the state differed widely. Neither probatejudges nor 
JPs were required to be lawyers. Indeed, in 1964, 
only seven of the state's 44 probate judges and 11 of 
its 97 JPs were attorneys.38 

Several unsuccessful efforts to reform the Idaho 
judicial system were attempted in the early part of 
the 20th century. In 1908 the electorate approved a 
constitutional amendment which would have abol
ished the probate court and transferred its jurisdic
tion to the district court. This reform did not become 
part of the constitution, because in 1909 ~he Idaho 
Supreme Court ruled the amendment had been im
properly submitted to the Yoters.39 In 1919 and again 
in 1949 attempts to consolidate the court structure 
met with failure. A judicial council was created in 
1929, but by 1932 it had lapsed and was not resur
rected until the mid 1960's. 

A 1941 statute recognizing the inherent rule
making authority of the supreme court and a 194<) 
statute creating the office of coordinator of the 
courts were among the first reforms to be success
fully instituted. The court coordinator was to be a 
supreme court justice named by the chief justice to 
serve a two year term. This officer became re
sponsible for collecting information about the courts 
and reporting annually to the supreme court and the 
governor. 

Throughout the decade of the 1950's the Idaho 
State Bar strenuously endorsed proposals to reform 

35 State of Idaho, Legislative Council Staff, Report on Idaho 
Court Structure (1966), p. 1. 

36 John Corlett, "The Evolution ofa Modem Judlc1ilq:~JQ76 (" 
Allllual Report: The Idaho COllrts (1976), p. 2. ---':c -, '",-= 

37 The Post Register, August 25, 1966. 
38 Report 011 Idaho Courl Structure, supra note 35, pp. 14, 17. 
39 McBee v. Brady, 15 Idaho 761,96 P 216 (1909). 



the judicial system by consolidating the court 
structure and improving the judiciary's adminis
trative capacities. In 1961 the bar's campaign 
succeeded. That year the legislature approved a 
proposed amendment which abolished the con
stitutional status of JP and probate courts. The 
amendment also authorized the legislature to reform 
the court structure and to provide for centralized 
administration ofthe judiciary. It was subsequently 
ratified by the electorate in the 1962 general election. 

The groups supporting reform decided, as a tacti
cal matter, to amend the constitution before de
termining the specific structure of the new court 
system. Once they achieved the constitutional 
mandate for reform, they devoted their attention to 
the more difficult task of deciding the details of 
reorganization. During the next three years they 
debated the merits of various reorganization plans. 
Once a consensus was achieved, the bar urged the 
legislature to appropriate $35,000 for a legislative 
council committee to study the constitution and the 
court structure and to recommend specific im
plementing legislation for the 1962 Amendment. 

The committee's preliminary recommendations, 
which it disseminated to the public in 1966, con
tained five major proposals for court modernization 
in Idaho. These proposals included: reestablishment 
of a judicial council; appointment of a professional 
court administrator by the chief justice; establish
ment of a consolidated trial court structure consist
ing of a district court, with magistrate divisions 
where needed; realignment of counties to reduce the 
number of judicial districts to seven; and institution 
of a non-political plan (following the Missouri and 
California models) for the selection, tenure, re
tirement, discipline and removal of district and 
supreme court justices. 

The committee publicized its proposals across the 
state during the remainder of 1966 in a series of 
citizens' conferences held under the auspices of the 
American Judicature Society and the Idaho State 
Bar, As a result of feedback received from citizens 
participating in the conferences, the committee 
eliminated the proposal for a judicial selection, 
discipline and retirement plan from its final report, 
which was u1timately submitted to the legislature in 
early 1967.40 

The remaining recommendations of the committee 
were incorporated into legislation, which was 
drafted and passed by the 1967 session. The legis-

40 The selection, discipline ?.nd retirement reforms were re
visrl slightly and were ultimately enacted at a later date. 
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lature subsequently sept the entire package to Gov
ernor Donald Samuelson, who vetoed the section 
consolidating and simplifying trial courts on the 
ground that the measure would be too costly. De
spite the gubernatorial veto, the 1967 legislation 
instituted three significant reforms in Idaho. It 
consolidated the judicial districts, reestablished a 
judicial council and created an administrative office 
for the courts. 

To coordinate administrative responsibility, the 
administrative office created by the implementing 
legislation made each of Idaho's seven judicial 
districts into a separate administrative district. Each 
of the seven is managed by an administrativejudge, 
who is assisted by a trial court administrator. Six of 
the seven trial court administrators are also 
magistrates who carry out judidal duties as well as 
administrative responsibilities. 

The administrative judge of each district is chosen 
by the trial judges of that region. This judge coor
dinates statewide policies, handles case assignments 
and administers court records and nonjudicial 
personnel. The trial court administrator performs 
nonjudicial duties, such as .... :1swering complaints, 
disseminating information about the court system 
and preparing district budget requests. This officer 
also performsjudicial administrative functions under 
the direct supervision of the administrativejudge. 41 

Although the routine administration ofthejudicial 
system is carried out at the district level, statewide 
policies are developed and coordinated by the 
supreme court with the assistance of the Adminis
trative Office of the Courts. The governor is tech
nically authorized to reassign judges throughout the 
system, but in practice the administrative director 
handles the reassignment, which is supported by 
orders routinely signed by the chief justice. The 
director also has the authority to collect statistical 
and financial data from the district and to develop 
and administer personnel standards for judicial 
department employees. Despite these standards, the 
state has not yet established a merit system for all 
judicial department personnel, although one is 
contemplated for the near future. 

In 1969. the legislature reenacted the vetoed por
tion of the 1967 reform package with minor ch;:tnges. 
This time the bill was signed into law by Governor 
Samuelson and became effective on January 11, 
1971. 

The new legislation provided for a single tier trial 
court of general jurisdiction (the district court). It 

41 1976 Annual Report, supra note 36, p. 7. 



consolidated probate, JP and municipal courts into a 
magistrate division within the district court. Because 
the district court is the only trial court, it has unlim
itedjurisdiction over alljusticiable controversies and 
no problem of overlapping jurisdiction. Appellate 
jurisdiction is vested in the supreme court, but the 
district court may hear appeals from its magistrate 
division. Because of a statutory provision requiring 
transcription of all proceedings before the magistrate 
division, appeals to the district court are usually 
heard on the record. However, the district court 
may, in its discretion, direct that the case be tried de 
novo. 

The legislation did not require the magistrates 
serving in the new court to be lawyers, but the 
supreme court has established certain requirements 
to insure the competence ofthejudiciary. Specifical
ly, magistrates are required to participate in a train
ing course supervised by the supreme court and to 
possess at least a high school diploma or its equiva
lent. The legislature has specifically authorized the 
supreme court to enlarge or restrict the jurisdiction 
of the magistrates, subject only to the limitation that 
the more sophisticated civil and criminal matters 
must be tried before magistrates who are attorneys. 

The 1969 legislation also created magistrates' 
commissions for each judicial district and charged 
them with the responsibility of determining the 
number of magistrates needed within their respec
tive districts (provided that the number will not be 
less than one magistrate per county) and of appoint
ing qualified individuals to fill those positions. 

Beginning in 1973, and every year thereafter, the 
supreme court, in conjunction with the administra
tive office of the courts, has adopted a statewide plan 
prescribing a general operating philosophy and 
specific goals for the state's courts for that year. The 
plans have also assessed the previous year's suc
cesses and failures in attaining the projected goals. 

6. Kansas. Kansas experienced very littIejudicial 
reform activity until the past two decades. Although 
the supreme court was enlarged in 1900 and ajudicial 
council was created in 1927, during the mid 1950's, 
the judicial article was substantially the same as the 
one which had been drafted in 1857 to serve the 
needs of only 100,000 inh~~bitants of the Kansas ter
ritory.42 

The 1859 Constitution permitted the creation of a 
multitude of trial courts. Among these were 38 dis-

42 Paul E. Wilson, "The Kansas Court of Appeals: A Response 
to Judicial Need," Kansas Law Review, 25 (Winter, 1977), ),3; 
Beverly Blair Cook, "The Politics of Piecemeal Reform of Kansas 
Courts," Judicature, 53 (February, 1970), 274, 278. 
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trict courts, 105 probate courts, 93 county courts, 
105 juvenile courts, eight city courts, five magistrate 
courts, one court of common pleas and over 400 
municipal courtS. 43 Many of these courts had in
adequate facilities and insufficient supportive staff 
presenting a "degrading appearance of justice" to 
litigants.44 A number of them were staffed with 
nonlawyer judges, many of whom also had no judi
cial training. The judges were often inadequately 
compensated and received no retirement or disabil
ity benefits. As a result, many ofthem held other jobs 
and devoted only part oftheirtime tojudicial duties. 

Furthermore, some judges were burdened with 
extremely heavy caseloads, while others had rela
tively clear calendars. Yet, no central administrative 
authority existed to reassign judges across county 
lines in order to alleviate this situation. Additionally, 
as late as 1975, no standardized qualifications or 
levels of compensation had been established for the 
more than 2,300 support personnel employed in the 
state court system.45 

Responsibility for financing the judiciary was 
divided among the state, counties and municipali
ties. Each court prepared its own budget. The 
fragmented nature of financing resulted in serious 
inequities in the allocation of court revenues 
throughout the state. As one source reported: 

Present court financing, however, is a fiscal 
maze of budgets from all levels of government 
through which it is very difficult indeed to reach 
any accurate determination of the overall costs 
of the judicial system of the state. Different 
levels of government support the different kinds 
of courts. In some instances the unit of gov
ernment that receives the revenues from fines 
and fees is not the same unit of government that 
pays the expenses of the court. This hodge
podge system separates the responsibility for 
administering the courts from the power to 
allocate the funds required to do SO.46 

In addition, some courts, particularly at the 
municipal level , were accused of operating solely to 
generate revenues for the local treasury rather than 
to render justice.47 

<3 Cook, supra note 42; "Kansas Courts Today and To
morrow" (unpublished manuscript, 1974 Citizens Conference on 
the Courts), p. 13. 

(4 "Kansas Courts," supra note 43,.p. 15. 
<s Kansas Citizens for Court Improvement, The Steps to CI 

Modern COllrt System (Overland Park, Kansas, 1976), p. ;L 
46 Ibid .• p. 12. 
47 "Kansas Courts," supra note 43, p. 29. 



Reform activity gained momentum in 1964 when 
the Kansas Bar Association, the Joint Committee for 
the Effective Administration of Justice and the 
American Judicature Society co-sponsored the first 
Citizens' Conference on the Modernization ofKan
sas Courts. The conferees recommended that Kan
sas institute a unified and administratively coherent 
court system. 

The legislature responded to the citizens' recom
mendations by enacting the 1965 Judicial Depart
ment Reform Act, which gave the supreme court 
administrative responsibility over the state district 
court system. The act divided the state into six 
administrative departments and provided that a 
justice of the supreme court would be assigned to 
each department and would be responsible for its 
administration. It gave the justices the power to as
sign judges from one district to another within the 
department and to call retired judges into service to 
reduce case backlogs. 

Although most direct supervision occurs at the 
department level, each judicial district has an ad
ministrativejudge, who is appointed by the supreme 
court to supervise clerical and administrative 
functions within the district. This individual may 
transfer judges within the district, but only the 
supreme court may assign judges across district 
lines. 

The JUdicial. Department Reform Act also created 
the position of judicial administrator. The ad
ministrator was authorized to analyze pending cases 
to determine where case congestion could best be 
reduced by temporarily reassigning judges and to 
coordinate administrative policy. Although most 
administrative responsibility is exercised at the 
district and department level, the judicial adminis
trator insures that local operations comply with state 
policies. 

In 1968 the legislature passed the Judicial 
Reapportionment Act to allow for the equalizing of 
caseloads. This act reduced the total number of 
districts from 38 to 29, increased the number of 
mUltiple judge districts from 10 to 13 and reduced the 
number of single judge districts from 28 to 15.48 It 
also authorized the supreme court to appoint an 
administrativ~ judge in multiple judge districts. This 
reform was followed by a statute which provided a 
method for increasing the number of judges in the 
four urban districts, based on a biennial supreme 
court certification of need . A decade later this statute 
would be extended to cover all districts. 

48 Cook, supra note 42. Only one district remained unaffected 
by the reapportionment. 
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The legislature also established a 12-member 
citizens' committee on constitutional revision in 
1968. It authorized this committee to consider 
constitutional changes necessary to modernize the 
state's judicial system. The committee's report, 
which was submitted to the legislature the following 
year, recommended that a new judicial article be 
adopted. The legislation necessary to effect the rec
ommendation was passed during the 1972 legislative 
session and was ratified by the electorate later that 
year. 

The new judicial article reduced the number of 
constitutional courts to two, the supreme court and 
the district court. It also incorporated within the 
constitution, the 1965 statute which had vested 
administrative authority for the state's judicial sys
tem in the supreme court. Finally, it extended the 
supreme court's administrative authority to all 
courts. 

Because the new article stated only broad prin
ciples and policies, the 1973 legislature authorized 
the supreme court to appoint a group which became 
known as the Judicial Study Advisory Committee 
(JSAC). The group was charged with the responsi
bility of studying the court system and recommend
ing appropriate implementing legislation. 

JSAC submitted its final report to the legislature in 
May, 1974. The report contained a total of 87 rec
ommendations. Among the most significant were: 
restructuring the court system; creating an inter
mediate appellate court; strengthening administra
tive supervision of the courts; eliminating the elected 
court clerks; and state financing of the entire 
judiciary, except facilities. 

To publicize these recommendations, a second 
citizens' conference, sponsored by 19 different 
organizations, convened in September, 1974. The 
consensus statement, issued at the close of the 
conference, indicated widespread support for the 
suggested reforms. The conference also prompted 
the formation of the Kansas Citizens for Court 
Improvement, an ad hoc group which promoted 
court reform in Kansas after the conference. 

Certain of JSAC' s recommendations were drafted 
into legislation and passed by the senate in 1975. 
However, provisions calling for state financing of the 
judiciary and abolition of the municipal courts met 
strong opposition in the house. As a result, the only 
provision adopted by the 1975 legislature was one 
which created an intermediate court of appeals. In 
1976, a bill incorporating JSAC's recommendations, 
except the two controversial provisions noted 
above, passed both houses ofthe legislature and was 



sent to the governor for his signature. The statute, 
which took effect January 10, 1977, abolished all 
courts of limited jurisdiction (except municipal 
courts) and transferred their jurisdiction to the 
district court. The statute created three classes of 
judges who had jurisdiction over different types of 
district court cases: district court judges; associate 
district court judges; and district magistrate judges. 
Appeals from district magistrate judges may be tried 
de novo before the district or associate district 
judges, if no record was made in the initial pro
ceeding. In the alternative, an appeal will be de
termined on the record. Appeals from the district and 
associate district judges are heard on the record by 
the court of appeals unless the matter il) directly 
appealable to the supreme court. 

The 1976 implementing legislation fleshed out the 
1965 statute and 1972 constitutional amendment, 
both of which provided for administrative supervi
sion of the judiciary by the supreme court and the 
judicial administrator. In addition, it provided that 
all judicial districts, rather than merely multi-judge 
districts would have administrative judges, desig
nated by the supreme court, to handle clerical and 
administrative functions for the district. The im
plementing legislation increased slightly the state's 
share of the judicial budget. In fiscal year 1974-75, 
the state financed 33.8 percent of the judicial de
partment's expenses. 49 The legislation also specified 
that a single budget be developed and administered 
in each county. 50 Finally, it instituted a method for 
examining and certifying nonlawyer judges. 

7. Kentucky. Kentucky's judicial system, which 
was established by the state's fourth constitution in 
1891, remained substantially unchanged for nearly 
85 years. The 1891 constitution outlined the state's 
Gourt structure in detail. It expressly prohibited the 
-creation of any courts other than the constitutional 
courts. The court of last resort was the court of 
appeals, while the highest trial court was the circuit 
court. Below the level of circuit court were a mul
tiplicity of trial courts with overlappingjurisdiction: 
police courts, quarterly courts, county courts, and 
justice (magistrate) courts. 

Judges were elected to office, and judicial tenure 
depended on their ability to secure reelection at the 
end of their terms. Only attorneys could serve as 
judges in the court of appeals and the circuit court. 
However, judges in the limited jurisdiction trial 

49 Memorandum from Carl Baar tG ~t1rry Berkson and Susan 
Carbon, supra note 14. 

50 Prior to this time each individual court had administered its 
own budget. 
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courts, except police courts in the most populous 
cities, were not required to have legal training. In 
1974,90 percent of the county judges, 78 percent of 
the police judges, and 99 percent of the JP's were 
nonlawyers. 51 

The trial courts lacked effective administrative 
supervision. Coupled with overlapping jurisdiction, 
this created enormous case backlogs in some courts, 
while others sat almost idle. 

Financing the courts was primarily a local re
sponsibility. In 1974 less than one-tenth of one 
percent of the state's entire budget was used to 
finance the judiciary.52 Many court personnel were 
paid with fees collected from court imposed fines, 
leading to a form of "cash-register" justice. 

In 1950, the legislature created a judicial council 
composed of lawyers and judges, and a judicial 
conference composed of the court of appeals and 
circuit court judges. Both groups were responsible 
for studying the state's judicial system and for ad
vising the legislature on methods to improve the 
administration of justice in Kentucky. 

The 1891 constitution did not refer specifically to 
the rule-making authority of the court of appeals. 
Therefore, in 1952, upon the recommendation of the 
judicial council, the legislature authorized that court 
to promulgate rules of pleading, practice and 
procedure for civil cases. A decade later, in 1962, the 
legislature passed a similar statute. applying to crimi
nal cases. 

In 1954, the legislature created the office of 
Administrative Director of the CQurts, which was to 
operate under the supervision of the chief justice. 
However, this office did not have extensive enough 
authority to aid in reducing case backlogs or to 
coordinate the activities of the state's six different 
courts. 

Judicial reform activity remained in a quiescent 
state throughout the decade of the 1960's Rnd the 
early part of the 1970's. A bill proposing to amend the 
judicial article was introduced in the 1972 legislature, 
but the controversy it engendered among the state's 
lawyers and judges prevented its passage during that 
legislative session. 

Subsequent to the 1972 defeat, the proponents of 
court reform, including the Governor's Judicial 
Advisory Council, the Courts Committee of the 
Kentucky Crime Commission, the Steering Com
mittee of the Kentucky Court of Appeals, the Judi
cial Article Committee of the Kentucky Bar 

51 Kentucky Citizens for Judicial Improvement, Inc .. Filial 
Project Report (Frankfort, Kentucky. 1974), p. 59. 

52 I bid .. p. 75. 



Association and the Interim Committee on Elections 
and Constitutional Amendments of the Kentucky 
General Assembly, coalesced to coordinate their 
efforts to secure passage of a new judicial article. 
During 1973, while their representatives drafted a 
proposal, the sponsoring groups formed Kentucky 
Citizens for Judicial Improvement, Inc. (KCJI), to 
provide ~ permanent professional staff to facilitate 
the court reform effort. 

During the remainder of 1973, KCJI worked to 
plan and implement the Kentucky Citizens' Con
ference for Judicial Improvement, which was held in 
late 1973 under the joint sponsorship of eight dif
ferent organizations. Influential reformers from 
across the country were invited to the conference to 
speak to the Kentucky citizens about other !;tates' 
experiences in enacting and implementing court re
form legislation. At the conclusion of the conference 
the citizens issued a consensus statement which rec
ommended that Kentucky take all steps necessary to 
secure the prompt modernization and improvement 
of the state's judicial system. 

Thejudicial article amendment bill was submitted 
to and passed by the 1974 general assembly. Aided 
by a campaign to educate the public which was 
spearheaded by the Kentuckians for Modern Courts 
(KMC), the amendment was approved by the elec
torate in November, 1975. Most of the article be
came effective January I, 1976, but the new district 
court system it established will not become effective 
until January 2, 1978. The court reorganization 
mandated by the new article also required extensive 
implementing legislation which was passed during 
the 1976 session of the legislature. 

The new judicial article, coupled with the im
plementing legislation, thoroughly reorganized the 
state'S court structure. The court of last resort was 
renamed the supreme court, and an intermediate 
appellate court was created to hear most appeals of 
right. The article retained the circuit court as the trial 
court of general jurisdiction, but it consolidated the 
limited jurisdiction and specialized trial courts into a 
single limited jurisdiction district court. This court 
will begin operating January 2, ]978. 

With one exception, concurrent jurisdiction be
tween the circuit court and district court has been 
eliminated.53 The new article guarantees litigants 
one appeal of right to another court. Trials de novo 
have been abolished by the new article and therefore 

03 The exception i~ felony examining trials. Staff of the Ad
ministrative Office of the Courts, "Kentucky's New Court 
System; An Overview," Kelltucky Bellch Cllld Bar, 41 (April, 
1971), 13,33. 
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appeals are heard on the record. With one exception, 
it requires all judges to be lawyers. 54 Additionally, it 
prohibits them from practicing law or engaging in 
partisan political activity during their term of office. 
The article acknowledges the chief justice of the 
supreme court as the administrative head of the 
judiciary. To execute this responsibility the article 
authorizes him to reassign judges among the courts 
and to appoint such administrative assistants as are 
necessary to insure the efficient operation of the 
judicial system. In addition, the article provides for a 
chief judge to be selected in the court of appeals, and 
in each judicial district and circuit. 

The 1976 implementing legislation enlarges and 
redefines the responsibilities of the Administrative 
Office of the Courts, which had been created by 
statute in ]954. These responsibilities are carried out 
by one of the three divisions of the Administrative 
Office of the Courts. The division of court services 
collects statistical information to aid in records 
management and facilities planning, administers the 
state pretrial services program and advises the chief 
justice on the need for temporary reassignment of 
judges. The division of administrative services 
collects statistical financial data from the courts, 
prepares budget estimates, reviews and audits 
expense vouchers, prepares requisitions to pay state 
funds which have been appropriated to thejudiciary, 
and maintains fiscal controls over the court system. 
Finally, the di vision of research and planning 
conducts research on the operation and administra
tion of the courts, provides education programs for 
the judiciary , formulates long range plans and makes 
recommendations on policies and procedures to 
improve the administration of justice in Kentucky. 

To further centralized administration, the new 
judicial article expressly authorizes the supreme 
court to promulgate rules for all courts in the state. 
The article also authorizes all court expenditures to 
be assumed by the state. Full state financing is 
expected to be effectuated by January, 1978."5 

8. New York. Between the signing of the Declara
tion of Independence and 1950, New York adopted 

r •• In any county where no district judge resides, the constitu
tion authorizes the chief judge of the district to appoint a trial 
commissioner who resides in the district. It is proposed that the 

lal commissioners should not preside over trials except guilty 
pleas. Although the constitution expresses a preference of the 
appointment of an attorney as trial commissioner. this officer may 
be a non-lawyer if there arc no qualified attorneys available. Ky. 
COllst., sec. 113(5) (Supp. 1976). 

55 The four tables in Appendix B do not reflect the changes 
which have occurred as a result of implementing the new judicial 
article. 



four different constitutions. Most of them effected 
significant changes in the structure and operation of 
the judicial system. During this period the judicial 
article was amended 28 times. 56 Despite the level of 
activity and concern over the judicial article, the 
New York judicial system remained in a state of 
chaos as of 1950. 

The numerous constitutions had created a vast 
system of courts with no effective system ofadminis
tration to enable them to operate efficiently. 
Commenting on the inadequacies of the judicial 
system, Fannie J. Klein has conc.luded: 

Thus, in the fifth decade of the twentieth 
century, in spite of nearly two centuries of 
continuous efforts by New York court reform
ers to consolidate and simplify the court 
structure, litigants in that state were forced to 
proceed through a maze of courts which con
fused and often frustrated those whom the 
system was supposed to serve by narrow, 
conflicting and overlapping jurisdictions 
accompanied by technical roadblocks some
times fatal to their cause and always slowing the 
progression of their cases. Incredible as it may 
seem, twenty-one different types of indepen
dent courts existed.57 

In 1953 at the behest of the New York State Crime 
Commission, numerous civic organizations and a 
number of the state's local bar associations, the 
legislature created a temporary commission to study 
the courts. The Tweed Commission, so named after 
its chairman, Harrison Tweed, undertook a com
prehensive three year study of the administration, 
structure, personnel, procedure, cost of justice and 
selection of judges in the state's jUdiciary. It sub
mitted a plan for judicial reform to the governor and 
to the 1957 session of the legislature, but the plan 
died in committee. 58 Although the 1957 session failed 
to agree on a court reform plan, it did appropriate 
funds to enable the Tweed Commission to operate 

56 Separate constitutions were adopted in 1777, 1822, 1846, and 
1894. Amendments Were adopted in 1826, 1845, 1872, 1873, 1879, 
1880,1882,1888,1892,1905,1909,1910,1911,1913,1919,1921, 
1922, 1925, 1929, 1931. 1937, 1943, 1947, 1949, 1951, 1953, 1955, 
and 1961. 

'1 Fannie J. Klein, "New York State's Court System," 1973 
Citizens Conference 011 (he COllrts (unpublished conference 
materials, 1973), p. 4. 

58 To indicate the complexity of the New York court structure, 
the Tweed Commission's proposed reform would have con
solidated the state's court system into a simplified six-tier struc
ture'with administrative power vested in the Judicial Conference. 
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another year. However, after the 1958 legislature 
was similarly unable to pass a plan for court reor
ganization, the Tweed Commission was abolished. 

Despite the failure of the Tweed Commission's 
court reform package, a number of citizens' groups, 
including the Committee for Modern Courts Fund 
and the League of Women Voters, continued to 
lobby actively for modernization of the court sys
tem. Their continued pressure on the legislature 
ultimately secured the passage of a court reform 
amendment, which was overwhelmingly approved 
by the electorate in November, 1961. Following the 
enactmentof22 bills ofimpIementinglegislation, this 
amendment became fully effective in September. 
1962. 

The 1961 amendment is generally credited with 
achieving a significant reform of the state's court 
system while also leaving much to be accomplished. 
Although it consolidated the state's court structure, 
at least 13 different types of courts still remained. 59 

New York's system has not changed since the 1961 
amendment and presently it is among the most com
plicated in the country. At the apex of the system is 
the court oflast resort, the court of appeals. Below it, 
the justices of the supreme court sit in an appellate 
division (or an appellate term) to hear most matters 
appealable by right. The state is geographically 
divided into four appellate departments, each of 
which is assigned to an appellate division of the 
supreme court. The appellate division hears cases 
appeaied from the county court, the court of claims. 
the surrogates court, the family court, the supreme 
court and civil cases from the appellate term. 

In a few designated judicial districts, supreme 
court justices sitting in an appellate term hear ap
peals. The appellate term hears appeals from New 
York City's civil and criminal court, the district 

59 Various observers have arrived at different totals for the 
number of courts remaining in New York after the 1961 amend
ment. The total of thirteen courts has been determined from the 
courts named in Article VI of the constitution and includes the 
following: court of appeals; supreme court; family court; court of 
claims; surrogates court; county court (all of the foregoing are 
essentially statewide courts); New York City criminal court; New 
York City civil court (New York City courts); district court; town 
court; village court; city court (courts outside New York City) and 
Indian court (other courts referred to in Article VI). 

The total number of courts was actually slightly higher because 
the supreme court, the general jurisdiction trial court, sits in 
appellate divisions and appellate terms as an intermediate appel
late court, Furthermore lP courts, police courts and recorders 
courts have been retained in locales outside New York City by 
virtue of a provision in the constitution authorizing the continued 
existence of inferior civil and criminal courts in areas of upstate 
New York. 



court, the town court, the city court and the village 
court. Civil appeals from the appellate term are 
heard by the appellate division, but criminal appeals 
are taken directly to the court of appeals. 

The supreme court is the trial court of general 
jurisdiction. In addition there are approximately five 
courts of limited jurisdiction outside New York City 
(the county court, the district court, the city court, 
the town court, and the viIlage court) and five 
specialized courts (the court of claims, the family 
court, the surrogates court, the New York City civil 
court and the New York City criminal court). De
spite some instances of exclusive jurisdiction , for the 
most part, all of these courts are plagued with vari
ous degrees of overJappingjurisdiction. 

Appeals from most of the trial courts are heard on 
the record by the appeIlate division or appellate term 
of the supreme court. However, appeals from the 
city, town and village courts can either be heard on 
the record in the appellate term or tried de novo in 
the county court. 

The 1961 amendment eliminated part time judges 
in the major upstate courts. It also transferred ad
ministrative authority from the Judicial Conference, 
an advisory body of judges which had been created 
by statute in 1955, to an administrative board ofthe 
Conference. The administrative board was com
posed of the chief justice of the court of appeals, and 
the presiding justices of each of the four appellate 
divisions of the supreme court. 60 Because ultimate 
administrative power for each department lay with 
the presidingjustices, the 1961 amendment "created 
the illusion of centralized administration, while 
power was actually diffused. "61 

The inadequate nature of the reform effected by 
the 1961 amendment is illustrated by Fannie J. 
Klein's comment in the materials distributed to 
conferees at the 1973 New York citizens' 
conference: 

The changes brought about by the 1961 
amendment produced some benefits, but the 

60 A judicial council had been created in 1934 to analyze and 
study the court system. In 1955 the legislature replaced the Judi
cial Council with the Judkial Conference. The Conference is 
composed of representative judges from the state's courts. Since 
it was principally an advisory body, prior to 1961 the courts were 
actually administrativelY autonomous. 

The supreme court is a trial court of general jurisdiction which 
also sits as an intermediate appellate court. The state is divided 
into four judicial departments, each of which has an appellate 
division of the supreme court. 

61 David J. Ellis, "Court Reform in New York State: An Over
view for 1975," Hofstra Law Review, 3 (Summer, 1975),663,695. 
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problems remain of fragmented jurisdiction, 
lack of coordination and admininstration, 
inadequate financing, deplorable facilities and a 
politicizedjudiciary. Justice in New York City 
continues to groan under the weight of mUltiple 
courts and constrictive roadblocks. Upstate 
part-time lay judges continue to function. Local 
communities throughout the state are heavily 
burdened, unable to meet the ever-increasing 
minimum requirements for financing their 
courts and court services. The state's judicial 
disciplinary agency, the Court on the Judiciary, 
has proved to be as cumbersome and unre
sponsive to the need for prompt action as are the 
traditional impeachment procedures it was 
intended to improve. Judges for the most part 
continue to be selected by the political parties, 
not the voters.62 

In 1965 a group of business and professional 
people in New York City formed an independent 
non-profit organization entitled the Economic 
Development Council of New York City, Inc. 
CEDC). The purpose of EDC was to improve the 
quality of life and therefore, the business climate, in 
New York City by providing new job opportunities, 
better education and housing and a sense of well
being for New York citizens. Although the primary 
objective of EDC was not in the area of court reform, 
fiscal difficulties experienced by New York City 
during the past decade had created many social and 
eCOflOmic problems. This caused EDC to devote 
considerable energy to studying the administration 
of justice in New York in order to alleviate these 
problems. Its analysis of the city's judicial system 
recently has resulted in a number of recommenda
tions which apply modern managerial principles and 
practical reforms to the court system. Many of these 
recommendations have been instituted and have 
been remarkably successful in clearing backlogged 
calendars and rationalizing New York's judicial ad
ministration, despite monetary and personnel 
cutbacks caused by the fiscal crisis. 

The same year EDC was formed, the legislature 
approved a measure calling for a referendum to hold 
another constitutional convention. The referendum 
was ratified by the electorate, and the delegates were 
convened in 1967. The Institute for Judicial Adminis
tration of New York University, at the request of the 
League of Women Voters, the Committee for Mod
ern Courts and the Citizens' Union of New York, 

62 Klein, supra note 57, p. 6, 



submitted a model judicial article. However, it was 
eventually rejected by the convention's judiciary 
committee. The judicial article, which was included 
in the final constitutional package, was lacking in 
many respects. It was complex in structure, and 
aside from consolidating the New York City courts 
and the lower level upstate courts, it did not differ 
greatly from the 1961 amendment. The entire con
stitution was defeated in 1967, with some opponents 
claiming that the judicial article alone was enough to 
warrant rejection of the constitution. 63 

Court reform activity remained minimal until 1970 
when the legislature established another temporary 
state commission to study the courts. This com
mission was chaired by Senator D. Clinton Dominick 
and has become known as the Dominick Com
mission. The commission's final I'eport, which was 
released on January 2, 1973, found "\,00 much that is 
wrong" with the state court system and offered 180 
recommendations to improve it. 64 These recom
mendations included: consolidation of all trial courts 
into a new statewide superior court; institution of 
strong, centralized judicial administration; delega
tion of rule-making power to the courts; creation of a 
unitary budget; and institution of centralized state 
financing for all courts within ten years. 

New York has adopted some of the recommenda
tions of the Dominick Commission in a piecemeal 
fashion during t.he .. past four years. In 1974 Court of 
Appeals Chief Judge Charles Breitel "created" the 
post of' state court administrator by arranging for 
each of the four judicial departments to designate 
Supreme Court Justice Richard Bartlett as ad
ministrative judge for that department. This 
arrangement gave Judge Bartlett administrative 
authority over the entire state court syst~m, pro
vided that the departments continued their ac
quiescence in this arrangement. Justice Bartlett 
subsequently organized the Office of Court Adminis
tration to assist him with his administrative duties. 
The legislature passed a special statute to confirm 
the legality of this arrangement and to create the new 
position of state administrative judge. 

In 1975 a proposed constitutional amendment, 
which would have ensconced the office of state court 
administrator .in the constitution, was narrowly 
defeated by the electorate. However, in 1977 a simi
lar amendment was placed before the voters, and this 

63 Betty Schack, "New Y.ork's C.ourt Ref.orm Fiasc.o" (un
published manuscript, May \3. 1968) p. 54. 

64 Temporary C.ommissi.on .on the New Y.ork State C.ourt Sys
tem ..• And Justice for All (Dominick Commissi.on Re~()rt, New 
Y.ork, 1973), p. 1. 
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time it was approved. Consequently, Chief Judge 
Breite1's administrative coup of 1974 is now con
stitutionally authorized. 

During 1976 the legislature considered four pro
posed constitutional amendments, including one 
providing for a fully state financed judiciary. When 
the proposals did not pass during the regular session 
of the legislature, Governor Carey called the legisla
tors into an extraordinary session to reconsider the 
proposed court reform package. As a result of a 
compromise devised among leaders of both political 
parties, Governor Carey and Chief Judge Breitel, 
state funding was secured by means of a statute 
requiring the state to assume the costs of all state 
courts except town and village courts over a four
year transition period commencing April I, 1977. 

This statute provides that the state will initially 
fund the costs of operating the judiciary and will 
charge a portion of the costs back to the counties. 
Although the legislature contemplated that the 
charge back would be 78% in the first year due to 
budgetary difficulties in March, 1977, Governor 
Carey requested that the charge back for the first 
year be increase~ to 87.5 percent (the state's share 
thus tot"iiIig 12.5%). Although the legislature 
complied with this request, it is uncertain how the 
reduction will affect the state's share in later years. IIS 

A separate section of the financing bilI made all 
local court personnel state employees, effective 
April!, 1977, with their vacations,salaries, pensions 
and retirement benefits left unimpaired. 

9. Ohio. The judicial article of the t851 constitu
tion governed the structure and operation ofthe Ohio 
judicial system for more than a century. The artide 
established five constitutional courts and authorized 
the legislature in its discretion to establish inferior 
courts. Gll The legislature responded to this rr.andate 
by creating eight different courts during the ensuing 
century. Ultimately, three of the eight statutory 
courts were abolished and the JP courts were re
placed by the county courts. Nevertheless, a legisla
tive study indicated that as recently as 1960 Ohio had 

&5 The financing table in Appendix B does not reflect changes 
which have occurred during implementation of the financing stat
ute. 

116 The five constitutional courts were the supreme court. the 
district court. the court of common pleas. the probate court and 
the lP court. An 1883 amendment replaced the district court wjth 
the circuit court, and a 1912 amendment renamed the circuit court 
the court .of appeals and made it a court of last resort for m.ost 
matters appealable of right. The 1912 provisio~.1also amended the 
language of the constituti.on so that the legi~'l'.:iture was only al
lowed to establish inferior courts beloW the level of the court of 
appeals, rather than below the level of the supreme court. 



over 1,130 separately created courts, of which over 
800 were mayors' courts. 67 

The piecemeal creation of the court structure 
resulted in considerable overlappingjurisdiction and 
an uneven distribution of judges and caseloads. As a 
result, some court calendars were badly clogged, 
while others were substantially current. Localities 
assumed a large share of the cost of operating the 
courts, particularly the municipal courts. Often fees 
collected from local prosecutions were used to 
support the courts. The net result, in many cases, 
was that judges profited from enforcing the law. 

A number of reforms were instituted intermit
tently during the twentieth century: the creation ofa 
judicial council in 1923; the enactment of a statute 
conferring rule-making authority on the supreme 
court in 1953; the establishment of the office of 
administrative director for the courts in 1955; the 
organization of a judicial conference in 1959; and 
numerous studies of the Ohio court system con
ducted by the Legislative Service Commission and 
various Ohio bar associations. 

Evidently these reforms ha.d little impact, because 
a mid 1960's study of the courts by the staff of the 
Ohio Legislative Service Commission found con
spicuous deficiencies in the administration of justice. 
The report stated: 

Ohio courts appear to be lacking in both 
organization and management. Some courts are 
unable to meet the demands of judicial business, 
despite extraordinary efforts of individual 
judges to correct the situation. Judges in other 
courts do not have sufficient business to operate 
on a full-time basis. While many lawyers and 
litigants are aware of serious congestion and 
delay in certain courts, there are no systematic 
and definitive reports as to actual court per
formance and the lack ofthis basic management 
tool makes evaluation of the performance and 
capacity of the courts more difficulLIiB 

After 1960, pressure to reform the Ohio court sys
tem intensified. In 1963 two committees of the Ohio 
State Bar Associatic,n, one studying judicial selec-

117 Ohio Legislative Service Commission, Staff Research Re
port No. 47 The Ohio COllrl SySlem: 11.1' Of[.IClllizalioll alld 
Capacily (Columbus, Ohio: January, 1961), p. 10. Mayors' courts 
sat in cWes that did not have a municipal court or a police court. 
They were presided over by the mayor. 

68 Quoted in William W. Milligan and James E. Pohlman, "The 
1968 Modern Courts Amendment to the Ohio Constitution," Ohio 
Slale LcJ\V JourIlal, 29 {Fall, 19(8),811,821. 
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tion and the other studying judicial administration, 
combined to form the Modern Courts Committee. 
This committee drafted a proposal calling for con
solidation of all trial courts into the common pleas 
court, placement of administrative and rule-making 
authority in the supreme court and establishment of 
standards relative to judicial retirement. 

Similarly, in 1964 the house of' representatives 
authorized a study ofthejudicial system by the Leg
islative Service Commission Study Committee on 
Judicial Administration. This committee's recom
mendations, which were similar in many respects to 
the proposals of the Modern Courts Committee, 
were submitted to the legislature in December ,1964. 

Legislation, which incorporated the recommenda
tions of both committees, passed the general a~sem
bly in 1968. (HJ The Modern Courts Amendment, as it 
was entitled, was submitted to the electorate in a 
May special election and was approved by nearly 
two to one.70 To allow time for enacting implement
ing !'!gisJ?.tion, the study committee originally 
contemplated that the amendment would not be
come effective until 1970. However. in a case de
cided June 19, 1968, the supreme court ruled that the 
amendment was effective upon adoption.71 

The amendment simplified the state's court 
structure by eliminating probate courts as con
stitutional courts. Probate jurisc!iction, was trans
ferred to a newly created probate division of the 
court of common pleas. The amendment also 
empowered the legislature to create additional 
courts inferior to the supreme court, presumably 
allowing the creation of additional courts on the 
same level as the court of appeals.72 Finally, it 
imposed a mandatory retirement age of 70 upon all 
judges. 

The amendment had a substantial impact on the 
administration of the judicial system. It vested the 
supreme court with general superintendence over all 
state courts and authorized the chief justice to act as 
the principal administrative officer of the system. To 

IHI The Legislative Service Committee had initially included a 
provision calling for merit selection of judges in its proposal. 
However, merit selection has been a controversial issue in Ohio, 
and the merit selection provision was eliminated from the final bill 
before the legislature. In 1973 another effort was made to place a 
merit selection amendment before the electorate. However, this 
bill similarly failed to achieve passage in the general assembly. 

711 Milligan and Pohlman, supra note 68, at 819. 
71 Euclid v. Heaton, 15 Ohio St. 2d 65,238 NE 2d 790 (1968). 
72 As amended in 1912, the constitution provided for legislative 

creation of additional courts inferior to the court of appeals. See, 
supra note 66. 



aid the chief justice in this respect, the supreme court 
was authorized to appoint an administrative director 
of the courts. This provision made the office of 
administrative director, which had originally been 
created by statute in 1955. a constitutional office. 
Additionally, the chief justice was authorized to 
reassign judges to temporary service in oth~r courts 
or to call retired judges into service for the purpose of 
equalizing caseloads in the state's courts. 

One of the most significant provisions in the 1968 
amendment was its specific grant of rule-making 
authority to the supreme court. The amendment also 
provided that rules promulgated by the supreme 
court were to supercede any prior inconsistent 
legislation. Nevertheless, the legislature did reserve 
the power to veto court-made rules prior to their 
effective date. Notwithstanding the legislative veto, 
the Ohio supreme court has vigorously exercised its 
rule-making authority. Indeed, it is one of the 
foremost leaders in this area. 

In 1973 the electorate approved another amend
ment which allowed the common pleas court to be 
reorganized into other divi<;iol1s in addition to the 
probate division. This amendment thus made con
stitutional the organization of the domestic relations 
and juvenile divisions of the common pleas court. 

Additional court consolidation was effected in 
August, 1975, by a statute which abolished police 
courts and transferred their jurisdiction to municipal 
courts. In order to effect this transfer, new municipal 
courts were created in some locales. 

Ohio now has a supreme court, an intermediate 
appellate court, a trial court of general jurisdiction, 
two trial courts of limited jurisdiction, and two 
specialized trial courts. The court of common pJeas 
is the general jurisdiction trial court. Appeals from 
the common pleas court are heard on the record by 
the court of appeals. 

The municipal and county courts are trial courts of 
limited jurisdiction. The county court exists in parts 
of counties that are not served by municipal courts, 
and in counties where there are no municipal courts. 
Both these courts have a considerable amount of 
concurrent jurisdiction. Furthermore, their juris
diction overlaps, to some degree, with the jurisdic
tion of the common pleas court. Municipal court 
appeals are heard on the record by the court of ap
peals. However, appeals from the county court may 
either be heard on the record by the court of appeals 
or tried de novo in the court of common pleas. 

Mayors' courts are established in all municipal 
corporations that do not have a municipal court. A 
recent estimate indicates that there are roughly 600 
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in existence.13 The mayor's court is a specialized 
court with jurisdiction over municipal ordinance 
violations and traffic offenses. The mayor serves this 
court as a part timejudge. Appeals from the mayor's 
court are heard de novo by either the municipal court 
or the county court. 

Finally, the court of claims, which was created by 
statute in 1976, is a specialized trial court of record 
with statewide exclusive original jurisdiction of civil 
actions against the state. Appeals from the court of 
claims are heard on the record by the court of 
appeals. 

Considerable support exists at the present for 
further consolidation of Ohio's court structure. 
Proponents desire to incorporate the municipal and 
county courts as divisions of the common pleas court 
and to eliminate the mayors' courts. Legislation to 
accomplish this goal has been introduced in both the 
1976 and 1977 sessions of the general assembly. The 
pending legislation would also create a judicial 
department responsible for both the preparation of a 
single judicial budget and for channeling the state's 
payment of all expenses of the Ohio court system. It 
would extend the rule-making authority of the 
supreme court and allow further centralization of 
administrative authority in the judicial system, 
particularly at the trial level. 

10. South Dakota. Between the adoption of the 
South Dakota constitution in 1889 and 1960, the. 
electorate approved more than 70 amendments': 
most of which had little impact on thejudicial articl(;. 
As early as 1911, numerous deficiencies in tli~ 
constitution began to engender criticism, which wa~ 
not abated until recently, 

A principal complaint about the judicial article was 
that it created a rigid and complex court structure. 
The constitution permitted the establishment offive 
separate trial courts with confusing, overlapping 
jurisdictional problems. 74 The constitution did not 
require judges in the JP courts to be lawyers or to 
have specialjudicial training. All courts eXperienced 
considerable difficulty attracting good lawyers to the 
bench. because judicial salaries were low and terms 
of office were short. Consequently, a judgesh~~, 
offered little job security. ::,: ,~) 

'l'he system lacked effective administration among 
the various courts. In fact, the supreme court did not 
even have a chief justice. Rather, it was headed by 

13 Knab:supra note 2, p. 298. 
74 The courts included the circuit court (the court of general 

jurisdiction), the district county court, the JP court, the l'olice 
magistrate court, and the municipal court (the limited and special
ized courts). 
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one justice, who assumed the position of presiding 
justice by annual rotation. Furthermore, the 
boundaries of courts and numbers of judges serving 
in the courts could not be adjusted by court rule. To 
alter them required a two-thirds vote of the members 
of each house of the legislature. Finally, the courts 
were funded from a variety of state and local 
sources. Individual courts prepared their own 
budgets, and no central control governed how they 
expended appropriated funds. 

Relatively little reform activity emerged until 
1954, when a research group of seven state legisla
tors, the Little Hoover Commission, urged a revision 
of the entire constitution to correct deficiencies and 
inconsistencies. That same year the South Dakota 
State Bar formed a committee to conduct a continu
ing study of the state court system. The annual re
ports of this committee expressed considerable 
skepticism over the viability of the state's judiciary. 
It was not until 1961, however, that the legislature 
responded to dissatisfaction with the constitution in 
general, and with thejudicial article in particular. At 
that time it appointed a commission to study the state 
court system 1!nd to recommend ameliorative 
legislation. 

The report of the Court Study Commission, which 
was submitted to the 1963 legislature, recommended 
extensive changes for the judiciary. It advised that 
all trial courts be cbnsolidated into the circuit court 
and that the supreme court be authorized to create 
limited jurisdiction trial courts by rule. Similarly, the 
commission's report advocated express constitu
tional confirmation of the supreme court's rule
making authority and the creation of a state court 
administrator's office. 

The commission's proposals failed to generate 
widespread support. The state bar rejected them in 
December, 1963, and the district county court judges 
vehemently opposed them. To allay some of the 
concern over the commission's proposals, the 1964 
legislature established the Judicial Conference to 
study the staH"judidary and make recommendations 
to improve 'the administration of justice in South 
Dakota. 

The constitutional amendment, which was ul
timately submitted to the electorate in 1966, repre
sented a truncated version of the Court Study 
Commission's 1963 suggestions. As approved by the 
electorate, the amendment provided for the con
solidation and redistricting of district county courts 
by supreme court rule. Legislative compromises had 
eliminated the remaining recommendations. 

In 1968, further court consolidation was ac-
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complished by statute. Previously, any city with a 
population of 5,000 or more and any county seat with 
a popUlation of 1,500 or more could establish a 
municipal court. Under the new law, the district 
county courts absorbed municipal courts in cities 
with populations under 20,000 inhabitants. This law 
effectively eliminated ail municipal courts, except 
-those in Sioux Falls, Rapid City and Aberdeen. 

The 1971 legislature effected still another mod
ification in the court structure. By statute it provided 
that the supreme court would hear on the record 
appeals from the district county courts. Prior to that 
time appeals from the decisions of these courts were 
tried de novo in the circuit courts. 

StilI another reform passed the 1972 legislature. 
This statute extended the disability and retirement 
benefit program, which was already available to 
supreme and circuit court judges , to thejudges of the 
district county and municipal courts. 

In 1972 the Constitutional Revision Commission, 
which had been created in 1969, submitted its report 
to the legislature. The commission's suggestions 
encompassed proposals to revise four articles of the 
South Dakota constitution. Its recommendations for 
the judicial article derived principally from the 1963 
report of the Court Study Commission, and the 
model state judicial article of the American Bar 
Association. This time the proposals received 
widespread support, and with relatively minor 
changes, the 1972 legislature approved them 
unanimously and placed them on the November 
ballot. 

Less than a month before the referendum on the 
proposed constitutional amendments, a citizens' 
conference was held to generate public support for 
the new judicial article. At the close of the confer
ence an ad hoc committee formed to campaign for 
passage. 

In the November election the new judicial article 
was approved by a larger margin than any other 
amendment on the ballot that year. 75 Effective 
January 7, 1975, it eliminated all constitutional 
courts, except the supreme court and the circuit 
court; lengthened the judicial term of office to eight 
years; required judges in the constitutional courts to 
be attorneys; and retained a provision which pro
hibited judges from practicing law while in office. 
Another provision in the article gave the legislature 
discretion to create limited jurisdiction trial courts as 
needed. Pursuant to this authorization the legislature 
has created a magistrate division of the circuit court, 

75 "Election Day 1972: The Judicial Issues," Judicature, 56 
(December, 1972), 2i2, 213. 
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with limited civil and criminal jurisdiction. Non
lawyer judges may serve in the magistrate division. 
However, their jurisdiction is extremely cir
cumscribed, and they are required to attend a special 
training course supervised by the supreme court. 

Although thejurisdiction of the magistrate court is 
limited, it is generally considered to be a division of 
the circuit court. 76 Consequently, there is no 
jurisdictional overlap between the two tribunals. 
Appeals from lawyer magistrates are heard on the 
record in the circuit court. However, the lay 
magistrate court is not a court offecord, and appeals 
from it are tried de novo in the circuit court. Circuit 
court appeals are heard on the record in the supreme 
court. 

The new article also created, for the first time, the 
office of chief justice of the supreme court. This 
individual was to serve as the administrative head of 
the judiciary. Subsequently, a personnel classifica
tion system adopted by the supreme court au
thorized the position of state court administrator. 
The administrator's office is divided into six de
partments. These are budget, finance, personnel, 
training, research and development. Administrative 
authority for the circuit courts is exercised by the 
presidingjudge of the circuit under the supervision of 
the chief justice. In two of the nine circuits, a trial 
court administrator is delegated administrative 
responsibilities by the presiding judge. 77 

South Dakota also has a statewide merit system 
for auxiliary court personnel. Personnel qualifi
cations, salary grades, and position duties that are 
not determined by statute are established and ad
ministered by the state court administrator's office. 

The new article also vested the supreme court with 
extremely broad rule-making authority. Article V 

76 Actually, opinion is divided over whether the magistrate's 
court is a special division of the circuit court or a Iimitedjurisdic
tion trial court. The constitutional authorization for this court 
seems to indicate it is a limited jurisdiction trial court. However, 
the wording of the statute creating it may imply it is a division of 
the circuit COllrt. S.D. Compo Laws AliI!.. sec. 16-12A-2 (Supp. 
1976). The statute states: "Pursuant to the provisions of section 4 
of article V of the South Dakota Constitution, there is hereby 
established within each judicial circui! a magistrate court" 
(emphasis added). Furthermore, S.D. Camp. Laws AIIII. sec. 
16-12A-4 (Supp. 1976) provides that magistrates are appointed by 
the presiding judge of the circuit and serve at the pleasure of the 
presidingjudge. Additionally, the literatLlre seems to indicate the 
magistrate court is a division of the circuit court, rather than a 
Iimlti!djurisdiction tdal court. James J. Alfini and Rachel Doan, 
"A New Perspective. of Misdemeanor Justic~," Judicature, 60 
(April, 1977), 425, 427 N. 10; National Survey of Court Organi
zation, supra note 2, p. 37; cOlltra Knab, supra note 2, p. 3~9. 

77 The circuits with trial court administrators are the second 
circuit in Sioux Falls and the seventh circuit in Rapid City. 
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expressly authorizes the supreme court to promul
gate rules of practice, procedure, administration, 
and superintendence fOl' all state courts. The con
stitution specifies that the supreme court shall 
promulgate rules for terms of court, admission to the 
bar, attorney discipline, and implementation and 
enforcement of the powers of the judicial qualifi
cations commission. Additionally, it grants the 
supreme court discretionary power to designate the 
administrative authority of the circuit court presid
ing justices, to determine the number of judges and 
circuits and to establish boundaries for circuits. 

A section of the new article authorized im
plementation ofthe entire article by court rule as well 
as statute. Contrary to the practice in most states, 
this process has been achieved in large part by court 
rule. 

The constitution also authorizes a consolidated 
state budget and complete state funding of the 
judiciary, subject to a legislatively determined 
chargeback to local governmental subdivisions. The 
state initially pays the costs of court personnel and 
operations. The counties reimburse the state for a 
percentage of its expenses and provide facilities for 
their local courts. The state required a 50 percent 
reimbursement from the counties for their share of 
court expenses until September, 1977 when the 
counties reduced their reimbursement to 37.5 per
cent of the pro-rated local costs. In September, 1978, 
the counties' share will decrease to 25 percent. 78 

The judicial department budget is prepared by the 
state court administrator's office under the super
vision of the chief justice. Initially, the presiding 
judges of each circuit prepare the circuit budgets. 
The budgets are then consolidated with the statewide 
budget by the administrator's office and submitted to 
the executive bureau of finance and management. 

11. Washington. Numerous constitutional and 
statutory reforms have been effected in the Washing
ton judiciary since the adoption of the constitution of 
1889. The present system, however, remains replete 
'lu:tlt. ..... "TVl_l'O',,;+'lt "'Ph.o. C',-tni'.o'"" f'ru ...... tri~l ~L'Ulrtc orA 
"''11'1.1.1. '"'VULpl ..... I\;L"-,)'.. L 1.1.'" Q .. ",,,,,,, 0 ~VUl. "" &u..a ''"'v ......... ,.;, w .... _ 

characterized by haphazard and overlapping juris
diction. Of these four, the superior court is the only 
court of record. Consequently, appeals from the 
lower level trial courts must be tried de novo. 

In April, 1977, it was estimated that Washington 
had 311 courts of limited jurisdictign served by 216 " 
judges. Only 123 of these judges were attorneys. 

78 S.D. Camp. Laws Ann. sec. 1&--2-35.1 (Supp. 1976). The 
tables in Appendix B do not reflect changes Which have occurred 
as a: result of implementation of state financing pursuant to this 
statute. (;1 



Furthermore, 155 of them were part time judges, half 
of whom served more than one court.79 

Neither the chief justice nor the supreme court 
exercises managerial control over the judicial sys
tem. Although there is a state court administrator 
and ajudicial council, lIeither the supreme court nor 
the court administrator nor the judicial council 
exercise much fiscal control over the judiciary. 
There is no centralized budget, except for the ap
pellate courts, and the courts are financed from a 
combination of state and local sources. 

Although Washington's judicial system remains 
relatively complex, numerous reforms have been 
enacted during the past century. For example, a 
judicial council was created by statute in 1925 with 
authority to receive suggestions about shortcomings 
in the judicial system and to make recommendations 
for improvements. However, during the first four 
decades of its existence, the council remained 
without a permanent staff. Consequently, for a long 
period of time it was relatively ineffective in 
promoting court reform. 

As early as 1925 a statute was enacted authorizing 
the supreme court to promulgate rules of practice, 
pl{)ading and procedure for all state courts. Two 
other statutes pass~d at the same time provided that 
rules promulgated by the supreme court would 
supercede any inconsistent statutes and that lower 
courts could promulgate supplementary rules pro
vided those rules did not conflict with supreme court 
rules. so However, the supreme court has been 
somewhat reluctant to exercise its authority, and it 
has only recently become active in this regard. 

Very little reform took place for the three decades 
following 1925. In 1951 a constitutional amendment 
prohibited fee justices in cities with populations over 
5,000.81 However, this amendment did not affect the 
many JPs in sparsely populated rural areas of the 
state. 

A statute enacted in 1957 created the Office of 
Administrator for the Courts. The administrator was 
authorized to collect statistical information on court 
dockets, recommend temporary reassignment of 
judges to the chief justice, prepare budget estimates 
and recommend methods to improve the administra
tion of justice. Although its authority was broad, the 
administrator's office initially concentrated its ef-

19 League of Women Voters. Washhgton Courts -Judicial 
Reform, (Seattle, Septembe~', 1 '!'!6) , p. 11; updated by 
memorandum from Phillip Winberry to Larry Berkson, July, 
1977. 

80 Rev. Code Wash. AIIII. sec. 2.04.190-2.04.210 (1961). 
BI Wash. COl/st., Art. 4, sec. 10 (1961) .. 
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forts on collecting and analyzing statistical data on 
trial dockets. 82 More recently, the supreme court has 
delegated its responsibility for assigning trial court 
judges to the administrators office. However, the 
assignment power is somewhat limited in that district 
court judges can only be assigned outside their 
district with their consent. 

The statute which created the court adminis
trator's office also established the Judicial Con
ference. It was vested with responsibility for 
coordinatin!; efforts to improve the judicial system. 

In 1961 the legislature attempted to further reduce 
the number of fee justices by enacting a statute 
commonly known aS,the Justice Court Act of 1961. 
This statute created a new system of courts, which 
were called justice courts. However, to avoid 
confusion with the JP courts, these new statutory 
courts were referred to as district courts, since the 
Act provides that the courts be established within a 
geographic area known as a district. 

The Justice Court Act has probably increased, 
rather than decreased, the complexity of Washing
ton's court structure, since the choice to come under 
the provisions of the Act was left to the discretion of 
the governing bodies of the counties. The statute also 
provided that, with two exceptions, judges of the 
new courts must be attorneys. Excepted from this 
requirement were: (1) those who had previously 
served as lower court judges or justices; and (2) 
district judges in any district having a population less 
than 10,000. Of course, JPs in all counties which 
elected not to come under the 1961 act were not 
required to be attorneys. 

In addition, the Justice Court Act required all 
judges presiding in districts with a popUlation equal 
to or exceeding 40,000 and receiving a salary greater 
than $15,000 to serve fulltime. However, other 
district court judges were not required to devote 
fulltime to their judicial duties. Similarly, in counties 
which did not elect to come under the 1961 act, only 
JPs in cities ov·er 20,000 were required to serve 

<I ' 
fulltime. Feejustices and salaried JP's in cities with 
populations between 5,000 and 20,000 were allowed 
to serve parttime. 

In addition to creating confusion about the qual
ifications of judges, the Justice Court Act provided 
two alternat~ve methods to establish municipal 
courts. These provisions further complicated the 
court structure because they differed from those 
governing the creation of municipal courts in coun
ties which did not elect to come under the Act. 

82 Tom C. Clark, "The Need for Judicial Reform," Washing
ton Law Review, 48 (November, 1973),806,807. 



Nevertheless, effective July 1, 1977, only one 
county in the state was not governed by the 196] 
Act. 83 Consequently in the sixteen years since its 
enactment, the Act has reduced the number of fee 
justices, but it probably has not simplified the Wash
ington court structure. 

Washington currently has a supreme court, an 
intermediate appellate court (created in 1968), a trial 
court of general jurisdiction (the superior court), two 
trial courts of limited jurisdiction (district and JP 
courts), and one specialized court (the municipal 
court). The superior court has general statewide 
jurisdiction of civil and criminal matters. It is a court 
of record and its appeals are heard on the record by 
the court of appeals. The jurisdiction of the district, 
JP, and municipal courts is haphazard and over
lapping. All three courts also have concurrent 
jurisdiction with the superior court. Additionally, 
because none of the limited and specialized trial 
courts is a court of record, their appeals are tried de 
novo in the superior court. 

Subsequent to the Justice Court Act, a con
stitutional amendment adopted in 1962 authorized 
temporary reassignment of judges or temporary 
service by retired judges to assist in the prompt and 
orderly administration of justice. 

In November, 1966, Washington held its first 
statewide citizens' conference. Following the 
conference, the Citizens' Committee on Washington 
Courts organized as a permanent lobbying group to 
promote court reform. 

At the same time, the Judicial Council received 
appropriations to maintain a permanent staff. One of 
the first projects it undertook was to research the 
feasibility of creating an intermediate court of ap
peals. A proposed constitutional amendment on this 
subject received the active support of the court 
administrator, the state bar and the CWzens' 
Committee for Washington Courts. Through their 
combined efforts the appropriate legislation passed 
in the 1968 session and was approved by the elector
ate in the November general deetian. The new court 
began hearing cases September 8, 1969. 

The Judicial Council has be;come more active in 
promoting court reform since it has been provided 
with a permanent staff. Its staff has studied the 
operation of the rules of practice and procedure and 
has assisted the supreme court in formulating and 
drafting new sets of rules to insure the effectiveness 

83 League of Women Voters, supra note 78. Updated by 
memorandum from Phillip Winbl!rry to Larry Berkson, July, 
1977. 
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of judicial administration. It has also advocated legis
lative changes to modernize the Washington judicial 
system. 

In 1970 the council proposed that a new judicial 
article be adopted, but in 1971 a draft of the new 
article died in committee. The draft had included 
provisions for consolidation of superior and district 
courts into a single trial court; express authorization 
for the chief justice to act as administrative head of 
the judiciary; and state funding for all courts. 

Subsequent to the 1971 failure, a second citizens' 
conference was organized to consolidate citizen' 
support for a new judicial article. A consensus 
statement issued at the close of the conference 
endorsed a new article, and the conferees organized 
a statewide education campaign to generate addi
tional public support. Legislation incorporating 
proposals for a new judicial article went through 
several drafts during the next few years. In Feb
ruary, 1975, a third citizens' conference was held to 
demonstrate to the legislators that substantial citizen 
support for the proposal existed. 

The proposed revision finally passed the 1975 
legislature. However, as a result of compromises 
necessary to enact the legislation, the provisions 
calling for court consolidation and state funding had 
been eliminated. Consequently, the proposed arti
cle, as submitted to the electorate, contained only 
provisions that administrative authority be vested in 
the supreme court; that the chief justice act as ad
ministrative head ofthejudicial system; that express 
constitutional rule-making authority be vested in the 
supreme court; and that the distrIct courts be estab
lished as constitutional courts. 

The amendment was vehemently opposed by tria~ 
judges and, after initial backing, lost the support of 
the state bar. 1t was narrowly defeated by 10,000 of 
more than 900,000 votescPtSt.1i4 

In January, 1977, Senate Joint Resolution No. 104 
was introduced in the senate. Although a 'com
promised version passed the senate, it died in 
committee after it reached the house~~S-JP--1'(,~t had it 
received legislative support, would have' submitted a 
new judicial article to the electorate at the next gen
era! election. That article would have consolidated 
the trial courts, vested administrative authority for 
the judiciary in the supreme court~ and authorized 
regional administrative judges. 

84 Pat Chapin, ., Judicial Articles Go Down in Texas and Wash
ingt6n," Judicature, 59 (Janu&ry, 1976), 308. Updated by 
memorandum from Phillip Winberry to Larry Berkson, July, 
1971. 



Presently Washington court reform organizations 
are attempting to regroup and resume lobbying again 
for legislation to amend the judicial article. 

C. Conclusion 

As these eleven political histories indicate, states 
differ in the methods they use to adopt the elements 
of court unification. Sometimes they adopt all the 
elements of unification at once, as did Kentucky in 
1975; other times they enact unification reforms in a 
piecemeal fashion during a staggered period, as has 
Connecticut. Sometimes they unify by statute; 
sometimes by rule and sometimes by constitutional 
amendment. Regardless of the pattern unification 
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has assumed in these eleven states, each of them 
experienced a major campaign to adopt one or more 
of the elements of unification: the 1973 judicial arti
cle in Alabama; the 1962 constitutional amendment 
inColorado; the 1974 and 1976 consolidation statutes 
in Connecticut; the 1972 judicial article in Florida; 
the 1966 implementing legislation in Idaho; the 1972 
judicial article in Kansas; the 1975 judicial article in 
Kentucky; the 1976 financing statute in New York; 
the 1968 Modern Courts Amendment in Ohio; the 
1972 judicial article in South Dakota; and the 1975 
proposed amendment in Washington. Throughout 
the remainder of this text it is these campaigns which 
are referred 10 unless otherwise stated. 



CHAPTER IV. OBSTACLES TO ACHIEVING 

COURT UNIFICATION 

A. Institutional Impediments to Change 

1. The judiciary as a static institufion. The Ameri
can judiciary germinated from the English system of 
common law. The unstated values of this heritage 
have been perpetuated and reinforced both 
psychologically and physically by law schools, bar 
associations and indeed, the courtroom itself. While 
history and tradition have their virtues, they can, and 
do, serve to inhibit change. Therefore, these con
cepts, taken together, represent the first major 
obstacle reformers will encounter in their endeavor 
to improve the judiciary. 

Alfred Conard has elaborated on this idea through 
an ingenious analogy between economics and the 
judiciary.1 Conard likens present-day state judicial 
systems to the pre-Keynesian economic structure 
that focused attention on the role and impact of the 
individual on society. This he calls microeconomics 
and effectively equates it with a system wf "micro
justice," which focuses on the role and impact of 
individual system participants on the jUdiciary. 
Microjustice, then, deals with isolated situations and 
interactions between judicial personnel. In con
tradistinction, the post-Keynesian concept of 
macroeconomics focuses on the aggregate impact or 
system participants on the economic structure. 
Conard notes how this concept has been fully de
veloped, and suggests that accompanying this de
velopment has been a greater understanding of 
economic science by participants and the public 
alike. At the same time, Conqrd intimates that the 
equivaient concept, macrojnstice, has not been as 
fully developed. Consequently, because there is a 
much lesser understanding of this concept, system 
participants have been hesitant to make the 
transition. 

The micro perspective is evidenced by the fact that 
system participants have a "strong vested interest in 

1 AlJ,red .conard, "The Crisis of Justke," Washburn Law 
Journal, II (1971), I, 4. 
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maintaining the status quO."2 They tend to develop 
comfortable, and highly functional. patterns of ac
tivity and interactions.3 These patterns become so 
institutionalized that even minimally disruptive 
changes are likely to be opposed. Judges as a group 
are particularly acquiescent to the status quo. In a 
recent study of misdemeanor court judges, for 
example, the investigators found that " ... re
sponding judges were generally satisfied with exist
ing court operations, ... " This poses an interesting 
question: "[I]f current practices ... receive high 
levels of judicial support, can their reform 
realistically be expected?"4 

Judges are also inhibited by the notion that they 
should not become enmeshed in politics. In other 
words, tradition prohibits them "from cultivating 
their own constituencies and utilizing lobbyists. "5 

Mark Cannon, Administrative Assistant to Chief 
Justice Burger, has pointed out that at the federal 
level, "thejudiciary has not generally been expected 
to formulate programs and to translate them into 
congressional action. "6 This attitude is prevalent 
within state judicial systems as well. 7 In the study 
noted above, it was found thatlegislative dominance 
has contributed to an attitude of judicial. impotence 

2 Larry Berkson, "Delay and Congestion in State Court 
Systems: An Overview," in Larry Berkson, Steven Hays and 
Susan Carbon, Managing the State Courts (St. Paul: West Pub
lishing Co., 1977), p. 207. 

a Joel Thompson and Robert Roper, "De tenninan ts of Legis
lative Support for the Judiciary! Kentucky Refonns its Court 
System;" Paper presented tp .. the Midwest Political -Science 
Association Meetings, Chicago, Illinois, Al?rii, 1977, p. 3. 

4 Karen Knab and Brent Lindberg, "Misdemeanor Justice: 
Is Due Process the Problem? ," Judicature, 60 (April, 1977),416, 
421. 

5 Geoffr,ey Hazard, Martin McNamera and Irwin Sentilles, 
"Court Finance and Unitary Budgeting," in Berkson, Hays and 
Carbon, supra note 2, p. 257. In the same sour(',e see also Jerome 
Berg, "The Needfor Change and Flexibility," p. 49; and Berkson, 
supra note 2, p. 205. 

6 Mark Cannon, "Can the Federal Judiciary Be An Innova
tive System?," Public Administration Review, 33 (January
February, 1973), 74, 75. 

7 Berg, supra note 5, p. 51. 



which serves to negate attempts at reform. The 
authors note that, "This imposition of authority has 
readily led misdemeanor court personnel to infer that 
their condition is not of their own making, and that 
solutions are beyond the scope of the resources 
available to them. "8 Consequently members of the 
judiciary feel they must defer to other branches of 
government or to the public to initiate change. 

Court clerks are perhaps equally concerned about 
sustaining amicable relations within the "courthouse 
crowd." As a result, they " ... oppose radical 
changes which ... affect the relationships between 
themselves and their colleagues. "0 Similarly, at
torneys expend concerted efforts learning to "play 
the game" with their professional cohorts. Any 
change in the rules is highlY disruptive of their estab
lished patterns of activity. 

Although judicial personnel have much to gain by 
maintaining constant practices and procedures, they 
do not have a monopoly on satisfaction with the 
status quo. Often, the public is likewise unreceptive 
to change. As Judge Harvey Uhlenhopp has written, 
"If for 50 years a state has had general trial courts, 
and justice of the peace and municipal courts, citi
zens seem to find change of this court structure hard 
to visualize."10 

Satisfaction of the various system participants and 
the public, taken in concert, produces a form of 
"institutional inertia"ll that may effectively pre
clude attempts at change. In other words, apathy 
may be more of an impediment to change than any 
sound, concrete reason. In New York, for example, 
one prominent legislator surmised that " ... re
sistance [to state funding] came from apathy rather 
than active opposition." In Washington, electoral 
defeat of a judicial article in 1975 similarly has been 
attributed to a lethargic and complacent prevailing 
attitude. 

One may conjecture a variety of reasons why indi
viduals resist change in statejudiciaries. Perhaps the 
most important is related to the lack of comprehen
sive information about the courts, judicial structure 
and administration. 

2. Lack of information. Germane to the institu
tional impediments to change is the dearth of court
related information available to system participants, 

B Knab and Lindberg, supra note 4, at 423. 
9 Larry Berkson and Steven Hays, "The Forgotten Politi

cians: Court Clerks," University of Miami Law Review, 30 
(Spring, 1976), 499, 511. 

10 Harvey Uhlenhopp, "Some Plain Talk About Courts of 
Special and Limited Jurisdiction," Judicatwe, 49 (April, 1966), 
212, 216. 

11 Roper and Thompson, supra note 3. 
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the public, and reform advocates alike. James 
Gazell, for one, notes that only recently have schol
ars become interested in studying state judiciaries as 
systems, rather than examining the numerous ele
ments individually.12 More specifically, Alfred 
Conard notes that, "For about a century law has 
enjoyed, along with theology, the rare distinction of 
eschewing all forms of empirical discovery .... I am 
told," he continues, "that the theological schools 
have gone empirical so we stand alone in the ancient 
tradition of seeking answers to today's problems in 
the graven words of our forefathers. "13 Therefore, 
not only are reform advocates hampered by insuf
ficient quantities of information, they are impeded 
by the quality of information as well. 

There are three initial stages in the reform process 
where information is vital, and where in its absence, 
opposition may arise. The first stage involves con
vincing people of the need for reform. If this can be 
achieved, the second stage must be confronted, 
namely obtaining a consensus on where .and how the 
change should occur. This relates very closely to the 
third stage, which involves the capacity to predict 
the impact of change on the system as a prerequisite 
to acquiring support for change. 

Initially, the electorate must be made conscious of 
a need for change, but data that could testify to this 
need are generally lacking. For example, many 
states are unable to determIne the exact number of 
limited or specialjurisdiction courts within their own 
boundaries. This is largely due to the "local option" 
provisions contained in many state constitutions. 
Additionally many state record-keeping systems are 
neanderthal, at best. Often irrelevant data are col
lected, while on the other hand, statewide vital 
statistics about caseload, backlog and the like are not 
compiled, much less analyzed and disseminated.· 
This problem partially is attributed to the resistance 
of system personnel to undertake new respon
sibilities. 14 Because system participants and the 
public are not provided with comparative statistics, 
they are not cognizant of the need for change.15 The 
impetus for reform is thus inhibited at the outset. 

Even if advocates succeed in demonstrating a 
need for change, a dearth of information at the sec
ond stage may impede reform. Because of the lack of 

I: James Gazell, State Trial Courts as Bllre(l//cracies (Post 
Washington: Kennikat Press, 1975), p. 11. 

13 Conard, supra note 1, at 3. 
14 Berkson and Hays, supra note 9, at 516. See (3) Execlltive 

Bra/lch, illfra, for detailed elaboration. 
15 Berg, supra note 5, p. 51; and Norville Sherman, "Obsta

cles to Implementing Court Reform," in Berkson, Hays and 
Carbon, supra note 2, p. 65. 



research and consequent data about the courts as a 
comprehensive system, it is exceedingly difficult to 
determine both the locus and the type of reform 
needed. System participants may have conflicting 
viewpoints regarding change. This may be attributed 
in part to the fact that there is relatively poor inter
and intra-court communication among system par
ticipants, especially with respect to internal 
management problems. Such a situation precludes 
consideration (and eventually evaluation) of 
system-wide remedies. 10 Moreover, because there 
are little concrete data available, system participants 
may seek only those changes that at a minimum do 
not negatively impact upon their status quo, and at 
the maximum, enhance their well-being. 

Additionally, system participants and the public 
may disagree on the focal points of a campaign for 
reform. In the misdemeanor court study noted 
earlier, it was found that "participants' and ob
servers' [i.e., the public's] perceptions of the court 
system ... varied greatly .... [The system partici
pants] usually felt that their courts were well run on a 
day-to-day basis, and saw most 'problems' as arising. 
from causes outside the court's control." The in
vestigators, on the other hand, "were most likely to 
identify as problems ... inadequate management 
techniques .... " 17 

The study suggests that system participants gen
erally attribute functional deficiencies to externally 
caused limitations, whereas outside observers gen
erally attribute these deficiencies to internal prac
tices. Absent any sound and reliable data, it is dif
ficult to achieve a consensus on the locus and nature 
of reform. 

Perhaps more difficult than establishing the need 
and then .:letermining the focal point of reform is the 
necessity of predicting and evaluating the ramifi
cations of proposed reforms as a prerequisite to 
securing supporLlB In other words, it is of 
paramount importance to supply system participants 
and the public with information regarding the 
probable ~mpact of proposed reforms. Indeed, one 
author sv.ggests that, "'The inability to fOiCSCC de
finitivelythe results of a program is more thanjust an 
imponderable in ... evaluating various proposals; it 

16 William Stoever, "The Expendable Resource: Studies to 
Improve Juror Utilization," in Berkson, Hays and Carbon, supra 
note 2. pp. 240-41. 

17 Knab and Lindberg, supra note 4. at 420. 
18 This chapter will not attempt to establish guidelines by 

which the components of unification may be evaluated. Further 
discussion of this topic is deferred until Chapter XI. 
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is a major stumbling block to be surpassed in 
achieving a workable consensus." 19 

It is clear, then, that system participants and the 
public are genuinely concerned about t~.e impact of a 
reform. Their concerns are likely to be directed 
toward three aspects of a proposed measure: possi
ble disruption of their status quo; potential benefits 
vis-a-vis the risks involved; and thefiscal costs likely 
to be incurred. These concerns are rarely inde
pendent of one another. In most cases, one or more 
may arise when a reform is contemplated. Moreover, 
at t~me~ they may emerge even after a measure has 
b~en implemented. The success of change advocates 
!hay be dependent upon their capacity to supply the 
information adequately; otherwise, they may en
gender more opposition than support. 

In the State of Georgia, for example, the intro
duction of a regional trial court administrator 
occasioned great fears regarding a potentially dis
rupted status quo, and an excessive fiscal burden.20 
The elected officials were intensely concerned that 
their administrative powers would be usurped, and 
that their relative positions vis-a-vis the judges, and 
their status in the community might be diminished. 
Proponents expended great efforts assuring these 
officials that the position of administrator would be 
subordinate to their own. However, "The most 
difficult group to convince was the county com
missioners .... [T]heir concern was whether or not 
dollar value would be received on an initial in
vestment that could approach $30,000 a year."21 
Indeed, it took two and one-half years to convince 
this group of the benefits that could be accrued from 
a professional court administrator. 

In attempts to modernize the Kansas judiciary, 
proponents sought those changes that would be least 
disruptive of the status quo first, and then eventually 
those which might pose more intense opposition 
later.22 For example, in 1972 the electorate approved 
an amendment to the judicial article that simply 
unified the courts for structural and administrative 
purposes, but required extensive statutory im
plementation, It \-vas not for three--more·y.ears.that 
issues involving the elimination of municipal courts 
and full state funding were even approached. An 
exhaustive educational campaign was underway in 
the meantime, but nonetheless, these issues were 

19 Sherman, supra note IS, p. 69. 
20 Frank Cheatham, "The Making of a Court Administnitor." 

Judicature, 60 (October, 1976), 128-33. 
21 Ibid., at 130. 
22 See Beverly Blair Cook, "The Politics of Piecemeal Refonn 

of Kansas Courts," Judicature, 53 (February, 1970),274-81. 



uttimately dropped from the unification package. 
Municipalities feared their local operations (i.e., the 
status quo) would be too greatly disrupted, and also 
that they might be fiscally disadvantaged because of 
a loss of revenue. State executive and legislative 
officials were hesitant to adopt state funding of the 
judiciary. Despite studies conducted by a private 
consulting firm, key officials remained unconvinced 
of the need for exten!'live change. Once again, a lack 
of adequate information served to impede change. 

The State of Idaho experienced similar obstacles 
in its attempts to unify thej1.1diciary. Proponents of 
greater state funding submitted a bill in the 1967 
legislative session that was ultimately vetoed by the 
governor on the grounds that too little was known 
regarding its impact on the state. Although initially 
upsetting, as one interviewee stated, proponents 
recognize that, "In retrospect, it was best that ... 
[the bill] was vetoed at the time. It needed more 
preparation." To achieve their objective, the bar and 
legislative council undertook a study from 1967 to 
1968 to examine fully its probable ramifications, and 
then resubmitted a bill in 1969. During this period, 
both the system participants and the public became 
aware of the potential benefits and impact of the 
measure, which the governor finally approved. 
Hence the virtues of adequate, predictive informa
tion are borne out in reality. 

Opposition may" materialize, not only before a 
measure is adopted, but while it is being im
plemented as well. In Kentucky, for example, the 
governor and certain legislators were accused of 
attempting to thwart implementing legislation re
quired by the 1975 new judicial article. These per
sons allege that prior to its adoption, they were not 
sufficiently informed of the article's impact, both as 
to disruption of the status quo and the fiscal burden 
the state must now assume. 

In conclusion there appear to be three obstacles 
inherent in the lack of information regarding state 
judiciaries. First, judicial personnel and the public 
alike are rarely cognizant of the need for change. 
They have traditionally viewed their courts from a 
"microjudicial" perspective which circumscribes 
their system-wide understanding. Second, even 
when a need is acknowledged, groups may lack 
consensus on the goals to be achieved, which serves 
to prolong the reform process. Indeed, "a reform 
movement will have little chance of success if there 
is no basis for agreement regarding what the prob
lems are, what is meant by a goal ... , or what 
measures might prove beneficial to the system. "23 

23 Sherman, supra note 15, pp. 69-70. 

Finaily, it is difficult to predict with any degree of 
accuracy the impact of a reform. These obstacles 
surface because only minimal research has been 
conducted on state court systems, and few states 
engage in comprehensive data collection. Con
sequently, when the topic of judicial reform is 
broached, advocates are impeded in their efforts 
because of a lack of information to support their 
arguments. 

3. Constitutional constraints. Tradition and a lack 
of information are only two ofthe potential obstacles 
reformers may encounter in their attempts to secure 
change. Another fundamental obstacle is posed by 
amendatory provisions within state constitutions 
that work to impede change. These provisions can be 
so restrictive in scope as to inhibit any type of 
comprehensive change. 

IT: at least three states amendatory provisions had 
to be altered beforejudicial articles could be revised. 
In Illinois, for example, serious consideration could 
not be given to the possibility of adopting a new 
judicial article until reformers had first "labored 
successfully to extricate ... [the] constitution from 
a legal straight-jacket in which it had reposed for 
almost 50 years. "24 Until the Gateway Amendment 
was adopted in 1950, the state's constitution was 
"virtually unamendable." Prior to that time, 
amendments had to be approved by a majority of the 
total electorate eligible to vote in a general election. 
Consequently when the no votes were combined 
with the non-votes, proposals were generally de
feated, Subsequently, however, the requirement 
was loosened by allowing passage of an amendment 
by two-thirds voting on the constitutional 
question. 25 

The Kansas State Constitution also inhibited 
comprehensive change until 1970. Prior to that time, 
the document limited the number of amendments 
which could be placed on a ballot in any given year to 
three. Also, in the absence of any specific statement, 
there was serious question as to how much could be 
included in anyone amendment. 26 In 1970, Article 
XIV was adopted. The number of amendments that 
could be considered by the public was raised to five. 
Article XIV also provides that one amendment to the 
constitution may revise an entire article. According 
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24 Samuel Witwer, "Action Programs to Achieve Judicial Re
form," Judicature, 43 (February, 1960), 162, 163. 

25 Ian D. Burman, Lobbying at the /IIi/lOis Constitutitmai 
Convention (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1973), p. 5. 

26 The problems the State of Washington has had with its 
ostensibly restrictive article on constitutional amendments is 
treated in Chapter VII. 



to one long-time activist, this was a "necessary pre
lude" to the 1972 judicial revision that provided for 
partial unification of the courts. 

South Carolina provided for amendatory flexi
bility, although to a much lesser extent, in 1969. That 
year the constitution was amended to allow voters to 
consider entire new articles in the two subsequent 
elections, 1970 and 1972 only P 

B. Groups Likely to Oppose Change 
The earlier portion of this chapter dealt with the 

inherent constraints on reforming state judiciaries. 
These constraints impact upon all groups promoting 
change. They work to inhibit initiation, and mitigate 
against action on a broad scale. 

The second half of this chapter examines the 
various groups which often oppose court unification 
specifically. Before proceeding, however, two 
caveats are in order. First, it must be noted that the 
very groups discussed here as potential opponents of 
change are precisely the groups who may be most 
supportive of reform given the appropriate situation. 
One cannot claim that under all circumstances 
judges, for example, will be a negative influence. In 
Washington, Judge Francis Holman vehemently 
opposed greater unification, whereas in South 
Dakota, judge and now Chief Justice Francis G. 
Dunn, was a trumpeter. Additionally, as cost/benefit 
factors change., a group's attitude toward reform 
may also change. In Florida, for example, the Circuit 
Judges Conference strongly opposed an a..'11endment 
to unify the courts in 1970. By 1972, however, the 
Conference had reversed its position and gave 
support to the new judicial article. 

The second caveat to keep in mind is that there has 
been relatively little statewide, actively-organized 
opposition to attempts at unification. Indeed, it has 
been the proponents of change who have been most 
vocal. Opponents have been forced into defensive, 
reactive positions. As such they are usually com
placent unless particularly offended or threatened by 
a desired change. 

1. The judicial branch. Judges as a class compose 
the principal group of opponents to court unification. 
Although they generally are expected to support re
form, and indeed they do, there are several reasons 
why they may oppose change. 

Judicial resistance to change may be attributed in 
large measure to their education and professional 
positions. Judges are born and nurtured in a stare 
decisis vacuum. In the first place, historical prece-

27 See "South Carolinians Use Strategy to Effect Court Uni
fication," Judicature, 56 (October, 1972), 130. 
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dent is highly valued. Issues and problems are 
confronted on a case-by-case basis. Oftenjudges are 
concerned only with the individual participants at a 
given time. 28 Consequently judges do not learn to 
consider the systemic impact of their actions. 
Second, innovations and creativity are discouraged. 
Judges are not trained to organize and cooperate 
with one another or experiment with new methods of 
handling judicial business. Third, because their 
professional and personal interactions are with 
similarly trained and equally conservative persons, 20 

their predisposition toward the status quo is rarely 
challenged. 

Furthermore, as judges become fully entrenched 
in their positions, they begin to suffer from what 
might be termed a tunnel vision syndrome. Tunnel 
vision refers to tht: notion that judges are basically 
interested in their OWi~ court to the exclusion of 
others in the state. Recently Justice Robert Hall of 
the Georgia Supreme Court elaborated on this 
problem. 

Parochialism is an evil found in practically every 
level of our state and federal court system from 
top to bottom. Why? Because we are all human. 
When you get a group togt!ther composed of 
superior or intermediate or supreme court 
justices and they are faced with a problem of the 
system as a whole, they are always going to look 
at it, normally. as to how it is going to affect 
them. I have found that every court and every 
judge wants to be the agent of reform and 
change, but no court and no judge wants to be 
the object of reform and change. 3o 

Finally, judges as a group are intensely self
interested. Maintaining their status, power and 
authorit~' occupies much of their primary attention. 
Any reform that threatens or att~mpts to alter their 
independence and individual prerogatives likely will 
face heated opposition. 31 In New York, for example, 
the pace of reform during the mid 1960's diminished 

28 H. Ted Rubin, The Courts: Fulcrum of the Justice System 
(Pacific Palisades: Goodyear Publishing Co .• 1976), p. 216. 

29 Jeffrey Smith. "Interest Groups and judicial Reform," in 
Berkson, Hays and Carbon, supra note 2, p. 91. 

30 Comments by Justice Robert H. Hall, Supreme Court of 
Georgia, at the pane) on Court Administration: National Appli
cations of the Georgia Experience, American Society for Public 
Administration, Atlanta, Georgia, Aprill, 1977, emphasis added. 

31 Sherman. supra note 15, p. 70; and John Sherry, "The 1967 
New York Constitutional Convention: An Opportunity for 
Further Court Structural and Jurisdictional Reform." Syracuse 
Law R!'view, 18 (Spring. 1967), 592, 599. 



"primarily due to the opposition of those affected 
judges who. . . interpreted {/ ny change as a threat to 
their vested interest in the status quo. "32 Indeed, 
"unless ... [ajudge's] position is safeguarded and 
his autonomy and authority increased rather than 
decreased," his support, much less leadership, can 
hardly be expected.a3 

For a variety of reasons, different levels of judges 
may oppose various aspects of unification. 

a. Trial court consolidatioll and simplification. 
Lower court consolidation affects various levels of 
judges in different ways, which can cause them to be 
opposed to this aspect of unification for disparate 
reasons. Thus, each group of judges will be dis
cussed independently. 

1. NON-ATTORNEY JUDGES. Lay judges oc
cupy positions on courts of limited and special 
jurisdiction. Their opposition is likely to be en
gendered if the statutes or amendments which pro
vide for a unified structure contain a requirement 
that all judges be attorneys. 34 In a few instances their 
opposition has been so potent that legislation ef
fectively has been thwarted. In Kansas, non
attorney municipal court judges were successful in 
retaining their independence from the otherwise 
unified structure in the 1976 legislation. In Nevada, a 
new judicial article failed to be approved by the 
electorate in 1972, despite the two legislative ap
provals required oefore ratification. Its failure was 
attributed in large part to the opposition generated by 
JP and municipal court judges whose positions 
would have been eliminated had the results been 
otherwise.35 

The strength of opposition by lay judges, however, 
has probably been overemphasized. In Kentucky, 
for example, although the Magistrates Association 
had officially registered opposition to the 1975 new 
judicial article which provided for their abolition, 
they did not undertake a campaign to oppose the 
amendment until the weekend preceding the Tues
day election. The County Judges Association was 
likewise delinquent in undertaking a campaign. 
Ironically. a statement by the president of that as
sociation tert months earlier, that the article had no 
chance of passage, has been credited for submerging 
what could have been more intense opposition. 

32 Sherry, supra note 31, at 592 (emphasis added). 
33 Cook, supra note 22, at 274. 
34 Warren Marsden, "The California Effort at Trial Court 

Reorganization, 1970-72," Judicature, 56 (December, 1972),200, 
206. See also Craig Hams, "Lobbying for Court Reform," in 
Berkson, Hays and Carbon, supra note 2, p. 82. 

3~ "Election Day 1972: The Judicial Issues," Judic(lture, 56 
(December, 1972),212,215. 
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Proponents generally'concede that had these groups 
been better organized, chances of the article's 
ratification likely would have been reduced. 

In other states lay judge opposition was also 
minimal. In Alabama the office had already been 
abolished before the major unification effort took 
place in 1973. The JP's had opposed the change, but 
well-publicized incidents of outrageous activities on 
their part ultimately led to their defeat. In Florida the 
Association of Justices of the Peace also opposed 
abolition of the office, but as in Kentucky, they were 
not well organized. Moreover, they were already 
decreasing in numbers when unification activity got 
underway. Earlier a statute had allowed localities to 
abolish the office and many had done so. In South 
Dakota, the JP's were apathetic and did not even 
attempt to oppose abandonment of the office. Most 
were performing only minimal duties, and at rela
ti vely poor salaries. Furthermore j the fact that many 
anticipated becoming magistrates under the new 
unified system diffused their opposition. 

2. ATTORNEY JUDGES OF LIMITED JURISDIC
TION COURTS. Lower court attorney judges, as well 
as lay judges, often claim that the consolidation or 
elimination of their courts will reduce accessibility to 
the public, and increase the expense and incon
venil'!nce of minor litigation. 36 While some judges 
truly may be concerned with these potential 
ramifications, their opposition is more likely 
grounded in the fact that their positions or judicial 
duties may be abolished or consolidated with other 
courts. In Kentucky, for example, the 1975 judicial 
article reduced and reorganized roughly 1,200 lower 
court positions into a unified, ISO-position circuit 
court system. This fear was expressed by both 
common pleas and probate judges in Ohio. County 
judges in Florida were similarly opposed to con
solidation because probate and guardianship 
jurisdiction was to be eliminated from their courts 
and assumed by the new circuit courts. 

Lower court judges may also be opposed to what is 
often a concomitant requirement, that they devote 
full-time to their judicial duties. For many judges in 
sparsely populated areas, this related aspect of un i
fication often poses the ubiquitous problem of 
meager salaries. Many can not afford to leave a 
lucrative law practice in order to become a full-time 
judge. On the other hand, they may not wish to 
forfeit the status associated with ajudicial position, 
in order to maintain private employment. Thus, 

36 Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 
State-Local Relations in the Criminal Justice System (Wasbing
ton: Government Printing Office, 1971), p. 195. 



consolidation may also be opposed for economic 
reasons. 

3. GENERAL JURISDICTION JUDGES. This 
particular group of judges may express vehement 
opposition to consolidation, but for wholly different 
reasons. First, they often believe that consolidation 
may occur at their personal expense. As intimated 
above, judges typically are not a high~y paid group of 
professionals. Thus, because the financial reward is 
minimal, they seek psychic benefits in terms of 
increased status and public recog'nition. Con
sequently, any reform that negatively impacts upon 
their real or perceived status is likely to be opposed. 
Time and again, interviewees related this sentiment, 
and several judges candidly admitted its veracity. 

The possibility of being assigned "lesser" judicial 
duties is repugnant at best. Indeed, "Many superior 
court judges feel it would be ... demeaning ... to 
handle typical municipal court cases. "37 Other 
investigators have concluded that "deciding such 
cases is probably conducive to a sense of profes
sional inferiority. "38 After all, as Judge Winslow 
Christian has observed of the California system, 
"The Superior Court wants to remain superior to 
someone. ' '39 

Evidence of judicial egoism was markedly appar
ent in Connecticut's recent statutory consolidation 
efforts. Superior court judges (Connecticut's general 
jurisdiction court) vehemently opposed consoli·· 
dation. As one astute observer noted, the consensus 
was that they were being "downgraded" by th(~ 
incorporation of inferior courts. This sentiment was 
attributable in part to the bar association's disparate 
qualifications for each level of court. Traditionally 
the bar has interpreted the term "superior court" 
literally and, therefore, required that the candidates 
for that bench meet more stringent standards. 
However, under the recent consolidation, it is now 
theoretically possible for all levels of judges to pre
side over Icases once exclusively under the jurisdic
tion of superior court judges. As such, the latter 
resent the newly inaugurated co-equal status of 
lower court judges. 

As a result o(the pervasive opposition by general 
jurisdictionjudges, academics in the field of judicial 
administration have noted that, "Even in those few 
states that have established a single-level trial court 

37 Booz-Allen and Hamilton, Inc., Calijflrlli(l Ullified Trial 
Court Feasibility Study (San Francisco, 1971), p. 55. 

38 Knab and Lindberg, supra note 4, at 423. 
3\1 Comments by Justice Winslow Christian at the Seminar on 

the Administration of Justice conducted by the National Con
ference of State Legislatures, Lincoln, Nebraska, M!\y 6, 1977. 
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system, separate classes of judges have been desig
nated in the general trial courts to handle /IIino}' 
matters. "-10 In Idaho, for example, a unified district 
court system was created by statute in 1969, and 
provided for a magistrates division. A similar situa
tion occurred, although by constitutional amend~ 
ment, in South Dakota. Indeed, in Connecticut, 
there has been considerable discussion among 
disgruntled judges about the possibility of creating 
divisions within the superior court which would 
effectively segregate the "more important" cases 
from the general pool. 

A more pragmatic concern of general jurisdiction 
judges is their antipathy toward presidiIlg over 
mundane cases. Clearly, most prefer to remain in 
positions isolated from the myriad, pedestrian prob~ 
lems traditionally the domain of lower courts. In a 
California study for example, this aspect of con~ 
solidation was considered to be a "major disadvan
tage" by 74 percent of the superior courtjudges. 41 

This belief is often at the heart of opposition to 
the creation of single-tier trial court systems. Even 
when two-tier trial court systems are proposed. 
judges are leary of the type of cases they may be 
expected to handle. In Florida, for example. several 
circuit judges opposed unification because juvenile 
jurisdiction was to be placed within their domain. 

4. ApPELLATE JUDGES. Although judges of the 
various intermediate and final appellate courts rarely 
oppose consolidation, there have been at least two 
instances where pronounced opposWor.: has been 
mounted. In 1975, the Texas electorate defeated a 
judicial amendment which would have merged the 
criminal court of appeals with the supreme c6urt, 
thus transferring criminal jurisdiction to the civil 
courts of appeal. The presiding judge of the criminal 
appeals court had contended that the merger would 
increase, rather than decrease, the time required to 
process appellate cases. As such, the inefficiencies 
of the present system would be magnified rather than 
mitigated.42 

In Connecticut, the supreme court justices op~ 
nosed memer of the lower courts for reasons similar •. _" ---IIJ- - - --~~ -- ----. - ---- -

to those expressed by the generaljurisdictionjudges. 
Additionally, thesejudges contended that the quality 
of their bench would be reduced, because they are 

40 James Alfini and Rachel Doan, "A New Perspective on 
Misdemeanor Justice," Judiclltllre,- 60 (April, 1977), 425. 427 
(emphasis added). 

41 Booz-Allen and Hamilton, lr.c.., slIpra note 37, p. 56. 
4% Pat- Chapin, "Judicial Articles Go Down in Texas and 

Washington," Jlldjell/llre, 59 (January, 1976),308-09, 
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traditionally selected from the superior court upon 
which lower court judges may now sit. 

b. Centralized administration (md manage
ment. The concept of centralized administration and 
management is an anathema to many judges of lim
ited and general jurisdiction courts. They fear that 
such a proposal represents the clarion call marking 
the end of historica.l independence of individual 
judges in favor of administrative efficiencies for the 
broader system. Judges perceive that the concepts of 
justice, the traditional concern for' 'the people," and 
efficiency, the newly emerged administrative goal, 
are inversely related, Any attempt to enhance ef
ficiency, especially by centralized administration, is 
regarded as an encroachment on, and a threat to, 
justice. 

Judges may oppose this measure from the outset, 
because their legal education does not provide them 
with an understanding ofpubIic ami judicial adminis
tration. Essentially they are trained as lawyers and 
not as administrators. They learn how to process an 
individual case, but not how to manage a docket; 
they learn how to maneuver and manipulate the sys
o';em for their client, to the exclusion of societal inter
ests. The entire individualistic orientation of law 
school mitigates against a judge's willingness to 
accept progressive managerial procedures and 
techniques. 43 Judges possess a meager understand
ing of current, albeit largely archaic, administrative 
processes, much less computer operation, data 
processing, personnel management and contem
porary budgetary techniques.44 Because judges are 
steeped in status quo, they may resent being required 
to apply a new procedure with which they may be 
wholly unfamiliar. 

At a more personal level, judges fear that local 
control and discretion over judicial operations will 
be thoroughly undermined and supplanted with 
hierarchical control and supervision.45 They are 
reluctant to abdicate any degree of authority, for 
they have always thrived on autonomy and the abil
ity to dominate local decision~making. 

Such apprehension was emphatically brought to 
light in the State of Washington. There the Superior 
Court Judges Association voted 62-9 to oppose a set 
of proposals which would have further centralized 

~3 Steven Hays and Larry Berkson. "The New Hana,gers: 
Court Administrators," in Berkson, Hays and Carbon, supra note 
2, p. 195. 

• ~ Larry Berkson ~nd Steven Hays, "Injecting Court Ad
ministrators Into an Old System: A Case ofContlict in Florida," 
Jllstice System Journal, 2 (Spring, 1976), 57, 62, 68. 

~~ Hays and Berkson, supra note 43, pp. 191, 195. 
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that state's judicial administration. It is clear that 
much of the opposition was grounded in the fear that 
judges would lose their independence and "be 
dictated to by the Supreme Court." Judges in the 
eastern region expressed anxiety that they would 
have to "take on" more cases. They were also 
concerned about the possibility of being reassigned 
to other jurisdictions by the state court adminis
trator. This fear is often expressed by rural judges, 
regardless of who is vested with assignment power. 
Not only do they dislike the travel involved, but 
many elected judges evidently feel that such a 
situation might cause them to lose contact with their 
constituency.46 

New York City judges likewise fear centralization 
ofthejudicial system. Their greatest apprehension is 
that decision-makers in Albany will undermine their 
control over the City courts. 

The adoption of a statutory or constitutional pro-
vision for centralized a-lministration is generally 
accompanied by the employment of a state court 
administrator where the position has not already 
been created. While in the past the majority of state 
court administrators have been required to possess 
law degrees,47 there is a growing trend toward 
employing professionals with business or judicial 
administration training. 4 & As such, a number of state 
administrators are now not attorneys. At times, 
regional court administrators are also incorporated 
into the system. This new cadre of officials is often 
viewed as the bane of local judges for several 
reasons. 

In the first place, the professio.1al nature of judicial 
positions works against any form of managerial 
direction. 4u As professionals, judges operate on the 
basis of peer equality; they perceive that court 
administrators will thwart their collegial decision
making process. Moreover, "Judges are known to 
resist what they perceive as directio~ and control 
from nonjudicial sources. "50 Not only de judges re
sent control per se, but their resentment is more 
pronounced when the party asserting control is a 
"sub-equal" non-attorney. 

Second, judges may be concerned about the fact 
that they rarely participate in choosing the state 

411 Daniel Minteer, "Trial Court Consolidation in California," 
UCLA Law Review, 21 (April, 1974), 1081, 1102. 

47 Rachel Doan and Robert Shapiro, State Court Adminis-
tra/ors (Chicago: American judicature Society, 1976), pp. 126-27 • 

48 See ibid .• p. 3. 
4" Hays and Berkson, supra note 43, pp. 195-96. 
50 Ernest Friesen, Edward Gallas and ~Je.~ta Gallas, Mana/:

ing the Courts (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1971), p. 151. 



court adminbtratof. More important. they may not 
always parti£ipate in selecting thdr local adminis
trators .. 51 Consequently it is perceived that they will 
lose control over administration within their juris
diction. At the same time, external dire!ctives will be 
imposed, l:lbsent their input, and many of their 
traditional duties and functions will be usurped. 52 

Third, professional administrators. bring with them 
a wealth of new procedures, innovations and rec~ 
ommendations that are largely alien to judges. Any 
change in the internal operation of their court, 
especially if externally imposed, not only disrupts 
the status quo, but may undermine their local politi
cal prestige. In other words, they are no longer the 
administrative decision-mt~kejrs. As such, the onee 
prominent judge may now be required to assum~ a 
subordinate position to a professional whose mana
gerial expertise far outweighs his own. 53 

Moreover, as was noted earlier in this chapter, 
judges tend to assume a micro rather than macro 
perspective of the judiciary. Thus, if an innovation is 
highly usefui for the state judicial system, but has 
minimal positive impact on their own court, judges 
may resist the change, particularly if it infringes on 
their managerial autonomy. As Ernest Friesen 
notes, "In defending their own independence they 
tend to protect the individual freeciom of all judges 
in the system, even when such freedom is destructive 
of necessary administrative action. "114 

c. Rule-Making. At first glance one might 
assume that justices of the state's highest court 
would unanimously welcome possession of rule
making authority. After all, this authority v,,rQuld 
make them more powerful and appreciably add to 
their prestige. However, this is not always the case. 
In Ohio, for example, it is a strongly held belief that 
the late Chief Justice Kingsley A. Taft. intensely 
disliked administration. Thus, he was not eager to 
see the court become actively involved in the rule
making area. Only after considerable pressure was 
exerted did he encourage the drafting of civil rules of 
procedure. However, it was not until his successor, 
C. William O'Neill, took office that the supreme 
court became active in drafting a wide range of rules. 
Thus, one obstacle to achieving change in the rule-

51 Larry Berkson, "Selecting Trial Court Administrators: An 
Alternative Approach," Journal of Criminal Justice, forthcom
ing. 

52 Ste.v.en Hays, "Contemporary Trends in Court Unifica
tion," in Berkson, Hays and Carbon, supra note 2, pp. 127,129. 

53 Gazell, supra note 12, p. 46. 
54 Ernest Friesen, "Constraints and Conflicts in Court Ad

ministration," in Berkson, Hays and Carbon, supra note 2, p. 40. 
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making area may be a negative attitude on the part of 
the chief or a~sociate justices. 

Justices also may be obstacles to ref o I'm in this 
area because of their reticence. Few are as outspo
ken a~ one former chief justice who stated that the 
"legislature has no business writing the rules for the 
judiciary. It is silly," More typical is the comment 
from one Connecticut observer that "when the 
legislature adopts a rule by statute, the court in
variably enacts an identical rule itself. Essentially 
the court haI'l.dles rule-making by reaction, not 
action. " 

The desire to avoid confrontation with the 
legislature has two important consequences. First, 
during unification efforts justices are generally un
willing to campaign vigorously for placement of the 
rule-making authority within the court. Additionally, 
in states where such a provision is part of the reform 
package, justices are often unwilling to oppose 
attempts by the legislature to retain a veto. This was 
apparently the case in Florida and South Dakota 
among others. 

Once again inertia and satisfaction with the pres
ent system work to inhibit greater change. In Idaho, 
for example, the justices did not actively promote a 
specific constitutional investiture of rule-making 
authority in the supreme court because several years 
earlier, this power had been statutorily enacted and 
later confirmed. Furthermore, relations with the 
legislature were highly satisfactory. The justices, 
therefore, perceived that such a campaign only 
would foster an antagonistic environment, so they 
chose to retain their present powers rather than 
attempt to secure greater authority in the face of 
potential legislative hostility. Justices on the Kansas 
Supreme Court also chose to retain "administra
tive" rather than "rule-making" authority in that 
state's recent unification effort for similar reasons. 

The second important consequence is the fact that 
in states where the court is granted rule-making 
authority, it often goes unexercised. Again, Con
necticut is a case in point. As one observer noted, 
"the Supreme Court will not provide any direction in 
this area, so the legislature performs all rule-making 
functions." Although the statement may be overly 
broad, it is the general consensus of several other 
careful observers of Connecticut'S system. 

Justices are not the only judicial officers who may 
provide opposition to reform in the rule-making area. 
Indeed, lower court judges may be formidable 
enemies as well. Generally it is to their advantage to 
have the rule-making authority placed in the legis
lature. If so, changes in rules will take place .in-



crementally, if not infrequently. Thus, their daily 
routines will not be interrupted. Moreover, they do 
not have to worry about central direction from the 
supreme court or state court administrator. As 
suggested in the previous section, superior court 
judges in the State of Washington were most fearful 
of central control because of the threat of being 
forced to travel to other circuits and hear additional 
cases. 

d. Statejin{/nce and lIllitmy budgeting. While it 
might be expected that judges would welcome state 
assumption of the fiscal responsibility for the court 
system, they may oppose these provisions in certain 
instances. For example, judges who are satisfied 
with their existing system of finance and budgeting 
may oppose these elements of unification. They may 
be acquiescent for two reasons: either they are from 
wealthy districts where funds are sufficient to fi
nance their court adequately; or they have estab
lished such a rapport with the court clerk and other 
local government officials that regardless of the 
district's wealth, local courts receive priority 
funding.~5 If either of these situations exist, judges 
may provide substantial opposition. 

Traditionally, local courts have been financed 
principally by fees and fines generated in the juris
diction. "Speed trap justice" was characteristic of 
these courts. Whatever monies were collected were 
retained by the counties or municipalities. However, 
state funding generally mandates that a large portion 
of these revenues be turned over to the state treas
ury, after which a portion may then be allocated to 
each court. Judges who have been successful in fIll
ing the local treasury and whose salaries and ac
coutrements have been generous because of this 
scheme may ,esent state funding. They perceive, 
often times correctly, that their particular court may 
not be as fully financed under the new system, that 
they may have to forfeit some fringe benefits, or that 
some other court may indirectly benefit from their 
efforts. These judges may oppose state funding, 
then, because of the perceived negative impact on 
their own court, regardless of the potential benefits 
to the judiciary as a whole. 

These fears were expressed by the Kentucky 
County Judges' Association in that state's recent 
unification effort. Although court records were. so 
scant that no one really knew how much money was 
being generated in the myriad local courts, judges 
still opposed state funding for fear that the state 
would underfinance their courts. 

~~ Edward Pringle, "Fiscal Problems of a State Court Sys
tem," in Berkson, Hays and Carbon, supra note 2, p. 253. 
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State funding, coupled with unitary budgeting, 
mandates many new procedures that disrupt the 
judicial status quO. 56 These provisions require 
advance planning, careful evaluation of needs, and 
specific justification of expenditures. Moreover, 
information and statistical data must be gathered, 
and detailed records kept on all court operations. As 
such, these provisions engender enhanced super
vision and accountability that judges inherently re
sist. 57 Opposition is increased if their budgets may be 
reviewed by the executive or legislative branches, 
for this incorporates yet a greater degree of cen
tralization that is repugnant to many judges.58 

2. The bar. While it might be expected that bar 
associations would universally support provisions to 
modernize their state judiciaries, and indeed for the 
most part they do, this posture is not always assumed 
in reality. In the first place, of all groups affected by 
provisions relating to unification, the bar has the 
greatest number of adjustments to make If reforms 
are adopted.59 Moreover, as one state court ad
ministrator has observed, "Lawyet'tr~ from the , 
beginning of their training, learn to look backward" , 
not forward." so judiciai reform is not always re
garded as a positive phenoinenon. By definition, any 
change is disruptive, not the least of which is court 
unification. At a minimum, unification contemplates 
revisions in structure and a<Jministntion that impact 
upon lawyers' existing and generally welI
entrenched routines and patterns of behavior. 
Because "Trial lawyers have a vested interest in the 
status quo, in institutions'with which they are 
familiar, in routines whicll they can trace blindly, 
[and] in people they know in official positions, "60 it 
is not surprising that unj~lcation may, at times, 
engender opposition among the bar. 

D nification may be opposed for reasons related 
only to the self-interests of bar associations. In 
Washington County, Maine, for example, the state 
attorney traditionally has had the best office space in 
the courthouse and the county has always paid for 
his telephone bills. The new unified court system is 
presently attempting to "commandeer" his office, 
action which the bar "intends to fight ... 
vigorously. "61 

The state bar in Washington also opposed the uni-

56 Ibid. 
>7 Ibid. 
58 Ibid., p. 255. 
59 Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 

supra note 36. 
60 Cook, supra note 22, at 274. 
61 D.J.F., "With the Counties ... ," Maine Bar Bulletin, 4 

(November, 1976),4. 



fkation package out of self-interest. Because it is an 
integrated bar association, annual dues are man
datory. Some time ago the state auditor sought to 
audit the bar association's financial system. The 
board of governors opposed on the grounds that the 
bar was not a state agency. The case went to trial and 
ultimately was appealed to the supreme court. The 
court held that the bar was an adjunct of the clerk's 
office and therefore was not subject to a state audit. 
However, when a bill stipulating additional unifi
cation was proposed, a provision was inserted to 
permit an annual audit of the bar. This partially 
caused the association to rescind its previous sup
port and vote against the measure. 

The internal dynamics of state and local bar as
sociations also work against change. Frequently 
judges and attorneys are close friends, or in the least, 
attend the same local bar meetings. These associ
ations are concerned primarily with their own well
being. They will make every attempt not to alienate 
their members or take any action that might create 
internai dissension. For example, ajudge in Iowahas • 
recognized the fact that, "Individual lawyers can 
hardly be expected to relish the prospect of speaking 
out publically against an inferior court one day, and 
then appearing before that very court the next day. 
• • • "62 Not only might the lawyer bejeopardizing his 
professional well-being in the county, but such ac
tion also might impact negatively upon the local bar 
association. 

Concern for the internal politics of the bar also was 
evident in Washington. As noted above, the bar 
originally had supported unification, but the 
Superior Court Judges' Association was intensely 
opposed to the measure. There apparently had 
developed some tension in the bar as a result of this 
division, because when the bar ultimately rescinded 
its support, "it let them off the hook with superior 
court judges .• , 

Opposition, then, may be generated because of 
self-interest and internal association dynamics. 
Opposition may be also directed toward specific 
elements of unification. The Connecticut bar as
sociation, for example, was highly opposed to trial 
court consolidation. Trial lawyers were wholly 
unprepared to change familiar procedures even 
though they acknowledged that unification might 
ultimately simplify their daily routines. There, as 
well as in California, the bar also has opposed con
solidation because of the provision that all judges, 
theoretically, would be permitted to preside over 

62 Uhlenhopp, supra note 10, at 217. 
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every type of case. Trial lawyers in both states ob
jected to appearing beforejudges whom they feel are 
unqualified. It was noted earlier that in Connecticut, 
the bar traditionally has established disparate levels 
of qualification for the various judges. The bar feels 
that lower court judges are incompetent to handle 
case;s pr!"eently heard by superior court judges. and 
thus have opposed grant~ng the former any greater 
jurisdiction. In California the superior court judges 
have been successful in thwarting consolidation for 
this reason. 

Trial court consolidation may also be opposed by 
the bar because its members may lose their unspo
ken, but omnipresent, control over local judges. In 
Kansas this concern prevailed during attempts to 
incorporate municipal courts into the unification 
package in 1975 and 1976. The bar was ultimately 
successful in opposing consolidation. 

Provisions for centralized administration and the 
investiture of rule-making authority in the supreme 
court may be incompatible with the desires of the 
bar. For example, system-wide goals and rules that 
prescribe certain types of behavior and operation 
may interfere with an attorney's existing ability to 
manipUlate the system. In other words, once a 
judge's discretion is curtailed, so is the flexibility in 
the attorney-judge interaction . 

Antipathy toward centralized administration and 
rule-making principally accounted for the bar's 
opposition in the State of Washington. The bar 
contended that these provisions would substantially 
diminish the independence and discretion of lower 
court judges. But it was the rule-making provision 
that was considered to be "the greatest source of 
discontent" to the bar. The bar perceived that if the 
supreme court were granted this authority, numer
ous procedures would be altered, thus requiring a ' 
change in their routine. As a result, members of the 
bar spoke publicly against the measure, and issued 
news releases denouncing it. Moreover, the local 
associations in Yakima and Spokane purchased 
advertisements condemning unification. Still other 
local associations sent cards to members' clients 
asking them to vote against the measure. The b~l~. 
opposition clearly contributed to the defeat o(the' 
proposed judicial article. '" 

3. The executive branch. As H. Ted Rubin has 
noted, in general members of the executiv,e branch 
are more inclined to support the agencies they gov
ern rather than support or promote change for an 
"independent judiciary."63 Thus, from the outset 

63 Rubin, supra note 28. 
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there may be inherent resistance to judicial reform, 
pal'ticularly if it provides enhanced autonomy for 
another branch of government. Opposition may arise 
from both the state and local levels and for a variety 
of reasons. 

While governors, at times, support campaigns to 
unify their state judiciaries, this is rarely the situa
tion. Indeed, the negative posture of certain gover
nors has been a principal contributory factor in the 
defeat of unification provisions in their states. In 
Texas, for example, Governor Doiph Briscoe strong
ly urged complete rejection of a constitutional revi
sion which included a new judicial article providing 
for a more unified structure. 64 

Even more strongly opposed to court unification 
in his state was Idaho's Governor Donald Samuel
son. In 1967, only SIX weeks after taking office, he 
vetoed a controversial court reorganization bill 
which would have provided for, among other things, 
a magistrates division within the district court 
system, thereby abolishing the autonomous probate, 
justice, and police courts. Although the senate over
rode his veto overwhelmingly, the house fell just 
short of the two-thirds requirement. 

In Alabama Governor George Wallace was op
posed to many of the proposed reforms. Although he 
did not speak publically against the measures, it is 
clear that he "made comments" that hurt the effort. 
It is well-known that many of "his people" were 
opposed to the measures as well. Unlike his coun
terparts in Texas and Idaho, however, he was un
successful in thwarting the efforts to unify the 
system. 

Even after amendments providing for unified 
systems are adopted, governors may vocalize op
position against implementing legislation. In 
Kentucky, numerous interviewees have observed 
that both Governor Julian Carroll and Lieutenant 
Governor Thelma St~vall made numerous attempts 
to undermine this legislation. On several occasions 
they made "absurd" and "deleterious" statements 
against the measures, charging, for example, that. 
they will "greatly increase taxes." 

Generally, governors are most concerned with the 
fiscal ramifications of court unification, particularly 
if state financing of the judiciary is proposed. In at 
least two states, provisions for state financing were 
effectively held in abeyance by the governor on the 
grounds that insufficient attention had been paid to\ 
the potential impact on the state. Included in the 1967 
bill which was vetoed by Idaho's Governor Samuel-

ff4 See Chapin, supra note 42. 

son was a provision for increased state funding. His 
veto was based ostensibly on the lack of information 
pertaining to the fiscal impact of the measure. In 
Kansas, there was intense opposition to a 1975 bill 
which provided for full state financing. A substitute 
bill was introduced which exclu<ied this provision 
so that a financial analysis could be conducted. 
Following an in-depth study by the Public Adminis
tration Service, Governor Robert Bennett still rec
ommended that the state delay full assumption of 
fiscal responsibilities. 65 Therefore, only a "minimal 
change in the financing of the judicial system" 
occurred. 66 

Of all bc~l executive officials, current research 
indicates that court clerks are among the most 
powerful. 67 Exercising both executive and judicial 
duties, clerks operate from a solid, and well
entrenched, political power base. It is not surprising, 
then, that this particular group of local officials is 
often the principal opponent of unification. Indeed, 
the authors of an extensive study of court clerks in 
Florida observed that" ... clerks are in large part 
responsible for the archaic state in which the 
present-day local jud:ciary finds itself. "68 

Moreover, because of their political power they may 
convin~e other local officials to support their views 
with respect to unification. 

Court clerks have strong reasons to resist lower 
court consolidation. In the first pla~e, their positions 
may be abolished entirely. Second, if they are re
tained in the new system, they may be demoted in 
salary, status and responsibiliay. Third, their posi
tions may become appointive rather than elective. 

An example of the first reason is found in Ohio. 
There one official has noted that the "real fear on the 
part of the clerks" concerning a proposed reform to 
further consolidate the courts is, "What's going to 
happen to my job?'." These fears have been borne 
out in other states. For example in Florida, Ken
tucky and South Dakota, the adoption of new judicial 
articles effectively resulted in some clerks losing 
their jobs. A number of positions were abolished 
when the courts were consolidated and as a con
sequence, there were too many clerks to be inte
grated into the new system. 

65 James R. James, State Judicial Administrator, Memoran
dum to Chief Justice Harold R. Patzer, Kansas Supreme Court, 
re: History of Modern Constitutional judicial Reform, May 12, 
1976. 

66 Robert CoJdsnow, "Court Unification: Judicial Reform 
Revisited, Part III," Journal of the Kansas Bar A ssoci(rtion , 45 
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In reality, however, most clerks are integrated in 
some capacity. Therefore, the real thrust of their 
opposition to consolidation lies in the nature of their 
new positions. Because only a few can be retained as 
chief clerks, the remaining must be reclassified as 
deputy clerks. This may result in a reduction of sala
ry. Perhaps more important, it requires the once 
independent clerk to assume a subordinate position. 
For example, in Florida, numerous "court clerks" 
existed before passage of Article V in 1972. 
Moreover, "Under the decentralized system that 
preceded Article V, ~~;e court clerks were inde
pendent functionaries subject to little or no ad
m.inistrative supervision. "69 Undcr the new system, 
however, all clerks except the elected clerks of the 
circuit courts, were reclassified as either "deputy 
clerks" or "court supervisors."7o These clerks are 
now hired by and are directly responsible to the 
circuit court clerks. A similar situation occurred in 
Idaho. Pursuant to a statute adopted in 1969 which 
created a unified district court system, all probate, 
JP and juvenile court clerks were consolidated into 
one offic.e. The majority were reclassified as "dep
uty clerks." 

Clerks may also oppose consolidation if the 
measure includes a proposal to change their method 
of selection from election to ap,pointment. In South 
Dakota, clerks were particularly opposed because of 
such a p;·ovision. Unsuccessfv' in their attempts to 
defeat the measure, they now are appointed by and 
serve at the pleasure of the presiding judge. 

Centralized administration may be opposed by 
court clerks because it limits their flexibility. Gener
ally under decentralized systems, clerks work 
autonomously with local judges. They are free to 
establish their own procedures and office practices. 
However under a centralized systf;m, this latitude is 
circumscribed because of the imposition of uniform 
procedures and standardized operations. 

Centralized administration is also opposed be
cause it often requires that clerks assume additional 
responsibilities. In Kentucky clerks intensely 
opposed the measure, perceiving that additional 
record-keeping and reporting requirements would 
result. Perhaps they were privy to the situation 
which had occurred in Florida. There court clerks 
had become highly critical of the Uniform Case Dis
position Reporting System (CDR) which h ... a been 
created shortly after adoption of the new judiciaf 

69 Berkson and Hays, supra note 44, at 60. 
70 Telephone interview with A. Curtis Powers, PastPresident, 

Florida Association of Court Clerks, June 28, 1977. See also 
Berkson and Hays, supra note 44, at 60. 
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article. This system requires clerks to compile and 
report various data to the state capital on a daily 
basis.71 

Opposition of court clerks is intensified when 
professional court administrators enter the scene. 
Administrators often bring with them extensive 
knOWledge and expertise that clerks generally lack.12 

In Kentucky, for example, one observer noted that 
the introduction of professional administrators 
posed a "definite problem. The center of opposition 
was the court clerks," he continued, «who felt their 
duties would be usurped." He further noted that 
because they are more competent, administrators 
become a "wedge between the judge and clerk." 
Indeed, court administrators gradually engage in 
numerous functions once the exclUsive domain of 
the omnipotent clerk. Hence, clerks correctly 
"perceive court administrators as threats to their 
authority, power and control over local judicial 
policies. "73 

Proposals for state funding aud.. unitary budgeting 
are particularly offensive to court clerks. Histori
cally they have controlled the county budget, in
cluding the judicial budget. Because they are 
technically \~xecutive officials, their primary con
cern is with that branch and, indeed, with their 
constituency, the public. As a result, clerks fre
quently attemf" h .1T!!:11rtiize judicial expenditures as 
a way to preven >xincreases. Moreover, in order to 
enhance their political power, "many in the past 
have taken great pride j')1 returning large amounts of 
money to the county cd,mmission to be used for other 
[non-judicial] purposes ... ·N In Florida, for example, 
th~. clerks association lobbied successfl.1lIy to pre
v~nfthe inclusion of proposals for complete state 
funding and unitary budgeting in the 1972 new judi
cial article. Had those proposals been included, and 
subsequently adopted, the clerks would have been 
required to relinqui~h much d their influence over 
fiscal matters. 

Pronounced opposition to unification may arise 
from other local executive officials including county 
commissioners, city council members and mayors. 
These officials are intimately concerned with re
taining their power bases and hence the political 
patro.uage system. In New Jersey, for example, 
"The IImified court proposal [of 1947] was the bane of 

71 Fla. Stat. sec. 25.075 (1975). 
72 Berkson and Hays, supra note 44, at 66. 
73 Hays and Berkson, s/lpra note 43, p. 196. 
74. Berkson and Hay:;, supra note 9, at 514. 



local and county political chieftains. "75 As Herb 
Jaffe has written, "Without county-supported 
courts, the influence of political leaders and the 
p:ltronage tht'IY wield would be diminished 
considerably. "'6 

Court consolidation is particularly opposed by 
these officials. During the New Jersey reform 
movement noted above, municipal courts were 
excluded from the unification package because of 
pervasive local opposition. Presently New Jersey is 
wrestling with a new consolidation plan, but 
proponents recognize that compromises may yet be 
required to mollify recalcitrant political leaders 
whose opposition "could be so intense as to deny 
sufficient votes in the Legislature to even bring such 
a resolution for a public referendum next [1977] 
N·Jvember." 77 

Similar opposition is evidenced elsewhere. In 
Alabama.. the League of Municipalities strongly 
opposed consolidation. Specifically, they "feared 
the loss of political control"7S over judges who 
were to be consolidated into the unified system. In 
Kansas, municipal groups currently oppose consoli
dation for this reason, and thu~, far have been suc
cessful in their attempts to retain independent 
municipal courts. 

In Florida, the League of Municipalities actively 
opposed consolidation, but for a different reason. 
There, lower court's provided a form of' 'cash negis
terjustice," the benefits of which would bt;:dissolved 
under a unified system. 

Commissioners, council members and mayors 
may oppose centralized administration for two basic 
reasons: first, because of the cost; and second, 
because of diminished, rather than enhanced, ef
fectiveness and efficiency. 79 For example, county 
commissioners in Georgia were strongly opposed to 
the hiring of a regional administrator. They were 
very skeptical of expending $30,000 on an innovation 
with unknown consequences.80 Further, they per
ceived that hiring such an official would only enlarge 
the judicial bureaucracy rather than streamline the 
administration. 

15 The Sunday Star-Ledger (Newark, New Jersey), April 3, 
1977. 

16 Ibid. 
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18 Howell T. Heflin, "Alabama Judicial Article Passes With 
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State) financing and unitary budgeting are other 
focal J)oints of resistance among these officials. 
TradiHonallY local governments have financed many 
public service functions with surplus judicial funds. 
Indeed, "cash register justice" has been an integral 
part of local government finance. When a state 
assumes fiscal responsibility for the entire judiciary, 
however, local governments are usually required to 
dirt',ct all fees, fines and other locally-generated rev
enue to the state treasury, after which they may be 
aUocated a designated portion. Local officials typ
ically fear that not only will their courts be under
financed through this system, but they will have 
insufficient funds for other public services as well. 

Such was the case in Kentucky prior to adoption of 
that state's new judicial article. Opposition mQunted 
by local officials against these provisions was ar,1Ong 
the most potent in the campaign. Indeed, propoli~nts 
of the article have since conjectured that had their 
opposition not been quelled, the chances for suc
cessful passage would have been significantly 
reduced. 

Other states have encountered similar opposition. 
For example, the A,sociation of IdahD Cities 
vehemenHy opposed a proposal for state funding in 
1967, beIi!~ving that the amount of reve',we they 
would retain under a state financed system would be 
substantially less than the existing system. The 
association'~1 opposition contributed to the defeat of 
the bill. While a similar proposal was passed two 
years later, the association was still successful in 
securing a bifurcated system of financing. 

4. The legislative branch. While som(" contend that 
state legislators will, for the most part, defer to the 
needs and desires of the judicial branch in its at
tempts at reform,S! this is rarely the case. In fact: 
state legislatures have traditionally dominated the 
courts. 82 They generally have established the 
priorities for the judicial branch, including every
thing from establishing salary scales, to determining 
the number of employees the judicial branch may 
hire, to reviewing judicial budge! requests. Thus, 
because unification would divest legislatures of 
these historic responsibilities, they inherently op
pose the concept. 

Trial court consolidation may be opposed because 
the reform usually requires increased judicial ex
penditures. Salaries are increased because judges 
assume additional responsibilities. Furthermore, 
part-time positions are eliminated in favor of full-

81 See Cook, supra note 22, at 274. 
82 Berg, supra note 5. 



time positions. In. Connecticut, for example, many 
legislators perceived lower court merger as simply a 
"devious attempt" to secure a pay rais:e. 

Centralized administration may be resisted by leg
islators because of the accompanying transfer of 
authority from the legislature to the judiciary. As 
noted above, legislatures historically have deter
mined the numb,er of employees to serve the 
judiciary, as well as their compensation.83 With the 
adoption of centralized administration II however, 
several state judiciaries are studying the possibility 
of establishing their own personnel systems, in
dependent of legislative control, which incorporate 
employment conditions, and salary, merit and re
tirement schedules. 84 By supporting this provision, 
legislatures might be relinquishing certain powers 
they would prefer to retain. " 

Perhaps the tenacity cf legislatures is most appar
ent when the subject ofrule-ma~~;:-,g is br03tched. The 
power to prescribe both procedural and substantive 
rules, albeit a muddled distinction, traditionally has 
been vested in the legislature. In rece,nt' years, 
however l. state judiciaries have attempted to gain 
either statutory or constitutional sanction to pre
scribe, at a minimum, rules of administration and 
procedure. .... .. 

Although the terminology is ambiguous, the legis
'iative intent is to retain authority over procedure and 
substantive rules. Opposition has arisen when the 
phraseology might, by implication, grant courts this 
power, In both Kansas and Kentucky, for example, 
original drafts of their new judicU articles (adopted 
in 1972 and .1975 respectively) granted the supreme 
courts "rule-making" authority. However, the legis
latures in those states advanced opposition against 
what appeared to be a plenary grant of authority, 
arguing that it violated the separation of powers 
doctrine. Ultimately, the courts were delegated only 
administrative and procedural authority. 

In various other states legislatures have been very 
reluctant to grant unencumbered rule-making au
thority to the judiciary. In Florida, for exampie, the 
subject precipitated a strong debate resulting in the 
retention of veto authority in the legislature over any 
rules which might be promulgated. This practice has 
been acnered to in 20 other states. A sir.:.ilar debate 
erupted juring Alabama's reform effort. Certain 
members of the house of representatives called the 
attempt a "power grab" by the chief justice. Another 

83 Richard Gable, "Modernizing Court Administration: The 
Case of the Los Angeles Superior Court," in lIerkson, Hays and 
Carbon, supra note 2, pp. 59-60. 
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example is provided by Connecticut where the 
supreme court has never been vested with con
stit~tiQnal authority to promulgate rules. Statutory 
authority was granted during the 1950's, but the 
court has been very hesitant to exercise it. The 
legislature retains a veto and has made it clear that it 
will not hesitate to utilize it. As a result the court has 
provided little leadership in this area. 

State financing, coupled with unitary budgeting, 
are often the most difficult measures over which to 
secure legislative approval. 85 In general, "legisla
tures have ... been reticent to expend resources to 
simplify and modernize their judicial systems."86 
Legislators are particularly reluctant to assume full 
financial responsibility for the judiciary, especially 
when only minimal data are available with WhiCh to 
predict the impact of this measure. In Kansas, the 
legislature opposed a proposal for fun state funding 
in 1975 due to an incomplete analysis of its impact. 
Even following an extensive study, the 1976 legis
lature still declined to assume ali out a few more 
expenses. 

A major exception to this rule occurred recently in 
the State ofN ew York. There the fisr.--aJ crisis ofN ew 
YOJrk City and other metropolitan areas created a 
receptive climate for the reform, and thus full state 
funding was accomplished with relative ease. None
theless, it should be pointed out that there \'lIas up
state resistance to the financial bill. These lel:;islators 
argued that it was designed to bail out New York 
City. 

5. The public. Public participation and support are 
often times essential elements of a successful 
campaign to achieve court unification. However, 
public endorsement, much less active support, can 
hardly be taken for granted. Indeed, the body politic 
may be the primary obstacle which supporters of 
unification must encounter. Public opposition may 
be either indirect, or direct. In either case, it serves 
to impede change. 

Public apathy toward politics in general hardly 
needs documentation. In particular, the electorate 
has been characterized aptlY,1ls "basically disin
terestedjn court reform. "81 Itis widely recognized 
that people pay scant attention to referenda or 
amendments,B8 two avenues by which unification 

85 Rubin, supra note 28. 
sa Berkson, supra note 2, p. 205. 
87 Harris, supra note 34, p. 84. 
88 Ibid., p. a7. See also Jatnes Farmer, "Indiana Moderni.zes 

Its Courts," Judicature, 54 (March, 1971), 327, 328; Marsden, 
supra note 34; Rubin, supra no1.e 28, p. 217; Sherry, supra note 31, 
at 592; and Uhlenhopp, supra note 10. 



provisions may be adopted. There is a variety of 
reasons to explain this lethargic attitude toward the 
jUdiciary. One reason was alluded to e:l.dier in the 
chapter. There simply may be more pressing and 
timely issues toward which people will devote their 
energies. Indeed, concern and interest in judicial 
reform has been a relatively recent phenomenon. 

A second reason underlying public apathy has 
been expressed by an Iowajudge who surmises that, 
"while most of us like to think we are progressive 
and open-minded, actually we find new ideas quite 
disquieting.' '89 Initial reactions to change are, for the 
most part, negative. oo Stated simply, the public in 
general is as satisfied with the status quo as are 
specialized interest groups. For example, in the 
State of Washington where the electorate defeated a 

judicial alticle in 1975, the prevailing attitude was 
that, "Things aren't that bad." The public did not 
truly perceive a need for change. 

Apathy is not found exclusively in unifica.tion 
campaigns. Proponents of constitutional aillend
ments providing for merit selection, discipline and 
removal of judges in Colorado, for example, found 
their efforts impeded during two stages in the reform 
process. Because the 1966 legislature had failed to 
pass the amendment, proponents found it "neces
sary to wage two campaigns, the first to get enough 
petition signers to place it on the November ballot, 
and the second to get it adopted. The first ... [was] 
found to be difficult because of apathy and a general 
unwillingness to be committed. "91 The second 
phase, acquiring electoral support, proved to be 
equally difficult, but was ultimately successful. 

A third reason for public apathy is that people are 
isolated from the daily operations of the jurliciary. 
Moreover, American institutions of education pro
vide only meager information about the third branch. 
Indeed, its co-equal status has been terribly neg
lected by academicians. 

Understandably, people are overwhelmed by the 
size and complexity of the judiciary. They are ig
norant not only of structure and operations, but of 
the gamut of problems which plague the courts. 92 

Consequently the public is unable to comprehend, 
much less evaluate, the array of potential remedies, 
of which unification is but one. In such situations the 

89 Harvey Uhlenhopp, "The Integrated Trial Court," 
AIIIl!ricall Bar Association Journal, 50 (November, 1964), 1061, 
1062. 

90 Farmer, supra note 88. 
91 Alfred Heinicke, "The Colorado Amendment Story," 

Judicature, 51 (June-July, 1967), 17. 
92 Farmer, supra note 88; Harris, supra note 34; and Sherman, 

supra note 15, p. 66. 
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tendency is to vote against the measure resulting in 
its defeat. 

The above examples attest to the fact that the 
public may inhibit change indirectly through its 
apathetic attitude. Yet, public opposition may be 
direct as well. Indeed, the electoral process is one 
method by which the public may inhibit change 
directly. 

Because the public is not greatly concerned with 
court reform, it is unlikely that legislators will initiate 
or promote a unification package ifno political gains 
can be achieved. Indeed, legislators may risk their 
positions by introducing controversial bills. This in 
part accounts for why members of the bar may be the 
initiators of court unification, as in Idaho, or why 
bills may be introduced through ajudiciary commit
tee rather than by an individual, as in Kansas. 

On the other hand, the public may have pressing 
concerns for other proposals. Because legislators 
must be responsive to their constituencies, they 
must act in these other areas. U3 Moreover, legislators 
may be confronted with a variety of competing and 
conflicting interests which they must resolve. 94 In
deed, as one author notes, "Neither state nor local 
legislators march to the beat of the court drummer, 
and other constituencies far exceed the importance 
of the court system in the eyes and ears of elected 
lawmakers." 95 As, such, legislators generally direct 
their attention to that which is politically advan
tageous. For example, in 1972 Kansas voters 
adopted a new judicial article which ultimately re
quired extensive implementing legislation. Although 
the article provided for a unified court system, the 
issue of nonpartisan selection of judges was of more 
immediate public concern and was addressed by the 
legislature two years before unification. 

'fhere are a number of specific reasons why the 
public may oppose court unification. Extensive 
opposition is often generated by rural county citizens 
toward the concept of trial court consolidation. 
First, they are largely concerned with having to 
travel greater distances if local courts are abol
ished. 96 In Oklahoma, for example, opposition to the 
1967 new judicial article providing for consolidation 
and abolition of JP courts came from voters who did 
not believe that small claims could be handled with 
convenience under a unified system. 97 Rural Ken-

93 Rubin, supra note 28. 
9~ Harris, supra note 34, p. 87. 
95 Rubin, supra note 28. 
96 Minteer, supra note 46, at 1098. 
97 Jack Hays, "July II, 1967 - A Beautiful Day in Ok

lahoma," Judica!ure. 51 (October, 1967),73,80-81. 
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tuckians expressed similar concerns prior to the 
adoption of their judicial article in 1975 as did South 
Dakotans in 1972" Second, consolidation often 
involves abolition of lay judge positions; con
sequently citizens in rural areas and municipalities 
fear the loss of control over their judges. 

Third I consolidation may involve "upgrading" 
lower court judges to a gener,a! jurisdiction bench. 
The public may, consequently, perceive that the 
quality of justice has been diminished. It was noted 
earlier that in Connecticut, for example, "judges 
were for years often certified as being fit to sit only 
on the misdemeanor court." As Paul Nejelski, 
Connecticut's former Assistant Executive Secretary 
to the Supreme COUl., further observes, "The public 
and lawyers understandably were opposed to ap
pointing judges to the bench who were presumably 
not competent to sit on more complex cases. It 
reinforced the image of a second-class court and 
second-class justice. "98 

Centralized administration may be opposed for 
closely related reasons. People often fear that the 
judges they once felt close to will be assigned to other 
parts of the state. Furthermore, they may perceive 
that judges will be governed by centralized pro
cedures and be made responsible to the supreme 
court. Such arrangements, it is believed, may 
undermine their internalized system of political 
patronage. 

State funding may also be vehemently opposed by 
the pUblic. This was found in Kansas. There the 
municipalities expressed violent opposition to the 
concept. They feared a tremendous loss of locally
generated revenue to the state treasury. 

C. Conclusion. 
The purpose of this chapter has been to demon

strate that various forces and groups in society may 
serve as obstacles to court unification. In the first 
half of the chapter , various institutional impediments 
to judicial improvement were examined. It was 

UB Paul Nejelski, "The Federal Role in Minor Dispute Resolu
tion," (an address to the National Conference on Minor Disputes 
Resolution, Columbia University School of Law • New York, New 
York, May 26, 1977). 
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noted that history and tradition mitigate against 
change. System participants and the public alike are 
generally impregnated with a sense of satisfaction 
about existing structures. In part this feeling is 
fostered by a general lack of court-related infor
mation. Finally, state constitutions often inhibit 
change because of the antiquated provisions for 
amendatory revision. 

In the second half of the chapter, it was observed 
that various groups and individuals, both within and 
without the judicial system, may oppose court uni
fication. This is not unexpected. Indeed. as James 
Alfini has intimated, the "natural. but somewhat 
reluctant, constituency: the nation's judiciary, "ll!) 
has been among the forerunners of opposition. 
Additionally, state and local officials in both the ,'.. 
executive and legislative branches may precipitate 
opposition against various measures. 

Each group has numerous reasons for opposing 
unification. But most frequently. opposition is 
engendered because a particular group perceives 
that the status quo win be disrupted, and that the 
change occurring will be against their self-interest. 
Thus. as Justice Robert Hall of the Georgia Supreme 
Court has suggested. "the secret of accomplishing 
change is to make them [system participants and the 
public] think that they are doing it themselves. "100 

However, opposition to unification is not a uni
versal phenomenon. Indeed, it was noted at the out
set that the groups and individuals who are most 
antagonistic toward change in one instance may be 
the vocal advocates in another. It is the purpose of 
the chapters in Part II to examine the factors which 
generate support of the various groups to insure a 
successful court unification campaign. Among the 
factors considered are theavemles chosen to attempt 
change, the leaderShip provided, the nature of the 
change sought, the timing, the bargains and com
promises necessary to enlarge the base of support, 
the political strategies and tactics utilized, and the 
potential impact of the measures. 

99 James Alfini, "Justice System Management: A Critical Re
view of the Literature," Justice System JOllrnlll,~ (Spring. 1977). 
293. ' . 

100 Hall. supra note 30. 
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CHAPTER V. SELECTING THE AVENUE FOR CHANGE 

In the preceding chapters, the major parameters of 
court unification have been examined. The concept 
has been defined and its utility has been assessed. 
While the last chapter exposed the major imped
iments to establishing a unified court system, the 
purpose of this chapter is to review the avenues 
through which unification may be achieved, thus 
laying a substantive foundation for subsequent 
chapters that address strategy and tactics instru
menta.l in achieving unification. 

A. ''(he Initial Consideration 

The most fundamental criterion in selecting the 
appropriate avenue for chanr.~ is the present wording 
of the state's constitution with respect to each 
element of unification. The provisions may be 
negative, neutral or positive. 

1. A negative constitutional statement. A negative 
constitutional statement prevents advocates of 
unification from proceeding toward their goals 
v,:ithout somehow revising the document. This is 
most clearly illustrated in the areas of court con
solidation and judicial rule-making. Presently the 
Texas Constitution declares that, • 'The judicial 
power of this state shall be vested in one Supreme 
Court, in Courts of Appeals, in a Court of Criminal 
Appeals, in District Courts, in County Courts, in 
Commissioners Courts, in Courts of Justices of the 
Peace, and in such other courts as may be provided 
by law." 1 Thus, before a one or two tier trial court· 
system can be established, the article must be re
vised either to omit referenc(! to some of the courts, 
or expressly establish a unified court structure. 

Louisiana recently chose the first path. The Con
stitution of 1921 created a wide variety of limited 
jurisdiction courts including family ,juvenile, parish, 
city and magistrate courts. The new constitution 
adopted in 1974 retained these courts with an im
portant caveat: "the legislature by law may abolish 
or merge trial courts of limited or specialized 
jurisdiction."2 It further provided: "The legislature 
by law may establish trial courts of limited jurisdic-

1 Texas. Constitution, Art. Y, sec. 1. 
2 Louisiana, Constitution, Art. V, sec. 15(A). 
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tion with parishwide territorial jurisdiction and sub
ject matter which shall be uniform throughout the 
state. "3 Thus, although a unified structure is not 
mandated in Louisiana by the C'onstitution, the 
language allows the legislature to provided for one if 
it so desires. 

Florida presents a clear illustration of a state 
which took the additional step of expressly establish
ing a unified structure. In its 1956 constitution the 
jUdicial power was vested in the following courts: 

... a supreme court, district courts of appeal, 
circuit courts, Court of Record of Escambia 
County, criminal courts of record, county 
courts, county judges' courts, juvenile courts, 
courts of justices of the peace, and such other ' •. 
courts, including municipal courts or com
missions, as the legislature may from time to 
time ordain and establish. 4 

A new judicial article was approved by the electorate 
in 1972 providing that, "The judicial power shall be 
vested in a supreme court, district courts of appeal, 
circuit courts and county courts. No other courts 
may be established by the state, any political sub
division or any municipality. "5 

As in the area of trial court consolidation, the 
constitutional basis for the rule-making authority 
may need to be changed if a unified system is to be 
accomplished. For example, in Tennessee the su
preme court is authorized to "prescribe by general 
rules the forms of process, writs, pleadings and 
motions, and the practice and procedures in all of the 
courts of the state in all civil suits, actions and 
proceedings. "6 But a subsequent act provides that 
•• such rules shall not take effect until they have been 
reported to the General Assembly. . . and until they 
have been approved by joint resolution of both 
houses of the General Assembly." 7 Thus it is clear 

. ~ Ihid. 
·,,4 Florida, Constitution, (1956), Art. Y, sec, 1. 
~ Florida, Constitution, Art. V, sec. I (emphasis add~t;lj. 
6 Tennessee, Code Ann., sec. 16-112 (Supp. 1972). 
1 Tennessee, Code Ann., sec. 16-}14 (Supp. 1972). 
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that ultimate rule-rnaldng authority in Tennessee 
rests with the legislature. In order to establish a 
unified system, the Constitutional Convention, 
which presently is convening for the purpose of 
rewrit.ing the document, must at a minimum delete 
the latter section. 

Thus, if a constitution specifically provides for 
elements or procedures which do not coincide with 
the postulates of a unified court system, proponents 
of that system initially must seek a change in the 
document. It it is deemed politically impracticable to 
obtain specific language creating a unified system, as 
in Florida with respect to its court'structure, 
proponents may have to be content with the adoption 
of a neutral provision permitting the legislature to 
move in the direction of a unified system. 

2. A neutral constitutional statement. If the con
stitution is silent on a particular element of unifi .. 
cation, or jf it allows the legislature or supreme court 
to take action toward unifying the system, the po
tential for achieving change is enhanced consider
ably. If it is politically feasible, proponents still may 
wish to seek a positive constitutional statement. 
Generally, such a statement is preferable because 
once it is achieved, it is very difficult to alter. For 
example, in the area of trial court consolidation, it is 
desirable to achieve a positive constitutional 
statement which implicitly prohibits the legislature 
from creating additional courts, rather than a neutral 
statement which might only eliminate reference to a 
state's myriad courts. but not prohibit the legislature 
from establishing additional courts at its plea~ure. 

Similarly, in the area of financing, it is clearly 
preferable to obtain a constitutional rather than 
statutory statement of the respective responsibilities 
of the state and political subdivisions. What is dele
gated by one legislature can be withdrawn by the 
next. Nowhere is this point more dramatically illus
trated than in New York where in 1976, the legisla
ture provided by statute that the entire judiciary be 
funded through state appropriations. A four-year 
transition period was established wherein d~lring the 
first year, the state was to charge-back to the coun
ties 75 percent of the cost, thereby actually supplying 
25 percent of the funding during the initial period. 
But the governor's budget called for only 12.5 
percent, thus requiring an 87.5 percent charge-back. 
If the legislature accepts his recommendation, the 
preceding legislation, for all practical purposes, will 
be sharply revised. If state funding requirements had 
been provided in the constitution, however, the 
legislature would have been required to follow the 
edict and not set it aside by statute. 
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Despite the desirability of obtaining a positive 
constitutional statement in place of a neutral one, in 
certain situations, the change may not be possible. In 
addition, to amend or revise a constitution usually is 
a lengthy procedure and tnay be perceived as inap
propriate to meet an urgent need. In these situations 
it may be preferable, or even necessary, to work for 
the adoption of legislation or supreme court rules. 

3. A positive constitutional statement. If a positive 
constitutional statement has already been achieved, 
the potential for effectuating a fully unified judiciary 
is greatest. On occasion the constitution actually 
may specify the details of unification so that certain 
implementing legislation will not be necessary, For 
example, a constitution like Kentucky's may specify 
the types of courts for the unified system, or it may 
detail the method of handling fines and forfeitures as 
in Florida. But, for the most part, constitutional 
statements tend to be general and efforts still must be 
directed toward implementing specific legislation or 
court rules to effectuate the positive mandate to 
unify. 

. The presence of a positive statement gives court 
reformers a clear mandate, indeed, an imperative, to 
proceed with implementing the wishes of the elec
torate. Nonetheless, even with the clearest of 
statements, ther-e is room for interpretation. As a 
result, proponents of a strongly unified system must 
not lose sight of the political process and must be 
willing to participate in a number of bargains and 
compromises to achieve their objectives. 

B. The Avenues of Change 

Depending on the existing wording of the con
stitution and the element of unification involved, one 
or a combination of four primary avenues may be 
selected to achieve the desired change: constitu
tional revision, legislative statute, supreme court 
rule, or executive order. 

1. Constitutional revision. Four principal vehicles' -
can be utilized to alter a constitution: public initia::- . 
tive, revision commission, constitutional conven
tion, or legislative proposal. 

a. Public initiative. The initiative is a device 
which allows an extra-legislative amendment to be 
formally proposed to the citizens of a state. It is 
designed to allow the public to propose alterations 
that have substantial popular support when legisla
ture fail to act. The initiative must be presented in the 
form of a petition and signed by a certain number or 
percentage of the voters in a state. The constitutions 



of 17 states provide for this process. s M?8sachusetts 
is the only state in which initiative measures must be 
approved by the legislature before submission to the 
voters. In most states the proposal must be approved 
by a majority voting on the referendum. 

Because this avenue of change is limited to less 
than one~thlrd of the states, it cannot be utilized by 
most proponents of court unification. But even 
where the initiative is available, the tremendous 
effort in time, organization and expense may prohibit 
its use. Obtaining the requisite number of signatures 
on the petition and subsequently waging a campaign 
to get the measure approved can be a monumental 
task. Additionally, this vehicle is inappropriate for 
proposing extensive constitutional change. In recent 
years use of the public initiative has been relative.ly 
unsuccessful. Indeed, the rate of adoption is sub
stantially lower than for legislative proposals. 
Throughout the nation between 1970 and 1975, 34 
initiatives were SUbmitted to the electorate, but only 
12 (36 percent) were adopted. Conversely the suc
cess rate for constitutional conventions and legisla
tive proposals was 47 percent and 67 percent 
respectively. 9 

Desph~ its difficulty, it may be worthwhile to 
pursue the initiative to achieve some aspects of 
unification. Although the field observations and 
research have failed to produce an example of where 
the initiative had been attempted in the area of court 
unification, it has been employed successfully in 
obtaining a merit procedure for selecting judges. In 
1966 the Colorado legislature debated whether to 
adopt such a plan, but failed to submit it to the 
electorate. Despite the presence "of apathy and a 
general unwillingness to be committed" to the 
venture, the Committee for Non-Political Selection 
and Removal of Judges, Inc., successfully waged a 
campaign to obtain the required 47,000 signatures. 1 0 

It sent out 3,000 petitions to the lawyer chairmen 
who had been appointed for eachjudicial district and 
mailed another 2,600 petitions to every member of 
the Colorado Bar Association. But this approach did 

8 Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, 
Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, 
Nevada, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon and South 
Dakota. For a list of specific requirements see The 1300k of the 
States, 1976-1977 (Lexington: Council of State Governments, 
1976), p. 176. 

9 Computed from The 1300k of the States, 1976-77, ibid., p. 
163. 

10 Alfred Heinicke, "The Colorado Amendment Story," 
Judicature, 51 (June-July, 1967), 17. The following account is 
drawn mainly from this source. 
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not produce as many signatures as anticipated and 
thus a new strategy was developed. 

The effort was concentrated in Denver, the state's 
largest population center. The League of Women 
Voters accepted the campaign as a project and ef~ 
fectively organized teams of women to solicit sig~ 
natures. In the final days of the campaign, they were 
joined by employees of banks and law firms. The 
League collected signatures in shopping centers, 
building lobbies, and at busy street corners. At the 
time of the deadline, t1Jey had obtained 71,476 
signatures, approximately 25,000 more names than 
required. The excess signatures were more than 
enough to offset those which might be ruled invalid. 
The proposition was submitted to the electorate and 
a well-organized and successful campaign was 
launched to gain their approval. 

b. Revision commission. The second vehicle 
which may be utilized to alter a constitution is the 
revision commission. Such a body is created by 
"statutory law, legislative enactment, or executive 
order. The first requires the endorsement of both the 
legislature and the governor; the latter methods need 
o~lly the sanction of one branch of government." 11 

There are two types of revision commissions. The 
most common is the study commission whose duties 
range from examinir.g particular sections of the state 
constitution through drafting a completely new 
document. The second type is the preparatory 
commission whose purpose is to prepare for an 
upcoming constitutional convention by undertaking 
substantive studies of the major issues. 

Lawmakers generally prefer either commission 
method of initiating major changes in the con
stitution, especially when compared to the con
stitutiunal convention. Indeed, lawmakers generally 
have almost total control over commissions and 
usually utilize them as auxiliary staff. The legislattfre 
generally is free to accept, reject or modify com
mission recommendations. 

This manner of revising constitutions has proved 
to be very popular. Professor Albert StmID reports 
that during the period 1939-1968, there were 62 revi
sion commissions in 35 states. Thirty were created 
by statute, 16 by legislative resolution, and 15 by 
executive order.l2 During the period 1974-1975, 
commissions were operative in eight states: Ala
bama, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Ottio, South 

11 Elmer Cornwell, Jay Goodman and Wayne Swanson, State 
Constitutional Conventions: The Politics of the Revisloll Process 
in Seven States (New York: Praeger Publishers , Inc., 1975), p. to, 

12 Albert Sturm, Thirty Years of State Constitution-Makillg: 
1938-1968 (New York: National Municipal League, 1970), p.}4. 
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Dakota, Texas, Utah and Washington. 13 Six were 
created by statutory law, one by a house concurrent 
resolution (North Dakota), and one by executive 
order (Washington). 

The main advantage of a commission is that it is 
small in size and thus can proceed efficiently and at a 
relatively low cost of operation. Further, competent, 
well-trained personnel may be employed to carry out 
the effort. J.I The commission's major weakness is 
that it is totally dependent upon the governmental 
organ by which it is created. 

The success of commissions has varied. Seasoned 
observers have concluded that although their work 
"has provided the impetus for constitutional reform 
in some states, the overall track record for com
missions is not one of uniform success. "15 In part, 
this may be because some legislatures have author
ized commissions as a symbolic response to give the 
appearance of action. 

c. COJ1stitutioflal convention. The third vehicle 
for altering a constitution is the convention. 16 This 
method is unique to the United States and has been 
utilized approximately 221 timesY Forty-one states 
provide for it in their constitutions,Is and in the 
remaining states, judicial interpretation and practice 
have dictated that the power to call a convention is 
inherenL10 

Fifteen states require a majority vote in the 
legislature before fhe question of holding a conven
tion may be submitted to the electorate. In 14 states a 
two-thirds vote is required, and in two states a 
three-fifths vote is mandatory. In six states the 
legislature may call a convention without submitting 
the question to the people. In Florida, the power to 

13 The Book of the States, 1976-1977. supra note 8, pp. 16tH58. 
14 See Susan A. Henderson, "Judicial Reform Through Total 

Revision of State Constitutions," Judicature. 51 (April, 1968), 
347, 348. 

Iii Cornwell. el a/., supra note 11, p. II. 
)6 There are a plethora of guides on how to organize and man

age such conventions. See. e.g., Elmer Cornwell. Jay Goodman 
and Wayne Swanson, Constitutional Conventions: The Politics of 
Rel'ision (New York; National Municipal League, 1974); and John 
P. Wheeler, The Constitutional Convention: A Mallua/ (New 
York: National Municipal League, 1961). For an excellent dis
cussion on how to influence the outcome of a constitutional 
convention, see Ian D. Burman, Lobbyillg at the Illinois Con
stitutiollal COllventioll (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 
1973). For descriptions of specific constitutional conventions, see 
the various publications by the National Municipal League. 

~7 Cornwell, et al., supra note 11, p. 13. 
18 The exceptions are Arkansas, Indiana, Massachusetts, 

Mississippi, New Jersey, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Texas, 
and Vermont. See Cornwell, et 01., supra note 11, p. 177. 

19 Cornwell, e( al., supra note 11, p. 13. 
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call a convention is reserved to the people by 
petition. 

The popular vote required to authorize the calling 
of a convention varies from state to state. In 23 
jurisdictions all that is required is a majority ofthose 
voting on the proposal. In seven states a majority of 
those voting in the election is required. Periodic 
submission of the conyention.question i3 mandatory 
in 14 states. 

The work of the convention may be limited or 
unlimited depending on the substance of the call. 
Unlimited conventions may, in their discretion, con
sider or omit from consideration any facets of the 
state constitution. On the other hand, there have 
been two kinds of limited conventions, "those lim
ited to one or a very few specific problems and those 
prohibited from dealing with a particular subject. "20 

Most have been of the first variety. Some con
stitutions, including Alaska's, ban the limited 
convention. 21 Between 1938 and 1975 there were 12 
limited and 18 unlimited conventions in the United 
States.22 

The convention method for accomplishing con
stitutional change has the advantage of being highly 
democratic. 23 Indeed, a convention's delegates are 
elected directly by the people. It is perhaps this fact 
that accounts for their relatively high success rate. 
As was suggested earlier, between 1970 and 1975,67 
percent of proposals by conventions ultimately were 
adopted. 

d. Legislative proposal. The fourth vehicle for 
altering a constitution is the legislative proposal. All 
states except Delaware require that two steps be 
completed before such an action is effective: passage 
by the legislature and ratification by the people. 

In 17 states a simple majority vote in the legislature 
is required for most proposals. Nine states require a 
three-fifths vote, 18 states require a two-thirds vote 
and six states have miscellaneous requirements. 24 

Several states require passage by more than one 
session of the legislature. 

In most states ratification by the people requires 
only a majority of those voting on the amendment. 
Wyoming requires a majority of those voting in the 
election and South Dakota requires a majority of all 
citizens voting for governor. 

20 John P. Wheeler, The Constiflltiollal Convention; A Manual 
all Its Planning, Organization and Operation (New York: Na
tional Municipal League, 1961), p. 5. 

21 Alaska, Constitution, Art. XIII, sec. 4. 
22 Cornwell, et al., supra note 11, p. 14. 
23 See Henderson, supra note 14. 
24 The Book of the States, 1976-1977, supra note 8, p. 175. 



Historically, this has been the most popular 
method for changing constitutions. Its popularity 
may be attributable, in part, to the fact that the 
expense is clearly less than creating a constitutional 
revision commisdon or convening a constitutional 
convention. Furthermore, the legislature has control 
over what the proposed revisions will contain. But, 
perhaps of prime significance, is the fact that it usu
ally is easier to achieve piecemeal revision than to 
rewrite an entire constitution. Despite the popularity 
of this method, in recent years less than 50 percent of 
the proposals submitted to the public have been 
ratified. . 

2. Legislative statute. There are two principal 
vehicles which may be utilized to achieve enactment 
of a statute. The first, and by far the most well
known, is the passage of a bill in the legislature. 
Procedures vary from stat\~ to state, but generally the 
proposed bill is referred to a committee for initial 
action. Subsequently it is voted upon by the entire 
body and, with the exception of Nebraska which is 
unicameral, it is sent to the other branch of the 
legislature for approval. Following approval by both 
houses, the bill is then submitted to the governor for 
his signature or veto. 

The second vehicle which may be utilized to 
achieve enactment of a statute is the initiative. Like 
the constitutional initiative, the statutory initiative is 
an extra-legislatively drafted bill formally proposed 
by a petition and signed by a certain number or 
percentage of the voters. It also may be direct or 
indirect. The direct type of initiative places the pro
posed meaSUle on the ballot for submission to the 
electorate without legislative action. This procedure 
is found in 13 states.25 The indirect type, which re
quires that the legislature act upon an initiated 
measure within a reasonable period oftime before it 
is voted upon by the electorate, is found in five 
states.26 In three states both the direct and indirect 
methods are used.27 The remaining 29 states do not. 
allow for the use of the statutory initiative. 

The required number of signatures for the petition 
varies widely from state to state.28 Massachusetts 
may be the easiest state in which to achieve a statu
tory initiative. There proponents of a measure must 
obtain three percent of the votes cast in the last 
general election for governor. At the other extreme is 

25 Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Idaho, 
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Ore
gon, Wyoming. 

26 Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Nevada. South Dakota. 
27 Ohio, Utah. Washington. 
28 The Book of the States, 1976-1977, supra note 8, p. 218. 
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the State of Wyoming where the number must equal 
15 percent of the voters in the last general election 
and residents in at least two-thirds of the counties in 
the state. 

Because the statutory initiative is limited to less 
than one-half of the states, it cannot be utilized by a 
majority of proponents seeking court unification. 
Additionally, the procedure is very costly and time 
consuming. Thus, it appears preferable to utilize the 
more direct method of seeking statutory enactment 
by the state's legislative bodies. This may require a 
great deal of lobbying and hard political bargaining, 
but it clearly does not require the organizational 
effort which must be mustered in successfully 
achieving a statutory initiative. 

3. Supreme court rule. The third avenue which 
may be utilized to achieve a unified court system is 
supreme court rule. As was noted in Chapter I, 32 
states provide the highest court with some degree of 
rule-making authority. Eight states place the author
ity partially in the court and ten place it elsewhere. 

States with express administrative and procedural 
rule-making authority are in a highly advantageous 
position to effectuate court unification. In these 
instances, legislatures may be reluctant to interfere 
with promulgation of a rule unless it appears to in
fringe on substantive law. But even then, the 
branches of gove.rnment do not seek confrontation 
and do everythillg possible to avoid conflict. 

In many states, however, court mles are subject to 
legislative scrutiny and veto. For fear of legislative 
criticism. the court may be overly conservative in 
taking action and thus refrain from promulgating all 
but minor rules. But of greater consequence is the 
fact the court in tbese states is circumscribed se
verely by the judiciary's lack of appropriations 
authority or enforcement power to execute its edicts. 
Thus, for the most part, courts tend to promulgate 
rules which pertain exc1U!;ively tojudicial personnel, 
and which require no fiscal appropriation. 

There are~pme who argue that even where the 
authority to promulgate rules of administration and 
procedure is not expressly vested in the judiciary, it 
may still be exercised, generally by the state's high
est court. Proponents of this view rely upon the 
inherent powers concept which is grounded in the 
doctrine of separation of powers. They claim that: 

the separation of powers doctrine . . . imposeSf''''\ 
on the judicial branch not merely a negativeI.L'I;\ 
duty not to interfere with the executive or legis- -_Cc.~ 
lative branches, but apositive responsibility'tb 
perform its own job efficiently. This positive 



aspect of separation of powers imposes on 
courts affirmative obligations to assert and fully 
exercise their powers, ... and to fend off legis
lative or executive attempts to encroach upon 
judicial prerogatives. 29 

Colorado's Associate Justice Jim R. Carrigan has 
concisely summarized the case law on inherent 
powers, l>uggesting that they consist of: 

... all powers reasonably required to enable a 
court to perform efficiently its judicial func
tions, to protect its dignity, independence, and 
integrity, and to make its lawful actions ef
fective. These powers are inherent in the sense 
that they exist because the courts exist; the 
court is, therefore it has the powers reasonably 
required to act as an efficient court. 30 

The extent to which the inherent powers doctrine 
may be exercised is unclear. Various state courts 
have used it to obtain funding for salaries, additional 
personnel, and courtroom facilities,31 but there are 
clearly a number of constraints on its usage. First, 
there is some case law which places restrictions on it. 
For example, the Supreme Court of Montana has 
ruled that the doctrine may be employed only when 
established means have failed. 32 Second, and per
haps more important, if a confrontation with the 
legislative or executive branches erupts, the judici
ary is clearly in the weakest position and may be 
forced to submit. After all, it does not have a state 
militia or the power of the purse to enforce its edicts. 
As a result, if the court shouid attempt to make such 
radical changes as abolishing courts and consolidat
ing the judicial system, it may be treated in a manner 
similar to the way Andrew Jackson treaterl Chief 
Justice Marshall's decision in the Cherokee Nation 
Case.33 It will be recalled that upon hearing the 
opinion, the President allegedly stated, "John 
Marshall has made his decision, now let him enforce 
it. " 

Despite these and other limitations, the doctrine 
may be invoked to help further unify a judicial 

20 Jim R. Carrigan, "Inherent Powers and Finance," in Larry 
Berkson, Steven Hays and Susan Carbon, Managing the State 
Courts (St. Paul: West Publishing Co., 1977), pp. 74-75. 

30 Ibid., p. 77. 
31 For an excellent list of cases see Jim R. Carrigan, Inherent 

Powers of the COllrts (Reno: National College of the State 
Judiciary, 1973). 

32 State ex reI. Hillis v. Sullivan, 48 Mont. 320, 137 Pac. 392 
(1913). For a list of other restrictions, see Carrigan, ibid., p. 23. 

33 Worcester v. Georgia, 6 Pet. 515 (1832). 
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system. This is particularly true in the area of admin
istration. Perhaps the most outstanding example 
took place recently in Tennessee. In October, 1975, 
the Supreme Court of Tennessee adopted a rule 
"pursuant to the inherent power of ... [the] Court 
... ," declaring that it had the authority: (1) to 
temporarily reassign judges to other courts; (2) to 
take affirmative action to correct imbalances in case 
loads among the circuits; (3) to take affirmative ac
tion to correct any condition adversely affecting the 
administration of justice within the state; and (4) to 
take any other action that may be necessary to carry 
out the orderly administration of justice within the 
state. 34 

The rule was inspired largely by the disparity be
tween judges' disposition rates. For example, one 
Tennessee judge disposed of over 2,200 cases during 
a one-year period, while six others disposed of only 
300 each.35 The average disposition rate for the 106 
trial judges was 885 cases per year. Chief Justice 
William H. D. Fones has been quoted as stating that 
"[s]urely ... this court would be remiss ... if it 
did not take affirmative acticn to correct this 
situation. "36 

Pursuant to the declaration, the supreme court 
ordered that in each judicial area a presiding judge 
was to be selected every November. Further, the 
court authorized the chief justice of the supreme 
court to appoint such an individual ifhe is not desig
nated within 15 days subsequent to a vacancy. The 
order provides that the presidingjudge is responsible 
for the assignment of cases within his jurisdiction 
with his major objective, "to achieve an equitable 
distribution of the workload and an equal sharing of 
the bench and chamber time necessary to dispose of 
the total case load within acceptable limits." The 
order further proclaims that no i.!ase may be held 
under advisement for more than 60 days; that no 
motion or other decision of the trial judge that delays 
the date of trial or final disposition may be held under 
advisement for more than 30 days; that certificates of 
readiness and pre-trial conferences are to be utilized 
to their maximum; and that the executive secretary 
of the court is to make a continuing survey of case 
loads, docket congestion and related matters. 

In issuing the order, the state supreme court exhib
ited great boldness, for historically the legislature 
has been preeminent in this area. Indeed, all rules 
promulgated by the supreme court had to be ap-

3. Tennessee Rules of Court 1976, Rule 45. 
35 "Tennessee Supreme Court Rules Judicial Integration," 

Judicature, 59 (March, 1976),404. 
36 Ibid. 



proved by a joint resolution of both houses of the 
general assembly. 37 By invoking the inherent powers 
doctrine, however, the court notified the legislature 
that the rule it had just promulgated was effective 
without their approval. 

Whether other courts without express rule-making 
authority will follow the lead of the Supreme Court of 
Tennessee is uncertain. Clearly the avenue is avail
able and should be pursued where it is practical to do 
so, particularly if an express grant of rule-making 
authority is not vested in the court. 

4. Executive order. A tinal avenu~ for achieving a 
unified court system is the executive order. That 
almost nothing has been written about this avenue 
with respect to judicial modernization is attributable 
in large measure to the fact that executive orders 
rarely have been utilized in the judicial arena. The 
most notable exceptions are the various guber
natorial orders es tablishing nominating commissions 
to select judges on the basis of merit. 38 

One way in which the executive order may assist 
unification efforts is when it is used to convene a 
constitutional revision commission. The Commis
sion for Constitutional Alternatives created by Gov
ernor Daniel J. Evans in Washington offers a recent 
example.3s The Washington commission is author
ized to study the constitution and recommend 
needed changes. It is mandated to work with the 
legislature and report to the governor. To aid the 
commission in its work, the governor appropriated 
$164,000 from his budget. This and other like 
commissions are usually free to suggest modifica
tions in the present judicial article or propose an 
entirely new document. 

Another way in which the executive order might 
be used to aid unification efforts is in the area of 
budgeting. In Chapter I it was noted that in at least 
six states, judicial budgets are prepared outside the 
judiciary. Further, a vast majority of the budgets 
prepared within the judicial system are submitted to 
the executivle branch. Typically they are revised, 
integrated. Into the executive budget, and tlien 
submitted to the legislature. The lower house then 
revises them further before passing an appropria
tions bill. Subsequently the budgetG are retu.·",~d to 
the governor, who may exercise an item veto ill at 
least 39 sta.tes. 40 

37 Tennessee, Code Ann., sec. 16-114 (Supp. 1972). 
38 See Allan Ashman e'ild James Alfini, The Key to Judicial 

Merit Selection: The Nominating Process (Chicag"~ .\Q1erican 
Judicature Society, 1974), Chap. 1. ' 

39 The Book of the States, 1976-1977, supra note 8, p. 179. 
40 Carl Baar, Separate But Subservient: Court Budgeting in 

the American States (Lexington: D. C. Heath, 1975), p. 50. 
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Where this procedure exists, a governor who is 
committed to the concept of unification may issue an 
executive order declaring that his office will no 
longer participate in the drafting ofajudicial budget. 
In addition, the governor may declare that his office 
will not review or revise the judicially created 
budget. Second, the governor might issue an order 
declaring that he will no longer exercise his item veto 
authority with respect to judicial appropriations. 
Both orders could be grounded in the separation of 
powers doctrine. 

The chances of successfully utilizing the executive 
order for the purposes described above are some
what unlikely. Generally governors are not prone to 
relinquishing authority. Nonetheless, some may find 
political advantage in doing so, while others might do 
so out of personal conviction. 

c. Weighing the Alternatives 

The i;:ithl consideration which must be made by 
advocates of unification is whether the wording of 
the existing state constitution i<: negative, neutral or 
positive. The vad\)J~o routes emanating from each 
are diagramed in Table 5-1. As suggested previous~ 
ly, it is clearly preferable to achieve a positive con~ 
stitutional statement if one does nl\lt exist. Four 
avenues of accomplishing this objective have been 
ex~mined. Data are readily available on the three 
avenues which lead most directly to change: public 
initiative, constitutional convention, and legislative 
proposal. Thus, a general assessment can be made 
about which method has the greatest chance of 
success. Table 5-2 illustrates that throughout the 
history of the United States, proposals by con
stitutional conventions have had the greatest success 
of ratification. Legislative proposals closely follow .. 
but constitutional initiatives are a distant third. The 
years 1968-1975 were examined to determine if 
contemporary trends divert from this overall 
assessment. As Table 5-3 suggests, they do not. 

Thus, it is clear that if a constitutional change is 
sought, the best chances for success are by use of the 
conve6tip~ =: a legislative proposal. If a major 
change!dra new judicial article is sought, perhaps it 
is preferable to work fbr a constitutional convention. 
If, on the other hand, only~m~l alterations arf~' 
sought, the legislative p.rop~sal ~~pears to ~e the\ 
preferable route. The legIslatIve pt()posal also IS less 
complex and time consuming, and certainly less 
expensive. In either event the chances of passage for 
legislative proposals relating to the judiciary are 
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TABLE 5-1 

Various Routes for Achieving Court Unification 

Neutral Positive Legislative Supreme . Executive 

(~onstitutional Constitutional Statute Court Rule Order 

Statement Statement 

v 
Negative Neutral 

Constitutional Statement Constitutional Statement 

Table 5-2 
Methods of Accomplishing Constitutional 

Change Through 1975* 

Proposed Adopted Percelltage 
All Methods 9,536 6,104 64% 
Legislative Proposal 8,544 5,666 66% 
Constitutional Initiative 538 173 32% 
Constitutional Convention 348 240 69% 

'Data through 1968 arc derived from Albert L. Sturm. TJ,irl,\' 1"'lIrs tifSl,te COli· 

stitllticJIltIl·.\1l1killll: /938-/968 (New York: National Municipal League. 1970). p. 31. 
"Some ofthe figures may be inaccurate. but the slight inaccuracies that maye,ist result 
in no substantial distortion oflhe total pattern of constitutional change." .. ~. p. 27. Data 
from 1969 through 1975 are derived from Th, Book tl/t/,,·Slttt,·s. /974-1975 (Lexington: 
Council of State Governments. 1974). p. 4; and the /976-1977 edition. p. 163. 

Positive 

Constitutional Implementing Implementing Implementing 

Statement Legislation Rule 

Positive 

Constitutional Statement 

Table 5-3 
Methods of Accomplishing Constitutional 

Change, 1968 to 1975* 

Proposed Adopted Percelltage 
All Methods 1,775 1,221 69% 
Legislative Proposals 1,671 1,163 70% 
Constitutional Initiative 40 12 30% 
Constitutional Convention 64 46 72% 

'Datu were obtained from The Book 'ifth' SllIt,·s. /974-/975 (Lexington: Council 
of State Governments. 1974). p. 4; and the /976-1977 edition. p. 163. 
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currently very great. Indeed, 95 percent of alljudicial 
revisions were adopted in 1974-1975.41 

In many states constitutional change is unneces~ 
sary or politically impractical. Indeed, the political 
climate and historical nature of a state may militate 
against constitutional revision. Where sucii a situa~ 
tion exists, proponents must choose between three 
other avenues: legislative statute, supreme court 
rule, or executive order. As was suggested, the 
executive order has rarely been exercised and is of 
limited utility. Because the supreme court is rela~ 
tively unsusceptible to pressures from outside the 
judiciary, the citizenry, if it desires, has little op~ 
portunity to encourage change by means of a rule. 

4\ The Book ()f the States, /976--1977, supra note 8, p. 166, 
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The legislative statute thus b,~comes the second most 
preferable avenue by which to pursue a unified court 
system. Generally, changes can be made in each of 
the areas of 1;0Ult unification. In nonunified systems 
the legislature can usually abolish a number of the 
trial courts and is free to provide a centralized 
management component for the judiciary. Typically 
it can grant the supreme court rule-making authority 
and provide for state fInancing and unitary budget
ing. Pressure can be brought to bear lipon the legis
lature by citiz\~ns and by interest groups (It relatively 
low cost. The strategies and tactics to be employed in 
such an undertaking are the sUQject of the next four 
chapters. 





CHAPTER VI. CAMPAIGN STRATEGY: 

LEADERSHIP AND SUPPOR1' 

In Chapter IV the obstacles to achieving court 
unification were discussed in detail. To overcome 
these vast impediments, a well-planned campaign 
must be organized. The general principles that 
should be employed to guide such an undertaking 
may be divided into three categories: leadership and 
support; organization and focus; and bargaining and 
compromise. The next three chapters examine each 
of these areas in depth. The present chapter focuses 
on the individuals and groups who are most likely to 
provide leadership and support for court unification 
movements. Little attempt is made to examine the 
characteristics requisite for leadership or the 
circumstances conducive to assumption of a leader
ship position. Rather, the purpose of this chapter is 
to offer by way of chronical the likely and unlikely 
sources of support for court unification campaigns. 
This approach should serve as an initial guide for 
i ndi viduals in other states contemplating unification. 

A. Likely Proponents of Court Unification 

As suggested in Chapter V, court unification is 
generally adopted and implemented by constitu
tional amendment, legislative statute or court rule. 
Each of these procedures requires, in varying de
grees, the involvement of the state legislature, the 
executive branch, the judiciary and the electorate. 
Bl'cause unifical'ion most directly impacts upon the 
juniciary, it might reasonably be expected that 
members and related personnel ofthat branch, such 
as justices and court administrators, would provide 
major leadership and support to the campaign. 
However, in the eleven states selected for intensive 
on-site investigation, contrary observations were 
made. 

Somewhat surprisingly, the majority ofleadership 
and support for court unification campaigns was 
derived from individual legislators and members of 
the electorate. Within the electorate, two principal 
sources of support were found: state bar associations 
and citizens' gro~ps formed specifically to promote 
judicial modernization. Although the role and in-
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volvement of these three sources did vary somewhat 
from state to state, taken ~QUeGtiv€!y they are clas
sified as likely proponents of unification. 

The on .. site investigations also unveiled a fourth 
likely, and necessary, source of support: the media. 
While the media's support is not legally requ:red for 
adoption and implementation of unification mea
sures, as a practical matter it is crucial. Because it 
generall)! accompanied successful campaigns, the 
media is included as a likely proponent. 

1. Legislators. Most unification activity must be 
approved by the legislatures; therefore, it is of 
paramount importance to gain the support of their 
most influential members. In every state visit~j for 
on-site investigation, one or more state leg(slators 
helped lead tht~ campaign. In fact at times, legislators 
have served 8,'" primary catalysts and strategists for 
the entire movement. 

The efforts of Florida's Representative Sandy 
D' Alemberte provide a ca$tr in point. As a legislator 
is not only initiated the biI'l providing for a unified 
system, but he guido, 'it through the House ofRepre
sentatives, heiped lobby it through the Senate and 
worked with civic organizations to insure ratification 
by the electorate. His staff director, Janet Reno. 
provided invaluable assistance, as did Senators 
Dempsey Barron and Fred Karl. 

While not a catalyst of the statutory revisions. 
Senator J. C. Tillotson was a primary leader in the 
Kansas movement toward court unification. In 1973, 
Tillotson was chosen to serve as vice-chairman of 
the Judicial Study Advisory Committee (JSAC). 
Composed of influential leaders, JSAC was vested 
with the responsibility of obtaining statewide public 
and private substantive input for a package of 
statutory legislation in accordance with a con
stitutional amendment adopted the previous year. In 
1974, Tillotson incorporated the recommendations 
of JSAC into statutory language, much of which was 
adopted in the 1975 and 1976 sessions. Representa~ 
tive John Hays played a complementary and highly 
instrumental role in tbe house. 

j 
.i 



In states where legislators have not been catalysts 
or primary leaders of the entire movement, they 
have, nonetheless, provided instrumental assistance 
which should not be underestimated. Such leader
ship was provided by Senators ('. C. Torbert (now 
chief justice) and Stewart OTJannon, and Repre
sentatives Robert Hill and Ronald Flippo in Ala
bama. In Colorado, Senator Carl Fulghum, who was 
relatively unknown outside the legisiature, played a 
crucial role in securing passage of the 1962 
amendment. Senator Fulghum was aided by Repre
sentatives Albert Tomsic and Edward Byrne, and 
Harry Lawson, senior research analyst of the Col
orado Legislative Council. In Connecticut James 
Healey, James Bingham and David Neiditz, three 
influential legislators, strOiigly supported tl:;:: <"eform 
legislation. 

In Idaho, Senators Ray Rigby, Sam Kaufman and 
Edith Miller Klein, and Representative Charles 
McDevitt supported court unification legislation. 
Other members of the house and senate also gave 
strong support. In 1967 the senate voted 211 to 11 to 
override Governor Samuelson's veto of unification 
legislation, while the house was just a handful of 
votes short of the requisite two-thirds majority. 
These votes are noteworthy, because both the house 
and senate were dominated by Republicans in the 
g<.lVernor's party. 

In Kentucky, Richard Lewis, Michael Moloney 
and William Sullivan were responsible for the legisla~ 
tive support that was a prerequisite to the adoption of 
the constitutional amendment in 1975. In New York 
Senat.or Bernard Gordon, Chairman of the Senate 
Judiciary Committee, as well as Warren Anderson 
(the Senate's Majority Leader), Jeremiah Bloom, 
Stanley Steingut (Speaker of the Assembly) and 
George Cincotta played important roles in recent 
attempts at judicial reform. 

In Ohio, Represent~tive William Milligan, often 
referred to as the "legislative father" of that state's 
reform, played an instrumental role in the house. 
Other key legislative participants includod Alan 
Norris, Charles Kurfess, Robert Holmes, Robert 
Levitt, Barry Levey, William Taft, Paul Gil1mor, 
William Nye, James Leedy, and Max Dennis. Simi
larly, South Dakota's Joseph Barnett, Chairman of 
the House Judiciary Committee and later Speaker of 
tht.'.House, was an imp0l1ant figure in that state's 
effort· to obtain unification. 

Where the legislative leadership is strongly 
opposed to judicial change, reformers will un
doubtedly be impeded in their attempts at unifica
tion. One of the most notewol1hy e~amples is four.d 

in Ohio. There leading members of the legislature, 
including the chairman of the senate judiciary 
committee, strongly opposed reforms proposed by 
the Modern Courts Committee recommendations of 
the early 1960's. It was not until 1967 when three 
former members of the Legislative Service Com
mission Study Committee who supported the 
changes were promoted to the offices of speaker of 
the house, majority floor leader and chairman of the 
house judiciary committee that success was 
achieved. 1 This paved the way for quick passage of 
the Modern Courts Amendment which provided for 
a partially unified judiciary. 

Without question, legislators play an important 
role in any effort to achieve court unification. In
deed, in certain situations they may serve as 
catalysts and major strategists for the campaigns. 

2. The state bar. The organized bar has a veste.d 
interest in the outcome of any judicial reform 
movement, particularly when the judiciary moves 
from a relatively decentralized system to a highly 
unified one. Such a change generally disrupts well
established routines and working relationships. In 
some instances it has been suggested that a reor
ganization of the court structure may mean a re
duction in income to.;ertain law firms.2 Thus, it is 
not unexpected that the bar is one of the most im
portant elements in a court unification effort. Howell 
Heflin has suggested their importance: 

Bar associations should be the prime mov
ers to obtain a cooperative effort on the part 
of all vital and essential groups and indi
viduals at the state and local level. The 
battle for the modernization of our state 
courts cannot be won unless bar associ
ations are willing to make an all-out effort to 
win it. 3 

Only in Connecticut did the bar fail to consistently 
play an influential role. In 1971 the bar joined 
Connecticut Citizens for Judicial Modernization 
(CCJM) to promote reform under the title, Joint 
Committee for Judicial Modernization (JCJM). 
Although both groups supported unification, they 

I William Milligan and James Pohlman, "The 1968 Modem 
Courts Amendment to the Ohio Constitution," Ohio State Law 
Journal, 29 (Fall, 1968),811.816. 

2 David Saari, "Modem Court Management: Trends in Court 
Organization Concepts - 1976," Justice System Journal, 2 

. (Spring. 1976), 19.32. 
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3 Howell T. Heflin. "The Time is Now," Judicature. 55 
(August-September, 1971).70,71. 
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differed in their objectives. The bar had long sup
ported simply merging the common pleas court into 
the superior court. This merger was an expedient to 
reduce the number of trial courts, but it would have 
isolated the circuit courts and courts of limited 
jurisdiction. C( 1M had always advocated total 
merger of the trial courts, a position which the bar 
association opposed. In 1971, however, CCJM 
concluded that any effort to merge the circuit court 
into the superior court would face overwhelming 
opposition. Thus, it developed a plan which would 
eventual/y produce that result: initially by merging 
the circuit and common pleas court and sub
sequently merging the new court into the superior 
court.4 

JCJM's final report subtly indicated the differing 
views of the bar and CCJM: the Subcommittee on 
Court Structure, rather than the entire Joint Com
mittee, presented JCJM's recommendations, which 
followed the CCJM modd. Shortly thereafter, the 
bar association withdrew from JCJM, terminating 
that organization. But the bar's opposition to the 
CCJM plan mattered little to the legislature. Some 
observers believe that the Connecticut legislature, 
composed offew attorneys, was deliberately hostile 
to the state bar association and that the legislature 
viewed the bar's opposition to the planned merger as 
an attempt to preserve a "superior" court for 
laW)!DrS and law firms, while relegadng "reople's 
courts" to second-class status. 

Once the intermediate merger took effect, the bar 
reversed its position and eventually supported 
consolidating the new common pleas court with the 
superior court. The bar apparently realized that fail
ing to complete the merger would be administra
tively unsound. Til fact, in ,1 1976 poll a majority of 
the state bar favored a one tier system. Accordingly, 
the bar not only endorsed the 1976 merger, but also 
conducted informal activities to secure passage at 
the instigation of James Healey and Ralph Dixon, a 
we1l-known trial attorney and senior partner in a 
leading law firm. While support at this late date did 
not have a tremendous impact, at least one observer 
stressed that the bar helped secure legislative recon
sideration of the measure after an initial defeat. 

In a number of states the bar has assumed primary 
responsibility and leadership for court unificati611 
campaigns. In Idaho,two members of the bar, James 
Lynch and Thomas Miller, universally were credited 
for the successful enactment of various statutes pro-

4, Influential Connecticut sources credit James Healey and 
James Bingham with "masterminding" the ingenious inter
mediate strategy CCJM advocated. 
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viding for a unified judiciary. In 1963, immediately 
following electoral ratification of a constitutional 
statement allowing the legislature to unify the courts, 
Lynch and Miller initiated a campaign to secure 
statutory implementation of the new judicial article. 

As secretary of the bar and chairman of the bar 
committee on court reorganization respectively, 
these two young attorneys dominated the court 
modernization scene for the next 15 years. During 
the early sixties, the bar, in conjunction with the 
legislativ2 council, undertook a study of the 
judiciary's needs. Together Lynch, Miller and the 
council established preliminary recommendations 
and conducted public hearings across the state, 
which were financed by the bar. In 1966 a statewide 
citizens' conference was held. The consenSllS 
statement was highly supportive of their preliminary 
recommendations. At that point the bar became 
instrumental in preparing legislation. It also directed 
the efforts of Citizens' Committee for Courts, Inc. 
(CCCI), which emerged from the citizens' con
f~rence. The bar provided cccr with editorials 
supporting unification legislation to distribute across " 
the state. 

In 1967 only a portion of the legislation was 
successful. Bills providing for lower court con
solidation and state assumption of financial re
sponsibility failed to pass. The more progressive 
senate had overridden the governor's veto; but the 
house sustained it by a narrov/margin. The bar 
succeeded in extracting from'.\ the governq", his 
specific objections and, fol1owL~,g an interim study, 
new legislation was submitted in 1969. This time the 
governor's approval was secur!",). 

The State of Ohio provides another illustration of 
visible and SU&tii.ined activity by a bar association.s 

In 1963 the bar created a Modern Courts Committee 
which proposed ~weeping reforms, including local 
court reorganization and rule-making authority 
vested in the supreme court. 6 Attorneys Kenneth 
Clark and Earl Morris, co-chairmen of the Com
mittee, offered important testimony tQJhe Legisla
tive Service Commission Study Committee on 
Judicial Administration. 7 As two close observers 
have written, "In general, the conclusions of the 
St,~dy Committee paralleled those of the Modern 
Courts Committee, ... "8 \ 

~ Much of the following discussion is extracted from Milligan 
and Pohlman, supra note I, at 811-48. 

6 See "Report of Committee for Modem/2ourts in Ohio," The 
Ohio Bar, 37 (AprlIZO, 1964), :m-S4. 

7 See • 'Report of Modem Courts Committee," The Ohio Bar, 
37 (November 9, 1964), 1249-64. 

8 Milligan and ,Pohlman, supra note I, at 815. 



Thus, the organized bar "ssentially established the 
parameters for reform. Later its members worked in 
both the senate Llnd house for passage. Following the 
1965 legislative session in which testimony had been 
taken on the proposed reforms, the Modem Courts 
Committee worked further to refine the proposed 
joint resolution. In 1967, as noted earlier, a change in 
the leadership of ·the house of representatives al
lowed the measure to pass by a clear majority. 
Subsequently the senate passed a similar version 
which was later concurred in by the house. The 
proposal was then placed on the May, 1968 primary 
election ballot. During the ratification effort, the bar 
again played a major role by furnishing the basic 
financial support and by hiring a public relations firm 
to coordinate the pUblicity. The state bar also en
couraged support from local bar associations. As an 
interviewee stated, "bar representatives in almost 
every county worked to achieve support from local 
bar associations, the press, and key voter groups." 

Similar statements may be made about the ac
tivities of other state bar associations. They often 
establish committees which participate in drafting 
articles of unification. The activity of the Idaho State 
Bar in this respect has already been cited. Bar as
sociations also provide the resources for citizens' 
conferences and stimulate the establishment or 
-revival of court modernization organiz,'itions. For 
example, in Colonido the state bar associ:ation under 
the leadership of Executive Secretary William Miller 
and attorney Hardin Holmes, was the catalytic agent 
for tlre Citizens' Committee for Modem Courts. 
CCMC, chaired by Robert Stems, raised $57,000 in 
1962 to publicize the proposed judicial article which 
ultimately resulted in unification of the state 
judiciary.9 As further evidence of the Colorado bar's 
activity in the area of judicial reform, it should be 
noted that it played a key role iti establishing and 
supporting the Committee for Non-Political Selec
tion and Removal of Judges. Over $109,000 was 
raised to support this effort.Io 

The activities of the Colorado bar are not unusual. 
Forty-eight state bar associations have participated 
in sponsoring citizens' conferences on coUrt reform 
in conjunction with the efforts of the American 
Judicature Society. Generally, bar associations pro
vide on-site staff support and assist with local ar
rangements such as publicity. They also help secure 

n Lee A. Moe, Report to the Executive Committee of the 
Citizell~' Committee 011 Modem Courts From the Executive 
Director, November 12, 1962. 

10 Committee for Non-Political Selection and Removal of 
.. IIldges, Report of the Execl(tive Secretary, November 22, 191i6. 

conferees and speakers. At times the bar under.' 
writes a portion of the operating expenses of such 
conferences, or acts as a conduit through which 
monies are channeled from federal or state agencies. 

As suggested above, bar associations frequently 
perform an important role in funding the campaign 
effort. Often they appropriate funds from their gen
eral treasury and at times they have solicited their 
membership for special contributions. In Colorado 
the state bar association solicited $100 from each 
major law firm in the state. Additionally the state bar 
requested that local bar associations make financial 
contributions. A procedure similar to that of Col
orado's was adopted in Kentucky during the final 
stages of their campaign. 

Members of the bar may also become intimately 
involvedin the campaign effort itself. For example, 
bar associations often establish and maintain speak
ers' bureaus, as in Alaska, Colorado, Idaho, and 
Kansas. On other occasions members supply in
formation and speakers to citizens' organizations to 
be used for their bureaus. This was the approach 
utilized in Kentucky and NevadaY Members of the 
bar have appeared before civic organizations and on 
television and radio programs. They have also de
livered informative speeches and participated in 
debates. 

The examples above suggest that bar associations 
may assume highly visible leadership and support 
positions in campaigns to achieve court unification. 
In other states the bar may be highly active, and yet 
refrain from assuming key leadership positions with 
respect to the pUblic. In some situations the bar may 
prefer to assume a low profile campaign posture. 
Usually this latter approach is adopted because of a 
belief th.at the public will oppose any legislation 
which even superficially appears to be a "lawyer's 
bill." Consequently, bar associations often either 
work quietly among their own members, as in Ken
tucky, or work through citizens' organizations, as in 
Kansas. 

In late 1974, almost one year preceding electoral 
ratiijcation of the judicial article, the Kentucky bar 
appointed a committee to work with the major 
citizens' organization, Kentucky Citizens for Judi
cial Improvement, Inc. (KeJI). The bar's efforts 
were'directed primarily toward other attorneys and 
the legislature, rather than toward the pUblic. In 1974 
the bar invited the entire legislature to a dinner to 

, promot,e the amendment. The Young Lawyers divi
. siOIi·was particularly active, having distributed 1600 
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II See e.g., "State Bar Explains Legislative Package," 
Nevada State J,,'umai, September 22, 1976, p. 2. 



copies of the article to members of their group. Bar 
newsletters carried updates on the article every two 
months. One month before the November election, 
the bar printed an advertisement on the cover oftheir 
journal, Kentucky Bench and Bar, promoting the 
amendment. Finally, the bar printed 80,000 post
cards which its members mailed throughout the state 
urging other attorneys to support the amendment. 
The bar did have some direct contact with the public 
through KCJI's speakers' bureau. Its members were 
asked to serve in this capacity because few lay 
persons felt qualified to address the public on what 
might involve technical legal is~ues. 

In Kansas the bar association channeled much of 
its activity through a group entitled Concerned 
Citizens for the Modernization of Kansas Courts. In 
1972, prior to electoral ratification of a judicial arti
cle, the bar raised $3,000 to promote the campaign. 
The group ran a "God, Mother and Apple Pie" cam
paign. The amendmeut was presented as a means by 
which to enhance jusjce for the people. At no time 
did the bar promote tl~e amendment through use of 
its letterhead. Following electoral ratification, the 
bar continued to SUPPQrt implementing legislation, 
but again did not assume a highly visible position. 

It is apparent that bar associations hiwe strong 
vested interests in the outcome' of court unification 
campaigns. Their support is crucial to successful 
efforts, whether it be in a visible or low profile 
capacity. Either way, bar associations generally 
have provided needed personnel t resources and fis
cal support for these endeavors. On the other hand, if 
a state bar fails to support efforts at UJ1ification, the 
chances of success are diminished. Indeed, it will be 
recalled that the bar's failure to endorse or actively 
campaign for reforms in Florida and Washington was 
an important factor in the defeat of proposals in those 
states. 12 

3. Judicial reform organizations. Despite the 
importance of bar associations, they are unlikely to 
effect major changes in the judicial system by 
themselves. As a leader of the Florida effort has 
stated, "In my judgment bar associations alone will 
not be able to do thejob."13 The groups most likely 
to join bar associations alld others in attempting to 
secure court unificatioil are judicial reform or
ganizations. Invariably these groups are voluntary 
~itizens' organizatio.ns formed specifically to pro-

\' 

12 See Chapter IV. 
13 Talbot D'Alemberte, "Florida Takes a Great Step For

ward" (an address delivered atthe joint luncheon of the American 
Judicature Society at -i the National Conference of Bar Presi
dents, Honolulu, Hawaii, August 12-14, 1974). 
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mote judicial modernization. Howell Heflin has long 
emphasized the importance of these citizen groups. 
He stresses: "Citizens' support is essential. "14 

Many reformers agree with Heflin about the im
portan(;e of citizen participation. For example, in a 
recent speech presented to the Judicial Advisory 
Committee in Minot, North Dukota, Charles D. Cole 
echoed Heflin's sentiment: 

Citizen involvement is both desimble and help
ful from th'e standpoint ofthe legislative passage 
of the constitutional amendment and the 
electorate [sic] ratification of the amendment. In 
fact, I believe that ... active [citizen] in
volvement and assistance in obtaining ratifica
tion of ... proposed judicial article[s] is 
absolutely necessary. The Alabama citizen 
lobby certainly served to cr.eate the climate for 
passage of both Alabama's new judicial article 
in 1973 and the necessary implementation 
legislation in 1975. 15 

Groups established specifically to promote judi
cial reform exist in nearly every state. 16 The preva
lence ofthese groups is due, in large part, to the work 
of the American Judicature Society. In 1959 the So
dl""Y sponsored a National Conference on Judicial 
Selection and Court Ad{flinistration. During the final 
deliberati~ns, a participant suggested that similar 
conferences be organized in each state. Less than 
seven months later Nebraska held the first state 
citizens' conference on improving state courts. To 
date the Society has sponsored 117 such conferences 
in all but two states: Alaska and North Carolina,17 
Invariably the participants establish permanent 
citizens' organizations to continue the work of the 
conferences. In at least ::J5 states, non-profit citizens' 
groups have incorporated. IS In other states, the 

14 Heflin, supra note 3, at 72. 
15 Charles D. Cole, "Judicial Reform: The Alabama Ex

perience" (an address presented to the Judicial Planning Advisory 
Committee, Minot, North Dakota, February 24, 1976). 

16 Ofthe eleven states selected for intensive investigation, only 
Florida and Ohio did not use strong and effective citizens' or
ganizations. 

17 For a description of corif'erence preparations and contentsee 
R. Stanley Lowe, "Programs and Services: The Educational 
function of the Society," Judicature, 54 (February, 1971), 
270-77. 

,8 Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, 
Delaware, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, 
Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New 
Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 
South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington, 
Wisconsin and Wyoming. 



citizens have formed organizations but have not 
incorp;)rated. 19 

Many of these groups have, to some extent, 
remained active over the years. A number of the 
citizens' groups have subsequently joined with the 
Society or state bar associations to sponsor follow
up conferences. For example, Citizens' Conference 
on Alabama State Courts, Inc. was formed four 
months after the initial conference was held. Under 
the leadership of President Carl Bear, it helped 
sponsor statewide meetings in 1973, 1974, and 1976. 
The first was held one month before the legislature 
convened, and was designed to stimulate support for 
a proposed new judicial article. . 

The contribution of these organizations to unifi
cation efforts varies greatly from state to state. In 
some locales their roles have been modest. But in 
most, judicial reform organizations have provided 
substantial backbone to unification movements. In
deed, these organizations have often played the 
crucial role in successful attempts at reform. 
Connecticut is a case in point. With the assistance of 
Peter Costas, a Hartford attorney, Connecticut 
Citizens for Judicial Modernization (CCJM) was 
officially organized in 1971. It held a citizens' 
conference in the spring of that year, with the dual 
purpose of calling attention to reform issues and 
soliciting citizen leaders for the movement. The first 
conference was not heavily attended, but it attracted 
the attention of influential attorneys, businessmen, 
judges and legislators, and received good coverage 
from the local media. The seven citizens' confer
ences which have been held since that time have 
dealt with such issues of decriminalization of 
"victimless crimes," improvement of the juvenile 
justice system and merit selection of judges , as well 
as the major problem of trial court consolidation. 

As suggested earlier, CCJM's strong ties to the 
state bar led to a functional merger of the two groups 
under the title Joint Committee on Judicial Mod
ernization (JCJM). The purpose was to study detri
mental conditions prevalent in the court system and 
to make recommendations for improvement. JCJM' s 
report, issued in 1972, cited such deficiencies as 
overlapping jurisdiction, antiquated venue provi
sions, heavy reliance on "circuit riding" to conduct 
court terms, and lack of uniform administration. The 
sqlution proposed by the CCJM faction of JCJM 
[merger of the two lowest tiers of the court system], 
however, did not have the support of the bar faction, 

19 Florida, Georgia, HaWaii, Kansas, Michigan, Nebraska, 
North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, and South Carolina. 

which preferred merger of the middle and upper trial 
courts, essentially isolating the old circuit courts as 
limited jurisdiction courts. Disagreement over this 
point was severe enough to cause the bar to with
draw from JCJM shortly after the report appeared, 
effectively dissolving the Joint Committee. 

CCJM continued to advoc1'lte merger of all tiers of 
the court system, and was supported by James 
Bingham, then Chairman of the House Judiciary 
Committee. Bingham and CCJM had recognized that 
while this was not the best initial move adminis
tratively, it was the only form of merger which would 
eventually guarantee complete unification ofthe trial 
courts. If isolated at the beginning, the circuit courts 
would have remained jurisdictionally and adminis
tratively separate. But once merged with the court of 
common pleas, pressure to create an administra
tively coherent single-tier trial court system, by 
integrating the superior court, was thought to be 
inevitable. This maneuver is regarded by observers 
in the state as a "brilliant" strategy for achieving 
complete court con'.5olidation, which was ac
complished within five years of CCJM's original 
recommendation. 

CCJM has continued as the focal point of citizen 
involvement in court modernization, frequently pro
viding assistance to legislative committees charged 
with drafting provisions for judicial reform. One 
particularly effective CCJM study was a court
watchers project designed to document utilization of 
courtrooms and judges in order to demonstrate that 
"final" consolidation of the new court of common 
pleas and the superior court was desirable. Addi
tionally, several members ofthe CCJM board serve 
on the newly-formed advisory council, which is to 
present the legislature with recommendations for 
smooth implementation of the new single-tier court 
in 1978. 
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Another example of where a citizens' orgHnization 
played the leading role in a unification effort is 
Kentucky. In 1973 the Kentucky Citizens for Judi
cial Improvement, Inc. (KCn) was created as a 
private, non-profit organization. As secretary of 
KCn, attorney Morton Holbrook provided critical 
leadership for the organization throughout the du
ration of the campaign to unify Kentucky'sjudiciary. 
The impetus for its creation came from an abortive 
attempt to pass a revised judicial article in the 1972 
gene:ral assembly. Although several groups ex
pressed intermittent and variable interest in a new 
article, there was a need to fill the void in leadership 
and staff assistance. 

The fundamental purpose of KCn was to provide 



the public with as much education and information as 
possible in order to make an informed decision 
regarding the proposed judicial article. As a non
profit organization without a promotional budget, 
KCJI was allowed to provide only objective in
formation regarding the existing system and its 
needs, mther than to pose as advocates of change. 
How('!ver, to fund its operational activities, KCJI 
e.l?plied for funding through the Kentucky Crime 
Commission (the state planning agency) from 
LEAA. Ultimately two grants were awarded for a 
total of $133,000. Some time later the Kentucky 
Department of Justi.ce awarded an additional 
$150,000 from a contir~gency fund. 

Initially, KCn sponsored the Public Conference 
on the Proposed Judicial Article, in September, 
1973, which served as a prelude to the Kentucky 
Citizens' Conference for Judicial Improvement held 
two months later. That fall, KCn employed a public 
opinion polling organization to determine "Adult 
Attitudes in Kentucky Toward Kentucky's Court 
System and Judicial Reform." The results were used 
to help draft the new judicial article which was 
submitted to the general assembly in February, 1974. 

Once the general assembly began to consider the 
proposals, KCn intensified its efforts. As a first 
step, a permanent full-time staff was recruited. 
Under the leadership of Executive Director James 
Amato and Vice President and Treasurer Judge 
Henry Meigs, the group sub-divided to cover three 
substantive areas: support, education and infor
mation. Three permanent staff assistants, Nancy 
Lancaster, Stephen Wheeler and Rick Bubenhofer, 
the former two of whom are now staff members of 
the newly created Administrative Office of the 
Courts, played crucial roles at this stage. Nancy 
Lancaster was primarily responsible for generating 
interest and maintaining support of various citizens' 
organizations. Twenty-two groups actively sup
ported the amendment, and innumerable other 
groups and individual citizens provided their en
dorsement. KCn coordinated over 200 volunteers 
who participated in a speakers bureau. Information 
booths were established at state conventions to an
swer questio,vs and distribute over 190,000 
brochures. Circuit judges distributed brochures to 
jurors. Letters regarding the amendment were 
mailed to more than 500 presidents of Kentucky 
industries, whereupon many brochures were en
closed in their employees' pay envelopes. General 
Electric alone enclosed over 1,000 brochures. 

The second major objective involved educating 
the public in secondary, undergraduate and graduate 

institutions. At the secondary level, all 120 county 
superintendents were contacted by letter about the 
amendment in the summer preceding the election. 
Sample lesson plans and program materials (includ
ing an historical essay on the courts, brochures, and 
impact analyses of the proposed artide) were 

. prepared to assist teachers in developing lectures on 
the subject. At a minimum, 47 percent of the second
ary students were exposed to the amendment 
through these efforts. 
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At the college and university levels, emphasis was 
placed on enlisting the endorsement and support of 
faculty, students, and campus organizations. Sample 
lesson plans were provided to every political science 
and criminal justice faculty member. In addition to 
the above responsibilities, Stephen Wheeler visited 
many campuses and maintained ongoing contact 
with all faculty who expressed an interest. Speeches 
and seminars which focused specifically on the 
amendment were conducted. Justices and judges 
from the court of appeals and circuit courts, in ad
dition to faculty members and private attorneys, 
addressed various student groups. Student bar 
associations were particularly active. Additionally, 
ten regional seminars were conducted across the 
state during the fall to educate the general public. 
Their purpose was two-fold: first, to raise the level of 
public awareness; and second, to capitalize on the 
accompanying free pUblicity. 

The third substantive objective was to generate 
positive media support. Initially, Rick Bubenhofer 
compiled an information kit which contained (among 
other things) brochures, essays on the exBsting and 
proposed court systems, sample speeches' fpr dif
ferent audiences, and news release formats~, Ap
proximately 900 information kits were distribut~\1J to 
the KCn and Kentucky Bar Association spe~~rs' 
bureaus. Over 200 special media kits were prepat~d 
for and disttibuted to newspapers and radio and 
television stations. In addition to the above infor
mation, these kits contained a number of previously 
published editorials. A 60-second public service 
announcement was distributed to every radio 
station. Furthermore, over 38 radio stations aired 
programs on the judicial article for which KCJI 
provided, at times, guests and information. One, 
month before the election, KET (Kentucky Edu
cational Television) aired a 30-minute program 
entitled "The Judicial Article." KCJI provided 
information and materials for this production. 
Because of its success, the program was rebroadcast 
one week preceding the election. While numerous 
other activities and materials were generated by ~ 
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KCJI, the above-mentioned represent the most 
outstanding efforts. 

Approximately one month before the election, the 
campaign intensified greatly. Recognizing the need 
to enlighten the public further, Kentuckians for 
Modern Courts (KMC) was created as an active bi
partisan campaign organization. KMC was co
chaired by former Lieutenant Governor Wilson 
Wyatt, a Democrat, and Circuit Judge Henry Meigs, a 
Republican, who was also an officer in KCn and 
therefore was unable to actively campaign for the 
amendment. Consequently Wyatt assumed the visi
ble leadership position. Wyatt took a month offfrom 
his law practice to devote himself exclusively to the 
effort; he conducted a brief, but exceedingly effec
tive and intense, campaign which generally is cred
ited with "saving" the amendment. 

Among KMC's initial efforts was to arrange for a 
second poll to determine the locus of support and 
opposition to better direct the final efforts, and to 
verify for opponents that the public desired change. 
Second, a public relations firm was employed to help 
draft advertising. Feature stories and supportive 
editorials consequently appeared in newspapers 
across the state on a continuous basis. Additional 
contributions were solicited from law firms and 
private individuals. 

During this month, Wyatt coordinated the efforts 
of ten furmer bar association presidents throughout 
the state. Each was responsible for 12 counties (thus 
covering the entire 120 counties in the state) and was 
given a specific list of duties, with instructions to 
maintain regular contact with him. 

One week before the election, KMC released an 
advertisement promoting the amendment; it was 
printed simultaneously by every newspaper in the 
state. That weekend (three days before the election), 
results of the second poll demonstrating wide sup
port for the proposal were publicized. This strategy 
effectively precluded pronounced opposition. 

In summary, the efforts of the two citizens' groups 
were directec!primarily toward educating the public 
first of the need for reform; second, to determine 
specifically what problems and remedies the public 
perceived; and third, to promote the amendment on a 
low-key, low-budget program. 

Citizens have played important, although less 
dominant, roles in promoting unification in other 
states as well. In Idaho, the Citizens' Committee for 
Courts, In!;,. (CCCI) was formed following a citizens' 
confereri~e in June, 1966. CCCI worked closely with 
the bar and legislative council to demonstra~e to the 
electorate that citizens, not simply attorneys, would 
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benefit from judicial modernii!ltion. CCCI repre
sentatives traveled throughout the state to promote 
unification and to solicit public suggestions for {he 
proposals which ultimately would be submitted to 
the legislature. According to one of the major leaders 
in the Idaho movement, "Citizens are clamn near 
invaluable. " 

In Kansas, citizens were likewise instrumental in 
securing both an amendment and statutory legisla
tion relating to unification. One supreme c(lurtjus
tice has attributed the success of these developments 
to "citizen effort."20 Preceding these enactments, 
the public had been involved in two citizens' con
ferences. one in 1964 and the second, ten years later. 
Citizens had also taken an active role in the con
stitutional revision commission that paved the way 
for providing flexibility in the amendatory provision 
of the constitution.21 

Two distinct citizens' groups emerged during 
various phases of the unification movement. The 
first, Concerned Citizens for Modernization of 
Kansas Courts, was created two months before the 
November, 1972 election on the constitutional 
amendment. Two prominent citizens were asked to 
serve as chairman and treasurer respectively to 
enhance the group's credibility and nonpartisan 
nature: Clyde Reed, newspaper publisher; and 
Georgia Neese Gray, bank president and former 
United States treasurer. This group disbanded after 
the amendment was ratified. 

The second citizens' group, Kansas Citizens for 
Court Improvement (KCCI) , was established fol
lowing the 1974 citizens' conference. KCCI con
solidated the efforts of prominent Kansas citizens 
and groups. The chairman, C. Y. Thomas, a former 
businessman, state senator and chairman of the 
Kansas Chamber of Commerce, conducted an 
"extremely vigorous" campaign during the 1975 and 
1976 legislative sessions to secure implementing 
enactments. 

Other citizens' organizations have been formed 
independent of the American Judicature Society. 
Three particularly strong groups are found in New 
York: the Economic Development Council, the 
Committee for Modem Courts and the Citizens' Un
ion. EDC was founded in November, 1965 to bring 
business practices to bear on solving urban prob
lems. In 1970 a task force was created to analyze the 
organization, structure, systems and procedures of 

20 See also "Kansas Modernizes Its Courts," Institute for 
Judicial Administration Report, 8 (Summer, 1976),3,4. 

21 This provision is discussed in detail in Chapter IV. 
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the criminal court system. 22 According to the 
Council's annual report, "In less than three years 
... the backlog of urtfinished .cases was reduced 
from 59,000 to 13,500 while the number of defen~ 
dants in dr;tention awaiting trial decreased from 
4,200 to 1,250. 23"1t was reported that this effort re~ 
suIted in a savings to the city of$6.7 million per year 
as well as a onetime saving of $48.5 miliion by 
eliminating the cost of constructing new detention 
facilities. In early 1972 another EDC task force in~ 
itiated a study which led to the unification of the 
criminal court. That court previously had dealt only 
with misdemeanors, while the criminal branch of the 
supreme court handled the disposition of felony 
cases after indictment. As a result ofEDC's efforts, 
duplicative units were consolidated, a new or~ 
ganizational structure was created, and modern 
management procedures were adopted. EDC has 
also undertaken studies of the civil branch of the 
supreme court and the S~ate Office of Court Admin
istration. Unlike the organizations discussed below, 
EDC generally does not become involved in political 
action. It has concentrated on changes "which can 
be implemented by administrative action." 

A second New York organization, the Committee 
for Modern Courts (CMC), was founded in the 1950's 
as a blue-ribbon citizens' group. A third group, the 
Citizens' Union, dates back to 1897 when it was 

- organized to combat corruption in New York City 
government. Both groups actively promoted passage 
of a new judicial article in 1961, and major revisions 
of that article during the 1967 state constitutional 
convention. The failure ofthe convention to produce 
a judicial article acceptable to reformers and the 
defeat of the entire proposed constitution at the polls 
Were blows to court reform efforts. CMC dwindled 
to a relatively inactive core group, while CU con
centrated on other issues. Court reform activity 
essentially remained in abeyance until 1970, at which 
time the iegislaiure evidenced a renewed interest in 
thejudiciary by creating the Temporary Commission 
to Study the Courts, chaired by D. Clinton 
Dominick. By 1972, CMC had reactivated and, in 
support of the Dominick Commission, began lobby
ing efforts. It organized a coalition of citizens' 

22 For a discussion of the Council's activity in the courts area, 
see David Rogers, "Business and the Urban Crisis: The Case of 
the Economic Development Council of New York City," in Willis 
Hawley and Dav1d Rogers (eds.), Improving the Quality of Urban 
Management (Beve.rly Hills: Sage Publications, 1974), pp. 
454-59. 

23 Economic Development Council of New York City, Busi
/less Lends,"! Hand in the Administration of Jus/ice, 9th Annual 
Report, 1974. 
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groups (including the American Civil Liberties Un
ion, the Institute of Judicial Administration and the 
State Parent Teachers Association) to advocate 
court reform. A citizens' conference was held in 
1973, but the major topic was merit selection of 
judges, rather than issues more pertinent to court 
unification. 

In 1975, constitutional amendments to reform 
judicial discipline and removal procedures and to 
provide centralized administration and budgeting for 
the courts were presented at the polls. Joined by the 
Citizens' Union and the League of Women Voters, 
CMC distributed leaflets, issued press releases, de
livered speeches, and pursued editorial comment. 
The campaign, however, was only partially suc
cessful: the judicial discipline and removal provision 
was passed, but centralized administration and 
budgeting failed. Observers attributr-the failure 
primarily to its inept title on the baIlotC'Administra~ 
tion and Financing of the Courts") which frightened 
voters already wary of increased public spending. 

Pressure in the legislature to settle the issues of 
judicial merit selection, state financing of the courts 
and centralized administration culminated during the 
summer of I 976aft~r the regular session had failed to 
act. CMC held a major press conference in July 
which attracted wide attention from the media 
because such weB-known figures as Cyrus Vance 
and Bess Meyerson castigated the legislature for its 
failure to produce any court reform legislation. The 
conference was followed by a statewide press re
lease \l!hich generated much positive pUblicity for 
judici~1 reform. At the end of July, Governor Carey 
announced that a special session of the legislature 
would be convened in August to deal specifically 
with judicial reform. 

Acting jointly, CMC, CU and LWV collected a 
package of approximately fifty editorials from 
newspapers throughout the state supporting reform. 
During the special session, they distributed this 
package to every legislator in Albany. They also 
included a strong cover letter which announced, 
"The time for partisan politics is over. New Yorkers 
cannot wait any longer for an improved court 
system." Recognizing that the public and media 
favored court improvement, legislators passed a bill 
calling for complete state funding of the courts by 
1980. The legislature also gave initial approval to a 
constitutional amendment providing for limited 
merit selection for the court of appeals, centralized 
court administration, and improved judicial discip
line procedures, which were ultimately adopted in 
the fall of 1971. 



To summarize, the importance of groups estab
lished specifically to promotejudicial reform cannot 
be overestimated. Such organizations exist or have 
existed in nearly every state. They have been very 
successful in achieving reform and it is clear that 
without these instrumental agents, much ofthe pl'Og
ress toward state court unification thus far attained 
would not have come to fruition. 

4. The media. Although the leadership and sup
port of key individuals and groups is crucial to a 
campaign for court unification, the media also plays 
a vital role. Their positive participation encourages 
public support, while their neutrality engenders 
voter ignorance or antipathy. Nearly every indi
vidual interviewed claimed that without strong 
support from the media, their attempts at judicial 
reform would have been unsuccessful. 

In Alabama, for example, the press played a 
consistently positive role. In conjunction with the 
Department of Court Management, the Alabama 
Press Association conducted a Media Seminar on the 
Courts. One of the topics was the role ofthe media in 
helping modernize the courts.24 During the unifica
tion effort, news articles and editorials appeared in 
almost every newspaper in the state.25 According to 
Robert Martin, Information Officer of the Alabama 
Supreme Court, before the constitutional amend
ment election of December 18, 1973, "20 of the 
state's 25 daily newspapers, including all the major 
dailies, had given eciitorial endorsements and de
voted thousands of In~hes of news space to articles 
explaining the content of the judicial amendment.' '26 

Moreover, "Of the state's 1 ~6 weekly papers, only a 
handful were opposed, while over 70 percent gave 

, editorial approval. The official pUblication of the 
Alabama Press Association strongly endorsed 
passagf;QJ the amendment.' '27 

Th!~ roh~ of the press was no less important in 
Florida. Oille participant stated that much of his time 
was spent "feeding" the press information. "With~ 
out them," he stated, "it [the 1972 article] would not 
llave passed. They were almost totally in favor of 
judicial reform." Similarly, another important actor 
in the Florida effort stated that "newspapers are 
key." 

24 Robert Martin, "Giving Light to the People: Public Rela
tions for the Courts," Judicature, 57 (December. 1973). 190-193. 

25 Ibid •• at 192, See also Robert Martin. "Accomplishments in 
Alabama's Court System Under the Leadership of Howell T. 
Heflin - 1971-1976," unpublished ms. 

26 Robert Martin. "Alabama's Courts - Six Years of 
Change," Alabama Lawyer, 38 (January, 1977),8,17. 

n Tbid., at 18. 
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The press also played a vital role in both Kansas 
and Kentucky. Throughout each state's campaign to 
achieve constitutional amendments providing for 
unified judiciaries, the press responded with enthu
siasm to the materials provided by citizens' or
ganizations. The press also reported public events 
promoting the amendments. One member of the 
Kansas bar association surmised that, "The free 
news coverage had the single most important impact 
on the state. There was absolutely no problem get
ting coverage." 

Both states employed professional public relations 
companies to assist ill the preparation of a major 
advertisement which was carried by every news
paper in both states one week preceding the elec
tions. Leaders in both states credit much of their 
succ..:ess to these last minute media saturation 
campaigns. 

The situation during the 1972 South Dakota effort 
was similar. Almost every newspaper in the state 
replicated an informational article, written by the 
constitutional revision commission, on the proposed 
judicial article. 28 A large number of newspapers 
endorsed the proposal. Additionally, many carried 
numerous articles on the subject thereby maintaining 
public atter. tion on the reform. 29 

The press was especially instrumental in Ohio 
where there was no citizens' group to help stimulate 
interest in judicial reform. Two eminent participants 
summarized the campaign by claiming that the "edi
torial writers carried the day." All but one of the 
state's major newspapers, the Columbus Dispatch, 
strongly supported the 1968 amendments. 

In Washington, where the electorate failed to 
ratify an article which would have further unified 
their judicial system, the newspapers in the western 
part of the state generally supported the reform.30 

However, their positive approach to the effort may 
have been confused because they were also forced to 
carry advertisements purchased by opponents of the 
article, as well as "newsworthy" articles on the 
vocal opposition of Judge Frances E. Holman.31 

Further, the newspapers of the eastern region, most 
notably in Spokane and Yakima, actively opposed 
the proposal. 

28 See e.g., Barnhal'l v. Herseth. Supreme Court No. 11537, 
August 21. 1974, pp. 48-60. 

29 I bid., pp. 88-102. 
30 See, e.g., Post Intelligencer (Seattle), April 1 , 1975, p. A6; 

The Seattle Times, March 31, 1975; and Sunday Post
IntelligeJlcer, November 26, 1972. 

31 Sel pat Chapin, "Judicial Articles Go Down in Texas and 
Washington," Judicature. 59 (January I 1976),308,309. 



In New York, media resistance to legislative ef
forts on court reform probably contributed to the 
defeat of a constitutional amendment on administra
tion and finance in 1975, just as it had helped assure 
defeat of a proposed new constitution in 1967. 
However, court reformers used news coverage to 
their advantage in 1976 after the legislature had failed 
to accomplish any judicial reforms during its regular 
session. The Committee for Modern Courts or
ganized a major press conference in July, with Cyrus 
Vance, Bess Meyerson and others on hand to deliver 
speeches written by the Committee on the impor
tance of judicial reform and the legislature's dis
graceful behavior in failing to act. One mC''"' 'h later, 
in a special session, the legislature passed a court 
financing bill and approved a constitutional amend
ment centralizing judicial administration. 

To summarize, the above discussion suggests that 
support of an active and vigorous press is crucial to a 
successful unification campaign. In all of the states 
where reform has been successful, the press has 
played a positive role in supporting the effort. 
Conversely, in states that have failed to adopt provi
sions for unification, the press has been a contribu
tory factor. 

B. Less Likely Proponents of Court 
Unificction 

In the preceding section, four groups were singled 
out as likely proponents of unification. It should be 
emphasized that legislators, members of the bar, 
judicial reform organizations and the media are in
deed only likely proponents. They do not universally 
support unification, and when they do, their support 
is not always instrumental or crucial to a successful 
campaign. Nonetheless, they do constitute the most 
likely sources of support. 

The field observations revealed that there were 
five additional sources of potential leadership and 
support for unitication campaigns; however, they 
are much less likely to support these efforts than 
those in the first groups. Contrary to what one migt;~ 
expect, governors, supreme court jUSticf.!S, stat~ 
court administrators, quasi-governmental bqdies 
and civic organizations were not often found u be 
catalysts, instrumental leaders nor even staunch 
supporters of unification. More commonly these 
persons and groups provide only latent endorse
ment. Moreover, in a number of instances, they 
oppose attempts at unification as was noted in 
Chapter IV. 

1. Governors. Given their position in state 
government, it might be expected that governors wiII 
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play crucial roles in determining the success or fail
ure of court unification campaigns. Indeed, in certain 
instances this has been the case. For example, 
former Governor Wendell Ford of Kentucky had 
been an ardent proponent of judicial modernization. 
The day he resigned his gubernatorial position to 
become a United States senator, he committed 
$150,000 to KCJI. This money was part of a 
gubernatorial contingency fund which the state 
collects, but which is not expended pursuant to stat~ 
ute. These monies ultimately were channeled 
through the office of Governor Ford's successor, 
Julian Carroll. 

In Florida, Governor Reubin Askew played an 
important and indeed crucial role both as a state 
senator and later as governor. He was consistently a 
strong supporter of judicial reform and during the 
campaign to achieve ratification of Florida's pro
posed judicial article, he organized a promotional 
tour which traveled throughout the state. The en
tourage included important legislators, the attorney 
general, bar representatives and administrative as
sistants. Governor A$'kew spoke on behalf of the 
proposed judicial articl~\at a number of meetings and 
issued press statements supporting ratification. 

Although the importance of his role during the 
campaign should not be underestimated, perhaps 
Governor Askew's most crucial function was 
performed during legislative consideration of the 
bill. According to several sources, Dempsey Barron, 
a leading Florida senator and a proponent of court 
reform, opposed a feature of the proposed amend
ment. Barron threatened to speak against the entire 
measure on the Senate floor until Governor Askew 
intervened. Barron subsequently dropped his op
position and Senator Fred Karl (later elected to the 
state supreme court), led the final floor debate. In~ 
deed, following Askew's intervention Barrorljoined 
the governor's statewide speaking tour to urge 
ratification. 

New York's Governor Hugh Carey played a more 
modest role in that state's effort to adopt state-wide 
financing, A loug-time supporter of court reform, 
Governor Carey received national attention when he 
released his five-point reform package which in
cluded court consolidation, strong centralized ad
ministration and state funding (as well as merit 
selection and abolition ofthe Court on the Judiciary). 
Further, it was his executive order which convened a 
recent special session of the legislature to consider 
the reform measures. 

In spite of his apparent support for court reform, 
Carey has not actively promoted these proposals in 



the legislature. In particular, strong supporters of 
court unification have been displeased by his move 
to decrease first-year state funding levels from 25 
percent to 12J,2 percent. This action violated the 
support levels set by the financing statute which 
Carey had signed into law in August, 1976. This had 
prompted a number of observers to suggest that per
haps Carey's support of the court reorganization 
effort was more cosmetic than real. Indeed, one 
prominent New Yorker referred to the governor's 
activities as "window dressing." 

In a similar vein, Kentucky Governor Julian 
Carroll's public endorsement of judicial reform 
might also be suspect. For example, one month 
preceding the gUbernatorial election, during which 
time the new judicial article was to be placed on the 
ballot, Governor Carroll and his Republican chal
lenger Robert Gable signed a joint, non-partisan 
statement supporting the amendment. As such, both 
acknowledged "the importance of improving the 
court system in Kentucky. "32 But many persons 
intimately involved with the formulation and ulti
mate adoption of this amendment suspect that Car
roll doubted it would pass and that he now regrets his 
support. It seems that Carroll perceives thejudiciary 
as simply another executive depaltment and intends 
to exercise tight control over its expenditures. This 
theory is supported in large measure by Carroll's 50 
percent reduction in 1976 of the judicial appropria
tions request. 33 

In Alabama, observers have commented that 
Governor George Wallace "silently opposed 
legislation to unify the courts." In September, 1973 a 
newspaper headline reported that Wallace favored 
the pending legislation. Two days later an article 
appeared in which Judge John A. Harris, a Wallace 
appointee on the Criminal Court of Appeals said [the 
statement that Wallace favors the bill] is "com
pletely distorted." The governor preferred that his 
public position be one of "non-involvement," said 
Harris.34 Indeed, during the campaign for passage 
and ratification, Wallace refused to take a position 
on unification. One observer commented. "the gov
ernor wouldn't support the bill because of political 
cronyism." Two years later, when the implementing 
legislation for the new judicial article came to him for 
signature, Wallace signed it. However, one par
ticipant noted that Wallace still did not SUpport uni
fication: "Wallace didn't want a unitied jUdiciary. 

;.2 Thl! Kelltucky Advocate (Danville). September 29. 1975. 
33 He later Mated that the reduction was not intended to be 

complete. Ultimately additional monies were authorized. 
;H Montgomery Advertiser, September 5, 1973. 
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He signed 1205 [the implementing legislation] be
cause it was the popular thing to do. Ifhe had vetoed 
it he would have been hurt politically." 

The active roles played by Governors Askew, 
Ford and Carey, are extraordinary. Generally chief 
executives do not assume vital positions in court 
unification campaigns. The role assumed by Gover
nor Richt:rd Kneip of South Dakota is more repre
sentative of the typical gubernatorial posture. For 
example, during the period when a revision in the 
judicial article was under consi.deration, Governor 
Kneip was involved in several other important 
matters of state. His particular c~ncern at the time 
was reorganizing the executive branch of gov
ernment. In the course oftraveling about the state in 
support of this goal, he "endorsed" thejudicial revi
sion. He later acknowledged, however, that "the 
executive cannot claim credit for its passage.' '35 

Thus, it appears that while governors may en
hance the possibilities of success or failure, their 
outspoken support is not crucial to court unification 
efforts. Usually they play passive roles not unlike 
that of Governor Kneip in South Dakota. This 
approach was adopted by a majority of the governors 
in those states selected for intensive site visits. The 
list includes Governors Love of Colorado, Meskill 
and Grasso of Connecticut, Rhodes of Ohio and 
Evans of Washington. Moreover, it appears that 
proponents encourage this passive role by, at times, 
consciously avoiding the solicitation of gubernato
rial support, perhaps because ofa desire to maintain 
the appearance, if not the reality, of a non-partisan 
campaign. This was the case in Kansas with Gover
nors Docking and Bennett. 

2. Justices. Traditionally chief justices and as
sociate justices have been very skeptical about 
becoming involved in political activities. 3f; Histor
ically court unification campaigns have been con
strued to fall within this category. Chapter IV 
already has alluded to the notion that judicial in
dependence, integrity and credibility could be 
compromised if justices play an open and active role 
in supporting unification efforts. Strong sentiment 
for this view still persists. For example, despite his 
rigorous implementation of the supreme court's 
rule-making authority, Ohio's Chief Justice C. Wil
liam O'Ne:'j clearly is predisposed to judicial 
abstention from active lobbying. He did not playa 
visible role during the 1968 reform effort (perhaps 

"" Interview with Governor Richard Kneip, March 14, 1977. 
:u; As suggested in Chapter IV ,lower court judges generally do 

not undertake positive leadership roles in unification efforts. 
Therefore they are excluded from the present discussion. 



because he was not chief justice at the time) and has 
indicated that he wilt remain neutral in the upcoming 
[1977] legislative debates about further unifying 
Ohio's judiciary. 

The State of Washington provides an illustration 
of how justices may be compromised if they become 
actively involved in judicial reform efforts. In 
Spring, 1975, the legislature passed and placed on the 
November ballot a new judicial article. Included 
among the vast array of changes was a provision 
establishing the chief justice as the chief adminis
trative officer of the courts. As such, the responsi
bility for management and administration of the 
judiciary would be vested in the supreme court. 
Additionally this particular provision required the 
state to assume financial responsibility for the 
judiciary. 

During the summer a controversy erupted over the 
constitutionality of the method by which the legis
lature submitted the proposal to the voters. With 
respect to amending the Constitution, Article XXIII 
states in part:· 

. . . if more than one amendment . . . [is] 
submitted, they shall be submitted in such a 
manner that the people may vote for or against 
such ... amendment[s] separately. 37 

Judge Francis E. Holman of King County Superior 
Court contended, along with many others, that this 
provision had been violated. He perceived that the 
legislature had submitted the proposals a~, a single 
ballot proposition. "This method of submission," he 
claimed, "WOUld seem to be on its face ... a viola-
tion of the constitutional mandate .... "38 Judge 
Holman believed this view was supported' 'not only 
by reason but by the case authority on the 
subject.' '39 

Supporters of this position threatened to file a 
lawsuit contesting the process by which the 
amendment was submitted to the voters if it passed 
in the November election. As aresuItofthis division, 
a majority of the supreme court jUf:tices concluded 
that they could not actively suppclrt the revisions. 
After aU, they might be called upon to determine the 
constitutionality of the process by which the revi
sions were submitted to the electorate. Further, the 

31 Wash. Constitution, art. XXIII, sec. I (emphasis added). 
38 Francis E, Holman, "An AnT!.lysis and Evaluation of the 

Proposed Judicial Article SJR 101," unpublished ms., July 11, 
1975, p. 2. 

39 Ibid., p. 3 
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chief justice felt compelled to order the state court 
administrator to abstain from activity. 

Currently substantial dissent to the view that 
justices should not involve themselves in court uni
fication campaigns is emerging. An increasing 
number of justices appear willing to participate and 
even provide leadership to such efforts. 40 Support 
for this view is clearly found in Alabama. There the 
state's charismatic and popular Chief Justice Howell 
Heflin played a crucial role in recent reform activity. 
As Time magazine reported, "He no sooner ... 
[took office] than he began sweet-talking the 
legislature and the electorate into reforming the 
state's briar patch of conflicting court jurisdictions 
and ludicrous rules. "41 He focused attention on the 
appalling congestion and delay in the trial and ap
pellate courts and ~nderscored the lack of uniformity 
in jurisdiction throughout the system.42 Further, 
Heflin enlisted supporters for his cause by seizing 
upon citizens' complaints about lazy judges, the 
waste of time in juror and witness procedures, and 
allegations of "cash register" and "speed-trap" 
justice . 

To remedy these problems, Heflin advocated.es
tablishing a modern judicial system to replace one 
that had changed very little since the Civil War. The 
first step, he believed, was to revise Alabama's 
archaic judicial article. Toward this end he advo
cated placing the rule-making authority in the 
supreme court, creating a department of court 
ma..nagement, consolidating the court structure 
(including abolition of JP courts) and providing for 
the flexible assignment of judges. During the course 
of the judicial article campaign, Heflin made more 
than 50 speeches and television appearances in a 
two-month period. 43 As Charles D. Cole, director of 
the legislati veiy created Permanent Study Com-

40 Although not chief justice during Colorado's adoption and 
implementation of a unified system, present Chief Justice Edward 
Pringle has earned a national reputation for his work in judicial 
reform. He has been a vocal advocate of court unification as well 
as other judicial innovations. Pringle's seminal arguments sup
portive of state-wide funding have been presented to numerous 
forums and are widely quoted by proponents of this particular 
reform. See, e.g., Edward Pringle, "Fiscal Problems of a State 
Court System." Paper presented to the Conference of Chief 
Justices, Seattle, Washington, August II, 1972. Reprinted in 
Larry Berkson, Steven Hays and Sus~1l Carbon, Mrr!!g!~~=!!-.eo·
State Courts (St. Paul: West Publishing Co , 1977), pp. 251-56. 

41 "Push But Not Shove," Time·, (September 27, 1976), PI" 
88-89. 

4> For Ii detailed analysis of the following discussion, see 
Martin, "Accomplishments," supra note 25. 

43 "Alabama Voters Approve New Judicial Article," Judi. 
cature, 57 {Feqruary, 1974),318. 

.,,' 



mission on Alabama's Judicial System, noted, there 
could be little doubt that Heflin served as the 
"catalytic agent to brin!! the components of the 
Alabama reform effort together. "44 Anoth(~ ob
server commented more emphatically: "There is no 
question that we would have been unsuccessful if 
Heflin had not been there. This supplanted the lack 
of gubernatorial support.; , 

Yet Heflin did not function in isolation. The or
ganizational talents of W. Michael House, his ad
ministrative assistant, were invaluable. Heflin also 
worked closely with Robert Martin, Information Of
ficer of the Alabama Supreme Court, Carl Bear, 
President of the Citizens' Conference on Alabama 
State Courts, Roland Nachman, an active member of 
the state bar association and later its president, C. C. 
Torbert, a legislator and his successor as chief jus
tice, and Charles Cole, among many others. 

Chief Justice Harold Fatzer of Kansas also played 
a vital role in his state's unification efforts, although 
he operated for the most part' 'behind the scenes. " 
Deemed a "sparkplug fm reform" and one who was 
"largely responsible for the changes [that have 
occurred]," Fatzer contributed to the efforts of 
various citizen and legislative groups, and delivered 
numerous speeches in support of unification. One 
speech in particular will long be remembered, not 
only for its content, but also for its timing. In 1972 
Fatzer was asked fa deliver a State of the Judiciary 
Address to a joint session of the legislature, the day 
before the house was scheduled to debate the pro
posed judicial article. During this speech he strongly 
endorsed the concepts contained in the article. Prior 
to the speech, there had been substantial concern 
that the article would not be approved by the 
legislature. But after his presentation the legislatl"e 
adopted the article overwhelmingly and it was placed 
on the November general election ballot. The 
electorate ultimately approved the article with equal 
enthusiasm. 

Further evidence of Fatzer's support for the court 
unification campaign is indicated by the fact that he 
refused to withhold his support despite challenges 
that judicial personnel should not become involved 
in politics. For example, in early 1975, a lobbyist for 
the Shawnee County Taxpayers Association as
serted before the House Judiciary Committee that 
"we feel that the chief justice , while lobbying for this 
bilI [to consolidate lower courts], is acting unethi
cally because he is not a registered lobbyist and he is 

H .cole, supra note 15. 
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representing a special interest group. "45 Fatzer 
simpiy retorted that the allegations were' 'certainly 
not true," and continued in his efforts to promote the 
bill. 

Other justices hr~ve given more moderate support 
to unification campaigns. For example, B. K. 
Roberts, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court during 
Florida's unification efforts, discussed the proposed 
judicial article with key legislators and gave a 
number of speeches to civic and bar groups as well as 
to television audiences. He utilized his executive 
assistant, Fred Baggett, as a liaison between the 
court and key committees in the legislature. Baggett 
also traveled throughout the state speaking to a wide 
variety of audiences. In bis capacity as Chairman of 
the Florida Judicial Council, Chief Justice Roberts 
encouraged Executive Director Arthur Core to de
vote his full energies h.' supporting the judicial re" 
form act. 

Similarly, Chief Justice Joseph McFadden of 
Idaho delivered several ~peeches in support of court 
unification. His "down-home" manner and des!re to 
work for the public has been cited as an important 
contributory element to that state's successful 
movement. Kentucky's Chief Justice Scott Reed 
also delivered speeches in support of the judicial 
article. New York's Chief Justice Charles D. Breitel 
took part in the political debate over Governor 
Carey's proposals for reform. South Dakota's cur
rent Chief Justice, Francis G. Dunn, also appears to 
be willing to implement and properly finance court 
reform, although he played no role in its adoption. 

The vigorous support offered by Justice Heflin and 
Fatzer is clearly atypical, as are the more modest 
efforts of Justice Roberts, McFadden, Reed, and 
Breitel. An overwhelming majority of justices as
sume a noncommital posture. Thus, it appears that 
justices are not crucial to the success of court uni
fication campaigns. There is little doubt, however, 
that they can be helpful and lend valuable assistance 
if they can be persuaded to do so. Although still 
unlikely, ajustice may even be persuaded to assume 
the major leadership role in such a movement. Short 
of taking such a prominent position, ajustice might, 
among other things, be enticed to participate in 
debates, deliver speeches, and provide adminis
trative assistance and financial support to aid a 
campaign. 

3. State court administrators. It might be assumed 
that state court administrators play crucial roles ~;n 

45 The Daily News (Olathe, Kansas), March 25, 1975, p. 8. 



unification efforts. 46 After all, they have much to 
gain. Generally they will accrue the power to make 
recommendations about budgetary matters, to 
temporarily shift judges from one jurisdiction to 
another, and to develop court rules which will aid 
them in efficiently managing the entire jUdiciary. 
However, their roles are difficult to assess because 
many state court administrators have CDt)' recently 
been appointed. Because of this. ~ituatiQn, ad
ministrators played little or no role in reform ac
tivities in Alabama, Colorado, Flo,ida, Idaho, 
Kentucky, and South Dakota. On the other hand, the 
posiHon existed in a few states during unification 
efforts. The various postures assumed by court 
administrators may well be instructive as ~o the fu
ture posture of others. Three options are possible: an 
administrator may play an active role, a limited role, 
or no role at all. 

In Kansas, Jim James, the state judicial ad
ministrator, was extremely active in the unification 
effort. He delivered speeches to undergraduate and 
law classes throughout the entire state. He also 
addressed a number of civic groups and delivered 
speeches on radio. He was secretary of the legisla
tively created body to study judicial improvements 
(JSAC) and assisted the legislative staff in drafting 
legislation. In addition, he actively participated in 
the 1974 citizens' conference and published sup
portive articles in the Kansas Government Jour
nal. 47 From the perspective of one perhaps slightly 
overzealous observer, he "ran the whole show." 

At the other extreme is the administrator who 
plays no role at all. For example, since 1965 a 
Connecticut supreme court justice has held con
currently the position of state court administrator. 
For the most part he was silent on the controversial 
court consolidation issue. Observers view his reti
cence as a combination of pragmatism in the face of 
an accomplished fact, and reluctance to engage in an 
open feud with the chief justice who strongly op
posed the merger. 

Between these extremes is the administrator who 
plays a limited role in unification efforts. Such was 

46 See Larry Berkson and Steven Hays, "Injecting Court 
Administrators Into an Old System: A Case of Conflict in Flori
da," Justice System Journal, 2 (Spring, 1976),57; and Jim Car
rigan, "The Functions of State Court Administrator," Journal of 
the American Judicature Society, 46 (June, 1962),30. 

47 See, e.g., James R. James, "The Proposed Judicial 
Amendment," Kansas Government Journal, 55 (November, 
1972), 455; "Nonpartisan Selection of District Court Judges," 
ibid., 60 (October, 1974),446; "Implementing the Judicial Arti
cle," ibid., 61 (December, 1975), 462; and "Modernizing the 
Kansas Court System," ibid., 63 (January, 1977),35-36. 
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the case in Ohio where the administrator worked 
closely with the legislature as proposals were being 
drafted. 48 But once this phase was completed, he 
terminated his involvement and refrained from 
participating in the campaign for ratification. 

A similar situation occurred in the State of Wash
ing(.on. It is clear that in the early stages of the recent 
unification movement, the court administrator 
played an important role. He served as a source of 
information for the supreme court justices, legisl{l.
tors, lower court judges, the bar and interested 
citizens' organizations. However, when a suit was 
filed challenging the constitutionality of the method 
by which the new judicial article was being presented 
to the eiectorate, the supreme court ordered the 
administrator, Philip WinberrY, to refrain from 
making public statements regarding the proposal.49 

To date no general pattern has emerged with 
" n;:spect to the type of role which court administl 110rs 

might be expected to play. However, there is some 
evidence to indicate that the administrators will not 
be the vocal advocates many reformers envisioned. 
First, they are appointed, not elected, officials, and 
their positions depend in large part on their ability to 
maintain good working relationships with supreme 
court justices. At times any number of justices may 
be opposed to unification. For example, some jus
tices in Washington silently opposed that state's 
attempt at unification. But perhaps more important 
is the necessity of an administrator to sustain a highly 
positive relationship with the chief justice. Again, a 
chief justice may not always support attempts at 
unification; such a posture may limit the extent of 
support his court administrator will offer. On the 
other hand, where a chief justice ardently supports 
unification, the administrator may have greater 
latitude to promote the reform as was the case in 
Kansas. Thus, the extent of activity which might be 
expected from a C'~urt administrator will in large 
measure depend upon the prevailing views of his 
employers, the supreme court justices. 

Another inhibiting factor upon a state court ad
ministrator's activities is the pressure that can be 
exerted by lower court judges. Generally they 
question the utility of a state court administrator. 
Often they fear that the administrator will reassign 
them to distant, overly congested courts, temporar
ily disrupting their schedules. Many view the ad
ministrator as an "empire builder" artd<fear that 

48 His initial cooperation might, in part, be attributed tothe fact 
that he was once a member of the assembly himself. 

49 The lawsuit was h:;\d moot pending passage of the article.~, 
Since the article eventually failed at the polls, the suit was moot. 
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eventually he will dictate their entire existence as 
judicial officers. At the core of this concern is the 
fear that their power and authority gradually will be 
stripped away from them. Thus, lower court judges 
generally regard the state court administrator with 
skepticism. if not outright hostility. If an adminis
trator cpmpounds this situation by becoming ac
tively involved in a unification effort which will 
further erode the authority and flexibility of these 
judges. while at the same time increase his own. the 
judges are likely to pressure the supreme court to 
replace him. 

Still a third inhibiting factor is likely to be the 
legislature. As part of his duties, the administrator 
generally serves as the principal liaison between the 
court and key members of the legislature. To be 
effective in this capacity he must (1) appear to be 
objective about the needs of the judiciary, and (2) 
maintain good working relationships with alliegisla
tors. Both criteria may serve to limit an adminis
trator's role in promoting reform. In the first place, 
an administrator's credibility can be compromised if 
he is overly zealous in supporting certain measures 
before legislative committees. For example, propos
als to further unify the state system, which often 
have 'substantial financial ramifications, may be 
viewed as narrow and clearly not in the state's best 
economic interests. Consequently, the administratur 
may appear irresponsible and thus damage his and 
the court's posLtion with respect to other important 
matters, such as appropriations bills. Second, if ao 
administrator actively participates in a strong 
lobbying effort directed either at the legislature or 
the electorate, he may alienate key personnel in the 
political structure. He may even arouse the an
tipathy of influential legislators to the extent that 
they will oppose any measure he proposes. If this 
atmosphere develops, the administrator is no longer 
of utility to his employers. 

It appears that a state court administrator is not 
crucial to a court unification effort. If he has strong 
!lupJ:)ort from the supreme court, particularly the 
chief justice, the administrator may be exceedingly 
helpful at certain points in the process. In fact he may 
playa leading role. But, because of the large number 
of potential political constraints, the administratoris 
more likely to assume a rather neutral role While 
silently favoring the movement. 

4. Quasi·Governmental bodies. It was observed 
during the field investigations that three types of 
quasi-governmental bodies have participated in 
attempts at unification: judicial councils, legislative 
research councils, and constitutional revision 
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commissions. These bodies are usually composed of 
a combination of lay and legally tra~~;,ed personnel. 
They have been included in the "less likely pro
ponents" catc:r~ory for the principal reason that in 
reality, they are not found in many states, and where 
.. hey do exist, they generally do not participate in 
promoting change. There are, however, some nota
ble exceptions. 

The first type of quasi-governmental body ,judicial 
councils" are frequently composed of judges, 
lawyers and laymen. These bodies originated in the 
1920's and 1930's to undertake "continuous study" 
of judicial business, but most of them became inac~ 
tive during the 1940'S.50 By 1949 one observer and 
supporter of the movement reported that only' 'eight 
states have outstanding judicial councils. "51 There 
appear to be even fewer today. Moreover, most do 
not meet on a regular basis, and many are simply 
paper organizations. 

Nevertheless, a judicial council can provide a 
source of support for court unification. The Idaho 
Judicial Council is a clear example. Between ]967 
and L·n;;, the (0uncil, partll,.,~larly its lay members, 
played a crucial role in securing Governor 
Samuelson's acceptance of a revised version of 
legislation he had vetoed in 1967. And in Florida, 
although the judicial council as a body was generally 
inactive in promoting unification, its chairperson, 
Chief Justice Roberts, and executive director, A. D. 
Core, did speak frequently in favor of the proposed 
reforms. 

The second type of quasi-governmental body is 
the legislative research council. As with judicial 
councils, legislative councils cannot be relied upon 
regularly to lend support to court unification 
campaigns. Generally these organizations are estab
lished to supply information to legislative commit
tees about pending bills and thus, by their very 
nature, must remain aloof from policy-formulating 
efforts. However, the field investigations revealed 
two major exceptions: Ohio and Idaho. 

In 1964, the speaker of the house in Ohio ap
pointed a Legislative Service Commission Study 
Committee on Judicial Administration.52 The study 
committee held a series of hearings throughout the 
state. After all of the testimony had been gathered, a 

5G For an excellent history see Russell Wheeler and Donald 
Jackson, "Judicial Councils and Policy Planning: Continuous 
Study and Discontinuous Institutiop.:;," Justice System Journal. 2 
(Winter. 1976), 121-40. 

51 Glenn R. Winters. "Si!vel Anniversary of the Judicial 
Council Movement," Journal of the American Judicature Soci
ety. 33 {August, 1949).43.45. 

52 Milligan and Pohlman, supra note I, at 814-16. 



consensus statement was developed. The proposi
tions were unanimouslY approved by the committee 
and recommended to the legislature. Thus, this 
quasi~governmental body not only played a major 
role in drafting judicial reform legislation, but ga;ned 
wide publicity for the movement by holding public 
meetings on th0se measures thmughout the'~".t?te; . 

The Idaho Legislative COUD!cil was equcl:~y in .. 
strumental in effectingjudicial modernization in that 
state. The council was created in 1965 as an ex
periment to aid the legislature in establishing policy. 
The first project was to commence a study on the 
courts in order to prepare implementing legislation 
pursuant to a judicial article ratified in 1962, Thl! 
legislature appropriated $35,000 for this proj\~ct, 
which became a cooperative effort with the state bar. 
As director of the council, Myran Schlecte was able 
to incorporate his experience as senior research 
analyst of the Colorado Legislative Council under 
Director Harry Lawson. During the next two years, 
the council studied the courts and drafted legislation. 
These proposals were discussed and endorsed at a 
citizens' conference in June, 1966. That fall, council 
member!' traveled throughout the statf~ conducting 
public hearings in an effort to obtain input and 
support. Provisions were deleted which seemed to 
consistently engender public opposition. Eventual
ly, lr1e council drafted final iegislation which was 
submitted in 1967. Their efforts to promote unifica
tion were sustained throughout the duration of the 
1967 and 1969 legislative sessions. 

The tinal type of quasi-governmental body is the 
constitutional revision commission. Because these 
institutions were discussed in Chapter V, detailed 
elaboration at this juncture is not necessary. It will 
be remembered, however, that they are not fre'· 
quently created, and when they are, their success 
rate is not uniformly high. As with .all other groups, 
however, there is at least one outstanding exception: 
in this case, South Dakota. 

Undoubtedly the constitutional revision com
mission was primarily responsible for the successful 
unification of South Dakota's judiciary. Under the 
chairmanship of retired army general Neil Van 
Sickle, the commiss!on was created by th~ legisla
ture in 1969. Its express purpose was to "enter into a 
comprehensive study ofthe Constitution ofthe State 
of South Dakota to determine ways and means to 
improve and simplify the Constitution." The 
commission conducted indepth researcn,jptJLtlte .. 
existing articles. The possibilities for updating anci 
revising the articles were examined.53 The com-

53 Rapid City Journal, November 5, 1972, p. 10. 
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mission also consulted studies of constitutional revi
sions undertaken in other states and subsequently 
he1d public hearings. 

.In i9n the legislature approved without di~~el1t 
the commission's recommendations for revision of 
the judicial article. At this juu"ture a Constitutional 
Revision Commission PI,lbIicity Committee, under 
the aegis of Executive Secretary Ronald D. Olinger, 
was created.54 Five months later the committee was 
able to report that it had completed the following 
activities: 

e Speech packets had been sent to all legislators. 
o Press releases were being sent to all weekly 

newspapers through the South Dakota Press 
Association. 

o The press releases sent to the South Dakota 
Press Association were being sent to all daily 
newspapers. 

o United Press International had indicated that 
they would do a series of articles on the 
amendments as the election approached. 

o Educational TV had indicated that they would 
do approximately four hours of coverage on 
the amendments. 

o Dr. Stavig (Commission Chairman) had 
consulted with the KELO-Land Stations (TV) 
in regard to some programs on the network. 

fJ The South Dakota State University (SDSU) 
Extension Service had prepared a series of 
brochures which were being disseminatl.!d. 

o The SDSU Extension Service had conducted 
several workshops il' "egard to the amend
ments. 

e The SDSU Extension Service would be 
carrying on a program with the 4~H. 

• The SDSU Extension Service had prepared a 
slide presentation which would be dispersed to 
every county agent. 

~ Materials had been mailed to aU high SC~700C 
government instructors. 

• Materials had been sent to an mayors of the 
several cities in South Dakota. 

• Materials had' been sent'to all local libraries. 
• Both political parties had endorsed the 

am(l)dments. 
~ Contact had been mr..de with the following 

groups: 
Farm Bureau 
Farmers Union 

54 Ronald D. -blinger, Proposed Work PIal! to Publicize rhe 
Amelldmellts Prepared for the Constitutiollal Revisioll Com
missio/l,fublicity Committee, A Report to the Constitutional Re
vision Commission, April 14, 1972. 
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County Commissioners Association 
South Dakota Municipal League 
South Dakota AAUW (American Associa-

tion of University Women) 
REA (Rural Electric Association) 
Investor-Owned Electrics 
VFW (Veterans of Foreign Wars) 
VFW Auxiliary 
SDEA (South Dakota Education Associ

ation) 
ASBSD (Associated School Boards of South 

Dakota) 
Toastmasters 
Greater South Dakota Association 

• The Americ1.n Judicature Society would assist 
the State Bar in a citizrns meeting in Sioux 
Falls during the month of October.55 

Additionally, members of the commission spoke 
to a wide variety of audiences including members of 
the Democratic Forum, Sf; Chambers of Com
merce,57 Rotary,58 Kiwanis,59 and the American 
Association of University Women,60 among 
others. 61 According to a poll the commission was 
responsible in large part for increasing voter famil
iarity with the amendments by 37 percent between 
October 7 and November 4. 

To summarize, quasi-governmental bodies gener
ally are not likely sources of support for court uni
fication movements. First, judicial councils and 
constitutional revisinn commissions do not fre
quently exist. Moreover, the membership of judicial 
councils rotates periodically, so new members must 
continually be educated. On the uther hand, while 
legislatiNe research councils do exist in nearly every 
state, they are designed to be objective information 
agencies rather than proponents of particular bills. 

5. Civic organizations. The extent to which 
proponents of unification can expect to find lead
ership and support fwm civic organizations is lim
ited. For the most part, civic organizations lend their 
names for endorsement, but do not actively promote 
the measure. 

55 Ronald D. Olinger, Report to the COllstitutional Revisioll 
Commissioll all Activities of the Publicity Committee. September 
14,1972. 

5G Sioux Fulls Argus-Leader, September 30, 1972. 
57 The Daily Plainsnlen (Hurl._", October 15, 1972. 
58 WllIertowll PubUc Opinioll, October 13, 1972. 
59 WatertowlI Public Opinioll, October 10, 1972. 
aO·'¥atertO\\l1l PubUc Opillioll, October 14, 1972. 
at For other examples and a detailed description of the 

commission's activities, see appellants' brieF in Bamhart 1'. 

Herseth, Supreme Court No. 11537 dated August 21, 1974. 
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The State of Alabama provides a representaHve 
sample wherein some 45 organizations, over 20 ')f 
them statewide groups, endorsed the new judicial 
article. 62 Among them were included the Alabama 
Congress of Parents and Teachers, Alabama State 
Chamber of Commerce, Alabama Farm Bureau, 
Alabama Business and Professional Women, 
Alabama Labor Council, Alabama Safety Council, 
American Association of University Women, 
Alabama Educational Association, Advisory 
Commission on Judicial Administration Im
plementation, Alabama Association of Women 
Highway Safety Leaders, Alabama Conference on 
Humanities, Alabama Political Science Council, 
Alabama Federation of Women's Clubs, Alabama 
Women's Political Caucus, Citizens' Conference, 
Coordin'lting Committee on Criminal Justice, 
Cumberland Law Students, Jaycees, Kiwanis, 
League of Women Voters, Parent Teachers As
sociation, Rotary, and the University of Alabama 
Law Students. Naturally, the supporting groups will 
vary from state-to-state. In rural areas for example, 
farm organizations may be prominent. In urban areas 
labor unions may be more visible. 

Other civic organizations have participated in 
unification efforts. However, their participation is 
generally sporadic and situation-specific. For 
example, the Jaycees were somewhat active in 
Alabama's' reorganization effort. 63 Generally, 
however, they were not found to have been involved 
in unification efforts elsewhere. In fact, the only 
other state where it was found that Jaycees par
ticipated was Kentucky. 

In Florida a group ~nown as the Florida Council of 
100 gave money fo,( bumper stickers to the Gover
nor's Council for Judicial Reform. The Cooperative 
Extension Servk:e played an important role in 
publicizing the unification effort in South Dakota. 
Among other things it prepared and distributed 
450,000 copies of a pamphlet entitled, "The Judicial 
Article," which outlined the article's goals, ex
plained the nature of a unified judicial system, and 
compared it with the existing organization and 
structure of the courts in South Dakota. In Washing
ton the Association of University Women and the 
State Grange played minor roles in that state's recent 
reform campaign. 

There is, however, one noteworthy exception to 
the general rule that civic organizations are not likely 
proponents of unification: the League of Women 

62 See Martin. supra note 26, at 18. 
63 Ibid. 



Voters. The strength and influence of this organi
zation varies from state to state, but generally it is 
instrumental in attempts at reform. Although the 
League was relatively "inactive" in Idaho, and only 
"peripherally involved" in Connecticut and Wash
ington, it was moderately active in Alabama, New 
York, and South Dakota, and very active in Col
orado, Florida, Ka.Jsas, and Kentuck3

'
. Regardless 

of the extent to which the League becomes involved, 
it can generally be relied upon to endorse unification 
principles. Indeed, neither the lit.eratUre review nor 
the on-site visits' suggest that the League has ever 
taken a position in opposition to the concept. 

In New York, for example, the Leaguejoined with 
the Committee for Modern Courts and the Citizens' 
Union to push for passage ofa new judicial article in 
1961. Since that time, the three groups have operated 
as a team, lobbying and educating the public, except 
for a period in the late 1960's after defeat of the 
proposed Constitution, when interest in judicial re
form lapsed. During that time the League functioned 
primarily as a "watchdog" in the legislature on re
form issues until the Committee for Modern Courts 
was reactivated in 1972. 

The New York Lea~ue has actively supported 
judicial reform proposajs by using its existing net
work of newsletters, media contacts, speakers and 
members to generate public interest and to influence 
legislators. Major recent efforts have included a 
campaign in 1975 urging passage of constitutional 
amendments which would have provided centralized 
judicial administration and statewide financing of the 
judiciary, even though the League has maintained 
consistently that a constitutional amendment was 
not required for state. financing. 

In 1976 the League publicly denounced the legis
lature's failure to enact court reform legislation dur
ing its regular session. In fact, the League played a 
major role in encouraging Governor Carey to con
vene aspecia\ session of the legislature inluly, 1976. 
This session approved the state's new court financ
ing statute and gave first passage to the three con
stitutional amendments which were ultimately 
adopted in the November, 1977 general election. 

The League of Women Voters has been very ac
tive in Florida. It worked for a revised constitution 
for over 25 years before the first major overhaul 
occurred in 1968. At that time the entire constitution, 
with exception of the judicial article (Article V), was 
rewritten by a constitutional revision committee. 
Article V had been omitted from consideration 
because it was deemed "too hot to handle." But in 
1970, after an attempted revision of the article was 
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defeated by the voters, the League established a 
committee to promote a new proposal which was 
being advanced by Representative Sandy D' Alern
berte. The League invited both D' Alemberte and 
Chesterfield Smith, later President of the American 
Bar Association, to its organizational meeting. Dur
ing a special session of the legislature which had been 
called in part to discuss the judicial article, the 
League promoted unification by addressing legisla
tive committees and meeting with individual Iegisia.· 
tors. When the campaign to ratify began in earnest, 
the League compiled and distributed "action 
packets" to its chapters. These kits included in
formation on how to stimulate support for the un
ification effort at the grass roots level. 

In Kansas the League of Women Voters has also 
been a staunch supporter of court unification. In 
1972, two months preceding the November election 
on the new judicial article, the League held a 
statewide meeting where over 1,200 brochures 
promoting the amendment were distributed. Repre
sentatives of the League appealed on the radio for 
voter support of the amendment. One prominent 
official in the state bar cited the League's support as 
"the most .important strategy" used by the 
amendment's proponents, in part because they "had 
bodies. They were a group with intense interest and 
toof. an active role." Because of the League's 
numt\rous chapters throughout the state, they were 
able to reach many segments of the Kansas 
popUlace. 

Once adopted, the amendment required extensive 
implementing legislation. Although the issue of 
nonpartisan judicial selection absorbed much of the 
League's time and energy, they rallied again to the 
objectives of court unification in 1974 when they 
participated in a citizens' conference. In 1975 the 
'.eague adopted unification as its "priority" issue 
for that legislative term. Four full-time lobbyists 
devoted their energies exclusivelY to unification. 
The state League as well as its local chapters worked 
extensively distributing promotional fly~rs and pro
viding educational information to newspapers for 
editorial purposes. Many local chapters established 
spea~ers' bureaus and met with a wide variety of 
civic and religious organizations to discuss unifi
cation. Others became involved in public service 
radio programs. The Lawrence chapter, for exam
ple, had and still maintains a regular program every 
two weeks. During the session, the programming 
was devoted almost exclusively to unification. 
Additionally the state League published a weekly 
newsletter during the session which contained legis-



lative developments on the subject. The newsletters 
were also used to issue "alerts" to local chapters 
asking them to undertake immediately certain ac
tivities, such as contacting their legislators. Because 
unification was the priority issue, members were 
"expected," according to one local chairperson, to 
respond favorably to th\\ alerts. 

Although only limited measures were adopted in 
1975, the League continued its support throughout 
the next session. As an instrumental group in Kansas 
Citizens for Court Improvement, the League wrote a 
document entitled, "The Steps to a Modern Court 
System," and distributed it to every legislator and 
judge to promote reform legislation in the 1976 term. 
The League currently is involved in monitoring 
studies related to state funding of the judiciary to 
complement earlier developments in unification. 

In Kentucky, the League of Women Voters also 
supplied abundant support to the campaign to 
approve a new judicial article providing for a unified 
court system. The League became publicly involved 
in late 1973 when it co-sponsored a citizens' con
ference relating to judicial reform. Working under 
the umbrella of Kentucky Citizens for Judicial 
Improvement, Inc. (KCJI), the League undertook a 
grass roots campaign to educate the public about the 
need for judicial modernization, which it escalated 
after the legislature approved the article and placed it 
on the November, 1975 ballot. In September, 1975, 
the League conducted two in-house workshops to 
educate its members more thoroughly about the pro
visions contained in the amendment. Thereafter, 
members delivered promotional speeches to numer
ous civic groups. Additionally the Louisville chapter 
used its weekly 30-minute public service television 
program as a forum to promote unification during the 
campaign. Finally, in a concerted effort to reach 
rural women in particular, the League printed a re
cipe card depicting a four-tier cake, each tier repre
senting a particular layer of courts as contemplated 
by the new article. On the opposite side was a recipe 
for the "Courtin; Cake." The cards were distributed 
to schools, county and state fairs, homemaker 
groups and newspapers. Many local chapters baked 
these cakes and presented them to local officials to 
encourage their support. Approximately $2,000 was 
spent on this piece of advertising which was consid
ered one of the most effective promotional measures 
of the campaign. His not surprising that a principal 
leader in the KentlJcky campaign deemed the 
League, "a mighty ally," in the effort to achieve 
unification. 

In sum, most civic organizations do not participate 
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in unification efforts but for lending their names in 
endorsement. The League of Women Voters, how
ever, is a noteworthy exception. On numerous 
occasions the League was among the most active, 
and effective, proponents. Conversely, their rela
tively inactive stance toward the 1976 reform in 
Washington may be a partial reason for its defeat. 
After all, the proposal failed by less than 10,000 votes 
out of 700,000 cast. 64 

C. Conclusion 

The purpose of this chapter has been to examine 
the individuals and groups who are likely to be active 
proponents of court unification, and those who, 
contrary to expectations, are not. 

Individual legislators, state bar associations, 
judicial reform organizations and the media were 
most often found to be likely sources of leadership 
and support. Moreover, when these sources did lend 
assistance, it was almost uniformly vigorous and 
sustained, rather than moderate and sporadic. Thus, 
legislators, for example, provided critical leadership 
in nearly every state examined. The bar assumed 
primary responsibility and leadership in Idaho and 
Ohio. Bar associations also provided support in 
other states by establishing committees to draft 
legislation, by participating in citizens' conferences, 
and appropriating funds to the effort. In Connec
ticut, Kansas and Kentucky, judicial reform or
ganizations were vital to the successful adoption of 
unification measures. They have provided valuable 
assistance in almost every other state that has at
tempted judicial modernization. The role of the 
media also should not be underestimated. Without 
its support, attempts at judicial reform will likely be 
impeded. 

On the other hand, there were a variety of sources 
from which leadership and support would at first 
blush, be expected, but in reality was not found. 
These included individuals with statewide visibility, 
such as governors, supreme court justices and state 
court administrators, as well as quasi-governmental 
bodies and civic organizations. It is very important 
to note the exceptions, however, for crucial lead
ership and support has on occasion been derived 
from these sources. Perhaps the most outstanding 
examples are the roles assumed by Governor A~kew 
in Florida, Chief Justice Heflin in Alabama, and 
Administrator James in Kansas. Were it not for their 
leadership roles it would be questioned whether 
unification would have been accomplished in these 

64 See Chapin, supra note 31, at 308. 



three states. The Idaho Legislative Council, the Ohio 
Legislative Service Commission, and the South 
Dakota Constitutional Revision Commission played 
equaUy important roles as did the Committee for 
Modern Courts in New York and the League of 
Women Voters in Florida, Kansas, Kentucky and 
New York. 

Thus, it is crucial for those contemplating unifi
cation elsewhere not to overlook those sources 
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included in the' 'less likely proponents" category for 
the very reason that at times these sources will be 
among the most valuable supporters. However, as a 
starting point, the field observations suggest that the 
sources listed under "likely proponents" will, with 
greater frequency, provide requisite leadership and 
support; thus, it is advisable to survey those sources 
first. 
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CHAPTER VUe CAM,PAIGN ~;TRATEGY: 

ORGANIZATION AND FOCUS 

Having examined the individuals and groups who 
usually support unification efforts, we now turn to 
f;he principles that can be utilized in structuring, 
maintaining and conducting the campaign. 

A. The Structure 

There are many types of organizational schemes 
which may be utilized to guide a campaign. l Some 
are centralized while others are extremely decen
tralized. One of the more common centralized forms 
of organization is one in which a group's leaders 
divide activities into specialty or functional areas by 
subject matter. Each sub-group is assigned a co
chairperson who is directly responsible for carrying 
out certain duties throughout the course of the 
campaign. This type of organization is common 
where the geographic area is large. Other forms of 
campaign organization are somewhat less cen
tralized. They usually allow participants to perform a 
large number of overlapping tasks as the exigencies 
of the situation demand. This form is most prevalent 
in small organizations. Still other forms of organi
zation are hybrids of the above and emphasize 
performing myriad functions, but within a limited 
geographic area. 

The literature on campaign organization offers lit
tle insight as to which structure is most effective for 
thf: disparate types of unification campaigns that 
may be conducted. 2 The information presently 
available is limited primarily to large-scale, national 
campaigns and has only minimal application to 
statewide, non-partisan, issue-oriented campaigns. 

The on-site investigations do provide, however, 
useful insight into a variety of ways in which suc
cessful court unification campaigns may be or
ganized. In ten of the eleven states investigated, 
some form of centralized structure was utilized. The 
eleventh state, Washington, was unsuccessful in 

1 See Robert Agranoff, The Management of Election 
Campaigns (Boston: Holbrook PreSt, 1976), pp. 181-216. 

2 Ibid., p. 181. 
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achieving the desired reform. In some states, such as 
Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut and Kentucky, 
citizens groups were the primary centralizing agent. 
In others, such as Idaho and Ohio, the state bar 
piayed the major role. In still other states a con
stitutional revision commission or the legislature 
took the initiative. In any event, each successful 
effort was accompanied by a relatively strong cen
tralized organizatiOll whose members performed 
planning and coordinating functions. 

Most of the centralizing agents examined chose to 
organize along functional-specialist lines. Perhaps 
the most outstanding example of such a campaign 
was found in Alabama. There the Citizens' Con
ference on Alabama State Courts, Inc., established 
seve" '.~Qmmittees: membership to acquire new 
members; nnance to raise funds; grass~roots to 
organize local groups; legislative to lobby legisla
tors; press and publicity to write letters to the editor 
and handle the media; speakers bureau to inforrn the 
electorate about the various proposals; and a group~ 
committee to generate and coordinate the activity of 
civic organizations. Further, the Citizens' Con
ference designated coordinators to oversee the 
various committee activities at the county level. 

Rivaling this organizational effort was that of the 
Citizens' Committee on Modern Courts, a statewide, 
non-partisan committee organized during the early 
1960's to unify Colorado's jndiciary.3 It created an 
advisory group whose members were experienced in 
politics and in managing successful campaigns. 
These advisors aided the chairman of the executive 
committee in planning many important phases ofthe 
effort. The Citizens' Committee also enlisted 
leadership support from the judiciary committee of 
the Colorado Bar Association. That group helped 
organize the d:strict committees. An endorsing 
organizations committee was created to solicit the 

3 The following is taken from a report entitled, "Citizens' 
Committee on Modem Courts Trustee and Committee Chairmen 
Workbook." n.p .. , n.d. 



aid of various civic, professional' and occupational 
groups. A state finance £ommitt~e \V2e charged \~dth 
raising funds to support the effort. Further, a 
membership committee was created to raise addi
tional funds for tbe campaign. The Citizens' 
Committee also relied heavily on a public relations 
committee which was responsible for a statewide 
educational program. Finally, in each of the 18 
judicial districts, two local committees were created, 
one for membership and one for public relations. In 
counties with a population of 10,000 or more, sepa
rate Citizens' Committee organizations were 
created. This olganizational structure later provided 
the foundation for a more elaborate and equally 
successful effort to provide Colorado with a merit 
plan for selecting jUdges.4 

In 1975 the Kentucky Citizens for Judicial Im
provement, Inc. (KCJI) also organized in a highly 
centralized fashion. Almost 18 months prior to pub~ 
lic ratification of the new article, Ken sub-divided 
into three functional-specialist groups: support, to 
enlist the endorsement and active participation of 
civic and private organizations and illldividuals; 
education, to inform elementary, secondary and 
university students, and the public about the need for 
judicial improvement; and media, to solicit positive 
coverage of the campaign. One KCJI staff member 
was responsible for fulfilling the objectives of each of 
the three areas on a state-wide basis. It should be 
noted, however, that as the election approached, the 
need for a more localized, generalist strategy became 
evident. Consequently, two well-known per
sonalities were asked to direct a new organization, 
Kentuckians for Modern Courts (KMC). At the be
hest of these two leaders, ten former state bar presi
dents were asked ~:) assume responsibility for 12 of 
Kentucky's 120 counties. These individuals were 
generalists. They were asked to perform a wide 
variety of activities according to variations within 
their regions . Nonetheless, these local leaders were 
still directly responsible to KMC's co-chairmen. 

Not all efforts were as well organized. In Florida 
and South· Dakota, for example, little if anything 
resembling the highly sophisticated Alabama, 
Colorado, and Kentucky organizations was found. 
In Florida most of the activity focused around a few 
central leaders who addressed various groups 
throughout the state. Little grass-roots organization 
took place except by the League of Women Voters 
and certain local bar associations. 

4 Alfred Heinicke, "The Colorado Amendment Story," 
Judicature, 51 (June-July, 1967), 17-22. 
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In South Dakota the Constitutional Revision 
Commission WtiB retativdy active anti did publicize 
their efforts at the county level, through the 
Cooperative Extension Service. Its members also 
gave numerous addresses throughout" the stat~. 
Nonetheless, the Constitutional Revision COfll
mission did not develop a highly elaborate organi. 
zation to support the proposed unified court system. 

In conclusion, while the literature offers little 
insight ioto effective managerial structures for court 
unification campaigns, the on-site investigations 
indicate that some form of centralized structure is of 
paramount importance. A c~ntralized structure 
allows the leadership to monitor all activity in the 
state throughout the course of the campaign. De
cisions regarding strategy and tactics can be made by 
a small body and then applied where relevant 
throughout the state. Moreover, when the organizing 
group divides the labor into functional-specialist 
areas, staff members may concentrate on the one 
subject with which they are most well-suited. 

However, the extent to which a campaign must be 
organized remains unclear. Tables 7-1 and 7-2 pre
sent a rough categorization of the states by type of 
organization utilized, the extent of change being 
sought, and the degree of opposition found. Among 
the relatively undeveloped organizations, there are 
three states where major changes occurred (Florida, 
Ohio, South Dakota). In each instance, there was 
little opposition to the proposals. Also among the 
relatively undeveloped organizations, there are four 
statm where opposition was strong (Connecticut, 
Kansas, New York, Washington). But in each in
stance relatively minor changes were being sought, 
and in one case, Washington, the reforms were 
defeated. In the only states where both relatively 
major changes were being sought and where rela
tively strong opposition was present (Alabama, 
Colorado), well-developed organizations were 
utilized. This fact may suggest that a highly de
veloped structure is a prerequisite to success where 
these two factors are present. 

B. The Staff 

In Chapter VI various individuals and groups WtTe 
singled out as potential leaders of a court unification 
campaign, but there was no accompanying com
mentary regarding the type of staff needed to manage 
and conduct the campaign. 

Unlike campaigns for public office, campaigns 
that seekjudicial improvements through statutory or 
constitutional change are not conducted by pro
fessional managers. Unfortunately, funds usually 
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are almost never available for such efforts. As a 
result, those involved in most unification campaigns 
have found it helpful to employ some other form of 
paid, full-time staff to manage the endeavors. These 
personnel typically do not conduct campaigns for 
their livelihood and clearly are not "professionals" 
in the accepted sense of the term. In most instances, 
these people become involved because of "occu-
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pational circumstance." In other words. they ar~ 
both professionally related to, and perso!~ally in
terested in, the judiciary. Others have become in
volved for altruistic reasons. 

The situation in Idaho provides an excellent. 
example. In the early 1960's two young attorneys 
who were officers of the bar association became 
interested in improving the Idahojudiciary. Both the 
organized bar and their own private law firms 
supported their activity. Eventually they culti~ated 
interest in the legislative council and citizenry to 
promote modernization. To date they still are highly 
involved in legislative activity. 

In Kentucky, a full-time staff was formed ap
proximately 18 months preceding electoral ratifi
cation of the amendment. Then shortly before the 
election, an activist attorney took a leave of absence 
from his lucrative law practice for almost six weeks 
to devote himself exclusively to promoting the 
judicia.l article. He had long been interested in seek
ing change, and his firm endorsed his activity. 

In Alabama, it was at the behest of the chief justice 
that judicial department staff members devoted their 
time to promoting the judicial article. Similarly in 
other states, such as Kansas, judicial officers (in
cluding justices of the supreme court and the state 
court administrator) have devoted their energies to 
unification campaigns. Currently th~ modernization 
effort in Tennessee is being borne in large part by two 
young attorneys and the graduate of ajudicial admin
istration program, all of whom are employed in the 
state judicial department. 

Conversely, there are examples illustrating the 
difficulty of achieving unification measures in the 
absence ofa full-time staff. The situation in the State 
of Washington is illustrative. As has been noted, the 
electorate defeated a propo§ed judiciai article in 
1975. In 1976, legislation did not even reach that 
stage because of the lack of staff to organize a 
campaign. 

The on-site investigl'iltions indicated that for the 
most part, the size of the core staff can be relatively 
small. In several instances, staffs were composed 
primarily of two individuals: the executive director 
of the state bar and his secretary, as in South Dakota; 
an officer of the bar and the state judicial adminis
trator, as in Kansas; two members of the bar, as in 
Idaho; and a state legislator and his administrative 
assistant, as in Florida. But there have been in
stances when larger ~Jtaffs have been employed. This 
is usually the situation when campaigns of greater 
magnitude are conducted. In Alabatpa and Ken-

( 

tucky, for example, four full-time st¢f members 



were employed to assume the aggregate campaign 
management responsibility. 

While there may be no substitute for a competent 
and dedicated full-time staff, most campaigns rely to 
a great extent on volunteer labor,5 and unification is 
no exception. Volunteers most often perform such 
non-managerial tasks as placing signs in windows, 
typing letters, running mimeograph machines, 
sending specialized cards and letters to interest 
groups, and conducting bake sales to raise funds. 

For the most part, volunteers emerge under the 
aegis of civic organizations such as the League of 
Women Voters or the Jaycees. They may also be 
individual members of the bar. Additionally, vol
unteers may be members of citizens organizations 
which have been established for the express purpose 
of promoting judicial change. Usually such volun
teers are from all walks of life, representing the 
panorama of public and private industry and the 
diverse nature ofa state's demographic composition. 
Their very presence lends credence to the philoso
phy that judicial modernization is for the "people," 
not just the" attorneys. " 

In many states a highly cooperative nucleus of 
full-time staff members and volunteer organizations 
has emerged to manage the campaign. This enables 
leaders to extend their campaign activities to reach 
more segments of society and to obtain a broader 
basis of support. This form of management has the 
advantage of a full-time staff which can devise a 
coherent campaign strategy, and a number of 
energetic volunteers who can execute the design. 
Such an approach was used sucessfully in Alabama, 
Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky and South 
Dakota. 

In conclusion, the presence of a full-time staff is a 
major contributing factor to the success of a court 
unification campaign. The acivantages of such a staff 
are many. Generally, staff members become in
volved at the inception of a campaign and sustain 
intimate participation throughout the duration of the 
effort. As a result, they provide a sense of per·· 
manence and contim,ity to the campaign. Moreove';r, 
these personnel are not distracted by the demands of 
another job and therefore are free to devote their full 
energies toward the coordination and management 
of the campaign. The actual size of the core staff is 
not critical, but it appears to be proportionately 
related to the magnitude of the campaign. 

At the same time, volunteers are an integral part of 
successful campaigns. It is clear that without such 

~ See Agranoff, supra note 1, p. 203. 
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personnel to perfonrl numerous non-managerial and 
technicai tasks, a successfui campaign simply can 
not be conducted. Indeed, where volunteers have 
not been mobilized, attempts at unification have 
been in vain as in Florida (1970) and Washington 
(1975). 

Finally, in many states cooperative efforts be
tween a permanent staff and volunteer groups, while 
not essential ~ have proved b~n~fiGiaL Pgrsons in 
staff positions should attempt to ferret out volun
teers to assist them in unification endeavors and also 
should enlist the support of politically powerful 
groups to lend credibility to the moveme11t. Addi
tionally, the permanent staff should make use of 
existing resources by seeking well-entrenched com
munity leaders to assist the campaign at the local 
level. This strategy is not only politically astute, but 
in the long run, it conserves time. States such as 
Kentucky have utilized this method of campaign 
strategy quite effectively. 

C. The Funding 

While much has been written about campaign 
financing, practically all of it has been directed at 
funding campaigns for individual candidates seeking 
public office. 6 There are major differences between 
the latter and attempts to raise money for a court 
unification campaign. Two differences are par
ticularly noteworthy. One has to do with the sheer 
volume of funds which must be generated and the 
other focuses on the sources from which these funds 
can be raised. 

Obtaining even remotely reliable information 
about the amount of money expended on unification 
efforts is difficult at best. In part this can be attrib
uted to the fact that many expenditures simply are 
not recorded. Volunteers usually pay for their travel 
to meetings and speaking eng~Jements. Often they 
pay for postage, paper and related expenses. Others 
often absorb the costs of secretarial and clerical help 
into their respective businesses or professional ac
tivities. Indeed, the salaries of those actually 
managing the campaign may be underwritten by 

6 The ..ost important recent studies include David Adamany, 
Campaign Finallce in America (North Scituate, Mass.: Duxbury 
Press, 1972); David Adamany, Financing Politics: Recent 
Wisconsin Eiections (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 
1969); Herbert Alexander, Financillg the 1968 Electioll 
(Lexington: D. C. Heath, 1971); Herbert Alexander, MOlley in 
Politics (Washington: Public Affairs Press, 1972); Herbert 
Alexander, Political Financing (Minneapolis: Burgess, 1972); 
Delmer Dunn, Finallcillg Presidemial Campaiglls (Washington; 
Brookings, 1972); and Alexander Heard, The Costs of Democ
racy (Garden City: Doubleday, 1962). 
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private businesses or state government. In addition, 
many individuals and groups volunteer their pro
fessional services to unification campaigns such as 
accounting, publicity and computer time. The im
portance of these contributions cannot be over
emphasized. One participant in the Connecticut 
movement estimated that over $100,000 worth of 
free services had been provided by 300 volunteers 
performing a multitude of technical and clerical 
functions. 

Another problem encountered in determining the 
cost of a campaign is the fact that typically more than 
one group raises and expends funds, but no central 
accounting system is developed for the entire 
campaign. For example, the state bar often spends 
money on a campaign as do citizens groups and civic 
organizatio ns. 

Still another factor is determining the actual 
amount of money spent on unification campaigns is 
the amount of free pUblicity and news coverage. 
While these items usually are among the most costly 
in any campaign for public office, campaign activity 
in connection with unification often is construed to 
be in the public interest, and consequently, media 
time and space are provided at no expense. But the 
most important reason why it is difficult to obtain 
information on campaign expenditures is the fact 
that political necessity often demands that certain 
costs be hidden from public view. 

Despite the problems encountered in assessing the 
amount of funds expended on promoting the adop
tion of court unification measures, it is absolutely 
clear that the cost is much smaller than that required 
to support individual candidates running in statewide 
elections. The State of Connecticut provides a useful 
example. Compared with the other states, Con
necticut ranks in the middle quintile in population. 
There, the successful gubernatorial candidate in 
1966 spent $242,000. 7 In 1968, the UNited States 
Senator spent $592,600. Each Republican and 
Democrat candidate for the United States House of 
Representatives spent roughly $53,500 during his or 
her campaigns. It should be noted that these figures 
represent only what was spent in the general election 
and do not include the costs of the primaries. 

In no state did the unification campaigns even 
come clOSe to the expenditur~s of the Connecticut 
candidates for the United States Senate. Only in 
Alabama and Colorado did the promotional expendi
tures reach the levels spent by Connecticut's 
candidates for the House of Representatives. 

7 Agranoff, supra note 1, pp. 220-21. 
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The Alabama and Colorado experiences were 
clearly atypical. In Alabama, one fairly detailed 
account of the expenses incurred by the Citizens' 
Conference on Alabama Courts, Inc., in 1972 sets 
the amount at close to $40,000. This amount is 
exclusive of funds expended independently by the 
state bar association and the salaries of several part 
and full-time campaigners. The 1962 Colorado 
situation was similar. There the Citizens' Committee 
on Modern Courts spent $57,000 promoting adoption 
of the new judicial article. 8 The public relations and 
advertising program developed by a private con
sulting firm alone was to cost slightly over $38,000. 9 

Much more typical were the campaigns in Con
necticut, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Ohio, and South 
Dakota in each of which it is estimated that the cost 
of promoting unification measures was between 
$5,000 and $15,000. For the most part, these small 
budgets were sufficient because of the presence of 
other funds for related purposes. For example, in 
Kentucky approximately $200,000 was spent during 
the process of adopting a unified system. However, 
the bulk of these funds was provided through state 
and federal grants. Technically the money was used 
to educate the public about the need for judicial 
improvement per se and was not used as a vehicle to 
promote the new judicial article. Among these ex
penditures was $15,000 for a citizens conference in 
1974, and $20,000 for two public opinion polls. Only 
$15,000 was actually spent by proponents onthe 
action campaign. 

In Connecticut approximately $47,000 was spent 
during the 1970's to achieve merger of the lower trial 
courts. Of this sum the legislature provided almost 
$30,000 for two separate commissions to study the 
reorganization of these courts. A private foundation 
contributed $13,000to cover out-of-pocket expenses 
for volunteer members of the first commission. 
Additionally, almost $4,000 provided by federal 
grants and private contributions was expended on 
two citizens conferences. As a result, only minimal 
funds actually were spent by citizens groups or the 
bar on promoting unification, although substantial 
services were provided at no charge. 

The 1965 Idaho legislature appropriated $35,000 
for the creation and support of a legislative council 

8 Lee A. Moe, Report to the Executive Committee of tire 
Citizens' Committee 011 Modem Courts front tire Executive 
Director, November 12, 1962. 

9 William Kostka and Associates, Inc., Public Relatiolls alld 
Adl'ertisillg Programs for Citizens' Committee on Modem 
Courts, A Report to the Citizens' Committee on Modem Courts, 
n.p., n.d. 



committee to draft statutes providing for a unified 
court system. This sum was to cover salaries and 
travel expenses of its members who were charged 
with holding hearings throughout the state to obtain 
public sentiment about proposed revisions. A year 
later the state spent roughly $3,000 on a citizens 
conference to discuss the proposals, but little else 
was spent on a promotional campaign. 

In 1973, a similar situation occurred in Kansas. At 
the chief justice's request the legislature appropri
ated $75,000, parI of which was matched by federal 
funds, to study implementing legislation. lO Again, 
these monies were used to obtain public input, so 
that in 1975 and 1976, when the campaign to secure 
legislative enactment was underway, citizens spent 
only slightly more than $7,300. The only other major 
expense was $9,000 allocated for a citizens' con
ference held in 1974. 

In Ohio the bar raised and spent roughly $15,000 
on promoting the 1968 Modern Courts Amendment. 
In 1973 and 1975, onry "negligible" sums were 
expended on further constitutional and statutory 
provisions relating to unification. It is generally 
conceded that small budgets were practicable be
cause of the lack of substantial opposition. 

In 1969 a Constitutional Revision Commission was 
convened in South Dakota to study a new judicial 
article. Between that year and the article's adoption 
in 1972, an estimated $40,000 to $50,000 was ex
pended by the commission for this purpose. A large 
number of public hearings were held throughout the 
state. The state bar expended slightly less than 
$3,000 on &\ citizens conference and approximately 
$2,400 for newspaper advertisements to publicize 
the proposed judicial article.H Additionally, the 
Cooperative Extension Service of South Dakota 
State University and other organizations expended 
some funds to aid in the effort. 

The second major difference between funding 
campaigns for individual candidates and court unifi
cation has to do with the potential sources of 
revenue. Arnold Steinberg has suggested that the 
office~seeker can obtain donations from a variety of 
individuals: the ideological giver; tne single-issue 
giver; the party giver; the candidate giver; the favor 
seeker giver; the social giver; the power-seeker 

I 10 It is estimated that the cost of the preceding constitutional 
campaign wa~ $3,600. 

11 "SecretarY-Treasurer's Report," SOl/th Dakota Bar 
JOllrnal, 42 (September, 1973), 34, 38. 
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giver; and the three-issue giver.12 Advocates of court 
unification on the other hand, are not blessed with as 
many sources. As defined by Steinberg, they gener
ally are restricted to single issue or social givers. 
Thus, opportunities for raising funds to support 
unification campaigns are considerably cir
cumscribed when comparisons are made with in
dividual candidates. 

Yet, supporters of judicial reform can, and often 
do, obtain revenues from sources generally not 
available to candidates seeking public office. It 
would indeed be rare for an attorney general or sec
retary of state to have the salary of his campaign 
manager, public relations expert and two or three 
assistants absorbed by state appropriations. But this 
practice is not totally uncommon in unification 
campaigns. Supreme court information officers, 
state court administrators and their assistants, trial 
and regional court administrators and their assis
tants, assistants to the chief justice, supreme court 
law clerks, and state court planners often devote 
their entire energies to promoting such efforts. In 
nearly every state examined, one Dr more of these 
individuals were found to be assigned full-time to 
campaign activity. Generally they were assisted by 
several part-time paid assistants who were also 
funded by public money. 

The efficacy, if not legality, of using such person
nel in this fashion may be questionable. The practice 
certainly is not discussed openly. Indeed, it is in 
large part because of these circumstances that ob
taining accurate financial information on unification 
campaigns is so difficult. 

One other major source of funds not generally 
available to those seeking public office is state and 
federal grants. It was indicated previously that at 
least three states received combination funds from 
these sources to be used in securing statutory and 
constitutional statements providing for unified 
judiciaries. 

To summarize, a IRrge amount of funds is not a 
prerequisite to conducting a successful campaign as 
lOl1g as other monies are available to focus attention 
on the subject. This is fortunate because the sources 
offunding are relatively limited. It is interesting that 
many leaders of unification campaigns emphasized 
that if they had larger budgets, they probably would 
have engendered more opposihon through wider 

12 Arnold Steinberg, Political Campaign Management 
(Lexington: D. C. !leath, 1976), pp. 132-37. A three-issue giveris 
defined as an indivio1ual who is attracted to a candidate :'ecause of 
his position on sel eral issues. 
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pUblicity. Because of their limited budgets, they 
were forced to run low-key campaigns. One cam
paign organizer concluded, "Why muddy' the .. walk? 
Why spend lots of money to create lots of opposi~ 
tion? You'll only have to spend more money, and 
that we haven't got." 

D. The Style and Emphasis 
The style and emphasis of a court unification 

campaign may govern its success. Style is concerned 
with how a campaign is designed and conducted; it 
encompasses many general principles which may be 
applied to various locales. The on-site investigations 
indicate that five general factors may be important: 
advance planning; public education; a positive 
approach which includes neutralizing the opposi
tion; non-partisan support; and personal contact. 
Emphasis is directed at differing environmental 
factors within a state which may dictate how the 
public will respond to the campaign. The on-site 
investigations indicate that one environmental factor 
is of particular importance: the rural versus urban 
populace. 

1. Style. HIe first component of style is advance 
planning. Among others, Profeshors Henry Glick 
and Kenneth Vines have emphasized the importance 
of this phenomenon. They contend that, "One 
prominent result of . . . sporadic and unplanned 
growth is the political conflict which frequently 
erupts between advocates of court change and re
form and opposing groups who favor maintaining the 
status quo. "13 If haphazard or belated planning 
characterizes the campaign, the likelihood of suc
cess may be diminished. In Washington, for exam
ple, one close Obs('lfVer of the unsuccessful effort 
noted, "The movement was too late. It didn't begin 
until September for a November election." 
. The evidence suggests that most successful 

campaigns have been pl-mned in advance. The 
advantages are many. Time is allowed for a man
agerial staff to coalesce, for volunteers to be en
listed, and for the endorsements of civic and 
business groups to be obtained. Additionally, it 
allows time for specific goals to be framed, and for an 
assessment to be made of what is politically feasible. 
Finally, advance planning facilitates the develop
ment of a rational campaign strategy, well-tailored to 
meet environmental differences. 

Just how far in advance a successful campaign 
must be planned is not easily determined. In many 

13 Henry Glick and Kenneth Vines, Statt'Cmlrl Systems 
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973), p. 15. 
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states such as Idaho, Kansas, OhiQ and South 
Dakota, study commissions on judicial moderniza
tion cultivated a great deal of public support so that 
only minimal planning to promote the ,campaign was 
necessary. Generally most campaigns are planned 
six to twelve months in advance, but it should be 
emphasized that the starting date may be governed 
by several factors. Among them are the presence of 
support, extent of opposition, and magnitude of the 
change sought. 14 

The second component of style involves educating 
the public about the need for judicial modernization. 
It was noted in Chapter IV that the public basically is 
uninterested in the courts and that an uninformed 
public is likely to react negatively to change re
gardless of its merit. It is clear that the elech-"rate is 
neither interested in adopting change without a rr.a
son nor in adopting any measure just becal.}se a 
neighboring state has done so. The people want to 
know the reasons underlying proposed changes. 
Samuel Witwer, former chairman of the Illinois 
Committee for Constitutional Revision, underscores 
the importance of public education. He contends 
that one of the "essential elements of any action 
program destined for success ... [is the) clear 
demonstration of the existence of the need for an 
improved judiciary and court system and the wisdom 
of the proposed revisions .... "IS 

In nearly every state selected for special scrutiny, 
some form of public education campaign was un
dertaken. Some campaigns clearly were more ex
tensive than others. The Kentucky educational 
campaign, which is particularly illustrative, was 
noted in Chapter VI and need not be repeated here. 
One important purpose of a public education 
campaign is to prevent the unification package from 
being perceived as a "lawyers' bill" or "judges' 
bilI." The director of Kentucky's state bar associa
tion noted that, "the most common problem lawyers 
faced when defending the proposed system was that 
most citizens viewed the efforts as an attempt to 
strengthen an already effective 'closed shop.' "16 

Proponents contend that had the expansive educa
tion campaign not been undertaken, this perception 
might have led to defeat of the article. 

A third aspect of style involves adopting a positive 
a:P!1!'oach to the campaign. Ifproponents can demon-

H Thesefactors c\oselyrelateto the concept of timing. which is 
discussed in the next section. 

15 Samuel Witwer, .. Action Programs to Achieve Judicial Re
form," JudiC'alure, 43 (February, 1960), 162, 165. 

16 Kent Westberry, "The Politics of Judicial Reform in 
Kentucky," (unpublished ms., 1977), p. II. 
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strate adequately that the revisions sought are de~ 
signed to improve the existing judiciary, and that all 
groups will benefit from the measures, the chances of 
success may be enhanced. Idaho's Chief Justice 
Joseph McFadden has emphatically suggested that a 
unification program be "sold on its strengths." For 
example, in the late 1960's when Idaho was con
templating trial court consolidation, probate judges 
were opposed to merger because their courts would 
be abolished. At that time the chief justice was asked 
to deliver an address to the state probate judges 
association. Chief Justice McFadden explained how 
the probate judges were abused under the existing 
system and described the benefits they would accrue 
under a unified system. Shortly thereafter, the pro
bate judges association endorsed the measure. 

As suggested above, adopting a positive approach 
contemplates neutralizing the opposition. Leaders in 
many states stressed the importance of confronting 
groups which OPpOS~, the measures and soliciting 
their reasons for opposition. This allows proponents 
to "extract the venom," as one leader stated, and 
stm have time to confront them with countervailing 
arguments and secure a compromise if necessary. 
While their support can not always be secured, vocal 
opposition generally can be quelled. 

The slogans and phrases adopted to publicize the 
campaign can help emphasize the positive nature of 
the measures desired and perhaps prevent opposi
tion from ari<;ing. In several states it was found that 
the terms "reform" and "liberalize" have strong 
negative connutations. The negative implications of 
these terms are two-fold. First, they imply that 
something is "wrong" with the system, and some
one or something is "at fault." Second, they imply 
that drastic revisions are necessar~ . , "correct" the 
situation. [The general predisposition against such 
radical change has been discussed previously in 
Chapter IV.J As aresult, more positive terms such as 
"improvement" and "modernization" have been 
adopted. Many of the citizens groups which have 
been organized to seek changes in their respective 
state judiciaries have woven these, terms into their 
official titles, as illustrated by the following samples: 
Better Administration of Justice, Inc. (Delawar~); 
Citizens for Court Modernization, Inc. (Tennessee); 
Committee for Modern Courts in Illinois, Inc.; 
Indiana Citizens for Mod()rn Courts of Appeal; 
Montana Citizens for Court Improvement; Utah 
Citizens' Organization for Judicial Improvement; 
and West Virginians for Modem Courts. Similarly, 
legislators have employed such language in the titles 
of their bills as in the 1968 package of judicial revi-
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sions in Ohio, entitled the Ivrodern Courts 
Amendment. By simply using more palatable terms, 
opposition and fears of radical change may be con
siderably reduced. 

A fourth aspect of style involves obtaining non
partisan support and leadership. Proponents ofr;ourt 
unification may acquire more support if they can 
demonstrate that the merits of unification transcend 
political parties. This is particularly important fer 
those who accept the belief that the judiciary should 
in no way become enmeshed in politics. Ifunification 
can be presented as a non-partisan issue, designed to 
improve the judiciary and not the Democrat or 
Republican party, its chances of success will be 
enhanced. The efforts of Kansas and Kentucky 
proponencs in this respect have already been noted. 
A leading advocate in the Kentucky campaign 
observed that its non-partisan nature was the cor
nerstone on which all other support was based. 
Similarly, in Indiana the co-chairmen of the c'.tizens 
committee that worked to achieve merit selection 
were two former governors, one a Republican and 
one a Democrat. 17 

The final aspect of style which may contribute to 
the success of court unification campaigns is per
sonal contact. With respect to campaigns for public 
office, "Some political experts daim that there are 
four factors in winning elections: Candidates, Is
sues, Finance and Organization. Of these four, 
organization, meaning persoll-fo-persoll confact in 
the precincts, is considered nine-tenths of win
ning. "18 While this conclusion might be slightly 
overstated with respect to unification campaigns, the 
on-site investigations indicate that personal contact 
was effective in cultivating support for the measures 
sought. 

Direct personal contact can be manifested in a 
variety offorms. In some states it has meant inviting 
legislators to dinner or baking cakes for local offi
cials; in other states it has meant delivering speeches 
to civic groups and universities, d~stributingh.and~ 
bills, and organizing telephone campaigns. Nearly 
every campaign studied that successfully adopted 
unification measures evidenced some form of 
personal contact. 

2. Emphasis. To a large extent, environmental 
factors within a state dictate the emphasis of a 
campaign. In some locales the citizenry may' be 

17 James Farmer, "Indiana Modernizes its Courts," Judi
calure, 54 (March, 1971),327. 

18 James Burkhart, James Eisenstein, Theodore Fleming and 
Frank Kendrick, Slr(/legies for Polilical Parlicipatioll (Cam
bridge: Winthrop Publishers, !nc., 1972), p. 69 (emphasis added). 



receptive to massive campaigns utilizing bands, 
bumper stickers, and extensive revelry. Others may 
disapprove of such antics and prefer more serious 
presentations of the issues by way of debates, 
newspaper editorials and scholarly materials. In 
each state where unification is sought, an assessment 
must be made on the style and substance of the 
campaign and judgments made about the best ap
proach to utilize. 

The most common and readily observable en
vironmental factor is the difference between urban 
and Jural areas. In every state studied indepth, this 
dichotomy played a crucial role in determining the 
outcome of unification campaigns. 

Generally, rural areas strongly oppose unification. 
Counties and municipalities fear not only the loss of 
their courts, but they also fear dominance by urban 
areas. Rural judges perceive that they will be as
signed frequently to urban courts and thus be forced 
to do a great deal of undesired traveling. RuraIjudges 
also may resent the heavier workloads (at no ad
ditional compensation) which accrue when they are 
reassigned elsewherr 

Whatever the real>vns, rural areas typically are 
less supportive of attempts at unification than urban 
areas. 19 For example, it is clear from the existing 
voting data that residents of eastern (generally rural) 
Washington were largely responsible for defeat of 
the 1975 effort. Oft'he 408,832 votes cast favoring the 
changes, a majority came from the urban counties, 
while a substantial portion of the 427,361 votes il1 
opposition came from rural areas. 

Because of this urban-rural phenomenon, cam
paigns directed at rural areas might be. more suc
cessful if they have a different orientation and thrust 
from those directed at urban areas. For example, 
proponents in rural areas might choose to proceed 
very slowly and ir. a "low-key" fashion. It might also 
be wise for the'((l to undertake a highly positive 
saturation campaign in the media just before the 
election. This tactic might. prevent unwanted op
position from mobilizing. 

This strategy was utilized successfully ;,n Ken
tucky and to some extent in Kansas and Ohio. A very 
"low-profile" campaign strategy was employed in 
rural areas in Kentucky. While speeches were given 
to various organizatkms, and other non-obtrusive 
tactics were employed, relatively little publicity was 
sought, and only minimal funds were expended. 
Because of the isolated and self-contained nature of 
Kentucky counties, and little stat,:wide publicity, 

19 See, e,g., Glick and Vines, supra note 13, p. 16. 
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few perceived that a similar "campaign" was 
underway in every other county. It never became 
apparent to the opposition thatthe public was being 
mobilized statewide. Indeed, the opposition was 
dormant until results of a second public opinion poll 
were published, in addition to editorials and ad
vertisements, shortly before the election demon
strating widespread support throughout the state. By 
that time, however, it was simply too late to counter 
the proponents effectively. 

When such a strategy has not been utilized and 
opposition has at least partially mobilized, unifica
tion efforts have been unsuccessful. This appears to . 
have been the case in Florida (1970), Idaho (1970), 
Nevada (1972), Texas (1975), and Washington 
(1975). Conversely, the data suggest that strong" 
long-term educational efforts can be instrumental in 
securing passag;~ in urban areas. These areas tend to 
be more liberal and progressively-oriented and gen
erally support unification measures. Such a cam
paign strategy has the distinct advantage of economy 
of scale with respect to resources expended per 
voter. 

Clearly, the appropriate style and emphaSis of a 
court unification campaign are crucial elements orits 
ultimate success. In most states where measures 
were successfully adopted, some degree of advance 
planning was evident. Testimony to the benefits of a 
comprehensive public education campaign are also 
apparent. A positive approach, simultaneously 
neutralizing the opposition, is crucial to a successful 
endeavor. To be successful, proponents of unifica
tion must recognize that every state is different in its 
political history and demographic composition. 
Therefore, each campaign must be tailored to ad
dress the individual environmental factors that are 
present within any given jurisdiction. 

rE. The Timing 

The timing of a campaign is often considered' 'the 
most significant and de'\:erminative element in the 
po1itical process, ... "iii As with public office
seekers, proponents of court unification must 
carefully select the most opportune moment to 
launch the campaign. However, because timing is 

20 John Wheeler and Melissa Kinsey, Magnifica/lt Failure: 
The Maryla/ld Constitutional Convention of 1967-/968 (New 
York: National Municipal League, Ifl70), pp. 5-6. It should be 
noted th:lt there are two aspects to the concept oftiming. Tbefirst 
encompasses the bro!ld qUllstion of when to initiate a campaign, 
while the second Involves the implementation of a schedule during 
a campaign. It is the former which is the subject of the present 
section. 



dependent(,upon "many developments [which] are 
fortuitOl,IS and cannot be foreseen, "21 it is difficult 
for proponents to calculate the most appropriate 
moment to initiaw a comprehensive effort to help 
insure victory. Indeed, if advocates of unification 
begin too soon, they may arouse intense opposition. 
On the other hand, if they wait too long, they may fail 
to muster requisite support. 

In general, the climate which developed during the 
late 1960's and early 1970's provided change ad
vocates with a fertile environment in which to initiate 
programs. Concurrent with the political and social 
turmoil of the period was an emerging concern with 
the criminal justice system generally and the courts 
specifically. Problems with regard to delay and 
mismanagement in the courts, coupled with archaic 
procedures, soon received notorious coverage in the 
media. As a result, a number of~mmissions were 
created to investigate the problems and suggest rec
ommendations for improvement. 22 The movement 
was given additional impetus when Chief Justice 
Warren Burger and several state supreme court chief 
justices began publicizing the need for change.23 The 
existence of a politically receptive climate soon 
cultivated an interest in judicial modernization 
among citizens, the bar, and other members of the 
judiciary. This generally receptive national climate 
for court improvement has allowed modem day re
formers at the state level to accomplish their goals 
with a bit more ease than their predecessors in 
previous decades. 

Although it is very difficult to establish precise 
guidelines for when to initiate a court unification 
campaign, the experience of states selected for more 
detailed observation suggest three general factors 
which should be examined to determine the most 

21 Ibid., p. 215. 
22 See, e.g., Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental 

Relations, State-Loc~1 Relations in the Criminal Justice System 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1971); National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 
Courts (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1973); Na
tional Conference on the Judiciary ,Justice in the States (St. Paul: 
West Publishing Company, 1971); President's Commission on 
Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Task Force 
Report: The Courts (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1967); and President'S Commission on Law Enforcement and 
Administration of Justice, The Challenge of Crime ill a Free 
Societ}' (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1967). 

23 See, e.g., Warren Burger, "Bringing the Judicial Machinery 
Up to the Demands Made on It," Pellnsylvania Bar Association 
Quarterly, 42 (March, 1971),262-67: Warren Burger, "Deferred 
Maintenance of Judicial Machinery," New York State Bar 
Journal, 43 (October, 1971),383-90; and "Push But Not Shove," 
Time. September 27, 1976, pp. 88-89. 
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appropriate timing: the level of public dissatisfaction 
with the judiciary; the level of support for change; 
and the effect of other contemporary reform move
ments, along with general political activity, on the 
unification effort. 

If widespread dissatisfaction with the judiciary 
exists, as was the case in Alabama, Colorado, 
Florida and Kentucky, it may be much easier to 
accomplish desired changes than if the public is rela
tively complacent. In Colorado for example, there 
was growing disenchantment with the judiciary 
throughout the 1950's. Stories of undue delays and 
abuses inspired the general assembly to undertake a 
study of the situation which eventually led to the 
adoption of a new judicial article. 24 Backlog was a 
particular problem in Fiorida, and "speed-trap" or 
"cash register" justice was the rule in Alabama and 
Kentucky. 

Additionally, scandals of one kind or another 
surfaced in each of these four states. 25 In Kentucky 
the case of North v. Russeil,26 which involved the 
constitutionality of incarceration by a non-lawyer 
judge, was being litigated at the time of increased 
public awareness and cOilcern about the courts. It 
brought public attention to bear on the incompetence 
of certain judicial personnel in the state. Almost 
concurrently with North, ajuvenile was detained in 
jail for ten days without being allowed to make a 
phone call and was not released until he agreed to 
have his hair cut. News of this abuse of discretion 
further underscored the need for change. 

Conversely, if system participants and the public 
are relatively satisfied with the existing status of the 
judiciary, changes may be more difficult to obtain. In 
the State of Washington there were no scandals 
involving the judges or the courts which might have 
served as an impetus to gain support for the 1975 
proposals. Indeed, as one interviewee observed, 
"One of the big problems [in obtaining change] is 
that the system is not that bad in Washington." This 
sentiment, according to several close to the move-

24 It is interesting to note that during the 1972 reform in Florida, 
the idea of selecting judges by a merit system was soundly de
feated. Ironically, shortly thereafter, a major scandal involving 
two supreme court justices erupted. The result was passage of a 
constitutional amendment requiring the merit selection of su
preme court justices as well as district courts of appeal judges. See 
Larry Berkson, "Amendment No.2," in Larry Berkson, e;'.al., 
Florida State COllstitutional Amelldments To be Voted On, 
November 2, 1976, University of Florida Civic Information 
Series, No. 59 (Gainesville: Public Administration Clearing 
Service, 1976), pp. 8-11. 

25 Anllual Statistical Report of tile Colorado Judiciary (Den
ver: Office of the State Court Administrator, 1976). p. 5. 

28 427 U.S. 328 (1976). 



ment, partially accounted for defeat of the judicial 
article. 

The second factor which helps to determine the 
appropriate timing of a unification campaign is the 
level of support for change. While this is very closely 
related to the extent of satisfaction with the existing 
system, there are additional contributing factors. 
For example, in Ohio there was strong positive 
support for change. It is clear that this support was 
not based on wholesale dissatisfaction with the 
system. As two close observers have written, 
"[dJissatisfaction with the present system existed, 
but had not yet reached the point of being a major 
issue."27 Rather, "[t]he reform was primarily the 
result of effOIis by thoughtful legislators, judges, 
lawyers, editors and laymen who recognized that 
real problems existed and cooperated to work out 
rational solutions before surgery became 
necessary. "28 

Similarly, a positive climate for change had de~ 
vel oped in Kentucky. Prominent political tigures, 
including both gubernatorial and United States 
.~enatorial candidates, endorsed the need for change. 
In fact, the governor already had committed 
$i50,OOO to the effort. The public simply perceived 
any judicial change as "better than what we have." 

But, at the same time, it is almost axiomatic that if 
there is little positive support for change among 
either the public or participants in the system, any 
attempt to effect change will be made more difficult. 
For example, activists in Idaho pointed out that their 
state presently is quite resistant to change. They 
conceded that it would be "exceedingly difficult" to 
accomplish the statutory changes now that had been 
adopted in the late 1960's. 

In Kansas proponents of further unification 
measures have recognized that presently there is 
little support for change among legislators who are 
satisfied that there has been enough change in the 
judiciary. They pointto the factthatin addition to the 
recent constitutional amendment and statutory 
legislation providing for a unified system, the 
legislature recently appropriated $13 million for a 
new supreme court building. Proponents have been 
sensitive to the situation and therefore have declined 
to submit new bills during this past session. 

A third factor which helps to determine appropri~ 
ate timing is the effect of other contemporary reform 
movements and general political activity on the 

27 William Milligan and James Pohlman, "The 1968 Modem 
Courts Amendment to the Ohio Constitution," Ohio Stale Law 
Journal, 29 (Fall, 1968),811,812. 

28 Ibid. 

unification effort. Chief Justice Howell Heflin's 
comments about the nexus between the two are 
particularly appropriate. "Historically, in 
Alabama," he stated, "the mood of the people is a 
most important factor in constitutional amendment 
elections. Broad dissatisfaction with one amend~ 
ment creates a negative approach to all prop'<'J3als on 
the ballot." But Heflin emphasized that "ifapositive 
attitude is prevalent in the minds of the voters, usu~ 
ally all proposed amendments are victorious. "29 

In several states, it was apparent that other 
contemporary reform movements had a positive 
effect on court unification\ activity, In Alabama, the 
only other important amendment accompanying the 
court unification measure was a very popular 
proposal relating to the devdopment of a new swine 
research center at Auburn University. The result 
was passage of all eleven amendments on the ballot. 

A similar situation occurred in Kentucky. At the 
time the judicial article was on the ballot, the only 
other amenqment was one allowing condominiums 
to be included in the \;)Qmestead exemption. Many 
have suggested that ; \~ public was very favorably 
disposed toward the latter provision and that it 
helped create a positive atmosphere for the proposed 
new judicial article. 

Conversely, in several states contemporary re
form movements have had a negative effect on court 
unification activity. There appear to be two primary 
reasons for this phenomenon. First, in a number of 
states, unification measures were placed on the bal
lot with particularly unpopular amendments. This 
apparently was the case in Washington where six of 
seven amendments were defeated. A highly negative 
climate had been created by the business community 
which vigorously opposed a proposed corporate in~ 
come tax. The only amendment to pass involved a 
mandatory death penalty for aggravated first-degree 
murder. As Pat Chapin wrote, "[t]he Washington 
article ... fell victim to voter negativism. "30 This 
senti.rrrent was also expressed by state court ad~ 
ministrator Philip Winberry who noted, "the timing 
was wrong. If the proposition were the only issue on 
the baUot, it would have passed. It just got lost. "31 

The defeat of ajudicial article calling for a system 
of unified courts in Texas can also be attributed, in 

29 Howell Heflin, "Alabama Judicial Article Passes with 
Ease," an address delivered at the joint luncheon of the American 
Judicature Society and the National Conference of Bar Presi
dents, Honolulu, Hawaii. August 12-14, 1974. 

30 Pat Chapin, "Judicial Articles Go Down in Texas aild Wash
ington," Judicature, 59 (January, 1976),'308,309. 

31 Quoted in ibid. 
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part, to the presence of other highly unpopular 
measures on the ballot.32 In 1975 Texas voters de
feated all eight proposals for constitutional revision 
by nearly a three to one margin in each instance, 
although the judicial article was defeated by fewer 
votes than any of the others. Not only did it receive 
the most positive support, but fewer individuals 
voted against it than voted against any of the other 
measures. 

A second reason why contemporary reform 
movements may have a negative effect on court 
unification activity is that they divert resources from 

.. the effort. For example, it is estimated that business 
t!.dd m~ustry spent one-half million dollars in Wash
ington fighting the proposed corporate income tax 
which was the companion to the unificatic '1 proposal 
on the ballot. As one close observer noted, "this 
dried up funds for support of the judicial article." , 

But having attention and resources diverted from a 
proposed unification measure can have a positive 
effect, as in South Dakota. There, the governor 
simultaneously was attempting to reorganize the 
executive branch of government. It is clear that the 
tremendous amount of activity surrounding his 
proposal diverted attention from the sweeping, in
deed radical, changes contained in the judicial arti
cle. Consequently, the judicial article passed with 
little opposition, and by a greater margin than the 
executive article. Everyone involved in that effort 
concedes that today the same measure would have 
little chance of success. 

Not only do other contemporary reform move
ments have a profound impact upon the success or 
failure of court unification measures, but political 
activity in general plays an important role. In 
Kentucky the presence of political activity had a 
positive impact, whereas in Maryland it did nut. At 
the time of the election on Kentucky's judicial arti
cle, Louisville, the state's most populous city, was 
under federal court-ordered bussing. This led to 
intense hostility toward judges and the courts. The 
judicial article contained a provision for removing 
judges and many involved in tbe judicial article 
campaign believed that the public thought passage of 
the article would apply to remc\i.31 of federal judges 
as well .. One close observer surmised, "The public 
would have passed a conlj,titutional amendment on 
anything-alJd they did! It was all psychological." 

In Maryland, howevl~r, other political activity, 
such as racial unrest whi:ch occurred simultaneously, 
contributed to the defeat of an entire constitution in 

32 See Chapin, supra na:te 30. 
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1968. As Wheeler and Kinsey have written, "Timing 
. . . may have been the key to the defeat of the 
proposed constitution. The referendum came at a 
terrible moment for testing the public will, ... "33 

The timing of a campaign, then, is a crucial factor 
in determining the outcome of a court unification 
effort. If there is widespread dissatisfaction with the 
existing system, the chances of success are likely to 
be greater than where the electora.te is relatively 
satisfied. Likewise, where there is a positive climate 
strongly supportive of modernization, the chances 
for success are greater than where the electorate is 
essentially complacent. Ultimately, it may be wise to 
defer a unification campaign until a later date if an 
intensely negative climate has been created by the 
presence of sevetai controversial proposals in other 
areas of government. 

F. The Speed and Magnitude 

Little has been written about the conditions under 
which rapid (as opposed to slow) judicial change is 
most easily effectuated. Likewise, the literature 
offers little insight into conditions which favor 
comprehensive (as opposed to incremental) 
change. ~4 It is, therefore, difficult to generalize 
about these factors which often are so crucial to a 
successful court unification campaign. The findings 
of a number of policy analysts, however, are 
suggestive. 

1. Speed. In his summary about the conclusions 
drawn by innovation theorists, Professor Thomas 
Dye suggests that the relative speed with which 
states adopt new programs is linked to four en
vironmental characteristics. 35 The first is wealth. 
This factor, he notes, "enables a state to afford the 
luxury of experimentation. In contrast, the absence 
of economic resources places constraints on the 
ability of policy makers to raise revenue to pay for 
new programs or policies or to begin new 
undertakings. "36 

A second characteristic is the degree of urbani
zation within a state. Dye notes that in highly ur
banized states, a demand is created for new 
programs and policies; urbanization itself "implies a 
concentration of creative resources in large cos
mopolitan centers." Conversely, "[r]ural societies 

33 Wheeler and Kinsey, supra note 20. 
34 Speed and magnitude are closely related, but distinct, 

concepts. Speed refers to the rate of change, whereas magnitude 
refers to the amount of change. 

35 Ttomr-s Dye,Policy Analysis (University: The University of 
Alabama Press, 1976), pp. 41-44. 

36 Ibid., p. 42. 



change less rapidly and are considered less adaptive 
and sympathetic to innovation. "37 This view is 
strongly supported by Professor Jack Walker's 
findings that larger and more indu.;trialized states 
tend to adopt new programs somewhat more rapidly 
than smaller, less well-developed states.3S 

A third characteristic which Dye suggests affects 
the relative speed with which new programs are 
adopted is the level of education of a state's popu
lation. Dye notes that, "[a]n educated population 
should be more receptive toward innovation and 
public policy, and perhaps even more demanding of 
innovation. "39 Thus, it is generally concluded that 
the higher the level of education, the more likely a 
state will be receptive to innovation. 

Finally, Dye notes that the degree of profes
sionalism among both legislators and bureaucrats is 
an important variable in determining the rate of 
speed with which new programs may be adopted. 
The professional, he suggests, "constantly en
counters new ideas, and ... is motivated to pursue 
innovation for the purpose of distinguishing himself 
in his r..hosen field. "40 

Obviously, it is beyond the scope of this under
taking to make a detailed assessment of each of these 
factors, but a few generalizations can be drawn. 
First, a number of the states examined, including 
Alabama, Florida, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, and 
South Dakota, are not acknowledged for their 
economic wealth or extensive urbanization, literacy 
or professionalism. Indeed, all rank relatively low in 
each respect and are included among the least in
novative states in two recent studies.41 Thus, the 
findings of innovation theorists would not appear to 
be directly applicable to attempts at modernizing 
judicial structures. However, the author of a more 
recent study of policy innovation has argued persua
sively that no general tendency toward innova
tiveness really exists. States innovative in one policy 
area are not necessarily innovative in others.42 This 
fact and the fact that no innovation study has fucused 
on judicial reform may account for the reason that 
there does not appear to be a correlation between the 
four environmental characteristics suggested by Dye 

31 Ibid., pp. 42-43. 
38 Jack Walker, "The Diffusion of Innovations Among the 

American States," American Political Sciellce Review. 63 
(September, 1969). 880-99. 

39 Dye, supra note 35, p. 43. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Virginia Gray, "Innovation in the American States: A 

Diffusion Study," American Political Science Review. 67 
(December, 1973), 1l74, 1184; and Walker. supra note 38, at 883. 

42 Gray, supra note 41, at 1185. 

. and the successful adoption of court unification 
measures. 
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Second, the information gleaned from field ob
servations implicitly supports the general notion that 
urban areas will be more receptive than rural areas to 
reform. The data indicated that rural segments of a 
state consistently were more opposed to unification 
measures than urban centers. 

Although it may still be a matter of debate whether 
environmental characteristics determine the rate of 
speed at which innovations will be adopted, there is a 
general consensus in the literature that all change 
will occur at a relatively slow pace. Chief Justice 
Arthur T. Vanderbilt's oft quoted statemei).t is re
flective of this view. "Manifestly judicial rr.:form is 
no sport for the short-winded. "43 Professors Glick 
and Vines concur in this belief. They observe that 
" ... victories in [judicial] contests for change often 
have come' only after lonG'" . heated political 
struggles. "44 

Historically, these views appear to be fairly ac
curate. The basically conservative disposition of 
judges, lawyers and lay citizens have militated 
against rapid change. Judicial reforms generally have 
been accomplished slowly and then only after years 
of diligent lobbying efforts. Often this has been true 
in court unification. Many proposals have died in 
committee while others have been approved in 
committee only to fail on the floor of the house or 
senate. Still other measures have passed one 
chamber of the legislature but not the other. 
Elsewhere proposals to unify court systems have 
been submitted to the electora .. e only to be defeated 
at the polls, as in Florida (1970), Nevada (1972), 
Texas (1975), and Washington (1975). 

Despite the great weight of evidence suggesting 
that rapid change is unlikely, nevertheless, it is 
possible. Indeed, in some states change has been 
relatively swift. A rather perceptive Ohio judge 
suggested one reason: "sudden changes ... may be 
accomplished only as a result of a groundswell of 
public indignation. "45 Thus, in certain instances 
where the political environment is ripe, rapid change 
is possible. Kentucky is a case in point. Key political 
le.aders and the public were intensely dissatisfied 
with the state judiciary. By capitalizing on their Jjint 
disenchantment, proponents were able to Secure 

43 A,rtlicir T. Vanderbilt, Minimum Standards of Judicial Ad
millistration (New York: Th~ Law Cen.ter of New York Univer~ 
sity, 1949), p. xix. 

44 Glick and Vines, supra note 13, p.16. 
45 Quoted in Milligan and Poblman, supra note 27, at 812. 
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radical constitutional change within a two year 
period. 

Similarly, in Alabama and South Dakota unifica
tion took place at relatively rapid rates. In Alabama 
most of what has been accomplished took place 
within three or four years, and in South Dakota, 
where even more radical change occurred, the entire 
package took approximately two years from be
ginning to passage. The evidence suggests that most 
proponents of change actually prefer a rapid pace, 
but will settie fora slower pace as political exigencies 
dictate. 

2. Magnitude. How much change can take place at 
anyone time is a wholly distinct subject. Proponents 
may attempt incremental changes (otherwise re
ferred to as piecemeal or marginal revisions) or 
comprehensive changes. 

A numbe,t of leading political scientists have 
suggested [that public policy generally develops 
incrementaUy.46 It is argued that decision-makers do 
not review annually the range of possible options 
available to them, but rather build on earlier 
programs and policies. As Charles Lindblom has 
written, "Usually - though not always - what is 
feasible politically is policy only incrementally, or 
marginally, different from existing policies. Dras
tically different policies fall beyond the pale. "47 This 
observation suggests that judicial reform generally, 
and court unification b particular, will be ac
complished most easily in small, discrete stages 
rather than in vast, comprehensive leaps. Support 
for this approach is found among both academics and 
practitioners. For example, after a thorough study of 
judicial modernization in Kansas, Professor Beverly 
Blair Cook recommended that "reformers invest 
their resources on the least distressing changes first 
and on piecemeal rather than comprehensive 
plans."48 Likewise, two attorneys commenting on 
the electorate's failure to ratify Maryland's com
prehensive constitutional amendment have noted, 

4B See, e.g., Charles Lindblom, "The Science of Muddling 
Through," Public Administration Review, 19 (Spring, 1959), 
79-88; Harrell Rodgers, Jr. and Charles Bullock, III, Law and 
Saci(li Change: Civil Rights L(lWS and Their Consequences (New 
York: McGraw-Hili Book Co., 1972), chap. 9; Ira Sharkansky, 
Spe/lding ill the American States (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1968); 
and Aaron Wildavsky, The Politics of the Budgetary Process 
(Boston: Little, Brown, 1964). 

47 Charles Lindblom, The Policy-Making Process (Englewood 
Cliffs: Prentice-Hail, Inc., 1968), pp. 26-27. 

48 Beverly Blair Cook, "The Politics of Piecemeal Reform of 
Kansas Courts," Judicature, 53 {P.:lbruarj, 1970), 274, 281 
(emphasis added). 
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"The lesson from this may be that the public is 
willing to absorb only so much change at a time. "49 

Yet there are practitioners and academics who 
urge that expansive changes must be attempted. For 
example, Judge Harvey Uhlenhopp of Iowa has 
written, 

Experience across the country demonstrates 
that the necessary changes cannot be ac
complished piecemeal. Overall reorganization 
cannot be achieved by presently improving this 
particular court and leaving another one tilllat
er, or improving the city courts now and leaving 
the county courts till later. Somehow "later" 
never comes.50 

Thus, there are two distiinct perspectives about the 
magnitude with which judicial change can, and 
should, take place.'::: ' 'iews find support in the 
theoretical literature. Ofthe eleven states examined 
in-depth, it was found that, in general, judicial 
modernization takes place incrementally. Florida is 
a case in point. There a judicial council was created 
in 1953, district courts of appeal were created and 
mandatory retirement at age 70 provided in 1956, 
four new judicial circuits were created in 1964, a new 
district court of appeals was created in 1965, ajudi
cial qualifications commission was created in 1966, 
non-partisan election of judges was provided in 1911, 
and a new judicial article was approved in 1972.' 

Similarly, court unification may take place in
crementally. For example, in Connecticut the state 
historically has financed the constitutional courts. In 
1953 the chief justice of the Supreme Court ofEITors 
was designated the chief administrative officer of the 
courts. In 1957 legislation was passed establishing 
the position of chief judge in each of the courts who is 
to be appointed by the chief justice. That same year 
the legislature granted rule-making authority to the 
supreme court subject to the legislature's veto. In 
1959 the legislature passed the Minor Court Act 
which consolidated seven of the trial courts into a 
circuit court and brought them under the umbrella of 
state financing. In 1965 a sta.tute allowing an 
associate justice to become the chief court admin
istrator passed and in 1974, the legislature con
solidated the circuit courts with the court of common 
pleas. Finally, in 1976, probate, juvenile, and com
mon pleas courts were merged into the superior 

49 Milligan and Pohlman, supra note 27, at 819. 
50 Harvey Uhlenhopp, "Some Plain Talk About Courts of 

Special and Limited Jurisdiction," Judicature, 49 (April, 1966), 
212,217 (emphasis added). 



court. AlSO in that year the administrative respon
sibility of the judicial system was reassigned to the 
chief justice who was granted authority to appoint a 
chief court administrator from outside the court. 

Of the states which are highly unified (see Appen
dix B), unification has also occurred somewhat 
incrementally in Colorado and Idaho. Presently 
Kansas, New York, Ohio and Washington appear to 
be in the process of unifying incrementally. 

But four of the states examined in depth adopted 
provisions relating to unification in a relatively 
comprehensive fashion. Perhaps Kentucky is the 
most outstanding example. Prior to the adoption of a 
judicial article in 1975, the state was plagued with a 
multiplicity of lower trial courts. There was no ef
fective administration of the judiciary, nor did the 
supreme court (at the time, the court of appeals) have 
rule-making authority. "Cash register justice" 
characterized the method of financing the judiciary. 
The 1975 judicial article, however, provided for 
enormous changes in each of these areas, so that by 
1978, when it is fully implemented, Kentucky will 
have a highly unified jUdiciary. 

Similarly, Alabama, Florida and South Dakota 
su~ceeded in adopting relatively comprehensive 
(.Durt unification plans dUling the 1970's. Thus in 
certain situations, it is possible to obtain com
prehensive rather than incremental change. The 
difficulty lies in determining which approach should 
be followed. 

The writings of Professor Ira Sharkansky are 
helpful in this respect. He suggests that most policies 
are established routinely.51 A routine is defined as 
the process of evaluation that precedes decisions of 
public policy. In other words, decision-makers are 
guided by very limited considerations when con
fronted with new programs, such as unification. 
Sharkansky notes that routines are "conservative: 
mechanisms" that "often lead decision-makers to 
ignore innovative inputs. "52 He further notes that, 
"When routines fail, it is a sign of significant hap
penings [i.e., comprehensive change] in the political 
system. "53 

Sharkansky contends that there are fOllr factors 
which historically have led to change: major national 
trauma; decisions taken at one level of government 
which affect the routines at another ievei; changes in 
the level of economic resources within ajurisdiction; 

51 Ira Sharkansky, The Routilles of Politics (New York: Van 
Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1970). 

52 Ibid., p.9. 
53 ibid' j p. 13. 
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and the combination of several occurrences into a 
situation that is "ripe" for change. 54 

It has already been observed that the national 
turmoil experienced during the 1960's created a 
climate receptive to broad judicial improvement. 
Creation of the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad
ministration at the federal level had a dramatic im
pact upon the states. Congress provided vast sums of 
money to undertake research and planning through
out the entire criminal justice process. More recently 
with the creation of judicial planning committees, 
even greater emphasis has been placed on providing 
funds for courts. 55 All of this has enlarged the quan
tity of economic resources which can be invested by 
the states to consider judicial modernization in gen
eral, and court unification in particular. Indeed, a 
strong case can be made that the general climate 
today is receptive to comprehensive change. As 
Chief Justice Howell Heflin observed: 

Never before in the history of this country has 
the time been so ripe to win the battle for a vastly 
improved administration of justice. Law En
forcement Assistance Administration money is 
available for state court improvement projects. 
The hour is at hand for a decided cooperative 
effort on the part of all interested indi viduals and 
groups.56 

It is the last of Sharkansky's fQctors which is most 
crucial in determining the political feasibility of 
comprehensive change and the pace with which 
change might occur. Sharkansky labels these 
"situational combinations" and they include "a 
variety of conditions that come together in order to 
create a situation 'ripe' for major deviations .... "57 
They may involve "compelling combinations of 
otherwise bland conditions. "58 Among the general 
variables which should be considered are the four 
suggested by Dye and those mentioned in preceding 
and subsequent chapters: the leadership provided, 
the extent of opposition, the timing, and indeed the 
bargains and compromises that allow any political 
conc.ept to hecome a real~ty. It is this latter topic, the 
bargains and compromises necessary to secure 
change, which is the focus of the next chapter. 

5< Ibid., p. 175. With respect to the iast factor, see also 
Steinberg, supra note 12, pp. 18-22. 

55 42 USC 3723 (c). See Howell Heflin, "Curing the Court's 
Funding Headache," Judges Journal, 34 (Spring, 1977), 34-J7, 
54--55. 

56 Howell Heflin, "The Time is Now," Judicature, 55 
(August-September, 1971),70,71. 

57 Sharkansky, supra note 51, p. 184. 
58 ibid., p. 186. 





CHAPTER VIII. CAMPAIGN STRATEGY: 

BARGAINING AND COMPROMISE 

In previous chapters the leadership and organi
zational components of a court unification effort 
have been examined. The present chapter focuses on 
the political calculations which may be required in 
order to enhance the possibilities of a successful 
campaign. 

Politics has been defined as the an of the possible. 
As scholars have stated, "This definition implies 
compromise and realism and a willingness to 
maneuver on all questions where strategy is more 
important than principle."1 The key question in
volves assessing when the importance of strategy 
supersedes the goals desired. At times proponents 
may find it necessary to compromise, alter, modify, 
or hold in abeyance certain goals to achieve others. 
As noted in the previous chapter, incremental rather 
than comprehensive changes may be all that are 
possible. While proponents initially may attempt 
greater changes, they may find it politically expe
dient to eliminate certain revisions not to cause the 
defeat of the entire package. 

On the other hand, if victory appears possible, it 
may be fortuitous to remain committed to certain 
positions. If proponents concede too many of their 
initial objectives, the final unification package may 
be defeated because it fails to offer significant 
change. Sandy D; Alemberte has suggested that this 
is one of the primary reasons why Florida voters 
rejected the 1970 judicial amendment. In essence he 
claims that the content of the amendment had been 
diluted by excessive compromise. "Major urban 
areas voted negatively," he wrote, . 'because the 
promises of reform w(cre not fulftlled."2 His analysis 
of the situation is particularly insightful and worthy 
of extensive quotation. 

1 James Burkhart, et at., Strategies/or Political Participation 
(Cambridge: Winthrop Publishers, Inc., 1972), p. 19. 

2 Talbot D'Alemberte, "Judicial Reform - Now or Never," 
Florida Bar Journal, 46 (February, 1972), 68. See also "Merit 
Selection for Indiana: Seven States Achieve Significant Re
forms," Judicature, 54 (December, 1970),215,216. 
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In 1970 ... MarshaH Cassidy and I sat down one 
day and drafted away at a judicial article that 
tad been mandated by legislative committee. 
We sat there, struggled and uttered some ex
pletives, and were not particularly happy with 
what we had. We thought it was the best we 
could get. The legislature sure enough passed it, 
but the people wouldn't accept it. The news
papers wouldn't end.orse it. The League of 
Women Voters wouldn't help push it the way 
they should have. We settled for too little, and 
we deserved the defeat we received. We refused 
to take on a lot of opponents. We wen~ fright
ened ofJP's, maybe because they had suchgood 
stories, I'm not certain. We refused to abolish 
them. We were scard of municipal courts. We 
were scared of parHime judges. All this fear 
apparently got reflected to the public and to the 
newspapers. People understood, apparently, 
that they should not pass that article because it 
was not all that they deserved to pass.3 

As ? result of this experience, Florida proponent$ 
found it advantageous to adopt a more "bullish" 
approach in their successful campaign two years 
later. 4 

Clearly the principal dilemma is determining when 
a compromise may be appropriate and the form it 
should take. A narration of the compromises in
volved in the ten successful court unification 
campaigns studied in-depth may be instructive to 
those contemplating unification elsewhere. 

A. The Major Concession 
It seems that in nearly every effort to unify state 

court systems, there is a concomitant attempt to 
obtain a merit pl~tn for selecting judges. However, 

3 Talbot D'Alembt~rte, "Florida Takes a Great Step For
ward," (an address delivered at th~ jointluncheon ofthe Ameri
can Judicature Society and the National Conference of Bar 
Presidents, Honolulu, ltawaii, August 12-14, 1974). 

4 Ibid, 

,I 



such proposals frequently meet with strong resis
tance. Indeed, the opposition generally is so intense 
that merit selection usually becomes the first major 
element associated with the unification package to 
be compromised or elimirlated entirely. The situ~
tion in Florida is typical. Former Chief Justice B. K. 
Roberts put it succinctly when he stated: "Originally 
we were going to put the Missouri Plan in, but it /zit a 
stone wall so we took it out." 

The concept of merit selection is opposed by a 
wide variety of grou ps. In Alabama and Washington, 
organized labor vigorously resisted the idea. In 
Idaho and Kentucky, there was inten&~ public 
opposition to it. 5 In South Dakota it met ""ith legisla
tlve disapproval. Similarly, in C{1Jlorado the legis
lature refused to include such a plan in the 1962 
unificatjon package,6 and the Ohio House of Repre
sentatives deleted merit selection provisions from its 
1968 Modern Courts Amendment.7 In other states 
governors have opposed such plans. 

Whatever the substantive reasons for opposing 
ll'lerit selection, it is dear that this propnsal may 
c(lntribute to the defeat of a unification package ifthe 
two concepts are united. Thus, advocates of judicial 
modernization often are willing to separate these 
proposals and pursu~ court unification indepen
dently. As one astute Floridian observed, "Some
times you can load the train and can't pUli it all." 
Apparently, this was the reason Chief Justice Heflin 
urged that merit selection of judges not be included 
as part of Alabama's proposed revisions. Instead, he 
recommended that it "be placed on the back burner 
for awhile [sic]."8 

Merit selection has also played a major role in 
attempts to modernize New York's judiciary. In 
preparation for the constitutional convention of 
1967, the Institute of Judicial Administration pre
pared a model state judicial article. 9 The article 
contained ." 'TIerit plan for selecting judges which 
represented the latest contemporary th~nking on the 
subject. However, members of the constitutional 

5 In Kentucisy a public opinion poll indicated that a vast 
majority of the electorate desired to retain the electoral system. 
See Kentucky Cltizens for Judicial Improvement, Inc., Final 
Project Report (n.p., n.d.), p. 16. 

Q Alfred Heinicke, "The Colorado Amendment Story," 
.Judicature, 5\ (June-July, 1967),17-22. 
. 7 William MiUigan and James Pohlman, "The 1968 Modem 
Courts Amendment to the Ohio Constitution," Ohio State Law 
Journal, 29 (Fall, 1968),811,813,817. 

a Robert Martin, "Alabama's Courts - Six Years of 
Change." Alabal1m Lawyer, 8 (January, 1977), 8, 16. 

9 David J. Ellis, "Court Reform in New York: An Overview 
for 1975," Hofstra Law Review, 3 (Summer, 1975),663,670-79. 

convention refused to accept it and proposed that the 
judicial article remain unchanged in this respect. In 
1970 the legislature authorized another study of the 
state court system. A report we.s issued in 1973, but 
because the members of the group, known as the 
Dominick Commission, were sharply divided on the 
question of selection, little change was called for. 
However, the commission did recommend that the 
system be unified, generally along the lines de
scribed in the American Bar Association Standards. 

In April, 1973, another report on the New York 
judicial system was issued, this time by a coalition of 
citizens organizations headed by John J. McCloy. It 
specifically called for selection of alljudges by merit. 
This report served as the basis for bills introduced in 
the 1974 session of the legislature. But these bills 
died in committee. That same year the J oint Legisla
tive Committee on Court Reor~:anization issued its 
proposals for reorganizing New York's court sys
tem. Among them was a recommendation that judges 
on the courts of appeal be selected by a merit plan. 
This proposal passed the senate, but died in the 
assembly. 
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In 1976, modernizing the judiciary was again a 
hotly debated legislative subject. As in the past, both 
court unification and merit selection of judges were 
among the most controversial topics. To obtain 
paSSG1ge of measures pertaini!1g to judicial discipline 
and centralized administration, the advocates of a 
system-wide merit plan were forced to compromise. 
As The New York Times reported, "in the hard 
bG1.rgaining to achieve first passage of the Con
stItutional Amendment ... , the reform [merit 
selection] was narrowed to the Court of Appeals."l(f 
The bills obtained second passage as statutorily 
required in spring, 1977, but even with the merit 
selection provision limited to the Court of Appeals, 
ratification by the electorate is uncertain. As Richard 
Meislin has written, "Opinion polls indicate that the 
provision is opposed by a large majority of the 
public." The question is, how strongly will it 
"jeopardize the other elements of the package"?l1 

If there is a Ie&son to be Jearned from this brief 
history, it might well be that proponents of court 
unification should be very cautious in pushing too 
strongly for merit selection. Merit plans are likely to 
meet strong resistance and could jeopardize the 
passage of unification measures. It might be wise to 
include the reform in the original proposal, but 
advocates should be willing to weaken or delete such 

10 New York Times, January 10, 1977. 
11 New York Times, June 23,1977, p. 53. 



plans from their proposed revb~::,ns as discussions 
progress. In this way merit selection can be utilized 
as a bargaining tool. 

B. Consolidation and Simplification of Court 
Structure 

It has been necessary to strike a number of bar
gains and compromises in order tv obtain more 
simplified court structures. First, sweral juris
dictions have found it politically unrealistic to 
consolidate large numbers of courts all at one time. 
As a result, compromises have been arranged 
whereby only a few courts are integrated at a time. 
Connecticut presents a good example. Therein 1959, 
JP, trial justice, borough, city, town, police and traf
fic courts were consolidated by statute into a single 
circuit court. As a result, only five trial courts re
mained: common pleas, circuit, juvenile. probate 
and superior. In 1974 the circuit court was merged by 
statute into the common pleas court. Finally in 1976, 
iegislation was enacted authorizing merger of the 
juvenile and common pleas court into the superior 
court. As a result, by E'nS, when this last piece of 
legislation becomes effective, Connecticut will have 
succeeded in consolidating a large number of tri:li 
courts into a relatively unified system. 

A second compromise often found in the context 
of structural reform is that of allowing certain courts 
to be consolidated into the state system on an op
tional basis. Such an agreement was arrived at in 
Alabama. There strong opposition surfaced to 
consolidating municipal courts into the district court 
!lystem. As a result, cities ultimately were granted 
local option to decide whether or not they wished to 
retain their courts or allow them to be incorporated 
into the new structure. 

A third compromise often made to achieve a 
simplified court structure is that of excluding from 
the statutory package one or two types of courts 
which seem to harbor the strongest political sen
timents. Such arrangements were found in a large 
number of states. In Alabama probate courts were 
omitted from the system because, generally, they 
were "well organized" and possessed" considerll.ble . 
political clout." For similar reasons Kansas 
proponents deleted municipal courts fr:>m their 
statutory package. 

During Colorado's campaign t.o restructure the 
courts, it was contemplated lOat three Denver courts 
would be abolished: probate, superior and juvenile. 
The probate and juvenile courts were excluded from 
the unified system, however,Qecause widely re
spectedjudges presided over them. It was perceived 
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that by retaining these courts, increased support 
could be forthcoming for the proposal in the Denver 
area. The superior court was excluded fi'om merger, 
in large part because during the implementation 
stage, RepUblicans assumed control of the state 
legislature. They were opposed to abolishing the 
only court in Denver which was controlled by 
members of their party. 

A fourth compromise in attempts to simplify 
judicial structure has been to post-date the phasing 
out of certain courts. This agreement was reached 
with respect to city courts in Florida, where the 
Municipal League vigoriously had opposed abolition 
of these courts. As a concession, the complete 
elimination of city courts was delayed for four 
years.12 

One of the most frequent compromises with 
respect tlO trial court consolidation and simplification 
is to guarantee that each c\Ounty wiII retain at least 
one judge. Often initial proposals suggest' con
solidating rural jurisdictions. However, these ideas 
often are met with intense opposition. As a result, in 
nearly every state examined, a conscientious at
tempt was made to insure that a court be retained in 
every county. In Idaho. for example, there was a 
compromise in the legislature which resulted in pro
viding each county with at least one magistrat~. The 
original proposal would have left a number of rural 
counties without a court. Similar compromises took 
place in Alabama, Colorado, Florida, Kentucky, and 
Ohio. . 

A sixth compromise in attempting to simplify trial 
court structure has been to insure that judges cur
rently holding office are not significantly "dis
turbed" by the change. Four options have been 
utilized. First, in order to insure that judges will not 
lose their jobs, grandfather provisions often have 
been adopted. Generally these arrangements pro
vide that sitting judges be allowed to retain their 
positions until death or retirement. Such a New 
Hampshire stlltute provides that non-attorney 
municipal court judges be allowed to remain on the 
bel\ch,13 but once they leave they ate to be replaced 
wherever possible by persons who are members of 
the state bar. Similarly, in Florida under the new 
system,judges sitting in counties with over 40,000 in 
popUlation are required to be attorneys, but non
attorney judges presiding at the time of the change 
are allowed to remain on the bench indefinitely. To 

12 This compromise phase-out was suggested by Representa
tive Talbot D' Alemberte. See Tallahassee Democrat, December 
5, 1971. ' 

13 N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann., sec. 502-A:3 (1968). 



date 12 states have provided grandfather clauses as 
the sole means by which non-attorney judges can 
exercise judicial responsibilities. 14 

Another type of grandfather clause is to allow 
sitting judges to become eligible for newly created 
courts. In Idaho, for example, all probate, JP and 
police courts were consolidated into the unified 
district court with a magistrate division. Judges 
holding office in these courts were excluded from the 
newly established requirements for the magistrate 
division, and therefore remained eligible for ap
pointment to the division upon resignation or ex
piration of their terms. 

A second type of option utilized is to allow sitting 
judges to retain their titles, patronage and judicial 
functions. Alabama's probate "judges," who a'> a 
group strongly opposed consolidation, were allowed 
to retain both their title and judicial functions, but in 
actuality, they probably have few judicial duties and 
act more as court clerks than judges . They also were 
successful in retaining their constitutional status. 

In Kentucky a compromise was reached with 
county judges whereby they were granted a new title 
and position in e:xchange for consolidating their 
courts into the district court. Although stripped of 
all judicial responsibilities, they are now called, 
"County Judge/Executive," and perform exclu
sively executive functions. As a result, they have 
retained many patronage rights. 

In Ohio, probate judges strongly opposed con
solidation for fear that they would lose a great deal of 
their power. In particular, probate judges, acting 
simultaneously as their own clerks, exercised ex
tensive patronage rights by being allowed to appoint 
their own deputies. They were afraid that these bene
fits would be stripped away. A compromise was 
struck whereby the probatejucl~es relinquished their 
constitutional status and became a division of the 
common pleas court. In return it was provided that 
they could be elected specifically to that division. 
Moreover, they were allowed to remain, ex officio, 
their own clerks and therefore retained their pa
tronage rights. A similar procedure was arranged 
for the juvenile court judges in Cincinnati and 
Cleveland. 

The thirr! option frequently exercised to pacify 
sitting jl dges is to allow non-attorney judges to 
assume judicial functions in certain areas of the state 
(usually rural) or under specificftnd limited cir-

14 Allan Ashman and David Lee, "Non-Lawyer Judges: The 
Long Road North," Chicago-Ken! Lall' Review, forthcominJ,;. 
See especially Table B. 
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cumstances. There are several reasons to support 
such an arrangement. First, many rural judges are 
1)ot attorneys and would therefore be forced from 
office. Second, many states have counties without 
resident attorneys. Finally, many states have 
counties where an attorney is not available for 
judicial responsibilities. Fourteen states allow for lay 
judges under these circumstances: Alabama, Flori
da, Georgia. Iowa. Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri, 
New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Tennessee, 
Texas, Washington and Wyoming. 1u 

A final option designed to provide job security for 
sitting judges or to placate specific intert'"t groups 
with political clout allows for the utilization of part
time judges, regardless of their legal qualifi~ations. 
Generally this is because some jurisdictions do not 
have caseloads large enough to warrant a full-time 
official. La~ yer magistrates in Idaho, for example, 
are not prohibited from practicing law. 

C. Centralized Management 

Although some difficulties have been encountered 
in centralizing administrative authority in a state's 
highest court, the major bargains and compromises 
have centered on the court administrator's office. 
Nearly every state has created such an office, but in 
the process of doing so, opponents of centralized 
administration have forced a number of concessions. 
Of great import is the omission from enabling stat
utes of specific references to the functions and 
responsibilities of the office. This may, in part, 
account for the fact that a number of state court 
administrators reportedly do not participate in long 
range planning (Arkansas, California, Indiana, 
Mississippi, Texas, Virg~nia); assignment of trial 
court judges (Delaware, Florida, Massachusetts, 
Montana, New Mexico, Texas); research activities 
(Delaware, Montana, West Virgb~ia, Wyoming); 
rule-making (Florida, Georgia, North Carolina); and 
preparation ofthejudicial budget (Indiana, Texas).16 
Most have little to do with the aplJointment of trial 
court administrators, the employment and dismissal 
of non-judicial personnel, and the control of space 
.'."td equipment, including standardization. 

Other concessions have been forced by opponents 
of centralized administration. In Connecticut the 
chief court administrator has been prohibited from 
setting the terms of court, perhaps because of 

15 Ibid., Table C. Non-attorney judges are permitted in 
numerous other states under much less restrictive circumstances. 
Ibid., Table D. 

16 Rachael Doan and Robert Shapiro, State Court Adminis
trators (Chicago: American Judicature Society, 1976), pp. 18-117. 



pressure from local judges. Further, it has been 
suggested that oppw~nts of centralized manage
ment have in some states been responsible for 
circumscribing the administrator's salary, budget 
and staff. 

The question of who shol1ld appoint the state court 
administrator became a m,~or concern in New York. 
Proponents of strong centnlization wanted the of~ 
ficia! appointed by the chief judge of the Court of 
Appeals. Opponents were skeptical of vesting such 
vast authority in this one individual and thus were 
able to secure legislation requiring approval of the 
nominee by the Administrative Board of the Judicial 
Conference. 

The intense fear of centralized administratic'll gen
erally has resulted in flexible, if not decentralized, 
plans for administration. The arrangement in Kansas 
is particularly illustrative. There only four local 
administrators have been hired. They serve in the 
larger metropolitan areas and work intimately with 
all judges in the district to secure their cooperation 
and prevent alienation. Their relationship to the state 
judicial administrator is one of assistance and 
ratification. The state administrator and supreme 
court justices establish broad policies, guidelines 
and parameters under which local administrators 
must devise managerial plans. The plans are then 
submitted to the supreme court for its ratification. 
Advice is rendered by the court or the administrator 
upon request of the district officials with the clear 
emphasis on local determination of goals and tech
niques in order to retain maximum flexibility. 

Idaho has opted for an even less centralized plan. 
There the supreme court and administrative director 
develop annual plans and establish broad policies for 
the judiciary, but provide for "regionalized im
plementation of operations" in the seven districts .17 

For the most part, the administrative director only 
"monitors the operations of the district courts. 
" • ." 11:; An administrative judge is chosen by his 
colleagues in each district and is assisted by a trial 
court administrator who, with one exception, serves 
concomitantly as a judge of the magIstrate div1sion. 
Administrative judges are vested with broad au
thority, including direct supervision over non
judicial tasks performed by the trial administrators. 

Proponents of centralized administration have 
also had to compromise their desire to bring trial 
court clerks into the statewide administrative sys-

17 A1ministrative Office of the Courts, 1976 A/lnual Report: 
The Idaho Courts, p. 6. 

1. Ibid., p. 8. 
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tern. Often initial reform proposals suggest deieting 
the position from men~lOn in the state constitution 
and making it an appointive rather than an elective 
position. In most instances, such plans are met with 
intense resistance ancl ultimately are omitted from 
the final package. This occurred in Alabama, Flori
da, Kentucky and Washington. 

On the ether hand, in Kansas, proponents of 
strong centraEzed administration were successful in 
abolishing the elective posts of district court clerk 
and magistrate court clerk and creatmg appointive 
positions in their stead. The chief clerk and all depu
ties and assistants are appointed by, and responsible 
to, the administrative judge in the di$trict. 19 Unlike 
most clerks, one clerk in Wyandotte County was 
particularly supportive of this measure, notf-ng 
among other things that it would most likely provide 
for a more efficient use of court clerks. He stated, 
"Frankly, these are administrative positions and 
why we even elected people to do purely adminis
trative tasks for court judges, I don't know. "20 

It should be pointed out that proponents of ap
pointive positions for court clerks also have been 
successful in other states. In South Dakota where the 
clerks were unorganized, proponents of strong cen
tralized administration managed tn achieve this 
change. 

D. Centralized Rule-Making 

As was noted in Chapter IV, placing the rule
making authority in the supreme court often is 
strongly opposed by legislators, supreme court 
justices, lower court judges and attorneys. Legisla
tors and attorneys in particular have forced a major 
concession among those who believe that the au
thority should reside exclusively within the court. In 
many instances thl:: legislature has retained the right 
of veto. In Florida, for example, Representative 
Talbot D' Alemberte wan~ed the legislature to retain 
rule-making authority. HOK'wer, ChiefJusticeB. K. 
Roberts insisted that it be ~aced in the supreme 
court. A compromise was reached whereby the court 
can promulgate the rules, but the legislature C8.n 

"repeal" them by a two-thirds vote in both the 
House and Senate. Zl It is important to note that the 
word "repeal" was utilized rather than "reverse" or 
"override. " 

19 Robert Coldsnow, "Ccurt Unification:!udicial Reform 
Revisited, Part III," Joumal of the Kallsas Bar'Associatioll, 45 
(Summer, 1976), 117, 120. 

20 The Ka/lsas City Star. April 15, 1976. 
21 Florida, Constitution, Art. V., sec. 2. 



Similar compromises have! been reached in no less 
than 25 states.22 In the new judicial article adopted 
by the citizens of Alabama in 1973, the rule-making 
:mthority is restricted by a clause which provides 
that "rules may be changed by a general act of 
statewide application. "23 Thus, those who were 
opposed to placing rule-making authority exclu
sively within the supreme court succeeded in making 
it relatively easy to overturn court-created rules. 
One embittered participant referred to the conces
sion as an attempt to "mollify legislative 
pomposity. " 

Another compromise involves the terminology 
utilized to grant the supreme court "rule-making" 
authority. At times, initial drafts of a judicial article 
have vested the supreme court with "rule-making" 
power, thus implying a total grant of authority. 
However, legislatures have fought successf!llly to 
retain the distinction between substance and 
procedure, so that the final judicial article either 
includes terms such as "administrative authority," 
or includes a specific enumeration of powers. This 
type of compromise was secured in both Kansas 
(1972) and Kentucky (1975). 

E. Centralized Budgeting and State Funding 

While centralized budgeting and state funding are 
intimately related, most of the controversy con
tinues to focus on the latter. This is not surprising 
because not only are local officials hesitant to re
linquish control over their courts, but state legisla
tors are unwilling to assume the financial burden. 
For ')xample, only seven states currently provide 80 
percent or more of the total judicial expenditures: 
Alaska, Connecticut, Hawaii, Delaware, New 
Mexico, Rhode Island and Vermont.24 Consequent
ly, substantial compromises often are required to 
secure passage of a state funding measure. 

Often times when state funding is proposed, the 
issue is so controversial that it must be eliminated 
from the unification package entirely , as in Washing
ton in 1975. At other times, full state funding may be 

~~ See Jeffrey A. Parness and Chris Korbakes, A Study oj the 
Procedural Rule-Making Power in the United States (Chicago: 
American Judicature Society, 1973), p. 65. 

23 Alabama, Constitutio/l, Art. VI, sec. 150. 
24 Carl Bl1ar, "The Limited Trend Toward Court Financing 

and Unitary Budgeting in the States," in Larry Berkson, Steven 
Hays and Susan Caroml, Ma/laging the State Courts (St. Paul: 
West Publishing Co., 1977), p. 271; updated in Memorandum from 
Carl Baar to Larry Berkson and Susan Carbon, • 'Current Data on 
State vs. Local Court Financing," 15 July 1977. These figures do 
not account for states that have adopted, but not implemented, 
financing provisions. 

desired, but proponents, cognizant of the political 
impracticability of the measure, opt for "partial" 
state financing as an accompaniment to other uni
fication provisions. For example, when states unify 
their lower trial courts, the state often assumes the 
salaries of new judicial officers as happened in 
Florida, Idaho 8'1d Kansas, among others. Similarly, 
when the positions of trial court administrators are 
created, the state often assumes these costs as well. 
More frequently, related support personnel such as 
clerks or stenographers {Olso have been covered by 
the state. Bur rarely does the state ever assume 
responsibility for funding physical facilities (al
though Alaska, Connecticut, Hawaii and Kentucky 
are exceptions), or title to equipment (although 
Alabama and Colorado'are exceptions). 
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There appear to be three principal compromises 
commonly involved in adopting full state financing. 
The fir~! compromise involves the use of a phase-in, 
or transition, method of implementation; the second 
involves utilizing a rebate system; and the third 
involves utilizing a chargeback scheme. One can 
only speculate as to the rationale surrounding the 
choice of these compromises. The decision may be 
dependent upon a state's previous method of 
financing or upon a variety of political factors that 
are characteristic of an individual state and that 
cannot instructively be generalized to apply 
elsewhere. Nonetheless, nearly every state that has 
L10ved toward general state financing has experi
enced some form of compromise. 

The first major compromise involves an agree
ment that the state will assume this new responsibil
ity gradually, rather than incur the burden all at once. 
An illustration of this type of compromise is 
Alabama where state financing currently is being 
phased in over a three-year period. 25 In fiscal year 
1975-1976 the state assumed responsibility for most 
judicial salaries and related benefits. In fiscal 1976-
1977, juror expenses and general operating and 
clerical expenditures were assumed. By the end of 
fiscal 1977-1978, the state is scheduled to have 
assumed equipment and other necessary expenses. 

The second major compromise focuses on the dis
bursal of locally generated funds. Most cities and 
counties resist statewide financing plans because 
these measure5 generally mean that all funds (fees 
and fines) must be forwarded to the state treas~'y. 
To allay the fears oflocal government, proponents of 

25 Alabama Acts No. 1205, sec. J6-103 (Session 1975) 
[Implementation Act]. 
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state funding often work out compromises whereby 
rebates are paid to local jurisdictions. 

A variety of rebate formulas have been adopted by 
the states. Some designate that a fixed per:::entage of 
all funds generated locally will be paid to the state, 
whereas others specify dollar amounts according to 
the type of money generated (fines, fees, etc.). Some 
states have chosen to allow counties to retain all 
collected fees, but require them to pay a portion of 
the fines and forfeitures to the state. 

Again Alabama provides a useful example of this 
type of compromise. Alabama's implementation act 
enumerates in great detail specific dollar amounts to 
be paid to the county, state and other sources. The 
provisions vary among the types of fees and cases. 
Municipal ordinances, however, are handled on a 
fixed percentage. The municipalities retain ten 
percent of the docket fees and pay 90 percent to the 
state, but the municipalities retain 90 percent of the 
fines and forfeitures while paying ten percent to the 
state.26 

South Dakota's provisions for remitting fees, fines 
and forfeitures varies slightly from Alabama's. 
South Dakota's statutory implementation provides 
for an incremental increase in the proportion of lo
cally collected fines, penalties and forfeitures which 
must be paid to the state general fund. These funds 
are paid to the state treasurer on a quarterly basis. In 
1975 counties were required to pay 25 percent; afti~r 
1979, the counties will pay 50 percent. 27 But it is of 
particular interest that a uniform fee schedule has 
been adopted,28 and all fees are retained at the 
county level. 29 

Unlike South Dakota and Alabama, Florida in
cluded certain distribution schedules in the new 
judicial article. The implementation section provides 
that all fines and forfeitures received from ordinance 
violations or misdemeanors committed within a 
county, or municipal ordinances committed within a 
municipality within county limits shall be paid re
spectively to the county or municipality. Any related 
"costs," however, are to be paid to the state general 
fund. 30 The new article does not mention distribution 
of fees. 

Kentucky provides an interesting variation to the 
rebate system utilized in Alabama, Florida and 
South Dakota. Shortly before the 1975 election, 

26 Alabama Acts No. 1205, sec. 16-112 -- 16-133 (Session 
1975) [Implementation Act]. 

27 South Dakota Compo Laws Ann. sec, 16-2-34 (Supp. 1976). 
26 South Dakota Compo Laws Ann. sec. 16-2-29 (Supp. 1976). 
29 South Dakota Compo Laws Ann. sec. 16-2-34 (Supp. 1976). 
30 Florida, Constitution, Art. V, sec 20(8). 
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intense county opposition had been mounting be
cause of a provision that alllocaUy generated reve
nues would be paid to the state treasury. To secure 
passage of the article, members of Kentucky Citi
zens for Judicial Improvement convinced Governor 
Carroll one month before the election to guarantee 
the counties that a certain portion of their revenue 
would be returned to them. This particular com
promise was considered to be one of the most sig
nificant strategic decisions ofthe campaign. As such, 
it requires local courts to pay all monies to the state, 
but that the state, in turn, remit a specified portion 
back to the local courts. 

Often aGcompanying the new distribution sched
ule is a provision alIowi,ng for an increase in fees to 
help support the system. This has been especially 
attractive to state legislators who are concerned 
about the amount of additional revenue they must 
generate if the state is to assume financial respon
sibility for the entire judicial system. Such provi
sions were adopted in Alabama and Connecticut. 

The third principal compromise with respect to 
state financing involves utilizing a system of 
chargebacks. As with rebate schedules, chargeback 
schemes vary among the states. South Dakota pro
vides a fascinating example because in addition to 
the incremental increase in the proportion of locally 
generated funds being paid to the state, the statutes 
provide for simultaneous phased-in chargebacks to 
the cOUI\ties. The chargeback to the counties de
creases in rough proportion to the increase in the 
payment to the state.:11 

The South Dakota Constitution provides that the 
state shall assume the judiciary's "total cost," but 
allows for the legislature to det9rminc the reim
bursement schedule.32 As a result the legislature 
established a charge back scheme based on a per
centage of the county's adjusted total cost. In 1975, 
50 percent was charged to the counties; the state 
financed portion was also 50 percent. The 
chargeback will decrease on an annual basis so that 
by 1978, the chargeback will be reduced to 25 per
cent. Because the statute does not further reduce the 
figure and in fact provides for a 25 percent 
chargeback "each year thereafter," it is difficult to 
foresee total compliance with, and implementation 
of, the constitutional amendment. 

In addition, the State of New York has recently 
adopted state financing, and in so doing, agreed to a 

31 South Dakota, Constitution, Art. V, sec. It. 
32 South Dakota Compo Laws Ann. sees. 16-2-35 and 16-2-

35.1 (Supp. 1976). 



chargeback scheme very similar to that of South 
Dakota. However, there were a number of com
promises that preceded the charge back arrangement 
which are of interest. 33 

Originally state financing in New York had been 
included in a constitutional amendment package. 
Because constitutional amendments require ap
proval of two separately elected legislative bodies 
before submission to the electorate, and because it 
was an election year and politicians were anxious to 
demonstrate support for court improvement, state 
financing was eliminated from the package and 
redrafted in statutory language.34 This was per
ceived as a relatively uncontroversial issue which 
could garner considerable electoral support for legis
lators who had been criticized for their inactivity 
during the session. 

Another related compromise in .New York in
volved tbe transition period for implementing state 
financing. Governor Hugh Carey, largely concerned 
with his own budget, originally had urged a six-year 
phase-in program beginning in 1978. But in order to 
obtain legislative support he agreed to accelerate the 
schedule. Legislators essentially had surmised that if 
they were going to support the bill, they wanted an 
immediate effective date in order to benefit their 
economically depressed constituency. As a result, 
the legislation took effect April, 1977, and full state 
financing is to be' accomplished over a four year, 
rather than a six year, period. 

The major compromise in New York involved the 
charge back scheme. As in South Dakota, the 
legislature provided for a phased-in schedule. Ef
fective April, 1977, the legislation provides for first 
instance payment by the state of all costs except 
those of town and village courts.3S During this fiscal 
year, the state is authorized to chargeback 75 percent 
of the costs to the political subdivisions.36 However, 
unlike South Dakota the statutes provide that the 
legislature shall determine the chargeback at the 
beginning of each fiscal year with the state assuming 
full responsibility by 1980.37 At present, compliance 
with this legislation appears questionable. In 1977, 

33 Numerous compromises were involved relating, for 
example, to merit selection and employee benefits, which are not 
germane to this discussion. For an explanation, see, e.g., New 
York Times, August 5 and 6, 1976. 

34 This action was taken pursuant to a constitutional provision 
which allows financing revisions to be statutorily accomplished 
rather than by amendment. New York, Constitution, Art. VI, sec. 
29. 

35 New York, Statutes, sec. 220 (I). 
36 New York, Statutes, sec. 220 (2)(a). 
37 New York, Statutes, sec. 220 (2)(d). 

Governor Carey requested that the state assume 
only 12.5 percent rather than 25 percent of the judi
cial expenditures. As such, the chargeback to 
political subdivisions would be 87.5 percent rather 
than 75 percent for fiscal year 1977-1978. 

F. Conclusion 

For the most part, the literature is silent on bar
gains and compromises necessary to secure change 
in judicial systems. However, Professors Henry 
Glick and Kenneth Vines have suggc.!lted that, 

Reform proposals are often successful, it seems, 
because compromises are frequently reached 
between the major supporters and opponents of 
change, so that both sides ultimately endorse a 
modified proposal. ... Even compromises not 
directly connected to court reform may be 
included.38 

The states studied in the context of this project are 
supporiive of Glick and Vines' hypothesis. Indeed, 
there is almost always a compromise involved in 
adopting, either by statute or amendment, every 
element of unification. Some elements engender 
more opposition than others, and thus require more 
extensive compromise. 

For example, proponents of trial court consoli
dation and simplification may be forced to accept a 
number of concession~ At times they must provide 
job security to sitting judges and placate specific 
interest groups. Additionally, they often may· have to 
proceed slowly and exclude politically sensitive 
courts from the overall system. With respect to cen
tralized administration, proponents again have been 
forced to participate in compromises and have not 
been universally successful in obtaining all of their 
goals. For example, while most states' have created 
the position of state court administrator, specific 

"duties have often not been assigned to the office. In 
some instances, individuals occupying the position 
have been prohibited from engaging in certain ac
tivities. Proponents have also had to compromise 
their position with respect to court clerks. Rarely 
have they been successful in converting these posi
tions to appointive ones. Adopting judicial rule
making authority has also been a controversial issue, 
one which lends itself to substantial compromise. 
Legislatures generally are reluctant to relinquish any 
authority over matters of substance, and are willing 
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38 Henry Glick and Kenneth Vines, State Court Systems 
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Rail, Inc., 1973), p. 16. 



to grant supreme courts administrative and pro
cedural rule-making authority only when they retain 
ultimate veto power. 

State financing, perhaps more than the other uni
fication components, has required some form of 
rather extensive compromise in nearly every attempt 
to achieve it. Some version of a rebate or chargeback 
scheme has been utilized to offset the initial burden 
on the state. The choice of alternatives depends on a 
state's existing system, and also on other measures 
that are being contemplated. 

In conclusion, and as a guiding principle, those 
'~". 
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attempting court unification should not be dogmatic 
in their endeavor to secure desired changes. On the 
one hand, proponents of change must be willing to 
compromise immediate desires in order to obtain a 
degree of change, and hold in abeyance until a more 
timely moment other goals. At the same time they 
must not become flaccid in their position or they will 
fail to obtain any significant change. Gauging the 
fulcrum is not an easy task, but an awareness of the 
events which have transpired in o~her states should 
provide useful guidance for future efforts. 



-------------~-- -----



CHAPTER IX. CAMPAIGN TACTICS: 

ORGANIZING FOR ACTION 

While the three preceding chapters have outlined 
the general principles and strategies to be employed 
in guiding a successful court unification campaign, 
this chapter focuses on the specific tactics to be 
utilized and suggests a practical plan of action.! 1t 
contains proposals on how to organize, generate 
widespread interest, lobby legislators, educate the 
public, influence the media and raise funds. 
Naturally, the proposed tactics should be used in 
conjunction with the guiding principles outlined in 
the preceding chapters. 

The present chapter is predicated on the idea that 
the group is seeking to effect constitutional change; 
consequently, both legislators and the electorate 
must be persuaded of the need for change. If the 
ultimate objective is only statutory revision, certain 
aspects ofthe plan may be unnecessary. The chapter 
is also predicated on the idea that a citizens group 
should playa leading role in court unification.2 The 
literature generally supports this view. As Ralph 
Hoeber has written, "modernization campaigns 
must involve all segments in the community - not 
only judges and lawyers but also, and especially, 
laymen and organizations oflaymen."3 The idea is 
not new. Arthur Vanderbilt recognized that in 
nineteenth century England, "it was laymen -
editors, educators and public spirited citizens -
aided by a ff!w far-seeing judges and barristers, who 
forced obviously needed improvements on a re~ 

1 For a bibliography of handbooks for political action,. see 
James Burkhart, et al., Strategies for Political Participation 
(Cambridge: Wintiii-op Publishers, 1972), p. 9. See also Movement 
for a New Congress, Vote Power: The Official Activists Cam
paigner' s Handbook (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc, 
1970). 

2 For other treatises on the subject, see, e.g., The Citizen 
Associatioll; How To Organize and RUll/t (New York: National 
Municipal League, 1958); and The Citizen Association: How to 
Win Civic Campaigns (New York: National Municipal League, 
1963). 

3 Ralph C. Hoeber, "The Courts on Trial: Verdict and Rem
edy," Americall Business Law Journal, I (August, 1963), 1-24. 
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luctant profession .... "4 More recently, Justice 
Howell Heflin has expounded this view. According 
to Robert Martin: 

Heflin knew that attempted changes, ... would 
not be easy and that support from all segments 
of the state's populace would be necessary. 
Citizen support would be key. The lawyers and 
the judges could work behind the scenes, but 
support from persons in labor, the professions 
and business would have to be in the forefront 
for revision . . . to be successful. 5 

The on-site investigations also support the view 
that a citizens group should play a leading role in 
promoting court unification. Indeed, in many of the 
sta~ ~s examined, specially created citize.ns or~ 
ganizations have played the primary role in achiev~ 
ing unification measures. Therefore, this chapter is 
written principally as a guide for such a group. 
Nonetheless, its utility should be readily apparent to 
other civic groups and bar associations that wish to 
undertake direct action. 

The substance of the chapter represents an "ide
al" plan in that it incorporates the "best" of all the 
campaigns examined. 6 Naturally it is not entirely 
applicable to all jurisdictions, but then no com
prehensive plan can be structured so as to apply 
thoroughly in every state; campaigns must be tai
lored individually to account for particular needs and 
different circumstances. 7 

4. Arthur T. Vanderbilt "Forework, Reports of the.l~ection of 
Judicial Administration," American Bar AssociatiOn Report, 
1938, p. 521; quoted in ibid. 

5 Robert Martin, "Alabama's Courts - Six Years of 
Change," Alabama Lawyer, 38 (January, 1977),8, 14. See also 
Glenn Winters, "Citizens' Conferences on Judicial Reform," 
Judicature, 50 (August-September, 1966),58-63. 

B For a description of actual campaigns, see the articles 
footnoted throughout this chapter. 

7 See Howell Heflin, "The Time is Now," Judicature, 55 
(August-September, 1971}, 70,> 72. See also Alfred Heinicke, 
"The Colorado Amendment Story ," Judicature; 51 (June -July, 
1967), 17; and T. MeN. Simpson, HI, "Restyling Geprgia 
Courts," Judicature, 59 (January, 1976),282. 



A. Initiating the Campaign 

It is one thing to become informed about the 
inadequacies of a legal system, but quite another to 
ameliorate them. The first problem for those in
terested in effecting court unification is initiating the 
effort. Clearly the impetus for a judicial moderni
zation campaign must come from individuals within 
the community itself (state or local), and not from 
outsiders. 

1. Sources of outside aid. Although the initial 
inc~~tive must come from within the community, 
actIvists need not rely solely upon their own skills 
and resources. Indeed, former Alabama Chief Jus
tice Howell Heflin suggests that groups "Obtain the 
advice and assistance of experts in the very be
gin?ing."8 A rapidly increasing number of organi
zations are prepared to provide consultation, aid and 
advice in promotlng judicial modernization. Fore
most among these is the American Judicature Soci
ety. Historically the Society has specialized in the 
development of citizens conferences. 9 The Society 
also provides educational information on how to 
conduct judicial modernization campaigns. 

The National Center for State Courts provides 
technical assistance to states upon request. The Cen
ter regularly undertakes studies on how to improve 
local court systems. The Institute for Court 
Management also provides technkal assistance to 
various groups and has held seminars in conjunction 
with the Society on how to improve citizen con
tribution to the administration of the courts. Other 
organizations which might be contacted for aid 
include: the Institute for Judicial Administration the 
American Law Institute, the American Bar' As
sociation, the American Bar Foundation, the 
Columbia University Projec:t for Effective Justice 
the Conference of State Court Administrators th~ 
National Conference of State CourtAdministra~ors 
the National Conference of Judicial Councils th~ 
National Council of State Trial Judges, the Ame;ican 
University Criminal Courts Technical Assistance 
Project, and various private consulting companies 
such as Booz-Allen and Hamil ton, the Public Admin
istration Service, and Arthur Young and Company. 

2. The citizens conference. One of the most ef
feotive and often utilized approaches to launching a 
court unification campaign has been to hold a citi
zens conference. This may be undertaken with the 
aid of an outside organization. The following briefly 

8 Heflin, supra note 7. 
9 For comments on the Society'S program see, e.g., Heflin, 

supra note 7; and Winters, supra note 5. 
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outlines the plan which has been employed suc
cessfully for the past two decades by the American 
Judicature Society. 1 0 

Initially a core group of approximately 12 to 15 
people are brought together to plan and organize the 
conference. Ideally, these individuals should repre
sent a cross-section of the various social, economic 
political, and geographic segments of the state. At a~ 
early meeting the issues to be discussed at the 
conference are selected and various committees are 
assigned specific responsibilities. 

A finance committee is appointed to genen"te 
funding for the conference. Frequently state\~.ide 

civic groups, such as the Jaycees or League of 
Women Voters, and bar associations are invited to 
serve as co-sponsors. The actual number of sponsors 
varies among the states. An often neglected but 
important group to be considered is the state press 
association. This group was effectively utilized in 
Kansas. The committee also should contact the state 
planning agency or judicial planning committee to 
obtain possible federal funding. 

An invitations committee is appointed to ac
cumulate the names and addresses of potential 
conferees. Generally, 300-40t) individuals are in
vited to obtain a positive response from approxi
mately 100. Frequently the governor and the chief 
justice of the statejoin in extending the invitations. A 
pUblicity committee is appointed to coordinate all 
news releases before, during· and after the confer
ence at both state and local levels. A program 
commi~tee is appointed with the responsibility of 
prepanng a summary of the statejudicial system and 
obtaining a keynote speaker, in-state panelists, and 
stenographers to record the discussions at the 
conference. An arrangements committee is re
sponsible for handling hotel accommodations 
planning the meals, assuring that the requisit~ 
number. of ~eeting rooms are available, setting up 
the registration booth, and making other physical 
arrangements. Finally a hospitality committee is 
appointed to welcome invited guests and introduce 
the various speakers. 

The Society usually advises each of these com
mittees. The Society also assumes primary re
sponsibility for compiling the conference manual 
which contains the program committee's description 
of the state's judiciary, and articles relevant to the 
topics which will be discussed. Additionally the So-

10 For greater elaboration and further details contact Ameri
can Judicature Society, Suite 1606,200 West Monroe Chicago 
Illinois 60606. ' , 
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ciety assumes responsibility for arranging and 
printing the program and acquiring out-of-state 
speakers and personnel. 

The program generally begins with a greeting from 
the governor or chiefjustke after which t..qe keynote 
speaker addresses the conference about the present 
court system and its problem areas. Subsequently 
the conferees break into seminar groups and discuss 
the thrust of the keynote speech. 

The next day, two assemblies are held concur
rently. In each one, half of the conferees hear two 
lectures with a discussion following. The procedure 
is then repeated for the other half of the conferees. 
Team reporters take notes on the discussions to be 
used in drafting a consensus statement at the con
clusion of the conference. 

On the final day of the conference, a speaker 
addresses the group about possible plans of action 
which the conferees may adopt to improve their 
judiciary. Conferees again break into seminars to 
discuss plans and how they may be effectuated. The 
last general assembly is devoted to a discussion of 
the consensus statement prepared from the report
ers' notes. After necessary revisions have been 
made, it is adopted by the conference. 

Before &djournment those participants who are 
interested in forming an organization to promote the 
judicial revisions suggested in the consensus 
statement are invited to meet briefly. At that time 
preliminary arrangements are made for an initial 
organizational meeting. 

3. Developing the organization. For those states 
where !:t citizens conference has been held, there 
should be little difficulty in acquiring a requisite 
number of individuals to form an organization whose 
purpose is to pursue court unification. In other 
states, initiators may have to seek the aid of friends, 
relatives and colleagl1,cs. \Vhatever the source, it 
is clearly advantageous to form a group with an 
organizational structure and clear lines of 
responsibility. 

At an initial meeting it is necessary to decide 
whether to form the association as an educationaI or 
lobbying group. If the former, it will enjoy the bene= 
fits of tax deductibility for contributions, but if it is 
coalesced as an action organization with the intent of 
lobbying, there will be no such tax advantage. If the 
group chooses to form as an educational organi~ 
zation, such status should be sought from the United 
States Departmentofthe Treasury under section 501 
(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

Another basic. decision which must be made is 
whether or not to incorporate. Most groups find it 
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advantageous to do so. Regardless of the preferred 
type of organization, if the group decides to in
corporate, it should organize as a non-profit cor
poration. Income to such an organization is not 
taxable under federal law regardless of whether th~ 
association is an educational or action organization. 
Since there are other advantages for organizing as a 
non-profit corporation, this is a preliminary decision 
which should be discussed thoroughly with local 
attorneys. 

Once the basic decisions have been made regard~ 
ing the type of organization that should be created, 
the next step is to decide upon the size of the board of 
directors to govern the group's affairs. Generally 20 
to 25 members is adequate. This range allows repre
sentation on the board from all segments of a state's 
population (racial, ethnic, religious, occupational, 
geographic). For tactic<u reasons it is wise to include 
members of the tress, lobbyists, well known Demo
crats and Republicans, and leaders of other large 
organizations. 

After the board has been chosen and its members 
have accepted the responsibility of serving, officers 
should be selected, including, at the very least, a 
president, vice president, secretary and treasurer. It 
may also be desirable to select regional vice presi~ 
dents to direct the efforts in various parts of the state. 

A constitution and by-laws for the organization 
should be developed and adopted. Often a special 
committee is appointed for this purpose. Included in 
the constitution should be the organization's name, 
its purpose and objectives, membership require
m~nts, organizational scheme, rules of procedure, 
offi<;:·ers and their respective duties, and general 
rules. Additionally, letterhead stationery shou.ld be 
Obtained, a post office box acquired, and a bank 
account opened. 

If funds are available, it is preferable to maintain 
an office. On occasion, citizen groups have been 
successful in having space and equipment donated to 
them. For example, during the campaign in Colorado 
to obtain a judidd merit selection system, the citi
zens organization used offices, furniture and 
equipment loaned by a bank.ll As suggested in 
Chapter VI, it is also preferable to maintain a 
permanent staff. Iffunds are not available to pay for 
such positions, and interested groups cannot make 
full-time staff available, it may be possible to recruit 
retired businessmen, military officers or similarly 
situated individuals for the task. This approach was 
used in South Dakota, Kansas and Colorado.12 

II See Heinicke, supra note 7. 
12 Ibid. 



At this juncture seven key committees should be 
appointeu: organization, membership, finance, 
study and research, liaison, education, and publici
ty. Chairpersons and members should be selected 
caref"uily for their expertise and personal com
mitment to the cause of court unification. 

B. Organization Committee 

The organization committee has two primary 
responsibilities: developing a regional structure with 
county and local committees; and enlisting and 
coordinating the aid of other civic organizations. 

Generally it is useful for the committee to divide 
the state into natural geographic regions. In Ten
nessee, for example, the historically embedded three 
"Grand Divisions" were used as a starting point. 
Upon closer analysis it was deemed necessary to 
further divide two of the divisions to permit better 
handling of large population centers. Oth~r regional 
divisions have been based upon the state's ~,~gislative 
districts, as in Colorado. 

Generally, the organizational structure is further 
subdivided into county units. In some instances it 
may be advantageous to subdivide even further. For 
example, in Alabama, where one of the most well
organized court unification campaigns occurred, 
separate "grass roots" organizations were de
veloped at the local level. Indeed, there were even 
attempts to organize college campuses separately. 

It is the responsibility of the organization com
mittee to acquire the names of individuals who 
potentially may serve at various points in the or
ganizational hierarchy. Generally the regions are 
headed by vice presidents of the citizens group and 
are selected by the board of directors. Individuals in 
the lower echelon may be chosen by the board or by 
the membership at r.ggional meetings. These local 
officers and committees should be appointed as is 
necessary to undertake an effective campaign. This 
is largely dependent upon the size and demographic 
complexity of the state. Perhaps most important to 
aid the overall effort is the establishment of local 
finance, membership, liaison and publicity com
mittee!; to work with the state counterparts. 

The second major responsibility of the organiza
tion committee is to develop a detailed list of the 
names and addresses of as many civic, recreational, 
occupational, religious, social and professional 
groups as can be found within the state. It may be 
helpful to consult The World Almanac and Book of 
Facts which lists a vast array of organizations that 
might operate within a state. Additionally, it may be 
useful to contact the secretary of state's office for a 

list of the names and addresses 'of "not for profit" 
organizations. 

Once a comprehem:ive list is compiled, the or
ganization committee should serve as the liaison to 
contact as many of the groups as the board of di
rectors deems necessary in an eft')rt to obtain ad
ditional endorsement and active support for the 
campaign. Subsequently, the organization commit
tee should arrange for contact between chairpersons 
of the other committees and the leadership of per
tinent cooperating groups. This will facilitate the 
efforts of other committees in executing their desig
nated responsibilities. 

Organizational support has been generated in 
nearly every state examined. Perhaps the most 
extensive effort in this respect occurred in Alabama 
where approximately 45 groups, including over 20 
statewide organizations, endorsed the proposed 
judicial article. 13 

C. Membership Committee 

The membership committee is responsible 
primarily for developing solid support for the or
ganization and its activities. A large membership is 
not only valuable for the financial support that may 
be accrued, but also for the widespread and broad
based support and continuity provided by the 
membership. As a first step, the committee should 
contact not only all of those individuals who at
tended the citizens conference, but also those who 
were invited to attend but were unable to do so. 
Efforts should be made to have the leadership of 
various occupational, religious, social and civic 
organizations recommend to their members that they 
join the court unification group. It is important to 
obtain membership lists from these organizations 
because these lists can be used as a source of names 
and addresses from which to solicit new members 
and funds. 

The committee should establish a nominal 
membership fee of about $5.00. It is also the com
mittee's responsibility to have membership appli
cations printed. The most frequently utilized 
technique is the one-page, two-fold pamphlP.t. On the 
cover in bold letters is the name and address of the 
organization which is often accompanied by an ap
propriate quotation about the need for judicial 
improvement. Inside is a brief description of the 
organization with a statement of principles and 
goals. On one fold is the membership application 
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13 See Robert Martin, "Alabama Voters Approve New Judicial 
Article 2-1," Judicature, 57 (February, 1974),318,319. 



form requesting such information as name, address, 
city, state, zip, and business and home telephone 
numbers .. One of the folds should contain a list-of the 
directors, officers and committee chairpersons. 

As the campaign approaches the actual election, 
the membership committee, along with the or
ganization committee, can assume the added re
sponsibility of encouraging the public to vote, and 
monitoring the polls. A concerted effort was made in 
Alabama to form a coalition of women's organiza
tions to undertake these tasks. The coalition or
ganized a telephone "get-out-the-vote" drive just 
before the 'election with sample conversations pro
vided to rl'!questing participants. The Jaycees in 
Nevada undertook a similar project.,14 

D. Finance Committee 

The primary task of the finance committee is to 
raise funds to support the organization and its 
efforts. Four major items include: newspaper 
advertising; printing of folders, pamphlets, cards, 
and posters; radio and television time; and postage, 
stationery and office supplies. Other items which the 
committee may be called upon to support include 
salary for the campaign manager, stenographic 
help, rent or office space, telephones, and 
mimeographing. lS 

Money received from membership drives will 
underwrite some basic expenses, but unless the 
memb~rship is extraordinarily large, the committee 
will be required to raise additional funds. Personal 
contacts are always best and the committee can 
solicit contributions from a wide variety ofindividu
als and groups. This job will be facilitated after the 
Internal Revenue Service grants the organization tax 
exempt status. Consequently, top priority should be 
given to obtaining just such a ruling. 

In addition to membership fees, there are several 
sources from which funds can be generated. One 
source is the legal community. A variety of fund 
raising techniques have been applied successfully to 
this source. The first is to entice the executive board 
of a state bar association to send a letter to each of its 
members requesting donations. Such letters should 
be "written in a light vein calling upon the team 
spirit" and be "informathr.e about the needs of the 
campaign." 16 This approach was taken in a, number 
of states studied in-depth. A more dogmatic ap-

14 Nevada Appeal (Carson City), October 26, 1976. 
15 For an extensive list see Arnold Steinberg, PDlitical 

Campaign Management (Lexington: D. C. Heath and Co., 1976), 
p.159. 

16 Heinicke, supra note 7, at 21. 
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proach was taken in Colorado where the Board of 
Trustees of the Denver Bar Association authorized 
its executive secretary to bill each senior member for 
$15.00 and each junior member for $5.00. 

The executive board of the state bar association 
might also be enticed to appropriate a lump sum from 
its general treasury. This has been done in nearly 
every state examined. For example, in West Virginia 
the Board of Governors of the State Bar "decided 
after serious study that they were not, as a unified 
bar, prohibited from expending bar funds in th~ 
amendment effort since there appeared to be sub~ 
stantial unanimity among their members on thi~ 
issue. "17 Consequently, the bar contributed $2,500 
to the campaign. In Indiana the bar association 
expended $18,000 to support advocacy efforts .16 In 
addition, funds may be solicited from county and 
local bars. In West Virginia another $1,750 was 
donated by two of the larger county bars. City and 
county bar associations also made substantial 
contributions in Colorado.19 

Another technique by which to generate funds 
from the legal community is to solicit contributions 
from the state's largest law firms. This approach 
usually is most successful when a prominent attor
ney personally contacts the senior partners of such 
firms and requests their financial support. This 
approach was adopted in Colorado where each large 
firm was asked to contribute $25 to $50. Similarly, in 
Alabama the president of the state bar association 
called a meeting of the most prominent lawyers in the 
state's four m~jor cities. He spoke of the need for 
funds and solicited their aid in the unification proj
ect, This approach also was followed in Ohio where a 
prominent attorney convinced the "best" lawyer in 
each city to call a luncheon of local elites. A dynamic 
speaker was called upon to deliver a "pep talk," 
answer questions and request contributions. 

Another method by which to generate revenue 
from the legal community is to solicit contributions 
from legal interest groups. In many states, the Young 
Lawyers division of the state bar and various law 
student groups have participated in promoting 
judicial modernization. The potentilli for financial 
contributions from these groups should not be 
underestimated. Additionally, various judicial 
organizations may be potential sources. In Kansas, 

11 Forest Bowman, "Constitutional Revision on a Shoestring 
in \Vest Virginia," Judicature, 59 (June-July, 1975),28,30. 

18 James Farmer, "IndiaIili Modernizes Its Courts," Judi
cature, 54 (March, 1971),32" 329. 

19 For a further discussion °<If financial contributions from bar 
asso~iations, refer to Chapter VI, section F. 
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the District Judges Association contributed $1,500 to 
Concerned Citizens for Modernization of Kansas 
Courts to promote the 1972 judicial article. 

Business and industry constitute a third general 
source ofrev'~nue. Although often overlooked, these 
sources can provide a substantial portion of the 
funds for a campaign effort. One particularly in
novati{re approach was used in a merit selection 
campaign in Colorado. 

The way it worked was this. A meeting was held 
with members of law firms, and lists oftbe busi
ness firms represented by the lawyers were 
examined. From these lists likely prospects 
were selected and assigned to the lawyers for 
solicitation. The chairman wrote the prospects 
first, following which the lawyers made their 
personal solicitation. 20 

Of the 350 businesses contacted, about 100 made 
contributions. It was estimated that 15 percent of the 
total budget was raised in this fashion. In Alabama, 
the Citizens' Conference on Alabama Courts, Inc., 
established committees in the larger cities to solicit 
contributions from banks, businesses and insurance 
companies. 

Various interest .~roups constitute a fourth source 
of fiscal supPfJrt. For example, in Alabama ap
proximately $10',000 was appropriated by a 
motorists' association which had an interest in 
improving the quality of the lower courts. The 
League of Women Voters is another potential source 
of revenue. In nearly every state studied, the League 
not only made a substantial financial contribution 
but volunteered their time and services. 

Still a fifth source offunding is grants. Generally 
federal grants cannot be used for action programs but 
they can be obtained for educational activities which 
serve to aid in the modernization effort. Kentucky 
followed this course ofaction.21 Grants may also be 
obtained from state or private agencies. In Con
necticut almost $25,000 expended during the 1970's 
was derived from state and private grants. 22 

E. Study and Research Committee 
The study and research committee is responsible 

for recommending policy positions and various 
campaign tactics to the board of directors. Its 

20 Heinicke, supra note 7, at 21. 
21 Refer to Chal?ter VI, section G for a detailed discussion. 
22 For a further discussion of grants, see Chapter VII, sec. C. 

if 
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members usually begin by synthesizing the consen
sus statement of the conference into three or four 
concise goals. Onc~ these objectives are adopted by 
the board, the committee undertakes further re
search aimed at advancing the promotion of these 
concepts. If opposition to the group's objectives 
arise, the committee is responsible for developing 
counter arguments. 

The committe": also is responsible for writing 
substantive articles favoring the court unification 
movement. These articles should be placed in the 
state bar journal, law reviews, and national 
magazines such as the American Bar AS2ociation 
Journal, Judicature, and Trial. The articles then 
may be copied and distributed to relevant audiences. 
This has been accomplished very effectively in a 
number of campaigns. One example is Howell 
Heflin's article published in Judicature just before 
Alabama undertook its effort. 23 Another variety is 
found in the Tennessee Bar Jo urn af.?4 In Tennessee 
efforts to modernize the state judiciary are presently 
underway. A similar tactic is to have a prominent 
member of the legal profession from outside the state 
write ~rticles for local pUblication. For example, the 
late Justice Tom Clark was requested to write an 
article entitled "Judicial Reform in Connecticut," to 
aid that state's efforts to gain a modern court 
system.25 

Another fundamental responsibility of the study 
and research committee is to undertake any polls or 
surveys that the organization deems necessary. If 
the board of directors desires input from the 
membership before it takes a vote on policy, it is this 
committee's function to poll the members to de
termine the consensus.26 

Perhaps more important, the board may find it 
desirable to undertake a public opinion survey. Ifso, 
it is the board's responsibility to determine what type 
of poll to use, taking into consideration the fiscal 
costs, and to contact a private consulting or polling 
agency to manage the project. If conducted properly, 
public opinion polls can be of great value in a court 

23 Heflin, supra note 7, at 70--74. 
24 Larry Berkson, "Court Unification for Tennessee?," 

Tennessee Bar Journal. I3 (May, 1977),39-43. 
25 Tom Clark, "Judicial Reform in Connecticut," COl ;ecticut 

Law Review. 5 (Summer, 1972), 1-10. See also his "Colorado at 
the Judicial Crossroads," Judicature, 50 (December, 1966), 
118-24. 

26 In the event that the state bar association.js assuming a major 
role in promoting court unification, rather than or in addition to a 
citizens organization, a bar poll may be taken for similar reasons. 
Such polls were conducted in Connecticut, Kansas and Ohio. 



unification campaign.27 The fundamental purpose of 
a poll is to ferret out the most pressing issues ex
pressed by the electorate. As such, polls can provide 
strategic information to plan a well-tailored cam
paign. But a poll's greatest benefit is to indicate the 
issues which generate the most popular support. 
Likewise, a poll should identify the issues which are 
strongly opposed and if included in the judicial 
package might lead to its .ultimate defeat. 

Additionally polls can provide information about 
how to campaign among various groups, where to 
give proper geographic balance to the campaign, 
how to gain increased voter approval, what the 
media and information habits of voters are, and 
what sources of information are utiiized by the 
electorate. 28 

Polling is a highly technical lendeavor. To be an 
effective tool, professional assistance generally must 
be sought; otherwise a poll constitutes a substantial 
waste of time and economic resources. It is the 
responsibility of the board of directors to engage the 
services of a polling organization. The board should 
investigate the reliability and methods of the or
ganization, including the organization's overall 
approach, sampling methodology, size of sample, 
type of analysis, data runs, cost, delivery date and 
presentation. 29 If each element is not evaluated 
carefully prior to selecting the pollster, the poll may 
not prove instrumental. 

A public opinion poll was utilized effectively in 
Kentucky. In the fall of 1973, Kentucky Citizens for 
Judicial Improvement, Inc., employed John F. 
Kraft, Inc., to conduct a poll to determine" Adult 
Attitudes in Kentucky Toward Kentucky's Court 
System and Judicial Reform." The analysis derived 
from the poll was distributed to various public and 
judicial groups interested in drafting a new judicial 
ii:rticle. The poll indicated overwhelmingly that not 
only did the public desire popular election of judges , 
but that they preferred that judges be legally trained. 
Additionally the poll indicated widespread support 
for a revised judicial system. Thus, proponents of 
change used the poll as additional leverage with 
legislators. 

Two years later, just before a vote on tbe article, a 
follow-up poll was conducted. Once again the poll 

27 For a general discussion of public opinion polling, see, e.g., 
Robert Agranoff, The Management of Election Campaigns 
(Boston: Holbrook Press, Inc., 1976), pp. 125-39; and Movement 
for a New Congress, supra note I, pp. 39-42. 

28 Agranoff, 5i(pra note 27, p. 131. 
29 Ibid., pp. 134-35. See also Movement for a New Congress, 

supra note I, p. 40. 
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indicated great public support for judicial moderni
zation and further indicated that "the judicial article 
... (was] a winner. "30 Results of this poll were 
publicized the weekend preceding the election; this 
served to generate further support from the 
electorate.31 

But polling is an expensive undertaking. It is 
estimated that $20,000 was expended on the two 
Kentucky polls. 32 For this reason, some groups may 
prefer less costly mail or telephone polls. The results 
of such polls, however, are likely to be less aCC\'Jrate. 
The board should carefully weigh the advantages and 
disadvantages of all inethods of conducting surveys 
prior to making a decision. If adequate fiscal re
sources are available, the Kentucky course of action 
clearly is preferable. 

A final responsibility of the study and research 
committee is to develop "Action Packets" which 
can be distributed by other committees within the 
organization. These items were utilized in a number 
of states. While these packets vary in composition, 
basically they contain similar materials. One packet, 
developed by the Florida League of Women Voters, 
is illustrative. It contained sample letters to 
newspaper editors, an explanation of why the 
League supported the reform, sample radio and 
television spot announcements, sample resolutions 
for other groups to endorse, reprints of speeches by 
Cheste.field Smith a leading barfig'lre, and Warren 
Burger, a chart on two-tier and three-tier court 
systems, and an outline of the Florida judicial 
system. 

F. Lia'ison Committee 

The liaison committee is responsible for main
taining close and cooperative relationships with leg
islators or constitutional convention delegates, 
depending on the avenue being utilized to effect 
change. Additionally, it is this committee which is 
responsible for maintaining a working relationship 
with the state bar association. 

One ofthecommittee's most important duties is to 
participate to the greatest possible extent in drafting 

30 For a more detailed account, see Kentucky Citizens for 
JUdicial Improvement, Inc., Final Project Report (n.p., n.d.), pp. 
15-17. 

31 A public opinion poll was also conducted during Colorado's 
campl<ign to secure judicial merit selection in 1966. Among the 
noteworthy benefits afforded by the poll was vital information to 
guide the public relations aspect. See Heinicke, supra note 7, at 
19. 

32 Funds for the two polls were obtained through federal and 
state grants; they did not have to be raised from private con
tributions. 



statutes, amendments or new judicial articles. In the 
states examined in this study, the citizens organi
zation rarely drafted its own bills. Rather they sought 
to have their ideas incorporated into the proposals of 
bar associations or individual legislators. To facili
tate this process, the committee should ask the bar 
association to designate three to five lawyers to 
serve as a liaison between the bar and committee. 
This procedure was used successfully in drafting 
Alabama's judicial article.33 

The primary duty of the liaison committee is to 
gain the support of constitutional convention dele
gates orlegislators.34 In other words, the members of 
the committee must function as lobbyists and em
ploy a variety of lobbying techniques. 

First, the committee may attempt to obtain the 
services of a regular or part-time lobbyist. In New 
York a number of court reform groups employ their 
own lobbyists 011 a full-time basis.35 Although this 
may be too expensive for an organization, there are a 
number of ways to enlist this type of assistance. 
Often civic groups and other public and private 
organizations employ paid lobbyists or enlist vol
unteer lobbyists. This is generally true of labor un
ions and bar associations. The liaison committee 
may be able to arrange to have these lobbyists work 
for unification legislation. The Le~gue of Women 
Voters is also a potential source of persons who have 
had a great deal of lobbying experience. In Florida 
the League was used effectively and in Kansas the 
League made court unification its first priority and, 
in fact, employed four full-time lobbyists. 

A second tactic is to obtain knowledgeable and 
well respected individuals to testify before legisla
tive committee meetings. Law school deans, pro
fessors, judges, prominent attorneys, and members 
of various "good government" groups such as the 
League of Women Voters and Common Cause 
should be considered for th;s role. These people 
should be thoroughly briefed about the proposed 
legislation, including its strengths and weaknesses. 
At times it may be beneficial to bring in experts from 
outside the state. For example, in the midst of one 

33 See M. Roland Nachman, "Alabama's Breakthrough for 
Reform," Judicature, 56 (October, 1972), 112, 113-14. 

34 The following discussion deals with legislators, but obvi
ously most of the same tactics may be employed to influence 
constitutional convention delegates. 

35 For an excellent article on the techniques of lobbying, see 
Craig Harris, "Lobbying for Court Reform," in Larry Berkson, 
Steven Hays and Susan Carbon, Managing the State Courts (St. 
Paul: West Publishing Co., 1977), pp. 81-89. See also Manual of 
Legislative Techniques, National Association of Bar Executives, 
1975. 
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reform effort in Connecticut, people from Illinois 
were brought to Hartford to testify about their ex
periences with court consolidation. 

In some states, legislative committe~s held public 
hearings throughout the state. Hearings were held in 
Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Kansas, and Ohio. Where 
this is done it is the responsibility of the liaison 
committee to secure well informed individuals who 
will speak in favor of the suggested proposals. In 
many instances, these hearings can be used as a 
barometer to help determine how well the organi
zation's proposals ultimately will be received. This 
information should be reported to the board of di
rectors to help it determine which issues should be 
given special emphasis. For example, following 
hearings in Idaho, reformers decided to forego 
support for a merit system for selecting judges 
because of opposition to the plan. 

A third tactic which may be employed by the 
committee is to encourage the organization's 
membership and its supporters (including members 
of the bar) to contact legislators directly in the state 
capitol. Often close friends oflegislators are asked to 
persuade these individuals of the need for reform. An 
alternative is to ask individuals who are widely 
respected by a specific legislator to speak to the 
legislature about the need for change. 

Invariably these tactics have been employed 
where successful unification efforts have occurred. 
For example, Philip Hoff, former governor of 
Vermont, credits the technique with being an im
pOJ:tant aspect in obtaining Verm~nt's reftrm 
measures. "Many times when the legislative pack
age was in danger," he has written, "members [of 
the bar] rallied 'round with phone calls, and, most 
importantly, personal visits to legislators, to keep 
these proposals alive. "36 Legislators may also be 
contacted in social settings such as at lunch or din
ner. In Georgia, at least two organized social 
gatherings were arranged by the Commission on 
Judicial Processes which was established by Gover
nor Carter to effect court modernization. Professor 
Simpson describes the first as follows: "the Judicial 
Committees of both houses of the General Assembly 
and leaders of the State Bar [were invited] to meet 
with members of the Commission at Calloway 
Gardens .... In pleasant surroundings mutual 
education took p1ace, both as to needed changes and 
as to specific prerequisites for legislative success. 
Also, acquaintances were established which proved 

36 Philip Hoff, "Modem Courts for Vermont," Judicature, 52 
(March, 1969),316,319. 



to be useful and bills were drafted and brought 
forward. "37 

In some cases legislators have been invited to 
attend meetings and conferences to obtain their 
support. For example, in Ohio, arrangements were 
made for key legislators to meet with newspaper 
editors who supported unification. 

Fourth, a letter-writing, telephone or telegram 
campaig~ may be initiated. Again, the intent is to 
have supporters of the ca..npaign contact the legis
lator directly either at the state capitol or at his 
residence. Particularly effective in this respect is 
obtaining the support of key contributors to a legi:;la
tor's campaign, the legislator's constituents, and 
local newspaper editors. Such a campaign was 
launched in New York by the Committee for Modern 
Courts (CMC). 

To initiate these tactics, sample letters or con
versations often need to be drafted and distributed to 
participants. It is important to emphasize to the 
individuals and constituents who will be involved in 
writing or phoning their legislators, that the samples 
are intended to be used only as guides and that 
personal comments should be inserted to prevent 
duplication and enhance credibility. 

All three techniques were instrumental during the 
special session in New York when legislators were 
considering passage of statewide judicial funding 
bills, CMC wrote letters to the leadership of 38 
groups within their coalition urging them to tele
phone key legislators. Additionally, CMC urged the 
leaders to contact their members and have them 
write letters to their legislators. Previously CMC had 
organized a telegram campaign encouraging legisla
tors, prior to adjournment of the regular session, to 
vote positively for the judicial reform issues. 

A fifth tactic which can be employed by the liaison 
committee is to provide legislators with substantive 
information about why the proposed changes are 
needed. Materials for this effort should be furnished 
by the study and research committee. In Idaho 
leaders of the unification movement obtained the 
names and addresses of every legislator and mailed 
explanatory information to each one. In several 
states, including Kansas and Ohio, information kits 
were placed at the chamber seats of legislators. This 
prompted a great deal of spontaneous floor discus
sion of judicial modernization. 

A similar idea involves providing legislators with 
concrete evidence that the public widely supports 
change. This can be accomplished by forwarding to 

31 Simpson, supra note 7, at 285. 
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legislators results of public opinion polls and surveys 
which support the movement. This tactic was highly 
successful in Kentucky. A variation of this approach 
is to compile and deliver to legislators newspaper 
editorials from throughout the state which fav(''' 
unification. New York's Committee for Modern 
Courts successfully utilized this technique by 
maintaining a clipping me and carefully selecting 50 
favorable editorials which they compiled and sent to 
every legislator. The objective was to emphasize that 
the proposed legislation had statewide support. 

A sixth tactic, and again one used very effectively 
by CMC in New York, is to organize a news con
ference which will obtain a large amount of public
ity.3B The principal speaker at the conference was 
Cyrus Vance, a member of the board of directors of 
CMC, former chairperson of the Governor's Task 
Force on Court Reform, and currently St:cretary of 
State of the United States. Other prominent per
sonalities were selected. to make brief statements. 
The consumers were represented by Bess Meyer
son, labor by the leader of the International Ladies 
Garment Workers Union and the legal community by 
the head of the city bar association. Each speaker 
was prepared carefully, having already receivej a 
prepared speech about how their groups would be 
benefited by the proposals. Over 65 representatives 
ofthe media and supporters of court reform attended 
the news conference. The effort received wide
spread publicity and although it was undertaken to 
influence the governor to call a special session of the 
legislature, it had a far greater impact. Indeed, the 
new conference may have been one of the primary 
catalytic events toward obtaining passage of the 
substantive legislation. 

A seventh tactic is to obtain a long list of en
dorsements from important statewide and local 
organizations, experts and well-known per
sonalities. 39 These endorsements can be pubHshed in 
newspapers in the form of advertisements or mailed 
directly to the legislators. Variations of this ap
proach were utilized in Alabama, Colorado, and 
South Dakota. In New York a list of names of many 
prominent businessmen and political leaders en
dorsing judicial reform was presented at the news 
conference. 

An eighth tactk is to capitalize on incidental 
events which might arise. Committee members must· 

38 This tactic, as well as others, may be utilized by the publicity 
committee (to be discussed shortly) to influence the public as well. 

39 For a list of endorsing organizations in Kentucky, see 
Kentucky Citizens for Judicial Improvep::.:nt, Inc., supra note 30, 
pp.26-27. 



be alert to the possibilities which such situations 
present. For example, on the day before a lower 
court merger bill was to be voted upon by the 
Connecticut legislature, the headline and lead article 
in the New York Times involved Governor Carey's 

. plan for consolidating New York's court structure. 
"By some accident," according to one informed 
observer, every Connecticut legislator received a 
copy of the paper just before the vote. 

A final responsibility of the liaison committee is to 
assess continually how each legislator will likely 
vote on the proposed reforms. This will help the 
board of directors to establish policy. For example, if 
in a tentative tally of votes it appears that the pres
ence of one aspect of the package will insure its 
defeat, the board may decide to drop support for that 
particular reform. Additionally, it is the committee's 
responsibility to maintain constant pressure on legis
lators to support the measures. Therefore, it is also 
important to assess the votes periodically to de
termine whether the movement is gaining or losing 
support. In this manner, legislators opposed to the 
reform package can be identified, and more intensive 
lobbying efforts can be directed toward them. 

In Idaho the reformers kept track of the votes in 
the house of Representatives nearly every week and 
in Ohio, the bar assigned an attorney in each district 
to be responsible for his legislator. In Florida, one 
lobbyist reported talking to legislators "one-by
one." When an individual began waivering in his 
position, the lobbyist would launch an all-out effort 
to retain him for the cause using many of the tactics 
just discussed. Also, a Florida legislator who had 
been enlisted to work for the cause ate lunch with a 
wai vering speaker of the house on a weekly basis and 
kept the pressure on the speaker "back home" by 
having other individuals contact him regularly. 

G. Education Committee 
The overriding purpose of the education commit

tee is to \~ducate the public and the legal community 
about the need for judicial modernization. The most 
effective method of accomplishing this goal is to 
establish a speakers' bureau. 4o To maximize the 
utility of a bureau, so that speakers can be deployed 
for the greatest impact, it should be organized on a 
regional or local basis. In this way speakers will not 
have to incur large expenses or waste a great deal of 
time traveling to engagements. Additionally, local 
speakers might have greater credibility than speak
ers from more distant parts of the state. 

40 For a description of a particularly well-organized speakers' 
bureau, see Bowman, supra note 17, at 31. 

This is not to say that prominent personalities with 
statewide reputations should be omitted from the 
bureau. Indeed, when such persons consent to travel 
throughout the state, they should indeed be 
scheduled accordingly. Chief Justice Heflin's ex
tensive speaking engagements are widely credited 
with obtaining much support for Alabama's effort.41 

Robert Ste,,:,'s, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
of the Citizens' Committee on Modem Courts in 
Colorado, is also credited with obtaining a great deal 
of support for Colorado's campaign. Stearns made 
32 addresses to over 5,000 people while traveling 
2,700 miles. 42 
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In certain instances it may be advisable to bring in 
prominent dignitaries from outside the state. For 
example, it seemed that the late Mr. JU5tice Tom 
Clark was always available to travel anywhere to 
discuss court modernization. Generally, careful 
consideration should be given before recruiting out
side speakers. &C~e audiences often resent "being 
told what to do" by "outsiders" who are not a part of 
the "local" movement. 

To organize a speakers' bureau, a potential list of 
speakers should be developed for each region. Bar 
associations ordinarily maintain speakers' panels 
which are scattered throughout the state and thus 
may serve as an initial source. Committee members 
themselve5 may be acquainted adequately with the 
court modernization program and speak on occa
sion. Volunteer groups, such as the League of 
Women Voters, should be tapped. The League was 
particularly active ~q Kansas and Kentucky. 

Often locallawyers,judges, legislators and college 
professors can be recruited. At the state level, the 
governor, attorney general, justices of the state 
supreme court, and bar association presidents may 
be utilized. In nearly every state, one or more of the 
individuals holding these offices participated by 
speaking for unification. For example, Governor 
Reubin Askew of Florida made several speeches and 
Tennessee Attorney General Brooks McLemore 
gave the keynote address to the citizens conference. 
In Washington, Associate Justice Robert C. Finley 
gave a number of addresses, and in Alabama, state 
bar president M. Roland Nachman participated in 
the speakers' bureau. 

In all instances, speakers should be chosen be
cause of their speaking ability, general reputation 
and basic knowledge of the judicial system. They 
should represent the lay and legal community as well 

41 Martin, supra note S, at 18. 
H Citizens Committee on Modem Courts Trustee and Com

mittee Chairman Workbook, (Colorado, n.d.), p. 4. 
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as various racial, ethnic, and religious segment') 
within the state. A determined effort also should be 
made to engage women as speakers. 

Once the requisite number of speakers have 
agreed to participate, they should be thoroughly 
informed about the organization's goals and the 
specific measures being sought. It is advisable to 
supply them with background information and data 
supporting the movement. These should be obtained 
from the study and research committees. Usually it 
is a good idea to provide the speakers with rough 
outlines of speeches, noting the strengths (and 
weaknesses) of the proposals. On several occasions 
it was observed that speakers' bureaus actually pro
vided "canned" speeches that could be modified by 
speakers according to their particular situation and 
audience. In Kentucky an information kit "contain
ing a large variety of information and materials" was 
developed anci distributed to over 900 individuals 
across the state. 43 

Another method of educating potential speakers is 
to hold workshops or seminars designed specifically 
for that purpose. In Alabama, half-day seminars 
were conducted to brief the selected speakers and in 
Kentucky, the League of Women Voters held two 
in-house workshops to educate themselves prior to 
addressing other groups. 

The regional speakers' bureaus should be estab
lished and coordinated in conjunction with the re
gional vice presidents and their committees. The 
education committee and its regional counterparts 
should actively seek speaking engagements. It is not 
enough simply to form a bureau and then wait for 
organizations to request speakers. A list of potential 
audiences should be obtained from the organization 
committee. Among the most receptive are Parent 
Teachers Associations, Leagues of Women Voters, 
Jaycees, Lions, Rotary, Kiwanis, Optimists, 
Chambers of Commerce, local bar associations, 
Council of Churches, Federation of Women's Clubs, 
and various college and university campuses. 

The education committee may wish to carry some 
standard forms of resolutions or endorsements to be 
signed or acted upon where speaking programs are 
presented. The study and research committee should 
take the initiative in preparing these forms. When 
resolutions or endorsements are obtained from 
groups to support specific court modernization pro
grams, the publicity committee (see infra) should be 
notified so that appropriate press coverage is 
obtained. 

43 Kentucky Citizens for Judicial Improvement, Inc., supra 
note 30, p. 3. 
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While the impact of speakers' bureaus On the 
public-at-Iarge is undetermined, their value 
nonetheless is widely acknowledged.44 At the very 
least, they serve to educate an important, ifnot elite, 
segment of the state's population about the need for 
reform. In nearly every state examined, either the 
citizens organization, a state or locru bar, the League 
of Women Voters or some other organization had 
developed a speakers' bureau. 

Perhaps the most well~organized bureau was 
developed in Colorado to create support for the 
"non-political selection and removal of judges." In 
all, 229 speakers were recruited and over 900 letters 
were mailed to organizations asking for oppor
tunities to speak on the amendment. Literally 
hundreds of speeches were delivered throughout the 
state. Speakers kits'i,ncluding arguments for and 
against the amendment were made available to all 
speakers, including, in some cases, the transcripts of 
debates and speeches by prominent citizens. Kit.s 
were distributed to chapters of the League of Women 
Voters, committee chairmen and co-chairmen, 
lawyer chairmen, and all newspaper editors. Speak
ers were also furnished with brochures and bumper 
stickers for distribution to audiences.45 

There are several advantages to utilizing speakers' 
bureaus. First, they are a relatively inexpensive 
method of educating the public, the only cost:) in
curred being telephone calls, letters of inquiry, 
postage and mimeographed materials. The speakers 
themselves usually volunteer their time. Second, 
this method permits more direct, personal contact. 
Each audience is usually quite small, thus facilitating 
group discussion. Third, credibility of the movement 
will be enhanced because of the selection of promi
nent local or national figures. Fourth, this is a very 
low key strategy. While resultant press coverage 
may be favorable and extensive, it probably will be 
limited to the local media, and will not generate 
attention across the state. 

There are a variety of other methods which may be 
employed to educate the public. If funds are avail
able, the committee may wish to hold a follow-up 
citizens conference of perhaps one day in length, or 
hold regional conferences, seminars or workshops. 
If funds are limited, it may be advisable to hold 
meetings in conjunction with other organizations to 
help defray expenses. Not only do these meetings 
serve an educational function, but they also facilitate 

44 In Alabama over 100 speeches were given to civic clubs. See 
Martin, supra note 13. 

4~ Committee for Non-Political Selection and Removal of 
Judges, (Colorado, n.p., n.d.>, p. 12. 



obtaining a broader membership base, generating 
additional revenue, and providing reason for free 
press coverage. 

In Kentucky ten seminars were conducted in 
every region of the state approximately six months 
before the election. Others were conducted in urban 
are~as during the final two months preceding the 
electiuh. 46 Ten days prior to each seminar, ap
proximately 1,000 letters of invitation were mailed to 
civic and service organizations, interested citizens 
and local officials. One thousand flyers announcing 
each seminar were mailed to local chairpersons for 
distribution along with the issuance of press releases 
q"ld radio ar;J television announcements. General 
response to the seminars was positive as was the 
resultant publicity.47 This endeavor clearly demon
strates the need for coordination and cooperation 
among virtually every committee discussed in this 
chapter. It also indicates that if a committee falters in 
its responsibility, it will be to the detriment of the 
entire organization. 

Last, but certainly not least, the education 
committee should not neglect to keep the organ
ization's own membership informed about its 
activities. The committee should supply the mem
bership with back-up information on why the board 
of directors made ce!iain policy decisions. This can 
be accomplished by sending speakers to address 
regional meetings or by instituting a brief newsletter 
as was done in Kentucky. 4.8 

H. Publicity Committee 

The pUblicity committee serves the important 
function of promoting and focusing public attention 
on (. he cause of court modernization.. In conjunction 
with the education committee, this com-mittee also 
informs the general membership of the organiza
tion' s activities. Naturally it is advantageous tc : ,ave 
memb'~rs of the press, radio and television on the 
committee. Every a,ctivity ofthe organization should 
be reported to this committee so that appropriate 
pUblicity can be generated. 

As a gener~l rule, the committee should seek as 
much fr·ee publicity as possible, especially during the 
early phases of the campaign. Because of the ex
pense, paid advertisements should be utilized to
ward the time of election. The finance committee 
should be of assistance in this regard. 

40 Kentucky Citizens for Judicial Irr-1''',~vement, Inc., supra 
note 30, p. 3. 

41 ibid" pp. 20-21. 
• 8.1bid., pp. 4-5. 
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Because of the large number of tactics which may 
be employed by the publicity committee, the fol
lowing discussion is divided into three areas: the 
press; radio and television; and miscellaneous 
literature. 49 

1. The press. As was noted in Chapter VI, maxi
mum utilization of the press is imperative if a court 
unification campaign is to be successful. For use 
throughout the campaign, the publicity committee 
should acquire and maintain a list of every news
paper, all editors, and, if possible, all reporters. 
While the list of newspapers can probably be ob
tained from any local library or the state press as
sociation, the organization and membership 
committees _ should work in conjunction with the 
publicity committee, not only tl provide names, but 
to seek the support of key individuals. 

Initially the publicity committee may wish to 
develop a news kit for reporteis. This kit should 
contain information about the organization and its 
objectives. Supportive information should be pro
vided for each of the organization's suggested 
measures. The information should be concise and 
should contain a summary at the end which reporters 
can quickly incorporate into a brief article. 

Such information should be distributed through
out the state where it is deemed advisable. Similar 
news kits can be mailed to editoro as well. This 
technique was used effectively in Alabama, Col
orado (judicial selection and removal), Kansas, 
Kentucky, and Ohio. 

If funding is available it may be possible to hold a 
conference for newspaper personnel. This was 
suggested by several interviewees. A conference 
was held in Alabama where some 100 journalists 
gathered together for a three-day "Media Seminar 
on Alabama Courts." The seminar was addressed by 
Chief Justice Heflin, who urged their support for the 
campaign. Such topics as "Reforming the Courts," 
"The Reporter in the Court," and "Laws and the 
Media" were addressed by a faculty of distinguished 
speakers. By all accounts, the results were phenom
enaL Not only did 80 percent of t.he state's daily 
newspapers eventually endorse the article, but 
"thousands of inches of news space" were devoted 
to the article. 50 Support for such conferences can 
often be obtained from the. state press or broadcast
ing associations and privat~ foundations. 

49 For an excellent list of guidelines which should be consid
ered in employing the media, see Steinberg, supra note 15, pp. 
260-64 . 

50 Martin, supra note 5, at 17. 
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A second technique is to utilize the "letters-to
the-editor" section of the newspaper. A cooperative 
editor may agree to print a letter or series ofletters 
written by the organization. In this event, letters 
should be carefully constructed to gain the widest 
attention and most extensive support from the 
readership. If this arrangement cannot be made, the 
committee should draft several sample letters to 
editors and have the general membership send in 
personalized letters. Upon receipt of several letters 
on one subject, editors generally print the most rep
resentative. When individuals use the sample, they 
should copy it by hand or type it on their personal 
stationery. They also should sign the letters giving 
their full name and address. It should be emphasized 
that these letters are only guides and that writers 
should be encouraged to modify them as much as 
possible. In aU cases, however, such letters should 
be brief. Newspapers tend not to print long letters 
and, 'if they do, people tend not to read them. 

A third technique is to obtain editorial endorse
ment and support from as many newspapers as 
possible. This often requires personal contact with 
the editors. Additional help may be soughtfrom local 
businessmen and leaders who can apply pressure to 
local editors. When a newspaper endorses the 
measure, its editor generally can be counted upon to 
do as much as possible to publicize the movement. 
The editor should be encouraged to undertake a 
series of editorials on the subject. In South Dakota 
cooperating newspapers allowed guest editorials to 
be published in most of the county newspapers. The 
editor should also be encouraged to provide cover
age on as many related newsworthy events as pos
sible. This tactic was utilized in nearly every state 
examined. In Idaho, for example, a conscious effort 
was made to contact 15-16 newspaper editors for 
their support. From this activity approximately six 
"good" editorials emerged. In other states, such as 
Florida and South Dakota, almost universal editorial 
support was obtained from newspapers. 

A fourth technique is to constantly provide news 
items to the press. Every activity and action of the 
organizatl9n should be reported to state, regional 
and local newspapers. Press releases should be 
carefuHy drafted to gain maximum exposure. A 
partial list of the types of news items printed in 
Alabama newspapers during that state's unification 
campaign is suggestive of the subjects which may be 
addressed. It is found in Table 9_1.51 

51 The list was extracted from a compilation of newsp~per 
clippings on loan from Robert Martin, Public Information Direc
tor, Alabamajudicial system. To bim we extend our appreciation. 
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A fifth technique which may be utilized is the paid 
advertisement. Each of the state's newspapers 
should be contacted. Prices for advertising vary 
widely, and if funds are limited, it is suggested that 
this type of publicity be used at the very end of the 
campaign so that the opposition will not have time to 
mobilize a similar undertaking. This tactic was used 
successfully in Kansas and Kentucky where large 
advertisements were published in every newspaper 
throughout the state one week before the election. 

Paid advertisements may contain a wide variety of 
information. They often include the advantages of 
the measure being sought and a list of organizational 
or individual endorsements. Generally, they contain 
a catchy phrase or slogan which attracts wide at
tention. Several examples are listed in Table 9-2. 
Phrases which invoke local hostility should be 
carefully avoided. A sample of advertisements is 
found in Appendix Four. 

Table 9-1 
A List of News Items Published During 

The Alabama Reform Movement 

Photo of president of Alabama Jaycees presenting a poster 
supporting the judicial article to Chief Justice Heflin. 

Article containing questions and answers which layout the facts 
about the proposed judicial article. 

Photo of mayor of Tuscumbia with city commissioners stating that 
they endorse the new judicial article. 

Article about Criminal Appeals Court judge addressing the 
League of Women Voters urging adoption of the judicial article. 

Column by Chief Justice Heflin explaining the judicial article. 

Article about Chief Justice Heflin addressing a civic club discuss
ing the amendment. 

Article about a meeting of newsmen, Department of Court 
Management personnel and the Alabama Bar Association to dis
cuss the new judicial article. 
Statement by Catholic Bishops of Birminl!ham and Mobile dis
cussing the proposed judicial article and enthusiastically endors
ing it. 

Column by a private citizen urging voters to pass the judicial 
article. 

Article announcing a television program that wHI explain the ne\v 
judicial article. 
Article anenouncing that the House Constitution and Elections 
Committee favors the new judicial article and explains the article. 

Article about ChiefJustice Heflin's appeai'to media to help get the 
proposed judicial article passed. 

Article about the judicial article with Chairman of the Alabama 
Constitutional RevisionC.ommission urging approval by voters. 

Article about a member of tile Alabama Bar addressing the Young 
Men's Business Club of Birmingham and urging passage of the 
judicial article. 
Article about Chief Justice Heflin speaking to the Parent Teachers 
Association urgil1S adoption of the amendment. 



Article announcing that the proposed new CQurt plan has the 
Alabama Law Enforcement Planning Agency's approval. 

Text of radio editorial about the proposedjudicial article and the 
~tation' s support of it. 

Table 9-2 
Slogans Used in Judicial Reform Campaigns 

Vote Yes for Bettor Justice 

Y(,IU ~Je the Judge: Vote Yeo 0n A"-:f>n":'1l'r t oi\! 

Vote Yes if You Want an Impartial and Independent Judiciary 

Vote Yes for the Most Effective Single Amendment in Our Judi-
cial System Since Statehood 

Votc Yes for Justice 

Help Our Cuurts Reform Now: Vote fllr i\mend,·"'!nt #1 

Support Amendment #1 for Faster and Fmrer Jllstt.:~ 

Vote for the First Step Toward Judicial Reform 

Safeguard Your Rights With Modero Courts 

then be willing to purchase air time, if funds are 
available, as the election approaches. Once again, if 
support can be obtained from the owners, man
agement or editors, more extensive and more 
favorable coverage will be possible. A list of all 
stations usually can be obtained from local libraries 
or the state broadcasters association. The organi
zation and membership committees can be helpful in 
thif. r~::,:ard, 

There are se;leral ways to obtain free media cover
age. First,mos\: radio and television stations air 
editorials on a wet'kly, if not daily, basis. They are 
required by law tOo Devote time to matters of public 
interest, but most do so out of their own sense of 
civic responsibility. In many instances it may be 
possible to persuade thi! stations' directors to sup
port and endorse court unification. 52 

The Administration of Justice is Your Business: V(Jte for 
In certain instance.s entire programs may be 

~!~voted to a discussion of the proposals. Most Amendment #1 

Take Your Courts Out of Politics 

Waiting for Justice is Injustice 

Vote for Court Reform Amendment #1 

You Be the Judge - Should the State Adopt a Modem Court 
Plan? 

Our Present Court System - What a Way to Run a Railroad! 

Court Reform - We Need It Now 

End the Heavy Cost of Our Maze of Courts 

Vcne Yes on the New Constitution and You'll be in Good Com-
pany 

Vote Politics Out of Our Courts 

Give the State Prompt Justice Through a Modem Court System 

The Verdict is Yours! Vote Yes on Amendment #1 

Naturally, all the tactics directed toward maxi
mum coverage of the press can be used to gain 
support for the movement in local magazines and 
newsletters. Nearly every civic and sucial organi
zation publishes such items. These groups should be 
contactf.!d on a regular basis. Among the most im
portant are state and local bar journals, labor union 
newsletters, educational assodation newsletters, 
religious memoranda, agricultural organization 
newsletters, and League of Womtm Voters publi
cations. In Kentucky the bar association published a 
cartoon (included in Appendix Four) on the cover of 
the October, 1975 issue of Kentucky Bench and Bar 
representing an ingenious take-off from Ripley's 
Believe It or Not. 

2. Radio and television. The electronic media are 
another valuable source of p~lblicity for court uni
fication campaigns. As with newspapers, the public
ity committee should seek as much free coverage as 
possible during the early phases of the campaign and 

.\ 

" ,"'tat: "ns regularly offf;r public service programs to 
tfre.;~ h'diences with public television stations 
partic'd:m" receptive to this approach. The com
mittee s "~.lld ;nake every effort to participate or 
develop suc~ cn}~:':lJl1S. They may be in the fom1 of 
informational pr ~",r~~I.,~ where a series of slides and 
speakers outline the ,:'rl:>"l1t judicial system, point 
out its weaknesses an . ;:I1S,,:"S how the proposed 
reforms will help aIIeviate tfi",)"l ('~~lems. A 30 minute 
program entitled, "The Judiciai,~r~,'le," was aired 
twice in Kentucky. It discussed botli the ~""isting and 
proposed judiciaries. Each time it was i,/1ki ) :>d by a 
60 minute program entitled, "Commonwe:.:;ll:i '''<\11-
In," which enabled the audience to call in ana' .:;!,!", 
their questions answered. Similarly a one-half hoL.'·" 
program was aired in Alabama with this format. If 
programs are recorded, they may be sent to other 
stations for transmission at a later date. In Alabama, 
videotapes and cassettes were made ofChiefJustice 
Heflin's presentations and subsequently sent to 
other stations throughout the state. Tapes may also 
be prepared for radio, as illustrated by Kentuckians 
for Modern Courts who prepared a public service 
tape and sold it all over the state to local organiza
tions to publicize the article and generate revenue. 
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Another format which may be adopted for tele
vision programming is to develop a series of fIlms to 
be presented at regu!ar intervals. This approach is 
currently being used in Tennessee where two films 
are being made by a private independent television 

52 For an outstancEne :;xample of television support, see In the 
Public Interest: A Resume of WSPA Editorials alld News Fea
tures Dealing with Judicial Reform to Promote Equal Justice 
Ullder the Law, Spartanburg, S.C., December, 1972. 
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company under a discretionary grant from LEAA. 
The objective of the films is to provide the public 
with information on Tennessee's court system, its 
operations and problems. Slides and film dips also 
may be used by speakers' bureaus or shown at meet
ings of various civic organizations, as in South 
Dakota. 

A third format which may be utilized is to involve 
an expert and a panel of imi.uisitors similar to the 
iitl.ti.utm.i. L'etci(i'sioli pt'agFillfi i'lViei';I ifie Yre:5s:' Tile 
idea is to' obtain a highly knowledgeable expert on 
the existing judicial system and the proposed re
forms. This person is then asked questions about the 
plan by three or four wen-known personalities. 

A variation of this format is the radio' 'phone-in" 
program, Experts briefly discuss the proposals on 
the air and then telephone calls are accepted from the 
listening audience. This gives the general public ail 

opportunity to ask the questions rather thall have 
newspapermen act as sUlTogates. This tactic was 
used in Colorado to some extent. In Texas during a 
1972 effort to unify the courts, a threeunight series of 
four-hour phone-in radio talk shows were held. i53 

Ofte.; the League of Women Voters and other 
civic organizations have their own radio or television 
programs. This time is provided by stations at no 
charge because of the public interest nature of the 
subject matter. In Kansas, many local chapters had 
free radio time when they discussed the merits of 
unification. In Kentucky, the Louisville League has 
a 30 minute weekly television program, aired at 11 
a.m. on Sunday to coincide with church services. 
During the campaign, the League devoted most of 
these programs to the judicial article. 

Clearly the most popular format for both radio and 
television is the debate, The ground rules vary 
among locales, but the concept f-:::mains essentially 
the same. lOne Qf two supporters of the judicial 
measures are confronted by one or two opponents. 
The purpose is to scrutinize the major strengths and 
weaknesses of the proposed revisions. This fonmat 
was used in several states. For example, in Alabama 
the president of the state bar association "debated 

~ with a probate junge who vigorously opposed the 
\ change. 
f'~ Serious efforts should also be devoted to insuring 
~\\, tha..: as much ,1lews coverage is given the movl~ment 

{, ~~~" as pos(\ible. The electronic media should be fed 
: ' ':-,: "onstwIHy ne"vs items about conferences, work-
, ~ ~s, _': 'i ng", significE\nt endorsem,ents, address-

-~ ,'~rneri '!:i',';';InS Launch Court Iml',rovement Drive," 
r 't' t ,'. <Nove;':lf-er, 1972}, 174. ,;l,<rr:n lIrl:', ' 

" 
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es by members of the speakers' bureau, and 
commitments of support by legislators or con
stitutional convention delegates. Generally the 
materials given to newspapers should be made avail
able to the electronic media. 

One innovative method of attracting news cover
age is to invite reporters to the courthouse to cover 
"special" ev~nts. Although not inviteli on this 
occasion. an Idaho television reporter hllP]?ened to 
be at a courthouse the day a Judge had to dismiss an 
entire ~rial for lack of courtroom space. That evening 
on the 6:00 p.m. news, the event was covered. Prior 
to ttat time, judges had fought unsuccessfully to 
obtain mon~ space, but within a week following the 
broadcast the county commission allowed bids to b~ 
received for two new courtr00ms. 

The paid spot announcement is another technique 
which shoulo be considered by the public.ity com
mittee. The ~csts vary greatly depending on the 
media, size of audience and sophistic~tion of the 
advertisement. Spot announcements call be drafted 
by the committee with help from individuals knowl
~dgeable about such matters, minimizing production 
costs. The announcement may be by a station em~ 
ployee. These types of advertisements are used 
widely in court unification campaigns. For example, 
in 1962 the Citizens Committee on Modem Courts 
(CCMC), arranged for 191 spot annooncements on 
radio stations in metropolitan Denver, as well as 
other radio spots and programs throughout the state. 
Additionally, CCMC arranged for 51 spots on two 
Denver television stations as w~ll as others in Pueblo 
and Colorado Springs.54 

More elaborate announcements gener,\\Hy require 
the assistance of professionals. One o~~ th~ most 
unusual in this respect wa;~ deveJop~d by an adver
tising agency for the: Alabama mrJvement. As 
mentioned earlier, there were only two amendments 
of statewide interest orr the ballot. One allowj!d pork 
producers to voluntarily "check off" dues to support 
a swine rese,arch center at state-supported:Aubum 
Univorsity and the other involved the judicial uni
ficatiUITrueasures-:K-iotal-radio~' personaiity,-irf
"down-home" jargon, described the, benefits of both 
with farmer Luther Appleby asking if the judicial 
articles would help improve judging~t the county 
fair. ' 

Because paid advertising on radio and television is 
relatively expensive, it is suggested that this activity 

54 Lee A. Moe, Report to the Executive Committee of the 
Citizens' Committee all Modem Courts From the Executive 
Director, November 12, 1962. 



also be concentrated at the end ofthe campaign. This 
is the tactic generally adopted by most groups and 
has the advantage of allowing the opposition little 
time to organize counter arguments. In Alabama, the 
mass media advertising campaign was conducted 
primarily during the eight days immediately preced
ing the election.55 

3. Miscellaneous literature. The variety of mis
cellaneous printed matter which may be utilized by 
the publicity committee is enormous. Generally, 
these materials have the advantage of being rela
tively inexpensive. They may be purchased by the 
organization or by affiliated groups. 

Handbills, brochures and pamphlets may be 
disseminated in a variety of ways. Often this litera
ture is distributed at state fairs. In Kentucky an 
information booth was set up in both 1974 and 1975 at 
the Kentucky State Fair in Louisville and the Blue 
Grass Fair in Lexington. Staff members of Kentucky 
Citizens for Judicial Improvement, Inc., were avail
able to answer questions and respond to inquiries. 56 

Literature may also be distributed at athle* 
contests and public meetings. Often, civic orgaid
zations or high SCh<.bl or college groups are willing to 
distribute materials within their organizations and 
door-to-door. In Kentucky, the citizens organization 
persuaded several large industries to distribute 
pamphlets to their employees with their paychecks. 
In certain instance's, groups have been hired to dis
tribute these materials. For example, during one 
court reform campaign in Colorado, 200,000 bro
chures were distributed commercially because it was 
impossible to recruit and organize block workers. 

Another means of distributing brochures is 
through the mail where bulk rates can be used to 
minimize cost. Such mailings may be sent to other 
organizations and large industries and businesses. 
The Kansas League of Women Voters mailed. 10,000 
pamphlets in this manner. Ifmoneyfor postage is not 
available, there are other means to accomplish 
Jistribution. One novel idea was employed in Florida 
where the Judicial Council arranged to place a flyer 
favoring passage of the 1972 unification measure in 
all utility bill mailings. 

One ofthe most widely utilized pieces of literature 
is the pamphlet summarizing the proposed changes. 
Generally it is a single printed page folded twice. 
Bach panel contains relevant information on the 
proposed measures. Perhaps the most extensive use 
of this type of material was found in South Dakota. 

55 See Martin, supra note 13. 
66 Kentucky Citizens for Judicial Improvement, Inc., supra 

note 30, p. 27. 

There several four-page pamphlets were distributed 
throughout the state. One, entitled "The Judicial 
Article," described the parameters and goals of a 
unified court system, presented a diagram of the okt 
judicial system in contrast with the proposed one, 
and in general presented the strongest arguments on 
behalf of why it should be adopted. 
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If funds permit, small pamphlets containing sev
eral pages of information may be utilized. While this 
tactic was adopted in a large number of states, a 
description of one pamphlet used by an early 
Connecticut citizens group is worthy of quotation. 

[It was] a fifteen-page hard-hitting pamphlet 
entitled "Justice for All Is Up To You." On the 
cover was a quotation from the Connecticut 
Constitution reading "All courts shall be open 
... and justice administered without sale, de
nial or delay." Following are a few typed 
headings from the pamphlet: "A Hodge-Podge 
of Courts," "Amateur Justice," "Justice at a 
Profit," "Justice Mixed with Politics," "Part
Time Justice," "Justice by Neglect," "Court 
Delay." It concluded with a statement that 
stagecoach vintage justice is ill-suited to the 
state which is now mother to the helicopter and 
atomic submarine. 57 

If funds are scarce a number of other approaches 
r,l):," be used. For example, a mimeographed hand
out was used effectively in Colorado. It contained 
information on ~he following topics: What is the 
Citizens Committee on Modern Courts?, What's it 
All About?, What Does the Modemization Amend
ment Propose?, How Did the Proposed Amendment 
Come About?, Who is Financing the Campaign?, 
and Your Opportunity to Help. Another common 
format is to develop a pamphlet containing questions 
and answers about the proposed reform. This tactic 
also was used in Colorado. 

Another approach which may be used, especially 
if funds are severely limited, is to arrange for the 
state university to .print the materials. ?-,{ost major 
universities have some type of public information 
clearing house. Often they solicit manuscripts deal
ing with areas of public concern. In Florida, for 
example, the Public Administration Clearing Service 
at the University of Florida issued such a bulletin 
during the 1972 campaign. 

• 57 Charles Pettingill, "Court Reorganization: Success in 
Connecticut," American Bar Association Journal, 46 (January, 
1960),58-59. 



While it is difficult to assess the exact utility of 
printed materials, they are widely recognized as 
effective sources of publicity. For example, in as
sessing a campaign to obtain merit selection of 
judges, former president of the Colorado Bar As
sociation Alfred Heinicke stated, "Instead of 
spending time on activities of questionable value, 
like booths at bar association and medical society 
conventions, we might hav,:; gained more by dis
tributing handbills at public events such as football 
games, conventions or even just standing on busy 
street corners. Brochure!! could have been placed in 
doctors' and dentists' offices, and block canvasses 
should have been organized for distribution of lit
erature house to house. "58 

The quantity of materials which should be printed 
depends upon a state's population and the group's 
capacity to distribute them. In Colorado it is esti
mated that a total of 500,000 brochures were distrib
uted in 1962. In Indiana 100,000 copies of a folder 
entitled "10 Reasons Why" were distributed in 
1970.59 During the 18 months following July 1974, 
Kentucky Citizens for Jurlicial Improvement, Inc., 
distributed more than 19.0,000 informational 
brochures. 60 

In addition to brochures there are a number of 
other miscellaneous tactics which may be employed 
in :i unification campaign. Billboard space may be 
purchased by the organization or by affiliate groups. 
In Florida, the League of Women Voters was re
sponsible for a number of such purchases. Another 
tactic which may be employed is the printing of 
sample ballots which indicate in bright red ink how to 
vote favorably for the "roposed reform. The ap
proach was followed in Kansas and Kentucky. Car
top signs, yard signs, bumper stickers and badges 
may be purchased and distributed by the organiza
tion or affiliated groups. All have been utilized in one 
state or another. Window signs may also be used. In 
Alabama, the Jaycees were responsible fot placing 
over 5,000 posters in the windows oflocal businesses 
throughout the state. The signs simply stated, "Join 
the Jaycees and Jaycettes in Voting Yes on the 
Judicial Article (Amendment 2) December 18, 
1973. "61 

One of the m<;lst novel approaches was developed 
in Kentucky where the League of Women Voters 
designed a recipe card to publicize the judicial arti-

58 Heinicke, supra note 7, at 22. 
59 Farmer, supra note 18. 
60 Kentucky Citizens for Judicial Improvement, Inc., supra 

note 30, p. 27. 
61 See Martin, suprr.. note 1J. 
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cleo A recipe for a four-tier cake was printed on one 
side of a 3" x 5" card. On the reverse side was a 
drawing of the cake. Each layer represented a level 
in the proposed judicial system: supreme court, 
court of appeals, circuit court, and district court. 
"These four layers," it was stated, "will make 
Kentucky's courts more responsive, more efficient, 
and more economical." The recipe cards were dis
tributed at state fairs, homemaker groups and other 
gatherings, especially in rural areas. The major 
objective was to influence women to vote for the 
reform. They were also used to influence local 
politicians. Many local chapters baked these cakes 
and presented them to various officials. This also 
attracted wide pUblicity. 

Another tactic used in Kentucky was a postcard 
campaign. Attorneys were asked to send cards to 
their clients and friends urging them to vote favora
bly for the proposed unified system. The cards cost 
about $200 for printing. Approximately 80,000 cards 
were mailed as a result of this effort with most 
lawyers absorbing postage cQsts. Over 50,000 cards 
went to Jefferson County (the Louisville area) alone. 

A third tactic used in Kentucky, and subsequently 
in other states, was to send a cartoon to all of the 
state's newspapers which depicted the absurdity of 
the existing judicial system. The cartoon generated a 
great deal of publicity. Along these lines one final 
Kentucky tactic is worthy of mention. Following 
jury duty, one judge would distribute brochures to 
the veniremen explaining the merits of the proposed 
system. Likewise one clergy member distributed 
brochures to his parish following services each 
week. 

4. Summary. As indicated previously, there are a 
multitude of tactics which may pe ut.ilized by the 
pUblicity committee to obtain stc.~tewide exposure. 
Naturally the committee should do as much as 
possible to encourage similarly interested organi
zations to use as many of these tactics as possible.62 

The advantages and disadvantages of each tactic 
are difficult to weigh. Generally, economic factors 
playa maJor roie in i:iicta'tifigwhlch 1fpproaches are·· 
utilized most often. Thus, a large advertising 
campaign may! be beyond the reach of some or
ganizations. A general rule is that there should be the 
largest possible inverse relationship between cost 
and the number of individuals exposed to the pub
licity. In other words, funds should be expended in 
relation to the number of individuals or group§ who 

G2 Samuel Witwer, "Action Programs to Achieve Judicial Re
form," Judicature, 43 (February, 1960), 162, 164--65. 



will be affected. Second, the tactics which gain the 
most exposure and attention at the least cost should 
be employed early in the campaign. A list of t~e 
relative costs of several tactics are presented In 

Tables 9-3 and 9-4. 
As was suggest.ed in Chapter VII, a public rela

tions finn can be employed to aid the committee. 
These organizations were employed in Ohio and to a 
limited extent in Alabama, Colorado and Kentucky. 
Because their services can be expensive, they usu
allv are employed only during the final phases ofthe 
ca~paign. If they are utilized, it is suggested that the 
tactics they intend to employ be outlined specifically 
before a contract is signed. 

t Conclusion 

Throughout this chapter, various duties and 
responsibilities have been delineated 'for each of 
seven committees. Additionally, a series of viable 
and innovative tactics that have been utilized 
successfully in court unification campaigns 
examined have been suggested. But clearly, the 
functions and tactics of one committee are not to be 
construed as exclusive of the others. Indeed the 
contrary is true. Many responsibilities and methods 
of effectuating organizational objectives overlap. 
The leadership of each committee should make a 
concerted attempt to coordinate their efforts. This 
way each committee can benefit from the expertise 
acquired by others and benefit the organization as a 
whole. 

Table 9--3 
Cost of Advertising ill the Media* 

NEWSPAPERS 
Name 
Chicago Tribune (I day - Sunday) 
Chicago Sun-Times (I day - Sunday) 
Peoria Journal Star (I day - Sunday) 
Evanston Review (weekly) 
Vandalia Leader (weekly) 

RADIO** 
Station 
WLS (Chicago) 
WBBM (Chicago) 
WROK (Rockford) 
WCVS (Springfield) 

TELEVlSlON*** 
Station 
WMAQ (NBC - Chicago) 
WGN (Independent - Chicago) 
WCEE (Rockford) 
WICS (Springfield) 

Circulation 
1,079,995 

667,850 
118,157 
18,698 
6,900 

Audience 
1,632,900 

961,300 
137,000 

12,300 

A udience**** 
678,000 
325,000 
90,000 
60,000 

'Figures are based on estimates obtained from organizations located in Illinois during July, 1977. 
"Morning drive time: 5:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 

Cost/Full Page 
$ 13,670.00 

3,551.00 
1,637.44 

399.00 
258.00 

Cost/Column fnch 
$ 66.56 

59.22 
9.52 

Not available 
1.50 

Cost/Minute' 
$235.00 

225.00 
25.00 
14.00 

Cost**** 
$2,000-$5,400 per 30 seconds 
$120-$2,500 per minute 
$90-$200 per 30 seconds 
$130-$220 per minute 

'''Prime time; 6:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. I' f h . 
.... Audience figures areaverasesforadults Monday through Friday. Both audience and cost vary depending upon the time. the day orthe week. and the popu anty fJ t e program 

with which the advertisement is shown. 
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Table 9-4 
Costs of Advertising by Miscellaneous M6ans 

MISCELLANEOUS LITERATURE 

10,000 bumper stickers (approximately 5" x 18" colored background with colored ink) 

Chicago 
Printer 

$ 1,2QO.00 

5,000 posters (approximately 18" x 24", white background with two colors ink - words only, no art work) 637.50 

100,000 brochures (8W' x 11" colored paper, 2fold to fit #10 envelope, printed 2 sides in colored ink, 60# stock) 1,500.00 
100,000 sample ballots (8W' x II" colored paper, printed 1 side in colored ink, no folds) 760.00 

Billboard Space (24 sheet size) per month $1,100-$1,4QO 

SPECIAL ITEMS 

Springfield 
Printer 

$ 1,200.00 

875.00 
1,600.00 
1,175.00 

$150-$600 

*100 car top signs (16" x 48" painted 2 sides in 2 colors paint), $18.00 $ 1,800 .. 00 

*5,000 celluloid badges (2 colors, 3" in diameter), 22 cents each 1,100.00 
**5,000 yard signs (lumber: 5,000 pieces of I" x 2' X 3'), tacks estimated to cost approximately $2-$3, plus cost of posters 

to be tacked onto board 750.00 

'These items can only be obtained from specialilY companies or through speciality catalogs. Thus. the prices arc nearly unifOJ:m throughout the country. 
"Lumber generally is obtained from outside the state. Therefore. estimates would be approximately the same throughout Illinois. 
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF COURT UNIFICATION 
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CHAPTER X. IMPLEMENTING COURT UNIFICATION 

SYSTEMIC PROBLEMS AND REMEDIE: 

A. Introduction 

Previous chapters have indentified the major 
political obstacles to a.chieving court unification and 
have suggested various strategies and tactics to 
surmount them. Despite the time, effort and expense 
required to overcome the impediments, the resulting 
constitutional provision, statute or rule mandating 
court unification represents merely a statement of 
policy. Standing alone, it is virtually meaningless. 
The policy will not be effective unless it it vigorously 
implemented. 

Administrators, judges, legislators and others are 
likely to confront a number of problems in attempt
ing to implement the elements of court unification. 
First they must decide what to do: what method of 
implementation should be used; how should it be 
~rocured; who should be responsible for executing 
It; when should the effort be undertaken? Second, 
they face the practical problems of putting their 
decisions into operation: how should the chosen 
method be structured to best achieve the intended 
result; what should be done if the effort miscarries; 
how should accomplishments be institutionalized? 

The first step describes systemic problems. By 
definition these ubiquitous difficulties pervade every 
stage of the implementation process. Their impact is 
most dramatic, however, during the planning stage. 
The second step focuses on technical problems. 
These are the many unexpected problems which 
arise during the execution stage. They tend to be 
unique to each element of unification and also . - , 
umque to each state. 

These categories are by no means discrete, but 
they do provide a coherent framework to analyze the 
numerous problems which implementation en
genders. This chapter focuses on the systemic prob
lems and, where possible, suggests solutions. 
Discussion of the technical problems is reserved for 
the following chapter. 

B. Definition 
Implementation, as used in this study, referst,,) 
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both the methods and the process by which the unifi
cation policy decision is effectuated. l 

In thdr study of the unsu.;cessful implementation 
of a late 1960's federal program to generate jobs for 
the chronic unemployed in Oakland, California, 
!effrey L. Pr~ssman and Aaron B. Wildavsky define 
ImplementatIOn as the process of interaction be
tween the setting of goals and the actions geared to 
achieving them. However, they caution that im
plementation, by its very nature, is a dynamic proc
ess. It should not be restricted by a static definition 
which focuses attention on only one aspect of that 
process. In fact, they stress: 

Our working definition of implementation will 
do as a sketch of the earliest stages of the pro
gram, but the passage oftime wreaks havoc with 
efforts to maintain tidy distinctions. As cir
cumstances change, goals alter and initial 
conditions are subject to slippage. In the midst 
of action the distinction between the initial 
conditions and the subsequent chain of causality 
?egins to erode. Once a program is underway 
Implementers become responsible both for the 
initial conditions and for the objectives toward 
which they are supposed to lead. 2 

1. The methods. Court unification may be im
plemented by three different methods. The most 
important of these is enabling legislation, which 
specifies with precision the countless technicalities 
necessary to effect the pofky. Other equail\ -useful, 

1 In a broader sense, implementation has been defined as 
the means by which policies, plans, decisions or programs are 
translated into effective collective action. For further elab
oration see Douglas R. Bunker, "Policy" Sciences Perspectives 
on Implementation Processes," Policy Sciences, 3 (1972), 71, 
72. 

2 Jeffrey L. Pressman and Aaron B. Wildavsky, Im
plem~~ltatjon (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973), 
p. XVlI. 
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but less frequently used, methods of implementation 
include' court rule and administrative order.3 

A combination of these methods will likely pro
vide the most effective means of implementing court 
unification. Legislation, for example, is visible, pub
lic and relatively permanent. Thus, statutes are an 
effective method ofestabJishing the number, names, 
types and jurisdiction of courts, as well as qualifi
cations for office. However, marshalling a bill 
through the legislature is a time consuming, cum
bersome and often arduous process. 

Court rules and administrative orders, on the other 
hand, are usually more flexible and responsive to 
immediate needs. As a Florida Supreme Court jus
tic~ observed, "the legislature simply cannot an
ticipl1,te> all the problems and enact all the rules 
necessary." Rules and administrative orders, 
therefore, can be used most effectively to implement 
provisions which need frequent revision. Among 
those areas conducive to implementation by rule or 
administrative order are assignment of judges, 
designation of court boundaries and placement of 
.auxiliary personnel. 

2. The process. 
a. The model. Implementation has been de

fined as a process which extends from policy for
mulation to goal attainment, or, in otherwords, from 
the adoption of '.'unification" to the actual re
structured court system, where the supreme court 
exercises rule-making power, and so forth. The 
process of implementation involves making numer
ous decisions and taking action in accordance with 
those decisions. Different policies may generate dif
ferent patterns of decision and action, and even the 
same policies may generate different patterns, 
d.epending on the plans developed to implement 
them and on how the target population receives 
those plans. 

Douglas R. Bunker describes this process in 
slightly different terms. He suggests implementation 
is a set of "socia-political processes flowing from 
and anticipated by early phases of the policy proc
ess."4 But, he states, "the process of moving toward 

~ It should also be noted thllt a few reforms associated with 
court unification are self-implementing. For example, neither a 
requirement that all judges devote full time to their judiCial 
duties, nor a provision that vests rule-making power in the 
supreme court 'needs additional legislation or special rules to 
become operative. Self-implementing reforms are the exception 
rather than the rule, however. Most of the elements of court 
unification cannot become fully effective without implementing 
proviSions. 

4 Bunker, sU1Jra nob; 1. 

realization of the policy content requires more than 
the tactical and administrative planning that is usu
ally included as part of the policy proposal."5 In fact, 
he notes, the necessary interplay between policy and 
implementation is emphasized by Y. Dror's state
ment that, "repolicymaking is needed during the 
execution of the policy."6 

More concretely, this scheme suggests that once a 
policy decision is made, implementers must plan a 
course of action to effectuate the policy. Trial court 
consolidation, for example, may be implemented by 
anyone of the following combinations: a court of 
general and a court of limited jurisdiction, with the 
jurisdiction of each being exclusive and nonover
lapping (Florida); a single general jurisdiction trial 
court with a limited jurisdiction division (Idaho and 
South Dakota); a single general jurisdiction trial 
court served by judges with general jurisdiction and 
by son'. - judges with limited jurisdiction (Kansas). 
The policy in each case is the same, but the decisions 
and actions to implement the policy are radically 
different. By the same token, a constitutional provi
sion or statute authorizing centralized administra
tion requires different decisions and actions to 
implement it than one authorizing trial court 
consolidation. 
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If it were possible to draw a diagram of the de
cisions and actions needed to implement the three 
different alternatives to trial court consolidation, the 
diagrams would not resemble each other. Similarly, 
none ofthe three diagrams would resemble a diagram 
of the decisions and actions needed to implement 
centralized administration. 

Furthermore, an example of the decisions ai,d 
actions needed to implement centralized administn
tion illustrates that even if hypothetical diagrams of a 
policy and the plan to implement it are similar, dif
ferent implementers may execute the plan in dif
ferent ways, thus causing the completed diagrams of 
the implementation process from policy formulation 
to goal attainment for the two policies to differ. The 
position of trial court administrator was used in both 
Idaho and Kentucky to coordinate centralized ad
ministration at the loc,al.~evel. In Idaho, the ad
ministrators were also cli'3trict court magistrates. As 
a result, there was little conflict between adminis
trators and judges. Conversely, in Kentucky, where 
the administrators were not judges, the position 
generated much antagonism, because trial judges 
resented the perceived encroachment on their 

5 Ibid. 
6 Y. Dror, Public Policy Making Reexamined (San 

Francisco: Chandler, 1968), Guoted in ibid. 



independence. In both these states, a similar plan to 
implement centralized administration had a different 
impact, which most likely caused the response of 
planners who would make the next decision to vary. 
Thus, even identity of policy and plans at the initial 
stage of the implementation process will not create 
identical decision and action patterns on the im
plementation continuum. 

Although this model of implementation as a 
hypothetical diagram of decisions and actions 
illustrates, in part, the dynamics of the implemen
tation process, it is nevertheless limited by its two
dimensional quality. Implementatklfl decisions do 
not proceed in methodical fashion from plan to ac
tion and back to plan and again to action. Rather, in 
reality multiple decisions and actions usually occur 
simultaneously, each impacting on the other. 

A sense of the multi-dimensional quality of the 
implementation process is conveyed in the systemic 
model developed by Thomas B. Smith. 7 Smith prem
ises his discussion on the work of social scientists, 
notably Walter Buckley and Robert Chin, who be
lieve that social change comes about as a result of a 
tension between a social system as it is and as it 
ought to be. Smith then introduces a model, de
veloped by George K. Zollschan, which explains 
how tensions (Zollschan calls them "exigencies") 
induce societal changes. First, Zollschan defines an 
exigency as "a discrepancy (for a person) between a 
consciously or unconsciously desired or expected 
state of affairs and an actual situation."8 Once this 
tension has been recognized, steps may be taken to 
eliminate it and to make the actual situation conform 
with the desired situation. Of course, only some of 
these steps will succeed on the first attempt. If they 
do succeed, Zollschan says, the desired changes 
have been institutionalized.9 

After introducing Zollschan's model, Smith 
applies it to the policy implementation process with 
slightly altered dimensions. Smith emphasizes that 
efforts to change customary patterns of behavior 
often fail on the first attempt. He explains, "most 
societal tensions probably do not end in the in
stitutionalization of new patterns and relationships, 

7 This model appears in Thomas B. Smith, "The Policy 
Implementation Process," Policy Sciellces, 4 (1973), 197-209. 

8 George K. Zollschan, "Working Papers on the Theory of 
Institutionalization," in George K. Zollschan and Walter 
Hirsch, eds., Exploratiolls ill Social Challge (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1967), quoted in ibid., at 201. 

9 I bid. Zollschan defines institutionalization as "the change 
in old, stable crystallized patterns of interaction andlor the 
substitution of newly crystallized patterns for old patterns." 
Ibid. 
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but only result in the creation of uncrystallized ac
tion patterns. lO Smith stresses that implementation 
can ultimately succeed only if officials persist in their 
efforts to achieve desired goals, even if their initial 
attempts fail. 

Smith's model thus realizes the multi-dimensional 
dynamics of the implementation process. Initially, 
implementers make certain planning decisions and 
attempt to institute them. Some of these decisions 
take hold and succeed; others fail completely; still 
others vacillate between success and failure. De
cisions which are unsuccessful or partially success
ful must be remedied or improved upon, while initial 
successes must be maintained and augmented. All of 
these decision and action points, stretching along the 
continuum from policy formulation to goal at
tainment, comprise the implementation process. 

b. A case study. An example from Kentucky 
vividly illustrates the dynamics of the implementa
tion process at the systemic level. The new judicial 
article to the Kentucky Constituti0Il, which was 
adopted in 1975, provides: 

The judicial power of the Commonwealth shali 
be vested exclusively in one Court of Justice 
which shall be divided into a Supreme Court, a 
Court of Appeals, a trial court of general 
jurisdiction known as the Circuit Court and a 
trial court of limited jurisdiction known as the 
District Court. The court shall constitute a 
unified judicial system for operation and 
adrninistratlon.H 

This provision authorized the transformation of 
the existing court structure which consisted of the 
court of appeals (the court of last resort), the circuit 
court (the general jurisdiction trial court) and a 
morass of limited jurisdiction trial courts with 
overlapping jurisdiction. l2 The legislature deter
mined that its mandate under this provision was to 
convert the court of appeals into the supreme court, 
to create an intermediate appellate court, to create a 
district court and to abolish the multifarious limited 
jurisdiction trial courts. 

Although all of these changes necessitated ex
tensive legislation, a separate provision of the bill 
authorizing the new article specified that all provi
sions relating to the supreme court, the court of 

10 Smith, supra note 7, at 202. 
11 Kentucky Const., sec. 109. 
12 The principal limited jurisdiction trial courts which were 

abolished by the 1975 judicial article were the county, justice, 
police and quarterly courts. 



appeals and the circuit court would be effccHve 
January 1,1976, less than 60 days after the passage of 
the article.13 However, the Kentucky legislature is in 
session a mere 60 days every two years, and it was 
not scheduled to convene until spring. 

Nevertheless, on January 1, 1976, Kentncky 
judiciary was governed by a constitution, which 
mandated a new judicial system and inconsistent 
statutory law, both of which related to the former 
structure and remained effective until properly 
repealed. Implementation was needed to eliminate 
this discrepancy, 14 

The exigencies of the situation demanded that 
implementation be accomplished with great dis
patch. 15 Therefore, Governor Julian M. Carroll del
egated primary drafting responsibility to the Office 
of Judicial Planning, the predecessor of the Ad

. ministrative Office of the Courts. To provide drafters 
with desperately needed information on the status of 
the existing system as well as proposals for change in 
accord with the new article, the Governor also ap
pointed an ad hoc committee of public officials and 
concerned citizens. Additionally, a number of circuit 
judges advised the drafters. 

The drafting groups worked closely with the legis
lative research commission ofthe general assembly. 
Outlines and initial drafts were circulated among the 
drafting groups, and comments were solicited from 
everyone involved in the process. 

To expedite legislative consideration of the 
proposals, the house and senate judiciary commit
tees divided into two groups. One group considered 
implementation of the new article, while the other 
considered technical court matters. 

Before the proposals ever reached the floor of the 
legislature, the implementating process had gener
ated extensive gathering of data, discussion of 
proposals and revision of drafts. When the legisla
ture finally addressed the package in the spring, it 
passed with a minimum of modification. 

13 Acts of the Kentucky General Assembly, Ch. 84 (S.B. 
183), sec. 3 (1974). By the terms of a corresponding section, 
implementation of the district court could be temporarily 
deferred because this court ould not come into existence until 
January, 1978. See Acts of the Kentucky General Assembly, 
Ch. 84 (S.B. 183), sec. 2(a) (1974). 

14 This example illustrates the effectiveness of the 
Zollschan-Smith model in explaining the dynamics of the 
implementation process. See Smith, supra note 7. 

1. The narrative of the process of drafting implementing 
legislation has been condensed from Staff of the Administra
tive Office of the Courts, "Kentucky's New Court System: An 
Overview," Kentucky Belich alld Bar, 41 (April, 1977), 13, 
31-33. 
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Another step in the process was to determine the 
extent of legislation required to render the new arti
cle operative. In its regular 1976 session, the legis
lature repealed Chapter 21 of the Kentucky Revised 
Statutes (KRS) which related to the former court of 
appeals, and replaced it with KRS Chapter 22, which 
converted the court of appeals into the supreme 
court. Although the new chapter retained a number 
of substantive provisions from the.former law, it was 
necessary to change names, titles, and some func
tions and responsibilities. 

Additionally, a number of new provisions were 
added to the chapter governing the supreme court. 
For example, one new provision required publica
tion of all its opinions, and another granted the court 
discretion to specify which opinions of the court of 
appeals or lower courts shall be published. A third 
provision authorized the judiciary, upon approval of 
the chief justice, to request courtroom security as
sistance from the state police. Two final provisions 
authorized the payment of retired justices or judges 
who were recalled into temporary service and 
granted the state bar additional authority to collect 
evidence in matters of attorney discipline. 

Matters relating to the jurisdiction of the supreme 
court, appointment of commissioners and other 
court personne~, rules of pra.Clil~e and procedure for 
the judiciary and admission and disciplip.e of mem
bers of the bar were left to implementation by court 
rule. 

To establish the court of appeals the l~gislature 
added an entirely new chapter to KRS. This chapter 
was modeled after the chapter creating the supreme 
court, although its provisions respecting titles and 
jurisd.ictions differed. 

The trial court of general jurisdiction, the circuit 
court, remained relatively unchanged under the new 
judicial article, but a number of statutory provisions 
were required merely to coordinate the circuit court 
with the new district court. Consequently, the 
legislature repealed Chapters 23 and 24 of the KRS 
and replaced them with Chapters 23A and 24A. Most 
of the provisions establishing circuit boundaries and 
number of judges remained unchanged in the new 
statutes. However, the jurisdiction of the circuit 
court was altered slightly in order to eliminate all 
concurrent jurisdiction, except felony examining 
trials between the circuit and district courts. Ad
ditionally, several new provisions were required to 
make the circuit court a court of continuous session. 

The implementation pfiJcess for the district court 
required considerably more time, study and analy
sis, because the new court completely replaced a 



complicated maze oflimitedjurisdiction trial courts. 
When drafting the new judicial article, the legislature 
wisely provided time to implement the district court 
by authorizing its effective date to be deferred for 
two years. 

Before implementing legislation for the district 
courts could be drafted, a number of preliminary 
issues had to be resolved. For example, the legisla
ture had to determine the jurisdiction and 10catio/\1 of 
the district courts and the number, salaries and time 
for election of the district judges. It also had to 
determine the salaries and duties of auxiliary court 
personnel, including clerks, court reporters and trial 
commissioners. Other issues to be addressed in
cluded: the amount and disposition of filing fees, 
flnes, forfeitures and costs; the availability of court 
facilities and courtroom security and the extension 
of the jury system to the district courts. l6 

To resolve these issues, the governor reconvened 
the ad hoc committee in July, 1976. Additionally, a 
number of other advisory groups volunteered their 
expertise. The Administrative Office of the Courts 
appointed an advisory committee of lower court 
judges, circuit clerks and attorneys. This committee 
subdivided into two groups: one studied budget and 
operations; and the other studied legislation and 
rules. Additionally, the attorney general's office 
created a special consumers committee to study the 
feasibility of a small claims division for the new court 
and to draft the necessary enabling legislation. Still 
another advisory group considered the impact of the 
new article on thejuvenilejustice system and drafted 
legislation relating to juvenile jurisdiction. 

Additionally, in order to resolve the numerous 
problems regarding the staffing and location of the 
courts, the Administrative Office of the Courts 
engaged the consulting services of Arthur Young & 
Company. The Arthur Young staff conducted a 
weighted case load study to project a satisfactory 
balance between the number of personnel and 
amount of time required to process cases ex
peditiously. The administrative office, in tum, relied 
upon the results of this study in their legislative 
recommendations. 

As they had done earlier in the year, all groups 
maintained close contact with the legislative 
committees during the drafting stage. Initial drafts 
were proposed, debated, and revised. Finally, in a 
special session of the legislature, convened in 
December, 1976, the enabling legislation was con
sidered and passed. 

lftlbid., at 13. 
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Although the new supreme court and court of ap
peals have been in existence since January; 1976, 
and the district courts are slated to become operative 
in January, 1978, the implementation process is not 
yet complete. Inadequacies or inconsistencies in the 
enabling legislation will have to be adjusted by 
amendatory laws. Other transition difficulties may 
be remedied by rule or administrative order. 
However, many of the difficulties associated with 
the novelty of the system and public unfamiliarity 
with it will simply require a number of years to elapse 
before the implementation process transforms the 
Kentucky judiciary into the unified court of justice 
envisioned and mandated by the constitution. 

C. Specific Problems and Remedies 
The Kentucky example clearly demonstrates that 

the implementation process is neither static nor 
monolithic. It is a process which involves diverSe 
political actors and which spans an extended period 
of time. Kentucky also illustrates that the im
plementation stage is critical to the accomplishment 
of intended results. Without implementation, it 
would be almost impossible to bridge the hiatus be
tween policy formulation and policy performance. 

Social and political scientists who have studied 
implementation agree that it is important in effecting 
a smooth transition between stating of goals and 
bringing them into being. Although it is tme that 
programs may fail because of unnecessarily high 
expectations or inadequate policies, itis equally true 
that programs may fail because of faulty im
plementation.17 Indeed, James D. Sorg asserts that 
our interest in implementation stems from studies 
which suggest thet government policies may fail if 
they are not implemented completely or as 
planned.Is 

The observations of Pressman, Wildavsky and 
Sorg are corroborated by Richard Rose. In his study 
of the attempted implementation of management by 
objectives within the Office of Management and 
Budget, Rose states: 

Implementation does !rot 5uarantee a program's 
success; it is merely 2 precondition of success. 
In analytic terms implementation is an inter
vening variable in the policy process, which 

17 Pressman and Wildavsky, supra note 2, pp. xvi-xvii. 
1~ James D. Sorg, "A TypoloblY of Individual Behaviors in 

Implementation Situations," (a paper presented at .the 30th 
National Conference on Public Administration of the American 
Society for Public Administration, March 30-April 2, 1977), p. 
1. 



starts with the statement of policy intentions or 
aspirations and moves through program choice 
to implementation and, finally to an evaluation 
of the consequences of what has been done. I9 

As Rose explains, if the consequences of a program 
differ from the expectations of those who sponsored 
it, this discrepancy is a function of implementation. 
"The consequences immediately reflect what 
government has done to implement previous aspi
rations and expectations," he asserts.20 Drawing 
upon Pressman and WildavskYt Rose recommends 
that policy makers consider implementation issues 
as they are formulating policy. This will help to 
eliminate problems encountered in implementing 
policies. However, he adds: 

If all the difficulties could be forest:en in ad
vance, then often a program would not be 
started. Implementation is not only a matter of 
forging "links in a causal chain so as to obtain 
the desired results:" it is more a matter of 
learning by doing - including learning what to 
do when the links are not closed and the chain 
breaks.21 

Because the implementation stage is crucial to 
effecting social' or political change, our ability to 
implement policies successfully may be improved if 
we understand the problems inherent in the im
plementation process. 

The Kentucky case history alluded indirectly to a 
number of systemic implementation problems. At 
this point we will address them directly. 

1. Lack of information. Previous chapters have 
indicated that a dearth of information can be a seri
ous impediment to attaining a mandate for court 
unification. Even after a constitutional provision, 
statute or rule authorizes court unification, im
plementation may be seriously hampered by a lack of 
information. 

For example, as the Kentucky situation iIlus
trates, the 1975 judicial article authorized the crea
tion of two entirely new courts: the intermediate 
court of appeals and the district court. In both cases, 
but particularly for the district court, implementers 
had to generate information to determine new court 
locations and facilities, numbers of judges and 

19 Richard Rose, "Implementation and' Evaporation: The 
Record of MBO," Public Administration Review, 37 
(January/Febnu\I-Y, 1977),64,66, 

20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid., quoting Pressman and Wljdavsky, supra note 2. 
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support staff, salaries, and duties for all judicial 
personnel. Very little data from the former system 
were available to assist them in addressing these 
issues. Furthermore, even where information could 
be located, it was usuaJly inadequate, incomplete, or 
extremely parochial. Most localities collected dif
ferent data by different procedures, and the in
formation could not be compared from one county t.o 
the next. 

As a result, both the legislature and the Ad
ministrative Office ofthe Courts were often forced to 
act in an information voitl. The unsatisfactory resul ts 
which eventuated from decisions madtl upon little or 
no knowledge were expressed by one involved 
participant who said, "The Administrative Office 
did not know what they were doing. AOe was 
unprepared. " 

Implementers in Idaho also lacked crucial in
formation. They attempted to collect data on the 
limited jurisdiction trial courts in order to construct 
an information base from which to establish the 
magistrate courts. Although providing data to the 
implementers was purely voluntary, most localities 
cooperated willingly. Nevertheless, as one par
ticipant bemoaned, "The statistics were totally 
unreliable. There were so many omitted cases that it 
was impossible to make comparisons." 

Sources in Kansas, South Dakota, and Alabama 
have expressed similar frustration with the unavail
ability of relevant data upon which to restructure 
their judicial systems. However, this is hardly an 
insurmountable problem. To cope with the lack of 
badly needed information, most states have au
thorized consulting firms to conduct a special study 
of their judiciary. The result", obtained by the court 
studies have enabled implementers to ascertain 
the specific measures necessary to implement 
unification. 22 

As noted previously, Kentucky engaged the 
conSUlting services of Arthur Young & Company to 
conduct a weighted case load study for the new 
district courts. Kentucky also used the American 
University Institute for Advanced Studies in Justice 
to provide technical assistance; Connecticut re
quested the National Center for State Courts to 
perform background research on the juvenile court 

22 It must be cautioned that a court study can be conducted 
at any stage of the reform process: before any reforms are 
proposed; priOl' to implementation; or after unification. AI· 
though the discussion of court studiQS in the text concentrates 
on studies conducted to gather information needed for im· 
plementation, this discussion is equally applicable to court 
:;tudies conducted at other stages in the reform process. 



system; Alabama engaged Ernst & Ernst to conduct 
a fee projection study; Idaho employed Touche Ross 
& Co. to review the implementation legislation, with 
emphasis upon the needs of the administrative of
fice; and South Dakota contracted with the Public 
Administration Service of Chicago to assist in job 
reclassification and budget standardization.23 

The experiences of the states visited strongly 
suggest that problems arising from lack of informa
tion can be thwarted by a comprehensive court study 
undertaken to obtain information necessary for 
implementation. Of course, a court study must be 
properly conducted and addressed to the problems at 
issue to provide the information implementers re
quire. 

In a recent article Harry O. Lawson, formerly 
State Court Administrator of Colorado, makes 
several suggestions about how to design and or
ganize a successful court stndy.24 Lawson isolates 
four factors which contribute to the successful de
sign of a court study: study phases; overall study 
responsibilities; study !'1tRffing requirements; and 

. study scope and content. He then amplifies each of 
these categories with additional suggestions. 

His first recommendation is that the study be 
conducted in three separate phases which will define 
and delimit its scope. The first phase should consist 
of a limited technical review of existing statutes and 
rules. This ,,,ill enable implementers to determine 
which statutes and rules must be repeale~,.al1d which 
ones can be amended to conform to the requirements 
of the new judicial system. In the second phase the 
study group should identify all areas offundamental 
change where there is agreement on how implemen
tition should be accomplished. For example, he 
suggests implementers may agree upon the court 
rules and legislation required to define the ad
ministrative authority of the snpreme court. The 
final phase of the study will address areas where 
doubt, controversy or lack of information impede 
successful implementation. This phase involves an 
inventory and analysis of the present system, plans 
for future needs and development of recommenda
tions for change and implementation. 

According to Lawson's second recommendation, 
responsibility for conducting the study should be 
vested in a commission cG''TIposed of representatives 
from the legislature, the judiciary, the executive, the 

23 Of all the states visited, only New York expressed dis
satisfaction with the consultant that was employed. 

24 Harry Lawson's suggestions have been excerpted from, 
Harry O. Lawson, "Commentary on the Process of Change," 
Arizona State Law Journal, 1974 (1974), 627-fJ37. 
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press and concerned citizens. By drawing the 
membership of this commission from as broad a base 
as possible, Lawson believes that systemic 
antagonisnl to implementation can be reduced. 
Additionally, Lawson contemplates that this 
commission will become institutionalized as a semi
permanent body that continually studies the court 
system to recommend appropriate changes. 

A third recommendation stresses the im portance 
of using in-house staff to conduct the court study. 
Lawson envisages several unique advantagt~s which 
can be obtained from empioying a local research 
staff. The staff would already be aware of the needs 
and problems of the system. It also "would have 
more credibility with the study commission than out
side experts, who would spend only limited time in 
the state, make their recommendations, and 
leave. "25 The sensitivity to the system's problems, 
which the staff would gain, would provide excellent 
training for future employment in the court ad
ministrator's office. Finally, the study commission 
would haVe more control over the scope and content 
of the study by employing an in-house staff than by 
engaging an outside consulting firm. 

Fourth, scope and content can range across a 
number of different topics. Lawson outlines seven 
topics and recommends issues relevant to each top
IC. First, the commission may wish to consider the 
problF,:ms of the lower and special courts. (or 
example, it could analyze their existing organization 
and ,-)peration, identify problem areas, such as case 
backlog, and make plans for improvements. 

Another area of concern is budget and finance. 
The commission may wish to assess the cost of 
operating the system, determine new procedures for 
budgeting and accounting and estabHsh fiscal 
priorities for the jUdiciary. 

Records management is another fertile topic for 
commission study. Th~ commission may inventory 
the types and variety of records and equipment, the 
record-keeping system, and the procedures for 
storing or destroying records. Based on this in
formation it may recommend new, uniform pro
cedures for records management. Additionally, the 
commission may monitor case flow. In turn, it may 
evaluate the movement of cases through the courts, 
as well as judge and case load ratios. Ultimately it 
may develop performance standards for courts to 
follow. 

A study of the information system will provide 
data on case processing and financial administration. 

25 Ibid., at 636. 



To facilitate decision-making in this area, the 
commission should concentrate on determining the 
data needed by an information system; the feasibility 
and limitations of using an automated system; the 
merits of using such a system for case monitoring as 
well as fiscal administration; and the type of system 
which best serves the needs of the state. 

Court facilities provide a sixth topic for commis
sion study. The commission may .fnventory the 
existing facilities, determine their adequacy, assess 
future needs and develop long range plans. 

Finally the commission may address problems 
relating to auxiliary court personnel. Issues relevant 
to this topic include: the number and qualifications of 
personnel; the salaries and fringe benefits to provide; 
and the possibility of incorporating decisions about 
both these issues into a statewide personnel plan. 

Although it is possible that information for some of 
these issues may be available prior to a court study, 
Lawson asserts that detailed data regarding these 
issues, collected from a court study or otherwise, 
will greatly enhance a state's ability to implement 
court unification. 

Lack of reporting or inconsistent reporting by 
many localitie2 may prevent implementers from 
obtaining the data they require to address im
plementation problems. Nevertheless, conduc~ing 
the type of court study suggested by Lawson will 
provide the data necessary to facilitate informed 
drafting of legislation, rules and orders. Additional
ly, the type of court study process Lawson rec
ommends will help to resolve a second systemic 
problem that many implementers confront: coordi
nation and cooperation. 

2. Insufficient coordination and cooperation. 
Coordination and cooperation problems arise at two 
different levels: external and internal. The external 
level involves the delicate balance of power which 
exists among the three branches of government. 
Court unification generally imparts additional au
thority to the judiciary vis-a-vis the; executive and 
legislative branches. The perceived or actual diminu
tion of legislative and executive authority over the 
judicial branch, particularly in the area of funding, 
tends to make actors in both of these branches re
luctant to acquiesce in implementation of court 
unification efforts. 26 

26 Harry O. Lawson, "Administering it Unified Court 
System," (an address presented to the Joint Session of the 
Conference of Chief Justices and National Conference of Court 
Administrative Officers, St. u:mis, Missouri, August 6, 1970). 
See also Chapter 4. 
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Internal coordination problems arise because 
court unification also alters lines of power and au
thority within the judiciary. Generally, the supreme 
court and the state court administrator's office 
acquire considerable administrative authority at the 
expense of trial judges and lower court personnel. 
The apprehension of these individuals over loss of 
authority and potential loss of employment makes 
them antagonistic to unification effol·tS. Im
pI em enters must make a concerted effort to elicit 
their cooperation and support if implementation is to 
succeed. 27 

Lawson's suggestion that a successful court study 
should involve a wide cross-section of political ac
tors and interested citizens provides a partial re
sponse to problems of systemic coordination. This 
thesis is also generally accepted in the literature of 
implementation.28 

Professor Neely Gardner's model of strategies for 
cilange offers insight into the need for local in
volvement in the process ofchange.29 Gardner ana
lyzes the court study process utilizing a typology of 
change strategies proposed by Robert Chin and 
Kenneth D. Benne. Chin and Benne suggest that 
change strategies can be divided into three clas
sifications: power-coercive; empirical-rational; and 
normative-re-educative. Power-coercive strategies 
are those which involve an element of compUlsion, 
either by fiat, suasion or manipUlation. Although 
Gardner concedes power-coercive strategies can 
come from a legitimate source of power, such as the 
legislature or the courts, and that they need not be 
oppressive if the "quality" of the democratic proc
ess is preserved, he suggests that these strategies are 
not effective for intra-institutional change. As he 
states: 

Such strategies do often place a strain on the 
system by designating adversaries,. and de
veloping situations where some win and some 

27 Ibid. 
28 Allan Ashman, "Planning and Organizing a Court Study: 

Initiating the Change Process," in Harvey Solomon, Court 
Study Process, (Denver: Institute for Court Management, 
1975), pp. 97-106; Neely Gardner, "Implementation: The 
Process of Change," in Harvey Solomon, Court Study Proc
ess, (Denver: Institute for Court Management, 1975), pp. 167-
203; Neal Gross, Joseph B. Giaquinta, Marilyn Bernstein, 
Implementing Organizational Innovations: A Sociological 
Analysis of Planned Educational Change (New York, Basic 
Books, 1971); Pressman and Wildavsky, supra note 2; and 
Harvey Solomon, "A Guide to Conducting Court Studies," in 
Harvey Solomon, Court Study Process (Denver: Institute for 
Court Management, 1975), pp. 1-38. 

29 Gardner, supra note 28. 
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lose. When the losers are colleagues, friends, or 
neighbors, losing can be a costly process. In
evitably there is a loss of motivation, not to 
mention the loss of energy expended in the win
lose effort. 30 

The second type of change strategies, empirical
rational strategies, utilizes empirical research and 
data which are generally collected by an outside 
consulting firm. Although Professor Gardner 
acknowledges the utility of such studies, he cautions 
that, "Empirical-rational approaches seem to suffer 
most because of the passive role of the recipient, 
which impedes the diffusion of innovation. "31 

Gardner suggests that strategies which command 
institutional change by fiat or attempt to induce 
change solely from external sources will be consid
erably less effective than strategies which combine 
outside expertise with client involvement. He 
advocates the normative-re-educative approach, 
combined with client involvement techniques, such 
as action research, action training and organizational 
development. He believes these are the most effec
tive means of accomplishing intra-institutional 
change. As he asserts: 

It is by :.ssisting in collecting the data, 
defining the problem, and experimenting 
with possible solutions that people learn 
and change. Therefore, an effective change 
process improves the problem-solving 
capabilities of the system. And if the proc
ess implies changing, rather than simply 
one discrete and final change, each cycle of 
change provides for reevaluation and 
further change. This process releases the 
energy and fosters the growth of the people 
in the system. 32 

In operational terms, Gardner's theory suggests 
that during the initial stages of the pro<;ess of change, 
most system participants are likely to be content 
with the status quo and antagonistic to innovation. 
The way to neutralize their opposition and even to 

30 !bicf., p. 180. 
31 Ibid., p. 182. 
32.Ibid. It should be noted that Action Research, Action 

Training and Organizational Development are aU methods of 
executing the normative-re-educative change strategy, Es
sentially, these posit involve client training, education and 
experimentation as methods to "create" client· understanding, 
acceptance and adaptation to change. The Gardner article 
contains a more complete exposition of these change 
techniques. 
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encourage their cooperation is to involve them in the 
process of change and not to impose it from outside 
or from a higher authority. 

3. Inadequate funds. Financial difficulties repre
sent a third systemic problem. They permeate many 
levels of the implementation process. Initially, a 
court study, whether conducted by an outside 
consulting firm, a task force of state citizens or a 
combination of both, is costly. 

Secondly, each of the elements of unification 
entails new and additional costs. Transcription 
~quipment, new or remodeled facilities, computer 
systems and increased personnel costs all place a 
strain on limited state or local resources. 

The cost of court unification can be reduced or 
minimized by anyone of several means. First, 
implementers may apply for federal funds from the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
(LEAA) or to private funding agencies. This method 
was used in several ofthe states selected for on-site 
visits. Colorado and Idaho received large grants 
from LEAA to finance their computer systems, 
Shawnee County, Kansas, received an LEAA grant 
to purchase electronic transcription equipment. 
Alabama and Kentucky also used matching federal 
funds to finance their transition periods. 

Although outside funds prove very useful in the 
early stages of implementation, ultimately the grants 
expire and alternative methods of meeting expenses 
must be secured. At a ]ater date, however, expense 
may not be an excessively burdensome problem. 
The state (or county where state financing does not 
accompany other elements of unification) will have 
had a number of years to adjust its budget to the new 
system. Indeed, the government may have increased 
fees and transferred them to the state treasury to 
allow for increased expenditures. 

Moreover, certain start-up costs represent a pri
mary expense of unification. Once these expendi
tures are disposed of, maintenance costs may remain 
the same or even decrease. For example, although 
the equipment for the Kansas tape system was 
expensive, implementers expect maintenance to 
cost less than it would cost to hire additional court 
;reporters to handle burgeoning case filings. Addi
tionally, the elimination of de novo trials is expected 
to decrease expenses. Similarly, streamlining 
personnel systems and better administration may 
decrease costs. During the ten years from 1965 to 
1975, Colorado has added only 37 percent more 
personnel to handle a 78 percent increase in case 
filings. A New York administrator expects similar 
results for his state. 



Nevertheless, as the New Yorker cautioned, with 
inflation, new programs and the creation of addi
tional positions in the judiciary, the total cost may 
increase. However, as one individual in Colorado 
reported, "Overall it will probably cost more money. 
Upgrading costs are analogous to the city manager 
system. There are savings in some areas, but 
professionalism costs. The results are better, 
however." 

4. Negative attitude of implementer. Implemen
tation usually requires a special set of actors to effect 
the transition between policy formulation and goal 
attainment. Although, conceivably, this set could be 
co-extensive with the set of policy makers, the dif
ference in the nature of their responsibilities gener
aHy clistinguishes the two groups. 

The literature of implementation suggests that a 
negative or even neutral attitude of the person or 
group bearing primary responsibility for imple
menting a policy represents a major obstacle to 
achieving policy objectives. This problem is 
exacerbated when the implementing agent does not 
participate in the decisional process and does not 
fully comprehend the implications of the policy he is 
charged with implementing. 

James D. Sorg analyzes the effect that an im
plementer can have on policy re.alization.33 First, an 
implementer may either intend to implement a policy 
or intend not to implement it. Second, the imple
menter's intention will result in either implementing 
behavior or non-implementing behavior. The former 
represents successful implementation; the latter 
applies to those situations where a policy is not ef
fected. A policy may fail either because an im
plementer, who intends to implement it errs, or 
because the implementer does not intend to im
plement it in the first place. As Sorg explains: 

For lack of a more euphonious term, I call these 
non-implementing behaviors. These are be
haviors of the intended implementer that are 
either incorrect attempts to carry out the in
tended course of action, or attempts to prevent 
the policy from being implemented, or refusals 
to carry out the policy. 34 

Sorg's typology focuses on the non-implementing 
behaviors. He hypothesiz€!s that by understanding 
the manifestation of these behaviors, policy 
proponents can take proper corrective action to 
achieve intended goals. 

33 Sorg, supra note 18. 
3~ Ibid., p. 4. 

Douglas R. Bunker's study complements that of 
James Sorg.35 He suggests that effective im
plementa.tion is a function of three variables: the 
extent to which the implementing agent supports a 
policy (issue agreement); the importance of the issue 
to the agent (issue salience); and the available re
sources which allow the agent to implement the pol
icy (policy resources). Where the implementer is 
opposed to the policy he advises, policy proponents 
should make every effort to prevent him from 
obstructing implementation. On the other hand, 
where the implementer agrees with the policy but 
does not consider it salient, policy proponents 
should attempt to increase the centrality of the issue 
to the actor so that he will facilitate implementation. 
In still other circumstances, the actor may agree with 
the policy and consider it salient, but he may lack the 
resources to effect it. In this situation, policy 
proponents should attempt to increase the resources 
available to the implementer to secure effective 
implementation. 

Of course, it is always possible to replace a reluc
tant implementer with one who is more enthusi
astic, but if this alternative is used too frequently, 
it will result in inefficient use of personnel. 
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These typologies may prove useful to policy 
proponents in states where impiementen: are indif
ferent or recalcitrant. However, the field investi
gations suggest that with court unification, the 
theory may be somewhat divorced from reality, or it 
may apply with more force to related actors who do 
not have primary implementing responsibility. 

The primary implementing agent in the states 
visited was almost uniformly the state court ad
ministrator's office. 36 Members of this office were 
usually involved in the initial campaign for court 
unification. Additionally, they often assisted in 
drafting the implementing legislation and were 
among the states' strongest proponents of court 
unification. Thus, they initiated implementation 
efforts enthusiastically. 

However, in the states visited, secondary im
plementing agents were considerably more reluctant 
than the primary implementers. For example, in 
most states trialjudges and court clerks, who had a 
vested interest in the status quo, were initially re
luctant to comply with the implementation effort. 
Since the cooperation of these individuals is crucial 
to the success of the implementation process, 

35 See Bunker, supra note 1. 
36 In Florida the Judicial Council took charge of imple

menting until the Office of the State Courts' Administrator was 
created. 



Bunker and Sorg's suggestions for behavior mod~ 
ification may assist implementation at this level. 
Additionally, the suggestions for decentralized 
assimilation of system participants, which were 
discussed previously, provide a means of encourag~ 
ing their cooperation and support. Finally, in virtu~ 
ally all the states visited, system participants 
indicated that the negative attitude of secondary 
implementers posed only a temporary problem, 
which dissipated with the passage oftime. This prob
lem of timing represents a final systemic problem. 

5. Inadequate lead time. Anottier systemic im
plementation problem, which accompanies the four 
problems previously discussed, is inadequate lead 
time. Insufficient time often results in hasty plan
ning, and improvident planning leads to faulty 
implementation. The net result is a poorly articulated 
program which does not accomplish its intended 
purpose. 

In a number of states studied, participants com
plained that there was not enough time to weigh 
alternatives. Additional problems arose because a 
number of measures were instituted very rapidly, 
before campaigns to educate system participants 
were planned. The resulting disorientation en
gendered resistance and resentment, which might 
have been avoided by less precipitous implemen
tation. "The problem," as one Idaho participant 
commented, "was that no one was prepared." 

Many of the difficulties created by insufficient lead 
time can bt avoided by incremental implementation 
and preliminary planning. In the typology of the 
implementation process developed by Donald S. 
Van Meter and Carl E. Van Horn, both of these 
factors correlate highly with effective implemen
tation. According tQ Van Meter and Van Horn, 
implementation is facilitated when programs require 
minor changes and when participants agree on ob
jectives. They assert that, "programs that require 
major change frequently lead to goal conflict on the 
part of relevant actors, while goal consensus is usu
ally highest where little change is involved. "37 

Implementing minor changes over a period of time 
(incrementalism) allows for preliminary planning 
which enhances goal consensus. Goal consensus in 
turn allows implementation to proceed more 
smoothly. Thus, if the typology is valid, judicious 
use of these devices will reduce problems created by 
inadequate lead time and will enhance implementa
tion efforts. 

37 Donald S. Van Meter and Carl E. Van Horn, "The Pol
icy Implementation Process: A Conceptual Framework, ,j Ad
ministration and Society, 6 (February, 1975),445,460. 
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Incrementalism functions as an implementation 
technique in several different capacities. One form of 
incrementalism permits unification to be introduced 
in stages. For example, Alabama and South Dakota 
have staggered implementation of state financing 
over a three year period; New York has allowed four 
years. Although thp, methods of incrementalism vary 
from the chargeback, utilized in South Dakota and 
N ew York, to the increased proportionate share, in 
Alabama, the net result is that during each year of the 
implementation process the state becomes re
sponsible for a larger share of the judicial budget. 

Another version of incrementalism delays in
stitution of the reform for a period of time. In 
Kentucky, it will be recalled, the judicial article 
creating the district court was approved in 1975. The 
legislature enacted implementing legislation in 1976. 
However,. the district court does not become 
operative until January, 1978. Similarly, in Con
necticut, a 1976 statute authorized the merger of the 
juvenile and common pleas court into the superior 
court. However, this merger will not be effectuated 
until July, 1978. . 

Regardless of the form incrementalism assumes, 
staggered implementation allows additional time for 
preliminary planning. Planning is likely to enhance 
goal consensus, the second of the Van Meter-Van 
Horn factors which correlates with effective 
implementation. 

Planning at this stage. can be differentiated from 
the court study process. At this point implementers 
must use the information from the court study to 
develop effective implementation techiques. This 
planning not only allows implementation techniques 
to be tailored to the needs of an individual judicial 
system, it also enables system participants to 
become acclimated to the new system through 
education and media campaigns. Combined with 
incrementalism, preliminary planning minimizes the 
disruptive effects ofunifica.tion reforms, "A lot can 
be avoided by pre-planning," commented an Idaho 
implementer. "Planning is a necessary prerequisite. 
Planning and an administrative office are extremely 
important, especially for continuity. " 

Although incrementalism and planning will re
solve a number of the systemic problems created by 
temporal pressures, many remaining problems will 
simply dissipate with the passage oftime. The adage, 
"Time heals all wounds," is appropriate. As time 
passes, novelty becomes routine, and discomfiture 
eases into complacenc~l 

Colorado, which has-had fIfteen years of experi
ence with a unified court system, illustrates the 



process of acclimatization. Initially, court clerks 
opposed implementation of centralized administra
tion and in particular, the state wide reporting 
system. The new system entailed more work for 
them. During the early stages of implementation, 
their resistance to filing the requisite reports. was 
only overcome by constant administrative pressure. 

Spurred by their clerks, many trial judge;s also 
resisted implementation'at the outset. The defects in 
the newly instituted computer system and the diffi
culty of adjusting to new forms and procedures 
impelled the system's critics to point out its 
deficiencies. 

However, the state court administrator's office 
labored to rectify the problems. In time, the system 
began to function more smoothly. From the per
spective of hindsight, Colorado system pa.rticipants 
now agree that opposition subsides over time, 
particularly as the initial defects are corrected and 
orientation programs take effect. Additionally, in 
time, recalcitrant empioyees resign or retire, and the 
new employees who are hired have less readjustment 
to make. "It takes anywhere from five to seven years 
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to get the job done," advises Colorado's former State 
Court Administrator, Harry O. Lawson. 

In sum, implementers may confront at least five 
different types of systemic problems: lack of in
formation; insufficient coordination and coopera
tion; inadequate funds; negative attitudes of the 
implementer; and inadequate lead time. Although 
these problems can easily confound an implemen
tation effort, they are not insurmountable. For 
example, a properly conducted court study will ob
tain critical information which implementers need to 
fashion appropriate statutes, rules or orders. 
Coordination and cooperation problems can be 
reduced by maximizing the role of system partici
pants, even where outside expertise is also required. 
Funding can be obtained from federal or private 
sources, and additionally, costs may decrease over 
time. Primary implementers have usually been 
supportive of unification, and secondary im
plementers may be won over by tactful coordinating 
efforts. Finally, incrementalism, adequate planning 
and lapse of time may resolve problems created by 
inadequate lead time. 



CHAPTER XI. IMPLEMENTING COURT UNIFICATION 

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS AND REMEDIES 

A. Iniroduction 
A state may apply ali the correct solutions to 

systemic problems and still confront a number of 
difficulties implementing court -unification. The 
problems arise because regardless how carefully 
planners study the system, how much they involve 
system participants, how much money is appropri
ated for their use, and how circumspectly they rro
ceed, many of the problems which arise at the 
technical level simply c~nnot be foreseen. Pressman 
and Wildavsky's study of implemeatation illustrates 
how policies can founder as they become enmeshed 
in a labyrinth of technical difficulties. In their book 
they emphasize that despite the commitment and 
concern of policy makers, unforeseen "technical 
details" make implementation infinitely more dif
ficult than planners anticipate. As a result, they 
assert: 

Promises can create hope, but unfulfIlled prom
ises can lead to disillusionment and frustration. 
By concentrating on the implementation of pro
grams, as well as their initiation, we should be 
able to increase the probability that policy prom
ises will be realized. Fewer promises may be 
made in view of a heightened awareness of the 
obstacles to their fulfillment, but more of them 
should be kept. 1 

Our study of implementation in the eleven states 
selected for in-depth investigation accords with 
Pressman and Wildavsky's thesis. Technical dif
ficulties plagued system participants as they at
tempted to implement court unification. Moreover, 
although many of the difficulties experienced in 
some states were paralleled in others, invariably the 
states studied lacked the resources or interest to 
learn from comparable experiences elsewhere. 

1 Jeffrey L. Pressman and Aaron B. Wildavsky, Im
plemelltatioll (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973), 
p.6. 

Certainly, as Pressman and Wildavsky suggest, an 
understanding ofthe potential for setbacks will result 
in less ambitious predictions about program or policy 
performance. Indeed, this may be the inevitable re
sult ofa study about implementation failures. Yet, if 
the only value of a study of implementation is to 
permit qualifications about subsequent perfor
mance, neither implementers nor policy makers 
would be highly motivated towards goal attainment. 
Presumably, part of the value of a study such as this 
is to provide implementers with information which 
enables them to avoid the pitfalls of those who have 
preceded them. 

B. Trial Court Consolidation 

1. Case filing and processing. The creation, 
elimination or merger of various courts, which is 
inherent in the concept of trial court consolidation, 
alters the places, methods and procedures of filing 
and processing cases. A m~or problem of imple
menting these changes is to effect a smooth transi
tion between the old system and the new one. 
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a. Effect on citizens. Court consolidation, with 
its accompanying revampment of jurisdictional 
authority may impact heavily upon citizens who use 
the courts. Suddenly they must me cases in new 
courts or before new judges. Often they must travel 
to new locations to do so. Two Kentucky judges 
remarked that changes in the titles of courts was 
causing confusion among the citizens. At the time of 
the comments, the Kentucky Court of Appeals had 
become the Supreme Court and a new Court of Ap
peals had been created. It is reasonable to assume 
that this confusion will be aggravated in January, 
1978, when the district court replaces the multiplicity 
of limited jurisdiction trial courts. One possible 
means by which this problem may be overcome is 
publicizing the changes in the news media. 

Another problem for Kentucky citizens is the loss 
of local judges. As one Kentucky implementer ex
plained, "Judges are an integral part of the political 



balance of power because a j.,dgeship is a local in
stitution. A major political problem is the 
emotionalism of local people resulting from the loss 
of local jUdges. " 

Idaho citizens experienced similar difficulties. Be
fore unification the judicial system consisted of 266 
limited jurisdiction trial courts: probate; JP; police 
and municipal. Every court had two or three judges , 
regardless of the size or population of the county in 
which it was located. Trial court consolidation 
reduced the number of magistrates to 60.:Z An Idaho 
interviewee described the effect of the consolidation 
on the citizens: "Initially there was great dissatis
faction with the legislature because the courts were 
taken away from the people. Citizens feel they have 
lost contact with the courts." 

Idaho administrators devised a solution to combat 
feelings of citizen alienation. Idaho magistrates are 
required to travel within their county so that the 
judiciary maintains contact with local areas. 

b. Transfer of pending cases. When new courts 
are created,jurisdiction is altered and old courts are 
eliminated. To complete the transition, implemen
ters must transfer pending cases and insure that new 
cases are filed in the proper court. 

Initially implementers must determine what cases 
will transfer. Of course, this determination hinges to 
some extent on the type of consolidation that has 
occurred. Often, n'o problem will arise. In Kentucky, 
where the jurisdiction of the circuit court was not 
affected by the changes transpiring in the limited 
jurisdiction trial courts, no problem of transferring 
pending cases arose. Similarly, Colorado had few 
difficulties, because JP courts were non-record 
courts with no case files to transfer and because 
there was enough lead time to allow a smooth trans
fer of probate, juvenile, mental health and civil cases 
from the old county court to the district court. 

However, where consolidation necessitates 
transfer of cases, implementers must determine 
which cases will transfer. This problem was par
ticularly acute in Kentucky where the four limited 
and specialized jurisdiction trial courts will become 
part of the district court system in January, 1978. 
Although consolidation is due to become effective 
soon, it has been urged that jurisdiction of juvenile 
and probate matters remain in the county court. "It 
was only after much thought and misgiving," ex
plained a Kentucky implementer, "that these re-

2 At least one magistrate sits in each of Idaho's 44 coun
ties. Magistrate commissions. sitting in each jlldicial district, 
may authorize additional magis~rate positions f';r Idaho's more 
populous counties. 

quests were rejected." These matters will be heard 
in the district court rather than in any of the 
specialized courts. 

Where it was necessary to transfer pending cases 
to another court, states confronted a supplemental 
problem: what procedure should be used to transfer 
the cases? States devised varied methods to cope 
with this problem. The Alabama Rules of Judicial 
Administration specify that all transferred cas\~s 
shall be designated by an easily identifiable colored 
sticker which is attached to the file and docket sheet 
and which states, "Transferred from 
Court of County."3 

Another method was used in Colorado. Thert\ 
administrators renumbered all transferred cases. 
Inactive cases were indexed and stored. 

c. Standardized forms and filing procedures. 
Another problem implementers confront once they 
consolidate trial courts and transfer pending cases is 
creating standardized forms and procedures for the 
new court system. For example, Idaho standardized 
records, folders, stationery and forms, including 
some judgment forms. Implementers used forms 
developed in New Jersey and Colorado as pro~ 
totypes, and aside from the time and expense re:~ 
quired to change stamps, methods of filing and fee 
codes, they experienced little difficulty instituting 
the new forms and procedures. Similarly, both 
Alabama and South Dakota have standardized some 
court forms and have instituted unifonn docket fees . 

Idaho implementers have had difficulty establish~ 
ing a system of uniform docket numbers. Idaho cases 
are docketed with the county clerks in a county with 
proper venue. The clerks are elected constitutional 
officers who serve as support staff for the courts, but 
are not under the direct control of the judiciary. Each 
of Idaho's 44 clerks' (one per county) has a different 
numbering system for docketed cases within that 
county. This discrepancy impedes effectiv1e use of 
the statewide reporting system. 

Although this problem has not been resolved, 
Idaho implementers are attempting to ameliorate it. 
For example, administrators have preparl.!d a district 
court clerks' manual, which they hope will introduce 
a measure of standardization in the docket numbers. 
Additionally, one implementer report(!d, "In some 
counties, the sharper clerks have devised uniform 
numbers between the district court and the magis
trate's division." 

In Kansas, where implementation has been pri~ 
marily a local responsibility, the administrator's 

3 Alabama Rules of Judicial Administration, R.42 (A). 
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office appointed an ad hoc committee to study and 
recommend unifC'>rm docketing and numbering 
systems. Although the~ committee's final recommen
dations were not binding on the districts, most dis
tricts chose to adopt all or a substantial part of the 
committee's recommendations. As one interviewee 
stated, "We put on a dog and pony show all over the 
state. There were exceptions here and there, but. 
most districts decided to go along with the com
mittee'" recommendations." 

Kansas. also employs uniform judgment forms 
which have been mandated by supreme court rule for 
use in the absence of ajournal entry by the attorney. 

d. Courts of record. The constitutional or 
statutory provisions creating a new court structure 
often require that all courts be courts of record. This 
requirement translates into another implementation 
problem: How will the record be made? 

Traditionally, if a record of the courtroom pro
ceeding was required, the transcription was taken by 
a court reporter. When unification occurs and an 
increase in the number of court reporters is required, 
two implementation problems result: insufficiency 
of court reporters and their expense. 

In South Dakota, the court reporters were not 
placed in a common pool during implementation. As 
a result they did not easily adapt to the changes. 
They insisted on remaining with their former judges 
and refused to work for anyone else. The problem 
was particularly acute in Rapid City. The three new 
judges added to that court could not get any work 
done, because the two court reporters were only 
willing to work for their former judges. To resolve 
this problem, the state ultimately had to hire three 
new reporters for these judges. 

Kentucky faced a slightly different problem. Be
fore unification, Kentucky only employed court re
porters in the circuit courts. Consequently, it does 
not have enough court reporters available to service 
the 113 fiew district courts, which will be courts of 
record. "Hiring additional court reporters is a 
nightmare," reported one system participant. "They 
are now forming a union." To resolve this problem 
Kentucky administrators are purchasing electronic 
transcription equipment. 

When Idaho unified its court system in 1971, add
ing additional court reporters wouId have cost the 
state $12,000 for each reporter's salary. That sum 
was more than the state could afford. Idaho con
fronted other difficulties because its decision to 
utilize modern electronic transcription methods 
generated tremendous opposition from court report
ers who believed their jobs were in jeopardy. 
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The difficulty and expense of using court reporters 
may be circumvented by introducing modern elec
tronic transcription equipment into the system as 
implementers in Idaho and Kentucky have done. 
However, tape recorders and other electronic de u 

vices may generate problems of their own. Theinitial 
expense of recording equipment usually exceeds the 
cost of a single court reporter. Frequently, either the 
equipment or the courtrooms must be adapted to 
produce clear recordings. 

One of the difficulties confronted in Idaho was 
determining the type of tape system to institute. 
Although the administrative office of the courts 
favored purchasing a sophisticated system, the re
cording equipment was the financial responsibility of 
the counties. The administrator's office was thus 
relegated to the role of offering suggestions. 

Ada County, Idaho, declined a $16-$18,000 fed
eral grant for one kind of equipment to purchase the 
8ystem favored by the clerks. The systerl'.\-purchased 
was less expensive, but it malfanctioned. After a 
year of attempting piecemeal repairs, the county 
finally purchased quality equipment. 

Wyandotte County, Kansas, hired additional 
court reporters and purchased recording equipment. 
Although it was cheaper to use recording equipment, 
reporters were hired because, as one participant ex
plained, "there's an initial cost to buy the machines 
plus a cost to have the transcript made. Because of 
the transcription cost we try to record only those 
actions that most likely will not need a transcript." 

The recording equipment, which was purchas~d 
with $15,000 from five federal grants, necessitated 
structural redesign of many courtrooms. Adding 
acoustical tiles and laying rugs. added $7,000 to the 
cost of the recording equipment. Howevf;r, court 
personnel in the county expressed considerable 
satisfaction with the equipment. As one interviewee 
remarked: "We should have done it long ago. Uni
fication was the impetus." 

e. Case record maintenance. Case record 
maintenance incorporates two separate problems: 
one is availability of adequate space to store records 
and the second is transferring records to the proper 
location so they can be retrieved if needed. 

In some states trial court consolidation creates no 
unique storage problems. For example, inAlabama 
records are stored in the same places that they were 
before unification. The situation in Kcansas is slightly 
different. In Shawnee County, cases are fded in four 
storage areas which correspond with the former 
clerks' offices. Not enough space is available in any 
single storage area to accommodate all the cases, but 



for the present, with all four storage areas in use, 
space problems have been avoided. 

Conversely, in Kentucky additional storage space 
is badly needed, or, as one individual commented, 
"The district court is going to be in desperate 
shape." 

In the future, as case ftlings multiply, microfilming 
of case records, which was adopted in Idaho, may be 
one of few feasible solutions to the finiteness of avail
able storage space. In the alternative a state may 
adopt a record retention and destruction plan that 
will either transfer the old cases to the state archives, 
destroy them or do some of both. 

Closely related to the problem of adequate storage 
space is storing the ftle in the proper location so that 
the record can be retrieved if needed. Idaho has an 
ingenious solution to this problem. By statute in 
Idaho, certain records cannot be destroyed. There
fore, all record::. are mir.rofilmed and transferred to 
the Idaho Historical Society by court order. 

2. Court personnel. Trial court consolidation not 
only causes problems of cas.e processing, it als.o 
requires that provision be m~de' for the adequate 
staffing of the courts. . 

a. Qualifications: non-lawyer judges. It has 
previously been indicated that a provision requiring 
all judges to be attorneys is self-implementing, i.e., it 
needs no further statute, rule or .order to be opera
tive. 4 However, b~cause implementation is not a 
static event, but a dynamic process, in certain 
circumstances, a non-lawyer judge provision can be
come an implementation staffing problem. 

Florida is a case in point. Under the Florida con
stitution, non-lawyer judges can only serve in county 
courts in COunties with a population of 40,000 or 
less. 5 All circuit judges and judges in counties with a 
population over 40,000 must be attorneys. In one 
Florida county with a population under 40,000 a 
non-lawyer defeated a sitting judge for a county 
court judgeship. The defeated judge was a lawyer 
who had been a member of the bar more than five 
years and, thus, was qualified to serve as a circuit 
court jUdge. (This fact is important because non
lawyer judges do not have jurisdiction over certain 
matters such as juvenile, probate and incompetency 
proceedings). After the defeated judge left the 
bench, the closest circuit judge was 65 miles away in 
Apalachicola. But the Apalachicola circuit judge was 
often transferred elsewhere and thus did not hold 
daily court in Apalachicola. This situation created a 

• See Chapter X. 
~ Florida Const., Art. V, sec. 20 (c)(ll). 

frustrating dilemma for litigants with pressing mat
ters that could not be heard by a non-lawyer judge. 

Florida also experienced several less traumatic 
difficulties because of the non-lawyer judge provi
sion. For example, a non-lawyer judge in Duval 
County defeated an attorney for the county court 
post. In another county, a disbarred lawyer was 
elected to a county judgeship. 

One reason for these difficulties is that not enough 
lawyers practice in the rural areas of some states to 
make a requirement that all judges be lawyers 
practical. Although Florida attempted to compen
sate for the paucity of judges in some areas by 
permitting non-lawyer judges in the least populated 
counties, as observed above, this provision gener
ated problems of its own. Kansas and Idaho have 
adopted a different technique to address the qual
ifications problem in rural counties. Magistrates in 
Idaho and district magistrate judges in Kansas may 
be non-lawyers. However, both Kansas and Idaho 
require that non-lawyer judges attend special train
ing institutes. Although these education require
ments do not completely resolve the problems 
caused by the restricted jurisdiction of non-lawyer 
judges, they do insure that non-lawyer judges re
ceive some judicial training before they sit on the 
bench. 

b. Retention and hiring of auxiliary personnel. 
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Revamping the trial court structure also necessitates 
staffi.ng the rehabilitated courts. Most states prefer 
to retain personnel from the former system where 
possible. Usually, retention poses no problem, but 
where unification has merged or eliminated a large 
number of courts, implementers may discover that 
there are more employees than positions to fill. Both 
Shawnee and Wyandotte Counties in Kansas had a 
surfeit of auxiliary personnel after unification. 
Although both counties committed themselves to 
retain all employees from the previous system, they 
both experienced some difficulty finding a job for 
everyone. 

Kentucky may have some staffing difficulties of a 
different variety wlren the district courts become 
operative. Presently, no authority exists in the 
implementing legislation for district court judges to 
employ secretaries. Normally, the court clerks could 
assume secretarial duties, but the implementing 
legislation also reduces the number of clerks. 
Consequently, unless action is taken before January, 
1978, district court judges will have neither sec
retaries nor clerks performing secretarial duties. 

c. Status problems. The changes occasioned by 
trial court consolidation often create status and role 
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perception problems among system participants. 
Idaho exemplifies three of these status problems. 

Although Idaho implementers decided to create a 
limitedjurisdiction division of the district court, they 
initially did not know what the new division wou!'d be 
named. Apparently district court judges had some 
impact upon the legislature, because district court 
judges did not want magistrates to be calJedjudges. 
As one close observer recounted, "The legislature 

. simply set the title. There was no opportunity to 
challenge, but magistrates always resented the 
title. " 

Perhaps the title of magistrate has made these 
Idah0 judges somewhat status. conscious. An Idaho 
attorney reported that there i§ also tension between 
lay and lawyer magistrates. He added, however, that 
some counties have so few lawyers that the legisla
ture could not realistically have passed a bill provid
ing for on~y lawyer magistrates. 

Still another problem has been experienced by 
magistrates who had been judges under the former 
system. Before unification they had been relatively 
autonomous within their domain. They controlled 
their own budget and the personnel of their court. 
Unification has relegated them to positions of 
dependence on the district court, and many of them 
resent the 100ss of their independence. However, this 
problem is not quite as serious as it might have been 
if all former judges had been retained. 6 As onejudge 
remarked, "Most of the magistrates are new and 
don't present a problem. " 

A converse of the Idaho situation created some 
difficulties in Kansas. Many of the associate district 
judges had been magistrates under the former sys
tem. With unification, they were elevated to as
sociate district judgeships , and their jurisdiction was 
expanded considerably. Except for mandamus and 
quo warranto matters, associate district judges were 
empowered to hear the same cases as district court 
judges. This rapid escalation of authority and pres
tige created some rivalry between these two classes 
of district judges for a period of time. 

In one Kansas county, unification created a major 
status problem among the court clerks. When uni
fication merged four courts in Shawnee County into 
one, it also eliminated the jobs of three of the four 
court clerks. Although the displaced clerks were 
given positions in the office of the single county court 
clerk, they felt their jobs had been usurped. Addi
tionally, merging personalities and standardizing 

----.1 
6In Idaho·all judges had to reapply to the magistrates 

commission for judgeships after their term had expired. A 
number of them simply did not reapply. 

operations became a problem, particularly because a 
number of latent personality problems emerged 
when the clerks' offices were rearranged. This prob
lem, however, has subsided over time. 

3. Flicilities and equipment. Finally, trial court 
consolidation frequently requires changes in 
the facilities and equipment used by the judiciary. 
These changes, too, represent a problem of 
implementation . 

a. A dapting old facilities. Restructuring the 
trial courts may impact heavily upon availability and 
adequacy of courtroom facilities. For example, 
courtrooms in Kansas had originally been con
structed for specialized courts, such as the probate 
and juvenile courts. Bec.ause hearings before these 

. tourts did not require a jury, court facilities con
sisted of relatively small hearing rooms and office 
space. 
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Trial court consolidation merged civil and criminal 
matters into one court and created a major facilities 
problem. Criminal matters require detention facili
ties. Additionally, they increase the number of jury 
trials, which in turn increases the need for special 
jury facilities. When the new judicial article took 
effect, Kansas courthouses were not equipped for 
the increase in jury trials. They were too small and 
did not have enough detention facilities or delib
eration rooms. Moreover, often the number of 
judges exceeded the number of available court
rooms. In Shawnee County for example, eleven 
judges had to share the ten existing courtrooms. 
Administrators made several attempts to resolve the 
space problems. First they moved county offices to 
other buildings to provide space for the judges. They 
also rotated judges among the courtrooms so that 
court sessions were not seriously affected. Presently 
they are renovating a number of courtrooms, and 
they eventually hope to have a courtroom for every 
judge. 

Judges in Idaho experienced similar difficulties. 
One Ada County judge arrived at the courthouse for 
a trial discovered no courtrooms were available and 
had to adjourn the case for a day. He explained the 
predicament to a member of the press who was cov
ering the courthouse that day. As a result, the eve
ning news carried a story criticizing the county 
commissioners for inadequate facilities planning. 
Within one week, the county commissioners re
ceived bids for two new courtrooms and shortly 
thereafter, plans for construction of new facilities 
were approved. 

b. Constructing new facilities. New con
st.ruction can often resolve problems arising from , 

(\ 



insufficient or outmoded court facilities, but new 
construction requires planning, time and money. 
Because Shawnee County, Kansas, did not start 
building until after the facilities problem reached 
crisis proportions, the transition caused consider
able inconvenience. 

Kentucky, on the other hand, has already con
tracted for new and expanded district court facilities. 
Additionally, implementers in that state plan to 
consolidate office space and remodel court facilities 
for multi-purpose use. 

c. Equipment. Another problem implementers 
encounter in consolidating trial courts is furnishing 
all courts with suitable equipment. To accomplish 
this task they must transfer functional equipment to 
new courts, eliminate archaic equipment and pur
chase satisfactory replacement equ.ipment. 

A rather unusual problem in this respect occurred 
in Alabama. When implementers in that state in
ventoried the equipment in the local trial courts, 
which they hoped to transfer to the unified system, 
they discovered that most of it was either outmoded 
and-unusable or owned personally by former court 
employees. The state thus had to assume the ad
ditional expense of furnishing the courts with es
sential equipment. 

However, after the initial outlay, proper inventory 
techniques and economies of scale should enable 
administrators to equip the courts adequately at a 
moderate cost. For example, Shawnee County, 
Kansas, has instituted bulk purchasing for the entire 
county. An implementer in that county expects bulk 
purchasing will reduce overall expenditures. 

Similarly, in Wyandotte County, Kansas, the pre
siding clerk of the county receives all requisitions for 
purchase and supplies. A close observer in that 
county remarked, "There are big advantages in 
quality and price. On furniture alone, bids are 20-25 
percent cheaper. Office supplies are 20 percent off 
across the board." 

C. Centralized Administration and 
Management 

1. Collection and use of data. Implementation of a 
mandate to centralize administration and man
agement generates a distinct set of difficulties for 
implementers. One of the primary challenges they 
confront is to devise a feasible method to collect and 
use data generated or needed by the courts. 

a. Collection of data: records and supplies 
management. Administrators have found that one of 
the most effective ways to gather important data is 

employing a statewide case reporting system to 
collect data and a computer to analyze it. 

Idaho obtained a federal grant to institute an 
extensive and sophisticated computer system. With 
funds from the grant, Administrative Director of the 
Courts, Carl Bianchi, hired a computer operator to 
manage the system. To feed information to the 
computer, the administrative office has devised a 
procedure for daily statewide reporting of case 
docketing, calendaring, filing, and disposition. 
However, completing the daily reports has en
gendered considerable resentment. As one Idaho 
observer commented about the case reporting re
quirements, "It's a little form. Judges have to 
complete it each day. It comes to them from district 
court clerks or the administrative office. The clerks 
should fill it out, but they are either too dumb or have 
no time." 

Despite reporting difficulties, the computer has 
been extremely beneficial. It permits the adminis
trative office to maintain a uniform H:!cord of the 
status of every case filed in the state. A clerk 
monitors the computer print-out and reports on any 
major events. With information gleaned from this 
system, Bianchi is able to formulate annual plans 
with realizable yearly goals and objectives and to 
increase administrative coordination for the 
judiciary. 

Colorado's experience establishing a computer 
system is also instructive. In 1967 the state court 
administrator's office attempted to inaugurate an 
information system which collated comparable data 
from the state's courts. This attempt failed, partially 
because the system was too complicated for a first 
attempt and partially because the data from the 
various courts were not comparable. Subsequently, 
the court administrator's office engaged MacDonald 
Douglas, a private conSUlting firm to assist the 
judiciary in developing a modern, efficient infor
mation system to collect accurate data and in ac
quiring its own hardware and staff. 
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Overcoming local resistance was a secondary 
problem Colorado encountered in establishing the 
computer system. With respect to the first system, 
one observer commented, "Judges disapproved of 
the information system at first. They could not rely 
on the output. It was not timely or correct." Simi
larly, local clerks were reluctant to use the system 
because it involved more work for them. 

However, after the second attempt remedied the 
most flagrant defects, support for the' system began 
to develop. "Judges have come to recognize the 
need for it, at least for the state court administrator," 



a Colorado computer expert explained. Based on 
Colorado's experiences that individual recom~ 
mends, "Start with a simple system at one level first 
- then expand. This reduces opposition." 

Although the computer system is costly, it has 
benefitted Colorado significantly. It has provided 
comparable statistics which facilitate case process~ 
ing and personnel management. The state court 
administrator's office us~s it to monitor cases, plan 
for trials and reduce court congestion. It has also 
eliminai:ed the need for docket books, because the 
computer prints case labels automatically when a 
case is filed, stores the information and prepares the 
index calendar and register of activities. With the use 
of the computer the state court administrator's office 
has also developed "personnel action forms" to 
monitor personnel matters such as hirings, salary 
raises, and reclassifications. Additionally, the 
computer handles the payroll, the inventory control 
system, and the budget reporting and projection 
system. 

Use of the computer system has re~ulted in 
monetary and personnel savings (\f ~ig:lificant pro~ 
portion. Although no employees have been fired, 
with employee attrition, the administrator's office 
has eliminated 63 positions over the past several 
years. In 1973-1974 each employee in the largest 
districts could process 750 cases; in 1976-1977 this 
number has been increased to 1,200. Former State 
Court Administrator Harry O. Lawson estimates 
that the computer, along with the structural and 
administrative reforms, helped the state save 
money. From 1965 to 1915 the 78 percent increase in 
district court filings was processed with only 37 
percent more personnel. In monetary terms, over the 
past five years one observer estimates the savings 
have exceeded $1.5 million in personnel costs and 
elimination of service bureau charges. 

b. Use of data: assignment and transfer of 
court personnel. Centralized administration and an 
information system, whether sophisticated or rela~ 
tively simple, can achieve a rather profound impact 
on judicial administration by improving a system's 
capability to transfer or reassign judges and court 
personnel. 

However, a number of states have experienced 
difficulty in effectively transferring judges. For 
example, although the Idaho computer system 
monitors case loads and the constitution permits the 
reassignment of judges among districts, the proce
dure for transfer requires the district administrative 
judge to apply to the supreme court for an order 
before ajudge can be transferred. Either because the 
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process is too cumbersome or because judges resist 
transfer to other districts, the transfer authority is 
rarely exercised. On the other hand, magistrates are 
transferred extensively. However, trallsfer of 
magistrates causes a separate set of problems. In 
Ada County, for example, lawyer magistrates resent 
the fact that they are rotated more than non~lawyer 
magistrates. 

In Kansas judicial transfer powers have not been 
extensively exercised because judges are reluctant 
to be transferred. A Wyandotte County observer 
explained, "one reason for this is that judges do not 
want to pick up the workloads of lazy judges." 

Connecticut's problem was slightly different. A 
representative of the court administrator's office 
believes increased \::ransfer of judges authorized by 
the new statutes wit complicate a situation which is 
already untenable. As he explained, "Connecticut 
already has enormous powers of transfer. Judges 
move two to three times a year, and it is already an 
administrative problem because it allows forum 
shopping and causes disintegration in the last few 
weeks of the term. Court unification will exacerbate 
this situation by adding functional transfer· to 
geographic transfer." He conceded, however, "It 
might help in small counties where one judge could 
handle common pleas and superior cases." 

In Colorado, on the other hand, the pnwer to 
transfer court personnel has been utilized extremely 
effectively. Recently, a prison riot occurred in a 
sparsely populated, rural district. Approximately 58 
cases requiring fulljury trials were fIled. These cases 
had to be terminated within 90 days. The district did 
not have adequate judges, support staff, or financial 
resources to complete these cases within the requi
site time. 

However, the supreme court and state court 
administrator's office employed the vast resources 
of the. state to rea~sign judges and hire the support 
personnel necessary tCCGL"tduct the trials. They were 
facilitated by the fact that because the Colorado 
judiciary is state financed, the limited financial 
resources of the district in which the incident occur~ 
red did not restrict their ability to accommodate the 
trials. 

Retired judges were called into active service and 
active judges were transferred to the district. Ad
ditional reporters and clerical staff were hired and 
arrangements were made for special places to hold 
the trials. Additionally, the computerized jury 
selection system enabled the administrator's office 
to provide sufficient jurors to permit five jury trials 
per day. The preliminary hearings were completed 



on schedute, and court reporters worked day and 
night to transcribe the records for the trials. The 
judicial system w~s prepared to commence the trials 
when the district attorney decided to dismiss the 
cases. Nevertheless, the incident illustrates the 
effectiveness of the transfer power in a state financed 
system to accommodate judicial emergenc:ies. 

The system was equally able to handle a number of 
simultaneous trials when disturbances at a July 4 
youth religious festival resulted in a large number of 
arrests. Five judges and 20 court employees were 
transferred to the district to assume responsibility 
for the trials. Even a xerox machine was transported 
to the locality. The local school superintendent 
allowed the school house to be used for court 
facilities. As a result of the prompt and efficient 
response ot" the judicial system, the potential crisis 
never arose. 

In both the case of the prison riot and the youth 
festival, law enforcement officers were required to 
take action to protect the communit.y. It is likely 
these arrests would have occurred regardless of the 
preparedness of the judiciary to process the cases. 
The efficiency of the unified court system allowed 
each person arrested to be given fair andjust consid~ 
eration under the law. If the system had not been able 
to process the cases, some might have been hastily 
considered, and some might have been judged too 
harshly. Colorado's system protected the commu
nity without sacrificing the constitutional rights of 
the defendants. 

2. Coordination of administrative responsibility. 
Coordinati.on problems were introduced earlier in 
this study as problems which arise at the systemic 
level. As was noted in Chapter X, one issue raised by 
coordination problems is insuring adequate par~ 
ticipation and cooperation of system participants. 
The goal is to avoid alienating them during the proc
ess of change. However, coordination problems also 
have a technical analogue. Coordinating new ad~ 
ministrative responsibilities among members of the 
judiciary is a major problem engendered by cen
tralized administration. This includes both creating 
administrative positions and establishing lines of 
authority among them. It also includes minimizing 
potential conflicts which may arise as respon~ 
sibilities change. 

a. Coordination between state level adminis
tration and trial court administrators. A major 
challenge to administrators is developing an ac~ 
ceptable balance of power between the state level, 
where administrative policies are often developed 
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and the local level, where they are executed. Idaho 
illustrates one of the problems. When the position of 
administrative director of the courts was created, 
local administrators relinquished some of their 
autonomy. Many of them resented the diminution of 
their authority. One close observer explained, "The 
statewide interests of the administrative office clash 
with local concerns. The trial court administrators 
get along better with each other than they do with the 
state administrative office." 

Consequently, although the administrative office 
of the courts has authority for statewide administra
tion, in order to reduce friction between the state and 
local levels, it has not exercised this power exten
sively. One individual explained the situation as 
follows: "Because of local resentment the state 
court administrator moves slowly. He tries not to 
antagonize local judiciary and ',.erforms mostly a 
service function." 

The Idaho administrative office thus establishes 
standards but d(}l~;s not control daily local operations. 
It collects statistical data and makes recommenda
tions, but does not order or command. In short, the 
office has decentralized its authority in order to 
avoid creating tension. 

Most implementers in the states visited agree that 
decentralization is an effective means of coordina.t~ 
ing local and state administration. In Kentucky Chief 
Justice Reed, who is constitutionally the chief 
administrative officer in the state, has greatly decen
tralized administrative authority. He is reluctant to 
create abrasive situations, even if decentralization 
risks sacrificing efficiency in some areas. As he has 
emphasized, "I'm a believer in broad guidelines with 
as much flexibility as possible under the constitution 
and statutes." 

Colorado has long espoused a decentralization 
philosophy. As Harry O. Lawson stressed in a 1970 
speech: 

The way in which the administration ofa unified 
system is organized also is a major factor in 
gaining support and cooperation. We, in 
Colorado, have taken the position that adminis~ 
tration should be decentralized as much as 
possible, consistent with good management and 
in accordance with general guidelines and 
procedures. Certainly, so~e centralization is 
necessary, but a highly centralized structure 
reduces the ability and desire to participate In 
the decision-making process at the trial court 



level and, consequently, the amount of coop
eration that can be expected. 1 

Colorado thus is a prototype for decentralization. 
Each of the state's 22 judicial districts is treated as a 
separate administrative unit under the administra
tive control of a chief judge. Within their districts, 
chief judges, who are appointed by the chief justice, 
are delegated very substantial administrative au
thority. Additionally, they are authorized to appoint 
district administrators to aid with daily administra
tive tasks. 

Decentralization, Lawson acknowledges, has 
made the system more palatable, although it imposes 
extra burdens on the state court administrator's of
fice to train and work with local personnel. 8 

b. Coordination between localjudges and trial 
court administrators. Some incipient tension may 
also prevail between local judges and trial court 
administrators when centralized administration is 
implemented. For example, in Kenttwky judges 
resented any authority administrators had over 
them. The judges preferred to be independent. A 
similar situation has obtained in Florida where 
judges tended to hire their friends as administrators, 
treat the administrators as members of their personal 
staff, and resist the institution of modern managerial 
techniques by the administrators. 9 

Similarly, in Kansas some judges initially believed 
they would lose authority to the administrators. 
Ultimately, however, they realized this was not the 
case, and in time came to appreciate the assistance 
administrators could offer. A close observer of the 
transition in Wyandotte County commen.ted, 
"Judges in the past spent 30 to 50 percent of their 
time in administrative work. Now that administra
tive duties have been assumed by the state judicial 
administrator and the trial court administrator, the 
burden on the judges has been relieved." 

T,hus, as the Kansas example illustrates, one way 
to coordinate administrative functions between 
judges and trial court administrators, is to allow time 
for judges to realize the benefits of being relieved 
from administrative duties. 

In Idaho the problem was somewha~dlff"-""t. In 
\.-. -, 

that state most trial court administratc..S·· are also 

7 Harry O. Lawson, "Administering a Unified Court 
System," (an address presented to the Joint 'Session of the 
Conference of Chief Justices and National Conference of Court 
Administrative Officers, St. Louis, Missouri, August 6, 1970). 

8 Ibid. 
9 Larry Berkson and Steven W. Hays, "Injecting Court 

Administrators into an Old System: A Case of Conflict in 
Florida," Justice System Journal, 2 (Spring, 1976),57,68-70. 
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magistrates, thus eliminating the potential for 
judge/administrator antagonism. However, contrary 
to the situation in Kansas, this dual function in
creases the workload of the magistrate adminis
trator. One concerned participant remarked, 
"Magistrates cannot effectively do both." Yet, as 
that individual continued, magistrates may be more 
effective administrators because they are also 
judges. In one Idaho county the magistrate's assis
tant relieves him of many administrative duties. This 
allows him to supervise administration but to devote 
the majority of his time to judicial duties. 

At a slightly different level, Idaho has also suc
ceeded in averting the potential for conflict between 
the administrative district judge and the magistrate 
administrator. As an observer in one county re
ported, "Initially the trial court administrator was a 
job without a description. The position had to de
velop as time passed. Conflicts could have arisen if 
administrative district judges had not relinquished 
some authority. However, conflicts did not arise 
because there was a general willingness in the district 
to give the new position some meat. Conflicts would 
have arisen if everyone had wanted to maintain the 
status quo." 

c. Coordination between court clerks and trial 
court administrators. Court clerks, traditionally 
local elected officials, usually exercise a high degree 
of administrative authority over county judicial 
business. 1o When administrative centralization is 
implemented, they stand to lose considerable au
thority to trial court administrators. Thus, another 
administrative coordination problem is tempering 
their opposition to trial court administrators. 

In Kentucky this remains a major problem. Court 
clerks, who sense their position will be usurped, 
have strongly opposed the establishment of trial 
court administrator positions. Ironically, however 1 

clerks also oppose the institution of these positions 
because they fear the administrators will burden 
them with more work by imp~sing increased report
ing and record keeping requirements. 

Court clerks in Florida have also opposed trial 
court administrators. In their in-depth study, 
Berkson and Hays stress that almost half (49.1 . 
percent) of the court clerks they surveyed do not 
believe the administrators perform a useful role. The 
administrators were frequently described by clerks 
as "useless," "worthless," or "incompetent."l1 

10 Larry Berkson and Steven Hays, "The Forgotten 
Politicians: Court Clerks," University of Miami Law Review, 
30 (Spring, 1976),499-516. 

11 Berkson and Hays, supra note 9, at 70. 



Just as in Kentucky, the Florida clerks not only 
fear usurpation of their local administrative re
sponsibility, they also fear the potential introduction 
of technological innovations by the administrators. 
As Berkson and Hays report, a prime concern of 
court clerks is that trial court administrators will 
institute new managerial techniques which will 
seriouslY affect the clerks' independence.12 

The attitude of the court clerks seriously impedes 
the effectiveness of Florida's trial court adminis
trators. Because they have had to cope with local 
antagonism, condescension or mere indifference, 
the administrators have been unsuccessful in 
"consolidating their positions" or in "instituting 
uniform, modern administrative procedures."13 

3. Personnel classification system. Another 
problem implementers encounter in centralizing 
administration is the establishment of a person
!lei classification system for judicial department 
employees. 

a. Benefits. Neither judges nor auxiliary 
personnel are enthusiastic about a statewide per
sonnel system which deprives them of benefits that 
accrued prior to unification. As a problem of 
achieving a unification mandate, this antagonism is 
usually overcome by promises that unification will 
nQt impair accrued benefits. However, these prob
lems engender substantial implementation prob
lems, because implementing legislation must 
integrate many disparate local benefits. 

In Kentucky, for example, only judges from the 
supreme court, the court of appeals and the circuit 
:Jourts will be included within the judicial depart
ment retirement plan. The 113 new district court 
judges will be part of a state retirement program 
which provides less comprehensive benefits for 
participants. 

In New York administrators faced two difficulties 
in establishing a personnel plan. First, preserving 
and integrating vacation, disability, retirement and 
pension rights for the new state employees caused 
considerable difficulty. Even more troublesome, 
however, was the necessity of bargaining with 
approximately 130 unions representing over 10,000 
employees. Although New York administrators 
hope to consolidate unions as quickly as possible, 
this may prove to be a problem. Additionally, up
grading ben~fits to reduce disparities among em
ployees on the same level appears to offer the only 
feasible solution to the problem of standardizing a 

J2 Ibid., at 71. 
13 Ibid., at 72, 73. 
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personnel system without depriving any employees 
of accrued benefits. 

b. Salaries. Impllementing centralized adminis
tration generally entails a serious effort to Cf{!ate 
equitable salary sCales. In Idaho, where a state-wide 
personnel system for the judiciary is still in a plan
ning stage, salary ine:quities remain a problem even 
at the county level. The state does not set magis
trates' salaries. Rather, although the state pays the 
salaries, magistrate commissions establish salary 
levels for magistrates. Initially, salaries among 
magistrates in Ada County differed widely. This 
problem has only been remedied in part. Presently, 
the salaries oflawyer magistrates have been brought 
to relatively comparable levels. They vary betwee:n 
$1,000 and $2,000. However, much larger variations 
remain among the salaries of lay magistrates. Ad
ditionally, a comparison of salary levels among 
districts indicates large discrepancies, particularly 
between the salaries of lay and lawyer magistrates. 
One observer believed the statewide difference be
tween lay and lawyer magistrates was as high as 
$4,000 to $5,000. 

In order to obtain support for a statewide judicial 
personnel system in Alabama and New York, 
proponents of court unification assured auxiliary 
employees that their salaries would not be reduced. 
To effectuate this promise, implementers were 
required to equalize salary levels for all persons in 
the same job classification. The policy thus estab
lished gave some employees unexpected raises, but 
it avoided conflict over salary discrepancies. 

Naturally, the equalization raises entailed addi
tional expenditures, but as one New York ad
ministrator wryly commented, "Over the long term 
the costs should decrease because of streamlining of 
jobs and better administration. But with inflation, 
the legislature's addition of new state responsibility 
for financing and pressures within the system for 
new programs and positions, it will probably end up 
costing more." 

c. Titles and functions. Implementers who are 
responsible for establishing a personnel system also 
must amalgamate titles and functions of multifarious 
court employees. 

In both New York, which merged 10,000 employ
ees, and South Dakota, which merged 500, ad
ministrators were hindered by the vastness of the 
reclassification job. "Job classifications, descrip
tions and duties performed by employees were very 
inconsistent," explained a South Dakota finance of
ficer. To resolve the reclassification problems, 
South Dakota engaged the Public Administration 



Service (PAS), a private, non-profit consulting firm 
from Chicago. With the aid of a computer, PAS 
helped South Dakota administrators reclassify aU 
employees and bring them within a single adminis
trative system. Additionally, to facilitate the 
transition for both the employees and for the state 
treasurer, South Dakota assimilated the employees 
incrementally. During the first phase in January, 
1975, circuit judges, court reporters, magistrates 
(both lay and lawyer), and clerks were incorporated 
into the system. Subsequently, in July that'same 
year, the system added deputy clerks, bailiffs, court 
service workers and their operating expenses. 

Conversely, in New York incorporation, tech
nically, became effective for all employees on April 
I, 1977. However, administrators do not expect to 
complete reclassification until faU or later. 

When Colorado implemented a statewide per
sonnel classification plan for judicial employees in 
the late 1960's, it approached the reclassification 
problem in a slightly different fashion. There the 
administrator's office used in house staffto conduct 
a desk audit (or task analysis) of all employees who 
would be merged. 14 About 1300 employees were 
involved in the transition, which had some problems 
but went more smoolthly than had oelen contem
plated. The plan went into effect January 1, 1970. 
Implementers in Ala.bama plan to use a similar 
method of reclassification. 

Another problem arose in Colorado with respect 
to confidential and certified employees who were 
incorporated within the uniform syste:m. Confiden
tial employees, a Colorado interviewee explained, 
are employees such as bailiffs; division clerks, and 
reporters, who are hired according to state stand
ards, are paid by the state and receive state benefits, 
but are outside the classification insofar as they 
serve at the pleasure of the judge for whom they 
work. They have no grievance procedure and can be 
fired if anew judge takes office. On the other hand, 
certified employees are protected by a modified civil 
service system: they have a grievance and review 
procedure if they are demoted, suspended or dis
missed. Initially, each of these groups was jealous of 
the other's perquisites. The confidential employees, 
for example, could leave early if court was not in 
session; whereas the certified employees worked on 
an hourly basis. On the other hand, certified employ
ees had more job security. Although this r.ivalry still 
exists, to some extent, it is less serious now than 

14 This information was also used to merge salaries and bene
fits. 
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when the personnel classification plan was first in
stituted. Further, chief judges now have the author
ity to reassign confidential employees when they are 
cot needed in their own division. 

4. Timing. Where state financing accompanies the 
establishment of a personnel classification plan, as it 
often does, implementers also face a problem of 
coordinating P!iy periods and paychecks, including 
withholding, deductions and salaries. Although this 
is partially a problem inherent in state financing, it is 
more closely related to administration, because it is a 
direct result of the creation of a state judicial per
sonnel system. 

In Alabama, judges, clerks,. supernumerary 
clerks, reporters and other court employees all have 
different pay periods. To mitigate confusion as these 
employees are added to the state payroll, the im~ 
plementing legislation provides for incremental state 
assumption of salaries. These provisions relieve the 
state treasurer of the burden of coordinating the 
disparate pay periods of all judicial employees at the 
same time. 

The problem in New York was similar, but the 
solution was different. As one New Yorker e:x~ 
plained, "No one anticipated the problems of pre~ 
paring correct paychecks for 10,000 new employees, 
with proper deductjons and union dues. The state 
comptroller requires proof of all withholding, so 
documentation had to be established for all new em
ployees." However, New York administrators 
devised an ingenious solution. In March, 1977, 
shortly before the statewide judicial personnel sys
tem took effect, dummy paychecks were prepared 
and sent to aU new state employees to ascertain 
whether the proper deductions had been made. 

When the state adds local court employees to a 
statewide personnel system, the discrepancy be
tween county and state fiscal years may create a 
problem. For example, New York counties are on a 
calendar year fiscal year, whereas the state's fiscal 
year begins Apdl 1. Consequently, counties had to 
budget additional funds to provide for judicial costs 
during the three month interval between the close of 
the county fiscal year and the commencement of the 
state fiscal year. IS 

In contrast to New York, Colorado purposely 
scheduled implementation of personnel system 

IS The impact of this discrepancy must not be overstated. 
Although New York hliS adopted "first instance financing," the 
state's share of the judicial budget during the first implementation 
year is only 12.5 percent. Therefore, counties must still provide 
the larger share ofjlldicial costs during the first year, regardless of 
fiscal yeal' periods. . 



funding to use the fi~cal year discrepancy to its best 
advantage. In Colorado, counties report income on a 
calendar year fiscal oasis, while the state's fiscal 
year ends June 30. Implementing legislation to fi
nance the personnel system was presented and ap
proved in the 1969 legislature. It was scheduled to 
become effective January 1, 1970, which corres
ponded with the commencement of the county fiscal 
year. This arrangement proved extremely advan
tageous to both the state and the counties. It allowed 
counties to prepare their budgets knowing they 
would be relieved of personnel costs for the next 
fiscal year. At the same time, it reduced the finandal 
burden on the state because the initial appropriation 

, only had to finance six months of personnel costs. 

D. Centralized Rule-Making 

I. Determining areas for rule-making. Imple
menting rule-makIng authority poses a slightly dif
ferent conceptual problem from implementing any of 
the other areas of court unification. When a mandate 
respecting trial court consolidation, centralized ad
ministration, unitary budgeting or state financing 
becomes effective, that mandate generates a dis
crepancy between the authorized system and the 
exi'sting system. The tension caused by this dis
crepancy must be alleviated by sta,:utes, rules or 
orders which bring the existing system into com
pliance with the authorized system. 

Contrary to the other elements of unification, a 
mandate which grants the supreme court authority to 
promulgate rules does not create a discrepancy be
tween the authorized and the existing. It is effective 
immediately, regardless of whether or not the 
supreme court exercises its authority. Therefore, a 
relatively unique problem of rule-making is to define 
in general the areas in which the rule-making power 
should be exercised and to determine within those 
areas the precise rules to be promulgated. 

In making both of these decisions, a supreme court 
is best advised not to operate in a vacuum. Ifit does, 
it may encounter difficulties similar to those ex
perienced by the South Dakota Supreme Court when 
it attempted to draw circuit court boundaries 
pursuant to its constitutional authority. The court 
established the number of judges and lOCation of 
circuits before it conducted any field reseliidl or 
asked lawyers for their advice regarding needs. As a 
result, circuit boundaries were ineptly drawn, and 
case loads were extremely uneven. One circuit had a 
total of ten contested cases a year; another had 18. 
To remedy its error, the court subsequently com
bined the two circuits and removed a judge. 
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However, this resolution, as might be expected, 
caused great dissatisfaction. "It was like pulling 
teeth at this stage. The court should have been more 
careful to begin with," reported a South Dakota 
justice. 

In contrast to South Dakota, Ohio moved rela
tively circumspectly. The 1968 Modern Courts 
Amendment authorized the supreme court to 
promulgate rules of superintendence for all courts of 
the state. This power remained relatively unexer
cised until Chief Justice C. William O'Neill assumed 
the position. O'Neill determined that the supreme 
court could exercise its superintendence authority 
most effectively by promUlgating rules to reduce 
court delay. 

However, he was not sure of the precise rules 
needed to effectively eliminate delay. Consequently, 
he selected approximately 12 of the most capable 
trial judges in the state and invited them to a private, 
off-the-record session where they would candidly 
dissect the reasons for court delay. "We used no 
consultants," O'Neill has said. "In my view that is a 
colossal waste of money. "16 

After identifying numerous causes of delay, 
o 'N eill asked the judges to recommend rules for the 
supreme court to promulgate to eliminate those 
causes. He refused to consider suggestions that 
would increase the number of judges until he had 
attempted other methods of reducing court delay.17 
O'Neill also convened a separate session withjudges 
from the eight most populous counties. With the able 
assistance of knowledgable trial judges , the supreme 
court identified ten causes of delay in the Ohio 
courts, and adopted 15 rules of superintendence for 
the court of common pleas, to eliminate the causes of 
delay. 

O'Neill's meetings provided the Ohio supreme 
court with important information on trial court prob
lems which enabled it to intelligently address its rules 
to the judiciary's endemic problems. The results, as 
O'Neill has reported, were "phenomenal." In four 
years case filings have increased 25 percent, but 
during that time only one trial judge has been 
added.1s 

2. Rules as administrative tools: a case study in 
delay. Our analysis of methods to implement rule
making authority would not be complete without an 

16 Chief Jllstice C. William O'Neill, "Judicial Planning, 
BUdgeting and Management," (an E,ddress presented to the 
National Conference of State Criminal -Justice Planning Ad
ministrators, Seattle, Washington, July 19, 1976). 

17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 



in~depth examination of the Ohio superintendence 
rules. Their singular success makes them worthy 
prototypes which other courts may wish to use as a 
starting point in implementing the rule-making 
authority. 

The flrst cause of delay the judges identified was 
lack of administrative authority in multi-judge 
courts. To correct this problem the court promul
gated rules creatiog:m administrative judgeship. The 
administrative judge is responsible to the chief jus
tice and submits an administrative report to him 
every 30 days. 

Another cause of delay was the lack of an equita
ble case assignment system. As Justice O'NeiII 
noted, this problem had two distinct disadvantages: 

This led to lawyers shopping for favorable 
judges and to judges shopping for easy cases 
from the assignment commissioner. The judges 
shopped for criminal cases that could be dis
posed of by a guilty plea or civil cases that were 
sure to be settled. In both instances the judge 
could terminate the case quickly and take the 
rest of the day offatthe track or country club.19 

To resolve this problem the court promulgated a 
rule to assign cases by lot. The rule also provides that 
the judge to whom a case is assigned must remain 
responsible for the case until the file is closed. 

To resolve problems arising from unavailability of 
accurate case reports, a third rule was promulgated 
to make each judge responsible for submitting to the 
chief justice a monthly report of his work. As an 
enforcement device, this rule also makes the ad
ministrative judge responsible for the accuraCY of 
these reports. 

Another major problem was the failure of lawyers 
to file journal entries after a case was decided, 
especially in domestic relations cases. The reason 
behind this reprehensible practice was that it gave 
lawyers leverage to collect their fees. To remedy tl;>is 
dereliction, the court promulgated a rule requirint, 
that the judge must make the journal entry if the 
attorney fails to do so within thirty days oft~le ruling. 

The court also addressed the problem of the failure 
of trial judges to review cases periodically and to 
dismiss those which have not been prosecuted with 
diligence by counseL This problem entailed a rule 
mandating that judges review all cases which have 
been on the docket over six months. If no action has 
been taken on a case within six months, the judge 

19 Ibid. 
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must give notice to counsel, who must in turn show 
good cause why he has not moved the case or suffer 
dismissal for want of prosecution. 

Criminal trials caused delay for three reasons. 
First, grandjury actions were usually delayed after a 
bir.d over. 20 Under the correcting rule, if there is no 
grand jury action within sixty days of the bind over, 
the matter is dismissed, unless good cause is shown 
and the court grants the prosecuting attorney a 
continuance for a specified time. Secondly, defense 
lawyers often procrastinated bringing criminal 
matters to trial until they collected their fee from the 
defendant, a particularly troublesome situation in 
the case of some bailed defendants. The supreE1e 
court addressed this problem by a rule requiring all 
criminal cases to be tried within six months of the 
date of arraignment on indictment or information. 
Failure to try the case must be reported to the chief 
justice who may take all steps necessary to insure 
prompt trial of the case. The legislature supple~ 
men ted this rule by a law effective January 1, 1974. 
That law requires that accused felons in jail must be 
tried within 90 days of arrest or the matter is to be 
dismissed. 

Another problem of criminal matters is the delay in 
sentencing after conviction and after the judge has 
received the compleited probation report. Again this 
delay can often be ascrib~d to the defense attorney 
who may be using unethical leverage to collect a fee. 
The respIJnse to this delay was a rule requiring a 
sentencing hearing within 15 days of the rer;eipt of 
the probation report. 

An endemic cause of delay was the unavailability 
of lawyers because they were in another court on a 
different matter. To remedy this problem the court 
promulgated a rule which stipulates that once an 
attorney agrees with opposing counsel and with a 
judge on a date certain for trial, the court may require 
him either to try the case on that date or to substitute 
another attorney to try the case for him. If the attor
ney refuses to do either of these, the nde permits the 
judge to remove him from the case. 

Another endemic cause of delay was the inability 
or failure of medical experts to appear for testimony 
at the time they were required. This problem was 
solved by a rule permitting video-taped depositions 
to be introduced in lieu of live testimony. Finally) 

20 In this situation a bind over occurs ·aftera magistrate has 
determined at an initial appearance that there is probable cause 
to believe a crime has been committed and that the defendant 
has committed the crime. Tile defendant is either jailed or 
released on bailor recognizance until the grand jury convenes 
and determines Whether or not to indict. 



delay caused by the paucity of court reporters in 
rural areas was remedied by a rule permitting 
electronic transcription. 

3. Execution and compliance. 

a. Sources and types of opposition. As the 
range and diversity of Ohio rules indicates, certain 
problems in the judiciary are peculiarly susceptible 
to remedy by court rule. However, similar to the 
other elements of unification, implementation of 
rule-making may be hindered by execution and 
compliance problems. 

For example, in states where the legislature may 
veto court made rules, as may be done in 27 states, 21 

rules may be overturned because the legislature 
petceives them as judicial interference with its do
main or because the legislature is susceptible to 
political pressure from groups adversely affected by 
the rules. In Florida, for example, the court has 
implemented its rule-making power very cautiously 
in order to a void a confrontation with the legislature. 

In Ohio where rules are effective unless disap
proved by a concurrent resolution of the legislature, 
the court's first attempt at promulgating criminal 
procedure rules did not survive legislative scrutiny. 
Several Ohio political observers believe rejection of 
the criminal procedure rules was the result ofintense 
political lobbying by municipal clerks and bail 
bondsmen. The bail bondsmen were particularly 
opposed because the rules would have put them out 
of office. 

Other Ohio rules have also been challenged. For 
example, challenges were made to superintendence 
Rule 14, which restricted the granting of con
tinuances, and Rule 15, which allowed videotaped 
evidence or trials (by means of extending Civil 
Procedure Rule 40), and electronic transcription of 
proceedings. A challenge to Rule 4(B) of the Rules of 
Appellate procedure, which provided for criminal 
appeals by the prosecution, resulted in the supreme 
court holding its own rule invalid. 22 

A related problem arose implementing the munic
ipal court superintending rules. These rules requires 
judges to fill out a number of forms for data control. 
InitiallY, the judges encountered some difficulties 
completing the forms. Many situations which they 
had to report were borderline, and did not fit easily 

21 See Appendix B. 
U State v. Hughes, 41 Ohio St. 2d 208, 324 NE2d 731 

(1975). The rule was held invalid because it enlarged a sub
stantive provision of statute,y law and, thus. exceeded the 
procedural bounds of the court'~ rule-making authority. For 
further elaboration on this point see Chapter II, 

into any single category. The data lacked accuracy 
and comparability at first. Nevertheless, despite 
initial reluctance, judges did submit the data. After 
approximately one year of transition, the system 
began to function smoothly. 

b. Methods of encouraging support. The chal
lenges to the rules, the initial resistance, and the 
transition problems all suggest that to implement 
rule-making, a supreme court should make fin extra 
effort to facilitate execution and encourage 
compliance. 

For example, the Ohio supreme court published 
the superintendence rules July 4, 1971, and allowed 
judges two months to comment upon them. In 
September the court met with judges to interpret 
aspects of the rules, discuss objections and revise 
them where necessary. The rules becam6 effective 
January I, 1972. Prior to the effective date judges 
were required to inventory all cases and to fIle a 
report of the inventory with the chief justice. Ad
ditionally, to aid continuing implementation, the 
chief justice tours the state every summer to meet 
with judges and discuss the operation of the rules. 
This rapport minimizes opposition which may arise 
as a result of the extra work that increased record 
keeping entails. 

In Alabama the 1971 legislature conferred rule
making authority on the supreme court and au
thorized the court to promulgate new rules of civil 
procedure.23 To assist in drafting the rules, the court 
appointed a committee of 15 prominent judges, 
lawyers and law professors. After the rules were 
drafted, the court circulated copies to every lawyer 
and judge in the state for their criticism and 
suggestions. Additionally, the court sought a formal 
recommendation from the Alabama Association of 
Circuit Judges, the Board of Bar Commissioners of 
the Alabama State Bar Association, and the 
Alabama Law Institute. Additionally, the court 
sponsored a number of seminars and conferences to 
educate practitioners regarding the philosophy and 
the substantive contents of the rules. The court also 
allowed one day for any lawyer, judge or citizen to 
appear before it to offer suggestions about the rules. 
Finally, throughout the period for discussion, 
lawyers, judges and bar groups were encouraged to 
submit suggestions and recommendations to the 
court. 
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The court duly considered thfl critiques and as a 
result changed a number of provisions in the rules. It 

23 The narrative on the Alabama rule-making process is 
condensed from Howell T. Heflin, "Rule-Making Power," 
Alabama Lawyer. 34 (July, 1973). 263-26g. 



promulgated the new civil procedure rules on 
January 3,1973, and established July 3,1973, as their 
effective date. During the interval between the 
promulgation of the rules and their effective date, the 
court sponsored a comprehensive education pro
gram for lawyers, judges and support personnel. 
This program not only included course-style 
seminars, but a series of panel discussions on the 
state educational network and a series of sym
posium.; in the state's legal publications. These pro
grams served to allay much of the apprehension 
about the new rules. 

Chief Justice O'Neill has employed several 
methods to encourage compliance with the rules. To 
reduce delay he isolated 75 of the oldest cases and 
assigned them to a judge in a videotape scene. This 
probably encouraged both attorneys andjudges to be 
prepared for triaL He also carefully reviews the 
monthly reports t~at the judges submit to him and 
writes a personal letter to judges who are not moving 
their cases expeditiously. Finally, believing that 
"recognition is a far stronger motivation than 
money" he has devised an ingenious system of 
awards which he'gives to judges who have current 
calendars. The awards have provided good publicity 
for the recipient judges , who use them in ads for their 
reelection campaigns. 

E. Centralized Budgeting 

1. Coordinating budgets from all state counties. A 
major problem of implementing unitary budgeting is 
consolidating disparate classifications of budget 
items, which frequently vary from one county to the 
next. In South Dakota, each county, and often each 
municipality, utilized a different system of classify
ing expenditures. The earlier discussion of incon
sistent job classifications for individuals performing 
identical duties in different counties is only one part 
of this larger problem of budget item classification, 
but the solution, not surprisingly, was the same. 
Public Administration Service consultants not only 
helped South Dakota administmtors to consolidate 
the personnel structure, they also assisted in the 
preparation of a unitary budget with standardized 
item classification. 

Kentucky administrators not only had trouble 
gathering uniform information; they sometimes 
could obtain no data at all. In order to collect 
necessary information from which they could pre
pare a budget, they analyzed data from counties 
where it could be obtained and projected estimates to 
other counties. It may be inaccurate, admitted one 
Kentuckian, "but we can'tjustify budget requests to 

, the legislature with no records or data ..• A solution 
to this problem may be for the administrator's office 
to ask local court administrators to prepare a budget 
covering existing expenditures. 

2. Complexity of budget preparation. EVen 
where states have achieved uniformity in local line 
item classifications, the sheer complexity of pre par
ing a unitary budget remains an obstacle. Colorado 
uses two methods to facilitate preparation: decen
tralization and automation. 24 Each year the ad
ministrator's office provides the chief judge of each 
district with a computer print-out comparing the 
budget request and actual expenditure for the 
preceding year. The chief judge, trial court ad
ministrator and other personnel involved in the 
budgetary process review the print-out, and de
termine changes in allocations. They in turn must 
justify these changes to the state court administrator. 
The administrator and his staff held budget hearings 
in each judicial district to see first hand the problems 
and related budget needs. The administrator's office 
collects the budgets from all districts, feeds the data 
to the computer and prepares the entire state judicial 
budget. Information on expenditures is entered into 
the computer throughout the year, and the ensuing 
year the process begins anew. 

Before this system could operate smoothly, a 
number of difficulties required attention. First of all , 
Colorado administrators had to teach local judges 
from all the courts in the district to develop budgets. 
They devised a detailed manual on budget prepara
tion with standard headings and clear instructions 
which they distributed to all local budget officers. 
They also devised a two-step submission process. 
Local judges submit their budget requests to the 
district chief judge. He standardizes and consoli
dates the requests into a 'single district budget, 
which, in turn, is submitted to the state court 
administrator. 

Secondly, the administrator's office had to teach 
local administrators and judges to spend within theil' 
budgets. This has been resolved, in part, by a 
personnel rule, which in tum was adopted by the 
supreme court and which mandates that district 
administrators who overspend their budgets are sub
ject to removal. 25 

2. Colorado's Chief Justice Edward E. :pringle has spoken 
extensively on the Colorado budgetary process. The discussion 
in the text was derived from one of these speeches. See, 
Edward E. Pringle, "Fiscal Problems of it State Court Sys
tern," (an address presented to the Conference of Chief Jus
tices, Seattle, Washington, August 10, 1972). 

2. Colorado Judicial System Personnel Rules, Rule 26(a)(3}. 
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Finally the administrator's office had to explain 
the complexity of the judicial budget to the general 
assembly, but more particularly, the Joint Budget 
Committee, and to work with state legislators to gain 
their cooperation in the budgetary process. 

F. State Financing 

Although unitary bUdgeting generates a number of 
technical difficulties, implementing unitary budget
ing is also a major problem of implementing state 
financing. In order for a state to comprehend fully its 
funding responsibilities, it first must develop a 
means for analyzing budgetary data. A unitary 
budget facilitates interpretation of disparate finan
cial data and thus serves as a partial solution to 
problems associated with state financing. However, 
a number of additional difficulties are also associated 
with implementing state financing. 

1. Reluctance of the legislature to spend money. 
Although a constitutional provision, statute or rule 
may mandate state financing, if the legislature is 
unwilling to appropriate the necessary funds, 
implementation difficulties arise. The classic 
example of this problem has occurred recently in 
Alabama. In that state the legislature added to the 
financing legislation a provision prohibiting the 
judiciary from expending more money than it 
produced in revenues. In May, 1977, during the last 
stage of a three year implementation period, it be
came evident that court generated revenues would 
fall short of the $16 million that had been projected. 26 

Consequently, the judiciary faced an impending 
crisis. On May 30, Chief Justice C. C. Torbert, Jr. 
halted all jury trials and permitted only essential 
criminal matters to proceed. Judges continued to 
work, although for ten days no funds were available 
to pay their salaries. Finally, on June 10, the legis
lature appropriated funds which enabled courts to 
expend their entire anticipated budget. 2 7 

In part the Alabama financial problem was one of 
faulty revenue estimation. Certainly the Alabama 
legislature had anticipated that state financing would 
increase costs. In fact, to generate funds to offset the 
increase in costs, the iropk~menting legislation 
passed in 1975 not only raised costs, fines and fees, 
but explicitly provided for the transfer of a large 
share of court generated revenues to the state 

26 C. C. Torbert, Jr., "State of the Judiciary Address," (an 
addreS!1 presented to the Alabama State Bar, Birmingham, 
Alabama July IS, 1977). -

27 "Alabama Cuts Jury Trials as Court Funds Run Out," 
JI~dicat/Jre, 61 (August, 1977),92,93. 
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treasury.28 However, the new cost, fine and fee 
schedule applies only to cases instituted after 
January 16, 1977. Cases instituted prior to that date 
are governed by the former cost, fine and fee 
schedule. Furthermore, the revenues generated 
from those matters are placed in the county and not 
the state treasury. 

Chief Justice C. C. Torbert, Jr. does not see the 
matter as a temporary cash flow problem, however. 
First of all, in April, 1977, the state assumed the cost 
of all court supplies in Alabama's 67 counties. 
Secondly, in October, 1977, 800judicial department 
staff and clerical employees will be assimilated into 
the state personnel system, many with upgraded sal
aries and benefits. Finally, the projected budget for 
fiscal year 1977-1978 has already been pared to an 
absolute minimum. As Colorado's Chief Justice 
Edward E. Pringle has said in another setting, certain 
judicial costs are almost impossible to determine in 
advance: 

There are several judicial system activities for 
which it is difficult to predict the amount of 
money needed, even with the best data and staff 
analysis. I'm referring to such things as jury 
trials, grand juries, witness fees, insanity 
examinations and the like. Unusual and unan
ticipated expenditures in these categories 
constitute valid grounds for a supplemental or 
deficiency appropriation. Obviously, a person 
cannot be denied a jury trial for lack offunds. 
Likewise, legitimate grandjury activities cannot 
be curtailed. The court system should not be 
requir60 to reduce other necessary, fu nd.ed 
areas of operation to meet unanticipated jury 
costs. That would result in robbing Peter to pay 
Paul. This is another reason a supplemental ap
propriation is justified. Failing that, I think this 
is one area of expenditures where inherent 
powers may have legitimate application.29 

The solution to the Alabama prob\lem is not an 
ea~,y one. Presently Chief Justice TOlrbert is con
ducting another study of court costs. He also plans to 
cease furnishing an excessive number offorms to the 
practicing bar; to consolidate 10,000 different types 
of court forms currently in use in Alabama's courts; 
and to employ the court's assignment and transfer 
powers extensively to reduce the ne€:d to hire new 
judges as filings increase.3o 

28 JudJdal Artic:le_ ImplelTll!ntation Act, Acts of Alabama, 
-Act Nc. 1205, Art'. 16; (Regular Session, 197'5). 

29 Pringle, supra note 24. 
';30 Torbert, supra note 26. 



But these are short term solution!? In a recent 
address to the Alabama State Bar, Chief Justice 
Torbert stressed the long term impropriety of re
quiring the judicial branch to be self supporting. As 
he stated: 

I do not believe that the state can ever expect to 
see sufficient revenues produced for the courts 
to adequately fund a system of justice in 
Alabama. Such an idea is fundamentally un
sound and must be set aside irrespective of the 
consequences. No other agency that renders 
public service to this state is budgeted on such 
terms and the idea of ajudicial system imposing 
fines stiff enough to pay its salaries is repugnant 
to any system ofjustice.31 

In other states visited, observers expressed some 
concern that a stipulation that the courts be self 
supporting represents a return to "cash register 
justice." Indeed, in Kentucky one angry individual 
exclaimed, "The court's function is to administer 
justice, not to raise money!" 

Nevertheless, similar problems confront other 
states. In New York, the judicial budget can be 
decreased by the legislature. If this power is exer
cised, one New Yorker believes, "thejudiciary ma~ 
have no recourse and may have less [recourse] when 
the entire system is state funded." 

On the other hand, in Colorado, although costs 
have increased, the prevailing philosophy is that 
professionalism costs money but the results are be.t
ter. More recently this sentiment has been echoed 10 

Kentucky where one administrator remarked of cost 
pressure on the state, "You're comparing an inferior 
system with inferior personnel who perform other 
duties to a full service judicial system with 
professionals. " 

2. County resistance. Another problem of 
implementing state financing occurs when counties 
refuse to cooperate. This problem generally occurs 
in states where the counties remain responsible for 
providing local facilities, equipment or supplies, but 
where locally collected fees are channelled into the 
state treasury. 

For example, in Colorado, although the state h/ils 
appropriated locally generated court rev~nue~,. t~e 
counties have retained title to local court facilttIes 
and remain responsible for funding their mainte
nance and upkeep. One county rebelled and refused 
to provide an adequate cou,rtroom or chambers for a 
newly appointed judge. As a result, in 1974 the state 

31 Ibid. 
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court administrator filed suit against .the county to 
compel it to provide suitable facilities for the new 
judge. The Colorado Court of Appeals held that 
pursuant to sec, 13-3-3-108(1) of th~ Cblorado 
Revised Statutes: the county remained obligated to 
provide and maintain suitable courtroom space and 
facilities' for the judiciary.32 

Similarly in South Dakota, the state collects a 
share oflocally generated fees, but the counties still 
must provide facilities. In Parker, an extremely small 
South Dakota town, the county refused to renovate 
an antiquated courthouse with inadequate facilities. 
However, a high ranking official visited the town and 
mentioned that if the structure was not adequately 
maintained, the city might lose its court. The re
sponse was almost immediate; the courthouse was 
renova,ted in a few weeks. 

A related problem occurred in Alabama. Although 
the state was slated to assume the cost of financing 
local forms, supplies and equipment in October, 
1977, the counties resisted relinquishing their 
purchasing power. The state administrative office 
effected a tenuous compromise to resolve the prob
lem: the state will proceed with financing, and the 
counties can use the funds to do their own pur
chasing. However, they may only purchase the items 
that the office of the administrative director of the 
courts allows. 

The Kentucky administrative office effected a 
similar compromise with respect to court facilities. 
The counties must provide facilities that comply with 
state standards, and the state pays to the counties the 
fair market rental value of the physical plant. 

G. Conclusion 
In their study of implementation~Pre~.smaI1\ and 

Wildavsky stress that the ultim&te realization of 
policy objectives depends heavily upon the prac
ticable resolution of the technical problems which 
arise dming the implementation process. In their 
conclusion they state: 

The later steps ofimplementation were felt to be 
"technical questions" ,that would resolve 
themselves if the initial agreements were 
negotiated and commitments were made. But 
the years have shown how those seemingly 
routine questions of implementation were the 
rocks on which the program eventually 
foundered. 33 

32 Lawson V. Pueblo County, 37 Col. App. 37(), 54() P2d 
1136 (1975). 

33 Pressman and Wildavsky, supra notet. 



The on-site inteJrviews conducted in this study 
tend confirm that not only do technical problems 
abound, but that inability to resolve these problems 
seriously impedes the effectiveness of implemen
tation. As this chapter indicates, the sheer number 
and diversity of technical implementation problems 
that arose in the eleven states is staggering. 

However, this chapter also illustrates that dif
ferent problems arise in different nates and some
times even in different localities within the same 
state. Moreover, it is abundantly clear that no state 
visited experienced all the problems catalogued in 
this chapter. For example, Alabama, South Dakota, 
and Colorado had little difficulty moving or storing 
records; Connecticut had few problems in changing 
the titles of courts; and Idaho had little trouble 
coordinating trial court administrators and trial 

judges or equalizing judicial workloads. 
Certainly this latter point should be comforting to 

implementers confronting a court unification 
mandate. However, this chapter also suggests that 
the mere fact that difficulties arise should not be 
unnecessarily distressing. Technical problems 
which seemed insurmountable in some states were 
easily disposed of in others. Furthermore, over a 
period of time every state visited was capable of 
resolving most of the difficulties it confronted .. 

In fact, this study suggests that with a great deal of 
patience, willingness to experiment, and practical 
ingenuity, implementers can resolve most technical 
problems and improve the effectiveness of im
plementation. Successful implementation, in tum 
facilitates the transition between policy articulation 
and goal attainment. 
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CHAPTER XII. EVALUATiNG COURT UNIFICATION 

The four major objectives outlined in the preface 
have now been addressed. The concept of court 
unification has been defined, its strengths and 
weaknesses assessed, its politics studied and its 
administrative difficulties examined. A detailed 
empirical assessment of whether a unified system 
results in a more efficient and equitable legal system, 
however, has been conspicuously excluded from the 
analysis. Nonetheless, during the course of the in
vestigation, the authors have developed general im
pressions about its utility, some of which were: 
suggested in Chapter 2. 

Briefly stated, it is their belief that the unified 
model is generally a useful and rational way of or
ganizing and managing a state court system. One of 
the most attractive features of the concept is that 
responsibility for administering the system is placed 
in one location. As a result, a single official or group 
of officials may be held accountable for the state of 
the judiciary. The absence of this important feature 
appears to be the primary reason why many court 
systems have degenerated into such archaic in
stitutions. Even the most bitter critics of unification 
readily admit that excessive fragmentation must be 
reduced, and that some form of management system 
to coordinate the courts must be established. 

Perhaps what attracts the authors most about the 
system is its flexibility in operation, which is quite 
unlike the way critical theorists suggest it will op
erate. As intimated at the close of Chapter 1, an 
apparent conflict exists between court unification in 
theory and court unification in practice; critics fail to 
recognize the difference. 

Critics contend that unification will be manifested 
by a highly rigid and authoritarian structure wherein 
decisions are imposed uniformly throughout the 
system. 1 But in practice, unification is quite dif
ferent. The exercise of hierarchical authority in 
dictatorial fashion, for example, is rarely if ever 

I Geoff Gallas has thoroughly pointed out the weaknesses 
of such a system. See Geoff Gallas, "The 'Conventional Wis
dom of State Court Administration: A Critical Assessment and 
An Alternative Approach," Justice System Journal, 2 (Spring, 
1976),35-55. 
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utilized. Indeed, practitioners are quick to realize 
political practicalities and requirements necessary to 
operate a flexible and responsive system. Ironically, 
the states considered most highly uniF.ed in theory 
are perhaps the most practically decentralized. 
Therefore, a unified system is more aptly viewed as a 
"mandatory consultative" one in which previously 
autonomous professional personnel are required to 
interact with all members of the judiciary and to 
collectively set internal priorities and goals. 

Despite a generally positive f~eling about the 
concept, the authors have strong reservations about 
making overly broad claims for it. Certainly, uni
fication is not a nostrum for all that plagues the 
courts. Nor is it the only possible solution to the 
problems of the jUdiciary. In fact, it may even be 
dysfuflctional in some situations. For example, in 
geographically large and highly populous states such 
as California, perhaps two, three or even four, uni
fied systems need to be established on a regional 
basis. 

Other unresolved problems remain. For example, 
must administratively fragmented states become 
highly centralized before more sophisticated, decen
tralized systems can be adopted? In other words, as 
speculated in Chapter 1, does the Hegelian dialectic 
describe the evolution of court structures? These 
and other questions have yet to be .examined. 

In the above summary the reader should note that 
such phrases as "impression," "reservations," and 
"it may be," are used in describing the authors' 
beliefs about court unification. Nothing is stated 
with any degree of certainty. To make definitive 
claims would be a senous error, for despite the 
growing controversy which enshrouds the concept, 
no systematic study has been undertaken to evaluate 
its impact. Indeed, there is little if any empirical 
evidence to suggest that a unified system results in a 
more efficient and equitable legal system than a 
nonunified one. Thus, one of the most critical and 
timely studies to be undertaken is an assessment of 
the extent to which court Unification achieves its 
purported goals. While it is well beyond the scope of 
the present study to undertake such an analysis! a 



few brief remarks about how such a study might be 
approached are offered. 

Although it currently is in vogue, evaluation re
search is hardly a new field of endeavor. 2 This type 
of research focuses on "the systematic accumulation 
of facts for providing information about the 
achievement of program requisites and goals relative 
to efforts, effectiveness and efficiency within any 
stage of program development."3 In other words, 
once goals are designed and effectuated, evaluation 
research attempts to examine objectively the impact 
and ramifications of a given program. 

Therefore, at the outset, the evaluation design 
should first explicitly enumerate general and specific 
goals against which court unification can be mea
sured. The most oft-cited general goals inciude 
enhanced efficiency and a higher quality of justice. 
Yet neither is precise nor readily susceptible to 
empirical testing. Thus, specific goals, which may be 
operationalized, must be delineated for each element 
of unification. The formulation of specific objectives 
has been overly neglected in the field of judicial 
administration, and not without justifiable criti
cism.4 In the absence of operable, specific objec
tives delineated at the outset of the project, there 
is no standard against which the general goals 
may be evaluated; in short, evaluation research is 
impossible. 

Second, subsequent to the establishment of 
specific goals, performance criteria must be de
veloped to determine whether the goals have been, 
will be, or even can be achieved in the near future. 
John B. Jennings provides three broad evaluative 
criteria within which system performance can be 
evaluated: quality of justice; processing efficiency; 
and burden on public participants. 5 Under the rubric 
of quality of justice, Jennings suggests that the 
following indicators may be helpful: amount of in-

2 See Donald Jackson, "Program F,valuation in Judicial 
Administration," in Larry Berkson, Steven Hays and Susan 
Carbon, Managing the State Courts (St. Paul: West Publishing 
Co., 1977), p. 347. 

3 Tony Tripodi, Phillip Fellin and Irwin Epstein, Social 
Program Evaluation: Guidelines for Health, Education and 
Welfare Administrators (Itasca, Ill.: F. E. Peacock, 1971), p. 
12. 

• Lucinda Long, for example, is highly critical of the fact 
that the objectives to be achieved by creating offices of court 
administration have not been delineated carefully. See "Some 
Second Thoughts:-\bout Court Administrators," (a paper pres
ented at the American Political Science Association Meetings, 
Chicago, Illinois, September, 1976). 

5 These and the criteria which follow are suggested by 
John B. Jennings, "The Design and Evaluation of EXperimen
tal Court Reforms," unpublished ms., October, 1971, pp. 9-11. 
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dividual attention given to each case, the nature of 
dispositions, the quality of representation, and the 
extent to which litigants comprehend court pro
ceedings. Possible indicators of processing effi
ciency include: rate at which cases are disposed of, 
the speed with which cases are processed, the causes 
of adjournments, and the number of continuances 
per case. With respect to the burden on participants, 
one possible criterion is the number of court ap
pearances per case. 

These broad evaluative criteria are suggestive of 
specific ones which may be developed to assess each 
element of unification. One possible specific goal of 
trial court consolidation might be simplified litiga
tion. Possible performance criteria might include the 
extent to which jurisdiction between the trial courts 
is exclusive, the extent to which trial de novo is 
allowable, and the number of dismissals for want of 
jurisdiction. 

A specific goal of centralized administration might 
be enhanced coordination among the trial courts. 
Therefore, performance criteria might include the 
amount of daily contact between the state and trial 
court administrators, the extent of local court par
ticipation in the system-wide decision-making proc
ess, and the extent to which judges can be assigned 
throughout the state as needed. 

Similarly, one goal of rule-making might be re
sponsiveness to immediate needs. Therefore, 
performance criteria might include the speed with 
which rules are promulgated, the extent to which 
local courts participate in the rule-making process, 
and the extent to whkh the supreme court is willing 
to promulgate rules when needs arise. 

With respect to unitary budgeting, one specific 
goal might be system-wide planning. Therefore, 
performance criteria might include the number and 
qualifications of planners in the state judicial budget 
office, the extent to which data are gathered and 
analyzed in order to facilitate planning, and the ex
tent to which budget officials are capable of fore
casting needs. 

Finally, one specific goal of state financing might 
be the equitable distribution of resources. Therefore, 
performance criteria might include the extent to 
which the least adequate facilities are first to be 
renovated, the extent to which auxiliary personnel 
receive equal compensation for similar job clas
sifications, and t.he extent to which local jurisdic
tions with excessively high caseloads can obtain 
additional judgeships. 

Third, the evaluation design should not neglect 
any side effects which may accompany implemen-



tation of court unification. It has been argued that the 
consideration of side effects constitutes one of the 
most neglected, but crucial, aspects of public policy 
evaluation. 6 Indeed an analysis of the side effects 
relating to other agencies and system participants 
may govern whether or not a program should be 
maintained or discontinued. Moreover, the design 
should allow for an assessment of both immediate 
and long-range side effects. A policy may have 
negative consequences for a period of time after 
unification is implemented, only to dissipate within a 
few years. On the other hand, counterproductive 
effects such as unreasonable costs, greater delay, 
reduction of employee morale and excessive 
bureaucratization may linger indefinitely. 

Fourth, the research design should be compara
tive in nature. Two approaches appear useful: 
comparison between jurisdictions, and comparison 
within ajurisdiction before and after unification has 
taken place. For example, the design might allow for 
comparison of public perceptions about their re
spective judicial system, the relative costs of unified 
and nonunified systems, the extent of court con
gestion, the number of jurors utilized, and the 
number of personnel employed. 

Finally, it is suggested that a combination of re
search techniques be employed in executing the de
sign. For example, correlational analysis might be 
utilized to determine the relationship between highly 
unified systems and court congestion, efficient juror 
usage, the expense of court financing, and the quality 
of physical facilities. 

Another research technique which might be 
employed is the interview instrument. Question
naires can be utilized to determine the attitudes of 
jurors, witnesses and defendants about their state's 
judiciary. An assessment can be made to determine if 
those in highly unified systems are more satisfied and 
supportive of the judiciary than those in relatively 
nonunified systems. 

Initiating evaluation research, however, will not 
be an easy task. Granting agencies appear to be more 
concerned with adopting and implementing pro
grams than measuring their impact. Additionally, the 
personnel employed by granting agencies appear to 
have accepted, essentially on blind faith, the idea 
that unification is a positive phenomenon. After aU, 
they are told by the Advisory Commission on In
tergovernmental Relations, the American Bar 
Association and the National Advisory Commission 

6 Larry Berkson, "Post Conversion Analysis," Policy 
Studies JOllrn~/, 2 (Summer, 1974),316,319. 
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on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals that uni
fication is "the" answer. Unfortunately, these 
prescriptions are based on hunches and intuition, 
rather than on rigorous empirical research. More 
important, they are the result of extant political 
compromises which may result in ludicrous l'ecom
mendations. To cite but one example, the National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stand
ards and Goals suggests that, "Local trial court 
administrators and regional administrators should be 
appointed by the State Court Administrator. "7 

Almost any academic or practitioner could list a 
dozen reasons why this recommendation should 
never be implemented.8 

The political compromises which occur before the 
recommendations are adopted also result in subtle 
omissions. For example, the American Bar As
sociationStal1dards Relating to Court Organization 
refer only vaguely to court clerks. 9 Never do they 
discuss the duties and responsibilities of court clerks 
vis-a-vis those of tria! court administrators. Another 
omission was the Association's failure to include 
fees among the monies which should be transferred 
to the state general fund from local units ·of 
government. 1 0 

Even if granting agencies become cognizant of the 
importance of evaluating the various facets of court 
unification and consequently begin funding such 
court studies, the investigations, nonetheless, will 
not proceed without considerable difficulties. Rossi 
and Williams, for example, have noted five obstacles 
to any type of evaluative. research. 11 These obstacles 
are particularly acute for those undertaking an as
sessment of court unification. The authors note first 
that there are conceptual problems. Social policy 
analysis is a complex task that has innumerable 
nuances. Second, there are methodological prob
lems. Data may be missing so that sophisticated 

1 National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals, Courts (Washington: Government Plint
ing Office, 1973), p. 183. 

8 See Larry Berkson, "Selecting Trial Court Adminis
trators: An Alternative Approach," Journal of Criminal 
Justice, forthcoming. 

9 American Bar Association, Standards Relating te COllrl 
Orgahization (Chicago, American Bar Association, 1974), p. 
94. 

1Q The Standards speCifically recommend that fines, penal
ties and forfeitures should be transferred to the state general 
fund. Notably, they exclude locally-generated fees. Ibid. pp. 
106-07. 

11 Peter Rossi and Walter Williams (eds.), Evaluating Social 
Programs: Theory, Practice and Politics (New York: Seminar 
Press, 1972), pp. xiv-xv. 



designs cannot effectively be carried out. Third, 
there are bureaucratic problems. Access may be 
difficult because policy makers and administrators 
often do not like to be evaluated. Fourth, political 
problems inhibit evaluation. Bias, ideological beliefs 
and vested interests, both on the part of the re
searcher and his subjects, may serve as obstacles to 
arriving at objective conclusions. Finally, there are 
organizational problems. These include acquiring 

skilled personnel and resources to facilitate the 
research. 

Despite these obstacles, evaluation research in the 
judicial system must be undertaken. This is par
ticularly true with respect to the concept of court 
unification. The need for additional prescriptions 
based on intuition has long since passed. The time for 
rigorously evaluating the recommendations already 
proposed and implemented is clearly upon us. 
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APPENDIX A 
A NATIONAL GUIDE TO COURT UNIFICATION 

In Chapter I it was noted that there are a multitude 
of conflicting interpretations regarding the elements 
of court unification. After a thorough search of th~ 
literature, it was detr'"'llined. that there are five 
elements: consolidation and simplification of court 
structure; centralized management; centralized 
rule-making; centralized budgeting; and state 
financing. To develop an approximate ranking of the 
states, empidcal indicators have been selected to 
represent the various components. Because unitary 
budgeting and state financing are intimately inter
related, they have been treated as one category, for 
purposes of the ranking. . • 

There are two guiding c:onsideratiQqs in the proc
ees of developing indicators. l First, the number of 
subcomponents ffii.\St be. large enough and broad 
enough to capture the essefi.ceof each element. 
Second, each of the component.; should be of ap
proximately the same importance if they are to be 
assigned equivalent numeric scores. 2 Operating 
from these premises, a scheme was devised whereqy 
each of the four elements was assigned a total of 16 
points . .The number of points assigned to the 
subcomponents varies from element to element, but 
are of equal weight within an element. 

At the outset, two caveats must be noted. Any 
methodology which ~ssigns numeric weights to rep
resent non-empirical\ data makes a number Of 
normative judgments. This is unavoidable and 
permeates much of the classificatory scheme which 
follows. For example, if one is dealing with a list of 
states ranked by the percentage of contribution to 
the judicial budget, how should they be assigned 
points? Is it an all or nothing proposition in which 
only states with 100 percent state funding receive 

I Little guidance is offered in the literature. But see, James 
Gazell, "Lower-Court Unification in the American States," 

Arizona State Law Journal, 1974 (1974);653:659; Henry 'Glick 
and' Kenneth Vines, State Court Systems (Englewood Cliffs: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc~, 1973), pp. 28-33; and Minnesota Judicial 
Council, A Survey of Uniform Court Organizations·(1974). 

2 An implicit assumption is that each of the elements 
themselves are of equal importance and adequately and 
comprehensively describe unification. 
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points? Or, should the states be ranked in groups 
according to the percentage of state contribution? If 
the latte'r, how should the groups be dividecl..and how 
many points'should be assigned each group? Reliable 
judgments about the answers to these questions can 
only be oirered after investigators have a clear 
understanding of the purpose of the methodology, 
what is to be measured and the goals to be sought. 
Every attempt was made to meet these criteria in the 
present study. 

The second caveat is that all research projects are 
limited by their data base. Ideally a survey instru
ment is devised to gather the primary information 
being sought. After pretesting, it is mailed and the 
investigator awaits the returns. Fortunately ~ this 
procedure was generally unnecessary because a 
number of very recent and exceptionally reliable 
studies are available that contain information requi
site to the successful completion of the project. Still, 
they are not without their limitations. Some are two 
or three years old, thus making them somewhat 
dated in this rapidly changing area of investigation: 
In others, data are missing for some of the states. To 
overcome these limitations, each of the studies was 
minimally updated to September 1, 1976,3 States 
undertaking steps toward unification since the 
publication of the original data were noted and ad
justments were made. Missing data were obtained 
via telel?honeinterviews with appropriate state 
officials. Information about auxiliary judicial per
sonnel systems was obtained from a one page 
questionnaire mailed to each of the state court 
administrators or in their abs-cnce, the chief justice of 
the state. 

3 It should be noted that the infonnation recorded in the fol
lowing tables is based on the system as it existed in Septem
ber, 1976. Thus, reforms enacted but not yet implemented 
by that date are not counted. For example, legislation passed in 
Alabama in OctQber 1975 substantially consolidate4 that state',s 
court structure. However, it was not in effect during' 1976 and thus 
the old rather than the prescribed new system Was utilized fM 
point assignment purposes. 



A. Consolidation and Simplification of Court 
Structure 

A fundamental problem in developing an index to 
establish whether or not a state system is consoli
dated, is how to treat intermediate courts of appeal. 
Researchers in two studies recently have confronted 
this problem and have conduded that the presence of 
such a court is imperative in a unified system. Thus 
they assigned maximum points for its presence and 
zero points for its absence.4 This system, however, 
severely penalizes states with small popUlations and 
light dockets. Few would argue, for example, that 
states such as New Hampshire and South Dakota 
need to create such courts in order to be unified. 
Moreover, a review of the literature reveals that the 
presence or absence of intermediate courts of appeal 
is not necessarily an indicator of whether a state 
system is unified.s Indeed, most proponents of a 
unified system do not include an intermediate ap
pellate court as part of their prescriptions. For these 
reasons, the presence or absence of intermediate 
appf~llate courts was omitted as an indicator of 
unification. 

A review of the literature also suggests that there is 
no consensus as to the exact number of trial courts 
which are permitted to exist under a fully unified 
system. However, the discernible trend is toward 
advocating a single, lowi:'!l' ~ourt structure. b' It is clear 
that a state is considered 19.~"unified as the number 
of types of trial courts incn~ase. Thus, thle following 
scheme was devised: 1 tria;) court - 4 poilits; 2 bial 
courts - 3 points; 3 trial (courts - 2 points; 4 trial 

4 Gazell, supra note I, at 661; and Glick and Vines, supra 
note 1, p. 30. 

5 For conflicting statements see Roscoe Pound, "The 
Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Administration of 
Justice," Journal of the American Judicature Society, 20 
(February, 1937), 178, 184; Roscoe Pound, "Principles and 
Outline of a Modern Unified Court Organization," Journal of 
the American Judicature Society, 23 (April, 1940), 225, 228; 
"Model Judiciary Article, Journal of the American Judicature 
Society, 3 (February, 1920), 132, 153; "The Case for a Two
Level State Court System,'" Judicature, 50 (February, 1967), 
185-87; on the one hand, and Glenn Winters, "A.B.A. House 
of Delegates Approves Model Judicial Article for State Con
stitu~ion," Journal of the American Judicature Society, 45 
(Apnl, 1962), 279, 281; National Municipal League, Medel 
State Constitution (New York: National Municipal League, 
1963), p. 14; American Bar Association, Standards Relating to 
Court Orga/lization (Chicago: American Bar Association 
1974), p. 3; and Minnesota Judicial Council, supra note 1, p. 6; 
on the other. 

S See, e.g., Allan Ashman and Jeffrey Parness, "The 
Concept of a Unified Court System," De Paul Law Review, 24 
(Fall, 1974), 1,29-30. 
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courts - 1 point; and 5 or more trial courts - 0 
points. This system has the additional merit of not 
greatly penalizing a state with a two-tiel' system of 
trial courts. 7 

Despite the lack of consensus over whether there 
should be one or two trial courts, there is almost total 
agreement that there should be only one trial court of 
general jurisdiction. S This fact provides the basis for 
a second indicator. Four points were assigned to 
states with such a system. No points were assigned 
to states without it. Similarly, there is uniform 
agreement that if trial courts of limited jurisdiction 
are present, th~re should be only one such court. 9 

Thus, a third indicator was developed. Four points 
were assigned to states possessing zero or only one 
trial court of limited jurisdiction, two points for 
systems employing two such courts and zero points 
for those utilizing three at' more such courts. 

It is also clear that the existence of specialized 
courts weakens the concept of a unified system. 
Thus a final indicator was developed. If a system 
possesses no such courts, four points were assigned. 
Two points were assigned if there are only one or two 
such courts, and zero points if three or more are 
present. 

Thus it is possible for a state to obtain 16 points if it 
fully complies with this element of unification. Data 
on each of the four indicators were obtained from the 
Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assis
tance Administration's National Criminal Justice 
Information and Statistics Service, as updated 
through January 31, 1975,10 and a recent report to the 
California Judicial CouncilY The results are 
compiled in Table A-1. 

7 Some argue that it is unfair to penalize· a state, such as 
Colorado, for the presence of one or two additional courts 
which are restricted to large metropolitan areas. Nonetheless, 
it is clear that they diVerge from the collective definition and 
thus were not assigned additional points. 

S See Larry Berkson, "The Emerging Ideal of Court Uni
fication," Judicature, 60 (March, 1977),372..:82. 

9 See, e.g., Ashman and Parness, supra note 6, at 29. Trial 
courts of limited jurisdiction are defined as those possessing 
both civil and criminal jurisdictions. Courts possessing only 
one or the other are considered specialized courts. This 
dichotomy is found consistently in the literature. 

10 United States Department of Justice, Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration, National Survey of Court Or
ganization (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1973), 
and 1975 Supplement. 

11 Judicial Council of California, A Report to the Judicial 
Council on Trial Court Unification in the United States, 
September, 1976. 





Table A-I 
Consolidation and Simplification of Trial Court Structure 

Presence Presence 
Courts General Limited of Sp:lcial. Courts General Limited of Special· 

s_t_at_e __________________ ~ese~~( ____ }_ur_i~~di_ct_io_n __ ~J~un~·s~di~ct~io~n __ ~iz~e_d~C~ou~rt~s ____ T_ot~al ______ ~S~t.~te~ ________________ ~~~e~se~nt~~J~ur~is~di~ct~io~n __ ~J~ur~i~~i~ct~io~n __ ~iz=e~d~C~ou~rt=s __ ~T~ot~al~ 

Alabama* 

Alaska 

Arizona 

Arkansas 

California 

Colorado 

Connecticut* 

Delaware 

Florida 

Georgia 

Hawaii 

Idaho 

IIIinds 

Indian~~ 

Iowa 

Kansas 

Kentucky* 

Louisiana 

Maine 

Maryland 

Massachusetts 

Michigan 

Minnesota 

Mississippi 

Missouri 

o 
2 

2 

o 
2 

o 

o 
3 

o 
3 

4 

4 

o 
4 

2 

o 
o 
2 

2 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

'In the Process of revising their court structures. 

4 

4 

4 

o 
4 

4 

4 

o 
4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

o 
4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

o 
4 

o 
o 

2 

2 

2 

o 
2 

4 

4 

2 

4 

o 
4 

4 

4 

o 
4 

4 

o 
2 

4 

4 

2 

o 
2 

o 
4 

o 
4 

4 

2 

4 

o 
2 

o 
4 

o 
4 

4 

4 

o 
4 

2 

4 

o 
2 

2 

o 
2 

o 
2 

o 

6 

12 

12 

2 

12 

8 

11 

2 

15 

4 

15 

16 

16 

o 
16 

12 

8 

6 

12 

12 

6 

2 

6 

2 

4 

Montana. 

Nebraska 

Nevada 

New Hampshire 

New Jersey 

New Mexico 

New York 

North Carolina 

North Dakota 

Ohio 

tOklahoml\ 

Oregon 

Pennsylvania 

Rhode Island 

South Carolina 

South Dakota 

Tennessee 

Texas 

Utah 

Vermont 

Virginia 

Washington 

West Virginia 

Wisconsin 

Wyoming 

2 

o 
o 
o 
3 

o 
2 

o 
o 
o 
o 
4 

o 
o 

3 

2 

2 

4 

4 

4 

4 

o 
4 

o 
4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

o 
4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

2 

2 

4 

2 

2 

4 

o 
4 

2 

o 
4 

2 

2 

4 

o 
4 

o 
2 

4 

4 

2 

4 

4 

4 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

o 
o 
4 

2 

2 

2 

2 

o 
o 
o 
4 

o 
2 

2 

2 

4 

2 

2 

2 

2 

9 

9 

12 

9 

4 

8 

o 
15 

9 

6 

12 

8 

6 

8 

4 

16 

2 

6 

9 

11 

15 

9 

11 

12 

12 



B. Centrc.llized Management 

It is a taxing endeavor to determine the extent to 
which each state has progressed toward a centralized 
management system. First, the element's panWle
ters are exceedingly broad. Second, there is a nota
ble lack of information and data covering this aspect 
of unification. This has forced earlier researchers in 
the area to utilize overly simplistic indicators. For 
example, James Gazell used as one measure, the 
presence or absence of a state court administrator. 12 

He assigned four points (the maximum) to states 
utilizing such an official and zero points to states that 
did not. This methodology is much too superficial: 
the mere presence or absence of a court adminis
trator tells us little about the extent to which a state is 
centrally managed. For example, a state court ad
ministrator's office may be located in a dank, dreary 
room in the basement of the supreme court building 
totally removed from the on-going operations of the 
judiciary. The salary of the administrator may be so 
low that it is difficult to recruit qualified and compe
tent individuals. 13 Likewise, the budgets may be so 
limited14 and the staffs so nominal15 as to make these 
offices functionally inoperable. 

On a second dimension the mere presence of a 
competent court administrator with sizeable staff 
~n~ budgetary all?cations does not necessarily 
Indicate that centrahzed management is taking place. 
An office may possess all of these prerequisites, but 
not have the authority to coordinate and control 
trial court administrators, judges and auxiliary 
personnel. 

To overcome these methodological problems, the 
presence or absence of a state court administrator 
was not utilized as an indicator of the degree to which 
each state is unified. Rather, indicators were sought 
which measure the authority, duties and respon
sibilities of the chief justice, court administrator and 
their offices. Precedent for this approach is found in 
a study by the Minnesota Judicial Council. In a 
questionnaire sent to each state, its members asked 

12 Gazell, supra note 1. 
13 Ten states pay their, administrators less than $25,000. In 

one state, Montana, the a(\,~;~i~t!"!toJ receives a mere $14,000. 
See Rachel Doan and Robert Shapiro, State Court Adminis
tratoN' (Chicago: American Judicature Society, 1976) pp. 
124-25. ' 

• U At least five states employing court administrators pro
VIde less than $100,000 for the office. Alabama provides 
$35,000; Nevada, $32,000; and Montana, a mere $30 000 Ibid 

uS' ' . . 
IX states have only one professional in the adminis-

trator's office. Four states employ only one clerical worker 
and the administrator in Massachusetts has no cierical staff. 
See ibid. 
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not only about the pres.ence of an administrator, but 
also whether research and planning took place at the 
state level, whether regional administrators were 
accountable to state administration and whether 
there existed a state-wide personnel management 
plan. 16 

To measure the degree of administrative super
vision over lower court personnel in the present 
study, two indicators were selected. The first takes 
into account the extent to which state supreme 
courts have the authority to reassign lower court 
judges.17 Four points were assigned to states if the 
court has the power to temporarily transfer judges 
from one jurisdiction to another and zero points if 
they do not. 

The second indicator selected is the degree to 
which state court administrators supervise trial CoUl'~ 
administration. States were assigned four points if 
the court administrator has the authority to: (1) 
require trial courts to provide them with accounting 
and budget information; (2) establish personnel 
qualifications for auxiliary personnel; (3) determine 
com~~nsation for staff members whose salaries are 
not fixed by law; and (4) approve requisitions. Three 
points were assigned if three elements are present, 
two iftwo are present, one if one is present, and zero 
points if none is present. 

The third indicator chosen for measuring the de
gree to which states are centrally administered is 
whether the state court administrator is involved in 
four specific activities which the literature indicates 
he should perform: (1) research on court organiza
tion and functions; (2) dissemination of information 
on court operations; (3) long-range planning; and (4) 
research assistance for the state court system. Four 
points were assigned states in which the adminis
trator performs each activity, three points when 
three are performed, two points when two are per
formed, one point when one is performed, and zero 
points if none is peiformed. 

The final indicator chosen focuses on the re
cruitment, retention, promotion, and removal of 
auxiliary judicial personnel who work in the court 
system. The literature review indicated that in a truly 
unified system, a state-wide merit program should be 

16 Minnesota Judicial Council, supra note I, p. 21. Un
fortunately, their data are extremely incomplete due to the fact 
that many states did not respond to the inquiry. Thus, it was 
not utilizable for the current project. 

17 Data are from GazeIl, s/lpra note I, &t C(iO; updated 
information was taken from the Council of State Guvernments, 
Criminal Justice Statutory Index (Lexington: Council of State 
Governments, 1975), p. 25. 



established and controlled by the judiciary. Four 
points were assigned to states employing such a 
system. IS Three points were assigned to states 
maintaining a state-wide merit system not main
tained by the judiciary. Two points were assigned to 
states with merit systems at selected levels of the 
judiciary (usually state vs. county) or in certain 
geographical areas (major metropolitan areas or 
certain counties). Zero points were assigned to states 
with no merit systems. 

Thus, it is possible for a state to obtain a total of 16 
points if it fully complies with this element of un
ification. Data for the first three indicators were 
extracted from the American Judicature Society 
study of state court administrators by Rachel Doan 
and Robert Shapiro.19 The data for the fOllrth in
dicator were obtained from mailed questionnaires 
mentioned earlier. The results are compiled in Table 
A-2. 

C. Centralized Rule-Making 

The literature review indicated that in a unified 
system, rule-making should be legally (constitu
tionally or statutorily) centralized in the state's 
highest court. 20 Thus one indicator chosen to de-

1~ This category included states where court clerks are 
elected but the remaining personnel are included in a merit 
system. "Merit system" was broadly defined to include any 
civil service system. 

19 Doan and Shapiro, supra note 13. Missing data on 
Arizona and Oklahoma were supplied by court administrators 
Marvin Linner and M.arion Opala respectively. Updated in
formation was obtained via telephone interview for Alabama 
and Georgia. 

U See Arthur Vanderbilt, Minimum Standards of Judicial 
Administration (New York: The Law Center of New York 
University, 1949), p. 506; Pound, "Principles and Outline of a 
Modern Unified Court Organization," supra note 5; Winters, 
supra note 5, at 282: National Municipal League, supra note 5; 
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administra
tion of Justice, Task Force Report: The Courts (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 83; Advisory Commis
sion on Intergovernmental Relations, State-Local Relations ill 
the Crimillal Justice System (Washington: Government Print
ing Office, 1971), p. 91; National Conference on the Judiciary, 
Justice in the States (St.Paul: West Publishing Co., 1971), p • 

. 265; Committee for Economic Development, Reducinff Crime 
and Assuring justice (New York: Committee for Economic 
Development, 1972), p. 22; National Advisory Commission on 
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Courts (~.'YaRhington: 
Government Printing OffiCtl, 1973), p. 164; Am,ericllD Bar 
Association,. supra note 5, p. 72; Minnesg;) Judiciai Council, 
supra note I, p. 18; GazeH"Sllpra note t~:at 654; and Geoffrey 
Galias, "The Conventionai:W!5tiuii'i:~f:State Court Administra
tion: A Critical Assessment and an Alternative Approach," 
Justice System Journal, 2 (Spring, 1976), 35. See also AU an 
Ashman and Jeffrey Parness supra note 6, at 30. 
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termine the degree to which a state is unified in terms 
of rule-making power is the location of that authori
ty. Four points were assigned if it is placed i~ the 
state's highest court, two points ifit is placed jointly 
in the court and legislature, and zero points if it is 
phtced elsewhere. 21 The data were extracted from 
the ;:eminal work on rule-making by Jeffrey Parness 
and Chris Korbakes. 22 

The fact that rule-making authority rests in one 
particular entity mayor may not reflect who actually 
utilizes that authority. The Parness-Korbakes study 
instructively denotes this distinction. They found 
that in a number of states the actual rule-making 
body differed from the legally-authorized rule
making body. Thus, a second indicator was estab
lished to give credit to states where the highest Gourt 
is the functional rule-maker: four points were as
signed each state where the court actually prom
ulgates rules (is relatively free from interference 
flOm the legislature), two points were assigned 
where both the courts and legislature are involved, 
and zero points when another situation exists. 

Even if the highest state court promulgates rules, 
its authority or power may be severely restricted by 
the presence oflegislative veto. 23 This fact led to the 
adoption of <l. third indicator. A state was assigned 
four points iithe legislature has no veto power over 
rules promulgated by the court. Ifa two-thirds vote is 

21 It is argued by some, especially those familiar,"with the 
California system, that states should receive points for placing 
the rule<making authority in judicial councils. Nonetheless, the 
practice does not comport with the ideal and thus points were 
not assigned. 

22 Jeffrey Parness and Chris Korbak«;s, A Study of the 
Procedural Ru/r-Makillg Power in IhiUllited Silltes (Chicag'Q: 
American Judicature Society, 1973), pp •. 22-64. Data wen~ 
updated by telephone interviews and by use of information 
from the Council of State Governments, supra note 17, pp. 
24-25. 

23 There is considerable conf\ision over whether the rulemak
ingauthority should be subjectto legislative veto. As the Advisory 
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations noted, "The ABA 
[1962] model vested the power exclusively in the supreme court; 
t/le NML [1963] model vested it in thllt court but subjectto change 
by a vote of two-thirds of the legislature." Advisory Commission 
on Intergovernmental Relations, supra note 20, pp. 185, 189. The 
National Muncipal League's Model Judiciary Article of 1942 
allowed the legislature to repeal l1lles made by thejudicial council. 
"Model Judiciary Article and CommentThereon," J'ournal of the 
American Judicature Society, 26 (August, 1942),58. Its previous 
article of 1920, however, vested in the judicial council the "ex
clusive power to make, alter and .amend all rules relating to plead
ing, practice and procedure .•.. " "Model Judiciary Article," 
supra /'Iote 5, at 139. The American Bar Associations Standards of 
Judicial Admioistration adopted in 1938 provided that "the courts 
should be given full rule-making power," "Standards of Judicial 
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State 

Alabama 

Alaska 

Arizona 

Arkansas 

California 

Colorado 

Connecticut 

Delaware 

Florida 

Georgia 

Hawaii 

Idaho 

Illinois 

Indiana 

Iowa 

Kansas 

Kentucky 

Louisiana 

Maine 

Maryland 

Massachusetts 

Michigan 

Minnesota 

Mississippi 

Missouri 

Role of S.C. 
Assignment Admin. in 

POWer of Supervision 
Supreme of T.C. Ad· 

Court ministration 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Ii 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

o 
4 

o 
o 
4 

o 
o 
o 
o 
4 

3 

4 

o 
o 
o 
4 

o 

o 
o 
4 

2 

1 

o 
(} 

o 
o 
4 

o 

2 

o 
o 
o 

Activities 
of S.C. 
Admin. 

3 

4 

o 
4 

4 

4 

4 

2 

4 

3 

4 

4 

4 

o 
4 

4 

4 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

1 

4 

Table A-2 
Centralized Management 

Type of 
Personnel 

System 

2 

4 

2 

o 
2 

4 

4 

4 

2 

2 

3 

o 
2 

o 
o 
2 

u 

o 
4 

2 

o 
2 

2 

o 
o 

Total 

12 

16 

6 

8 

10 

16 

12 

11 

10 

5 

15 

10 

II 

5 

8 

6 

8 

3 

12 

10 

5 

8 

5 

I 

B 

State 

Montana 

Nebraska 

Nevada 

New Hampshire 

New Jersey 

New Mexico 

New York 

North Carolina 

North Dakota 

Ohio 

Oklahoma 

Oregon 

Pennsylvania 

Rhode Island 

South Carolina 

South Dakota 

Tennessee 

Texas 

Utah 

Vermont 

Virginia 

Washington 

West Virginia 

Wisconsin 

Wyoming 

"Through a very complex but generolly unknown and never utilized procedure, judges /lUI)' be reassigned. See Nevada, Revised Stallltes, 3.040. 

Role of S,C. 
A.signment Admin. in 

Power of Supervision 
Supreme of T.C. Ad· 

Court ministration 

4 

4 

0* 

4 

4 

o 
4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

o 
4 

4 

4 

o 
4 

o 
4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

o 

2 

o 
o 
3 

3 

2 

2 

o 
o 
2 

o 
2 

3 

o 
3 

o 
o 
o 
4 

2 

3 

o 
o 

Activities 
or S.C. 
Admin. 

2 

4 

2 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

4 

4 

3 

4 

2 

4 

2 

Type of 
Porsonnel 
System 

o 
2 

2 

3 

1 

4 

4 

4 

o 
o 
o 
o 
2 

o 
o 
4 

o 
o 
2 

o 
o 
2 

4 

2 

o 

Total 

7 

12 

3 

9 

14 

11 

14 

14 

8 

7 

9 

4 

12 

11 

8 

11 

7 

3 

10 

12 

9 

11 

13 

10 

2 





required before a veto may be effected, a state was 
assigned two points. States which permit veto by 
one-half vote ofthe general assembly were assigned 
no points. This decision encompasses the belief that 
states which make it difficult to nullify court rules 
should receive some credit for being unified in 
contrast to states which allow their legislatures to 
ovenurn rules by a simple majority. Data were again 
obtained from the Parness-Korbakes study. 

The fact that the court possesses legal rule-making 
power and/or actually promulgates some rules, 
coupled with the fact that it is free from legislative 
veto, however, does not elucidate the entire situ
ation. A court may possess statutory authority to 
promulgate rules, but may hesitate to do so, fearing 
that the grant of authority may be withdrawn by the 
legislature if it is utilized. Thus, a fourth indicator, 
one measuring the actual use of the rule-making 
power, was devised. The data were obtained from a 
study by Allan Ashman and James Alfini 24 which 
analyzed 25 areas in which rules could be promul
gated. The areas were reduced to 16 by eliminating 
two areas in which there was substantially incom
plete information (other rules of procedure, and Ii
ce'1sing and special practice problems); two areas in 
which all but three or fewer states had promulgated 
rules (appellate procedure and attorney discipline); 
and five areas in which all but three or fewer states 
had not promulgated rules (statutes of limitation, 
creation of judgeships, court boundaries, court 
financing, and courtroom security). For each of the 

(Colltillued from page 211) 
Administration Adopted," Joumal of the American Judicature 
Society, 22 (August, 1938),66,67. Vanderbilt's assessment of this 
provision suggests that rule-making authority should not be 
disturbed by the legislature. "The regulation of procedures by the 
legislature has had deleterious effects .... The committee of the 
Section of Judicial Administration which examined these ques
tions not only recommended the withdrawal of the legislature 
from the field of procedure and the authorization of rule-making 
by the courts, but also that the rules 50 made supersede previous 
legislative action." Arthur Vanderbilt, "Minimum Standards of 
Judicial Administration," supra note 20, pp. 91-92. Roscoe 
Pound's position is unclear although he too bitterly criticized state 
legislature for interfering with the administration of the courts. 
Pound, supra note 20, at 225 . He did not list legislative veto among 
his checks on abuse of power by the courts. Ibid., at 232. Most 
disGlJ.ssiQn~ ofrule ... m!1..king slJggest!hat various groups participate 
in making rules but do not explicitly deal with the question of 
legislative veto. See e.g., American Bar Association, supra note 
5, pp. 71-74. 

24 Allan Ashman and James Alfini, Uses of the Judicial Rule
Making Power (Chicago: American Judicature Society, 1974), pp. 
12-84. Missing data for Alabama were obtained from Nancy 
Brock, AdministrativQ Assistant, Administrative Office of the 
Courts, Alabama. 
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16 included areas, 0.25 (4) point was assigned. The 
totals were then converted on the following basis; 
3.25 to 4-4points; 2.25 to 3-3 points; 1.25 to 2-
2 points; 0.25 to 1-1 point; and 0- 0 points. ThUS, 
each state could obtain a total of four points for 
actually utilizing the rule-making authority. The 
rationale for the point conversion process)s 
threefold. First, it intuitively appears too harsh. to 
require a state to have promulgated rules in each of 
the areas before it can be considered fully unified. 
Consequently, a standard somewhat short of the 
perfect 4.0 should be employed to measure complete 
unification. Second, and again, intuitive reasoning 
suggests that a scale be established rather than 
granting the extremes of four or zero points. In this 
manner, degrees of usage may be measured and 
states are not drastically penalized if they do not 
extensively utilize their authority. Third, the method 
of conversion results in a fairly even distribution of 
states in each category of points.25 

Thus, it is possible for a state to obtain 16 points if 
it fully complies with this element of unification. 
Table A-3 summarizes the point assignments in this 
area. 

D. Centralized Budgeting and State 
financing 

To measure the extent to which a state operates 
under a centralized budget, three indicators were 
utilized. Data were derived from the seminal study of 
state court budgeting by Carl Baar.26 The first in
dicator deals with prepration of the budget. States 
were assigned four points if the budget is centrally 
prepared (usually in the court administrator's of
fice). States with central review and submission (the 
state court administrator or staff gathers materials 
from all courts and passes them to budget officials in 
the legislative or executive branches) were awarded 
three points. Two points were assigned those states 
placed by Baar in both the central review and 
submission, and external preparation categories. 
One point was assigned states with separate sub
mission of the budget (different parts of the court 
system submit requests to budget officials in the 

25 The major exception is in the zero point category which 
contains only one state. 

26 Carl Baar,Sep"/ate but SubseNient: Court Budgeting in the 
American States (ii!xington: D. C. Heath and Co" 1976), p. 14. 
The data were updated by Professor Baar for this project. Missing 
data for Florida, Mississippi, Missouri, and Pennsylvania were 
gathered via telephone interviews. The recently passed New York 
legislation is not included. ')-;:. 
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Alabama 

Alnska 

Arizona 

Arkansas 

California 

Colorado 

Connecticut 

Delaware 

Florida 

Georgia 

Hawaii 
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Illinois 
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o 
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3 

3 

4 

2 

3 

Table A-3 
Centralized Rule-Making 

Total 
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16 
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14 
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Montana 4 

Nebraska 0 

Nevada 2 

New Hampshire 4 

New Jersey 4 

New Mexico 4 

New York 
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North Dakota 

Ohio 

Oklahoma 

Oregon 
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South Dnkota 

Tennessee 

Texas 
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4 

2 
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2 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

Total 

11 

7 

6 

14 
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14 
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15 

14 

9 

10 

5 

9 

14 

10 

14 

14 

7 

15 





executive or legislative branches). Zero points were 
assigned states with external preparation. 

The second indicator developed to determine the 
degree to which budgets are centralized is the extent 
of executive branch participation. 27 Four points 
were assigned if the executive is excluded from 
participation, three points if the executive may re
view but not revise the budget, and two points if the 
executive may review and only revise certainjudicial 
budget requests. Zero points were assigned to states 
allowing the executive to review and revise judicial 
budgets. 

The final indicator selected to measure the degree 
to which each state utilizes a centralized budget is 
the role of the gubernatorial item veto in the budget
ary process. 28 Ifno authority exists for s:.Ich a veto, a 
state was assigned four points. If authority exists but 
is never exercised, a state received two points. The 
rationale underlying this decision is that the presence 
of item veto authority may create self-imposed re
strictions on the judiciary in order to avoid its 
exercise; thus, a state should not be considered fully 
unified in these situations. Zero points were assigned 
if the authority has been exercised within the past 
five years., 

The single indicator utilized to measure the extent 
of state financing is the percentage of which each 
state funds its jcdiciary. 29 States which assume be
tween 80 and 100 percent of the funding were as
signed four points (eight states); between 60 and 79 
percent, three points (three states); between 40 and 
59 percent, two points (eight states); between 20 and 
39 percent, one point (23 states); and 0 to 19 percent, 
zero points (eight states). 

In sum, as with the other elements of unification, 
each state is able to receive a total of 16 points. The 
tabulations are presented in Table A-4. 

E. The Final Rankings 

As stated at the outset, the four areas were as
signed an equal number of points (16), making it 
possible for each state to receive a total of 64. By 
computing the arithmetic mean for each state, a 
unification ratio is produced. This allows a rough 

27 See ibid" p. 28. 
28 Ibid., pp. 79-80, updated by Baar. Five states, Indiana, 

Louisiana, Maine, New Mexico and Wyoming did not respond to 
Professor Baar's inquiry, For those states scores were computed. 

29 Ibid., pp. 6-7, updated by Baar. See Carl Baar, "The Lim
ited Trend Toward Court Financing and Unitary Budgeting in the 
States," in Larry Berkson, Steven Hays and Susan Carbon, 
Managing the State Courts (St. Paul: West Publishing Co., 1977), 
pp.269-80. 
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ranking of the states as presented in Table A_S.3o 
Naturally, the ranking is subject to change as states 
revise their judicial systems. Indeed, Alabama, 
Kentucky and New York, among others have al~ 
ready passed reforms which when implemented will 
change their positions radically. 

Again, it is emphasized that the rankings should be 
viewed with caution. Simply because Maine re
ceived one more point than North Carolina does not 
necessarily indicate that the former is more unified 
than the latter. What the ranking does suggest is that 
Maine and North Carolina are more unified, in the 
conventional sense, than New Hampshire, and much 
more unified than Mississippi. Perhaps it is most 
useful to view the rankings in terms of quartiles or 
quintiles. 

It is anticipated that a number of objections will be 
made to the order or the means by which it was 
devised. This generally occurs whenever such lists 
are created. One of the basic reasons for this phe
nomenon is that by their nature, rankings imply 
something is greater than or inferior to something 
else: in this case, that one state is "better" or "more 
progressive" than another. However, the inves
tigators intend no such value judgment. The ordering 
of the states tells, and only tells roughly, how far 
each state has moved toward the collective definition 
of a unified court system. This is entirely different 
and apart from the question of whether it is an appro
priate, wise, cost-efficient and just ideal toward 
which states should move. 

Objections may be raised regarding the choice of 
elements. It is for this reason that the literature ,.;ras 
so thoroughly scrutinized. Objections also may be 
made to the data base. However. each source was 
updated as carefully as possible by utilizing both 
library research, mailed questionnaires, and 
telephone interview techniques. 

Perhaps the most compelling objections may be 
those directed at the choice of indicators. One me~tns 
by which to check their general validity is to compare 
the results with the findings of scholars who h~ve 
utilized differing methodologies. Accordingly, the 
rankings were compared with two important, hut 

30 The higher the standard deviation in relation to the mean, the 
less stable the mean. For example',: if a state has relatively hi;gh 
standard deviation in relation to itjl mean, such as New York or 
California, it is clear that the state sc~~r~£".'{;ry high on one or more 
dimensions, and scores very low on one .or more dimensio~lis. 
Thus, for those few states with relatively high standard deVIa
tions, the reader is cautioned to inspect the composition of those 
state's total scores. 
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Table A-4 
Centralized Budgeting and State Financing 

Use of Useof 
Extent of Extent of GUbernatorial Extent of Extent of Gubernatorial 

Centraliud Executive Item Veto Percen~age CenuJlizcd Executive Item Veto Percentage 
judicial Branch Over Judi- ofState Judicial Branch Over Judi- of State 

Stale Preparation Participation cial Budget Funding Total State Preparation Par1icipation cial Budget Funding Total 

Alabama'" I 0 2 I 4 Montana 2 0 2 5 

Alaska 4 0 ·2 4 10 Nebraska 0 2 2 5 

Arizona 3 3 2 0 8 Nevada I 4 4 I 10 

Arkansas 2 3 2 I 8 New Hampshire 0 0 4 5 

California 2 0 0 0 2 New Jersey 4 0 0 5 

Colorado 4 3 2 3 12 New Mexico 4 0 2 4 10 

Connecticut 4 0 0 4 8 New York'" 2 3 2 I 8 

Delaware 3 3 2 4 12 North Carolina 4 0 4 4 12 

Florida 0 2 4 North Dakota 4 2 I 8 

Georgia 0 3 2 0 5 Ohio 3 3 2 0 8 

Hawaii 4 4 2 4 14 Oklahoma ] 0 2 2 7 
t¢ 
I-' Idaho 3 0 2 2 7 Oregon 3 4 2 10 en 

Illinois 3 2 2 8 Pennsylvania I 0 2 2 5 

Indiana 0 0 4 5 Rhode Island 4 3 4 4 15 

Iowa 0 4 2 7 South Carolina 3 0 2 0 5 

Kansas 3 3 2 ~ South Dakota* 2 0 2 5 

Kentucky* 2 0 2 5 Tennessee 4 0 2 7 

Louisiana 2 4 2 9 Texas 0 0 0 0 0 

Maine 0 4 3 8 Utah 0 0 4 2 6 

Maryland 3 2 4 2 Il Vermont 4 0 4 4 12 

Massachusetts 0 2 4 Virginia 4 0 2 3 9 

Michigan 3 0 2 0 5 Washington 1 2 2 6 

Minnesota 4 0 2 0 6 West Virginia 0 4 2 7 

Mississippi 0 0 2 3 Wisconsin 0 4 2 2 8 

Missouri 0 2 4 Wyoming 0 0 2 2 4 

'In the process of implementing state funding. 





Table A-5 
A Ranking of the Extent to Which States are Unified 

Unification Standard Unification Standard 
Rank State Ratio· Deviation Rank State Ratio· Deviation 

HAWAII .91 .04 25 WISCONSIN .58 .14 

2 COLORADO .81 .24 27 ALABAMA .55 .27 

3 ALASKA .80 .15 27 KENTUCKY .55 .24 

4 IDAHO .75 .26 29 KANSAS .53 .16 

4 RHODE ISLAND .75 .20 30 VIRGINIA .53 .36 

6 MAINE .73 .18 31 NEBRASKA .52 .19 

7 NORTH CAROLINA .72 .28 31 OHIO .52 .16 

8 VERMONT .70 .06 31 WYOMING .52 .39 

8 WEST VIRGINIA .70 .19 34 ARKANSAS .50 .31 

10 MARYLAND .69 .05 34 MONTANA .50 .16 

11 ILLINOIS .67 .24 36 MICHIGAN .48 .38 

11 NEW MEXICO .67 .16 36 NEVADA .48 .25 

11 OKLAHOMA .67 .22 38 MASSACHUSETIS .41 .20 

14 ARIZONA .66 .28 38 SOUTH CAROLINA .41 .15 

14 FLORIDA .66 .30 40 CALIFORNIA .38 3" • I 

14 SOUTH DAKOTA .66 .28 40 INDIANA .38 137 

17 CONNECTICUT .64 .11 40 OREGON .38 .23 

18 WASHINGTON .63 .21 43 LOUISIANA .36 .16 

19 DELAWARE .61 .33 43 MINNESOTA .36 .04 

19 NEW JERSEY .61 .38 43 MISSOURI .36 .l:t 

19 NORTH DAKOTA .61 .18 43 NEW YORK .36 .41 

19 UTAH .61 .21 47 TENNESSEE .33 .15 

23 IOWA .59 .27 48 TEXAS .Z8 .24 

23 PENNSYLVANIA .59 .30 49 GEORGIA .25 .OR 

25 NEW HAMPSHIRE .58 .23 50 MISSISSIPPI .17 .Ii 

*The arithmetic mean of the four elements. 

less detailed, studies.31 The final listings do not scientific fashion precludes suggestion of bias in the 
radically diverge from one another. rating process. Finally, whereas one of the earlier 

The present ranking has several advantages over studies merely grouped states into categories, the 
the earlier ones, however. First, there are a number present undertaking creates a ranking, thus making 
of reasons to believe it. is more accurate. The oata finer distinctions about the extent to which states are 
base is much broader, more complete and more unified. 
current. Second, because at least three years have 
passed since the former studies were completed, the F. Conclusion 
concept of court unification is more clearly un~ The purpose of this appendix has been to deter-
derstood and, thus, is much more easily measured. mine the extent to which each of the states is unified. 
T~ird, utilizing recently gathered data in a rigorous, Hopefully this will lay the foundation for further 

31 Gazell, supra note 1; ana R. Stanley Lowe, "Unified Courts 
research. Most important, it should render aid to 
those scholars interested in determining the con-

in America: The Legacy of Roscoe Po~md," Judicature, 56 sequences of unification. Are those states which (March, 1973), 316. 
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rank high on the scale necessarily the most well
operated and just systems in the nation? Do those 
states tend to produce a system of justice which is 
more fair in terms of access and more efficient in 
terms of speed with which it disposes of cases? 
Conversely, are those on the bottom the least ef
ficient and most unfair systems? Do they restrict 
access to the courts and increase the time required 
for the processing of cases? It is unlikely that either 
extreme is correct. For example, it is difficult to 
believe that the judicial system of California on the 
one hand, and Indiana or Mississippi on the other, 
are similar in terms of the quality and efficiency with 
whichjustice is dispensed. Yet, all three are very low 
in the rankings. 
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Other questions emerge. Does the fact that the 
most unified states are relatively small in population 
indicate that only rural states can accomplish uni
fication? Should lar8er states unify? Conversely, 
should they remain decentralized? Does the fact that 
most of the states of the old confederacy rank on the 
bottom of the scale indicate that unification is un
likely to take place, or is undesirable, in certain 
regions of the country? Are the iower ranked states 
relatively non-unified because the model appears 
undesirable in terms of processing justice efficient
ly? Answers to these and similar questions should 
help to guide the states in selecting the most appro
priate schemes for their judicial systems. 



APPENDIX B 
STATE SOURCES AND CONTACTS 

ALABAMA 
Baar, Car\. Former President, Citizens' Conference on Alabama 

Courts and presently a Montgomery businessman. 
Cameron, Charles. Administrative Director, Department of Court 

Management. 
Cole, Charles D. Former Director, Advisory Commission on 

Judicial Article Implementation and presently Director, 
Southeast Regiclflal Office, National Center for State Courts. 

House, W. Michael. Former Administrative Assistantto the Chief 
Justice, principal lobbyist for the Citizens' Conference on 
Alabama State Courts, Inc., and presently a Montgomery 
attorney. 

Martin, Robert. Public Information Director, Alabama Judicial 
System. / • 

Mitchell, Ned. Former assistant to the staff director, Advisory 
Commission on Judicial Article Implementation andpresentIy a 
Research Analyst, Department of Court :l1ana.~emenL 

Nachman, M. Roland. Former President, State Bar Ass[lci~tion, 
and presently a Montgomery attorney. 

Torbert, C. C. Former member, Senate, and presently Chief 
Justice, Supreme Court. 

COLORADO 
Ackerman, Randy. Personnel Officer, Office of State Court 

Administrator. 
Alter, Chester. Former Co-Chairman, Committee for Non

Political Selection and Removal of Judges, Inc .• and presently 
Chancellor Emeritus, University of Denver. 

Hoffman, Bea. Director of Research and Development, Office of 
State Court Administrator. 

Holmes, Hardin. Former Chairman, House Judicia!"j Committee 
and presently a Denver attorney. 

James, MalC. Budget Officer, Office of State Court Administrator. 
Lawson, Harry. Formei' State Court Adr.-::nistrator and presently 

Director. Masters Program in Judicial Administration, Univer
sity of Denver. 

Miller, William. ElCecutive Secretary, State Bar AssoCiation. 

CONNECTICUT 
Burnham, Virginia Schroeder. President, Connecticut Citizens 

for Judicial Modemization and. member, Legislative Advisory 
Council. 

Costas, Peter. Founder of Connecticut Citizens' for Judicial 
Modernization and presently a Hartford attorney. 

Cotter, John. Justice, Supreme Court and the State Court Ad
ministrator. 

Dixon, Ralph. Legal Counsel to Connecticut Citizens for Judicial 
Modernization. 

Greenfield, James. Former President, State Bar Association and 
presently Co-Chairman, Joint Committee on Judicial Mod
ernization. 

Healey, James T. Former Chairman, House Juoii::iary Committee. 
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Isler, James. Member, Connecticut Citizens fol' judicial Mod
ernization Board of Directors and member, Legislative Advis
ory Council. 

Murtha, John. President, State Bar Association. 
Neiditz, David. Former Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee 

and presently a private attorney. 
Nejelski, Paul. Former Assistant Executive Secretary of the 

Supreme Court and presently a Deputy Attorney General of the 
United States. 

Pape, William. Former President, Connecticut Citizens for 
Judicial Modernization and presently Editor, Waterbury 
Republican-American. 

Speziak, John. Chief Judge, Superior Court. 
Wilcox, John. Executive Director, Conneeticu.t Citizens for 

Judicial Modernization. 

FLORIDA 
Adkins, James. Justice, Supreme Court. 
Baggl!tt, Fred. Former Executive Assistant to the Chief Justice 

and presently a Tallahassee attorney. 
COl'e, Arthur. Executive Director, Judicial Council. 
Eaton, William. Budget Officer, State Court Administrator's 

Office. 
Habershaw, Frank. Deputy Court Administrator, State Court 

Administrator's Office. 
Harkness, John. Former Staff Director, House J\1diciary Com

mittee and presently State Court Administrator. 
Karl, Frederick. Former member of the Senate and presently a 

Justice, Supreme Court. 
Kromhout, Ora. Former Vice President, League of Women Vot

ers and presently Research Associate, Florida State University. 
McCord, Guyte. Former Chairman, Circuit Judges' Conference 

and presently Judge, District Court of Appeals. 
McFarland, Richard. Former As~s1ant Executive Director, State 

Bar Association and presently ~T~llo:.~.!\liSee attorney. 
McMillan, Hugh. Legislative Assistant to the Governor. 
Reno, Janet. Former Staff Director, House Judiciary Committee 

and presently a Miami attorney. 
Robert, B. K. Former Chief Justice, Sllpreme Court and presently 

Chairman, Judicial Council. 
Tillman, Jane. Administrative Assistant, State Court Adminis-
. irator's Office. ~ 

IriAHO 
Bianchi, Carl F. Administrative Director of the Courts. 
Donaldson, Charles F. Vice Chief Justice, Supreme Court. 
Gilmore, Warren. Administrative Magistrate, Fourth Judicial 

District. 
Gross, Alfred. Former Chairman, Citizens' Committee on Courts, 

Inc., and presently a Boise businessman. 
Hampton, Hazel. Chief Deputy Court Clerk, Ada County (Boise). 
Lee, William. Former Administrative Assistant, Supreme Couet 

and presently a Boise attorney. 



Lynch, James. Former Executive Director, Idaho Judicial 
Council, and presently a Boise attorney. 

McFadden, Joseph J. Former member, State Bar Committee for 
Unification of the Courts and presently Chief Justice, Supreme 
Court. 

Miller, Thomas. Former Secretary, State Bar Asslociation, former 
Chairman, State Bar Association Court Reorganization 
Commission and presently a Boise attorney. 

Schlecte, Myran. Director, Legislative Council. 
Schroeder, Gerald. Administrative District Court Judge, Ada 

County (Boise). 
Wells, Robert. Deputy Court Clerk, Ada County (Boise). 

KANSAS 
Anderson, T. C. Former Director, Continuing Legal Education 

Division, State Bar Association and presently President, T. C. 
Anderson and Associates, Inc. 

Barbara, Michael A. Judge, District Court, Shawnee County 
(Topeka). 

Bradt, Marilyn. Member, Kansas League of Women Voters 
(Lawrence). 

Fatzer, Harold R. Chief Justice, Supreme Court. 
James, James R. State Judicial Administrator. 
Klein, Kenneth. Executive Director, State Bar Assodation. 
Lewis, Philip. Former President, State Bar Association and pres-

ently a Topeka attorney. 
Miller, Harry. Administrative Judge, Wyandotte County District 

Court (Kansas City). 
Prager, David. Member of the Planning Committee, Citizens' 

Conference on Modernization of Kansas Courts and Justice, 
Supreme Court. 

Schultz, Richard. Trial Court Administrator, Shawnee County 
District Court (Topeka). 

Shannon, Richard. District Court Administrator, Wyandotte 
County (Kansas City). 

Schroeder, Alfred. Chairman, Kansas Judicial Council and 
Justice, Supreme Court. 

Tillotson, J. C. Former Chairman, Senate judiciary Committee, 
former Vice President, Judicial Study Advisory Committee and 
presently a Norton attorney. 

Thomas, C. Y. Former member, Senate, former Chairman, Kan
sas Chamber of Commerce and presently Chairman, Kansas 
Citizens for Judicial Improvement. 

Thomas, Leonard. Fcmter President, State Bar Association and 
presently a Kansas City attorney. 

KENTUCKY 
Amato, James G. Former Executive Director, Kentucky Citizens 

for Judicial Improvement, Inc., and presently a Lexington 
attorney. 

Chauvin, L. Stanley, Jr. A Louisville attorney. 
Davis, William E. Administrative Director of the Courts. 
Eblen, Amos. Former President, Kentucky Citizens for Judicial 

Improvement, Inc., and presently a Lexington attorney. 
Lancaster, Nancy. Former Staff Assistant for Support, Kentucky 

Citizens for Judicia! Jmprovemellt, Inc., and presently an 
Administrative ASfiil)tant, Administrative Office ofthe Courts. 

Meade, N. Mitchell. Judge, Circuit Court, Fayette County 
(Lexington). 

Meigs, Henry. Former Co-Chairman, Kentuckians for Modem 
Courts and presently Judge, Circuit Court, Franklin County 
(Frankfort). 

Pennington, Henry. Former Acting Director, Office of Judicial 
Planning and presently Judge, 50th Judicial Circuit (Danville). 

Reed, Scott. Chief Justice, Supreme Court. 
Stewart, Patty. President, Kentllcky League of Women Voters. 
Wheeler, Stephen F. Former Staff Assistant for Education, 

Kentucky Citizens for Judicial Improvement, Inc., and pres
ently Assistant Director, Pre-Trial Administrative Services, 
Administrative Office I)f the Courts. 

Whitmer, Leslie G. Director, State Bar Association. 

NEW YORK 
Ames, Marion. Former Presictent, League of Women Voters. 
Bartlett, Richard. Administrative Judge, State of New York. 
Cooperman, Arthur. Chairman, Assembly JUdiciary Committee. 
Coyne, Richard F. Vice President, Economic Development 

Council, and Chairnlan, Council's Task Force on the Courts. 
Dominic, D. Clinton, Ill. Former state legislator, former 

Chairman, Dominic Commission and presently a private at
torney. 

Gordon, Bernard. Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee. 
Gray, Peter. Deputy Court Administrator, Office of Court Admin

istration. 
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McKay, Kate. Librarian, Institute of Iudicial Administration. 
Miller, Fred. Legislative Counsei, Office of Court Administra-

tion. 
Nadel, Michael. Senior Counsel tQ the Governor. 
Schair, Fern. Executive Director, Fund for Modem Courts. 
Schestakovsky, Steven. Executive Director, Citizens' Union. 

OHIO 
Gilbert, Coil. Administrative Director of the Cou.rts. 
King, Gene. President, Gene P. King and Associates. 
Morris, Earl. Former Co-Chairman, Committee for Modern 

Courts, former President, American Bar Association and pres
ently a Columbus attorney. 

O'Neill, C. William. Chief Justice, Supreme Court. 
Pohlman, James. Former Co-Chairman of the Modern Courts 

Committee, State Bar Association and presently a Columbu~ 
attorney. 

Radcliffe, William. Former Administrative Assistant, Supreme 
Court. 

Somerlot, Douglas. Assistant Administrative Director, Supreme 
Court. 

Startzman, Thomas. Clerk, Supreme Court. 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Corey, Eunice. Clerk of Courts, Hughes County (Pierre). 
Dahlin, Donald. Associate Professor of Political Science, Univer-

sity of South Dakota (on leave) and Secretary, Department of 
Public Safety. 

Dunn, Francis G. Chief Justice, Supreme Court. 
Edelen, Mary. Member, House of Representatives. 
Ellenbecker, Jack. Budget Finance Officer, Office of State Court 

Administrator. 
Geddes, Mark. State Court Administrator. 
Kneip, Richard. Governor. 
McCullen, Wallace. Member, Constitutional Revision Com

mission. 
Newberger, Jay. Director, Court Services, Office of State Court 

Administrator. 
Sahr, William K. Executive Director, State Bar Association. 
Van Sickle, Neil. R(:;ured General and former Chairman, Con

stitutiG::lal Revision Commission. 
Whiting, Charles. Former Chairman, State Bar Committee to 

Study Court Reorganization, member, Constitutional Revision 
Commission and presently a Rapid City attorney. 



WASHINGTON 
Hamilton, Orris. Justice, Supreme Court. 
Mattson, George. President, State Magistrates' Association. 
Mattson, Mary. Chairperson, Administration ofJustice Commit-

tee and member, League of Women Voters. 

Riddell, Richard. President, State Bar Association. 
Stone, Charles. Former President, State Bar Association and 

prcsen t1y a Seattle attorney. 
Winberry, Philip. Administrator for the Courts. 
Wright, Charles T. Chief Justice, Supreme Court. 
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Support for Amendment No.1 
Comes from Throughout Colorado 

Members of Ihe Citizens' CommiHee on Modern Court~ 
Jive in Grand Junction, Cortez, Trinidad, Durango, ForI 
Collins, Boulder, Pueblo, Lamar, Colorado Springs
everywhere in Colorado whet~; people want felster and 
fairer justice. 

How Did the Amendment Come About? 

Only after two years of intensive study by a joint com· 
mittee of the Colorado Legislature, was Amendment 
No, 1 oppraved by the General Assembly. Now it is up 
to the voters of Colorado to update Colorado justice 
10 meel the needs of modern times. 

Who Is Financing the Campaign? 

Just about (weryone in Colorado will be asked to help, 
because In" courts oHed all of us, sooner or later. 
People throughout Colorado are being invited to be· 
corne members of thfl Citizens' Committee on Modern 
Courts, Membership fees will be L'sed exclusively to 
finance the campaign for passage of Amendment No, 1. 

WON'T YOU JOIN? 
------------------------------1 

CITIZENS' COMMITTEE ON MODERN COURTS, INC. I 
I will be glad to join other Colorado Citizens as a member 

of the Committee on Modern Courts. In order to support Ihis 
'lito I program I agree to pay 

............................................................ Oollors ($ ........................ ) 

Payable as follows, ...................................................................... . 

DATE ....................... Signature ..................................................... . 

PRINT NAME .............................................................................. . 

MAil ADDRESS .......................................................................... .. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

f,lTy" ..................................... COUNTy ............................ "'........ I 
___ ... :- -----------------------_._-_...1 

VOTE YES ON AMENDMENT NO. 1 
Prepared by: 

CITIZENS' COMMITTEE ON MODERN COURTS, INC •. 
1005 Guaranty Bank Bldg. • 817 Seventeenth St. • Denver 2, Colo. 

. KEystone 4·2321 
Robert l.. Stearns, Chairman; Clyde O. Martz, Secretary; 
M"l·{in 1. Roberts, TreasUI'er; lee A. Mae, Executive Direc/or 

Colorad,c;,'s Present Court'System Was 

Designed to serve the needs of 

But Our Times Demand Courts for a 

System to Serve 

SUPPORT 
AMENDMENT #1 
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Citizens from every walk of .If. 
are iojning tog.ther under the n ..... of 

Citixens' CommiH_ on Modern Courts 
to improve iu.tice in Colorado Courts 

for the benefit of everyone. 

The only goal of the Citizens' Committee on Modern Courts is to provide 
an improved brand of justice in C!:Ilorado. That can be accomplished by having 
a majority of tile voters in the NC';ember General Election vote "Yes" on 
Constitutional Amendment No.1. The amendment would provide more 
economical use of the ta'x dollars, speed justice and provide professionally 
qualified judges in all parts of the stete. 

Why Change? 

• Justices of the Peace are not required to 
have any training, and, perhaps worse, they 
draw no salary, but operate instead on a fee 
basis. His fees depend on the number of cases 
brought before him. This number is directly 
related to his decisions. 

• Many of Colorado's county judges have no 
formal legal training of any kind" yet rule on 
wills and on mental ;iealth cases. 

• Today's laws are complex. Not as simple 
as in 1876 when the State Constitution, which 
set up our court system, was written. We need 
a different type of court system, another type 
of judge than was needed in 1876. 

W&1at Amendment No. 1 Will Do 

1. Replace Colorado's archaic and ineffective four. 
level court system with a functional three-level 
structure by: 

Eliminating Justice of the Peace Courts. 
Transferring Justice Court Jurisdiction to 
County Courts. 
Transferring Probate, Mental Health 
and Juvenile MCltters from County Courts 
to District CQurt. 

2. Raise the professional qualifications of judges. 

3. Make the administration of justice foster and 
fairer. 

4. Modernizes Judicial Article of the Constitution 
which has not been updated since 1876. 

5. County Courts in every county of the state will be 
streamlined small claims and traffic courts located 
for convenience of citizens. 

# 
YOTE ON AMENDMENT 

nSA'.GUIiRD YOUR RIGHI'S WII'H MOD.RN COURI'S" 
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BLUE BALLOT 
JUDICIAL AMENDMENT 

* * * * Why the Courts are '* * * '* 
IMPORTANT TO YOU! 

The Courts uphold your liberties, whether you are rich or poor. They enforce your rights 
••• from birth to death ••• through guardlanshlps, juvenile proceedings, civil litigations, 
criminal prosecutions, wills and estates. You have a vital stake in creating a judicial 
system that will enable yoU to sue when you are wronged •••. and to get action promptly, 
fairly, economically. . 

A new judicial Amendment to the Illinois State Constitution will be submitted on a 
Blue Ballot to Illinois Yoters at the November 6 general election. It provides for important 
changes in the Illinois court systllm. 

* * * ••• In order for a Blue Bailot amendment 
to pass, it must be approved by either two· 
thirds of the people voting on the issue or 
a majority of those Yoting in the election. 

••• To vot .. the Blue Bailot, you must place 
an "X" on the blank square opposite 
"YES" or "NO" to indicate your choice. If 
you write the word !'YES" or "NO", your 
vote will not be counted. 

') 

.. ' 
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YOU be the JUDGE! 
®cShould Indiana adopt 

a MODERN COURT PLAN? 
~ INFORM YOURSELFI 
~ TELL OTHERS! 

VOTE NOVEMBER 3 
INDIANA CITIZENS FOR 

MODERN COURTS of APPEAL 
hdvertising- Poster 

III inois 
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"COURTIN' CAKE" RECiPE 

Preheat oven 325 0
• Ready 4-tisfed cake pans. Beat together 

thoroughly: 5 large eggs, 1% c. sugar, 11j3 c. light cream, 2-3 t. 
vanilla. Mix and sift into another bow:: 3% c. cake flour (if regular 
flour, decrease by 3 T.), 5 t. baking p,owder, 1 t. salt. Stir in egg 
mixture. Bake about 30 minutes. 

Frosting - Cream well: % c. vegetable shortening and 1j4 t·, salt. Beat 
in % lb. confectioners' sugar and 1/4 c. water. Add 1 t. vanilla orother 
flavoring. To decorate, use less water. . 

Compliments of The Kentucky League of Women Voters 

WHAT JUDICIAL AMENDMENT IS ABOUT 

The "Courtin' Cake" st~'lds for the 4-tiered 
Court of Justice that 'Voters can make on 
Election Day, Nov. 4. These 4 'layers -
Supreme Court, Appeals, Circuit, District
will make Kentucky's courts more respon
sive, more efficient. and more economical. 
This won't work miracles, but it will ma!ce 

things bett,er. Bad judges can be removed more easily. We will still 
elect our judges. but they won't run for office on a party ticket. 
Overlapping courts will be done away with. All courts will become 
state courts. creating the opportunity for better administration and 
overseeing. 
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CAMPAIGN PAMPHLETS 
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Mimeographed Pamphlet 

1i/F,AT IS THE CITIZENS' Co.\1MITrEE ON MODSRN COURTS? 

It is a statewide non-partisan c:ommittee of citizens from every walk of life who ar<: 
dedicated to improving justice 1n the courts of Colorado •.. for the benefit of eve1.'y 
r~sident of our state. 

Committee officers include Robert L. stearns, chairman; Clyde O. Martz, secretary; 
Melvin J. Roberts, tref;~sarerj and Lee A. Moe, executive director. General direction 
of the committee's efforts will be planned by a 200-member board of trustees, cur
rently being selected, from throughout Colorado. 

"'HAT f S IT ALL ABOUT? 

The Single goal of the Citizens' Committee on Modern Courts. is to provide an improved 
brani of justice in Colorado. That can be accomplished through securing the approval 
of Colorado voters in :r.rovember I 1962, of proposed Consti tutiona.1 Amendment No.1. 
BaSically, the amendment would save money and speed justice for the individual, and 
provide long-needed modernization of Colorado's anti~uated court system. 

If you have had any experience recently in Colorado courts) you have seen grievous 
shortcctrdngs. And for good reason. Colorado's Constitution was adopted in 1876, 
nearly 100 y:=ars ago, yet the court system it provided remains virtually uncbanged to 
this day. Both lawyers and laymen recognize that it is cumbersome, inefficient, and, 
scme~iroes, unfair. 

You ]:la-ve every reason to be interested in the courts of your state •.. first, as a 
citizen, and second because you may find yourself at any time· in the need of speedy 
justice: prompt court action, or clear-cut lines of court jurisdiction to protect 
your c.wr. interests. 

At present, the: very mecba.nics of our court system make this kind of justice cl:i.fficult 
if not impossible. Most judges are not required to have any legal training or experi
ence; many win office in "popularity contests". Today's laws, however, are camplex J 

and should be interpreted by judges who have had the training to provide just, effi-· 
cient, and inexpensive remedies for the inVasion of legal rights. 

The present system is inflexible. It cannot be modernized without a constitutional 
a!llenC!ment. M9.ny courts fa.il to keep proper records. There are too many courts, to:) 
.lll.fl.ny poorly-paid judges. Justices of the Peace -- where the a.verage citizen j s most 
likely to come into contact with the courcs -- are not required to have any kind of 
training, not even a high ~hool education. Perhaps worse, they draw U0 salary, but 
operate instead. on a fee, or commission basis. . 

It is equally true that many of. Colorado's county judges -- men whose of'fice cal] S Cln 
th-em to interpret extre..rnely complex legal I!JB.tters -- have no formal legal training ::>f 
any kind. It is frequently evident that laws are n.ot understood, nor interpreted con
Sistently. 

Justice in Colorad,) is slow and expensive. Our court system is in dire need of m.odern 
izatiOll. The indirect co>.;t of our antiquated system cf justice would be staggering if 
spell·?:!. out in terms of :..ndivid.ual hardship and human suffering. 
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WHAT DOES THE COURT MODERNIZATION AMENDMENT PROPOSE? 

Proposed Constitutional Amendment No.1 was passed by the last Colorado legislature 
by more than a two-thirds majority, thus placing it on the general election ballot for 
November, J_962. It proposes the following changes: 

1. To replace Colorado's arcllaic and ineffective four-level court system with a 
functional three-level structure by: 

A. Eliminating justice of the peace courts. 

B. Transferring justice court juriSdiction to county courts. Cou..'1ty courts 
would become courts of limited 'jurisdiction which could provide prompt, 
efficient, and inexpensive relief in misdemeanor and small claims mat
ters. 

C. Transferring probate, menta: health, and juvenile matters from the 
CQunty courts to district courts (except in the City and County of 
Denver, because of its special organization). Such a change~ for the 
first time, would provide citizens throughout the state ,nth fuLl re
lief in a single court. 

2. Raises the professional qualifications of judgeD. 

3. PI'ovides structural flexibility -- not possible under present law -- to ac
commodate the divergent requirements of counties throughout the state and to 
make the administration of justice more efficient. 

4. Clarifit:!" and modernizes many proviSions of the Judicial Article of the 
Constitution which have not been updated to meet the state's changing needs 
since 1876. 

HOW DID THE~ PROPOSED AMEJ.'\ffiMENT COME ABOUT? 

The proposed change j.s a product of two years of intensive study by a joint cormnittee 
of the Colorado legislature. The comm1tjtee had the support of the Legislative Council 
of tqe state legislature and the Colorado Bar Association. Its ultimate recommenda
tions -- which take the form of a proposed revision of the Judici;:,l Article of the 
ColQrado Constitution -- won hearty endorsement by the General Assembly. In November, 
1962, every qualified voter in Colorado will have an opportunity to help demonstrate 
a strong citizen demand tO'do away with outmoded, ineffective courts, and to replace 
them with modern courts where a citizen ca.n obtain prompt and equitable reparation of 
wrongs. 

WHO IS FINANG'TIiG !,!'1-1E CAMPAIGN? 

Just about ev-erybody in Colorado wiE, be ~-,ked to help, because the courts affect aJ~ 
of us, sooner or later. As citizens, we have a mutual interest in putting an end to . 
injustice, high cost, (;onfusion, delay, and reJ. tape. 

People throughout Colorado are being invited to become members of the Citizens' Com
m ttee on l~')dern Courts. A widespread, working membership is essential. Hembership 
fees will be-used exclusively to fiuance the campaign for passage of proposed 
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AmendI!lent No.1. Industries and business firms are being asked to help. So are 
la.wyers. The support for this campaign will come from everyone who ):1.a.s a consc:i.en
tieus interest ~n our courts, and in the brand of justice which they offer. 

YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO HELP 

One thing is certain. If the people of Colorado do not understand the proposed 
amendment, they'll vote against it. ][story of other good but little-understood 
proposals proves that. Statewide understanding is essential to passage. 

Support and enthusiasm for the court modernization amendment is possible only through 
an effective educational campaign conducted the width and breadth of Colorado from 
now until election time. To do that job effectively, according to conservative esti
mates, would cost. $100,000. Lots of money, yes. But only a token amount in compar
ison with the staggering waste, delay, confusion and human su£fering which our 
present antiquated court system costs us each year. We're all paying that bill. 

S.pecifically this effort -- if successful -- will require $5Cl,000 from leading busi
nesses ahd industri,es, and an additional $50,000 from small business and the general 
membership. 

Without adequat.e support, the proposal would fail. Tp.ut 'would mean a continuation of: 

* Legal confusion and instability due to the wide use of incompetent, untrained 
judges at lower court levels. 

Outmoded, inflexible court structure. 

-x- Absence of adequate small claims courts. 

* Errors in law and erroneous interpretation of evidence, if determinations in 
business and legal affairs are left to persons who lack professional training 
and com.petence. 

With adequate support, the court modernization story will be t~~en to every Colorado 
voter through a program of speakers, publl,city, advertising, direct mail, and personal 
contacts. People have been talking about the need for court reform for a long time. 
Now, thanks to some hard work by hundreds of public-spirited citizens, the goal is 
w;l,thin our grasp. To bring it to realizA,tion, we n<;ed your financial contribution, 
a.ld even more important, your active support of the court modernization amendment. 
To vlai t long~~r is to invite failure. It's time to work together to provide a brand 
of justice in Colorado that serves every citizen and every business in like fashion ••• 
swiftly, fairly, and competently. 

Your contribution, made payable to "Citizens' Committee on Modern Courts", will be 
intelligently used to help win statewide support for Constitutional Amendment No.1. 
Contribtttim1s may be sent to: 

Mr. Lee A. Hoe 
Executive Director 
Citizens' Committee on Modern Courts 
1005 Guaranty Bank Building 
817 -17th Street 
Denver 2, Colorado 

SUPPORT COURT MODERNIZATION -- SUPPORT CONSTlTUrIONAL AMENDMENT NO.1 
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JUDICIAL AMENDMENT 
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-The necessit), of running under a party label; 
-The confusion of voters by extraneous issues 

-and candidates Cor other political offices. 

How may judges be removed from office? 
The voters at the general election can refuse 

to elect any judge for another lerm. In addition, 
the following methods for the removal of judges 
from office will be available: 

-The legislature will have authority to set a 
fixed age (or retirement irrespective of tenns 
of office: 

-A special commission made up of judges 
will have authority after a proper hearing to 
retire any judge for physical or mental dis· 
ability, or to suspend or remove him (or 
causej and 

-The legislature will retain the power to reo 
move a judge by impeachment. 

How are the Supreme and Appellate 
Courts affected? 

A separate and independent Appellate Court 
will consist DC judges elected b)' the voters espe
cially for that court, instead of the present prac· 
uce of 315igning trial judges from various parts 
of the state to sit as Appellate Court judges. to 
the detriment of both courts. The Appellate 
Court will sit in five Judicial Districts-one in 
Cook. County having twelve judges and four out· 
side of Cook County. each having three judges. 

A more eqUitable Jepresentation of the voters 
on the Supreme Court will result from new Suo 
preme Coun districts~ At present. S9 per cent of 
the people of Illinois (living in Cook. Lak.e. 
DuPage. Will and Kanukee Counties) elect only 
one Supreme Court judge. The remaining 41 
percent of the state's population elect six judges. 
The Judicial Amendment provides for a gradual 
transition by which Cook County. which now 
has m~re than 50 percent of the state·s popula· 
tion. will eventually elect 3 judges amI the four 
districts outside of Cook County will each elect 
one Supreme Court judge. 

The Judicial Amendment gives the Supreme 
Court greater discretion as to the lases which it. 
rather than an Appellate Court. will consider. 
Each litigant will be guaranteed the right to one 
trial and one appeal in every case, and there will 
be a decrease in the number of multiple appeals 
rmel a lessening of the delay and expense caused 
by that procedure. 

Who is supporting tile Judicial 
Amendment? 

Supporters include leaders of both political 
parties, virtually all the newspapers and numer· 
ous civic. professional, agriculture, business and 
labor organizations. The Supreme Court of lIIi· 
nois, the Illinois State Bar Association, the Chi· 
cago Bar Association, and associations of judges 

. of Illinois have endorsed the amendment and 
recommend it to the \·oters. :\ complete list of 
endorsing organizations is avaiJable. 

A previous judicial amendment submitted on 
tile Biue n.llot III 1958 received more thlfi a 
million and a half votes-just short of the neces· 
sary two·thirds majority. The present Judicial 
Amendment includes all of the good features of 
the 1958 draft, plus substantial :mprovements. 
The present Judicial Amendment therefore mer
its even greater support. 

What is the Committee for Modem Courts 
in Illinois? 

It is a citizens' committee for the Judicial 
Amendment which coordinates the support of 
scores of r:jdc. labor. professional and business 
organizations \'i£alJ)' concerned .... ·ilh the urgent 
need for a beneT COUrt system in Illinois. 

James E. Rutherford of Chicago is Chairman 
of the Committee. and Harold A. Pogue of De· 
catur is Co·Chairman. Governor Ouo Kemer~ 
Secretary of State Charles F. Carpentier. Mayor 
Richard J. Daley. and Hayes Robertson are 
Honorary Co·Chairmen. 

Questions 
and 

Answers 
alx>ut th .. 

BLUE BALLOT 
IUDICIAL 
AMENDMENT 

X YES 
NO 

BLUE BALLOT 
JUDICIAL 
AMENDMENT 
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What is the Judicial Amendment? 

The Judicial Amendment is a complete reo 
vision and modernization of the Judicial Article 
(Article :VI) of the IIIinoh State Constitution of 
1870 which governs our ~ourt system. It was 
approved at the regular session of the legislature 
in 1961 by a two·thirds vote of each House. 

It will be presented to the voters on a Blue 
Ballot at the election on November 6, 1962. 

If adopted by the voters, the Amendment will 
go into effect January I, 1964. 

What vote is necessary for the adoption 
of the Judicial Amendment? 

It will be aO:opted only if it.. receives the ap· 
proval either c'f a majority .of all the voters 
voting at the election or of two·thirds 'of those 
voting on the question. ' 

~ Why is amendment of the Constitution 
necessary? 

There are grave defec" in our system of jus. 
tice that are perpetuated by our present Consti· 
union: 

-A complicated system of separate. courts 
poorly adapted to present needs; • 

-Inefficient use of judicial personnel; and 
-Needless delay and expense in obtaining 

justice (a person injured in an accident has 
to wait one to two years beCore trial in cleven 
downstate circuits and in Cook County five 
or six years), 

The present court system is substantially the 
same as that created in 1848 when our popula. 
tion .was about 800,000 (as compared with ap· 
proximately 10,000,000' today) and social and 
economic conditions were entirely different (Cor 
instance. there were no automobiles and few 
traffic injuries). 

These defects can be remedied only by a con· 
stitutional amendment. 

What are the purposes of the Amendment? 

The Judicial Amendment will make possible: 
-A simplified and unified court system de· 

signed to provide speedier and more eco· 
nomical justicei 

-Busincss·like court administration. with the 
Supreme COllrt at the heatli 

-Greater security of tenure in office .•• inde· 
pendence for deserving judge. and more ef· 
fective machinery for removing unfit judges: 

-A more equitable apportipnment among the 
votero of the right to select Supreme and 
Appellate cC;urt judges. 

How is the ,court structure to be
simplified? 

In place of numerous trial courts, suc:;h as 
Cir~uit, Superior, Crimina~, County, Probate, 
Gity, Village, Town, Municipal, Police Magis. 
trate and justice of the Peace courts, which often 
overlap and have conflicting functions, resulting 
in unnecessary delay and expense, there will be 
a single ~rial court. known as the Circuit Court. 
It will have as many branches as are needed and 
will be manned by judges trained in the law and 
magistrates selected on the basis of their q\l~Ii. 
fications for the office. 

Why is a consolidated ~ri~! court needed? 

The consolidation of all the trial courts into ;;. 
single Circuit Court is needed because it will 

-Eliminate the question as to whether a law· 
suit has been filed in Ihe proper court; 

-Eliminate the waste and expense of retrials 
now necessary in cases appealed from certain 
uinferior courts"; 

-Eliminate duplication of clerk's offices and 
their functions; 

-Make possible more efficient use of judicial 
personnel and the coordination of social 
services; 

-Maintoin in each county at least one branch 
of the Circuit Court continuously in session 
to handle aU types of cases; and 

-Make possible the creation of specialized 
branches, such as a family court handling aU 
litigation affecting family life and children. 

How is more effective administration of 
judicial business to be accomplished? 

In order to create a modern judicial system 
capable of expediling the business of the courtS 

-Administrative authority over aU the courts 
is to be vested in the Supreme Court, which 
wiU act through its Chief j ustiee; 

-An administrative direc.:tor anu staff will m·· 
sist the ChieC Justice in his ai(r.ti.ni;lr.lti\'c 
duties; 

-Subject to the authority of the Supreme 
Court the Chief J u<lge in each drcuit will 
ha\'e general administrative authority; • 

-Any judge may be temporarily assigned to 
another court or to another branch of the 
same court t wherever he is most needed to 
expedite the disposition of, cases; 

-An annual judicial conference will consider 
and make recommendations Cor the improve. 
ment of the administration of justicei 

-Every judge will be required to be a lawyer 
and to devote full time to judicial service; 
and 

-The Iee system by which Masters In Chan· 
cery are now compensated will be abolished. 

How are present judicial officers affected? 

All judicial personnel in office on the effective 
date will be absorbed into the new system for the 
rcmOlimlcr of their terms: 

-Circuit, Superior, COUnty, and Probate judges 
of Cook County, the Chief justice of the 
Municipal Court of Chicago and Circuit 

judges of all other Circuit Courts will be 
Circuit Judges of the Circuit Courl: 

-All other municipal, city, village, town, 
county and probate judges will be Associat. 
Judges of the Circuit Court; 

-Justices of the Peace and Police Magistrates 
will be Magistrates of the Circuit Courts for 
the remainder of their terms. Th~reafter, the 
circuit judges in each circuit will appoint 
magistrates. 

There will be at least one resi,lent associate 
judge elected by the voters in each county, and 
in Cook County, at least twelve a~sociate judges 
will be elected from the area oUllide the City of 
Chic'gQ, and at least thirty.six associate judges 
from the City o[ Chicago. 

Does the Amendmeut ch~mge the,method 
of initial selection of jU<'lges? 

Judges will continue to be elected in popular 
elections by the voters as at present. This may be 
changed only if the Gen"ral Assembly by two· 
thirds vote of each House proposes " different 
method of selecting Judges to be submitted to a 
referendum o[ the voters and bec.::me law if ap. 
proved by a majority of those voting on the pro
po .. l. 

How is the independence of judges 
assured? 

Every elected judge in office January I, 1963, 
and thereafter, will have the right at the end of 
his term to have his nam~ placed on a special 
judicial ballot at a general election, without 
party designation and without an opposing candi
date, and the sole question to be voted on will 
be whether he shall be retained in office for an· 
other term. Thus every judge wilhun on hi, own
record-free frpm 

-The necessity of being nominated by a politi. 
cal party: 





Business, Labor, Farm, Profp,ssional, 
Civic Organizations EndofGe t~e 

Both the Republican and Democratic partie~, leading 
newspapers, and these organizations •.. all concerned 
with the advancement of justice in Illinois .. , urge 
you to vote for the Blue Ballot ,Judicial Amendment: 
American AsSociation or University Women ·-Illinoill Division 
American F"d,'ralion elf Clratn Millers, Local :!:I:! 
Beller Government Associa lion 
Chicagq AllI,lqeiation of Commerce and Industry 
Chicago Bar Association 
Chicago Building Tracl('~ ('(H,ndl, AFL·CIO 
Chicago Crime Commission 
Chicago ,Juurm'ym,'n PI"mb,'rs I)nilln, A~·I,·CI() 
Chicago Junior Association of Commerce nnel Ind"str'y 
Chicagu N"WNpUIJl'r C;"ilcf. A~'L·('I() 
Chicago Real Estate Boarel 
Chicago Teachers Union AFL.CIO 
Chicago Typographical Unilln Nil. 16. Afo'r.·(·IO 
Chicago Woman's Aid 
Citizens of Greater Chieng" 
City Club of Chicagu 
Civic Federatiun 
Committe" on Illinoi. GuV<!rnllll'nl 
Conf~re"cl' of .It.-wish Wonwn's Organh~ation!i 
Forge and Machin<' Work,·rN InelUMlrial Unilln 
Illinois Agriculturul Assucialiun 
IIlinuis Bankers Assuciatiun 
Illinois Congress <If !'an·nt. lind Tl'IIcJIl'rH 
Illinois Council uf Church". 
Illinois Division I){ the Allwril'nn Civil I.iberti". U"ion 
Illinois gdll<"'~lh)n Ag5u(.'intt<Jn 
Illinois ~'ud"ratiun of Wumen·. Clubs 
Illinois Junit)r Chnmbt·r uf Commt.'rel· 
Illinois Manufneluro'rs' ANSlJciutjun 
Illinuis Molor Truck lJrll'rnturs Ass/l('\alitln 
lllinois Hell1 J<;statc A","o~inti"n 
Illinois H ... tail M,·rl'llllnt. A~,u"inti"n 
Illinoi. Soci,·ty "f C"ni/iI'" Public A"('Ullnlllnts 
Illinoi. Htat ... Bur A.socialion 
Illinois Hlale Chllmbt.'r (If Conunl1n't. 
Illinois Stat,· CIl"r"rl'nC" .. r Nllt; .. nnl A",;tJcialiun ror the 

Advanc"ml'nt of Culun'd 1'1'''111,· flr/Inelll'" 
IHinDi. Htntl' M"lii"nl Sul'il·ty 
Indcpund"nt Vutl.'nl ()f 11Iin(Ji~ 
Internatiunal Brolh(lrhf1.h~ fir Elt'('lric'nl Work"rH. 

I.')cal W:lI. AFIA:IO 
Japanl'Sll Amf.'rican Ciliz.l'nH Lt.·agul· 
Juvcnill' Prul(,!ctivt." As.'H)ciation 
League of Wom ... n Voter~ uf Ulinui" 
Metropolitan HI/using and Plnnning Cuuncil 
National Council of Jewish WOllJen 
Public Hclations Hucil'ty uf Am"ricn eh!cag!) Chnptl'r 
Tnxpayc~s Federatiun ur Illinois 
Union I.l·agU\! Club 
Ur.ited Church Woml!n of Greall'r Chi"agl) 
United RIcci W"rk,'rs .. r Alnt·rica. District .al. AfL·CIO 
Wclfllrc Council of M"lropulilan Chicagu 
Woman's Bnr Association of Illinois 
Woman's City Club of Chkago 
Young Republican. of Cook Cuunty (""rtinl Usll 

X YES 
KO 

BLUE BALLOT 
JUDICIAL AMENDMENT 

November 6 General Election 

COMMITTEE FOR MODERN COURTS ~137 
175 West Jackson BOUlevard. Chicago, illinois 

Telephone: WEbster 9.3139 
Ofo'nCRlIH 

,JAME~ g. HlJ'I'III';ltF01W "AHO!.» POGUE 
Chairman Co .. Chairman 

}[()NO/iAIIY C()·C'/IAI/(MI-;N 
0'1"1'0 KEltNI·;H HICIiAItD J. DALI~Y 

Goyer.nor of lIIi"oi~ Mayor of Chicago 

CIlAItLJ.o:H I'" CAIU·gN'l'U·:tt itA YK'i HOH'·:U·' .... (\I\ 
Secretary of State Republican Chairman .of l )O~ l. .. . 11 1 
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END THE 
HEAVY COST 

OF OUR 
MAZE 

OF ,COURTS 

---~----~--- ---------

BLUE BALLOT 
........-t-----tJUDICIAL 

NO AMENDMENT 



You could be snarled in the red-tape of Illinois' 
court system tomorrow ... as the result of an acci
dent or some other kind of law suit. You could be 
faced by costly confusion over which court should 
hear your case. And you could wait up to seven 
years for a trial, while bills and problems pile up. 
The BLUE BALLOT JUDICIAL AM.END
MENT will do away with needless expense, 
delays and confusion by setting up one trial 
court that can operate efficiently, speedily 
and economically. 

Innocent children are victims of Ihinois' maze of c(.a.rts. 
Kids in troubJe get into more trouble. Family squabbles, 
divorce and domestic problems sometimes snowball in 
several different courts at the same time. The BLUE 
BALLOT JUDICIAL AMENDMENT will combat crime 
and delinquency by making possible the understand
ing handling of all vital family problems in a special 
Family nM,ion of the CI"U~ 

You want Judges who know the law ... who have 
the courage and the ability to dispense equal justice 
-fairly, honestly, without prejudice. The BLUE 
BALLOT JUDICIAL AMENDMENT will 
enable Illinois to have a judiciary that is 

Many Illinois judges are 
the same time, "cobwebs some court-rooms" 
where other judges aren't kept busy. You wouldn't 
think of running a business the way our court 
system operates. There's no manager, no over-all 
supervision. The BLUE BAY .. LOT JUDICIAL 
AMENDMENT will eliminatem·uch costly 
waste and will give the Illinois Supreme Court 
authority to set' that every court is run effi
ciently and economically. 

of J!olitical pressures and 

NO 

BLUE BALLOT 
JUDiCiAL 
·AMENDMENT 
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HERE ARE SOME WORKABLE 
ALTEIUIATIVES TO IMPROVE THE 
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE ... 
A UNIFIED SYSTEM: All courts would be consoli· 
dated into a single, statewide court system consisting 
of two tiers, the appellate courts Ii.e., the existing 
State Supreme Court and Court of Appeals) and one 
trial court. The trial court would have as many divi· 
sions with as many judges in as many locations as 
necessary to meet the requirements of accessibility, 
cQseload, and population. Existing court f~cilities 
would be used by the divisions of the single trial court. 
Simplified, uniform rules of procedure could be in· 
stituted by all divisions of the trial court. Using stan· 
dardized record·keeping, accurate court statistics 
could be reported at regular intervals and computer· 
ized. Such datE! would permit the transfer of cases 
from one division to another before cas~s became 

. backlogged and allow judges to be temporarily reo 
assigned where they were needed according to their 
special capabilities. With the simplified structure, 
business and judicial administration of the court could 
be organized to prevent dUplication, waste, and delay 
- at considerable savings to taypayers and litigants. 

~ COURT MANAGEMENT: Administrative responsibil· 
ity for a unified court system would be vested in the 
Supreme CoUrt or its Chief Justice. Under its super· 
vision, an office of state court administration directed 
by a trained court administrator would manage the 
business of the courts and handle all non·judicial 
matters. One important duty of the administrator 
wou!d be preparing and submitting to the Genera! 
Assembly a proposed operating budget for the court 
system, to be funded entirely by the state. A unitary 
budget would relieve the burden on local property 
taxes and reflect the financial needs of the court 
system as a whole. 

MERIT SELECTION: The merit plal1 provides for 
choosing judges on the basis of their judicial qualifica· 
tions and ability rather than their party ties or 
political popularity. It includes: initial appointment 
by the Governor without regard to party affiliation 
from a list of the three best qualified lawyers, sub· 
mitted to him by a non·partisan Judicial Nominating 
Commission made up of laymen and lawyers; and, 
confirmation followed by periodic review of the 
judge's record by the voters. Judges would be pro· 
hibited from engaging in partisan activities and would 
run without competition on a "yes·no" ballot. 

WHAT CAN A HOOSIER DO 

TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY 

Of JUSTICE IN IND!ANA? 

In nearly every session, the Indiana General 
Assembly considers important legislation 
affecting our courts. Amendments to the 
Judicial Article of the State Constitution 
must be approved by two consecutive Legis· 
latures before voters have the opportunity to 
ratify or to reject them. 

EXAMINE THESE MEASURES! 

ACTIVELY SUPPORT 

OR OPPOSE THEM! 

GO SEe local courts in operation. 

FIND OUT which services are available. 

LEARN which are needed but lacking. 

BE INFORMED about proposals 
to revise the court system. 

TALK to neighbors, friends, 
loci:ll opinion leaders. 

CONT ACT your state legisilltors. 

and 

SPEAK UP FOR 

BETTER COURTS 

AND 

IMPROVED JUSTICE! 

Published by 

THE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF INDIANA 

619 Illinois Building, Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 

JUSTICE 
CAN 

INDIANA 
COURTS 

All courts shall be open: 
and .every man, for injury 
dOM to him in his per· 
,~on; property:. or reputa
tion shall have remedy by 
due course oflaw. Justice 
shall be administered 
freely, and without pur· 
chase: completely, and 
without denial: speedily, 
without delay. 

-Bill of Rights 
Article 1, Section 12 
Indiana ConstttjJtion 



... OUTDATED? Today's Cin.L it Courts and town· 
ship office of Justice of the Peace date back to the 
1816 State Constitution. I n pioneer days, frontier 
justice depended on quick, "common sense" settle· 
ment of minor disputes by the local J.P. and resolu· 
tion of major criminal and civil cases by circuit·riding 
judges. 

Eighty·eight autonomous, single·judge Circuit 
Courts serve our 92 counties as trial courts of 
general jurisdiction. Very few of the 419 
Justices of the Peace are lawyers. Although it is 
no longer a constitutional vffice, a 1971 law 
provided for continuance of the J.P. courts 
until Januarv 1, 1976. It will be up to the 
General Assembly to alter, replace, abolish, or 
extend them. 

~ ... DISCONNECTED? Since 1851, the Gener~1 

~ Assembly has been constitutionally empowered to 
establish more courts. Over the years, population 
growth and more complex laws have increased court 
workload, causing congestion and delayed justice. 
Legislators have responded by enacting separate'laws 
creating new courts in several communities, Until the 
mid·1960's, little consideration was given to adding 
more judges to existing courts rather than new courts 
or to overall planning for future needs. 

Each court is gO~/erned bV the lenv that estab-
I ished it, I/J part by State and Federal laws and 
precedents relating to specific proceedings, in 
part by rules adopted by the State Supreme 
Court, and in part by the presiding judge's own 
rules and regulations for its operatior7. No two 
are identical, nor do they offer exactly the 
same services to citizens. Each court has its own 
operating budget, funded by the local govern· 
ment unit(sj within its jurisdictional area. 

... A CqlMPLICATED HODGE·PODGE? Indiana has 
trial coults with 10 different names operating on 

different levels - circuit, county, township, city, and 
town. Some are full·time courts, some part·time. 
Besides Circuit and J.P. Courts, there are; Forty 
Superior Courts with 69 judges in 30 counties; two 
Probate Courts; one 4·division Criminal COllrt; one 
Juvenile and two Cour:ty Courts; one 15·judge 
Municipal Court; eighty-six City Courts; and seven
teen Town Courts. Even when the name is the same 
the jurisdiction may differ. E.g., the Marion County 
Probate Court handles only probate matters but the 
St. Joseph County Probate Court exercises probate 
and jUvenile jurisdiction. Courts in the same locale 
often have overlapping jurisdiction, so.it is the arrest
ing officer or the attorney Who decides which one 
will get the business. Some courts are swamped with 
cases. Others have little business, Methods of record 
keeping differ. 

Facilities, administration, procedures, staffing, 
and workload vary from court to court. 

... WASTEFUL AND INEFFICIENT? Most of the 
courts of limited jurisdiction, which handle the 
largest volume of cases, are not "courts of record." If 
an appeal is taken, the case must be tried all over 
again. This means duplicating a judge's time, use of 
more court facilities, recalling witnesses, and costing 
those involved more attorney fees and harmful delay. 
There i: no centrali;;ed business office for ,all trial 
courts. Except in a few of the most populous 
counties where special laws have enabled some of the 
unified courts to provide for reassignment of judges 
and cases, there is no provision for balancing the 
workload among judges to relieve backlog and delay_ 
Accurate statistics about the current condition in the 
cQurH. are lacking and no uniform reports are re
quired. 

Unellen distribution of cases slows up the 
judicia! process and does not make efficient use 
of judicial manpower_ Most courts have one 
judge .'lnd separate staffs. 

'I 

.. _ ABLE TO ATTRACT AND KEEP THE MOST 
HIGHLY QUALIFIED JUDGES? Trial court judges 
are elected on partisan ballots at general election by 
voters within the jurisdktion of their courts. When a 
vacancy arises before expiration of the term (4 or 6 
years, depending on the court), the Governor 
appoints someone to serve until the next general 
election. (Ex~--:'tions include these unified courts: 
Superior Court judges in Al!en, Lake, St. Joseph, and 
Vanderburgh Counties; Circuit Court judge in 
Vanderburgh County; and Municipal Court judges in 
Marion County - where variations of the merit plan 
of selection and tenure have been instituted under 
special statutl's,) 

The party backing usually needed to secure the 
nomination, and the time, expense, and degree 
of political involvement in campaigning for 
office al/ tend to limit the number of highly 
qualified persons who are willing to seek 
judicial office. The short term and possibility of 
being defeated by a political sweep at the next 
election offer little inducement for leaving a 
lucrative law practice to run for office. Partisan 
elections are involved in party politics. Once 
elected, the judge's political obligations and 
party's influence do not automatically expire. 
A judge may be subjected to political pressures 
which interfere with imparti!lldecisions in his 
courtroom. Time and energy that should be 
s[lent on judicial business may be devoted to 
keeping political fences mended in preparation 
for his bid for re-election. 

What do you think? Should Hoosiers 

take their courts out of politics? Would 

it aid swift, efficient, fair justice to 

streamline the trial court structure? 

I) 
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Here's what you can do 
to improve the quality of 
justice in New York State: 

1. ::"earn more about this crucial issue. Fill out 
and return the coupon below, and we will send 
added information. 

2. Urge any groups of which you are a member 
tn take a stand on court reform-and to make 
th;~t stand known. 

3. Fill out and then circulate petitions urging 
the Legislature to act positively on court reform 
this year (see coupon). 

4. Write your own State Assemblyman and State 
Senator, expressing your personal concern 
about court reform. Ask members of your family 
and your friends to do the same. 

5. Direct a letter to the editor of your local 
newspapers, as well as to officials of your local 
radio and TV stations. 

6. If you arranges meeting, or discussion group 
on court reform, be sure to invite the local press. 

7. Back the statewide education campaign. 
Contribute as much as' you can-personally or 
through an organization-to the Committee for 
Modem Courts so it can inform all the people 
this ~f'38r, 

Start now. Mall this coupon to bogln your own 
action program for better New York State courts. 

-------------~~-------------, 
TO; The C·)mmi!!ee for Modern Courts, Inc. 

36 West 44th Street, Room 711 
New York, N.Y. 10036 

O Please send me information on modernizing New 
York Slale courts and pelilions urging court reform. 

o o 
You may use my name in publicizing Ihe citizen 
support for court reform •• 

I enclose $ ___ to aid the Committee for Mod-
ern Courts, Inc. in their educational work on this 
subject. 

Name ____________ _ 

Affiliation 11 appropriate 

Street & number ____________ _ 

City, _____ ~_State~-------

Zip, ______ Phone number' ______ _ 

I 
J 

The Committee for Modern Courts, Inc. 
Board of Directors 

The active participation of the Board en
ables a small professional staff to carry out 
the work of the Committee. 

Chairman: 
Han. John J. McCloy 

Vice Chairmen: 
Samuel;J. Duboff 
Frances Friedman 
Robert MacCrate 

Secretary: 
Jack John Olivero 

Treasurer: 
Leon Goldberg 

Board of Directors: 
Marion P. Ames 
Dean John A. Beach 
Melber Chambers 
Richard S. Childs 
Mrs. Edwin F. Chinlund 
Rev. John M. Corn 
Robert Coulson 
Richard Coyne 
Dean Roger C. Cramton 
Warren Cutting 
D. Clinton Dominick 
Samuel J. Duboff 
Duncan Elder 
Pauline Feingold 
Bernard C. Fisher 
Dean Monroe H. Freedman 
Frances Friedman 
Mrs. Louis B. Froelich 
William Gasser 
Donald Golf 
Leon Goldberg 
Elizabeth Granville 
Dean Samuel M. Hesson 
William Hoppen 
Roger B. Hunting 
Robert Kasanof 
Prof. Fannie J. Klein 
Lawrence Lachman 
Dean Raymond E./)sle 

Robert MacCrate 
John J. McCloy 
Dean Robert B. McKay 
Dean Joseph M. McLaughlin 
Orison S. Marden 
John Mosler 
Dean John J. Murphy 
Prof. Paul Nejelskl 
Kenneth Norwick 
Jack John Olivero 
Hon. David W. Peck 
Eleanor Jackson Piel 
Arthur Reef 
Prof. Maurice Rosenberg 
Rich~fd Rothschild 
Whitney North Seymour, Sr. 
Whitney North Seymour, Jr. 
Dean Donald Shapiro 
Thomas Shaw, Jr. 
Han. Caroline K. Simon 
Dean Michael I. Sovern 
Gar,} H. Sperling 
Herbert Sturz 
ArthurTourteliot 
,Amelie Wallace 
Charles H. Weinberg 
Judith F. Weintraub 
Lawrence Wilkinson 
Amold Witte 

Executive Director. 
David J. Ellis 

Associate Direc.on 
Marjorie G. Gordon 

Court 
Reform 

We need it now! 

There is something 
seriously wrong with 
New York State's 
court system. It is slow, 
inefficient, and 
inadequate - at great 
cost to you. Now 
there is an organization 
that can help you ' 
change it. 



Its name is 
The Committee for Modern Courts 

The Committee for Modern Courts, Inc. 
has worked for a more efficient and 
effective court system since it was 
founded in 1955. It has achieved some 
important court refJ)rms. but vital legis
lation and amendrrlents to the state con
stitution remain to be enacted. 

Your help is needed now to assure 
that the State Legislature will act in the 
following areas this year. (Too much 
time has passed already.) 

1. Selection of judges 
The present elective system places too 
much emph~1sis on purely political con-

N) siderations. It should be replaced by a 
!!::i well structured appointive system' in 

which judges would be recommended 
for appointment on the basis of their 
qualifications and character by a non
partisan commission. 

2. Judicial niscioline - . 
The present procedure for dealing with 
judicial misconduct is cumbersome and 
ineffective. ReSult: It is rarely used. It 
should be replaced by a permanent 
Commission on Judicial Conduct with 
power to investigate and evaluate 
charges. 

3. Court structure 
The structure is characteriz;ed today by 
overlap and confusion, an administra
tive nightmare. What is needed is a con
solidated court system with specialized 
parts and personnel. 

4. Budget 
Today local governments bear the major 
cost of the court system, resulting in 
wide divergence in financial burden, 
facilities and personnel. A unified, state
wide budget is needed. 

5. Administration 
The present loose, disoriented structure 
can be corrected by establishment of a 
chief administrator responsible to the 
Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals, 
backed by a professional staff. 

6. Bail reform 
To assure even-handed justice, the 
present inequitable system of money 
bail must be revised. 

7. Victimless crimes 
At a time when crime rates are unac
ceptably high, we cannot afford the 
present investment of police and court 
facili~ies in enforcing laws that involve 
activities which, however morally un
desirable, do not infringe on the rights 
of other citizens. 

In countless aspects of law, New York 
State is the nation's leader, looked to 
and followed by other states. In the fair 
and efficient dispensing of justice, how
ever, our state is far behind. The Legis
lature must take corrective action this 
year. 

Coalition Members 
The Committee for Modern Courts, Inc. is sup
ported in its goals by a broad spectrum of New 
York State organizations. Ranging from profes
sional groups to citizen groups to religious 
groups, they are unanimous on the need for a 
more efficient, effective court system in New 
York State. 

P.lliance for a Safer New York 
Association of the Bar of the City of New York 
Citizens Committee for Children of 

New York, Inc. 
Citizens Housing & Planning Council 
Citizens Union 
City Club of New York 
Community Action for Legal Services 
Community Council of Greater New York 
Community Service Society of New York 
Correctional Association of New York 
Council of Voluntary Child Care Agencies 
Economic Development Council of 

New York City 
Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies 
Federation of Jewish Philanthropies 
Fifth Avenue Association 
Fortune Society 
Harlem Lawyers Association 
InstHute of Judicial Administration 
Junior League of the City of New York 
Law Students Civil Rights Research Council 
League of Women Voters 
Legai Aid Society 
NAACP Defense and Educational Fund, Inc. 
NAACP Mid-Manhattan Center 
National Association of Social Workers, 

New York Chapter 
National Council on Crime and Delinquency 
New York Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry, Inc. 
New York Civil Liberties Union 
New York Urban Coalition 
New York State Bar Association 
New York State Congress of Parents and 

Teachers 
Puerto Rican Association for Community Affairs 
Puerto Rican Bar Association 
Vera Institute of Justice 
Women's City Club 
YMCA of Greater New York 
'YWCA of the City of New York 

, .. 
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It's time 
YODgotthe 
most for 

yoarmoDey 

Vote Yes 
on -

Amendment 
3 

The choice will be yours. Join the many civic and 
voluntary groups in support of the Court Adminis
tration and Finance Amendment. Only you can 
change the system. 

Printed as a public service 
from voluntary contributions by: 

Citizens for Court Improvement 
36 West .t.tth Stroeet 
c/o Room 711 
~ew York. New York 10036 

Co-Chairmen: 
Marion P. Ames 
Whitney North Seymour. Jr. 
Gary H. Sperling 

Treasurer: 
Arthur Newman 

Remember to Vote Yes 
on Amendment 3 on 
November 4. 1975 

BaDning 
theCoDrts 
COStSYOD 

$200 million 
ayear ... 



Would JOD run a 
business this wa,' 
New York State Courts are a big business. costing 
more than 200 million dollars to run inefficiently. 
Over three million cases pass through them yearly 
and statistic!l indicate that one in every seven 
residents will be involved with court action in 1975 
alone. Yet, until recently, the judicial system 
was a business without a head and even now the 
responsibility of running and paying for the courts 
is not clearly defined. 

The way the New York Courts are run now. the 
system is plagued with: 

~ 48 Fragmentation and needless complexity. The 
courts lack uniformity in rules. procedures and 
forms. Standardized modem management tech
niques cannot be used effectively. 

• Inadequate facilities and services. Court facili ties 
and services vary widely. depending upon the 
willingness and ability of local governments to 
finance them. 

• Inflexible use of personnel. Because of irregular 
budgeting, judges and other employees cannot be 
easily assigned to meet the case load demands of 
various courts, 

• Lack of information and comprehensive statistics. 
Case loads and backlogs of various courts are 
not reviewed, making it impossible to evaluate 
performance or analyze costs. 

• Inability to aI/ocate resources rationally. The 
courts are llnable to meet changing needs and 
new priorities. 

. 

Some Background. 
There is currently a lack of sound fiscal policy and 
control. The courts are financed through hundreds 
of separate state. city. county. town and village 
budgets based on different fiscal years which use a 
vari.o;:ty of accounting procedures. The Administra
tive Board. consisting of the Chief Judge of the 
Court of Appeals and the Presiding Justices of each 
of the four judicial departments. can set standards, 
such as the number and qualifications of personnel 
needed by a certain court. but without the power of 
the purse. the Board cannot enforce them. 

Last year, as the crisis in the courts deepened, the 
newly elected Chief Judge. with the cooperation of 
the Legislature. moved to centralize administrative 
control of the courts by appointing a State Adminis
trator to head up a new Office of Court Adminis
tration. The Presiding Justice of each of the Appel
late Divisions then agreed to appoint him as the 
administrator of their respective departments. thus 
focusing authority in the new judge. 

This arrangement is only voluntary. Any Presiding 
Justice, at any time. can withdraw his cooperation 
and resume operational supervision of the courts in 
his department. The proposed Constitutional 
Amendment is needed to molke the new post 
pennanent and secure. 

What caD be done? 
The Court Administration and Financing Amendment 
on which you will be able to vote on election day 
offers the best chance for establishing improve
ments. in the efficiency of the State's court system. 
It provides sound. modem court management and 
rational fiscal policy. 

The responsibility for running the courts in the state 
must be centralized in one person or body who is 
accountable to the people for proper operation of 
the judicial system. Just as important. the conrts are 
the state's financial responsibility and should be 
financed through a single judicial budget. 

The new amendment provides for these important 
factors: 

., A State Administrator of the Courts with 
authority and responsibility for the administration 
and operation of the unified court system to be 
appointed by ,and serve at the pleasure of. the 
Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals for a term 
of not more than four years. The appointment or 
reappointment must be confirmed by the State 
Senate. 

II The 'present administration and supervisory 
powers of the Appellate Division to be perma
nently transferred to the State Administrator, 

• A single judicial budget for all the courts 
to be prepared by the State Admini~trator for 
submission to the Governor and Legislature. 
Although ~he State m!Jst pay the courts costs 
represented by this budget initially, it could 
cc!lect payments back from I~al governments. 



3. OrganIze your own public .duc.llon 
campaIgn. 

Send for a bumper strIp and campaIgn stamps. 
Use thom. Talk to yQ~r friends and anyone etse 
who will listen and urge them to do the .amg. 

GroupAction 
1. Plan 10 dIscuss court reform at your next 

meellng.lnvlte your Stale Leglstators as guest 
spoaker. and!!J!~ them to explaIn theIr stan~ 
on the setecllon and dlsGi;:!!nlng of ludges 
and management of the courts. 

2. Adopt resolullons In support of merit 
appointment of Judges, seWng up,a ludlclal 
dloclpllne commissIon, and modern court man
agoment. Send yO~1 resolullon to Legislallve 
LiaIson OUlce, New York Stale Bar Assoclallon, 
O;;e ElkSlreet, Albany, N.Y. 12207, end 
request thaI it ba duplicated and dlslrlbuted 
to the member. of the Legislature. 

3. OrganIze a trIp to Albany by two orthree 
officers of the organlzallon (more,1f possIble) to 
call on your own LegIslators and Legislative 
Leaders listed above to express your support 
for court raform. 

4. Organize a public educallon campaIgn: 
distribute folders, bumper slrlps and campaIgn 
stamps to your members and urge Ihem to 
use them. 

Additional caples of thIs folder may be ob
taIned upon reque$!, CampaIgn materIal Is also 
available In quantity to organlzalions.Send your 
requests for campaign folders, bumper strIps 
and .heets of campaIgn stamps,tndlcallng the 
quanllly daslred,lo Public Relatlons Office, 
New York Slale Bar Assoclallon, One Elk Street, 
Albany, N.Y,12207. 

Court ,.Iofm bumper alrlp. I'a avaU.ble on ,sqUill. 

Our courts are beIng crlllclzed more Inlensely 
IhRn alany 11m. In recent hIstory. To some ex lent 
Ihe crlJjclsm I. unfair, bullo a large exlentlher. 
Is roallusUflcation for the loss of public con
fidence In Ih. ",ay the courts are run. 

Clllzens complain of Ineffectlvelaw 
enforcement. 

Defendants complaIn of unfair treatment. 

lawyers complaIn of delay. 

And tho Judges complaIn, too-of overcrowd
Ing,lnadequate stan and poor facilities. 

In New York City, serIous questions have been 
ral.ed about Integrity In the admInistration of 
Jusllce. Bondsmen,pollcemen,lawyers, assIstant 
dlstrlclaUorneys, and even some Judges have 
been Indicted for Illegal conduct. 

it Is time for a chlmge, But the change can 
only como about If clllzens like you, .. cling Indi
vIdually and through organizations, speak up and 
make themselves tleard. Mosl change. In the 
way we run our courts require actlon bylha 
State LegIslature. Leglslalars ara representatlves 
of the people, and the only way thay can act 
for raform Is lf they belleve that the people 
want r6form. 

[!le.olutlon adopted by Ihe 
New York State ear Assocl.llon 
Hause of Oelegale., Merch 3, 1973] 

RESOLVED thai the HOUI. 01 D.legalell (' I~G Haw Yo.rlo. State 
Bllr Auol;lalion heraby adopta tho followIng erillrla for 'Dform~ 
In th. admlnl.tratlon 01 JUltlea In New York Slate and urge. III 
mDmbera of tho Anoellllon and othera Intereated In Ih. 
Impro.,ellnenl of Ihe ~alUy ollualle. 10 work IndUllrloully 
10 aehle .... their Implementation. 

Judh:tal "'ecUon 
1. All ludgea In Haw'totk Stal. ahould be appoInted by~h. 

appropriate ex.eutl .... authorIty. wIth the poni!llo exception 
01 IClwn.nd"megejUlllce,. 

2. Appolntmentl by Ih. appropriate .xecuU". authority 
Ihould be gllod.d by an Indep.ndenl. fully repr ... nlaU"CI. 
weU.quaUUed Icroonlng eommltl ... 

3, Thera ahould be pro"lllon for poII~appolnlment public 
heerlngl Clnd confirmation oljudlclll appolnlmenla by Ih_ 
.pproprlato leg1al0llvo body. 

Admlnl.ltaUon 01 the eeurta 
... ReiPon.lbmty tot the Idml"I.lraUon of tho How York Slate 

court lyatem .holltd be c:enUfllllod eltha 11.le tevel. Whll.t:ef 
admlnl.trator I, gl"en re,pon.lbllity mll.t olIO ba held ac· 
countoblo 'or el1ocll"o admlnl.trallon 01 the courta)'lliem at 
every lev.llrom lop to bottom. 

5. The chle' admlnl.traloro' the eourt ayttem ahould be 
appointed by the Court of Appeal. (or by tho Chla' Judge) and 
Ihould bo directly rellpon.lbte 10 Ih. Court 01 Appeal •• 

e. No court admlnl.lra:or .hould perform JudIcIal function •• 
7~ Adequele authority Ind n.callupport mUll be provided 

forlhe work allhe admlnl~tt.lorof the court l)'IItem and lor Ihe 
al.tt "cree.1I1')' to performance ollhal function. 

e. lhe .Iale should anume 111 eo.l. 10f the admlnl.ltlllon 
end functioning ollhe entire court .y.tem of tho .1010, with Iho 
ponlbie excepllon ollown Ind village eourta. 

Jl.ldlclaJDIKlptitMI 
9, A statlwld. eOmtlllf,.for.· A.·f ;udl~l;}l c(lnduclthoutd 

be created. 
10. Tho commlnlon 1\hot:.V,:I na .... lhe euWJtlly both 10 c.nautlll 

Iludge for minor mi.c:onduct and to Inlliate proceodlng. bolore 
an appropriate tribunal to dl.clpllna, remove .nd fetire a Judge, 

1 f. The Nieland reoulallon. promulglltod by Iha CommIe. Ion 
,hould fetaln the elemenl 01 prl'locy In theln"e.Ug.U"e .Iag •• 
10 thai proeaedinga boccmD publle only attar a charge has ba." tcteenad preliminarily 01 10 It. v.lldlly. 

12. The Ad:nlnltlral1ye Boatd 01 the Judicial Conreronco 
.hould promulg.te tho America" Bar Anoclatlon Code of 
JudiCial Conduct ttt be mllde applicable to all Judoe.ln 
N.w York Slate. 

~ Published and dl.trlbuted It e pllbllc .eNlee by 

1IIII Hltw Yone Slate Bar "'soclallon 
~ One Elk Sireel. Albllny, H.Y. 12207 

C"mmittee for Modem Courts Fund, I~c. 
• ...... ·t 711 

What Needs To Be Done 
These are the changes that .ue essentlat If 

we Bre to reslare aurcourls 10 a pasHlon of 
dIgnity, independence, and faIrplay. 

1. Selection of Judges 
The present poll tical system of electing judges 

should be replaced by the Federal method of 
appoInting Judges to the prIncIpal cou,·ts. ThIs 
should Include ,ome form of screenIng process 
with cltlzen partlcipatlon to revIew l~e qualifica
tions of candidates before they are appoInted 
by the Executive, followed by public hearings 
and legIslative confirmation after appoIntment. 

2. Judicial DIscipline 
Under exIsting procedures no permanent body 

exIsts to look Into charges of improper conducl 
by Judges In New York Stale. In eIghteen Stales 
Ihere are commIssions composed of judges, 
lawyers, and lay persons that receIve and 
Investigate complaints, hold formel hearIngs, 
and make recommendallons for dlscfplinary 
actlon, rellremenl, or dismIssal of the charges. 
A sImilar procedure has been recommended for 
our State by the DominIck CommIssIon and 
should be enact!ld promptly to help restore 
publlc confidence In the Integrity a~d conducl 
ofjudges. 

3. Court Admlnlslratlon 
Thecourt system of New York State Is bogged 

down irl',efficlency. We mUst have a single 
stateWIde bUdget and busInesslike admlnlstra
tlon by manasemer,t experts Inslead of judges 
who are needed 101' JudgIng. 

What You Can Do 
If you wanl to see action taken to Improve 

our courts, you musllake a dIrect part yourself. 
Do not leave the Job to others. There are many 
sImple thIngs you can do as an IndIvIdual and a. 
a member of an organization 10 produce 
Ihe necessary reform. 
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IndIvIdual Actlon 

1. Wrlte yourleglslalor. 
Send a short handwritten leUerto your own 

Assemblyman and State Senator urgIng them to 
take quIck actlon to lIote for merit appoIntment 
of judges, a judiCial dIscIpline commissIon, and 
modern court adminIstration, SImilar hand
wrilten letters should also be sent 10: 

Han. Warren M. Anderson, 
Senate Malority Leader 

Hon. Perry B. Duryea, Jr. 
Speakerof theAssembly 

Hon. Bernard G. Gordon 
Chairman, Senate JudIcIary Committee 

Hon. Edward F. Crawford 
Chairman, Assembly JudIciary Committee 

The address for all legIslators Is: 

State Capitol 
Albany, New York 12224 

2. Write your local newspaper. 
Urge the editor to publish an edilerlal sup

porting the appoIntment of judges, effective 
JUdIcIal disciplinary machInery, and improved 
court admlnlstratlon. Wrlle a "Letter to the 
Editor" expressing your views on Ihe need 
for these changes. 

Courl ralorm stamps In Iheets of 50 are ."ellable on reque.l. 
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OFFICERS AND 
DIRECTORS 
TENNESSEE CITIZENS FOR 
COURT MODERNIZATION 

OFFICERS 

PIes Idei'll Sam S SmIth 
V,ce Ples/ti!m. E~sr Tt'nnesseoe James R Mapp 
VIce Pumde"'. UpptU ~a:s, r.rnneSlee IVa cal'll! 
V,ce President. MldC1le Tennts!e" Rober! H Lewls 
'llee Pies/dim, Wesf Tennessee Mrs James A Hadrey Jr 
VIce P,esldMt. FM We,U Tennessee iho",~!> ROyer 
Secfetaty MIs Malv B Cooper 
Auts/anr Secrela/'f MIs Mickey Beazley 
rtedSIJ'er George A t<ey 

STEERING COMMITTEE 

R A 8 ... lel JI 
MIs MICkey Bealley 
Of Oa'ml Beebe 
MI!> Jean M BlOwn 

fOlies I Calc 
CaYl1 C Cfleshuu 
MIs Helen P Craig 
...... I~ M.5('j B Couper 

James W 0",'115 
0' MarcIa OOndld$on 
T humaS A Dyel 

James H Edmondson 
Penny H Edwards 
J.me Esklnd 

Jonn S Gdnnun 

MIS James. A. Hadley Jr 
L.lII,Ue Howald 

Gee/oe A Kev 

Re'l RObetl H Lewt!;. JI 

Elllabelh ?~cCaln 
Mrs S'!e McOl.uan 
James R Mapp 
CartR Moole 

Jon" Palush 

Janel Rasch 

Sama Smllh 

Henry S Vaughan 

Jane 5 Weeks 
M V WilhelmS 
T CeCllWray 

Some 150 cItizens from across the state met 
recently to express cpncern over some of the 
prOblems found In the operation Of our presenl 
courl system They e)(preSsed speCIal concern 
over Ihe comple:Jtlly. the overlapPing JUriSdiction. 
work load unbalances. and a general lack of 
uniformity In Ihe Tennessee court system 

A Constltuttonal Cocwentlon WtU meet m August 
The ConventiOn will recommend changes In the 
art,cle of the. Tennessee Consh\uhol\ Wh1Ch now 
govetns aUf court system. ThiS IS our Itrst 
OPPO!\UOlly .n more Inan 100 years 10 change 
Ihal article Because 01 thiS opporlunllv. C,llzens 
tor Court Modernization has reactivated, atter 
havIOg been IIIsl lounded In 1966. 1115 Ihe grou~"s 
desire to prOVide adVIce from clhtens to the 
Convenllon delegales as Ihey del.berale changes 
In the Judicial system. 

PROBLEMS FOR TENNESSEANS TO CONSIDER 

OVERLAF'PING JURISOICTIONS. For example, '" 
one countt, oJ Ouf state, the general sessions 
COllrt has the ,:::!;'ne JUrlsdlCllOr'I as the clrel.lIl. 
chancery and cflmlnal cour1s. ThiS cannot be 
lustJlled. Such a sY"(~'i'l leads to uncertainly. 
• neqully. and inelf.ciency. There Should be a 
un,'orm. dependable syslem 01 ,uslice for everv 
Tennesse~n. 

WORKLOAO IMBALANCES. Tennessee's courl 
slruclure IS largely a producl 01 leglslal.ve acllon. 
The presenl Constitullon g.ves to the General 
Assembly Ihe IIghl 10 creale courts. The Assemby 
has dOne Ih,s over the years by spec,.1 legl5lallon. 
ollen creallng cou,ts wilh overlapping and can· 
currenl IU'isdlChon. Th.s has led 10 judge shop· 
ping and results. In case load Imbalance. 

NEED FOR SOME SUPERVISORY CONTROL over 
Ihe slale court ludges short 01 lormal.mpeachmenl. 

FRAGMENTATION OF COST 01 the ,udlCIaI syslem 
between slate and county governments, We need 

to ConSider a program 01 gradual slale IlOanclOg 
of Our tota' court structure. 

NEED FOR REDISTRICTING fud.clal Cllculls 10 
refieci Ihe changing pallerns 01 case loads 

NEED TO REDUCE PERIOD OF DELAY In courl 
procedure The Supreme Courl through lhe 
Implemenlallon 01 Rule 45 has addressed Ihe 
prOblem. The lawyer and Ihe Inal bench musl 
now do so. 

NEED TO DEVELOP A SELECTIOt! PROCESS 
simlla( 10 the MISSOUri Plan lot the selecllon. at 
Supreme Court Jusrlces In order to ,"SUi~ an 
ongoing. non· partisan bench 01 outstandang talent. 
We also need a plan lor non.parl.san elect.on 01 
all Itlal Iudges. 

NEED TO CREATE A STATE COURT OF LIMITED 
JURISDICTION with lull I.me lawyer JUdges to 
replace all present courts 01 hmlted JUrisdiction 

NEED FOR FIRM GUIDELINES IN THE SELEC· 
TION. TENURE AND REMOVAL OF JUDGES. 

NEED TO Ct.ARlfY THE t.ANGUAGE OF,T,~E LAW 
Ihal .1 may be more eaSily undersloo ._,by the 
or~lnarv cilizen. 

NEEO TO Ct.ARIFY AP~ft;NISTRATIVE STRUCTURE 
of the COUllS and increase supervision .over non· 
,udlc,.1 personnel. 

NEEO FOR CITIZEN EOUCATION and involvemenl 
in a continuing affort to mcdernlze our cQurts 
.and make IhCt adminislrallon 01 /usllce in Tennessee 
mare elliclenl, 
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"The most slr'Mnp characlerislic 0/ 
the admln/strallon ,0/ OUI caul' system 
IS Ihe Iragmontal,t n !llauthorl/y and 
rhe tack 01 clearly ifelln.d ler.ponsibtllty ... 

a.rookS McLemore 
Allorney General 
Stale 01 Tennessee 
January. 1977 

TENNESSEE 
CITI'ZENS 
UR(.;e 
CHANGES 
IN COURT 
S'(STEM 

TENNESSEE CITIZENS FOR COURT MODERNIZATION 
An edue.allOnal bodV dedlcaled 10 Ihe 
ImploV1#ment of the adminislrahon of 
jusllc •. , 

P. 0.,60)( 15746 
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE 37215 

r 
)f 

WE HAVE HAD AN~c", 
EXPLOSION OF LAW iN 
AMERICA AND WE MUST 
DEVELOP THE LEGAL 
STRUCTURE TO DEAL 
WITH IT EFFICIENTLYI 

Please enroll me as a member of the Tennessee 
CItizens {or court Modermz3tlon, l ef\ctos.e dues. 
In Ille amount 01 $5.00 which enlilies me 10 a 
subscllpllon 10 Ihe TCCM Newsleller and Oilier 
publlcallons and nOllces as ISsued. 

Name. 
Add,ess 

Cily 

Telephone!s/ 

Slate Z.p 

I would hlle 10 become atlive In TCCM In Ihe 
area 01; 

Administrative cperalions 
(Ielephoning, m~ll,"g, clerlcal·lvping record' • 
elc.) . 
COurlobs.lVlng 
Educalional programs 
Flnanceltund raising 
Leglslallve acllon programs 
(allending h~.rlngs. conlacling 1001.1.lor$. elc.) 
Mem~ership rec/ultmenl 
Newslelle! 
Publicilylpublic relalion. 
ResearCh 
Speakers .bureau 
Special project. 
(seminars. conferences, elc.) 

T£NNES;SEE CITIZENS fOil COUilT 
MODERNIZATION 
P.O. 101 15748 
Nuh'IIf.,1.nn ..... ,,,37215 
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CITiZENS' CONFERENCE ON ALABAMA STATE COU~TS, INC. 

ADDRESS COMMUNICATIONS TO: 

CITIZENS' CONFERENCE ON 
ALABAMA STATE COURTS. INC. 

P. O. BOX 218 

MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA 36101 

HOW WILL THE JUDICIAL ARTICLE AFFECT YOU? 

The lmver coorts will be upgraded thus eliminating "speed trap 
justice" and "cash register justice". 

Congestiou!, backlogs, and delays will be reduced in your court sys tern. 

Your court system will operate in a less ,expensive manner and 
save you total tax dollars. 

Your court system will operate efficiently and effectively in 
a more businesslike manner. 

Criminal cases that are decided on technicalities in your court 
system will be reduced. 

Criminal cases in your court system will be disposed of much faste~ 

All of your judges, except probate judges, will be required to be 
lawyers. 

All of your judges will be subject to mandatory rules of conduct 
and canons of ethics. 

Juveniles before your court system will receive moce uniform and 
effective treatment and supervision. 

Small claims courts divisions can be established in your court 
.system so that cases of this type can receive inexpensive, speedy 
and just treatment. 

Uniformity of jurisdiction, practice, and procedure in your court 
system will prevail in each level. 

Appeals in your cour't system will be processed expeditiously, 
fairly and on the merits of the cases. 

Your time in court as a juror or a witness will be better utilized. 

Fact Sheet-Alabama 
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1. Although Denver has no J.P. Court ~robl0m, outsido Denver thoro 
are many J.P.s administering justice ineffectively to a vast nu~ber of citi7,cn~. 
ThEl amendmont wiJ.l do away with J.P. sand ,IUl create a now type of "County 
Court". Tho nl~w judge will be adequat<:ly peid, but the ultil1l~to cost will bo 
less from c.dministration and procedura.l economies 8.::ld the old system of pn.:r:nont 
on the basis of caseload will be abolished. 

2. There are now fortI non-le.wyer county .iuclZ()S in Colorado. All 
probe:~e, juvenile and mental n::e.tters will be trc.nsforred to the District Court 
wi th an appropriatE> increaso in the nurnbor of Di~J(irict JudGes, thoroby I:o!11:inG 
available a lawyer-judgE> for every matter requiring judi0ial determination. 

3. Our Denver County Court will become exclusively a probate ~~d 
mental jurisdiction court and trials de novo in our District Court on sm·:.ll 
claims will be done awa.y with, thereby reli"'vinS the District Court from this 
unnecessary -Durden. Denver will rete-in a free hand to continue its municipc.l 
court system. 

4. The amendment ultima.tely will lead to staggered elections for 
the District Court and will avoid the nscessi ty of electing all judges a:1; one 
time on a long ballot. 

5. General civil ma.tters involving st:lall amounts and misdemeanors rrrc.J 
be consolidated into a single court with streamlined procedure for e:r.pcdi tious 
disposition and avoidance of the presenJ

" multi-level systsc for these matters. 
, 

6. Many Denver lawyers have inquired as to ~hy this aoendment ~ 
not include a change in the mode of seleotion end tenure of our jud~es: 

a. ffiA-perience in other states has sho~ thet a.ttempted revision in 
both court structure and judicial selection at the same time will not. stJ.cco(!d. 

b. This particular amendment is the one passed by the loSisle.ture 
for SUbmittal to a popular vote next fall end as such i.s not no';'/' subject 
to any change. 

~HEl LEGAL PF,OlP1iJSSXON pi OOl:!Qt\AbO :ti? ~tiPport'i'nTo 'tHJ:S AM:!ilNJ::l~I' HAS 
AN OPPORTUNITY TO CLOSE· RANKS AND SPEAR.qmAD THIS NEillDED OOURT ~O;)3RNIZA'l'IO)i 

AND· YOU CAN DO YOUR PROFESS·rONAL 'PART NOW TO SUPPORT T"rlIS PROGRAM iili'iDORSE;) BY 
THE ORGAtr:tZED BAR OF OUR STATE. 

Fact Sheet-Colorado 
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WHAT THIS AMENDMENT WILL DO 

1) provides for merit selection of judges of Court of Appeals 

names 

Nominating 
Commission--
12 members: 
bipartisan 

1------------1. GOV.§..RE§KJI---~ SENAT:E I 

of 
candidates 

--~ .. ~ lawyers & laymen; 
chosen by 
Governor, 

recommends 
well-qualified 
candidates 

makes 
appointments 
from list of 
recommended 
names 

confirms 
. aopointments 

Advantages: 

Chief Judge, 
legislative leaders 

opens high court to a/l well-qualified candidates 
reduces dependency of State's highest court on the political partY system 
eliminates huge cost of statewide judicial elections 

2) streamlines discipline process for judges 

complaints 
about 
judges' conduct 
or disability 

Advantages: 

Commission on 
Judicial Conduct- ,../accepts determination 
11 members: I----------..... IJUDGE r---. or 
judges, lawyers, determines whether ---appeals 
laymen; chosen to censure. remove 
by Governor, or retire judge, 
Chief Judge, or to dismiss 

(£OURT OF APPEALS I 
legislative complaint 
leaders 

establishes method for disciplining judges independent of judicial system 
protects judges from baseless charges through confidential proceedings 
enhances public awarene:.':- of and access to disciplining body 
eliminates cumbersome ad hoc Court on the Judiciary 

makes final 
decision 

3) sets up central statewide court administration 

Administrative Board apPo

l 
ints 

( 4 Presiding Justices t-approves ------......... 
& Chief Judge) 

IChief Administrator I 
supervises administration of 

court system 

Court of Appeals 

approves policies and 
standards set by 

Chief Judge 

Advantages: provides modern, uniform administration of entire statewide court system 
clarifies administrative authority and responsibility 
permits better use of personnel and facilities 
makes long-range planning possible 
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(SAMPLE BALLOT) 

Amendment to the Cofistitution 
of Iowa 

[Notice to votera. For an affirmative vote upon any question submitted 
upon this ballot make a cross (X) mark in the square after the word 'Yes'. 
For 9 negative vote make a similar mark in the square following the word 
'No'.) 

Shall the following amendment to 
the constitution be adopted? 

Article Fiv. (V) is Amended in the following manner, 
1. Section foor (4) iii amended by striking trom lin .. eight (8) ""d nine (9) of 8uch .... 

tlon the worda, "exercisa " supervisory" and irulerting In lieu the~f the wordo, "ahall exercisa 
" II1Ipel"ViDo17 and administrative". 

2. Sections thzee (3), fiTe (5), nine (9) And eleven (11) Are repealed. 
3. Th. following oedions 8re added thereto, 
"SECTION" 15. Vacancies in the Supreme Court and District Court lIhall 

pointment by tho Gov.rnor from lints ~f nomin ... ,ubmltted by _t .... _ rr .. 

nominating eolllllliasion. Three Domin .... hall be II1Ibmitted for upr. 
and two nomin ... sball be submitted for eAch DIstrict Conrt VAOAD. the 
thirty dAYS to make tbe appointment, It ehall be~ me f ch D in 
of the Supreme Conrt. 

"SECTION 16. There shall be A Sta 0 ill Co 
ahall make Dominations to fill v cl"" in upr e UntU ....... _ . ..;>-:: . 
after unl""" othe . yaw, the te . ominat' 
compooed an fol. There not 1 ... than t .. more b 
poin e ra, pro ded I ,and aD equal Dumber of el e c 
m' • I 'who hal ora of the state. The "intl~'e • 11 pomted 
by th ve s jec 0 confirmation by the~ena • "i'1I:~lecti me all be elected 

in lengtll of service ou said Court. 01 Ch e, shall also be a member of such 
by the ident mbera of the bar of the sta~ e he S eme Court who Is oenior 

CommimJion and sha be i . 
"There shall be is t . ominating Commlstion iD eae • istrict of the 

i . su~mm' 0 e nominations tlacan~l t t urt within 

ct ' lal Nominating Commissions all· do. e cted sa follows, There 
.~ ive d' • • ntU July 4, 1973, and erfl' rovided by law, 

s not lesa than tenor more h appo liv m bera, 88 provided by law, and an 
equal number of e IV ch c issi, all o! whom shall be electora of 
the district. The inti m lie appointed the Governor. The elective mem-
bers shall be elect by t lie members of t bar of the district. The district judge of 
such district who is • in len!\lth of service sh be a member of such eommission and 
shall bc ita chairman. 

"Due consideration shall be @'lycn to area repr intment and election of 
Judicial Nominating Commi99icn membeMl. Apl'!~~~~~~~~~embera of Judicial 
NomiuatifJg Commissions shall serve for six ye eligible Cor a second six year 
term on the same commimJion, ,hall hold of the United Stat"" or oC the state 
during their terms, shall be chosen wi ence to political affiliation, and shall h&..,e such 
other qualifications as may be prescr! by • As near as may be, the terms of one.third DC 
such membera shall expire every two years. 

"SECTION 17. Members of all courts shall have such tenure in office sa may be fixed b)' 
law, but terms of Supreme Court .Tudges shall be not less than eight years and terms of District 
Court Judges shall be not lea. thaD six yeara. Judges shall serve for one year after appointment 
and untU the lirat day of Jonuary Collo,.ing the next judicial election after the expiration oC 
such year. They sholl at such judicial eiection stand lor reteDtion in office on a separate ballot 
which .hall submit the question of whetller such judge shall be retained in office for the tenure 
prl!s~ribed Cor such office ond when such tenure is a term oC years, on their request, they shall. 
at the judiciol election next before the end of each term, stand again lor retention on such 
ballot. Present Supreme Court and District Court Judges, at the expiration of thcir respective 
terms, may be retained in office in like manner for the tenure prescribed for such office. The 
Gencral AMembly ahall prescribE the time for holding judicial elections. 

"SECTION lB. Judges of thc Supreme Court and District Court shall reeeivc salaries 
Crom the state, shall be members of the bal oC·thc state ond shall have such other qualifications 
as may be prescribcd by law. Judgcs of the Supreme Court and District Court sholl be ineli. 
gible to any other officc oC thc state while serving on said court and Cor two ycara th .. eaCttr, 
except tbat District Judges shall be eligible to the office of Suprcme Court Judge. Other judi
cial officers shall be selected in such mallner and shall have such tenure, compensation and 
other qualification as may be fixed b)- law. The General Assembly shaU prescribe mandatory 
retirement for Judg"" of the Supreme Ceurt and District Court at a specified age and shall 
provide for adequate retirement compensaUoll. Retired judg .. may be subject to special as. 
signment to temporary judicial duties by the Supreme Court, sa provided by law." 
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JUSTICE must be swift, efficient and fair. Justice 
means protecting the innocent and punishing the 
guilty. In Illinois, this system has broken down. 

We are burdened with a method of selecting judges 
which dictates that politicians, rather than the 
b(~st qualified lawyers, sit on the bench. Under the 
system of political election of judges, we vote for 
judicial candidates whose qualifications are 
not k.,own to us. Judges who are elected are 
dependent on a political party and further 
responsible to the party for advancement on the 
bench. A judge who is primarily loyal to political 
forces has a difficult time administering his court 
with justice. 

Under the existing system, courts are slow and 
inefficient. The recent judicial scandals in the 
courts have hurt traditional respect for our system 
of justice. 

On Dec. 15, you will vote for a modern state 
Constitution to meet the needs of Illinois in the 
20th century. At the same time you can vote to 
incorporate in the Constitution perhaps its most 
important part, Proposition 2B, to take politics out 

r-:: of our courts. So when you vote yes on the 
C1l Constitution of 1970, mark you r ballot for 2B, 
'-0 creating the merit selection plan for Illinois judges. 
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ihe merit plan has worked in over 20 states. 
l.eading citizens in IIlinois~Republicans and 
Democrats-and leading organizations recognize 
this and urge you to 

Vote yes on the new Constitution and 
\iote for Proposition 2B. 

Proposition 2B - The Merit Plan 
'2B provides for the selection of all Illinois judges 
in the Supreme, Appellate and Circuit Courts by 
Merit Selection. It provides for judges to be 
selected on the basis of judicial qualifications and 
ability rather than political activities and party 
loyalties. 

How the Plan works 
Judges holding office at the present will not be 
affected. When a vacancy occurs in a court, 4 
local, non-partisan judicial nomination 
commission made up of laymen and lawyers will 

submit the names of the three best qualified 
lawyers in the district to the Governor, who must 
make the list public immediately. The Governor 
cannot appoint any of the three for at least 28 
days. This provides an opportunity for the press 
and public to scrutinize the nominees to insure 
that the best man is named as judge. Within the 
next 56 days, the Governor must choose one 
nominee, regardless of party, to serve on the bench. 

You keep your vote 
After the judge has served a probationary period 
of at least 12 months, he must be confirmed by 
the voters in a general election. He will be on the 
ballot without party designation, and voters will 
d()cide whether to confirm him based strictly on 
his record. If at least 60% of the voters choose to 
retain him, he serves a full term. If not, the 
nominating process is again invoked to find a 
successor. 

The other plan 
Until now, judges have been nominated at political 
party conventions and elp-cted through partisan 
political contests. Candidates are usually slated 
as a reward for loyal party services or for their 
vote-getting ability, not their other judicial 
qualifications. Proposition 2A, which is on the 
blue ballot as the alternative to Merit Selection, is 
almost identical to this process. It leaves the 
selection of judges in the hands of politicians. 

The Merit Plan is Best 
Judges will be selected by people who will know 
their qUalifications. The plan takes the process out 
of the political arena. 

Judges selected under the Merit Plan will not have 
to participate in political campaigns in order to 
be nominated or elected. Instead, they will be 
s.elected fortheir qualifications and retained on 
their judicial record. They will be best able to 
insure justice in our courts. 

SAMPLE BALLOT 

WIfICU OF TilE FOLLOWINC PROVISIONS SHALL TIlE LECISLATlVE .umt.u OF nlE 
PROPOSED 1970 CONSTlTmON CONTAIN CONCERNING TIlE ELECTION OF'lEPJ\ESENTA. 
TIVESTO TUE CrSERAI..ASSEMBLY? (\tote ONLY forOM') 

N, 

VOTE YES FOR THE NEW CONSTITUTION 
VOTE FOR PROPOSITION 28 

[gJ 28 COfnm~ttee for Better Courts in illinOIS Chicago; 209 W. Jackson Blvd., 60606 Phone: (312) 922-7291 
Springfield: 424 S .. Second St., 62701 Phone; (217) 525-1760 








